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A SOFT, FINE SPRAY THAT IS GOOD TO YOUR HAIR
HOLDS CURLS BEAUTIFULLY IN PLACE FOR HOURS
DOES NOT MAKE HAIR STIFF

IT

Breck Hair Set Mist

is

a gentle spray

that leaves hair soft to the touch, never
stiff

or dry. This fragrant spray, with

lanolin, brings out
lustre

• Use

and beauty.

It

your hair’s natural
is

good to your

after combing, to hold hair in place

•

hair.

IT

DOES NOT MAKE HAIR STICKY

This soit spray does not
It

make

holds curls beautifully

hours, even in

damp

gentle hold just

draw a

your curls

Use before combing

— no

in

hair sticky.

place for

To renew its
damp comb through

weather.

respraying

— style as you comb

is

necessary.

• Use for pinciiriing

Copyright 1959 by John H. Brock Inc

V

5 2 ounce size $1.25;

8 ounce

size $1.50;

11 ounce size $2.00.

All plus tax.

Available wherever cosmetics are sold.

Don't try to brush bad breath

away— reach

Listerine Stops

for Listerine!

Bad Breath

4 Times Better than Tooth Paste!

—

Tooth paste is for your teeth Listerine is for
your breath. Germs in the mouth cause most bad
and you need an antiseptic to kill germs.

Always reach

No

tooth paste

the

way

you brush your teeth.
no tooth paste kills germs
Antiseptic does ... on contact, by millions:

for Listerine after
is

Listerine

Listerine stops

breath;

antiseptic, so

bad breath four times

than tooth paste

better

—nothing stops bad breath

as effectively as the Listerine

Way.

^

... Your No.

1

protection against

bad breath

WHY
PAY

FAVORITE

MORE?

OF

MOVIEGOERS

AMERICA'S

OVER

FOR

FORTY

YEARS

PHOTOPLAY PINUPS-NUMBER TWO
Rock Hudson

33

How

For

1$

a Sfar?

EXCLUSIVE
Liz

and Eddie

SI

Dick Clark

60
62

Jimmie Rodgers

Will

Break Eddie's Heort Too?

Liz

I

STICK
Loved by

Dinah Shore
Brigitte Bardot

Millions
;

Tony Curtis
Anna Maria

!

Alberghetti

Plastic

James Arness

Push-Up

Holder
:

Large Size

Diane Jergens
& Peter Brown
Pat Wayne
Joanne

Woodward
Sandra Dee
David Niven
Joan Crawford

You

Just Can’t
Buy a Better,
Safer, All- Day

.

Gardner

.

44
46

"I'm Scared of Marriage"

48
54

"We

58
65
69
72

Do You Sometimes Believe in Fate?
by Nancy Anderson
"What Can Do With My Hair?"
The Wacky Private Life of an English Gentleman
by Anita Allen
No One To Come Home To
by Elaine Blake

"I

I

by Beatrice March

Simply Couldn't Give Enough"
Couldn't Tell

Flipped

If

When He

by Jim Hoffman

Our Love Was Real”

Turned Out To Be

My

as told to Marcia Borie

by Donna Boice

Blind Date

I

28
84
90

Who

Hollywood By Sidney Skolsky

18

Now

Casts of Current Pictures

20

Go Out

10
16

Becoming Attractions

26
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Monthly Record By George
Inc.

Fashion

Memo

By Pam

Your Needlework

Are Your Favorites?

NEWS AND REVIEWS
4
17

Deodorant

Any

ARTICLES AND SPECIAL FEATURES
by Tricia Hurst
36 Nobody Loved Me
38 Brigitte's My Sister! (Mijonou Bardot)
by Margaret
40 "Mommy, Daddy Says God Does Like Ice Cream

YOUNG IDEAS

t

at

I

by Mrs. Jimmie Rodgers as told to George Christy

The Dainty

With

by Janet Graves

Ways To Change a Boy
by Dick Clark
Jimmie's Not the Man
Thought
Married
Six

75
t'OV'KK: Color iwrtrait

of Liz Taylor
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sale at
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THE MASTER OF SUSPENSE PRESENTS A
3000-MILE

^ t

CHASE ACROSS AMERICA!

Only his fingers clutching
at the ledge could save their
lives ...

and then someone

stepped fiendishly

upon his hand!

/

/

J

M-G-M

Presents

CARY GRANT
EVA MARIE SAINT
JAMES MASON
ALFRED HITCHCOCK’S

“NORTH
BY
NORTHWEST”
/
Co-starring JESSIE

by

COLOR!

ROYCE LANDIS •Written by ERNEST LEHMAN
In Vista Vision

Directed

In

and TECHNICOLOR*

ALFRED HITCHCOCK

•

An M-G-M

Picture

3

“Goodness doesn’t pay!” Dot Malone
tells Jacques Bergerac. Below, it’s Frank
with daughter Nancy, Martha Hyer.
I knew him when he was Frankie.

THAX’S

more than Wagner

believe Natalie influences R.J.

HOLLYWOOD
FOR YOL

Wood.

influences

I

.

When

.

Sinatra

first hit,

he

was Frankie; now, to people who like him best,
he’s Frank.
Dorothy Malone will tell you, and
with authority, that good-girl roles aren’t good for an
actress.
Jack Wehb’s “Pete Kelly’s Blues” is “Dragnet” with a trumpet.
Fd say whenever Eddie Fisher
and Liz Taylor drop in some place, they get the biggest
noise from the crowds outside.
Tuesday Weld claims
Thursday is her good day.
Sandra Dee is shy; Zsa
Zsa Gabor isn’t. Zsa Zsa pretends not to care if she’s
disliked; Sandra doesn’t pretend. ... I keep thinking
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Tennessee Williams could he a character out of a William Faulkner story.

.

Fm

.

.

for giving an Oscar to the

Mamie Van
movie on the Late, Late Show.
Doren hides nothing. She always appears ready for inspection.
Somehow Mort Sahl manages to look
Fm all for givbaggy even when he isn’t in a suit.
ing the TV public what it wants more commercials on
hest

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

horseback.

.

.

.

Hugh O’Brian may be

Muscle Beach, but

I

the hero of

think he’s musclebound. ...

Tab

Hunter knows a colleague so anxious to make the right
impression that he bought a new car to drive to the

Auto Show

in.

.

.

.

Tony Perkins claims

that

perfectly cast he gives a perfect performance.
to

me

fail to see

off.

“Room

... If

I

at the

may make

Top.”

It’s

way, do you suppose maturity

Who
4

least invisible pair:

but Jayne and Mickey?

if
.

he’s

Seems

a suggestion, don’t

By the
Mineo?

mature. ...

will spoil Sal

On any

size

screen Gee Gee carries off the trick of appearing

inti-

...
Filmdom’s

.

Elvis Presley keeps improving as an entertainer,

on screen and

p

.

I

never miss an old Garbo movie.

mate and untouchable

at the

same

time. ( continued)

\

co-starring

(T
with

GALE GORDON

•

MABEL ALBERTSON

•

CHUCK WASSIL

& HENRY GARSON

Directed by

•

•

story by ELLIS

NORMAN TAUR06 Screenplay
•

KAOISON

•

A PARAMOUNT

by HERBERT BAKER and

EDMUND BELOIN

RELEASES
5

..

WOOD
continued

Nobody chews gum as charmingAva Gardner. ... To Tom Jenk
a critic is someone who tells you how
to make movies
and is smart enough
never to make his own. ... I wonder
.

.

.

ly as

—

if

Jack

Lemmon

could win next year’s

Best Actress Oscar for

“Some Like

It

Orson Welles is a perfect
example of what a great actor can acHot.”

.

.

.

complish when he forgets what he
used to know about Hollywood. . . .
It’s

hard

to

have a favorite for any

on TV. Consider
George Gobel, Sid Caesar, Hopalong
length

time

of

Cassidy, et
off

al. It’s off

with the new!

think Hollywood

.

with the old and
.

And

.

I

don’t

any worse than

is

the rest of the country;

at least

it

ACNECARE autibiotic action helps you

ENJOY CLEAR SKIN AGAIN
ACNECARE medicated foam for
relief of

triple-action

acne symptoms,..

FIGHTS INFECTION: Potent antibiotic action plus four other medically
proven ingredients favored by skin specialists help heal acne pimples
and blemishes while fighting infection.

HIDES BLEMISHES: Greaseless, flesh-colored foam forms an invisible
veil, which completely and evenly hides blemishes while healing takes

Mrs. Chalkley

—

wants to

still

down south where

the livin’

live
is

easy.

place.

PENETRATES PORES: Exclusive million-bubble action allows the
medication to penetrate down into pores , right where pimples start.

doesn’t

make

headlines

front-page

every day of the week! ... For

my

money, E. G. Marshall, who’s as neg-

Acnecare Foam bubbles carry

lected as Whistler’s father, is

medication right to source of
pimples and blemishes. Apply

our really great actors.

m every morning, for all-day concealment
every evening, for continued control

ACNECARE

also never

Medicated Foam

you’ll

.

one of

The min-

been within a head’s throw

I’ll bet if you
Ten Best Movies of all time,
find few of them ever captured

of Actors Studio.

name

•Trademark

.

.

.

the

an Oscar.

men— no perfume odor

Available at your drugstore

.

ute Susan Hayward and David Niven
marched down Oscar Aisle, Sunset
Boulevard statisticians began counting how many of their co-winners had

Acnecare regularly

Ideal for

.

.

.

.

Some

stars give

impression they douse

me

the

( continued)

On this fateful autumn day;
the nun called Sister Luke

under special and extraordinaiy
circumstances was forever
released from all her vows.

She left her convent because
in her own words She was
no longer a nun. And
her story swiftly
became the most
gripping and
dramatic personal
Story of this
decade.

Warner Bros. presents

hNNEMANN'S

RUDREa
Hepburn
as Sister Luke,

who was not

PRODUCTION OF

thenum's

snRU

like the others

TECHNICOLOR®

PetbrFinch
as the cynical Congo
Surgeon. Dr. Fortunati

FILMED IN BELGIUM. ITALY, AFRICA
IN THE CONSCIENCE OF
A YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL GIRLI

-AND MOSTLY
ALSO'STAfIRING

DAME EDITH EVANS

DAME PEGGY ASHCROFT

FROM THE BOOK BY KATHRYN C HULME

DEAN JAGGER with milored ounnock
BLAN KE directed by FRED ZINNEMANN

PRODUCED BY H EN RY

screenplay by Robert anderson
music composed and conducted by franz waxman

HOLUVWOOD
continued

boys reveal their secret

opinions on:

SUMMER DATING
is the sensational new magazine that sold out in most localities
the
day it hit the newsstands! This terrific magazine tells teenagers exactly what they want
to know. It does not preach ... it reveals
the secret opinions of what boys and girls

Teens Today

.

.

think of each other.

their cigarettes in cold-cream jars.

The second

issue of Teens Today is even
greater than the first issue. Here in frank
language boys reveal what they think about
summer dating and beach behavior. And
the girls talk back and tell why some boys
don’t rate with them.

Hurry

to your newsdealer and get this
great issue before all copies are gobbled up.
WARNING: Make certain you get Teens
Today and don’t accept a substitute.

IN
I

jJJ

1C
(9

^

I

I

GO TO A RESORT TOWN AND LOOK FOR
TAKE A JOB— AND LOOK FOR GIRLS
HANG AROUND HOME—AND LOOK FOR

BEACH BEHAVIOR
C/> GIRLS ARE SNOBS
GIRLS ARE KOOKS
Ca BOYS AGREE: THIS

GIRLS
GIRLS

IS

me add

I’M SICK OF BEING TREATED LIKE DIRT
I'M SICK OF BEING TREATED LIKE AN OLD SHOE
I'M SICK OF BOYS WHO THINK THEY’RE IT

MOST BOYS DON’T KNOW HOW TO

KISS

KENNY'S BATHING SUIT
££ YOUR PLACE IN THE SUN
<9 GIRLS AGREE: THIS IS A PERFECT DATE

Vincente Minnelli:

—Madame

Why

not team Mil-

.

.

.

said about

the only person connected with

Colette. ... In case

original author

its

you were wondering about

who dubbed Tony Curtis’ falsetto
was a guy named Paul Frees.

“Some Like

in

It

“One-Eyed
Jacks” Director Marlon Brando to Actor Marlon Brando:
“Speak up, Man. I can’t understand a word you’re saySomehow Big Jim Arness always seems as if he’s
ing.”
going to bump into you.
John Barrymore’s greatness
increases. The blackboard from which he read his lines
Jerry Lewis is an LP
has become a teleprompter.
Connie Stevens likes to
played at the wrong speed.
describe actors in terms of food. Example: Lawrence
Olivier is Beefsteak Tartare; Yul Brynner’s a hard-boiled
Billy Wilder
with Stuart Whitman.
egg. You try it
Hot,”

it

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

MM:

.

.

—

you’ve

At

He was

award-winning “Gigi” who mentioned

to

ONLY

.

this to the nice things already

.

A PERFECT DATE

Uj BOYS ARE KOOKS

“
„
<
^
_l

Let

.

Q

.

vantage of the love scenes they’ve been rehearsing!

the gal

THIS ISSUE

.

Perkins and Dean Stockwell in a movie and take ad-

lie

.

.

“Congratulations, Marilyn! This

been

late.”

.

.

.

That’s

.

is

the earliest

Hollywood for You.

25<t

newsdealers.
If your newsdealer
is
sold
out mail
coupon with 25c
today.

I

TEENS TODAY
205

,
J

E.

42nd

Rush

PH-759

New

St..

me a

TEENS TODAY.

all

York 17. N. Y.

of the SECOND
enclose 25e.

copy
I

issue

I
I

of !

Name
P

!

Wonder what food Mrs. Whitman would use to

Address
City

State
Canadian price 30c)

8

describe rugged Stuart?

Lovely screen and TV star, JANE POWELL, wears the new Empire Poiif and
keeps lier hair shining and easy-to-manage witli New Lustre -Creme Shampoo.

Foamy new lotion
economy size $1.50
Now

$
only

Satiny

Here’s your chance to try this exciting newformula Lustre-Creme Sliampoo and save
too! After your first shampoo with New

new cream

economy size SSMO

$
Now

only

money,
Lustre-Creme
to-nianage!

you’ll find

And

it’s

your hair

so easy!

You

is

just

—

shinier, easier-

shampoo

—

set

Lanolin-blessed

Lustre-Creme

Shampoo
now in creme,
lotion

and

liquid, too!

with plain water- and have lively, natural -looking
Lustre -Creme
curls! So get your supply of
nmv and discover for yourself tlie new reason w!iy

NEW

4

OUT OF

5

TOP MOVIE

STAR-S

USE LUSTRE-CREME SHAMPOO

WEATHER:
Summertime, and the
breathin'

for his honeysuckle rose.

Vol.

JUNE,

No. 5

1,

GEORGE

By

iHonttlp i^etorb

easy,

is

and every guy's searching

1959

4 ]Von ^

BOUNCE
HAPPY

BLUES

vs.

COMBO BIG
HIT ON BOONE SHOW
“We’re

just

born squares,” announced

struminer of the Ja
lap-desk

in

my

Da

Quartet, as

we

tall

Jim Peterson, the banjo

corner closet at the Photoplay

we want

my

huddled around

all

offices.

portable

“Everybody’s

make happy music!”
drummer Gordon
Ellinger chimed in. "Songs like "Red Red Robin’ and ‘Sunny Side of
the Street’ and ‘Mississippi Mud.’”
Piano player Don Royer’s crewcut bobbed for attention. “Every-

singing sad songs, but

“We

to

like to play the old songs with a wild beat,”

body’s crying the blues. They say sad music’s

“Everybody’s crying the

Gordon

blues

— not

Don Royer, Margaret

Ellinger,

us,”

say

the

smiling

Ja

in, and happy music’s
and everybody thinks we’re nuts because we’re singing our hearts
out with ragtime and Dixieland. Rut we sing this way because we

out,

Da’s.

and brother Jim Peterson.

.4nn

like

FAD ALLEY TURNTABLE VOX POX
Vicky Crilley

Michigan

of

re-

wrap counterfeit green-

ports gals

backs around their ponytails
the fellows

to

liint

they're

to

will-

ing to go on a Dutch Treat date.
.

.

Qut Alabamy way, guys

.

gals “corn-starved”

stand

tall.

New

York,

.

.

From

.

call

they don't

if

upstate

Angie Costa writes

colored sneakers are called

that

‘gumdrops.”

.

.

Slam

.

books

ALBUM OF THE MONTH—
SOME LIKE IT HOT.

and sassy saxophones
swing out with sugar-sw'eet blues music
in
this United Artists album of the
sound track of Marilyn Monroe’s hit
troinljones

slide

You'll

film.

renditions of "Runtdn’ Wild,

book?

Well, you take a note pad, write
tlie

name

each of your friends

of

on separate

around

comments.
parties!

.

then

pages,

them

to

for

.

.

Texas

raffles

off

it

CONWAY TWITTY

day
10

.

.

.

dif-

pick

and sings his ever-lovin' heart
some thumping-hot rock music.

You'll vibrate over "I Viberate.”

It’s

a

M-G-M.

"Star

bayou name for

the
if

you're
a lazy

sitting

summer's

Louisiana drugstore.

collection

of

“Then they decided they’d
a more proper name, and

we decided on
tet

riff

jive.

"Sweet

Rag,”

Brown” and “Wabash Blues”
classics in this Laurie

Georgia

—

all

jazz

PAT SUZUKI’S BROADWAY
This gal can belt ’em out like a

sings

Song,”

selections

“My

from

Fair

RCA

album,

‘‘Flower

Drum

Lady,”

the Ja

Da Quar-

because ‘Ja Da’ was the

song the fellows learned

first

to play.”

played for high-

quartet

assemblies

and

summer

conventions and sang at a resort
hotel

in

Estes Park, where they

picked up showmanship savvy.

album.

trouper. Pat, in this latest

me
Ann

sing

ed.

'59.

Colorado.

add-

‘"Bugle

try out

famous

sessions began in the

with them,” Margaret

first

to

the

Availables’ until they let

The

Coke on

in a

strums

school

ferent dancing styles.

over a

SINGS.

Conway

out with

This way, danc-

and

(juartet’s native Greely,

his guitar

Call

slaphappy

Jim’s

in

“jamming”

Listen to

the

and singing as

can remember.”

music-making,

latest

for

I

the attic, and he

Neighbors Gordon and Don got
interested

“Petite Fleur” fans will applaud Chris’

club

fea-

quartet,

“They called themselves ‘The

Twenty-three-year-ohl

s]iine-tingler.

in

plucking

back as

that

chance

is

Thru

"I'm

began

There’s a once-a-

separate boxes.

daydreaming

Wanna

"1

the

“Brother Jim found a banjo

under a bed
far

of

vocalist

dance

three dances of the evening. Guys
and gals pick numhers from two

gazing”

tured

CHRIS BARBER'S JAZZ BAND.

laughs

for

partners

ers get a

"

Pretty, blond-haired, blue-eyed

at

Great

week

pass

anonymous

You” and

Be I.oved By
With Love."

are back in style in a corner of
California. What's a slam

go for Marilyn's delicious

did the group originate?

Margaret Ann Peterson, the
said,

Gliding

people smile.”

to see

How

“Redhead”

When

they clicked in a Christ-

mas show

at

theater in

New

the fabulous

Roxy

York, the stam-

pede for their happy brand of

music-making was on, and

TV

kings Como, Godfrey and Boone

and ‘"The Music Man.”
(continued )

joined the Ja

Da bandwagon.

wAi

>r
..

World’s Largest Seller of
Home Laundry Appliances
.

Towels

So

Illustrated

.

.

nationwide service.

Are Sears Harmony House Towels

easy, so certain to get softer, fluffier washes!

Now all these Sears Kenmore washers
add Sta-Puf automatically!
Now— for
four

new

the loveliest

Sears

wash

ever,

Kenmore Washers.

choose from these
It’s

the only line

add Sta-Puf®
Miracle Rinse to your wash automatically! No stopping, no re-setting
the exclusive dispenser measures
out just the right amount of Sta-Puf at just the right
time. You’ll see your towels fluff up to almost double
their thickness.
Diapers and baby clothes lose their
harsh scratchiness that chafes and irritates. Ordinary
woolen sweaters feel like cashmere, muslin sheets like
percale. Much ofyourflatwork dries almost wrinkle-free.
offering such a selection of washers that

.

.

.

There are many reasons why Kenmore is America’s
largest selling line of automatic washers. You get One
Soft Touch all-fabric washing, plus the automatic rinse
dispenser, self-cleaning lint filter, and all the other features you want for easier washdays.

See a demonstration of the new Kenmore
Washers today at your Sears Retail Store or
Catalog Sales Office ... get a generous sample bottle of
Sta-Puf Miracle Rinse absolutely free!
f

tyU't

a — Lady Kenmore Push-Button Automatic Washer

C— Kenmore

b— Lady Kenmore

d — Kenmore

Combination Washer and Dryer

Space-Saving Automatic Washer
10-ib.

Automatic Washer

A.

E. Staley Mfg. Co.
Decatur, Illinois

—

——
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continued

BACHELOR CORNER: lURNTABlE VOX POX
man talk

continued

Falnan

me

Swoon King
gal who can

tlie

he likes a

tells

my and

talk

at

about everything Iroin Sinatra

sinitnik. Sure, he goes lor a little

swooning,

high-|)iteheil

he

hut

digs good eonveisation the niost-

an (dfheat (Iieek night

New

to

night recently

sptuit a

1

—

ork

't

West 27th

on

played

jazz

wild

that

ol

(Ireek

"11 a

similar to the hanjo--hy the lahu-

gal’s got a sense ol hninor, I'ln all

lous houzouki playei, Pappaioau-

on a

est

ilate night-out.

.

.

lor seeing

her again. But

can

me

give

sto])

she

nou.

my

haehelors

I’hil

hue,

a girl

who

Sandra

[leeve

is

.

his

motor scooter.

Perkins

.

.

.

swimming

loves

.

.

.

Pat Quinn. "She has such a

me

wonderful way of making
like a

man. She's
and chicky.

finger,

always

.^nd

love

I

sides,

she’s

lluttery,

so feminine, so

Never

me he
He adds,

those

got

you want

If

to get Will

.

.

.

roiie”

Tommy

trick

at

Sands’

llame flipped for

.

.

Hutchins’

dander up, don’t ask him

‘(owhoy

do a

to

a

party.

Australian

Tommy’s South

bongo act. and she carries a
bongo with her now wherever she

.Seas

goes. Insists she’s going to learn
to

accompany Tommy.

.

.

.

.

.

Tom-

with

“A

Summer

.

.

Tab

Tennessee.

album:
.

.”

.

cpiite

a

"When
is

His

I

a smash

Fall
(it

In

has

jacket notes, by the way, by yours

Hawaiian wigs flipped
when Frankie Avalon donned a
hula skirt in Aloha Isle and shim-

truly).

mied

.

.

uku-

the blue Pacihc moonlight.

Paul .Alika’s personal appear-

.

ance

trip

through Europe was a

humdinger. Ereneh gals decided
to
I

start

".Spy Gliipies"

for

Paul.

in

Paris.

BACKSTAGE WITH
PETER GUm
Hank

Mancini

Gnnn

(and

listened

haven’t

on

Peter Gunn’s composer.

music,

me

you
Peter

Recorded

folksinger

in

corn-on-the-cob,

American

Baby-0” to "SuckThrough a Straw.”

Cider

old,

as

Could

“I

My

Not Find
in’

from

Sandliurg’s

plays

his

eighty

own

years

guitar

ac-

companiment and sings in
warm, rich voice. Columbia.

a

the year),

my Mother Hub-

in

hard euphoard at the ofhce, we

mills to

from

everything

about

talked
steel

"ad

Hank grew up

in the steel-mill

country of Western Pennsylvania,

Mr. Experience.

old

want

— and

to

If

you

do sor..ething, do

the experience you get’ll

listen to differen.

1

kinds of music,

study the types that are popu-

to
lar

before you

begin composing

your own. Hank calls his brand

music "ad

of
it’s

so free

Sorry,

and

gals.

lib”

jazz

because

easy.

Hank’s

married,

with twin daughters, Monica and
Felice,

YOUR PHIZZOG

lib” jazz.

was nuts
about music, and I was crazy
about show business. So I guess
I’\e found a ha|ipy marriage of
the two in TV!”
But, Hank adds, it’s good to

12

FLAT ROCK BALLADS.

missing out

you’re

the jazz score of

visited

if

his

to

he your best booster.

Hawaii and Tommy Sands bongo’ed.
hut Paul Anku topped 'em. His French fans formed “Spy Cliques.”

This More

the

Singer

When

really

in

her sing

to

of the songs are as

it

hula' ed

and

infec-

Sandburg’s Carolina country, most

"is

Frankie Avalon

listen

We Do

Don’t

burg.

and he played piano for proms
and holiday dances with highschool hands in his teens. “Best
teacher of all,” commented Hank,

P

you

as

are

Sung and played by Carl Sand-

hey write him news of how his

records are selling

moods

sunshiny

)^)^)/

.

to tlu' solt strains of a

lele in
.

.

Guttin’

Sittin’ on Top
World” in this Columbia
allium of Dodo songology.

re-

singer.

DAY:

Often” and “I’m
of

the key to the city and
waxed his new EP disc in the famous Grand Ole Opry hall. Tab’s
into

She’s everybody’s sweet-

"Why

ceived

turned

DORIS

Ciapers.

tious

the heart of hillhilly country:

Nashville,

)^)^)^

her

album’s been recorded right

tiext

in

album is autograidied
paw pritit. Disney-

neat

a

heart, this glad-hearted doll,

lab Hunter’s

.

as guest saxophonist

land.

Elvis writes he’s learning a

.

new

.

opposite

in

yodel serenade.

Eove

”

starring

talking?

Here’s

can.

a dog-harking chorus. Every

Shaggy

Gardner .McKay,
who’ll appear in a South Seas lA
series, "Adventure in Paradise."

“Bewiile,

Itig,

Dee
and

Place,"

boss,

helpless eyes, and, man,

just couldn’t help myself!

1

a

lifts

lets

it!”

feel

who’s

(d

you

Iiliis

ban-

.

.

dates, especially "if the gal can’t

cool

sweet sound

to the

Well,

Did you

dog

a

MaeMurray

Holly-

shee yells fiom Ians: Troy Dona-

hear

Dog Gha Gha Gha” and
gy
"Flat Floot Floogie,” with Fred

six-loot-two

invaded

have

I'll

swim and she lets me teach her.”
You should see Tony high-dive.
Slick as a reed.
Singer Tommy Leonetti exjjlains why he fell
for

new

j'wo

.

Edd

jiet

of

Tony

wood

.

astrology.

screams while she rides the hack
seat

.

seeing her," says

Byrnes, the Kookie Kid.
Everly’s

il

on

|iointers

subject,

lavorite

never

.

ever

warbling

"houzouki”

a

SHAGGY DOG.

Shaggy,
and shullling through
the "Shaggy Dog .Shag,” "Shag-

on

I'ommy eouhlu’t

.Street.

enough

get

luh in

Kephisia

he

I

(

P')^)!^

and a son, Chris.

Wherever he
alone. King

goes,

of carrying a

poems

whenever

paperback book

One

for relaxation.

poems

bet you can’t

is

of

of his

“Phizzog”

fav( rite

and

he’ll

he’s

Elvis has the habit

name

the

who wrote it.
The poi m goes

poet

This face you got.

This

you

phizzog

here

carry

around.

You never picked
This

handed

it

out

for

— did you?
here phizzog — somebody'
right?
you — am

yourself, at

it

all.

at all

to

I

Somebody said, “Here’s yours,
now go see what you can do with
it.”

Somebody
and it was
marked:

“No

goods

slipped
like

it

a

to

exchanged

being taken away ”
This face you got.

you

package
after

NINA SHIPMAN, featured

in

"SAY ONE FOR ME

IvUllX^

Get a

faster,

with

deeper tan

GUARANTEED

sunburn protection

Lovely Nina Shipman says, “A perfect suntan does so much for a girl’s
looks. And
Coppertone is the best
way to tan.” Now you can have the
same glamorous tan Hollywood stars
rave about. Yes, with Coppertone,
you get a faster, richer tan— with
maximum sunburn protection— than
with any other leading product
.

.

.

Siinbalaiiced Screening does

it!

The

your skin as

it

fiery, burning
your skin tan natu-

shuts out

rays.

Thus

rally,

from the inside out.

it lets

Conditions Skin, too! Coppertone
rich in lanolin

is

Spray, and new Shade for children
and others with sensitive skin. Also
Noskote. Be sure you have a deep,
rich Coppertone tan this summer.

and other moisturizing

ingredients that keep

longer

.

.

.

it on the skin
protect you even after

swimming. And — Coppertone prevents ugly drying and peeling, too
keeps your skin smooth and soft.

special scientific screening agent in

(Contains no drying alcohol.)

Coppertone, homomenthyl salicylate,
has a selective double action. It lets
in the ultraviolet tanning rays that

Florida, Coppertone

activate coloring matter deep within

everywhere— in Lotion,

America’s Favorite! Originated
all

now

DON'T BE A PALEFACE
Use Coppertone whenever
you’re in the sun swim-

—

ming,

boating,

or in your

picnicking,

own backyard.

in

Coppertone, another
quality product of

far outsells

Plough, Inc., is available in Canada, too.

other suntan products. Available
Oil,

Cream,

— buy large

Save

size.

—

iWontftlp Eecorb

CONNIE TOWERS’
DREAM OF A LIFETIME

THE MONTHLY RECORD
CHECKLIST
GIDGET. Jimmy

Smooth

Ddi'ien (Colpix)

BECAUSE YOU'RE YOUNG.

Jimmie Rodgers

A

(Roulette)

MOONEIGHT BAY. Tah Hunter (Warners)
YOU DREAMER YOU. Johnny Cash

Heavenville

DRIVE-IN MOVIE. Ron Hargrave

Ye-ah!

(Cul))

Ummm

IS ALWAYS.
FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES.

THIS

SVo/m (Columhia)

R;7/y

Sound

honey

.... Songshine

(Columhia)

I'M

The “Go”
Kirby Stone Four (Columl)ia)

of the

TAKE A MESSAGE TO MARY.

Gone
Go!

SEA CRUISE. Frankie Ford (Ace)
.IO-.IO THE DOG-FACED BOY. Annette

Wuf!

(Vista)

Everly Bros.
Connie Towers

I’die

(Cadence)

STILL GET A THRILL.

1

continued

DREAM LOVER.

(M-CLM

Joni James

.

)

.

— and who wouldn't be after a breathless

Holden and John Wayne? C'mon,

Towers,

willowy

Connie

a

Grace-Kellyish beauty with blond

BOOK NOOK
my

Vamp,

June

sjiy. reiiorts
(

as

reminded

—

bride's

is

bachelor

any

if

has

to

([iiette,”

hard

Vamp

to beat.

sideration.”

.

spotted

Remarkable
nating

life

is

it

religious faith

heen

of

Barbara W'ilson,

by

love about

I

mess

.

the

.

is

the

gift

West

.

.

marrieds

cousins,

me

write

a

in

(Joast

that

sons,

daughters,

She’s

way every

the

fairy

fasci-

drawings of

colored line

tales.”

.

in
.

.

the wonderful

TV

who

fans

missed two raved-about original

of Leslie IIow-

plays,

“Little

Moon

and “A W'ind from the South,”
can now catch up with them in

young

stars

recommend

.

.

“The

Image” by R. G.
fast, furious and fab-

.Shattering of the
Ilubler. “It’s

ulous,” they

comment.

gift

for

children of

all

|

14

life”

tana

(where

Mon-

Whitefish,

in

was

she
(“.

music studies

“happy

a

of

.

born),

but would

.

was tone deaf as
a child?”). In “The Horse Soldiers,” Connie sings “Lorena,”
the

love ballad recorded in

first

folk-song

eating

get her ener-

properly,”

“and sleeping!

hours a night
I

a

is

she

Eight

must with me.
and green

a

eat lots of vegetables

Ever

salads.

great

a fresh spinach

try

lemon juice? It’s
and wow! what energy!”
with

salad

—

—

A summer
comes from

collection

Bobby Darin, who

guarantees, “These are the only

eggs

the world that will turn

in

out tasting like pizza!”

Melt a chunk of sweet butter
in a

small frying pan.

Parmesan
oregano.

mer

history.

recipe for your how-

please-a-bachelor

Add two

for

a

Add

grated

and
and simadd more

paprika

cheese,

eggs,

minute;

cheese on yolks, simmer for an-

break? Director John Ford spotted her at a party and was not
only impressed with her groom-

other two minutes, then turn eggs

ing.

she

but with

the

get

her

way she

Serve immediatamente.

Bobby’s
water,

herself.

Acting

over and simmer for thirty seconds.

held

and

singing

have

al-

ways interested Connie since the
first time she faced an audience
in a kindergarten recital. A pop
music fan for years, Connie says,
“Right now, I’m crazy about the
.She enjoys classical music, too.

toon collection, and there’s talk a

“So many people close their ears
to something that seems a little

way.

EGGS DARIN

lucky

did

Chipmunks and Andy Williams.”

its

“From

I

ga-

brand-new edition’s on

ages.

it

to it.”

asked.

I

answered,

to

car-

Hollywood bookworms are
ga over the crazy “Peanuts”

giving

Where does she
gy?

to-

home

How

Vespa these days clicking
camera shutters like crazy).
For a colorful Hollywood novel,

for

songs

folk

talked

.America’s

his

1

Connie

handsome author, is in his late
twenties, and his photo on the
hook jacket was snapped by actor
who can be
Roddy McDowell
seen riding around New York on
(

film.

health foods.

book form. Jimmy Costigan, the

.

from

everything

the

in

enthusiasm

of

full

you believe

Alban”

of

sweetheart

bouncy

nephews and nieces on

the characters

without

talked to pretty Connie, and

no wonder she was cast as the

a large easy print for the young
folks to read,” they note, “and
pretty

six-hundred-mile raid through

I

Temple Storybook”
for

highbrow,

rebel territory.

birthdays and holidays. “There’s

Many slars’ve
“A Quite

Father,”

.

the “Shirley

reading

story

life.”

young

taken into con-

is

book reveals how

the

“What

adds,

to

a

“family

is

obscurity

dren and his strong belief

in the famous “Gone With
Wind”). WTitten by Leslie’s

daughter,

the time he writes

it's

in front of a

from

leaps

deeply attached he was to chil-

the

be

names
in
Ids little black book); and
for the last word on Dogpatch
Day manners. Vamp says, “The
Brides’ School Complete Book of
Engagement and Wedding EtiMrs.

Clark

with

co-starred

(he

Gable

month

listen.

chance and really listening

and bewitching grey-green

hair
eyes,

eminence next month with “The
Horse Soldiers,” a Civil War film
starring Bill Holden and John
Wayne. Connie plays a highspirited Southern gal forced to
ride with the Union cavalry on

ard

gal

trencli-roated

let’s

Red-hot!

Dartn (Atco)

Ro/>/rv

on the phone

is

set with Bill

day on the

Uh-huh

.

gals

who

is

for

those

flap

of

Find a leakproof pot and

fill

cringe

a cookbook.
1.

boiling

for

recipe

by the way,
at

the

Bol)by says:

with running water.

it

2.

3.

er,

Light a burner on the stove.
Put water-filled pot on burnand turn burner up high.

4. Stand back and wait for the
rocky sound of a rolling boil

and you’ve done

it.

]V[AX EVCTOR sets your lips aglow with

MAGIC
IRIDESCENT
them
new luminous
lipstick, brings

alive

excitingly

with soft shimmering beauty

•SOCIETY CASE SHOWI

FACTOR & CO.

It’s

New!

from any

It’S

lipstick

Dazzling!
you’ve ever

.S.

It’s

desert
pearl

silver

op

diflferent
!

gleam with

through and through. Only from

Factor

at $1.25*.

glamorous

.

.each

fits

#2830702

known These

are truly iridescent lipcolors that
orchid
PEAR^

PAT.

Max

Hi-Society

.

.

case, mirror, lipstick all-in-one.
•PLUS TAX

NEW PALMOLIVE GIVES
becoming

New

Ufe to Your Complexion

attractions

A. Not
lotion

for

l)y

burning: High Noon suntan

Noxzema

Inirn rays, allows

through.

6-oz.

protects against sun’s

tanning rays

plastic

bottle,

to

come

$1.45.*

B. Giro’s double-strength Eau de Parfum Mist Concentre comes in slim,
leak-proof,
ions,”

C.

PALMOLIVES RICH LATHER CONTAINSNo

drying detergents!

No

No greasy

irritating

You can give your complexion

cold creams!

New

Life

— leave

it

far

more thoroughly than you'd dare

drying detergents!

No

to

do

greasy cold creams!

softer,
lets

fresher

you cleanse

with harsher soaps.

No

“Reflex-

No

shiny nose:

One Touch

of

Glam-

our, Frances Denney’s moisturizing un-

der-make-up foundation, also contains
an effective facial anti-perspirant.$5.00.*

irritating

No

deodorants!

er” bath preparations are newly repackaged to look as cool as they help you to
feel. Shown, dusting i)owder, $1.00.*

E.

New

Stopette Roll-On deodorant and

anti-perspirant

is

a cool, clear, sea-blue

formulated to dry quickly and
leave no powdery residue on skin. 98^.*

liquid,

*plus tax

16

container.

D. Prince Matchabelli’s “Summer Show-

deodorants!

— with New Palmolive care. New Palmolive's mildness

aerosol

“Danger,” “New Horizons.” $5.00.*

CASTS

LOVE and LONELINESS
...a MAN’S LONGING
WOMAN’S SECRET HUNGER

a story of

OF CURRENT PICTURES
ASK ANY GIRL — M-G-M.

Directed by Charles
Walters: Miles Donghton, David Niven; Meg
Wheeler, Shirley MacLaine; Evan Donghton, Gig
Young; Ross Taford, Rod Taylor; Mr. Maxzecll.
Jim Backus; Lisa, Claire Kelly; Jeannie Boydeu,
Klisabeth Fraser; Terri Richards, Dudy Meath;
Bert, Read Morgan; Brnnettc in Police Station,
Carmen Phillips; interviewee, Mickey Shaugh-

...a

nessy.

EMBEZZLED HEAVEN—

Rochemont.

Di-

by Ernst Marischka: Tcta Linek, iyniiie
Rosar; Lather Seydcl, Hans Holt Ihco, \ ictor
(le Kowa; Livia Argon, Vilma Degischer; Mascha,
Kai Fischer; Kompert, Rudolph Vogel; Mojmir,
Kurt Meisel; Mrs. Linek, Lotte Lang; Doris,
Christine Kaufmann; Elli, Edith Elmay; Mizai.
lUla Moritz; Leopold Argon, Fred Liewehr; Pastor of Hustopcc, Kurt Heintel; Fasching, Fritz
Muliar.
rected

;

FLOODS OF

Rank. U-I. Directed by

Charles Crichton: Donovan,

Howard

Keel; Eliza-

Peebles, Cyril Cusack;
Sharkey, Harry H. Corbett; Murphy, John Cniwford; Sheriff, Eddie Byrne; Dr. Matthews, John
i^hillips; ILatchman, Mark Baker; Mayor, James
Dyrenforth; Businessman, Jack Lester; Banker.
Peter Madden; Deputy Sheriff, Guy Kingsley
Poynter; Lt. Col., Gordon Tanner; Police Copt..
Robert Mackenzie.
beth,

Anne Heywood;

HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES, THE—
by Terence Fisher; Sherlock
Cushing; Dr. Watson, Andre
Baskcrvillc, Christopher Lee:
Cccile, Marla Landi; Sir Hugo Baskcrvillc, David
Oxley; Bishop Frankland Miles Malleson; Dr.
Mortimer, Francis De Wolff; Stapleton. E\yen
Solon; Barrymore, John Le Mesurier; Perkins,
Sam Kydd; Servant GiH, Judi Moyens; Mrs.
Barrymore, Helen Goss; Servant, Dave Birks;
Lord Caphill, Michael Hawkins; Lord Kingsblood, Ian Hewitson; Mrs. Goodlippe, Elizabeth
Dott; Sehlcn, Michael Mulcaster.

U.A. Directed
Holmes, Peter
Morell; Sir

LOVE

IS

Henry

MY PROFESSION— KingsUy

Inter-

Directed by Claude Autant-Lara: GoJean Gabin; Yvette, Brigitte Bardot; Vivianc, Edwige Feuillere; Masetti, Franco Intcrlenghi; Inspectar, Julien Bertheau; J canine, Nicole Berger; Anna, Mathilde Casadesus; Bordenave, Madeleine Barbulee; Duret, Jacques Clancy;
national.
billot,

Naomi, Annick

Allieres.

RABBIT TRAP, THE—V.A.

Directed I>y Philip
Leacock: Eddie Colt, Ernest Borgnine; Everett
Spellman, David Brian; Abby Colt, Bethel Leslie; Duncan Colt, Kevin Corcoran; Judy, June
Blair.

RIKISHA MAN,

THE—

Cory. Directed by HiMuhomatsu, Toshiro Mifune; Mrs.
Yoshioka, Hideko Takamine; Capt. Yoshioka,
Hiroshi Akutagaws; Mr. Ynki, Chishu Ryu;
Innkeeper, Choko lida; Kumakichi, Haruo Tanaka; Toshio {teenager) Kenji Kasahara; Toshio
roshi Inagaki:

{child),

Kaoru Matsumoto.

SAY ONE FOR ME— 20th.

Directed by Frank
Father Conroy, Bing Crosby; Holly,
Debbie Reynolds; Tony Vhveent, Robert Wagner;
Phil Stanley, Ray Walston; Harry LaMaise, Les
Tremayne; Mary Manning, Connie Gilchrist;
Jim Dugan, Frank McHugh; Joe Grcb, Joe Besser;
Sunny, Alena Murray; Chorine, Stella
Tashlin:

Stevens; Fay Flagg, Nina Shipman; Monsignor
Sebastian Cabot
June January, Judy Harriet;
Lou Christy, Dick Whittinghill Hotel Clerk,
Robert Montgomery, Jr.; Otto, Murray Alper;
Capt. Bradford, Richard Collier; Rabbi Berman,
Da\dd Leonard; Dr. Leventhal, Thomas B. Henry; Rev. Kendall, Wilkie de Martel; Pastor Johnson,
Alexander Campbell; Detective Minelli,
;

;

Bruce McFarlane.

SHAKE HANDS WITH THE DEVIL— V.A.
Directed by Michael Anderson: Sean Lcnihan,
James Cagney; Kerry O’Shea, Don Murray; Jennifer Ctertis, Dana Wynter; Kitty Brady, Glynis

Johns; The General, Michael Redgrave; Lady
Fitshugh, Sybil Thorndike; Chris Noonan, Cyril
Cusack; Mary Madigan, Marianne Benet; McGrath, John Breslin; Cassidy, Harry Brogan;
Sergeant, Robert Brown; Judge, Lewis Casson;
Mike O’Callaghan, John Cairney; Clancy, Harry
Corbett; Mrs. Madigan, Eileen Crowe; Captain,
Allan Cuthbertson; Willie Cafferty, Donal Donnelly; Tommy Connor, Wilfred Downing; Eileen
O’Leary, Eithne Dunne; Doyle, Paul Farrell;
Terence O’Brien, Richard Harris; Sgt. Jenkins,
William Hartnell; British General, John Le
Mesurier; Michael O’Leary, Niall MacGinnis;
Donovan, Patrick McAlinney; Paddy Nolan, Ray
McAnally; Sir Arnold Fielding, Clive Morton;
Liam O’Sullivan, Noel Purcell; Captain (Black
and Tans), Peter Reynolds; Col. Smithson,
Chirstopher Rhodes; Sergeant {Black and Tans),
Ronald Walsh; Capt. Fleming. Alan White.

WITH

PRODUCED BY

KENT SMITH KEN SCOTT' CiNDY ROBBINS/CASEY ROBINSON ...ClAODE HEILMAN
•

SCREEN PLAY BY

DIRECTED BY

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

CASEY ROBINSON / HENRY KING/ EDWARD

MUHL/ A VINTAGE PRODUCTION

P
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GOOD

^

VERY GOOD

A
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—ADULTS F— FAMILY

NOW
For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the
months indicated. For full reviews this month
sec coutents page.

—

COMPULSION 20th, CinemaScope:
Powerful movie suggested hy the Leopold-Loeb
case, with Bradford Dillman and Dean Stockwell as the young killers. Orson Welles as
tlieir defense attorney. (A)
May

COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS—M-G-M;
CinemaScope, Metrocolor: Sparkling gem of a
comedy. Rossano Brazzi as a Frenchman, and
his English war bride, Deborah Kerr, need
uncle Chevalier’s marriage advice. (A) June

V'V'V'V'

As

DIARY OF ANNE FRANK, THE—
A film to be remembered!

CinemaScope:

20th,

hiding with her Jewish
family in Nazi-held Amsterdam, Millie Pera tragic teenager,

kins

still

siihtleties

knows the magic of first
and humor of living. (F)

Cinemascope, Metrocolor: Intent on revenge and gold
in his jungle journey, Tony Perkins instead
finds romance and adventure with the strange
sprite played by Audrey Hepburn. (F) June

yy

PLAYING

love, the

June

GIDGET— Columbia;

CinemaScope, Cohimhia Color: Recommended for all Sandra
Dee fans! Sandra’s a tomboy who thinks boys
are just pals till she meets James Darren (who
does his first movie songs). (F)
May

—

P—

J

GREEN MANSIONS— M.(;.M:

k^k^k^ SLEEPINf;

yyyy some like it hot—U.A.:

Marilyn

Monroe’s

really something special in this
rollicking comedy of the crazy ’twenties. So
are Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon, hilariously

and mu-

story, with lots of chuckles

Vista;

—

HEY BOY! HEY GIRL!— Columbia:

Winning

BEAUTY— Buena

Technirama, Teclinicolor: Disney does the beloved fairytale in magical animation sweet,
funny, scary and tuneful. (F)
May

sic, starring Keely Smith as a girl who loves
a bandleader and he’s quite a man! (F) June

—

disguised as a couple of flappers. (A)

tempest—

May

yyyy imitation of life— U-I; Eastman

yyy

Color: In a drama full of intense feeling, Lana
Turner faces problems of love (with John
Gavin) and motherhood (with Sandra Dee).
Juanita HaU knows the heartbreak of a Negro
mother whose light-skinned daughter (Susan
Kohner) wants to “pass.” (A)
May

Technicolor: Scenes of sweeping spectacle are
the chief attraction in an epic of 18th Century Russia. Tough peasant Van Heflin leads
a revolution: young lovers Geoffrey Horne and
Silvana Mangano oppose him. (F)
April

yyy

mating game, the—M-G-M;

yyyy

20 th; cinemascope, De
Luxe Color: Well-acted, fast yet thoughtful
western. Can the law alone lick a brutal gang?
Fonda, Widmark and Quinn disagree, as
Dorothy Malone awaits the outcome. (F) June

May

pork chop HILI^U.A.:

yyy

war film which shows you what Korea
talk about. Lieutenant Gregory
Peck leads doubting men in an attack necessary even while peace talks go on. (F) June
won’t

k/k^k^

yyyy RIO bravo —

DEVIL,

amers, Technicolor;
Big, bold western puts sheriff John Wayne in a
tough spot but gives him three likable deputies
Rick Nelson, Dean Martin (yep, they sing!)
and Walter Brennan. (F)
May

SHAGGY DOG, THE— Buena

terrific

of a

dead

city.

(A)

June

THE—

V/'k^k^

(

His

III

YOUNG LAND,
Columbia, Technicolor: Finally released, this forceful western
proves worth waiting for. Pat Wayne’s every
inch the lawman. (F)
August ’58

a happy romp’s going on in the house
door to Annette Funicello’s! Teenager
Tommy Kirk keeps turning into a dog. That’s
right a large, shaggy dog.
F)
May

next

ELVIS

idea,

War

Vista:

What

—

WORLD, THE FLESH AND THE
THE— M-G-M, CinemaScope: Fascinat-

raising explosive questions. World
leaves only Harry Belafonte, Inger
Stevens and Mel Ferrer alive in New York.
Each is curiously destitute among all the riches

ing

—

k/k^k^

wild and the innocent, the—

U-I; CinemaScope, Eastman Color: Fun-filled
ramble into a tough frontier town with Audie
Murphy and Sandra Dee, naive backwoods
kids. Gilbert Roland’s the sheriff. (F) June

strong,

realistic

vets

Technirama,

yyyy warlock
Cine-

mascope, Metrocolor: Debbie Reynolds is a delight in a daffy farce, romancing with Tony
Randall while her dad (Paul Douglas) struggles with income-tax woes. (F)

aramount;

Technicolor musical

.

.

.

with a punch!

PRESLEY.
Also starring

BACK
ON THE ^
SCREEN
IS

LIZABETH SCOTT -WENDELL COREY

HAL WALLIS PRODUCTION TECHNICOLOR®
g.

Directed by HAL

KANTER

•

Screenplay by HERBERT BAKER and HAL

KANTER|^^

I

FOR THE
FIRST TIME
IN A YEAR
IN

HIS

From a Story by Mary Agnes Thompson

•

A

Paramount Re-Release

^

\

His explosive dramatic smash about
with music to match!
shook-up youth
.

.

.

TWO

BEST!
HAL WALLIS

PRODUCTION

ALL HIS
BIGGEST,
BIG-BEAT

A Paramount Re-Release

HITS!
P

"DON’T ASK ME WHY")
"LOVING YOU" y "BAN
HAVE A PARTY" |gjJ^!^’’HARD- HEADED WOMAN"
"DIXIELAND ROCK”
"KING CREOLE”
"LOVER DOLL”

"LET’S

J

18

f

"STEADFAST, LOYAL AND TRUE”
"LET ME BE YOUR TEDDY BEAR”
HAVE YOU”,/ "CRAWFISH” / "MEAN-WOMAN BLUES"
"AS LONG AS
"GOT A LOT OF LIVIN’ TO DO’’y "TROUBLE”
"NEW ORLEANS
I

’’

!

!

Now! Remarhable news from Lux Toilet Soap!

skin-tonic action
moistarizes your skin from within— naturallii
.stimulates skin to new smoother beauty!

. .

news from Lux! A wonderfully effective
way to moisturize your skin from within naturally!
Keep your complexion looking fresh, dewy

xciting

E

I

—

Unlike beauty preparations that moisturize your skin from
the surface.

Lux care has a Skin-Tonic Action that stimulates

natural inner moisture.
skin toned

.

.

.

It’s

inner moisture that keeps your

makes your skin look

lastingly smooth.

Every time you wash the new Lux way, Skin-Tonic Action
gives

—

you natural inner moisturizing for radiant

4 magic seconds

vital to

freshness.

skin beauty. Swirl on the

Lux lather. Leave it on, and count 1 ... 2 ... 3 ... 4.
Then rinse — and you can almost feel how the remarkable
mild

SHIRLEY Maclaine
an

MGM

co-starring In

release

In

my

— leave

complexion

feels

it

on and count

toned up,

alive,

it.

Makes

it

&.

Lux

care.

and
deliciously smooth!”

See how, from day to day,

its

Skin-Tonic

Action makes your skin look lovelier and lovelier.
Sparkling Shirley MacLaine says:

Lux beauty

“My

complexion loves

care! Its Skin -Tonic Action keeps

plexion fresh and clear

— and

my

com-

marvelously smooth." And

you can be sure — the Lux care that works for Hollywood
beauties like Shirley MacLaine can work for you, too
Lever Brothers guarantees your complete satisfaction
with Lux Toilet Soap

— or your money back.

Today get

mild, fragrant

Lux Soap

in

white, or four lovely cosmetic colors.

Color

I, 2, 3, 4. I rinse,

satiny-smooth and glowing.

See how your complexion appreciates the marvelous mildness of

“ASK ANY GIRL”

CinemaScope

“To get the full benefits of Skin-Tonic Action,” says radiant
Shirley MacLaine, “I swirl on Lux lather as I would a creamy
cosmetic lotion

Skin-Tonic Action of Lux Soap care moisturizes your skin.

Tones

i-ii’ir

9 out of 10 Hollywood stars
depend on Lux care

p

with “Skin-Tonic Action"
19
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Say One For Me
V'/VV Put Bing Crosby

20 th; cinemascope, de luxe coloh

back into his “Going

My Way”

garb,

team Debbie Reynolds with Bob Wagner, and then wait for
something extra-special! You won’t be disappointed. Father
in New York and you’ll find
problems supply enough action to keep a
six-ring circus going in full swing. Debbie’s got problems too
fending off Bob, her night-club boss, whose hobby is girls. How
can she make him understand she’s not interested? (Both pictured top left.) Right from the start, there’s not a minute’s
dawdling as the picture bounces along, jumping from drama to

Bing’s parish

is off

Times Square

that bis show-people’s

laughs, to song or dance numbers, with

all

three stars

making

the utmost of their roles. Cast as a priest for the third time, Bing

manages to mix spirituality tastefully with plain humanity (and
fun)
and Debbie shows her flair for comedy while Bob’s doing
what seems for him so natural acting as a keep-’em-guessing
;

—

kind of guy. Count this movie a winner.

adult

Shake Hands with the Devil
V'VV')/ Did you ever think

What’s on tonight?

to see the best!

Look for

how long

u.a.

been since you last saw
a really good exciting adventure film? One where you truly
didn’t know what was going to happen next? Well, this is just
such a film. With a cast headed by James Cagney, Don Murray
and Dana Wynter, the film unit journeyed all the way to Ireland
to find an authentic background for this strongly patriotic movie
it’s

about intrigue in Dublin back in 1921,

these new pictures

when organized bands

of

nationalists did all they could to fight off the British get-tough

Did your mother come from Ireland? Whether she did or
wind up rooting for the rebels, just as American
student Murray does in the movie. With a complicated role,
Cagney reminds us that he’s still one of the screen’s finest actors,
policy.

at your favorite theater

not, you’ll

skillfully

making us

believe at

first

(along with

Don—they’re

chatting, bottom left) that he’s simply just a dedicated surgeon,

a quiet-spoken professor. Only later do

we

discover that he’s the

daring leader of the underground, a hero.
Well, we’re not so sure again.

As

And by

the finish?

a high-born English lady,

Dana’s contrasted with Glynis Johns who plays an easygoing
barmaid; yet both girls feel a woman’s hatred of wartime vio-

And overall, through the wild raids, breathless chases,
sudden captures and clever escapes, there’s solid realism that
makes this more than an expert thriller and even after you’ve
left the theater you’ll still be wondering who James Cagney
lence.

—

family

really was.

The Rabbit Trap
V'V'V'V'

Marty

picture, Ernest

is

Borgnine has a part as lovable and believable

as his Oscar-winner.
of a

u.a.

back! In this sensitive and beautifully-made
It’s

almost everybody’s story: the struggle
to keep his self-

man who wonders what he can do when,

respect and his family’s respec% he must risk losing a job.
Bethel Leslie, a pleasing new face, plays his wife, and their son

Kevin Corcoran (the crazy kid brother in “The Shaggy Dog”).
Another promising newcomer, June Blair, sympathetically presents the dilemma of the secretary who’s attracted to her married
is

boss. He’s also Borgnine’s boss.
he’s real

and human.

But he’s no cartoon executive,
family

continued
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THE MIGHTY SAGA
OF THE WORLDS MIGHTIEST MAN!

EASTMAN COLOR
by Pathe

DYALISCOPE
heroic Hercules rip down
the Age of Orgy’s lavish
palace of lustful pleasurel

him crush the savage apemen who guard the shrine
of the Golden Fleece!
the Mightiest of Men vs.
the Mightiest of Beasts—
the killer Cretan Bull

the seductive Amazons
lure men to voluptuous
revels and violent death!

Cast of Thousands...
Cost in Millions!

STARRING

STEVE

REEVES

•

SYLVA

WITH-

FEATURING

GIANNA MARIA

KOSCINA CANALE
DIRECTED BY

PIETRO FRANCISCI

Fabrizio Mioni

»

IvoGarrani « Arturo. Dominici

Mimmo Palmara*

Lidia Alfonsi

O.S.C.A.R.FILM-GALATEA distributed by

•

Gina Revere

Warner

BrOS.

COMING SOON TO MOTION PICTURE THEATRES ALL OVER THE NATION!

!

2a

continued

C«ntury-FoK
pfta0/ilt

The

Rikishct J^att

yvy)/

This

its finest.

cory; toho-

Japanese movie-making

is

at

You’ll find here all the expected

beauty of photography and settings
the frank emotion that

many

—plus

people don’t

expect of Eastern peoples. Toshiro Mifune
(seen in “Rashomon”) is not only a
splendid

figure

strong-featured

of

—he

a man,

husky and

also expresses all the

violent temper, tender devotion

capacity for love that

THE
Entertainment
THAT Rings
ALL THE bells
IN YOUR
V
HEART
X

a

memorable

one.

make

He

and deep

his character

earns his living

humbly, as a kind of human horse, pulling his rickshaw through the streets of
a Northern Japanese city. Befriending
an Army ofiicer’s widow (Hideko Takamine) and her son, he falls in love with
the exquisite lady. But rigid class barriers

keep the two lonely people apart. Fas-

way

cinating details of an ancient

(dying slowly)
air.

of life

give the movie a poetic

Yet the characters aren’t the two-

dimensional shapes in a painting done on
silk;

they are very human.

Ask Any Girl
iXyyy Especially,
at

family

M-C-M

;

CINEMA-

SCOPE, METROCOLOR

ask Shirley MacLaine,

her brightest, breeziest and sweetest

this demurely sexy frolic. She can
show you the way to an evening of mad

in

fun

—on

film.

Shirley’s out to learn the

tricks of husband-hunting in

and what

girl

New

York,

could ask a more delightful

teacher than David Niven? He’s back at
his old specialty as your favorite romantic

comedian, coaching Shirley in techniques
of man-trapping.
is

The big game

Gig Young, as David’s

brother.

she’s after

girl-collecting

adult

continued

COLOR

by

I

’

I

-

DE LUXE

STurnuwni Wdic

sound

co-starsn^

RAY WALST6I
by
Produced and Directed

'

p

FRANK TASH LIN
ROBERT OBRIEN
Written by
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Slyle-supp0rt

is

the key to the

EmpireUe”

extra crowa height in

With Bobbi

it’s

simple as setting.

New improved Bobbi waves

in style-support

with the ease and softness of a setting

gets style-support

the casual, yet

'

well-mannered look

\

”

of “Aureole".

The only pin curl permanent with sponge
pin-curlers

.

.

rollers,

neckline rods

.waves in the style you want with the support
Style-support

.

.

.

the

new Bobbi magic

needs.

ONLY NEW BOBBI GIVES YOU
ALL 3 KINDS OF CURLERS

that lets you have and hold a soft,

modern hairstyle as never before! Bob bi’s
three kinds of curlers give each waving
area the curl strength it needs for modern

it

and

40 CASUAL PIN-CURLERS
for easy, over-all softness in

major areas.

styling. Bobbi’s so easy! It’s self-neutral-

izing and, of course, there’s

^

Guoraoleed by
Good Housekeeping

New improved

support! Complete

The

easiest

permanent

to give

yourself

no

Bobbi — waves
kit,

without curlers, $1.50.

resetting.

6

LARGE SPONGE ROLLERS

for areas

in

needing extra body or

“lift”.

stylep

only $2.00. Refill
S

MIDGET RODS

for curling stubborn neckline stragglers.

23

MOVIKS

it all.
It’s a grubby sort of story, you’ll
have to admit, but it’s reasonably welldone and quite well-acted, although we are

continued

The Hound of the Baskervilles

u.a.,

BB

inclined to see

as a comedienne,

adult

TECHNICOLOK
V'/'/ These days, the British are doing a

good job of scaring us half to death
digging up Dracula, Frankenstein and
other such gruesome characters to delight
American audiences. If you saw “Horror

jolly

of

Dracula,” you’ll remember

thin-

tall,

faced Christopher Lee as the sinister “un-

dead” count. Now Chris turns up as a live
and pretty handsome guy, falling heir to
a family estate
and a mysterious family
curse. He wants to stay live, so whom does
he call in but good old Sherlock Holmes
(Peter Cushing). Of course. Dr. Watson
(Andre Morrell) comes along too still
slow on the uptake, still goofing here and
there. A hell-hound bays at midnight on
the weird English moorland, and shadowed
people creep in and out of an old castle
and an abandoned mine, with death lurk-

—

—

ing everywhere. Don’t see this alone!
FAMILY

Love
V^V'

Here comes

Brigitte

Bardot again,

of

her

No

cologne protects and

prolongs daintiness like Cashmere

Bouquet

Tale. Can’t evaporate.

AYon’t dry your skin. Will leave

you

silken-smooth, flower-fresh all over

for hours. Let Cashmere Bouquet,

made of pure imported Talc, be your
P

lasting Veil of Freshness.

Cashmere Bouquet...
The Fragrance Men Love
24

fix.

Then

servant whose idea of true faith
distorted

and

herself to educate a

—not

is at first

She scrimps and

selfish.

nephew

stints

for priesthood

because she loves the boy, but be-

cause she wants to be sure of her own place
in heaven. Then she discovers that he’s a

who never had any

worthless scoundrel

in-

tention of taking the cloth; he has simply

away her money. Realizing her

frittered

terrible error, she does

is

told

that

is

in

penance by taking

Rome. Although the

a pilgrimage to

jumpy

fashion,

story

with dialogue

too often stilted, the splendor of the

closing scenes and the power of Miss Ro-

make

this

worth seeing, family

Floods of Fear
This

title

rank,

i-i

with a pun heads an exciting

suspense story which enjoys an ideal back-

it’s

Cabin who’s

many people in terthem is Anne Heywood a new and very pretty face who is
marooned in her own house with two esrified isolation.

left

One

of

—

—

try to glamorize the sleazy role of a girl

caped convicts and their injured guard.
Still, there’s hope ; one of the cons is How-

who

men, and Cabin’s as deown Spencer Tracy.

ard Keel, and you just know he’s been

Franco Interlenghi is handsome
and impassioned as a student who poor
dope! wants to take Brigitte away from

ing from the screen. Keel makes a vigorous

Oddly enough,

just likes

as

Brigitte

doesn’t

our

—

—

costly cologne

drama. Miss Rosar is conway as a hard-working old

munications and

Italy’s

more lovingly than

the

portrayed by BB turns thief, but
bungles the job so badly that it takes
criminal lawyer Jean Cabin to get her

pendable

...more lastingly...

all

ground: flooded farmlands where the ram-

hooked.

silkens every inch of you

vincing

paging Mississippi has knocked out com-

out

scents and

this religious

her original, older profession, the tough

up

kid

.

—

—

in color
^and a moving performance
by Annie Rosar, provide the highlights of

can

to mischief. Instead of sticking to

she’s

Talc..

AGFA COLOR

kincsley hyTERNATIONAL

bouncing along a Paris street with a wild
blond hairdo and tight skirt. As usual,

Cashmere
Bouquet

DE ROCHEMONT.

Magnificent photography of the Vati-

sar’s acting

My Profession

Is

Embezzled Heaven

Chris Lee in

“Hound

of Baskervilles.”

serving time on a

bum

rap.

Too long

miss-

hero as the plot swings into the evergreen
pattern of the chase.

family

Bethel Leslie, Borgnine: “Rabbit Trap.”

DuBarry

dazzles your lips with

.

.

The new summer excitement in red— it’s

icy-cool

and

fieiy!

that’s Du Barry’s new
Cool deliciousness with a spark of hidden fire
it’s
‘snow* ball of fire’. A hot-and-cold blaze of icy brilliance
the softest, brightest, sheerest red you’ve ever seen. Maddeningly beautiful
And it brings out maddening new beauty in you, makes everything you wear
.

lipstick color,

.

.

.

.

.

‘snow -ball of fire’ in Du Barry’s fabulous Royal Lipstick is enriched
with special softeners that silken your lips with luscious young smoothness.
Light up your summer beauty with this ‘snow* ball of fire’ and see the sparks fiy!
exciting I

DU BARRY Royal Lipstick

.

/

y

j

>

(lolloctors
I

would

Corner

Louis Jordan

like to increase niy large collec-

and autogra[)hs of famous
people and movie stars from all over the
world, ^our help would he appreciated.
tion of pictures

DuN.'tl.n

R.

SlECLER

267 West 3rd

READERS

St.

No one

will ever beat Louis Jourdan,
For he’s so talented and handsome a man.
In "Three Coins in a Fountain” and “Julie”
he starred.

Which
I

Winona, Minn.

really

made

zoom far.
"The Swan,”

his career

saw him as the tutor

in

.\nd also in “Gigi” in the part of Gaston.
think that in this film he acted the best.
Though I enjoyed him in all of the rest.
After these his fame rose still higher.
As he brightened the “Chevy Show” with
“Great Balls of Fire.”
"Accent on Love” was really the most.
With Ginger Rogers hostess to his host.
Pictures and articles about him I hoard.
And stick them up on my bulletin board.
The rest, in a special scrapbook I store.
1

pictures of movie stars
movie magazines. As a result, 1
now' have a huge scrapbook of many of the
I

and

used

to collect

also

top stars of today.
Since I am a high-school

INC.

sophomore,

I

no longer have time to collect pictures and
I thought perhaps somebody could w'lite me
about it if they wanted it.

TT

Lynn Killekrew
West Newkirk Lane

121

Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Say,

why

don't you two get together!

— En.

And though

it’s all full now, I wish I had
more.
Not only is Louis handsome, hut he’s smart

and

valiant.

And

besides being charming, he’s loaded
with talent.
All teenagers like him because he’s so neat.
Anyone who’s not seen him is missing a

Fighting Father

treat.

And though he

have just read a most heartwarming
book by Daisy Amoury about blather Lawrence E. Lynch, who served in the Pacific
during World War 11.
If
Father Cyclone” were made into a
movie, I think it would be wonderful.
T

is

loaded

with

fan-mail

galore.

His autograph I’d give anything
Cause I’m ’“gone” completely

for.

on

Louis

Jourdan,

And

forever

will

I

remain

his

loyal

Patsy Baum
Washington,

Furm.-vn
Rochelle, 111.
I.AiR.A

fan.

D.C.

Competition for Rick?

Washington Tree
Could you please tell my husband and I
where "The Hanging Tree” was filmed?
Mr. & Mrs. L. B. Green
San Bernardino, Calif.

had to write and say something
wonderful new movie "Rio
Bravo and the superb acting of Dean Martin as ‘‘Dude.” Good luck. Dean, and keep
up tbe fine work.
One of your new fans,
I

just

about

the

”

AH

exteriors oj "The Hanging Tree" were
photographed in the pine-covered mountains
some 40 miles from Yakinia, Washington,
where the Rattlesnake Creeks meet. Ed.

Martha Hoine
Fayetteville,

—

N.C.

Auld Lang Train

W

oocL s arms is a
“Kookie” somebody missed ( below)

Lost in Natalie

I may not be another Robert Frost, but
these few words say how I feel about TV’s

"Wagon Train”:
With

Flint

Seth

Adams

I

MacCullah riding

love to see a fast

fist

bout.

Or a round of throwing lead.
To Ward Bond’s acting do
Bob Horton is a dream.
riiey

Mr. Byrnes

Help!

scout,

Is

Lost!

at the head,

always seem

to

know

To work out every scheme.
When all Auld Westerns l)e

And

they no longer reign.

Oh!

we’ll

Maybe you won’t think I’m very hep, hut
have a question to ask you. In one of
your past issues you stated that Edward
Byrnes played in the movie, "Marjorie
Morningstar.” Well, I’ve been racking my
brain, but I can’t figure out wbo he played.
I

I

bow:

just

how'

Iris

forgot

Desow

Detroit,

remember, like as not.
That great show, "‘Wagon Train.”
Viola Haiiz
Halifax. Pa.

Edward did appear

in

Mich.

'‘Marjorie Morning-

played the part of Sandy Lamm
En.
the boy she thought she loved.

star."

He

—

—

Bravo
in

to

Dean for playing

it

sharp

“Rio Bravo,” writes a new

fan.

Not High-headed
I

w'as

there
I

I

was

recently in Las Vegas, and while
to see Johnny Mathis’ show.
very lucky in being able to go back-

went

stage to meet Johnny, talk
his autograph. I was very
him especially his sincere
he’s not at all high-headed
popularity.

—

I

just thought I’d let

to

him and

get

impressed with
manner. Why,
because of his

you know what a
is,
in case you

swell guy Johnny Mathis
didn’t already know.

Beth Paget
Mercer Island, Wash.
W'e

knew

else in

Auld-time cowboys forgot? Not

“Wagon

Train’s”

Bob Horton and

W ard Bond.

— hut thanks
— En.

on

for letting everyone

it

continued

vive

la difference!
since even sisters

have different needs, there must be two dramatically
different types of hair control

. .

only Helene Curtis SprayNet gives you a choice

oneforfirm

(f'sister

sprays!

control.

If

you want

the feel of
silky-soft curls

.

.

.

the confidence of
no sticky film,
no flaking
.

if

you wa
your set h
windproof
If

Id

.

you want

the ease of restyling
wijth jusl a quick comb

wm

jbstin!

tre^ jolie! choose

the beauty
no dulling ickiness,

.

.

.

.

.

fv'"

SUPER SOFT SPRAY NET

no flaking
if you wantfce only
never-droo^air spray

in the worl

magnifique^hoose

.

.

REGULAR SntAY NET

spray
.net /

gowns and accessories
by Saks Fifth Avenue

©
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/

fashion memo
from the editor

y
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continued

On Top Where He

Belongs

^our spring issue rvas grand and 1 was
delighted with the picture layout “Romance
in the Park.”
Will Hutchins is rather a new personality
aroiuK Holl ywood, hut he’s making friends
fast and with such favorable publicity in
your magazine, he will soon he right on toji
where he belongs.
I

Leeada McCullough
Alexandria, La.

Kookie Talk
Does Edd Byrnes really understand that
"Kookie Talk” of his?
.Tane Squires
Dayton, Ohio

He sure does. If e'll translate some:
“Want the horses stabled?'’ Do you

—

leant

your car parked?
“Mushroom people”

— People who come out
up
“Buzzed by germsville” — Put in the hospital
“A W'ashington” — A dollar
“The colors got pale outside” — The other
at night to live

it

person got bored
“What’s on the front burner?”

—

W^hat’s the
current crisis?
“ Antsville”
A place full of people
“Chick in the skins” Girl in fur coat
“Like her heels were on fire” In a hurry

—

—
—
real nervous” —
good
“You’re
she’s not lighting up the
sign?” — Sure she’s telling the truth?
“Don’t blow your jets” — Don’t get excited
“Smog
the noggin” — Lost her memory
“Lid of your cave” — Door of your
“Long green” — Money
s” —
“Pile up the
Sleep, snore
“You make with the king’s jive” — Your
English
good
“You’re getting the beat” — You’re beginning
understand
“The long and airy” — An airplane ride
Do you dig this? — Ed.
“It’s

It’s

.sure

tilt

in

office

z’

Kleinert's ruffled swimcap is of drip-dry Dacron
and cotton eyelet. $7.00

is

to

.

.

.

Casting
I have just finished reading a hook called
“Student Nurse.” It is a novel of romance
by Renee Sharr. I would like to make a
suggestion as to who should be in the cast
if it should ever become a movie:

—
—
Richards
Gerald Trent —
Mrs. Bleston — Carolyn Jones
Mr. Bleston — Eddie Albert

Shirley David.son
Sandra Dee
.Anna Marsden
Deborah Kerr
Jeff

I

think they would

make

a terrific cast.

Caroline G.
San Francisco. Calif.
( continued)

Let the beach crowd know
your hobby with a record
satchel. Bonne Age, $3.00

Italian sandals come in
black, white or natural
Connie,
$5.00
leather.

GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD. FREE
.

.

GRAND

5

PRIZES:

2-WEEK ALL-EXPENSE

VACATION FOR TWO
anywhere you choose

TWA

via

plus$1000 spending money

plus $1000 bonus for your
travel wardrobe if your
entry includes the opening
flap from a

box of

Kotex 48's.

200 Second
$ 94

^

prizes

Polaroid®

Land Cameras
Where

in the world do you wont
go? You name it we'll ar-

—

to

range it! Two unforgettable
weeks for 2 persons at the place
you’ve always wanted to see
far-off India or exotic Tahiti

— any

place

free world you choose
in

TWA

luxurious

.

.

in

in

the

You'll fly

I

planes

deluxe hotel

at a

in

America or

Africa, Europe, South

fabulous Japan

—
—

.

.

stay

.

eat like a

.

queen and go sightseeing ... all
pre-arranged and paid for PLUS
$1000 spending money.

Any
ners

Grand

of the 5

take $4000
Judging
sincerity

Prize win-

Kotex contest

this

in

in

may

cash.

be based on originality,
and aptness of thought. Win-

will

ners will be notified by mail. Contest
is

limited

of the

residents

to

conti-

and
Employees of Kimberly-

nental United States,

possessions.

Clark Corp.,

its

its

territories

advertising agencies

and families are not

eligible.

MAIL THIS COUPON TOOAY!
Magic Carpet Contest,
Box 6535, Chicago 77,
Complete

sentence

this

III.

25 words or

in

less;

Here's

why

I

want

to

go
(

{use plain

new horizons await you in your modern world. How comknow that, wherever you are, new Kotex napkins bring
you much longer protection, much better protection. The secret is
Kotex now has the Kimlon center. This remarkable new inner fabric
greatly increases absorbency, makes Kotex softer, gentler
gives
you perfect confidence at all times, both at home and away.
Exciting

.

New

Kotex Napkins— choice

.

.

for your entry

if

of place )

you prefer)

NAME
ADDRESS

forting to

.

paper

to

nome

ZONE

CITY

.

STATE

Enter as often as you wish

!

Enclose a

Kotex opening flap with each entry.
$1000 cash bonus to Grand Prize win-

.

ners

if

flap included

is

from a box of

Kotex 48's.

of most

women

Entries

31.

KOTEX and KIMLON

are trademarks ot

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORP.

must be postmarked by midnight, Aug.

and received on

or before Sept. S, 1959.

—

—
Thirty Days Hath September

/

J

/

.

.

Cartwheels on the Ceiling

.

The will that Auntie Marne’s brother
drew up in the movie was dated June 31.
Can you explain this?
Barbara Daversa
N.Y.

Schenectady,

READERS

Nu

.

.

.

— Ed.

Happy Birthday

— WOW-

Mrs. Jayne Miller

INC.
y'

I am an adult woman (it says here) and
not supposed to he aware of things like,
you know, sex-appeal and that sort of nonsense: but when I saw those colored pictures of Elvis in your May issue
EEE! If I weren't so dignified and reserved
Pd scream, too, like the young girls do. As
it was, I just did cartwheels up and down
the walls and across the ceiling.

In a recent Readers Inc. you ran a letter
from a friend of mine in which she requested a picture of Wayde Preston for
me, since it was my birthday. Well, may I
say thank you for one of the best birthday presents ever. And may I wish a very

TT

anyone on your staff who
may be expecting one soon. I’m Sixteen.

happy birthday

continued

to

Barbara Durham
Ontario, Canada

Montvale, N.J.

To

Eddie’s

Mom

I'm glad to see that Liz
a right to happiness. Life
not just endured!

and Eddie have
is

to

be enjoyed,

Children need a happy home, full of love
and laughter, not discord and tension.
Think of all the people who become mentally disturbed, often because their unhappy
parents stayed together when divorce would

have been best for

all

concerned.

M

rs.

Owen Calvert

Goldendale, Wash.

Abnormal Teenager???
I am probably a normal sixteen-year-old
Canadian teenager, but my classmates and
friends think there is something quite odd
about me. When we are asked about our
favorite actors, what do you hear?
Rick
Nelson, Tab Hunter, Bob Wagner, etc.
But my favorites are Bob Taylor and
Richard Widmark.
Nicole Millas

Montreal, Canada

A Family

Gentleman’s Gentleman

Who

played the valet to David Niven
the World in 80 Days”?

in

“Around

Donahue

Mrs. E.
St.

Louis,

Mo.

Hcs none

other than Cantinflas, Mexico's
most famous comedian. Have you seen our

story in this issue on his boss ?

Ed.

Affair

Your May cover of Janet Leigh and Tony
Curtis with their two darling daughters was
a pleasure to see.
Such a short time ago, the Fishers’ “family portrait” was appearing on your cover
in almost the same pose as the Curtis’, and
now it’s past history.
May that “past history” never become
“future” for Janet and Tony.
Betty Santore
Killeen, Texas

Reactions to “Elvis Elopes”
.

.

This was the best April Fool's joke
pulled on me. It was written so

.

ever

realistically

that

I

my

cheeks before

saw

to

my

had tears
I

relief that

rolling

it

was only a joke.
Jeannie Johnson
Jackson, Miss.

.

.

When

.

marriage,

1

read the story about Elvis’

1

Big-Hearted

down

turned the page and

was with a boy

at the time.

1

actually started crying!
The boy grabbed
the magazine to see what was wrong.
He saw the April Fool’s joke and showed it
to me. Pul-leeze!
Don’t do that again.
!

my

So

beloved Dave, Nick and Bob are

three married! Well, although it breaks
my heart that they didn’t wait for me, it’s
really all right, because the Kingston Trio
How about a feature on them,
is so great.
all

with lots of pictures (I'll be bighearted even ones with their wives
please,

—

)

Kathy Painter
Portland, Ore.

!

Victory Van Dyck
Austin, Texas

!

Maybe you’d

See

left

for Millie Perkins’ escort.

Mr. Hoboken
About 24 years ago, I lived next door
high school Frank Sinatra attended
in Hoboken, N. J.:
Mr. Hoboken, I’m not jokin’.

to the

them cjo Capitol
1730 Broadway, N.Y. 19, N.Y.

Records,

“Yul” never guess who’s been shorn!

like to write

You’re improving w’ith age
Like a rare port wine or a children’s rhyme.
You’re really the rage.
Mr. Hoboken, I’m not jokin’,
.

your April Fool’s joke
was pretty good about Elvis. But not everybody agreed with me. I told my niece (age
and she started crying.
5'/^
.

.

.

1

thought

)

Mrs. Andy Hockenhull
Farmington, N. M.

P

Hey

what’s the big idea April
Fooling us like that? I was reading Photoplay in bed when my mother heard my
screeches and screams and came dashing
.

.

.

in to see

.

.

Push-Pull, Click-Click

My

got a crush on T ul Brynner,
so sick 1 told her that,
with the help of a razor, anyone could look

and

it

girl’s

makes me

like him.

When we
it

in.

saw

“Compulsion,”

"Take Dean Stockwell,

rubbed

I

for instance,’’

.

All Came Running” was great.
You did no croonin’, but I was swoonin’.
As an actor you rate.

"They

Alice M. Scheffler
Indianapolis, Ind.

.

I

said.

“All he’d have to do

you back

is

.

.

.”

Can

me up?
Steve

Warn is

Scranton, Pa.

who was murdered.
Louise Bousman
Winchester, Ind.

30

.

We’ve done our

best

{see

picture

)

Ed.

Address your letters to Readers Inc., Photoplay,
205 E. 42nd Street, Netv York 17, Neiv York.
We regret that we are unable to return or reply
to any letters not published in this column. If
you leant to start a fan club or write to favorite
Ed.
stars, address them at their studios.

—

It's

a glorious pink that mingles the

with the excitement of

summer

bloom

lightning.

And

of azaleas
it

European touch. Helen Neushaefer discovered

has that
it

just

for you!

Helen Neushaefer’s Neu Love

lipstick

in

the gold swivel case

with the Color Teller Tip...39<:*

— Helen Neushaefer’s Contessa Deluxe Nail Polish 29C*
night — Helen Neushaefer’s Golden and Pastel Iridescent

by day
at

Nail Polish... 290*

look for Helen Neushaefer cosmetic fashions at your favorite variety or drug store

—

Just a touch of Suave moisturizes hair problems away new
greaseless way. Dryness, drabness go. Highlights sparkle. Suddenly
your hair obeys perfectly, takes any hairstyle easily. New Suave
is available at cosmetic counters and beauty salons everywhere.

New

moisturizing

miracle by

in a series of

PHOTOPLAY PINUPS

ROCK
HUDSON

i was sitting on the sand.
Thinking of boys and getting tanned.
When “Surely,’* said myself to me,
“That’s Rock Hudson! Can it be?”
Who else is so tail? Six feet four
Of rugged he-man any girl would adore.
Who else is so dark and built like Adonis,
Whom no girl can resist— if she’s honestTati, dark and handsome wore a red sweater.
Which made him, if possible, look even better.

Only he and I were on the beach,
So there he was. within my reach.
I'd have given up sodas if he'd give me one look
But Mr. Hudson, instead, stuck his head in a book.
Later he took a stick in his hand

And drew faces

of girls in the

wet sand.

Me, I’m much too shy by far.
But want to know? So was this star!
Me, I’m full of hopes and dreams.
He, he does things. Still it seems
He dreams and dreams, like you or me
Of things to come, and worlds to see.
And a girl to love— like you? Like me?
And I'm still wondering, as I did that day.
If I say, “Hello," what will he say?

—by

Joanie Williams, 16

but do you know^

Today I can smile ^
1 still remember the

day when I was

watching the other kids run off
without me,

feeling that-

nobody loved me
\Y

rhen Solomon A. Shore

—a Rus-

immigrant who was the

sian

grandson of

a rabbi

—and

his pretty

Anna, arrived

young wife,
little town of Winchester, Tennessee,
in

the

they went that very afternoon to a
local hanker. “I

want

to

open a de-

were resented

at

was born, on

but by the

first,

March

1,

1917, the

Shores had earned both the respect

and acceptance of

their neighbors.

They had made good

friends with

many

the townspeople, joining

“A

local

cultural

tions.

Anna would bake her

nice big store.”

But the banker cautioned

him.

your savings. Unfortunately,” he

all

e.xplained,

“you

much about
ish

prejudice.

merchant didn’t

“But
the

can’t

I

man

do anything

The

last six

And he

and

civic

of the

organiza-

cakes for meetings and her

special

warmth

and helpfulness won her the admiration of her friends,

who

finally

made

Jew-

her president of the PTA. Solomon

months.”

had meanwhile been made a leader

last

plan to stay,” Solomon told
quietly.

Shore

(Dinah)

time Frances Rose

partment store,” Solomon explained.

“Don’t try.” he begged. “You’ll lose

did.

Nevertheless, as the only Jewish

by TRICIA

36

family in the town of 2,500, they

of the Masons.

The

pered too. “1 built

business pros-

up by hard
work and (Continued on pafce. 88)

HURST

it

"Drigitte was always a miser!”

Mijanou Bardot tucked

her feet under her chair and laughed.
believe

me? But

it’s

true.

“You

don’t

She was always very careful

about her budget and had a

little

notebook

in

which

she kept her accounts, and every night before going to
bed. she went over them.
“I

and

I

remember one day when
was five.

turned to
It’s

Brigitte was about eight,
was spring and we were walking through

when Brigitte suddenly stopped,
‘Want to buy my chewing gum?
practically new. I’ve only chewed it for three hours.
sell it to you for five {Continued on page 97)

the park

I’ll

It

in

Paris

me and

said,

you have
^

:

3

is

by

troubles...

MARGARET GARDNER

my

BARDOT
sister!

PAopy
I

yXf

v^AMT an

TOO tAf^LV FOfl

^

i7APPy,

,

ipe-^t^eAM tAuk-?
OK-IES m5TEAt>

LIKE THM", WAS

1?

ME

T(?

60

WHV CANT
Talks.

SNP^py THE
OF TALKS.

I

WAJ NEVE^

lT5

FOR.

A 5TOKV, PApoy. TCLL ME APOUT A

THE

ANO PAPPy,

let!s

-fo

P

ANF

tell mom MV

WHAT you 3 Aip...
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pt

do the

hanging up there?

tired ot

Why don’t they? Because they
and so are very strong? Well, maybe! But the stars have been hanging up there mil-

No,

I

don’t think so.

eat their oatmeal

lions of years

know

and they are used

that the sun

is

a star? It

is. It

ger than the other stars because

And

did you

know that when

it

to

it.

looks
is

nearer to

see the other stars? But at night,

I

why are you

a

I

audrin agirl?

!

A

lot of

eyes,

a

good things come

two

ears,

Mommy

be a
that

and a Daddy.

Mommy;
you

will

dren were

in pairs.

two hands and

that

if

is,

like

You have two
You also have

When you grow up
you go

grow big and

girls

feet.

to

strong.

you’ll

bed on time so

Now,

if all chil-

you, what would we do for

Daddies? If all children were boys like me, what
would we do for Mommies? That’s why there are
two kinds of people: boys and girls. Besides, it’s
very nice to be a

42

girl.

Boys

fall in

love with girls.

is

away from

bigus.

half the world is facing

we cannot
when our half of
we can see them.

the sun, the light becomes so bright that

the world

Did you

much

the sun,

why

see when

can’t

dress goes over
It’s

my head

my
?

dark when your dress goes over your head so

when you can

that

see the beautiful world again,

looks even better. Haven’t you noticed?

another reason, too.

for

around your head, the

light

It’s

When something

it

dark
is

all

cannot reach your eyes.

But you should never be afraid of the dark. The
dark

come
it’s

is

an important time.

It is

when

out and the other birds sleep.

dark. Next time you’re in bed

the wise owls
It’s

and

nice

when

is

dark,

it

don’t be afraid: you can watch movies in your head.

do you like

tlio

bettor tbao

me?

and Jamie both the same amount. It is
two people the same at the
same time. For instance: you love both Mommy
and me, don’t you? And you love Jamie? There,
you see, it is possible to like two or more things as
I

love you

perfectly easy to love

much
like

doll, too.

me and

have

me

bed. See?

And

as

to

You like ice cream and you
And you also like to snuggle up

as one another.

your

that there are lots

you a story before you go to
you grow bigger you will find
more nice things to like and love.
tell

—

Can

a girl ever be really sure?

Even with Buddy’s
arms holding her

Anna Maria
had

close,

Alberghetti

to confess to herself

"I’M

SCARED
OF
MARRIAGE"
sudden gust of wind, sweeping across the garden,

^ made Anna Maria

shiver,

draw her

around her and snuggle closer

tightly

sw'^eater

into

more

Buddy’s

arms. Then she turned her head slightly, and, tracing
a finger thoughtfully along the low stone w’all which

backed the terrace seat where they

sat,

looked over

home behind them.
bedroom, darling, will make a

towards the modern, Chinese-style
.

.

and the extra

wonderful nursery.” She could faintly hear Buddy’s

wmrds coming to her over a sea of thought, and she
nodded her head in agreement and listened as he
continued. “That studio wdll (Continued on poge 103)

by

BEATRICE MARCH
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Jim talks about the

breakup of

U

his marriage

SIMPLY
GIVE
hI

T

guess ...

I

guess

I

just couldn’t give

enough,” said

Jim Arness from the bed where he was sitting, two
pillows propped up behind his head and shoulders, a
blanket pulled up to his waist. The catch in his voice
wasn’t from the virus he had caught ^but from what

—

by JIM

46

he was trying, with great
I

often took Matt Dillon

difficulty,

to say. “I

home with me. And

admit

I

think

Virginia objected to having Matt and not

me around

the house. But

In the be-

ginning

.

HOFFMAN

.

.

it

wasn’t always like

when we

first

this.

(Continued on page

93)

we

^he

last

week

moved

couldn V

tell

into

if our

our

new home.

felt

sure of

house, surely whatever

was

get

“we

We

better;

With the
was bother-

it.

ing us would be straightened out.

But instead of getting

love

softly,

thought things would

both of us

Diane

in January,”

explained

Jergens

got worse.

I

better, things

couldn’t seem to talk to

Peter. I’d start

—and then

I’d think,

what’s the use. Never mind. Then,

rear
by

when we’d been

living {continued)

PETER BROWN and DIANE JERGENS
as told to MARCIA BORIE

couldn Y

in

our love was real

tell if

our new home only two weeks, the

tion finally

was

“It

came

situa-

Peter suddenly got up.

He

didn’t say any-

I watched him go to the hall closet
and get a jacket.
‘“Where are you going?’ I asked, finally.
“‘Out to work ... on the arrangements
for some songs
with a couple of the guys.’
“As Peter started to go out the door, I

thing, but

.

couldn’t stand
“‘Peter,’
I

I

.

it

.

said,

‘I

can’t take

know

it

anymore.

what’s happening.

me

all

“Peter just turned around and stood staring at me.” Suddenly, at this point, Diane

paused, looked over at Peter,

that / loved

who was

sitting

Diane very

much”

the story.

—a hundred

cent right,” Peter said finally, toying a

perlittle

nervously with the cigarette he held in his

hand. “I’d been moody, quiet. I’d neglected

knew

I was trying to figure
knew was that I loved my
wife very much, but that somehow I’d hurt

her. I

But

it.

things out. All I

her and I’d been hurt, too.

said, ‘Diane,
I

want

my own

telling her this, I

it.

have things settled

in

to wait

till

I

mind.’
at

said, ‘Peter, please stay
over.’

simply

I’m not ready to talk about

“Diane just looked

.

knew was

him to continue
knew Diane was right

“But instead of

You’ve hardly said a single word to
.’
week

“All I

“I

any longer.

can’t. I just don’t

.

beside her on the couch, and smiled in a way,
that asked

to a head.

on Sunday afternoon, and

late

continued

When

I

I’m miserable

said Peter,

me and

and

let’s

finally she

talk things

didn’t answer, she said, ‘Peter.
.

.

.

(Continued on page 95)

and somehow Pd hurt her.”

BREAK
EDDIE’S HEART
WILL

LIZ

^

As a new

T

life

began with Eddie, Liz

hey were leaving for Las Vegas in half an hour. In
the midst of the flurry of packing, the children

had

been looking for Maggie, their big, beautiful Per-

Maggie just couldn’t be left behind. Then
suddenly the shouts and the running back and forth
sian cat.

stopped as the gardener walked slowly through the house,
his

head bent over a furry animal he held

in his arms.

Liz,

tried not to hear the

who had been

in last-minute

kneeling by a trunk, struggling to

her and tossed back her hair.

“Mrs. Todd, I’m so sorry,” he said quickly.

away her two boys

—young

kiss

him and

jade ring.

to give

“We

him

a green

can’t live

hy

public opinion,” she said.
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few

feet

—were

paws were [Continued on page 90)

opening, Liz hesitated for

Afterwards, she hurried to

A

Michael and Chris

standing rooted to the spot, looking aghast. They could
see that the gentle

Arriving at the Tropicana for Eddie’s

just a

fit

odds and ends, got up as he approached

moment. Somehow, she

felt

uneasy.

hissed words, “She’ll break his heart

Eddie forgot his

lyrics,

.

.

.

like the others.”

then Liz heard him say, “I must really be in love.”

They planned

a quiet wedding,

way. “We’ll travel as

hoping

man and

it

could be that

wife,” they vowed.
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—

wasn’t too keen on the idea of a blind date,

1

when a girlfriend of mine called and said
knew a nice boy kind of shy I was
persuaded. But the minute I hung up I thought,
“Donna, you’ve made a mistake!” So when the
big day came, Saturday, I sat in my room mopbut

—

she

—

ing, thinking all kinds of horrible things

was going

maybe
off,

to be

a wolf.

1

—

^like

he

about six inches too short, or

had the wild idea of

calling

it

but mother insisted: “You’re exaggerating.

You’ve promised, now you must go.”
At about two o’clock

1

heard a car drive up.

“Stop hanging on the curtains and go answer the
door,”

Mom

smile

opened

I

said.
it

So, with heavy heart and broad

—and nearly

fell

over backwards.

There was Pat Wayne chewing on the end of a
spearmint-gum wrapper. “Hi,” he said sort of
lazily, “Can 1 come in?” I’m glad he asked, because

We

I

don’t think

talked, but

told

I

could have spoken.
wasn’t really

all

there until,

Long Beach Pike amusement park,
him about having come from New York

on the way
1

I

and wanting

to

to be a dancer,

a small part in his

and that

new Columbia

had
“The

I’d even

picture,

Young Land.” He wasn’t surprised. “I know
and ever since I first saw you on the set I’ve
wanted to ask you for a date.” He was so easy
to talk to, more like the college boys I date than
an actor. He loves to play chess and he’s in premed at Loyola College and
well, I had a
Turn
the
and
see
for yourself.
glorious time.
page
.

by
17,

5^'^
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DONNA BOICE
Los Angeles, California

TORNep QOT to BB

Next time you’re

sitting at

home and someone

“And I thought breaking Dad’s horses was hard!”
Pat laughed as we jiggled and bounced in the
“Whirligig” but he wasn’t dying to try

it

again.

All that fresh air was

making us

hungry, so we stopped for cotton
candy. “Let’s get some real food

now,” urged Pat as he spied some
hot dogs smothered in sauerkraut.

—

Back and forth, back and forth
my stomach was doing the cha-cha
but

my

hearty date just yelled to

—

me, “Come and see the view it’s
great!” J had to take his word.

Pat was so good at “loop the
hoop” the man who ran it begged
him to stop. “You make it look
too easy. Here, take these pandas,

before you win the concession!”

asks you

to

go on a blind date, remember what happened to me!

Maybe

it

was

my

lucky straw hat, but

1

game and

a

got a strike in the “baseball”

“Hey! Not bad,” from Pat. Home again
(below) and a too-soon end to a perfect
day with the nicest “blind date” ever.

JOANNE WOODWARD

asks:

do you sometimes
believe in fate?
Joanne Woodward lurned her head sharply. She thought she
heard a noise but, no
listened a

moment

.

.

.

one look

at the crib

longer, then turned back and looked

out the window. All the pieces seemed to
together. Paul

thing

fit

.

.

.

reassured her. She

the

new baby

.

.

.

fit

her career. Every-

together in such a perfect way.

And

yet

if

she had lived one hour of those days differently, she

would have changed

by

the

whole

{Continued on pa^e 74 )

NANCY ANDERSON

Let’s face

it

girls;

you can’t

^

get along with ’em

So

—or without ’em-

this month, let’s talk

about—

ways

boy

to change a
TJey

there

We
We

.

.

hold that crowd back.

.

mean any harm.

fellows didn’t

were only trying to help you gals

when we wrote “Girls, You’re Wonderful,
But ...” a while back. That’s no reason
for

you

all

your pretty young

getting

and coming after me
with sharpened hat pins and .38 caliber
storming

heads

hair-curlers.

All

did was float around the edges of

I

some conversational

sessions, picking

up

a few words here and there and glueing

them together so we could answer that
“Now just what do

ever-burning question,

boys talk about?” You were sure
It

was

girls after all

.

.

.

’cause I’ve been doing a

right.

But don’t worry,
little

research on

the other side of the fence. No,

it’s

not a

white flag of surrender I’m waving here.
It’s

my

batch of notes. Right here

latest

in this collection of type I’ve got evidence

—and

it’s

pretty

up-to-date

—that

when

the girls gather they have a favorite topic

Boys.

And you know what

come

blow to the fellows, but the
have been able to find a few rusty

girls

else? This

may

as a

spots in that suit of

armor we guys wear.

That’s no surprise to you girls,

is

it?

we focus our super -sensitive
microphone on some pretty feminine readers and guests at “American Bandstand,”
and broadcast some of their top-secret
Well, suppose

confabs, which sound like this

“Why
“that

is it,”

some

Mary Anne

fellows

seem

.

Cuff

.

is

.

asking,

to think they are

when there isn’t anybody
around to back them up in their opinion?”
“I was Just thinking that, too,” Marie
Murphy chimes in. “Some fellows like
big shots even

to

be the center of attraction no matter

where they
try to

are.

answer

They always jump up and

all

of the questions in class,

even when they’re {Continued on page 86)

by DICK

CLARK
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JIMMIE’S rVOT THE MAIN

I

THOUGHT

'^T'he first

week we were married

my husband
And

over the head with a picture frame.
of something that hadn’t even been

I’m getting ahead of

my

my

fault

hit

me

because

all
.

.

.

but

story.

—the picture-frame

fight, I mean
had no idea that Jimmie snored.
Even though our home was right smack under the
Hollywood freeway, where the trafiic made more noise
than a jamboree, you could still hear Jimmie’s snoring.
No sooner would he crawl into bed than he’d snuggle
over to his side with all the covers, close his eyes and
rock the bedroom with the most perfectly modulated
“Grroor whee, grroor whee.” And he would sleep
like a log. Me? Well, I just had to get used to it
but
It all really

began

because of course

I

—

—

—

MARRIED

I

was unable to move an inch and, to top it all,
was standing shivering in a sub-zero cold.
It was too much. So I must have unconsciously put
an end to it all by waking up. And then I knew. It had
been Jimmie’s snoring snoring as he’d never snored
before. He’d taken all the blankets again, too. So I
began my counter-attack by tugging for my share of
fashion,

—

the

bed-covers, totally ignoring his sleepy protests.

Then

I

this

chose a more subtle approach.

I

noise

—

decided to put an end to the snore

I

remember one

—but

for

he could make

could, too.

So, feeling very abused,
wall behind the bed. “Hey,”

I
I

began pounding on the
said,

“how about

a break,

huh?”
But no sooner did

not without effort.

If

my

fist

hit the plaster

than our

morning, right before dawn,

marriage license (framed and hanging precariously

hearing what sounded like an overworked pneumatic
over the waves of sleep. In a

from a thumb tack above the bed), came tumbling
down arriving on the bed by way of a bounce off the

seemed as though these

top of Jimmie’s head.

I

street-drill

coming

dream-like sort of

chilly

to

me

way

it

were people marching towards

me and

I,

by

in true

drills

dream

—

He

sat bolt up, looking bewildered.

[Continued)

MRS. JIMMIE RODGERS
as toJd to

GEORGE CHRISTY
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MATV

!!

THOUGHT

I

MARRIED

I

continued

“What happened?” he

Then,

yelled.

still

quite puzzled,

he put a hand to the top of his head. “Something

hit

living together within four ordinary walls, faced with

each other, a coffee pot, and just plain

me,” he concluded. Then he eyed me suspiciously.
“Thanks,” he muttered sarcastically. And right then and

up the only possible offending
and hit me with it plump on top of

there he picked

the frame

—

Come
The

to think of

first

it,

for coffee
and ended
up staying out all night
Oh, I’d known Jimmie

head.

“There,” he said, evidently feeling better.
I

of us

Then Jimmie climbed out from under the covers and
I

stiffly

my

over to

side of the bed. For a

me

gave

me

a spanking that

I

did

—

me over his knees, and

longed to Donna, the

made

it

painful to

sit

down

for

I know
mumbled some
was going home to mother.

packed

my

But, anyway, how was I to know I was marrying a
man who snored? And who’d’ve thought it significant?

As a matter
its

too.

significance,

was

as “that
girl.”

By

McClatchey
was

the time I

had a terrible crush on him. But he
was a junior (he’s three years older) and I didn’t think
he’d go for a kid with braces on her teeth. But I remembered how we’d gone horseback-riding before we became
teenagers
and all the fun we’d had. Jimi.iie’d sing all
the time, whether we were riding, or sitting by the roadside chewing quackgrass and clover-leaves or taking the
in eighth grade, I

,

—

horses back to the stable.

Jimmie didn’t do much

Actually,

did go to the high-school
girl before

he enlisted

prom

in the

dating, although he

with a really glamorous

Air Force.

“Colleen,”

my

mother

had

just

before

Korea, a friend of mine named Connie sent him packages

Jimmie and I were
married, “no matter
how glamorous mar-

cookies and packed them in coffee tins for Connie to put

said,

may seem

you
now, no matter what
dreams you may have,
remember, there’s
bound to be some trouriage

ble.
sit

And when
yourself

to

there

down

is,

with

Jimmie over a pot of coffee, and you’ll find it’s the best
referee in the whole wide world!”
I was very young at the time, and still dreamy-eyed.
Marriage seemed strewn with sweet-scented rose-petals.
lots
Then I got married and found that, well, it is
a
was
it
At
first
too.
problems,
there
are
but
of times
.

.

.

.

shock to realize we were just two ordinary people.
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I

McClatchey

then,

of fact,

that pot of coffee has

.

across

and Jimmie always referred to me

seriously.

bags,

had happened.

.

lived

Colleen

isn’t in that contract.”

mumbo-jumbo and said I
Jimmie just stood there, looking sheepish in his pajamas,
and watched me pack. Then suddenly he came over and
showed me the funny, egg-shaped lump on his forehead.
He didn’t say a word. But it melted me. I just swallowed
all my silly pride and scurried into the kitchen to make
a big pot of coffee. Over it, I explained to Jimmie what
really

who

girl

the road from me.

I

in

Shetland ponies that beup, threw

whimpered. “This

that time.

used

grade school, with the

Sometimes we take everything too
I

We

a

days afterwards.

“Fiend!”

grew up in Camas,

have fun back

to

please-forgive-me kiss.

me

since both

life

Washington.

moment

thought he looked sorry and was going to give
Instead, he picked

my

all

shrieked and slapped him right back.

walked

—

we dated we went

time

article

my

living.

ours was a “coffee” courtship too.

But we never

lost touch.

When

of goodies, and a couple of times

in

I

he was assigned to

baked peanut-butter

Jimmie’s packages.

“You can

tell

that

McClatchey

girl I said

the cookies,” he wrote back to Connie.

By

the time

already

left

thanks for

And that was that

Jimmie came back from the war,

I’d

town. I’d gone to Hollywood for a screen-

and was studying acting at Universal-International
and also playing bit parts. I couldn’t get back home
much. Then the studio sent me home on tour and that’s
when I ran smack into Jimmie at the Modern Cleaners
on Fourth Street, where my mom worked.
He was lonely; I could tell. He’d just gotten out of

test

the service, and, like most guys fresh out of uniform,

was trying

He

to find

asked

me

something to do in civilian

and, even though

I

life.

go out with him later that evening,
felt rather {Continued on page 82)

if I’d

SANDRA DEE’S

>

HAIR SECRETS

“what can
If

you’re like lots of

girls,

you pass

up hairdo’s you’re dying to try because you are convinced your hair
looks well only

when

when

short.

it’s

Or

long.

for setting.

Both

confirm, that

to hair, a girl

when

it

comes

can go to any lengths.

Sandra’s favorite long hairdo
posite)

picture,

cent”

(

op-

and short cut for her latest
“The Wild and the Inno-

(following page)

can

flatter

almost any shape of face or feature.

So that you can copy them yourself,
cutting and setting instructions have
been provided by Larry Germaine,
head of Universal-International’s
hair dressing department. If you’re

handy with a

scissors

—go

ahead.

Otherwise, take directions to your
local hair dresser.

Instructions needn’t be followed

too rigidly. Hair
bit

may

be trimmed a

longer or shorter without chang-

A

girl

who

rolls

her

Sandra learns styling

that large pin curls give

and the
styles

size of

body and some

of

your head.

need hair with plenty
curl.

If

this

doesn’t sound like you, give yourself

a good

home permanent. For

that are soft, yet firm

and

curls

long-last-

ing, use a rod-type kit with largesize curling rods.

Because freshly washed hair looks
twice as thick and

fluffy, Sandra
shampoos every third day, finishing
with a creme rinse. And because
hair tends to become dry and dull
when allowed to remain damp and
rolled up over a long period, she
uses a home hair dryer. With daily
brushing and a cream treatment

every ten days, her hair

is

always in

good condition, lustrous, springy
and
to
easy
manage herself.

own when
tricks

num-

ber of curls will depend on amount
of hair

stylists

Same goes

Follow placement and

direction of curls exactly. But

Not Sandra

it’s

hair?”

ing the finished results.

Dee. She’s discovered what top hair

only

my

do with

I

she^s

not before the cameras,

from studio hair

a longer-lasting

set

dressers, discovered

than small, tight ones.

2.

1.

i

3.

I

^'6

is

A §

Sandra’s loose, casual hairdo seems

grow that way. It doesn’t
quite. Her hair is trimmed once a
month: crown and sides about eight
to just

long,

inches

*

While

inches.

poo,

bangs three to four

still

non-oily

damp

hair

after

(If

from right to
parted on the

rollers,

your hair

is

head,

rollers are

left.
left,

used on crown of

medium-size

back. Curls are

for

sides

and

wound away from

part on top and sides, toward neck
in

back (see diagram). In front of

rollers, three flat

pin curls are

toward face on each
hair
into

is

brushed

side.

wound

When

briskly,

dry,

combed

place and sprayed lightly to

stay that

way

all

I

is

reverse the direction of your bangs.

Jumbo

V

rr

sham-

dressing

smoothed over crown, distributed
evenly by brushing. Hair is then
parted on right. Bangs are set on

medium

JTA
N.

inches and hair at neckline three

A

day. {continued)

This softly waved hairdo with fluffy bangs

Sandra’s favorite long hair

style.

(below)

is

Setting directions are

diagrammed (above) on Universal-International’s makeup
and hair styling chart. Diagram and complete instructions
(left)

were done especially for Photoplay’s readers by Larry

Germaine, head of the studio’s hair styling department.

“what can

I

do with

my

hair?”
continued

When Sandra
mood, she

in a short hair

is

loves a frothy, bubble

hairdo. Like most girls, she takes a

dim view of styles that need lots of
fussing and primping. “For me,”
Sandra admits, “constant worry
takes the joy out of the most be-

coming

hairdo.”

needn’t

cut, is that she

concerned

be

thing

Nicest

about her bubble

about

its

“coming down.” Short hair, she’s
discovered, eliminates most of the
“straggly ends” problem. For girls

who need

the flattery of softness

around the
also

face,

Sandra’s hairdo

provides plenty

of

fullness.

More even than most longer
styles.

cut,

how

hair

So you can copy her bubble

Larry Germaine
it

done: Hair

is

layers, three to four

on crown and

exactly

tells

cut

is

in

inches long

sides,

graduating

1^2 inches at nape of neck.
(While Sandra’s hair is trimmed

to

every two weeks, this hairdo looks
well at in-between lengths, too, can

be trimmed as infrequently as once
a month.)

To

*

rollers.

is

wound

Like most

Sandra’s hair frizzes when

girls,
it’s

hair

set, all

on medium-size
curled

agram

and

tightly

out

straightens

fast.

frizz

Follow

di-

and placement
of rollers
crown and back, away
from face; sides down toward ears.
for direction

—

For extra fullness

at

sides,

rollers in diagonal direction,

eyebrow toward

ear.

Any

set

from
stray

wisps around ears and neckline
are set in large,
rollers are
is

flat

pin curls. After

removed, Sandra’s hair

brushed briskly for extra sheen

and fullness. Hair is then combed
back and waves pushed forward
with side of hand. Small tendrils

around face and on

crest of

waves

are pulled loose with fingers.

To

give rounded look, hair on crown
of head

68

is

back-combed

slightly.

Sandra

s short,

chart [above]
plete

bubble hairdo gives a fragile, feminine look

any shape

face, any size features. To set, study
from U-Ts hair dressing department. Cominstructions at left tell how to cut hair and comb out.

to almost

revealing...
69

the wacky private

of an

life

English gentleman, David Niven, ESQ

David calls himself “a displaced Cary
Grant” but the only time he ever was
really displaced
stole his chair.

was the day Hjordis

As always, David did

what any British gentleman would

do

in

that

case

—he

married her!

T^avid Niven reached
suit.

Then he put
felt

into the side pocket of his dress

Yes, the lucky old regimental
his

hand

into the pocket

tie

was

there.

on the other

side,

another tiny good-luck charm and tried the inside

A faint jangling assured him
good luck had not left him. Then he put a hand
to a back pocket and a nobbly bulge convinced him
that the good-luck miniature one of his sons had put
pocket of his jacket.
further

there was

with him.

still

David grinned, and, taking out a large white folded
handkerchief, patted his brow. “Hot,” he whispered to
his wife, Hjordis.

all

She smiled back, and then, suddenly, all the waiting,
the wondering was over. From the huge stage at

the Pantages Theater he heard Irene

“For the

Dunne announce,

David looked up, for a second shocked
with surprise, as he heard his name. Then he jumped
.

.

up from his

.”

seat,

Hjordis, and ran

hv

ANITA ALLEN

pausing just for a second to kiss

down

the aisle, fairly

bounding onto

^ everything seems quacky

the stage, like a cricket wicket-runner.

“I’m

loaded

so

with

he

charms,”

announced, breathing heavily into the
microphone, “that I could hardly make
it

up the steps,”
It was a moment David Niven had

awaited for twenty-five years (since his
first

role as

Mexican

a sleeping

Hopalong Cassidy movie
$3.50)
career,

•

And
it

yet,

—

in

a

total salary,

even after so long a

was surprising

that few of the

100 million people who watched, knew

much

at all

about him. Probably

less

about almost any other actor in Holly-

wood; and

known

except that he

British diplomacy in all matters.

Like the afternoon when, while lunchwith friends, David was greeted
warmly by a pretty red-haired woman
who came over to the table and cried,
“David!”
David instantly sprang from his seat,
kissed her on both cheeks and cried
ing

enthusiastically, “Darling!”

Suddenly his expression changed

has

been written about David Niven than

little is

has great charm, wit and a never-failing

a frown.

He {Continued on page

to

101)

Is this the real

David Niven?

Set pin curls in seconds with Colour Klippies.
lic

Wear these same

colorful clips in pub-

to hold straying curls...

CRYSTAL
glances.

Campus

and straying

cuties love ’em... and

so will you! Lady Ellen Colour Klippies
match or blend with any hair shade, hair
style or

costume. Select your

own

per-

sonal color from six lovely pastels: Pink,

Black, Shell, Amber, Crystal, Sky Blue.

Set curls in secoruls
witk. adtaskofcolor!
USE

LADY ELLEN

Glamorous Colour Klippies set curls with jet
speed. They spring open at fingertip touch,
glide quickly and easily onto curls. Klippies
hug your curls gently, hold them securely with
firm, even tension. The only clip used by 90%
of all beauticians. Buy Colour Klippies — 8 for
29«! — at your variety, drug, food and department store and in beauty shops.
Write today for 16-page illustrated booket,

COLOUR

KLIPPIESl

“How

to Set a Pin

Klippies

Code

Curl" Included Free

react to certain colors.

pin curl clips

is

a

you how boy friends
Send lOtf to Lady Ellen,

that tells

Dept. PH-77, Los Angeles 51, California.

—

Somehow, Joan Crawford manages to get through the long days,
hut at night she knows the emptiness when there’s

no one

to

come home

oan Crawford picked up a pale blue nylon housecoat

J

which lay draped over a low' chair and, slipping it
on, walked quietly through the apartment to the kitchen.

Opening and closing each door

make a sound,
husband who had gone
not to

ing he

felt

made sure
would not wake her

carefully, she

so that she

to bed, the night before, complain-

unusually tired.

She glanced

at the

white-and-black clock in the living

by

room

—9:15

a.m.

Still

early, she thought,

to
and, for an

April morning, oppressively hot. She turned and walked

over to a window, giving the cord of the blinds a slight
tug.

And, looking out over the rooftops of Manhattan, she

noticed the sky was a heavy gray and the sun wasn’t

beating down as she had expected, but a strange dullness
and heaviness about the air gave an eerie quiet that made
her feel uneasy. But she shrugged i Continued on page 80)
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afternoon’s show featured, to strains of
swelling music. Van Johnson sweeping
a bride into his arms and kissing her for
a long, long time. His hair was thick and

JOANNE

WOODWARD
Continued from page 53
pattern. If she had acted differently on
that steamy July night
.
She was sixteen and sitting slumped in
the front seat of the car, staring straight
ahead, as the headlights stabbed through
the thick hot South Carolina night. What’s
.

wrong with me, she

.

And

thought.

she

shivered.

“What’s the matter, honey?” Taking one
hand from the wheel, the young boy on
the seat next to her reached over to tuck
a stray wisp of hair behind her ear.
“Cold?” he asked.

“Uh-uh

.

.

“Scared?”

“No

.

.

.

no

.

.

.

Tm

not scared.” But she

shivered again.
“This should

be wonderful,” she told
herself impatiently. “This is supposed to
be the most wonderful night of my life.
This is the night I’m going to be married.”
The boy turned the car off the road and
into a driveway. Fat crepe myrtle bushes
on either side of the front walk almost
hid the neat sign, “Justice of the Peace.”
She couldn’t even speak. She was still
trembling. Woodenly she allowed herself
to be led up the front steps, past the
wrought-iron shoe-scraper, to the porch.
“I just hope,” the boy continued, “that
your folks will understand about this.”
Tenderly he squeezed her arm. “What do
you think your father will say?”
Her father! She stopped suddenly. And
then she knew for certain. This wasn’t the
marriage she wanted.
“I can’t marry you,” she said, meeting
his eyes for the first time that night. “Not
we’re
now. Not tonight. I’m not ready
not ready. I’d like you to take me home.”
The boy stood quietly for a minute.
“Joanne,” he said finally, “Joanne, what
have I done? You can’t mean it.”
.

But she

did.

She

didn’t

.

.

know why.

ven today, if anyone asked her exactly
why, after they’d gone ahead and
bought a ring and made so many
plans, she’d suddenly backed away from
that teenage elopement, she would stUl find
it hard to
explain. Maybe if he hadn’t
mentioned her father
Her father and mother were wonderful
people. They had loved one another; then
they didn’t anymore
they’d separated,
divorced. She tried, but she couldn’t
understand what had happened. If it could
happen to them, couldn’t it happen to her?

E

.

.

.

.

.

.

After her parents’ separation, she moved
chubby
to Greenville, South Carolina.
girl, unsure of herself, she missed her
father.
When her mother remarried, she
got along all right with her stepfather, but
she just couldn’t feel really close to him.
Then her Aunt Nancy Merritt, maybe

A

it
would end her daydreaming,
phoned the drama teacher at the high
school and asked him to take a special

hoping

—

interest in her after all, she’d been named
after actress Joan Crawford.
She daydreamed a lot then. She used to
lie on the bed in her room, burrow her
head in her piUow and listen to the tree
toads, the late sound of farm trucks homebound on a distant road
Love? What is love? She’d ask herself
over and over. Sometimes love had touched
her so nearly that she could feel it. But
could she love and be sure that was
the way it was meant to be?
She sighed, remembering the past Saturday afternoon when, as usual, she and
her friends had gone to the movies. That
.

whom

P
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.

.

curly, his arms strong. She had reached
deep into her popcorn bag and scooped
up a handful of puffy kernels. The hot
butter left her fingers greasy and warm,
but she didn’t care.
“Isn’t he wonderful?” The girl in the next
seat nudged her with an insistent elbow.
“Mmmmm.” Her heart (as well as her
mouth) had been too full to answer.
could anyone talk at a time like this, she’d
wondered irritably. This was love. Great
Love! This was how it would be for her.

How

That had been Saturday. Now she wondered: “Will it really be that way? Will I
ever get married?”
She rummaged in her top bureau drawer
for the old blue stationery box. Lifting
the lid, she pulled out a finger-marked
envelope. “Darling Van,” the note began,
though the signature, quite formally, was
“Mrs. Van Johnson.” She touched each
letter of the name with her fingertips. Mrs.
Van Johnson
She’d been thirteen when
she’d written letters to her friends (and
to her idol) and signed them ‘Mrs. Van
Johnson.” She’d mailed some of them, and
some of them she’d kept. She had stopped
writing, but she hadn’t stopped dreaming.
.

.

.

wasn’t that she didn’t know any boys.
mirror frame over her dressing
table was filled with snapshots stuck
around it. There was the gang at the
lake rangy, grinning boys in bathing
trunks and coy, bedraggled girls with wet
hair over their foreheads. There was a
picture of the high-school fraternity officers and their dates taken at the Christmas dance. She was in that picture, and
as she studied the tall boy in the white
dinner jacket who’d been her date, she
thought, “That time should have been the
.”
perfect time. Why wasn’t it? Why
For months before that dance she’d been
misty-eyed over a student leader. He was
everything, her heart and mind agreed,
that anyone could want.
His manners were superb. Half the girls
in high school wrote his initials on their
books. And she coveted him madly.
Would he like her? Could he like her?
She simply couldn’t believe it. If ever she
had a date with him, it would be a dream.
In spite of the fact that she hadn’t been
t

I The

—

.

born

in Greenville,

and that she’d

.

felt so

inadequate when she moved there, she’d
ended up one of the most popular girls in
school. Through her aunt’s interest and
her early introduction to the drama
teacher, she quickly identified herself with
the dramatic club. She joined a sorority
eventually, was its president. She
grades.
And, to crown her successes, the dreamy

and,

made good

young man asked her

to go to the dance.
Trembling with anticipation, she dressed
for his fraternity dance. Were her white
gloves as they should be? She put them
on and took them off half a dozen times.
Other great loves had gone sour. Other
Prince Charmings had been dethroned, but
this one couldn’t be. He was perfect.
“Joanne,” her mother called from the
living room, “your date’s here.”

“I’m glad I waited; I’m glad I waited.
This is it. This is it,” she whispered to herself as she danced down the hall. “There’s
got to be a real love a love to last and

—

tonight,

maybe,

it’s

—

come to me.”
seemed even

Hours later (it
longer),
she walked slowly back down the hall.
“Did you have a good time, dear?” her
mother called.
“Yes, Ma’am.”
“And is that nice young man going to
call

again?”

“I don’t

And,

if

know. Mother.”
he did, would it make any

differ-

ence? Not a bit. Her lovely dream was
in fragments, like the fragile, porcelain

cup she’d dropped once.
he was searching for some indefinable
quality in a man that would tell her
was the one, the only one, who’d
love her forever, whom she could love.
As her school friends got married, they
worried, why wasn’t she? Only her grandmother understood her reticence.
“Never,” she warned, “marry a man
unless you know you’ll be glad to look
at him before breakfast every day for the
rest of your life.”
The rest of her life
When she met
Paul Newman, there was nothing to tell
her this was it. She admired him first as
an actor. Her father liked him instantly
and maybe, because he was so close to
her, he knew even before she did that
Paul was the man she’d been waiting for.
“Thank goodness,” her father had said
when she’d confided to him that she and
Paul were planning to be married. “You’re
twenty-seven years old, and I was beginning to think you’d never get married.”

S he

.

“Me

.

too,” she’d laughed.

.

“Me

too.”

Looking out the window of her

New

York apartment, waiting for Paul, she felt
a warmth as she saw him swinging down
the street. He had a light raincoat slung
over one shoulder, and his open jacket
flapped in the breeze that had come up

Joanne tiptoed away
from the window and, bending over the
side of the crib, she tucked back the covers
where little Nell had kicked them off.
“Your Daddy’s home,” she whispered.
after the spring rain.

The End
NEXT FOR THE NEWMANS: JOAN IN

U.A.’S

“oRPHEUS descending” AND PAUL IN WARNERS’
“the young PHILADELPHIANS.”

Look Back; To Eaton Chalklcy
Susan Hayward,

I

as slie

sjirajig

seat

liei

accept the

to

Ami Susan's fraction-of-a-seconil
had heard. And wluU a slory-ljook ending

Oscar, "1 love you.”

him know she

her clamorous, uidiappy, headlined

after

become discouraged almost heyond
to

quietly saying to his wife,

from

Ingrid Bergman’s return

kisses

and

was too

easily overlooked.

Schmidt,

is

become an

"Oh

a

too?”

actress,

no, I plan

some worthy

But

charmer and
I

Itcaring.

.

.

.

lesson

felt

all

all

who

sugar-pic

all

Ingrid’s Haunting of conventions

agreed her present husband, Lars

daughter Jenny,

asked Jenny

at the

a

beauty.

'Will

you

party given for Ingrid.

be a nurse,” she smiled sweetly.

to

for .Susan

to

I'm thinking hack

Hollywood, which wasn't

to

Many

tosseil confetti.

A

life.

halt to let

My

feeling

is

sweep this lovely miss into an altogether
different career of home and marriage. A happy home and a happy
marriage, I hope.
I’m comparing those days when Debbie
Reynolds was too crtished to think ol dating to the.se happier times
when Debbie and wealthy Bob Neal are doing the town. Debbie’s and
suitor will

.

Bob’s

first

.

I

read.

peer even deeper into the past

to a

young actor called Robert

Jimmy Dean,

in looks, in thinking,

sweet confusion. Like Jimmy, Robert met death quite suddenly

and mourn again the passing
movies,

made

ol this fine actor,

years ago.

who

lives

again

Jimmy and Robert! How odd
memory and regret.

in his

their

natnes have never before been linked in

M-G-M. “Come
done up as “A

as one of Sol’s movies,” the invitation

Letter to Three Wives,”

I

drove down

“Three Coins in a Foirrtlain.” Dancing up a storm when we arrived
were Ginger Rogers as '‘High Society” and Cesar Romero, with a
lighted candle on his silk hat, as “Man on Fire.” At one point
Cesar all but set hre to Shirley MacLaine, who was wearing Dean
Martin'’s larnous hat from the .Siegel iiroduction of "Some Came
Running.” And it’s strange aborrt Shirley, who can be so bubbly
befoi'e

was no
rirmmy

Parly of the Monlli: With three stanqied and sealed
party

dress,

Walter I^ang and

I

sashayed

off

to

the

birthday

letters attached
[larty

director

his wife “Fieldsie” gave for Sol Siegel, executive

an audience arrd so quiet
e.xce|rtion.
all

in

homes.

with Shirley sitting

off

in

And
a

this

gay evenirrg

corner playing gin

evening long with jiroihrcer Bill Perlberg.

Rory Calhoun and

“yacht” hajipy as “On
Fred McMurray and .June
Haver, riots as “Dizzy’’ and “Herrry” of the early “Henry .Mdrich”
series. Clifton Webb and that so-in-love couple, Nanette Fabraj'
and husband Ran McDougall, done up as “Fourteen (continued)
the

my

all

small eru|)ting fountain, .lohn, of course, directed the Siegel hit movie.

two sons by his former wife, Jennifer Jones, bear such strong
resemblance to their father that jieojile in Hollywood stop to stare

to

So,

"

on the very threshold of more wonderful things to come. Robert’s

TV

)iroducer ol

with the Jolin Neguleseos. each wearing three coins and toting a

'Walker, a forerunner of the late
in

be happier than Ingrid’s?

life

date was dancing and dining on the Beverly Hilton’s Stai

On The Roof room. “And guess who sat at the very next table?
Debbie asked. “No one but ex-President Truman. I was delighted.
...

People wonder: Will Jenny’s

.

Riviera"

r-haracter>.

his

cirte

chatled

wife Lila,

vvilh

r

It

wasn’t

all

tossed con

Kim, Desi Arnaz and Kirk Douglas

last

seen in a

mad

huddle.
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“Maverick” and “77 Sunset Strip” series. . .
Lloyd Bridges rose
dripping wet from his undersea show, “Sea Hunt,” to sing, yet, in
“Guys and Dolls” on tour through the New England states.
.

.

Barbara Stanwyck began shooting her new

series in

which

play a role at times and act as mistress of ceremonies at

“How’s

And

going?”

it

I

telephoned Barbara. “Great,

Century-Fox production manager Sid Rogell, failed

gown worn by Marilyn Monroe

June, in the exact

to

rouse her.

in the

And

movie “Show

Business,” was a sight worth viewing. “I think,” said a prominent
guest, “Shirley

it

was the

.

.

.

the

Glenn Ford-Eleanor Powell

is

.

sur-

the early fall!

doll,

Jim Arness, for instance, took off
movie “Alamo” with John Wayne and next

with

success

the

his

of

of

the

same

series,

elated

Robert Montgomery
“The Gallant Hours,”

Jimmy Cagney

Truth

is.

the

as a star.

I’m not a bit surprised

at “Chester.”

Everytime

“Gunsmoke”

set,

ducer and writers assure
nis

Weaver

actors

Clint
series

in

with

pop by

the

business.

.

alternates his

the

movie

stone Kelly,” while

.

Dipping stalks of

crisp celery into a carefully blended con-

oil

my

her to get up at

sister
five

Sarina of wanting to act,” he

one morning, go with

me

to the

studio, sit there all day until six, then go right into a meeting with the

producer and director until late that evening. When we
home, she’d had it. I never heard another word.”

.

“Yellow-

It’s

James Gar-

astounding

how amusing and gay

Sal

finally got

has become. His imitation

Bronx and Brooklynese accent had me in hysterics.
theese?” Christine demanded. “A lot of people we
winking mischievously at me. Sal and his brother-

of an exaggerated

“Who
The way Shelley and Tony
Franciosa fight kookie!

Lana Turner always looks happy when
76

Mineo looked a mite glum when I joined him at
“King Hussein of Jordan stole my girl, Susan

—

said. “I forced

new

ner and Edd Byrnes leap into
the movie “Cash McCall” before
creating new episodes for their

Sal

Sal agreed heartily. “I cured

pro-

me Den-

one of the best

is

Walker

I

the

show, “La La”

and vinegar, she smiled sweetly at both of us. “This is
supposed to cheer me up?” Sal demanded— but secretly we both knew
he was far from heartbroken.
“Movie acting is not for girls,” Christine suddenly announced. “The
work is too hard, too demanding.” I sympathized, thinking of all the
pretty young things who make their way to this Mecca each year, only
to find a starlet’s life isn’t the breeze they’d imagined it to be.

Loved,” cut a few more before

with

TV

she flashes across your set in

Cabot,” he grumbled. “His Majesty is a fast worker. In town three
days and out of my life goes Susan.” Bouncing in like a French
waltz, petite Christine Carere joined us. “No, no, no,” she assured
Sal. “The King did not take Susan. She grabbed him. I was at the
party where it happened. All evening she kept him off in a corner to
coction of

joining the

movie,

of the “Five Fingers”

why when

the studio for lunch.

herself.”

first

Wuz Made To Be

platter, “Girls

out at Twentieth Century-Fox, the boys call that

Luciana Paluzzi

separation.

chores while re-runs take over.

Europe before his
“Gunsmoke.” Dennis Weaver,

And

in

how

fall series.

Lunch Date:

for

Up

Paluzzi. You’ll understand

Jottings: Such commotion!

season’s

.

still

Such comings and goings as TV
swings into its full summer session and the old pros take off for other
climes. The western stars are flitting in and out of out-of-season

TV

.

I asked Frankie. “Scared?” “Only stiff,”
San Francisco, Shirley Temple is studying
hard with Johnny Mathis’ former vocal coach, preparing for her
.

is

town

Another thing the town’s talking about
over the

isn’t

it

month and one

.

do you like movie acting?”

he grinned.

new
new

And who can blame her? At any

Japan.”

party of the

craziest

talking about.
prised

in

she said.

Sandra Dee became so
enamoured of TV after a session on “Juke Box Jury” with Rick
Nelson, Dwayne Hickman and Annette Funicello, she’s hoping
to do more. But not when she’s toiling in a movie. Otherwise welfare
workers frown on outside activities for a teenager.
Frankie
Avalon gave up TV appearances for a spell in favor of the movie
“Guns of Timberland,” with Alan Ladd and Jeanne Crain. “How
a great girl, this forthright dame.

rate

Parker

deeply unhappy with her husband Steve

is

and working

living

.

all times.

I love it,”

.

Hours,” danced and clowned while Shirley played on. Even the “ohing” and “ah-ing” over lovely June Rogell, wife of the Twentieth

.

she’ll

—

she’s with

Fred May.

talks like

know,” Sal

said,

manager have taken a house

in Laurel

Dino had fun, but Coop seemed

Canyon while

tired. Is

he’s

making “A

he working too hard?

with

Private’s Affair”

Christine,

Terry Moore and Barry Coc.
“But you should see my home in

New

Westchester,

he

York,”

said. “It’s

on an island with

teen other

homes and

ful

— built

when she
Sara,

you

by
lived

he

promise,”

to

“When you

beauti-

it’s

Mary Piekford
there. Now look,

one thing

there’s

fif-

want

I

insisted.

New York again,
me right away and

visit

you telephone

come and get you and take
you up for a visit with my family.

I’ll

•

Is

it

a deal?”

“It’s

a

deal,”

I

agreed.

and kisses. And
Ponti took off

just to

make

sure,

Sophia

atrd

her husband Carlo

arrival.
The
Janet Leigh couldn’t care less whether she ever makes
another movie or not. This once ambitious actress has relaxed into
contented wifehood and motherhood. Besides, husband Tony Curtis
Bing
earns enough fame these days to do the both of them.
Crosby, who recoitly made that rather iplaintive confession that he'd
failed his boys as a parent, will become a daddy for the sixth time in

feeling

Europe shortly

for

after

Gina's

.

.

.

is

.

.

.

the early autumn. “I've stopped talking about wanting a girl,” he tohl

me. But Kathryn confided they’re both praying

Mary

qirietly

for a little

Frances. In the meantime, his four grown sons flew to their

dad’s defense in his self reproaches, creating a warmer,

among

relationship

the Crosby clan, which

is

as

it

more

friendly

should be.

New Boy

In Town: Brandon dc Wilde, Carol T.ynley aipd Warren Berlinger were reheapsing a seepie when T cpepl oppto the 'Bhie
Denippi” set. “Qppiet
was the order of the day. BppI the itpstatpl the
scene was finished, Biatidon atid Carol eattpe hy lo say hello, before
he dashepl to the schoolroom opi the set, and Warren and I sal dipwpi
"

Everything

nounced Edd Byrnes)

:

It’s

Is

the newest catchword in Hollywood. For

“The Diary

instance, Millie Perkins’ wonderfully Hat voice in

Frank”

is

kookie.

.So’s

“Kookie” (pro-

Jayne Mansfield’s

silver

of Apine

eyeluows for

for a chat.

Right

e\e-

way Tuesday Weld wears small corsages tied to her wrist
and Edd Byrnes’ pompadour hairdo in “77 Sunset Strip.” All are
ning; the

old

lari

think you’re goipig

olT, I

who made

performing

—

and the town’s wholesale crush on Fabian all
June Allyson is wearing on
summer evening dresses; the w'ay Shelley Winters and Tony Franciosa fight and make up, with harsh words and costly gifts; and
Sophia Loren’s preference for wearing her diamond brooch as a
to|) ';

opi

hair ornament

The Truth

— kookie,

delightfully kookie.

While Liz Taylor embraced Judaism, Gary Cooper
became a Catholic, the faith of his wife Rocky and daughter Maria.
Which proves, in both instances, movie stars arc seeking the Way
through the faith of their own choice.

loyalest, nippst

“Frank

is

.

.

.

Nancy Sinatra

is

tin;

wonderful ex-wife this or any other town ever knew.

good

to

me and

the children,’' she assurepl

me

recently at

a iparly. “lie never forgets our l>irlhdays. lie comes to sec us and to

care for us.”

I

determined, beeause

the goopi in Fraipkic.

has

to

he theic

love
to

Naney,

to see

and

earn the loyalty of

know
uoman

to
;i

warm weleomc to Gina Lnllohrigida, her
Dr. Milko Skofie and son Milko Jr., was most gratify-

Nancy. Anyway, bis

like

husbaiu

1

ing. Gina,
off

It

I

who

co-stars with

there would ho

may have

felt

pro

Frank

in

“Never So Few,” declared right

feud with Sophia Loren. Whatever the two

about each other in Rome, in Hollywood

it’s

to

be love

Ireen a

in radio

scoot over to

“A Roomful
is

parents

and the stage version of “Blue Denim,” which

of Roses”

the frank

story

— even

teenagers trying to be independent of their

of

when faced with

an illegitimate pregnancy.

pushed into acting,”

“I wasn’t

Is:

this ninetecpi-year-

New York in the morning and rehearsing and
and T’V shows in the afternoon. Evenings, he'rl
Broadway for roles in such hits as “Anniversary Waltz,”

Professional School in

wearing with their summer dresses; Jane Powell’s open surrey “with
the fringe

be crazy about

part of the eiPtertainment world for eleven yeais, atteppdipig Childien's

kookie. So's the pastel pink, yellow and blue hose that teenagers are

kookie. So’s the great big polka dots tiny

to

movie debut in “Teenage Rebel." He’s

his

Warren

says. “I

And

still

he

wanted

wants

to

going with the same

girl,

Lou Keim, for five
me. “I met her

the

olher

and

there's

girl

headcpl

for

and

it.’’

Betty

years,” he told
in

‘Teenage Rebel’ whepi
teepi

do

“I’ve been

to.

ppever

me.

movie

was

I

been

She's

wonderfipl.”

hfapi-

level-

We

watched as the next scene was
being set up. “I hope papeipts
flock to see this picture,” Warreip
said.

“Maybe

they

11

fin<l

out

things about their kids they were

The jeans

too busy to notice.”

cue jroni chic Joan Bennett.

[continued)

set

could take a

?

Bill

Holden, despite recent

ill

health,

came with

Ardis.

Bob Wagner

looks quizzically!

Nat Wood seems unperturbed.
77

—

Lunch

at Universal: “Peter Gunn’’ walked into the Universal studio

dining room and
song.

off in a

With a smile

TV theme
and a friendly wave toward us,

corner someone softly whistled his

in that direction

Craig Stevens, who is “Peter Gunn” of course, sat down to lunch. I
had expected a quiet hour of newsgathering in the dining room and instead met up with a banquet of males. Handsome John Forsythe, a
very old friend, greeted

shooting his

TV

me

with a kiss on the cheek. John

“Bachelor Father”

series.

stopped by our table with “happy talk” over his
the

Wind Blows”

with

again

is

Producer Ross Hunter
latest movie,

“Anyway

Rock Hudson, Doris Day and Tony Randall.

Rock himself, in his shirtsleeves yet, sauntered in.
“Do you mind?” he sat down with me and studio publicist Betty

In the next instant.

With

a

Mitchell to eat his cottage cheese with pears, to swipe the hard boiled

Looking Back: She was Hollywood’s first golden girl and
I look back now to her blond beauty, frank quips and generous heart with a nostalgia we all feel at the mention of
Carole Lombard’s name. There was a surface vivacity about
Carole that attracted everyone

who knew

And

her.

there

was

an inner sadness only those who knew her best could sense.

As

if

she

knew

the fate that lay ahead; a fate that snatched

her up in the time of her greatest happiness as Clark Gable’s
wife and

left

her dead on a western mountain side.

crash victim on her

Carole was and

still

An

air

way home from an eastern bond rally,
is mourned by all of us who knew her.
Fort Wayne, Indiana, she came to Hol-

Born Jane Peters in
lywood with her well-to-do family while still very young. It
was only a step later on to movies and stardom. And what
bright
comedienne
a
became,

she
her

hair

fly

her

tossing

and

letting

devastating

She was
original
modern

observations.

the
girl

— open,

frank,

generous,

free.

recall

I

the

day she surprised

us

by

Powell

marrying

Bill

remember,

I

;

the day she first
met Gable and found a
too,

Carole

Lombard ivas

the fore-

runner of the modern

girl.

new way
when it
Though I

of

goodbye,

couldn’t.

I

life;

all

tried

and

ended.
to

say
.

.

.

The flame burns on in
cal York
memory.
•

eggs from Betty’s plate, to sneak forkfuls of

my

chicken salad and to

scrape the gooey icing from Betty’s cake and eat

it

all.

“This

is

diet

Cannes Film Festival?” Suddenly I remembered that was precisely
where Kim Novak was planning to be. And remembering the way
Kim had nestled up to Cary on the dance floor a few evenings before,
Cary
I began putting two and two together and came up with two
and Kim. And what a handsome pair! Coming out of my dream I
listened to Rock explain his near-future plans to Cary. “The minute

78

till

Steve

{left)

comes home.

,

i

i,

1

'i

^

i

—

this picture is over.

I’m getting on

my

boat, crossing to the island of

and listen to music and
sleep.” “And eat,” I suggested. “And eat,” Rock agreed.
Across the room Sir Laurence Olivier and Peter Ustinov were
having their tea. Tony Randall waved on his way back to the set.
Tony Curtis, who grows handsomer day by day, especially since his
dark hair has become silver-tipped, came by to say goodbye to Cary,
his co-star in “Operation Petticoat.” His role in the film had been

,

i

'

Catalina, tying up for a few weeks to just read

W'as off to join his friends Kirk
Douglas, Olivier and Ustinov in “Spartacus.” And then it was time
for both Rock and Cary to return to their sets.
As for that no-smoking contest, “Betty smoked first,” Rock told me
later. “I didn’t have one cigarette,” he added proudly, “till evening!”
sara
And that’s what the stars’ve been saying to

completed that morning and he

P

—

i

Fortune.’” After the discussion, Cary asked, “Are you going to the

—

Shirley MacLaine looks sad

the

method?” I asked. “I only eat because I’m so nervous.
Let’s you and I stop smoking,” he suggested to Betty. “I smoke two
packs a day,” he told me, “and I’ve got to cut down. First thing I do in
the morning is reach for a cigarette. The minute I step out of the
shower, I reach for the lighted cigarette that’s waiting.” Betty was a
little dubious but finally the contest was agreed to, with me as referee.
At this point, another coatless and equally handsome gentleman,
Cary Grant, strolled in, took a second glance at the three of us, and
came over, instantly getting into a discussion with Rock on boats.
Rock told us he’s renamed his boat. ‘T used to call her the Lady
Claire,” he said, “but I found the new name ‘Khairizan,’ in a book,
Later I discovered that it’s an Arabic word meaning ‘Luck and Good

Hudson

Big Coop and Duke Wayne made us women

feel so-o-o

;

[

BOURJOIS
BRINGS YOU THE
TALL VALUE

Cal York’s Jottings
good

It’s

such

see

to

familiar

faces

as

George Raft, Joe E. Brown, Frank McHugh and Jack Oakie in movies again.
Tlio.se
business "tycoons” Cliff Robertson
an d Jeff Hunter are doubling in jdastic the.se
.

days. Cliff, between movie chores,
his

boats.

IN

COLOGNES

plastic

his

It's fun to watch Millie Perkins
down Sunset Boulevard with an ice-

.

.

driving

cream

.

promoting

is

boards and Jeff

surf

iilastic

.

.

oblivious

cone,

Dainonc won no

from

stares

to

who she

w'ho recently had no idea

was.

.

those

Vic

.

.

friends with that court order

Angeli from takEurope where a job
happen to Pier, who

restraining his e.x-wife Pier

ing their small son

What

aw'aited her.

to

will

mistakenly disobi.iyed the order,
her friends.

.

.

.

is

a woriy to

Inger Stevens and composer

Jininiy

Van Heusen

Runnie

Bums

arc

twosome.

a

.

scared everybody, him.self

cluded, w'hile he was cleaning his Colt

home. The gun went

off

.4.5

.

.

in-

at

accidentally and the

slug went through an open window, bounced

drapes and landed on the living-room

off the

floor of

bor.

.

.

George and Grade’s ne.xt-door neighJane Wyman and her ex-husband
.

Freddie Karger have been having

dates, but

friends don’t expect a reconciliation. Jane says
they’re just friendly.

.

.

.

Not

for

Kim Novak

the upkeep of a lavish home. She jdaced her

new manse on the market and

will batch

it

at

the beach in the simple style she prefers. Incidentally, though Kim came to the Dirk Bogarde party with her secretary, she went home
with director Richard Quine.
llie final
.

decree

is

in

the.

rccoi'ds

of

.

.

.Su|ierior

Court,

ending the marriage of Esther Williams and

Ben Gage.

Is this a cue for Jeff Chamller?
ami Alan FathI have one of the busiest
families in town. lave you beat d young David’s

.

.

.

.Sue.

I

“Can 1 (iarry Your Books?” and “'Fhe
Sad Horse”? Ibds going to wax another soon.
His beautifid sixteen-year-old sistei, Alana,
joins father Alan, .Jeanne Crain and Frankie
Avalon in the movie, “Guns of the Timberdisk of

land,” so off she goes on a career of her own.

ON THE WIND

•

SPICE

graiicc ... crisp, spicy

beautifuJly gift boxed.

powder, EACH 1.00.

IngrUr s husband Lars charmed us

all.

Spray Cologne

to

’N’

ICE

and

.

FROSTY MIST
Each

floral cool.

Matching cologne

And

Tliree reCreshitig ttiootls in fra,

in a

slick

for the first lime in

and

lowering 6-ounee decanter,
cloud-solt,

dreamy dusting

these sumtner Iragranees,

spray with the lightest touch of your

fitiger.

ONLY

new

p

1.50.
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JOAN CRAWFORD
Continued from page 72

—

off

it

always

it’s

so early on a

still,

Sun-

day, she thought.

she moved away and walked into the
kitchen. Gently opening the door of the
refrigerator, she took out a pitcher of
orange juice and filled a glass which
was standing on a nearby enamel-topped
table.
Then, picking it up, she drank a
little and then walked slowly back towards
her husband’s bedroom.
She paused at the door, seeming to wonder whether to wake him. He’d been extremely tired the night before, but even so,
had insisted they play a round of gin rummy before bed. And with a goodnight
kiss, she’d left him and retired to her own
room. It had been a good evening
they’d had dinner on trays by the fire,
watched Perry Como on TV, and then
Joan had done some last-minute packing
for their Jamaica holiday.
Now, as she opened the door, she was
hesitant. “Al,” she called softly, into the
darkened room. Then, as she opened the
door a little further, a look of horror
crossed her face.
The bed was empty,
rumpled and twisted, and suddenly she let
out a terrible scream
because he lay
.

ALICE PAULSEN,
N,

School, Flushing,

Flushing High

Y., says:

"I had never had a pimple before

and

it

would happen

I

week bewas really

my mother

me

told

try Clearasil. I took her advice

worked

it

like a

.

just a

fore a very special dance.

worried! But

.

.

to

and

.

dream.”

quite

on the

still

.

.

.

.

floor.

she started to feel his pulse, she was already breathing heavily
because there
was no beat from it at all.
She put her hands to her face and be-

gan screaming

screaming unconTears were running down her

trollably.

STARVES
PIMPLES

SKIN-COLORED, Hides pimples while it works
CLEARASIL is the new-type scientific medication

new

squeeze-

you the

effective

especially for pimples. In tubes or

bottle lotion, CLEARASIL gives

medications prescribed by leading Skin Specialists, and clinical tests prove it really works.

CLEARASIL
1

.

.

.

It was more than ten minutes later
before she became calm enough to go to
the telephone and call a doctor.
He
promised to be right over. But she knew

would be ten, even twenty minmaybe, before he arrived
minutes to wait, to wonder ... Yet already
that

it

utes,

she

.

knew

2. Stops bacteria. Antiseptic action stops

.

the answer.

.

.

.

They’d shared so

softens, dissolves affected skin tissue so
medications can penetrate. Encourages
quick growth of healthy, smooth skin

.

Turning from her husband’s bed, she
walked slowly back into the living room
and sat down on the edge of the couch,
crouched over, her head resting in her
cupped hands. And she began sobbing

WORKS FAST

Penetrates pimples, 'Keratolyt ic* action

.

cheeks.

quietly.

HOW

.

.

.

MEDICATION

in

those

much

together, even

— years which
happiness than

few short years

brought her more
she’d ever known in her

had

now?

life

before.

She was scared, very scared

scared of the

.

,

loneliness,

the

And
.

.

.

emptiness.

.

—

.

.

.

know

ut you

I’m afraid of flying,” she’d
to Al as they had been
sitting in Romanoff’s, in Hollywood,
discussing wedding plans one evening.
“You just say that,” he chided. “I know
you’re not really.” He picked up a spoon
and stirred a cup of coffee vigorously.
“Okay,” she had laughed. “So I’m not.”

B

been saying

“Then prove it to me by ffying to Las
Vegas tonight and getting married.”
“Tonight? Oh, Al. Be sensible.”

“Why?”
“Well

.

you’re supposed to be senof the country’s top businessyou talk of eloping?”
.

.

One

sible.

men and

“Yes.” He put an arm around her and
kissed her very lightly on the cheek. Then
he looked at his watch. “There’s a plane
that leaves for Las Vegas just after midnight. I’ll call for reservations.”
“Al?”
She looked at him, not quite
sure what to say. “We
you . well,
.”
all right then
.

.

She ran over to him and, crouching
down, touched his forehead. And then, as

SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL

that there would be no
one to come home to any more.
The droning of a plane overhead made
her look up as though she could see it
through the ceiling of her apartment. She
puckered her forehead a little: wasn’t it
a plane because of a plane, that it had
all begun?
The memories were confused
now, but that noise reminded her of a
special one, one so clear because it had
been a part of her wedding day.

.

.

.

.

.

“Knew

you’d say yes.
I won’t be a
And suddenly he was gone,
disappearing through the clustered tables
and out of sight before she could say another word.
An hour later she was already sitting
in the plane, and safe though she felt with
Al, she found herself tensing a little and
clinging to him as the engines roared and
they left the ground.
“It’s
it’s beautiful, isn’t it, Al?” she
said, still a little dazed.
“Look! Look at
the way the moon’s shining on the wings.”
He leaned over and looked out of the
tiny round window by the side of her

moment.”

.

.

.

“Yes,
beautiful at
see.
We’ll
seat.

it is.
And it’s even more
dawn and at sunset. You’ll
make many, many more

flights.”

“Al

—to

think

happened

so suddinner dress.”
She looked down at the black and gold
lace dress she was wearing and puUed her
mink stole a little tighter around her
shoulders. Then she laughed. “I’m sounding like a high-school girl who’s just been
to her first prom.”
They were silent for a while. Then she
put her hand in his and said softly, “I’m

denly.

And

it

all

me—still

in

my

growth of the bacteria that can cause
and spread pimples
helps prevent
.

.

.

further pimples outbreaks!
3.

‘Sforves* pimples. Oil absorbing

action *starves* pimples
helps remove excess oils
.

pimples

'Floats’

,

.

.

works

Out Blackheads,

.

.

dries up,

that

fast to clear

*feed’

pimples

clearasil softens

and loosens blackheads so they float out with
normal washing. And clearasil is greaseless,
stainless, pleasant to use day and night for

MiMmm

Sxclctdwcf
FULL

PAGE COLOR PICTURES OF

FABIAN

•

DICK CLARK

uninterrupted medication.

Proved by Skin

Specialists! In tests on over
300 patients, 9 out of every 10 cases were
cleared up or definitely improved

LENNON SISTERS
CHUCK CONNORS

THE

while using clearasil (either lotion or tube). In Tube,

69^ and

Long-lasting Lotion squeezebottle, only $1.25 (no fed. tax).
98?i.

^Ccc^ Special Articles About

Money-back guarantee.
At all drug

CLIBURN

counters.
p
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SPECIAL OFFER: For 2 weeks’ supply of clearasil send
name, address and
to Box 9-TA (for Tube) or Box 9-TC
(for Lotion) Eastco, Inc., White Plains, N, Y. Expires 8 /5 /59,
,

in

the July

•

PAUL ANKA

TV RADIO MIRROR on

sale at all newsstands

—
make you

going to
world.”

A

.

the best wife in the

nd from that moment on she worked

The Opposite Sox

to

keep her promise, to build a home, a
warmth, a feeling of love between
them that would grow and last.
and
There had been this apartment
.

.

.

andlf&ur Perspiration

remembered the
tremendous fun and pleasure they’d had
in choosing it and decorating it and picking

she smiled a

as she

little

out furniture and

little

objects for

it.

though I’m back in California,”
she’d laughed to A1 as they stood in the
living room and looked around them at
the wide, mirrored wall, the dazzling white
carpet,
the sun-yellow sofa and the
“I feel as

—

flowering
corner.
it,”

dogwood tree that stood in the
the dogwood tree that does

“It’s

she concluded.

“You and your dogwood,” he’d

chided.
they’d found themselves laughing.
“And whose idea was it for a mirrored
wall?” she’d tossed back.
“And how long is that carpet going to
stay white?”
“We’ll have people take off their shoes
when they come to see us,” she’d said.
“Okay. At least it will give them something to talk about!”
Yet even the long, tiring business tripsthe times away from their home, had been
good, too, she thought. For the first time
in her life she’d played just a single role:
that of a wife. As Mrs. Steele, she had followed him around the country even
around the world helping to make his
life happier, warmer ... to be just a wife

And

Q, Do you know there ore two
A.

—

—

and want nothing more.
“He’s the most wonderful

man who

other

ever

.

.

.

One

is

"physical,”

is

"nervous,” stimulated by

emotional excitement. It’s the
kind that comes in tender moments with the "opposite sex.”

But now it was all over
She got up and walked over to the window. It was still oppressively hot and
cloudy. Yet she was shivering
shivering as she had been every one of those
.

true!

caused by work or exertion; the

lived,” she’d told a friend just recently.
.

It’s

Q. Which perspiration

is

the

worst offender?

kinds of perspiration?

A. The "emotional” kind. Doctors say

it’s

underarm

the big offender in

stains

and odor. This

perspiration comes from bigger,

more powerful glands — and it
most offensive odor.

causes the

.

awful times in her earlier life when she’d
had to face a judge and say, “I want a
divorce ... he made unreasonable demands
on me ... I couldn’t live a normal life,”

when

in essence she was saying, “My marriage has been a failure. Maybe I’m just
not able to make marriage work.”
Now fate had taken a cruel stand.

oan turned away from the window. On
a low table she noticed some colored
travel pamphlets picturing the West
Indies ... We would have been there in
a few days, she thought, picking up the one
marked “Jamaica” and then dropping it
back on the pUe. There was a hopelessness,
a finality about her gesture.
It was to have been their second honeymoon, a rest from the tiring, endless business trips A1 had been taking; trips which
had exhausted him but which had made
him known as one of the finest businessmen of the day. And two young people
who had just been married couldn’t have
been looking forward to anything as much.
Now she knew they would never make it.
The sound of the doorbell made her
start. At first she didn’t move, she just
stood, looking towards the bedroom. Then,
finally, when it buzzed and buzzed again,
she walked weakly over towards the door.
And opened it.

J

“I got here just as soon as possible,” said
the elderly man with a black case who
stood in the doorway.
“I know, doctor,” she said quietly. And
she followed him as he walked toward the
bedroom. But she did not go in with him.
And a few minutes later when he came
out, she knew she had to face for certain
what she’d feared all along.
“I’m sorry,” was all he said.
And then she began to sob, to cry like a
child
there was nothing left
.

.

.

There was no one

.

to

come home

to

.

.

Q.

How can you overcome this
"emotional" perspiration?

A. Science says a deodorant needs
a special ingredient specifically

formulated to overcome this
emotional perspiration without
irritation.

And now

it’s

here

.

.

exclusive Perstop*. So effective,
yet so gentle.

Q. Why

is arrid cream America's
most effective deodorant?

A. Because of Perstop*, the most
remarkable anti-perspirant ever
developed, ARRID CREAM Deodorant safely stops perspiration
stains and odor without irritation to normal skin. Saves your
pretty dresses from "Dress Rot.”

Why be only Half Safe ?
use Arrid to be sure
It's

more

effective than

effective as
daily,

new

any

I

any cream, twice as

spray tested! Used
ARRID with Perstop* actually

roll-on or

antiseptic

underarm dress stains, stops "Dress Rot” stops
Get
ARRID CREAM Deodorant today.

stops

perspiration odor completely for 24 hours.

p

now.

The End

^Carter Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants
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JIMMIE RODGERS
Continued from page 64

annoyed with myself

for becoming suddenly so excited over just a simple date, I
accepted instantly and then suggested
maybe he’d like to come over to the house
about eight.
I changed into a white angora sweater
and pale blue skirt, and when he arrived
he told my folks, “We’re going downtown

—

for

some

coffee

— just

for a little while.”
while lasted until six

Well, that little
o’clock the next morning!
ens of cups of coffee at a

We

drank dozplace Jim-

little

mie liked, and talked about everything
from Camas to Korea. At midnight I called
home and said, “I’m still with Jimmie.
He’s singing now, and I just can’t leave.”
I was seventeen then, and funny as it
sounds, I was quite at ease sitting alone at
our table while he sang to everybody in
the club.
But the thing that scared me yes, really
scared me was that we got along so well
together, as if we’d been going steady for
years.
This can’t happen, I told myself.
Everything can’t be so perfect on our first
night out. I kept waiting for something to

—

—

But nothing did. And when
Jimmie brought me home in his secondhand car, he turned towards me, put his
arm across the back of the seat and asked
go wrong.

me

hiding my face under a mask and Fd
breathe the clean air and feel better.
Throughout seven long months of painful plastic surgery, months of doctors
sanding deep down into the nerve-tissue
of my face to dig the scars away, I kept
thinking I could never marry Jimmie. It
wasn’t fair. Why should he spend his life
with a disfigured person?
hen, one morning, after months of
waiting, I had my dentures fitted into
mouth. I felt strange and uncom-

T my

was convinced I looked ugly
and no amount of glances in the mirror or
reassurances from the doctor could convince me otherwise. I was afraid to go
outside into the doctor’s anteroom where
I knew Jimmie was waiting.
fortable.

I

“He’s going to hate me,” I found myself
whispering over and over as I stared in
the mirror at my puffy, blotchy face.
“Of course he’s not,” said the doctor
quietly.
I gently ran the palm of my right hand
over my cheeks. “No,” I said firmly. “I just
can’t not like this.” And I turned around
and started looking for the white mask

—

been wearing now for these many
months,
I found it rolled up on a surgical table
in a corner of the room. I picked it up and
tied it across my face and then, with fists
I’d

I’m due back in Hollywood,”

Buy U.

S.

Savings Bonds

seemed to pivot around our Sunday date.
But that Sunday, May 10th, I had my
accident. In one split-second my face was
ripped apart as I crashed through the
windshield of our car. A siren-screaming
ambulance carried me to Longview Hospipressed my torn lips together
and tried to hold my broken nose in place.
For months I didn’t know what I’d look
like.
And the doctors couldn’t pi’omise
much, although they said they’d do everything they could, and Dr. Ray, the dental
surgeon, sewed my lips together a number
of times because the lip-line was uneven.
He gave me such confidence. “We’re doing everything we can,” he’d say, “to make
things just right!”
It was Jimmie, though, who gave me the
most confidence of all. Jimmie understood
tal

my

while

I

feelings.

He knew

anybody during those

I

want to see
few days of

didn’t
first

So he wrote me pencilled notes,
always ending them with “.
say, don’t
.”
forget, we have another coffee date
Well, many months had to pass before I
agony.

.

.

.

.

could leave the hospital, and, when I did,
I wore a white surgical mask over my
whole face because the doctors couldn’t
begin the plastic surgery until my scars
were completely healed.

p

Jimmie came to visit me every day and
sometimes, when my head throbbed with
pain and I couldn’t sleep, he would come
over at two in the morning, after he finished singing at one of the nearby clubs,

—

pletely well.

We spent our first “monthiversary” in
Hollywood, where Jimmie was trying to
find work. Reports came to us from back
home that people thought something was
wrong because we’d rushed off into marriage.
But we were learning not to let
small talk bother us. Of course, we had
awful responsibilities facing us when we
said our “I do’s.”
Jimmie didn’t have a
steady job; he picked up what he could at
the clubs. There was a lot of surgery still
ahead for me, and my parents had already
mortgaged their home to pay hospital expenses.
I was terribly anxious about Jimmie’s
career.
I wanted him to begin making
records. It was only when we were down
to our last dollar that he was first asked
to audition for a record company in New
York. After he told me the news, I just
stood still and bawled. I cried so hard I

— literally—broke

clenched and my heart beating a thousand
times faster than usual, I opened the door
that led to the waiting room.
Jimmie stood up as I entered the room.
There were just the two of us alone. For
some reason I felt rooted to the spot as I
watched him walk slowly toward me. Then
he stopped and looked at me, and I
couldn’t even find the words to protest
when he put his hands up to my face and
began untying the mask. All I could do
was close my eyes tight as though it would

—

hhn from seeing.
“Do you ... do you really
want
see it?” was all I could stammer.
stop

.

“Yes,

I

.

.

to

was

off.

I

—

.

t

I

.

.

was on my birthday, August 22nd, that
Jimmie called me up for a ride, and, in
the midst of a

traffic

jam, gave

me my

tossed it into my lap.
“If you’re going to thi’ow it at me,” I
teased, “then I don’t want it.”

engagement

ring.

He

my stitches.
New York on a shoe-

executives at the record company, but
were ashamed to ask for money. Whenever Mother would write us, she’d always
slip a dollar-bJl or two into the envelope,
and it saved us more than once. Her letters always came on the days when we
were down to our last cent.

W

kept waiting for the record people
make up their minds about JimFinally, I submitted
mie’s audition.
his name to Arthur Godfrey’s program,
and I got a hundred dollars for being a
e
to

talent scout.
lived at a little

We

Square because

we

do,” he said quietly.

stood before him, my face
as white as chalk I could see it through
the mirror at the far end of the room
and the splotchy-red scars seemed to
scream out from my skin.
And suddenly I found that he had put
his arms around me and he was standing
quite still for a moment. Then gently,
for the first time since I’d known him, he
kissed me on my lips.
“You’re beautiful,” he said. And he held my arm as we
left the room.
We had a cup of coffee in a luncheonette around the corner and all the time I
could feel people staring at me. It’s a
small town; everyone knew us. I’m sure
they were wondering how I’d been since
the accident, and if my face would ever be
completely normal. All I could do was to
thank God for giving me Jimmie to stand
by me through it all
through the most
frightening moments of my life.
It

to

Jimmie often says, “and we had
more guts than brains.” And in many ways
it was true.
We drove nonstop to Flagstaff, Arizona, then nonstop again to Nashville, where we slept for two days. We
had three blowouts. When we got to New
York, we lived on baked beans and sardines. Our money was running out, so we
bought three cartons of Tootsie Rolls and
lived on them for days. We knew some

the Bond-A-Month Plan where you have a
checking account.
Remember, every $3 you invest now In
U. S. Savings Bonds returns $4 to you in
just ten short years.

my

my mind

ceremony, and we all began to cry.
On January 4, 1957, we eloped to Portland, Oregon, because so many folks kept
saying we shouldn’t get married that
Jimmie should wait for me to be com-

string,”

Insure your future by signing up on the
Payroll Savings Plan where you work, or

I

about Jimmie for hours and hours and
finally gave up trying to sleep, going downstairs for a cup of coffee. Everything in

went

“We came

for another coffee date the following
I accepted.
“You know that on

said softly, realizing, even after our one
date, how much I’d miss him.
Jimmie
smiled his slow easy smile, and I felt a
chill run up
spine. “It’s wrong,” I told
I’ve
myself, “for me to feel so funny.
known Jimmie for years.”
I watched from the doorstep as he revved
up the engine of the car and started off
slowly down the road. And when I went
inside the house and finally got to bed, I
started twisting and turning, completely
unable to sleep a wink. I must have thought

to tell his folks and mine. My
standing between us, her face bright
with excitement, didn’t say anything at
first.
At last she spoke up, “Will you have
her?” Jimmie nodded yes.
Then she said, “Will you have him?” 1
nodded yes. It was almost like a wedding

We

mom,

almost

Sunday.

Monday

—

hotel near

Times

was the cheapest place
Sometimes we’d pass the

it

could find.
hours counting cockroaches on the wall to
forget how hungry we were. Honestly
whoever counted the most cockroaches on
the wall nearest him got an extra bite of a
Tootsie Roll.
Finally,

prayer,

after

days of starvation

when our hope was running

and
out

and we were already thinking of returning to the West Coast, Roulette Records
signed Jimmie and advanced us some
money on his recording of “Honeycomb.”
It became a national hit, and our dark
days ended. We were able to buy our own
home in Granada, California. We love it,
of course,

but, as I’ve already told you,
live under one roof, they

when two people

learn to expect the unexpected.
One afternoon, soon after we’d

moved

Jimmie began hunting around for his
music.
He’d been away on tour and
hadn’t had a chance to get it all together.
“You must know where it is,” he accused.
“You just don’t want to tell me.” He’s always particularly nervous after the strain
in,

of a tour.
“I haven’t

—

seen it honestly,” I said,
shaking my head. And I began helping
him look for it. In the next room a gust
of wind suddenly (Continued on page 84)
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swept past me and slammed the door shut
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before I could catch onto the handle.
“Don’t slam the door at me!” Jimmie
shouted, from the music room.
“1 didn’t ...” I began to protest. Then I
noticed
the
doorhandle was .iiggling
around, and I went up to it and turned it.
But nothing happened.
The door was

jammed.
Jimmie must have been really mad because the next minute there was a loud
crack and his foot appeared right through
the door-panel.
“Say why did you do that?” I said. “It
was only the wind.”
“The wind?” he repeated, puzzled.
And then we began to laugh. That door
still hasn’t been repaired.
Usually, at the beginning, you want to

—

have everything just perfect. But it isn’t.
Not too long ago, I remember feeling foolish at a small party we had for some important people, and Jimmie kids me about
it to this very day.
An executive and his wife had dropped
over to see the new house, and I asked
them what they’d like to drink. “Martinis

— with

onions

— for

both of us,” said

the executive.
Now I don’t drink, so
handy bartender’s guide.

I

checked our

mixed the gin
and vermouth, but when it came to the
onion I didn’t know what to do and I
couldn’t disturb Jimmie because he seemed
so busy talking.
The book said nothing
about it. So I went into the kitchen and
took a big Spanish onion, chopped it up
real fine and sprinkled it all over the top
I

of the drinks
I thought the couple gave me strange
looks when they took their glasses, but it
wasn’t until I noticed them both contorting their faces as though they had bad
tastes in their mouths and as though
something was stuck in their teeth, that I

really

knew something was wrong. Never-

theless,

still

acting as a good hostess, I

asked if they’d like more. Both instantly
said “No! No, thank you.”
At this moment, Jimmie tapped me on
the
en.
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arm and beckoned me into the kitch“Do you know what you’ve done?”

he said, half smiling, half mad.
“No?” I answered, wide-eyed.
“You’ve made those Martinis all wrong.
You’re supposed to use tiny pickled cocktail onions, silly, not chopped pieces.”
I
should have been mad at him for
making me look such a fool but all I could
do was stare at him in wonder. My Jimmie suddenly seemed to have twice the social
for.

know-how

I’d

“At

me

like that,” he said
least try to be a good host-

“Don’t stare at
sharply.

ever given him credit

ess.”
I made a joke of the whole thing when
we went back inside and afterwards I kept
telling Jimmie, “But how was I to know?”

“You can take a girl out of the country,” he would tease, “but it seems you
can’t take the country out of a girl.” He
thought it a great joke.
That day I didn’t laugh, but I’ve since
learned to tease him right back.
But speaking of the unexpected, we
were in Washington, D. C., once, when I
went into our hotel room to wash up, and
I could have sworn I saw a movement beJimmie was
hind the shower curtain.
downstairs in the lobby with some fans,
and I wondered if maybe I wasn’t imagin-

—

ing things.
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I kept going out of the bathroom and
coming in again in the hope that the dark
shadow might disappear. But it didn’t.
And one time it even moved. My heart
started to pound. Thieves! Burglars! Holdup men! It could have been anyone.
Finally I mustered all the courage I
could, and, umbrella in one hand, I

into the bathroom and pulled at
the curtain in one quick sweep.
“I’m only a fan,” squeaked a tiny voice
And there stood a
as I drew it back.
small, thin little girl who looked quite
soulful, the top of her head wet from the
drip-drip of the shower. “Don’t be mad,”
she added, looking up at me out of enormous brown eyes.
“Jimmie’s downstairs,” I said. What else
was there to say?

marched

“I know,” she answered, still speaking in
a small voice. “I sneaked in when he went
down and left the door ajar” my preoccupied husband! I thought, he’ll never remember to shut a door “and,” she went
on, “I thought I’d wait till he got backjust to touch him, Mrs. Rodgers. I hadn’t
meant to frighten anyone.”
Then, like a terrified rabbit, she scurried to the door and disappeared before I
could say another word. But seconds later
she was back. Peeking her head around
the hall door, she said, “Mrs. Rodgers?”
“Yes,” I answered.
could I have a souvenir?”
“Could I
What could I give her? There was an
old sock of Jimmie’s lying nearby on the
bed. So I grabbed at it. “Is this all right?”
“All right?” Her eyes lit up. “Gee Mrs.
Rodgers. How can I ever thank you?”
“Oh, don’t mention it,” I said happily.
I forgot all about the girl and the sock

—

—

.

.

.

—

two hours later when Jimmie and I
were dressing for a dinner party we had
that night. “Where’s my sock?” he began
mumbling, first to himself, then tq me.
“Sock?” I said, surprised, for a moment
until

forgetting

its

fate.

Then

and told him the story.
“But it’s my only pair

I

remembered

of black socks,”

he wailed. “Can’t we get it back?”
“Oh Jimmie, be serious,” I scolded.
“How can you ask anyone to return a
sock?”
He looked really hurt.
In many ways our marriage has given
us both a great deal of insight. One thing
you learn and learn fast is that no-

—

—

—

body’s perfect. Sometimes you’ll say something you don’t mean, and the other
person takes offense.
And before you
know it, the coffee pot’s boiling again.

B

during our marriage I’ve grown
watching Jimmie grow as an entertainer and as a human being. Before

ut

—

we married, Jimmie couldn’t cry. Now,
when he feels things deeply, he’s not
afraid to show his emotions. When his father, Pop Rodgers, drowned suddenly on
a fishing trip at Lackamas Lake, Jimmie
cried. He wasn’t afraid to let himself go.

And when we were home

recently, one
friends and I had a long talk, and
I’ll never forget her saying, “I don’t know
why, but I figured you just couldn’t be
yourself and stay married to Jimmie. I
expected you to lose your personality. But
you haven’t. You’re still Colleen to me.”

my

of

I

like to think this ability to

be our-

what has made our marriage so
wonderful. We love each other very much;
yet we have understanding and consideration for each other’s feelings and differences. Jimmie enjoys fried chicken, for
instance, and I love steak, but there’s no
selves
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A

him know there aren’t
feelings.” That’s true even when
the girl feels she’s the injured party,
friends tell me. “That way he’s bound to
keep a good opinion of you.
knows?
If you really like him it might catch him

DICK CLARK

my

Conlinued from page 61

Who

wrong answers. He has to be heard.”
Carole Gibson adds, “Then after class
they Walk down the corridor as if they
should be teaching the rest of the stuthe

dents.”

“They burn you up,” Mary Anne Cuff
if a boy is real handsome,

remarks. “Even

a terrific dresser, or a swell dancer, that’s
still no excuse for thinking he’s better

than anybody else.”
A small voice (mine) interrupts to ask:
“But are all fellows conceited?”
“Oh, no,” the girls answer, “but enough

make you mad.”
Barbara Magolon makes a point, “For
instance, if you are at a dance and a
‘Ladies Choice’ comes up, you walk up
to some fellow and ask him to be your
partner and he just looks down his nose

are to

you.

at

You

think you’re being friendly

and what do you get? A real cold stare.”
“Most of the fellows just stand around
anyway,” an anonymous voice (not mine)
assures me.
“Well,” I ask, “how do you break them
Barbai'a voice some ideas
they’ve tried: “Use the direct approach.
When a fellow thinks he’s too good for

Mary and

— and

—

else let him
know it takes more than looks, clothes, or
being a good dancer to make the girls

everybody

for

for him.”
Carole agrees, “There are a lot of nice
fellows who become popular on their personality, even though they aren’t the bestlooking ones around.” Marie Murphy has
another point to make, “That’s another
reason why a fellow shouldn’t be afraid
to go up to a girl and ask her to dance,
even if he doesn’t look like a movie star.”
Peggy Wheatley of Los Angeles brings
fall

up something
“I hate
go to a

it

that’s

when you

been annoying her:
get dressed up and

dance and the fellows are standing
around as if they are having a club meeting.”

“The only thing you can do to stir things
up,” offers Carole Gibson, “is to mingle
with them and try to hint you’d like to
dance.”

“That might work sometimes,” Barbara
Magolon thinks, “but some fellows don’t
go for that at all. You try to join in and
all you get is a blank stare.”
“it takes time,” is Carole’s advice, “but
sooner or later they sort of get the hint.

you feel like waiting.”
a dance or a party where most
of the gang knows each other,” Barbara
suggests, “then maybe the host or hostess
should start a game or special dance so
everybody has to join in. You know, where
maybe the last one without a partner has
to dance with a broom.”

That

“If

is,

off-guard and

make him wonder

if

it’s

Peggy agrees
the huddle himself!”

“That might do
the host isn’t in

it,”

—

if it

was

right to break off.”
ay, look at the lively group over by that
Let’s
across and find
of the secrets the girls
have managed to discover about the guys.
Pat Molittieri is wearing a new checked
skirt and a slightly pained expression. I

camera.
wander
S out
some more

wonder

if she’d think I were prying if I
asked her what the trouble was. Oh, I’ll
ask her anyway. “It’s boys,” Pat groans.
“I’ll never understand them.” And Frannie
Giordano and Rosanne Silver echo her.
The reason? “Well, fellows never seem to
pick the right time for compliments. You
spend the afternoon and evening getting
ready for a date, come downstairs thinking you look terrific, and he says ‘Hello.’
And that’s it. A few days later you’re running back from an errand hoping nobody
will see you with your hair up, wearing
pedal pushers and your brother’s shirt.
There he is at the corner and he says ‘Hi,
you look great!’ What’s a girl going to do?”

Rosanne thinks

of this conceit?”

you

smile might let

any hard

that’s

just part of the

game. “Boys ai’e rare with compliments
anyway.” From the side, I hear one of
the girls passing by suggest, “That’s because they think they’re the ones to be
complimented.” I was about to protest
that wasn’t so, when I saw several heads
nodding in agreement. I decided to bide
my time. After all, it’s the girls’ turn.
Dolores McCann thinks fellows could
do a lot more to make a dance successful.

So does Anna Marie Andreozzi:

“When

go to a dance, they know the only
can be fun is just to get out and
dance. More fellows should realize that.”
girls

way

it

“Even when you manage to get them on
the dance floor,” Mary Hill joins in, “you
often have to start the conversation and
keep it going.”
“That’s right,” Rosanne adds, “either a
boy can help keep the conversation going
strong, or else he can stop it by just
saying ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to everything you say.”
Pat Molittieri steps up to add, “Maybe
the boy thinks he’ll convince you he’s the
strong silent type, so he becomes real
quiet. Some boys think that overpowers
a girl.” “Does it?” I dared to ask. “NO”
was the answer, in chorus.
Well, suppose a guy does unbend enough
to impress his partner and begin to take
her out. Does that mean all will go
smoothly? Not according to what I heard.
Frannie Giordano reports on one trouble
spot. “That’s when he calls you up to ask
where you’d like to go. You tell him,”
Frannie says, “and then he comes around
and takes you where he intended to go

—

in the first place!”
“If

you have

a quarrel over this,” Pat

comments, “you get the blame for it. But
then, girls usually do get all the blame for
the fights.”
“That’s true,” Rosanne tells me. “For
instance, if you’re at a dance it’s okay
for boys to dance with other girls, but don’t
you try dancing with other boys.”
“The same thing can happen when you’re
out for a ride or a walk together,” Frannie confides. “If you say hello to another
boy, then you’re flirting. If he says hello,
even when you’re
it’s just being polite
in a car and he honks the horn at some
girl on the sidewalk. If you tried it he’d
want to lock you in the trunk.”
If there’s one place a girl doesn’t appreciate horn-tooting, that’s in front of
her house, when a fellow comes a-calling.
“He should get out of the car and come
to the door, instead of just sit in the middle of the road honking his horn,” is the
rule that Doris Graham would set for
big wheels.

—

here’s another fellow who doesn’t rate
high in the gals’ affections, either. He’s
a fellow who you might say has a
but let
real tricky sense of humor

T

.

Rosanne

.

.

you about him.
“You’re sitting watching television (or
reading Photoplay) and the phone rings.
After letting it ring a few times, so you
won’t look anxious, you answer it. It’s a
fellow you’ve already been out with
several times, and when he asks ‘What are
you doing Saturday night?’ you think he’s
asking you out.”
“You mean he isn’t?” I asked.
“Nope,” Rosanne set me straight, “he’s
just building up to tell you he’ll come over
and spend the evening at your house!”
tell

I think 1 get the point. “You mean a
parlor date?” “Right. And believe me,
when he says that, you really don’t know

what

Rosanne assured me.
you could have a prepared

to say,”

“Maybe
answer for

calls like that,”

Mary

Hill sug-

gests.

“One time I told a fellow I was going
out with my mother,” Frannie Giordano
relates, “and when he came by the house,
my mother and I had to go out and ride
around and around in the car until he
left.”

Anna Marie Andreozzi

suggests,

“Tell

him you might be going out with your
girlfriends when he asks what you’re
doing. That way, you’ll have an excuse
for nipping any parlor date in the bud.

And

if he does ask to take you out, you
can always say your arrangements with
the girls could easily be changed.”
Andy Schwartz and Barbara Levick are
having a quiet little session over by the
autograph table, and Andy thinks boys
who are always talking about their exgirlfriends should find something else to
discuss if they want to impress their pres“Everytime
ent dates. Barbara agrees:
there’s the least bit of an argument,
whoom, up come the names of his former

“if

Almost as bad

who makes

p

to the girls is the fellow
a date and then proceeds to

forget all about it. “When that happens,
to foi’get about him,” Barbara
it’s best
Magolon advises. “That is, unless he’s
really got a good excuse.”
Breaking off with a fellow can give the
girls a pain in the neck as well as the
heart. The girls report that after a fellow
has gone steady with a girl for a while and
then they break up, the fellow usually
won’t talk to the girl any more.
Barbara says, “Most of the girls are still
willing to talk, but the fellow gets stubborn and thinks it means he’s giving in if
he talks to her.”
Carole is inclined to let the fellows off
easy here: “Perhaps his pride is hurt,
even if he’s the one who broke things off.

Anna Marie Andreozzi, Rosanne

Silver,

Mary

Hill,

Frannie Giordano talk

to

Dick.

steadies.” This

supposed to make you

is

believe they can go back to those girls
and leave you heartbroken. But it doesn’t
work. The girls don’t believe it at all.
Almost as annoying as talking about
ex-girlfriends is all of the chatter about

TV & MOVIE
STAR PHOTOS

At least that’s what Janie Hagan
and Thelma Mechin feel. “Even at dances
you run into it,” Janie reports. “Two or
three fellows get together and right away
cars.

cars
cars!”
cars
“Sports, too,” Barbara Levick chimes in.
“Most girls don’t know that much about
them and really feel left out. How would
it be if we just talked about clothes or
hair? The guys would run off screaming.”
Most of the girls feel that many fellows
forget that girls don’t study up on these
subjects the way they do. “It’s too much
to expect a girl to know all of the batting
averages of the Yankees or Braves,” Claire
Kenny protests. “And while I’m willing to
pretend I’m interested, just to be agreeable, I think it’s too much to have to go
through an entire evening putting on an
act.
fellow should at least try to find
some subject that interests us, too.”
“Sure, how about records, books, television shows, or even what might have
happened at school?” Maryann Gaynor
suggests.
it’s

.

.

.

.

.

.
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A

ut

what can a

B when

girl really

do about

it

there are things about a boy
that drive her mad? “Change a boy?”
moaned Frannie Giordano. “Who can?”
Well, since we boys have to live together
with you girls, somebody’s got to try.
Let’s dig up some rules to start by:
1. If you’re going to change him, never
let him know you’re trying.
2. If he acts like he’s too good for you,
remember that behind that superior air
may lurk an inferiority complex. Try to

presle

understand what makes him act like that.
3. If you don’t like the way he fumbles,
help him become more sure of himself by
praising the little things about him that
made you first go out with him.
4. If he’s jealous, think
back to the
time the two of you ran into that other
boy. Did you just say a friendly “Hello,”
or did you gab on and on about things
that made your date feel left out? If you
can honestly say it’s not your fault that
he’s jealous, then take a long long look at
what’s wrong with your relationship.
5. If all he ever wants to do is come on
over to your house, it may be because
he’s short on his allowance. Next time he
calls, put on your sweetest, friendliest
manner and say something like: “Mom
and Dad say that even if I have company,
they don’t want to watch ‘Maverick.’ ”
Then suggest something that won’t cost
too much money, like walking over to
the “Y” to see what the gang’s up to or
having a look at that great new ride over
at the amusement park.
6. If you think you’ll flip your wig if
he says one more sentence about baseball
or sports cars, just look interested and
hope that he’ll grow out of it. If he doesn’t,
then keep doing your best to share his
interests. Look at the brighter side you
can get a great tan watching a drag race.
After all, girls, I’m pretty sure you’ll
find that the fellows aren’t too bad. That’s
just about the way the fellows have it
figured out about you, too, if memory

—

serves. Boys really like girls
really like boys and isn’t it

—

worked out that way?
See you next month if
from you before. DICK
it

—

—

I

and

girls

nice

that

don’t hear
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piped up. “My mother’s always telling me
off about something. Come on, let’s finish
the game. It was your turn, wasn’t it?”

DINAH SHORE
Continued from page 36

think of that day now,” Dinah
I says, “because I learned something very
important. It was that as long as you
dislike or are afraid of accepting yourself
as you really are, people won’t be ready to
accept or like you. You don’t have to be
perfect for people to like you
you just
have to be yourself
“And I also know now that my mother’s
often

fair dealings,”
And in only a

Solomon would always say.
few years he had built up
even

his store into a prosperous concern,

establishing branches in two nearby towns.
But Frances Shore never quite had
that feeling of belonging, at home or in
the town. “I felt disgraced,” Dinah remembers, thinking back over her early
years.
An attack of poliomyelitis at
eighteen months had left one leg slightly
weak, an affliction which lasted only a

very few years but enough to cause her
concern and worry. “I was painfully selfconscious,” she says now, “and I never
told anyone about it until I was grown.
I thought that the rest of the kids would
shy away from me if they knew. And at
home it was a forbidden subject.”
This was particularly so because her
mother was an extremely athletic woman,
and it seemed to Dinah that she didn't
want to sympathize with her handicap.
Like that afternoon in the park.
.

.

.

It was a pretty, warm spring day and
Dinah had been taken out by her mother
for a ride on her tricycle. She had wheeled
it
through the streets until they had

the safety of the park, where,
from the danger of traffic, her
mother had said she could ride. “I’ll just
sit here for a while,” her mother said,
spotting an empty park bench under the
shade of a low, spreading tree. “It’s a
quiet path here, so you won’t have to
worry about running into anyone. Go
ahead climb on.”

reached

away

—

Lifting

a

leg

over

the

center

of

the

Dinah clambered on, hugging
tight to the handlebars. Slowly she pressed
one of the peddles with her right foot, then
the one on her left. But the tricycle hardly
machine,

—

moved. She pressed a little harder but
it only rolled forward very slowly.
Ten minutes later she was only about
still

yards further on.
“Come on,” shouted her mother, annoyed. “Pedal up. Your foot’s all right.”
Two small children, playing with a ball
nearby, stopped to listen, looking teasingly
at Dinah. “Come on pedal up!” her mother
six

—

repeated.

And Dinah had

to struggle for-

ward.
Then, there was also the crisp winter’s
day when she was playing hopscotch with
friends a

little

way down

the street from

her home. Thinking her mother was busy
inside the house, she began to favor one
foot, now and again looking over her
shoulder to make sure her mother wasn’t
anywhere near to see. Then suddenly, just
as she had rolled her stone into almost
the last square, and was hopping along
toward it, a voice shouted, “Frances!” She
stopped quite still. Even her playmates,
busy arguing over whether one of them
had cheated, stopped their chattering at
the sound
of
the
commanding tone.
“Frances!” the voice repeated. She turned
her head and saw her mother standing
just a little way off. “Frances,” her mother
repeated a third time. “What have I
always told you about that foot? What
do you think your friends will think of
you? You ought to be ashamed!”
Dinah didn’t answer. She just looked
from her mother to her friends and then
back again, wishing that the ground
would open up and she could disappear.
“Sorry, Mommy,” was all she finally murmured. Her mother turned and walked

back home.
“You must hate me,” she said quietly
to her friends, a few moments later, noticing their cold stares.

home?” And
“Don’t be

“Maybe

should go
she began walking away.
stupid,” another small girl
I

.

.

.

refusal to be very sympathetic with me
and her insistence that I join in sports
which involved a great deal of exercise,

were not because she was ashamed of my
handicap but because she was determined
that I shouldn’t find a psychological crutch
to lean on.”
Actually, Dinah’s limp was not noticeable at all, as the polio attack had not been
too severe. Yet in every game she played
after that, she concentrated on her stricken leg although it was much easier for
her to hop and skip with the other one.

Above

all

— she

So she began

wanted
to

to be one of them.
study dancing
and
.

.

.

then singing.
And then came her teenage years, which,
for Dinah Shore, meant another plunge into
the fear of not being wanted or loved.
“The boys I liked,” she says now, “didn’t
even seem to notice me. And only the ones
I didn’t care for seemed to want to date
me. I knocked myself out trying to change
into something I wasn’t, the type I thought
the ones I liked would go for
but somehow it never came off,”
She was attending Hume Fogg High
School in Nashville at the time. And there
,

.

.

was one special boy.
He was tall and

home.

“Hi!” he would say each day, jumping
down the front steps two by two. “You
again,” he would laugh. And they would
walk along to school together, Dinah feeling very proud as they passed the other
kids, particularly the girls, because he was
the most sought-after boy in the school.
“Coming to the football game on Satur-

day?” he would ask her almost every week
during the wmter. And she would nod her
head yes, hoping he would ask to meet
her at it. But he never did.
Then one rainy morning he saw her turn
the

raincoat

corner,

flapping,

splashing

through the puddles as though a pack of
wild animals were at her heels.
“Hey steady!” he called, catching her
arm as she reached him. “What’s the
matter?”
“Nothing really,” she spluttered, breathless from her run.
“You come running around the corner
as though your life were at stake, and
with your eyes all red, and you say it’s

—

—

nothing.”

“My

eyes aren’t red.”

“Oh yes they
“No

You’ve been crying.”

are.

haven’t!”
“Well, don’t say I didn’t ask

.

that

.

.

.

that

.

.

.

I

.

.

.”

she began,

since I started cheerleading this winter my
voice has gone all husky from shouting
and my singing teacher remember I said
I was taking singing lessons
says that I
can’t do both. So I had to make a choice.
And I decided to give up singing. And this

morning

.

.

.

.

—

she paused and sniffed

.

.

.

.

.

came the day when it all went
wrong. ... It was a crisp, clear, winter’s day and the first major game of
the season. A large crowd had turned out
to see it, and it seemed to Dinah that that
day her hero could do nothing wrong. He
outmaneuvered and outran almost every
one on the field, making an impressive
number of touchdowns. Dinah glowed
more and more as the game went on. And
screamed louder than ever when it came
time for the cheerleaders to go on the
field.
Somehow, that day, he seemed to
her more desirable than he’d ever been.
Then, at the end, her heart seemed to
skip a beat as, after the final whistle, he
came running straight over to the bench
where she was sitting. Me
she thought,
as she watched him run across the grass
he’s coming straight over to talk to me.
In front of all these people. She smiled
at him, and stood up as he arrived.
“Great job, old gal,” he said, giving her
a friendly slap on the back. “That was a
great job you did today, and I wouldn’t be
at all surprised if you didn’t have the

B

ut then

.

.

.

.

.

loudest voice in the South.”
“Thank
thank you,” she stuttered.
But her joy was too swiftly turned to
.shock as suddenly she saw him walk
quickly away and over to a petite and
.

demure

.

.

little

blonde

who was

sitting

in

the bleachers.

And

she

felt

herself going quite

numb

watched him kiss the girl tenderly
on the cheek and walk off the field with
his arm around her.
“That day,” Dinah says now, “I made
up my mind it just couldn’t work
couldn’t get anywhere trying to be the
sort of person I wasn’t, and certainly not
by staying around a football field and
chasing an illusion. If I were going to be
liked and loved, it would have to be for
as she

—

myself
for me as I really was.”
Yet that year of cheerleading had done
a great deal more to change her life than
Dinah realized. Because it had changed
her voice as well as her outlook. By the
end of the season her original soprano had
And with a new
altered to a contralto.
contralto voice and a determination to
compete on every level (a hangover from
the days when she strove to keep up with
the kids so they wouldn’t pity her), she
started on the road to becoming the Dinah
Shore of today.
.

“When

what was

hugging her schoolbooks tightly against
herself as though for confidence. “It’s that

—

.

one day ask her out.
From then on, each week, she would go
with the cheerleaders through their performance right in front of the players’
bench where her idol sat. The new plan
seemed to Dinah to be working well, for
she knew she looked particularly attractive in the short circular skirt and white
sweater she’d gotten when she’d joined
them.

I

wrong,” he shrugged.
“It’s

across the street.
“I
well ... I prefer chcerleading,”
she lied, not intending to tell him the
truth, which was that cheerleading gave
her a wonderful chance of being near him
on Saturday afternoons, so that he would
have an even better opportunity of getting
to know her
and perhaps, she hoped,

.

dark-haired, goodlooking and the captain of the football
team. And they would meet on their way
to school each morning, for he lived just
on the next block.
Dinah knew he left his house at exactly
ten after eight every morning and each
day she would make sure she turned the
corner of his block at the very minute he
left

my

“this morning
mother was mad at me.
She said I should have stuck to singing.”
“Why didn’t you?” he asked, guiding her

.

.

I

first

started

singing,

I

tried

be everything but myself. I had my
songs over-arranged and while at the
beginning I was never fired, I was just
never hired.
“I was so unsure of myself that sometimes I’d go home from an audition feeling there was nothing left in the world
to

to sing about.”

Nevertheless, Dinah didn’t give up, and
she kept on auditioning for jobs until
finally they began to give her chances
and she was on her way.
.

.

.

j

When Dinah finally clicked as a singer,
Hollywood beckoned.
“They should have saved themselves the
trouble,” Dinah grinned. “To put it nicely I bombed as a movie star. I failed for

—

a

lot of reasons.

“The most important was that I’m not
,

:

paiticularly photogenic. Besides, I played
such sweet, icky, good-girl parts that
made me feel sick, and I think the audience felt the same way, too.

“Yet when
i

I

came

finally

into

TOGETHER

televi-

sure that I wanted to be
one thing if nothing more. I wanted to
succeed at being me.” And she did.
sion

I

was

still

FOR THE

ne story is told about the first day
Dinah arrived at the studio for a
hair, makeup and lighting appraisal.
“Dinah,” ventured the makeup expert,
Well, maybe we
“about your mouth.
The question went unfinished,
should
but Dinah understood.
“Yes, I know,” she agreed, in a resigned

O

.

.

.

.

finally,

new

Dinah took

deftly

standing

back,

worked away
he admired

face.

long look in the lighted
theatrical mirror in front of her and then,
turning to the makeup man, said smila

ingly, “Beautiful, just beautiful.”
And with that, and much to the amazement and horror of the man, she walked
over to the wash basin in the corner,
lathered her face, rinsed it, and returned
to her chair in front of the mirror.

“Now

take it from the beginning
time let’s not try to kid anyone,” she said.
“I’m me and I’m stuck
with it, so I guess you are, too. We’ll never
fool people the other way and, honestly,
I don’t want to.” She put her hand to her
face. “There’s my mouth, those are my
eyes and that’s my nose. Let’s go along
with them, okay?”
And when she went out on the set to
make lighting tests she looked great. She
didn’t look like Lana Turner, she didn’t
resemble Joan Crawford. And you certainly couldn’t identify her with Marilyn
Monroe. Yet she was terrific beautiful.
And like Dinah Shore!
“It was a great lesson to me.
But one
I liad to teach myself.
Standing out there
in front of those cameras I kept repeating
to myself
if they like me this
time it’s
because they like me. what they see and
what they hear. Not something I’m pretending to be. And they did like ?)ie.
“Then the most amazing thing happened. All of a sudden I had enough confidence in my appearance to stop thinking about it.
“When I married George in 1943, well,
I know it sounds like a cliche, but it was

and

!

j

'

I

j

!

!

RCA Victor

LENA HORNE and HARRY BELAFONTE

moving per-

a

formance of Gershwin’s marvelous music. Here
musical mating that brings new meaning to songs

Summertime; Oh,

My Woman;

It

I

all

like
Is

a

Is

the other highlights of that

fabulous score. A unique interpretation
experience. On

Woman

A

Necessarily So;

a

is

got Plenty of Nothin’; Bess, You

Ain’t

Sometime Thing, and

—

a

wonderful

regular Long Play and Living Stereo.

When

ordering Stereo, say

.

let’s

Now

truly

the

luckiest

day

of

my

life.

My

career was progressing, but Dinah, as a
person, wasn’t. Because above all, I also

wanted and I needed love. Everything
seemed pretty second-rate. And I
know that if it hadn’t been for George, I
would have been finished in two years.
“I think it’s true that above all, we all
need to be loved and feel loved, not for
else

something we pretend

to be, but for ourselves as we truly are. And I’m grateful
for so many people liking me the way I
am. It’s nice to feel wanted
because
1 know that it wasn’t always this way, I
.

remember the time when
.

.

.
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and I’m thankful.”

I

.

.

was

a

little

The End

“the DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW” WILL BE
BACK ON NBC-TV IN THE FALL.
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tone of voice.
“And about your eyes. They are beautiful, but perhaps in front of the camera
.”
we should
“I understand,” came the reply.
“And perhaps here around the nose we
could add a little shading?”
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and
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LIZ

meals over at the main building. Feeling
oddly listless, she chose a bronze chiffon
dress.
No longer new, it was cut full in
the Empire style. After she’d put it on,
Liz scarcely glanced at herself in the mir-

AND EDDIE

Continued from page 52

She wandered into the living room
and stood idly by a window. The quiet
she had longed for suddenly seemed oppressive; the dark sky, in spite of the bril-

into

alone.

ror.

hanging limp, that the long, silky fur was
stained with blood.
“She was at the side of the road. Must’ve
been a hit-and-run driver,” he mumbled.
Then Liz said softly, “How can people
do such things? An innocent creature that
never hurt anybody!”
An omen of bad luck? It almost seemed
It seemed to represent all the unhapso.
piness that was being left behind in that
house on Copa De Oro Road. Resolutely,
Liz stood up straight, and began to busy
herself with final packing details, bustling
the boys and the baggage into the car.
Then she went inside for the baby Liza
bringing her out to the car. And finally
they were all settled in. As the car swung
around the curves of the road, up and
down hills, past the exquisite landscaped

—

Bel Air, she made sure she
looked only directly ahead.
The trip was a pleasant one and ended
several hours later where the road ran
estates

of

and straight across parched desert
Ahead they could see the ranch
they had rented, only a mile from the airport, only five miles from the ’round-theclock razzle-dazzle of downtown Las Vegas; yet Liz felt a glorious remoteness and
freedom in the calm space around her. At
an intersection, a signpost flashed by. They
were traveling along Paradise Road! Take
Somehow, these
that for a lucky omen.
days, she saw omens in everything.
As they slowed and turned off the highflat

country.

into its grounds, a man stepped into
the middle of the dirt road and halted the
car with a raised hand. Before the driver
could speak, the man spotted Liz. “It’s
Just checking.”
The
okay, Mrs. Todd.
guard waved them on, and Liz settled
back, reassured. As the owners of Hidden

way

Wells Ranch had promised her, she would
be safe from intrusions here; her privacy
was being well protected.
The main building looked secluded, set
in a grove of juniper trees.
Still farther
from the road was the cottage where she
and the children would stay. It was hardly
luxurious, a modest-sized white frame
house with vines creeping around the
screened-in porch. But it had a peaceful,
comfortable look, with lots of play area
outside for the children.
“There was a pool!” Michael said excitedly, as they climbed out of the car. “I

saw it!”
“Swimmin’

liance of stars over the desert, suggested

looming emptiness.

Moving to the opposite window, she saw
the stars blotted out and the darkness
lightened by a pink-tinted glow rising
from the north: the gaudy flare of Las Vegas’ neon- lined main drag.
She could
sense the gaiety and music in the night
clubs,
the tension hot and crackling
around the gambling tables. But it was
all more than five miles away and suddenly she felt cut off from everything, suspended in air, aimless. Where was she
heading?
her restless mood
took was the sound of
familiar footfalls on the wooden steps
leading up to the porch. The screen door
creaked open and closed gently, and then
he was across the porch and into the living room and his arms were around her
and everything was all right. She smiled
at him and slid her hand across his hair,
long but brushed back neatly.
“We’ll be at home here,” Liz said softly.
“It’s going to be a wonderful rest.”
Eddie had brought with him, into the
room, the exhilarating gambler’s spirit of
)
show business,
and Liz was swiftly caught
up in it. His opening night had to be a
complete )triumph. It just had to be. She
had faced) with him the uneasy atmosphere
of his TV show’s closing night. Oh, he had
put on a terrific performance then; the
columnists had saluted his showmanship
and courage. Ship had gone down with

Y

et in a split second,

changed.

All

it

colors flying.

“We’ve got just the right line-up of
I think.” Eddie was now striding up
and down the room, “And the boys in the
band are great. I’ve got a feeling the
Tropicana’s lucky for me.”
“You mean you’re lucky for it. You
were its very first star.”
Eddie had scored a hit at the hotel’s
opening, two years before. People in Las
Vegas remember
(3)
the occasion sentimentally; one woman says, “Debbie came up
while he was here.
She brought their
baby, and Eddie brought them out on the
stage. It was real nice then.” Yes, Debbie
had turned their suite at the Tropicana
songs,

—

a nursery, with lots of furnishings

from home, even a rocking chair for Carrie’s lullabies.
But this time Eddie’s suite
at the Tropicana was reserved in his name
“I think I’ve learned a lot since then,”
said. “Singing
acting whatever it

—

Eddie
is,

the important thing

is

—

to

keep on learn-

ing.”

Liz looked at him. “Hmnun,” she said,
her head on one side, waggling a finger at
him. “There’s something there, all right.”
Eddie knew in a second who it was that

she was imitating, who it was that she was
quoting.
“I’ll never forget Mike saying that.” The
name was never long absent from the conversation whenever Liz and Eddie were
together. Now they could talk about Mike
Todd happily, grateful to remember the
man they had both loved, as husband and
as friend. “First time I met him,” Eddie
had told her once, “I was only seventeen,
the greenest kid you ever saw. But Mike
gave me one chance after another at that
audition.
No favors, mind you he did
turn me down in the end. But he believed I’d make it some day.”
He crossed the porch in quick, springy
steps, charged with nervous energy. Eddie
would need that for his opening show, Liz
understood. Who could forget the surging
vitality, the drive that had made Mike
Todd a master showman? Eddie had that
energy, too, she was sure.
The next three days were lazy days for

—

Michael and Chris seemed to be in
much as they were out of it.
Whooping and splashing, paddling around
with superb confidence, they made Liz
laugh, they made her happy. Liza played
her.

the pool as

in the sun, gaining strength and new life
under its warmth, which gradually made
her mother forget the frightening days of
the little girl’s illness, only a few months
before.
Tenderly, Liz shielded her from
any overdose of the desert heat.
Whenever Eddie had time between rehearsals, he came out to the ranch, and on
each visit he seemed full of buoyant optimism. Yet Liz could feel the mounting
tension as Monday went by, Tuesday,
Wednesday, with the minutes ticking closer to the opening that night.
Fortunately, there was one experience
she did not share; it was kept from her
until the day after it happened, when the

ugly facts hit the papers. On Wednesday
afternoon, Eddie left his room and arrived
downstairs at the Tropicana entrance to
see a line of pickets outside, four men and
a woman, parading up and down with

pool,” little Chris exclaimed,

hanging onto his older brother’s hand.
“Did we bring our trunks?” Michael

went on. “Can we go in?”
“Tomorrow morning,” Liz promised,
“we’ll all go to the pool. But right now it’s
nap time for everybody, or you’ll be too
tired to eat your dinner.”
In her arms, Liza stirred and murmured,
in
her sleepy baby-talk, words that
sounded like “Maggie” and “went away.”
The tiny girl didn’t know about the family pet and the hit-and-run driver, of
course; the idea of death was too much for
even her half-brothers

to fully understand.

too much for any of us, Liz
thought, as she leaned over and touched
her lips to the baby’s dark hair. Her own
mind was thinking back to a far deeper
tragedy. Its pain had receded; rather, she
had learned to live with it and to look
again to the future. Yet there seemed to
be a strange look on her face as she saw
Mike Todd still alive in his daughter’s
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small features.
The children had napped and been
and played with and tucked away for
night before Liz began dressing for
own dinner. She would be taking

fed
the

her
her
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—
crudely lettered signs. As if the words
were brutal fists, they struck his eyes with
“Liz Go Home
unfair to bachelors

their printed jeers:

Eddie Fisher

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

Liz

unfriendly to photographers ... Go
Keep the marriage vows,
Liz leave town.”
“How long have they been there?” he
asked the doorman, shifting nervously
from one foot to the other.
“About fifteen minutes, Mr. Fisher.”
“They can’t do that!” Seething with
rage, he was about to plunge through the
glass door when the picket line suddenly
is

Home, Eddie

—

.

.

.

broke up.

One of the marchers, not even seeing
Eddie, thrust casually past him into the
hotel, I’emarking to nobody in particular,
“I might as well have another drink.”
There was no point in arguing with such
a character, Eddie realized in disgust. But
would Liz hear about this? “I must be
with her when she does,” he thought. A
glance at his watch showed Eddie that he’d
have time for a quick trip to the ranch
before he changed clothes for the supper
show.

a towel. “Just play here for a while. You’ll

be water-logged!” She was telling him.
Then, just at that moment, when she
saw Eddie, she whirled around in delight.
“Why, Eddie! I didn’t think we’d see you
again until the show.”
“.
I thought ... I thought I’d take a
breather before I change.” He hadn’t been
able to answer for a moment, because she
had quite stunned him. Dressed in a play
outfit, a gay Guatemalan print, Liz looked
magnificent.
With no makeup but lipstick, her black hair tousled, and tiny leafshadows darting across her face, she had
never seemed more beautiful.
.

.

“Suppose we just walk awhile.” She
linked a hand in his. “I’m not going to
ask you whether you’re nervous,” she said
softly. “There’d be something wrong with
you if you weren’t! In a few hours it’ll all
Let’s look
be over but the cheering.
.”
farther ahead. London
“I’ll be playing the Palladium, and you’ll
be busy with the picture.”
.

“Oh— Sam

Spiegel’s

.

office

He knew how much Monty

W

just

called.

Monty’s going to be in it, too.”
“That’s fine.” Eddie squeezed her hand.
Clift’s

friend-

her wedding plans had hung fire. Then
Michael Wilding had flown down to help
his estranged wife speed the divorce. Even
after that, it appeared for a while that

Mexican authorities would refuse. Again
Mike Todd exploded in fury. But finally
it all worked out, and the newlywed Mr.
and Mrs. Todd had celebrated in an evening of

Eddie Fisher paced the desert sand.
“I could get a divorce in Mexico,” he said.
“There, you don’t need the consent of
.

—

bracelet. “Oh, Eddie

There’s a castle in Spain well, a
tion!
tremendously big house anyhow, in Torre
Molinos. The children will have a ball exploring it.
And then all of Europe,
.”
and
Eddie spoke in low tones. “I want us to
be married by then. All those items in the
columns whenever we go out together
I’ve had enough of them. If we were just
.”
Mr. and Mrs. Fisher
Liz had waited once before like this.
Two years earlier, in Acapulco, Mexico,

A

inaction.
Liz’s parents, who would attend the
opening with her, had already arrived;
and as he came up to the house he saw

they were sitting with Liz and the children
in a tree-shaded spot near the pool.
Liz
was vigorously scrubbing little Chris with

A

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

it’s

so beautiful!”

She flung her arms around his neck, and
he murmured, “It looks pretty dull com-

the guai’d’s friendly wave, he almost forgot
the pickets and their sneering placards as
his mind became concerned with a more
personal concern, a seeking for the right
way to go, the way out of indecision and

—

—

here’s something I want you to
wear tonight.”
She fumbled to open the box, then
gasped as she saw a magnificent diamond

forgot

pared

.

.

ber?”
“Okay!” As he swung around, the box
in his pocket bumped against him. “Almost

had meant to her.
“Then at the end of July the company
moves to Spain to wind it all up just one
.” She flung her arms
week, and then
wide, swinging one of his along. “Vaca.

.

of the other party.”
The sun had just slipped behind the
mountains to the west, and to the north,
gaudy neon lights began to rival the sun“Eddie, you’d better get back.
set colors.
There’s a little matter of a show remem-

hen he got into his car, an oblong
bulge in one pocket spoiled the hang
of his jacket, but that hardly mattered. And then, as he drove through the
entrance to Hidden Wells Ranch, returning

ship

fiesta gaiety.

Now

to you.”

“I
too,

have an engagement present for you,
but I’m going to save it till after your

first

show.”

rriving at the Tropicana that night, Liz
hesitated for just a second before going into the chib. She hadn't heard
about the picket line, and yet
she felt
.

.

.

uneasy, even though she was surrounded
by dozens of friends, in a party that included her parents and Burl Ives, her
genial co-star in “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof.”
And still
Drawing a deep breath, she
entered the club, radiant in white chiffon,
the bracelet sparkling on her tanned wrist,
and at her throat a splendid diamond
.

.

.
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This had been one of Mike’s
Every head in the crowded room
turned her way. And then, as she heard

necklace.
gifts.

warm

a rising tide of

applause, she felt

calmer.
of applause, loud and
And he
greeted Eddie’s entrance.
sang as he never had before, sweeping the
audience along with each change in mood.
But then the sound of two women’s voices,
speaking almost in a whisper at an adjacent table made Liz start a little, and want
to turn her head.

Another burst

long,

“.

break his heart.

She’ll
heart just like the others,” she
of them say.
.

.

break his
heard one

“What do you mean, exactly?”
“Surely you remember?”
“No?”
“The others

the others before Eddie
right back to that first fellow— Glenn
Davis, the football player.”
.

.

.

.

.

break her engagement to
him after just a few weeks?”
“Yes and she did the same to that amAnd then
bassador’s son. Bill Pawley.
there was Nicky Hilton and her next husband, the English actor, Michael Wilding.
Don’t you remember she left them both.”
“I guess
Mike Todd was her only
match.” The voice was sarcastic.
“You’re so right. So you see, she’s bound
to break Eddie’s heart too. He’s so weak
compared to her almost a boy. She thinks
he’s Mike, but one morning she’ll wake up
and realize he isn’t.”
she

“Didn’t

—

—

—

“You
“Sure

really think so?”
.

.

Over the desert, the sun was high the
next day before Liz woke from an exhausted sleep. The house seemed quiet,
but then the cook-housekeeper would long
since have given the children their breakfast.
Michael and Chris would be at the
pool, Liza playing nearby, in their nurse’s
charge.
The clock said eleven. Debbie,
Liz thought, should be at the Los Angeles
airport by now, just arrived, and going
through Customs perhaps. (Actually, the
plane was still on the way, delayed two
hours by bad weather.)
Sharing brunch in the main building, Liz
and Eddie didn’t talk much. A smile exchanged, a quick clasp of hands nothing
more was needed to express their happiness. Then, late in the lazy afternoon, the
telephone rang inside the house.
'They
didn’t stir from their chairs; the housekeeper would answer it.
“It’s for you, Mr. Fisher.”
Eddie went in, and Liz heard him say,

—

“I don’t want to talk to any reporters.”
“I know, but this one said he had a mes-

sage from

—

The voice was speaking loudly
enough for her to catch a faint murmur,
the wire.

but she couldn’t make out the words.
Suddenly, Eddie’s expression changed to
one of unbelieving surprise, and he smiled
a wide happy smile.
He said into the
phone, “Real great news the greatest I’ve
ever heard! 'Thank you, thank you, thank
you. Wait!”

He

clutched the phone to his chest and
“They told her right
at the airport.
She said ‘Yes!’ Oh Liz,
she’s given her consent!”
She went into a little skipping dance, all
around the room. “Liz is flipping!” Eddie
shouted into the phone. “She’s so excited.
I’m so grateful to Debbie for this.”
Snatching the phone away from him, Liz
cried into it, “I’m so happy I almost passed
out. I knew all along that Debbie would
consent.
Here’s Eddie again.”
“Hello? Yes, go on
She said what?
Well, we wish her that, too. We wish
her the same happiness this has given us.
She should find her happiness, and I pray
she will.”

spoke directly to Liz.

.

hurried to his dressing
room immediately after the supper
show, he was already the center of
admiring crowds. But well-wishers made
way for her as she pushed through. Then
seeing Eddie, his hair mussed, a wide grin
on his face, she ran over to him. “You
were wonderful, darling!” she whispered,
throwing her arms around him and giving
him a long kiss. Then she slipped a small
box into his hand and, opening it, Eddie
found a green jade ring inside. First, he
tried it on the third finger of his left hand,
then he slid it neatly onto the little finger,
thanking her with a kiss.
And everyone knew. “Yes,” Liz said,
caressing the blaze of diamonds on her
wrist, “this is Eddie’s engagement present
We’re going to marry in six
to me.
weeks, if we can.”
The babble of questions rose, and the
couple’s answers were swift and spontaneous. “We are very much in love
We’d like to travel as man and wife
I will ask Debbie for her consent again.”
The nagging question crept in: “What
about public opinion?”
Tightening her grasp on Eddie’s hand,
Liz said, “We respect public opinion, but

A

she

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

can’t live by it. If we lived by pubopinion, Eddie and I would have been
terribly unhappy during all this turmoil.

you
lic

But

I

can shamelessly say

we have been

We

have been accused of
terribly happy.
being indiscreet but then, we haven’t
have been
tried to cover up anything.
honest in what we have done.”
As she spoke, Debbie’s plane, still
many hundreds of miles away, was wing-

—

P

.

ing

.

Mrs. Fisher.”

to her feet, Liz ran into the living room to find Eddie at the phone, listening.
His face was taut.
Her hands
clenched in suspense, Liz tried to hear
what was being said at the other end of

—

.”

Liz could listen no more. It made her
sick.
She looked across at the stage at
where Eddie was singing, seeming to sing
to her alone.
She smiled across at him,
trying to ignore the snarls and hurtful
words. Then suddenly, for a moment, she
He
found herself holding her breath.
seemed to forget his words. But nothing
could shatter his poise that night. He just
shrugged lightly and confided to the audience, “I must really be in love!” and then
picked up the lyric again without missing
the beat.

lthough

—from

Leaping

We

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

o began the time of waiting. Relaxing
in the desert sun through the long
days, Liz thought that life would settle
into a routine while the six weeks ticked
away. But it wasn’t so simple.
At first, they just circled the first day
after the sixth week on the calendar. “It

S

will be
can’t be

May

10th,” Eddie
married here, not

said.
“But we
in Las Vegas.”

“No,” Liz agreed. “It must be a very
quiet wedding. Nobody else will know a
thing about it till it’s all over.”
Then somebody reminded Eddie that
May 10th was a Sunday; the Nevada courts
would be closed. All right, they would

make

May

11th.
But that, somebody
in the period after Passover, which the Jewish religion considers
part of the holy time, not suitable for marriage ceremonies. “According to Orthodox
it

else said,

still fell

AUGUST
PHOTOPLAY
ON SALE

traditions,” Eddie pointed out.
belong to the Reformed branch.”

And

“But we

there was the day when Eddie told
I hate to say this, but maybe I
haven’t really established residence, with
just the hotel suite I’m living in now.”
“Oh Eddie, what can we do?”
“I’ll tell you what I’m thinking about,”
he said with a boyishly secret smile. “Buying a ranch in Nevada.
Nobody could
argue about that. I like it here, don’t you?”

—

Liz, “I

wonderful!”

“It’s

“And my

contract with the Tropicana
runs for five years, so we’ll be coming here
every so often in any case.” And Liz
smiled as his mention of the Tropicana reminded her of more good news she’d heard
that day the management had just extended Eddie’s stay to six weeks, at $25,000
a week. The total contract was a $1,000,000
deal. And there was even talk that NBC

—

was considering a new
to start in October,

TV

when

series for Eddie,
all

the publicity

uproar might have died down. “Everything’s going to be fine,” Eddie promised.
But there was one thing she hadn’t told
him about. She’d been suffering from a
chronic sore throat, but had tried to ignore
it
there were so many more important
concerns. And when she finally did con-

—

sult a doctor, she

was

told that parts of

her throat were so inflamed they must be
cauterized; it would mean a few days in
the hospital.
Eddie looked so downcast
when he heard, she had to assure him, “It’s
nothing serious. You wouldn’t even call
it an operation.
I’ll just go to Cedars of
.”
Lebanon
“I’ll commute from here
.

.

for those days,”

Eddie said. “I’ll spend every minute I
can with you.”
“Darling.” She leaned on his shoulder.
Her hospital stay over, Liz returned to
the quiet round of days and nights in the
desert country.
She was happy, she insisted, and yet the waiting told on her
nerves. So she busied herself first making up her mind as to a wedding gown,
finally ordering one in moss-green from
Jean Louis. She dozed in the shade too;
she rested in the sun; often wandering idly
over to the main ranch building to twirl
the radio dials in search of romantic music and to flip through the magazines. But
names would leap out at her “Liz and
Eddie
Debbie, Eddie and Liz.” And she
would push the magazines aside.
For public opinion was still there, and
it wasn’t
always so friendly as it had
seemed to Liz on Eddie’s opening night at
the Tropicana. If you’d strolled the streets
of Las Vegas during those weeks, you’d
have heard rude remarks.
One woman tourist, eying the advertisements for the show, said, “I wouldn’t walk
across the street to see Eddie Fisher.”
Another woman pulled her date toward
the Tropicana, giggling, “Let’s go in ’n’
thumb our noses at Eddie Fisher.”
Toward Liz on her appearances in town
at the Tropicana to watch Eddie’s act, at
the Variety Club convention the first reaction was almost always admiration of
her striking beauty. But then you’d hear
whispers: “Seems spoiled, doesn’t she?”
Eddie was the target of the same sort of
criticism from some Las Vegas residents:
“I liked Eddie when he first came up here.
He was so easy to talk to, so nice to everybody.
Now you can’t touch him. You
can’t get to him. He’s changed so much.”
But Eddie and Liz tried to ignore this
criticism and seemed secure in their
shared happiness. For they were living in
the same hope, looking forward to the moment when they would hear the rabbi’s
voice uniting them, the day when they
would seal their rmion by sipping wine
The End
from the same cup.

—

—

.

—

.

.

—

.

homeward from Europe

.

.

.
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Liz’s next: “suddenly last summer” (COLUMBIA), “two for the seesaw” (u.a.).

—

ARNESS

JIM

Continued from page 46
things were so different then
friend had driven Jim over to the
Pasadena Playhouse to see a rehearsal of

met

.

.

.

.

.

A

Bernard Shaw’s “Candida.” As
the car pulled up in front of the theater,
a pretty dark-eyed girl was standing by
And she watched in amusethe curb.
ment and amazement as the lean and
lanky six-foot-six young man wriggled
George

out of the small car. First came the size
twelve feet, next the long, long legs, then
the upper part of the body, and finally the
head, a handsome one with bright blue
eyes and brown curly hair.
She couldn’t help smiling; because, as
she said later, “It was such a long, lanky
boy who pulled himself out of that car

And he was
he never seemed to end!
so sweet.” She smiled at him and he smiled
back. Then his friend took care of the
formal introductions. “Jim, I want you
Virginia Chapman; Virto meet Virginia
.

.

.

—

Jim Arness.” But their
smiles had already made them friends.
Friends, and yet something more than
ginia,

this

is

friends.

”

fine in all the other scenes, but those love
ones. Murder.
Now what could a fellow do? He
couldn’t blurt out to the director, “Look,
I can’t kiss her because if I do I’m hooked
for good. No more beachcombing. No
more freedom. Once I kiss this girl I’ll
want to marry her.” And he couldn’t say
to Virginia directly, “Look, I’m crazy
about you. I’m fighting against it, but it’s

no

Maybe

use.

first kiss to

all

but

silly,

want our

I

Not

in front of

these people.”

So he stood in the center of the stage
like a goof whenever the script called for
him to kiss her. And the director had to
coax him, cajole him. He felt like a big
ninny, a high school boy on his first date;
he just couldn’t take Virginia in his arms.
At the end of the day’s rehearsal, the
director took him aside and gave him an
ultimatum. “You kiss her tomorrow, or
.”
else
Jim hung his head despondently and then went out to his jalopy, an
old 1936 Buick touring sedan, and prepared to head back to the beach. But
when he opened the car door, there was
.

Virginia, waiting for him.

“Wonder if you’d mind driving me
home?” she asked, relaxing back deep
into the low-slung seat. “I’m beat.”
“Sure
sure,” he said.
“Glad to.”
And he started the car and drove towards
her place. Neither of them said anything.
.

.

But he adjusted the rear-vision mirror a
little so that he could get a glimpse of part
of her face.
Her eyes were closed, and
suddenly he realized she was fast asleep.

He edged the car gently towards the
curb, pulled the brake and leaned over

Dr. Morrell opposite Virginia in “Candida”
had given up the part. He tried out for
the role and got it. But then the trouble

to kiss her.

started.
He just refused ... he just couldn’t
kiss Virginia in the love scenes. He

smiled, and her smile was exactly like it
had been the first moment they’d met.
Except now, she was blushing.

.

.

.

was

to

speak, slowly and

me in
in the
script
but because I wanted you to
want to. And when you didn’t ... I figured you didn’t like me.”
He tried to speak but she put her fingers
to his lips. “No, wait,” she said. “There’s
“I

softly.

wanted you

to kiss

the play, Jim, not just because
.

.

it’s

.

something else. When I put my head on
your shoulder just now, I was faking. I
wasn’t really asleep

—

She started to draw her hand away
from his mouth, but he wouldn’t let her.
He kissed her fingers, and then he kissed
her again. She closed hei’ eyes, but this
time he knew she was wide, wide awake.
On the following day at I'ehearsal, when
the time came for Dr. Morrell to kiss
Candida, the harassed director leaned forward, rested his chin on the seat in front
of him, and waited. There was no problem. The kissing scene was perfect.

.

.

And it was the memory of her smile
that tore him away from his carefree surfriding, skin-diving life at the beach at
San Onofre and sent him running to the
theater where some of his pals had told
him that the actor who was to have played

it’s

be in private.

Then she began
very

She looked up

him and

at

Now!

’m sorry,” Jim Arness said, bringing me
shai'ply back to the present, back to
his bachelor apartment in the Regency
apartment hotel at 7940 Hollywood Boulevard, back to our interview. “Now what
were we talking about? Oh, yes, about
Virginia not wanting Matt Dillon around

I

the house.
“I guess it’s ironic, in a way, that Marshal Dillon can keep peace in Dodge City
but not in his own home. You get so you
can’t escape from the pi'essures.
They
keep building up and then well, that’s
it.
Often I used to get home too late for
supper with the children and Virginia.
Then Virginia and I would quarrel and .”
The telephone rang. Jim said “Darn”
and picked it up.
I got up and stretched my legs. For a
second I looked out of the full-length
picture window that opened on to a bal-

—

—

.

minutes...

In
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OPPORTUNITIES
FOR

EVERYBODY
OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
FOR YOUR

PW-July'59

$500
Child's Picture ^11 Ages), Hundreds used
yearly. Send one small picture. Returned with report and
Kstirnonials. Print child's parents’ name, address on back.
Spotlite, 8344 Beverly P7 , Hollyw ood, Cal ifornia.

BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS — TO

$5.00 hour demonstrat-

ing Famous Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For
free samples, details, write Studio Girl, Dept. 1697C, Glendale, Calif ornia.

HOMEWORKERS: ASSEMBLE HANDLACED

Precut moc-

casins and handbags. Good earnings. California Handicrafts,
Los Angeles 46-B. California.
Grasses 24c; shoes 39c; Men's Suits $4.95; Trousers
$1.20. Better used clothing. Free Catalog. Transworld. 164-A
Christopher Brooklyn 12 . N.Y.
$15.00
PREPARING envelope^ postcards,
home— longhand, ^typewrl^r. Particulars free. G. Economy,

THOUSAND

WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE

SALE. Hundreds

of

l

MONTHLY

selling.

POSSIBLE, Sewing Babywearl No house
Warsaw 1 Ind.

Free infiKmation. Send name to Cuties,

EARN EXTRA CASH
Thrift

preparing, mailing postcards. Heritage

Founda tion 1309 Main, Dallas

Texas.
OUR READY cut aprons at home, spare time. Easy,
profitable. Hanky Aprons. Caldwell 3 Ark.
CLIPPING Newspaper ItemsI Newscraft,
2,

,

SEW

MAKE MONEY

PW-983-E. Main, Columbus

5,

EARN SPARETIME CASH

Mailing Advertising Literature.

Glenway, Box 6568, Cleveland

Ohio
Ohio,

1

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

ATTEND BUSINESS SCHOOL

At

Homel Save time and

expense

of attending classes. Prepare for secretarial career
typing, shorthand, business procedures, bookkeeping.
Write for catalog. Wayne School, 2525 Sheffield, Desk SA-4,
in

Chica g o

14.

COMPLETE YOUR HIGH

School at home in spare time with
62-year-old school. Texts furnished. No classes. Diploma.
Information booklet free. American School, Dept. XB74.
Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA at home. Licensed teachers.
Approved materials. Southern States Academy, Station E-l,
Atlanta, Georgia.
LEARN WHILE ASLEEPI Hypnotize with your recorder,
phonograph. Details Free. Research Association, Box 24-PC,

Olympia, Washington.

LOANS BY MAIL
BORROW $50 TO $500 for any purpose. Employed men and
women eligible. American Loan Plan, City National Bldg.,
Dept. CWM-79, Omaha 2, Nebraska.
BORROW BY MAIL. $100-$600 Anywhere. Air Mail Service.
Postal Finance, 200 Keeline Building, Dept. 63-N, Omaha 2,
Nebraska.

BUSINESS A

MONEY MAKING O P PORTUNITIES

HOURLY POSSIBLE assembling pump lamps Spare
Time, Simple, Easy. No canvassing. Write: Ougor, Caldwell
1, Arkansa s.
EARN EXTRA CASH Prepare Advertising Postcards. Langdons. Box 41107PW, Los Angeles 41, California,
$200-$300 MONTHLY. Mailing literature. Peavie, POB 38,
$3.00

I

Tillicum 99,

Washin gton.

AGENTS & HELP WANTED
EARN EXTRA MONEY selling Advertising
Free sample
32 Illinois.

kit

Book Matches.
furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. WP-79, Chicago

60% PROFIT COSMETICS. $25dayup.

Hire others. Samples,
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That’s where I’d watched Jim frisk in
the back yard one afternoon with his three
kids Craig, eleven, Jenny Lee, eight,
and Rolf, six. There, behind the house
they’d christened “Tobacco Road,” Jim
seemed the happiest kid of them all, as
they climbed in and out of the tree houses
he’d built, swinging on a thick rope and

—

hanging from another tree, like Tarzan
and his family, and wrestling with Lady,
their German shepherd.
Virginia would
bring out milk and cookies for everyone.
And I remember how she would repeat,
“It’s nice to have you home, Jim.”
But Jim’s work was intruding more and
more like the time he packed the whole
family, and some of the neighborhood

—

kids besides, into a trailer loaded with
sleeping bags, tents, and saddles, and made
a long trip to Monterey. It was a trip
they had been looking forward to for
weeks. But even without a phone, a message had been sent out to him from his
agent, telling him to return to Hollywood
immediately for retakes on one of his
Matt Dillon episodes. So he’d packed up
the stuff he’d just unpacked, tried to make
jokes to the long-faced kids and returned
to his job. But to top it all, when he left
his disappointed family and their friends
at his home and rushed to the studio, he
was told the retakes had been called off.
And there were many more such times.
Just a few minutes before, Jim had been
telling me about “pressures” and I knew
what he’d meant. After all. I’d seen him
on the set. Once the camera rolls and
he’s Matt Dillon, he’s calm. But before
that time he’s as jumpy as an unbroken
colt. He’ll stand, pace, hop around, jump
up and down on one leg, hum, whistle, sing
out loud aU the time clicking the trigger
of his revolver without letup.
“During the past year my relations with
my wife got worse and worse. Marriage is
give-and-take, and, as I said before, I
just couldn’t give enough.
“All during the day at the set I’d have
about everything.
to be good-natured

—

visit and all have
And somehow I’d take
be talked to
my problems, my pressures, home. What
she wanted, what Virginia wanted, was
more love
more companionship

more home

NAME
p

nd

.

.

.

.
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I remembered the other times I had
interviewed Jim and Virginia at their
Pacific Palisades home. There’d been
no telephones there. That was part of their
agreement. At home, business stopped
pressure stopped
and living started.
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cony overlooking a swimming pool. Evening shadows crept across the water.
I began to see how difficult it must
have been for Virginia. In addition to the
phone in his hand, there was another
phone on one of the two night stands that
flanked his bed. That was the one which
Larry Kurzka, the manager of the apartment hotel, had told me about when I’d
asked for Jim at the desk. “He says for
you to come up,” Larry had said, “but he’s
busy on the phone.” And he had added,
“He’s got another private phone installed up there. Unlisted. And only three
people have that number his wife, his
agent, and his secretary.”
Jim put his hand over the mouthpiece
.”
and said to me, “Sorry, it’s business.

only.

But

.

.

.

.

.

couldn’t meet those
demands. Not as well as I should. There
was the job and the constant pressures
from the public.”
The phone made that funny plip-plip
sound it does when an operator is trying
to check a line. Jim hesitated for a moment, then picked it up. He talked to the
operator for a moment, and then to a
caller on the other end.
“Pressures from the public
the job.” I
remembered what Virginia had said about
life.

I

.

.

.

these pressures, and this job, which had
to take her husband away from six
in the morning until eight or nine at
night, day after day, nine months of the
year
which even ate into his weekends
when, on Friday nights, he flew out to state
fairs and rodeos and made personal appearances, shaking hands until he felt

begun

.

.

.

arm would

his

fall off

.

.

And

.

this, in

only

one year, had made him fly 30,000 miles
and spend countless hours away from her
and the kids.
“Jim would come home so tired,” Virginia had said, “that he couldn’t even
say a word. He would look doped with
fatigue
Half the time he’d be so tired
he’d be asleep before he could eat
And I never seemed to manage to catch
up with the things our life demanded of us.
I sometimes felt as though I was running
down the track ahead of the locomotive,
and it was gaining on me faster than I
.

.

.

.

.

.

could run.”

im put down the phone; then he picked
it up again and told the hotel operator
not to put through any calls to him. I
started to say “pressure” to cue him as
to where we’d been in the conversation,
but as I mouthed the word we both looked
at the telephone. That was a pressure.

J

“Could this pressure be relieved,” I
asked, “by cutting down on your acting
and personal-appearance schedule, or by
taking breaks in between?”
“Maybe,” he said. “And we may be able
to

work

it

out.”

“Will you be leaving ‘Gunsmoke’?”
“I don’t think so,” he said. “I don’t know,
but I don’t think so.
It’s a thing that
can go either way.
And the same thing
is true of a possible reconciliation. We may
get back together again.”
“But how about the kids?” I asked. “Isn’t
separation hard on the kids?”
.

.

.

.

.

.

He ran his hands through his hair. Then
he leaned back on the pillows and stared
up at the ceiling for a moment.
“We’ve thought about that. We thought
a lot about that both Virginia and I.
But it seems that tension in the household
is just as bad
if not worse
on kids as
separation. So I moved out in October,

—

—

—

make things easier for the family.”
He sat up suddenly. “Oh, I still see them
at least three times a week. And every
to

too. I have a place at the beach.
spend every Saturday there together. We have a great time. And in a
way, it seems to be better for them. There’s
no loss of relationship. Yes, I think it’s
better now.”
I thought about what he’d just said for
a moment. “Then you seem to have found
peace of a sorts with this relationship,
even if it is temporary?” I asked.
“Right,” he said. “And there’s one thing
I’d like to add. There was never at any
time any question of another woman. No,
sir.” He grinned boyishly, and added, “If
I can’t save this marriage of mine, the
last thing in the world I’d want to do
would be to marry anybody else.
“Virginia is a wonderful woman and a
fine mother, and we’re still very good
friends. We see each other quite often and,
despite rumors, she hasn’t seen lawyers
about a legal separation. Nor have I.”
He looked over towards the window. It
was now very dark outside, but across the

weekend,

And we

court a

little

light

was

flickering. “We’ll

have to see how it works out,” Jim
said. “It can go either way.”
We shook hands a good strong shake
and as I started to leave, the phone rang
the other phone, the one whose number
is only known by his agent and his secreThe End
tary
and his wife.
just

—

—

.

.

.

JIM STARS AS MATT DILLON IN “gUNSMOKE,”
SEEN SATURDAY AT 10 P.M. EDT OVER CBS-TV.

PETER AND DIANE
Continued from page 50

and you’re miserable. Maybe it would be
well,
and
better if we were apart
.

.

.

.

that can be easily arranged.’

.

.

”

Peter stopped speaking and turned to
Diane.
“That wasn’t what I’d meant to say at
all,” Diane explained. “I’d wanted to ask
him to stay, but when Peter didn’t answer,
I just added one harsh
I couldn’t help it.
thing on top of the other.
“ T don’t think you’ve even tried to
make a go of our marriage,’ I told him.
‘It’s always me that has had to give and
give, and you just take. I think it would
if you just didn’t come back
you spent the night with one of your

be better
if

friends.

.

.

.

.’
.

.

I was sure Peter would anwaited to see what he would
Instead, he
say, but he didn’t speak.
walked out the front door and closed it
behind him. He didn’t come back home
again that night.
“The following morning,” Diane continued, occasionally pausing a little nervously as she spoke, “I called my mother
and asked if I could come home. Of
I
packed a few
course, she said yes.
things and loaded them into the back seat
of the convertible Peter had given me
as an engagement present. I spent the
morning at mother’s unpacking and getting
resettled in my old room. Then I sat and
waited, sure that any moment the phone
or the doorbell would ring and Peter
would be there to take me home again.

“This time

swer me.

He

I

didn’t call.

.

.

.

“Things seemed to be going from bad
to worse between us. They seemed to have
even begun badly. We’d had to cancel our
plans for a big formal wedding because
we were busy working. We finally eloped.
And even that went wrong. The authorities wouldn’t believe I was old enough
then Peter had to wait for proof to arrive
that he was of age
then we almost
.

.

.

.

.

.

And

lost the wedding ring.
last moment, the minister

then, at the

our

us

told

was made out wrong. But anyway
we were able to laugh at it all. After we
were married, we found we couldn’t
license

laugh.”
“'Thei'e was that
to the rodeo,”

weekend

wanted

I

to

Peter began. “Diane
said she didn’t want to go and I accepted
her decision without a word. But inside,
I kept thinking about all the jokes guys

go

make about losing your freedom when
you get married. And I brooded to my-

Victoria Vogue

self.”

D

iane had brooded too. “Peter

was the

8000 Cooper Avenue,

dated who could
tell me what to do,” she explained,
“the only boy I ever learned to lean on,
only

boy

I

ever

to depend on. Only after we were married, Peter seemed less willing to make
decisions. When I tried to discuss matters with him and get his advice, he’d
say, ‘Oh, honey, you can take care of it.’
I resented this.
I wanted him to be head

of our household.

how

But

I

say anything about

didn’t know
Peter interrupted.
“I

couldn’t someit.”

Diane

felt

“I

always

Diane’s independence

this

way,”

admired

when we were

dat-

thought this was what she wanted.
I liked the way she thought for herself.
But, after we were married I began to
find it irritating. Why did she have to
insist she was right even when she knew

ing.

I

she was wrong"?
“Like the night we went for a drive
along the seacoast and then stopped for
dinner. On the way home, I turned off
the main highway, deciding to take a different route back.

West Coast Warehouse: 1233

“

“

‘Where are you going?’ Diane asked.
anI
is Alternate Route 101,’

‘This

“

this

‘No,

it

isn’t,

Peter. We’re

Glendale,

L.

I.,

N. Y.

Street, Los Angeles 15. California

Diane’s wonderful sense of humor,” Peter
added, “seemed to be strained.
night,” he related, “we went
home of friends.
Well, after a hectic week’s work, I was
grateful for the few hours of fun and
relaxation. I was sitting there, listening
to the music fi’om the hi-fi when suddenly
I felt this uncontrollable urge to get up
and dance. And since we were among
friends, I did just that got up and danced
And then I heard Diane groan, ‘Oh, honey!’
“It was the tone of her voice that made
to a small party at the

lost!’

‘But honey,’ I insisted, ‘I’m telling you
is
Alternate Route 101.’ We kept

going back and forth, each insisting we
were right. Then we came upon a road
sign and I turned my bright lights on it.

The

sign said ‘Alternate Route 101.’ Well,
didn’t say ‘I told you so.’ I just waited
for Diane to admit she was wrong. But
she didn’t and it bothered me.”
“And all the time,” Diane said, “I was
waiting for him to speak, to tell me I’d
I

been wrong, to say something like, ‘Honey,
you goofed!’ and clear the air. And when
he didn’t say anything,

And

San Pedro

“One Friday

swered.
“

S.

Inc.

Peter explained,

I

kept, still,

“I felt that as
we lost a little

too.”

each

day came and went
more
of the closeness we’d once shared. Even

—

me

down — fast.

sit

because
of

me

I

I
was embarrassed
thought she’d shown disapproval

in front of friends.

The

rest of the

evening we tried to have fun and I guess
But
things looked all right between us.
on the way home, neither of us said anything.

I

was

hurt.”

Diane tucked her

legs

under her on the

Here’s

couch. “All the way home,” she said, continuing the story, “I thought ot what I

Why

to say. I wanted to say, ‘Peter,
didn’t mean to embarrass you. It’s
only that I want my husband to appear
perfect. I thought maybe someone would
say that Peter was making a fool of himself.
I
didn’t want that to happen.’ I
wanted to say this, but instead I just sat
there, quiet.” Diane paused.
And as she did, Peter smiled softly at

wanted

HOWLAND

U.S.

dear,

the only swim cap that keeps

is

hair really dry while you swim!

Suction band

I

her and whispered, “I wish I’d known.”
And he continued, “As I drove us home,
I was thinking that I wouldn’t even mind
if
she criticized me, if only she’d say
something, if only we could talk it over.”

M

M

with
water-sealing||,
LI

^feature

'

&^ncurving

Diane broke the silence to go
to tell about the actual separation. “When that first day of our separation had almost passed and Peter still
hadn’t called me, I knew what I had to
do. After I’d unpacked and put away my
things, I reached for the tiny jewel box,
slipped off my gold wedding ring and put
the ring in a box in the drawer.
“Seven weeks passed but Peter and I
never saw each other. And after the first
few days, I stopped jumping up every time
I heard the phone ring.”
“I must have reached for the phone a
dozen times,” Peter said, “but I never quite
finished dialing Diane’s number. Maybe
she doesn’t want to talk to me, I’d think.
But finally, after eleven days, I did call
her. And when I heard Diane’s voice, I

A

>

.>J^,>::5Ppatented

ribs

assure snug

fit
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protective

last
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back

know how to
‘“How are you?’ I

didn’t

begin.

finally blurted out.
‘Fine, just fine,’ she answered in a
small voice.
“
‘That’s good,’ I said. ‘Well
well . .
well, I’ll call you again. Goodbye.’
“

.

.

.

.

“

‘Goodbye.’
that was all we could say.”
“As the weeks went by,” Diane said,
“he’d call more often, but for the first
month, neither of us found it easy to talk.
Once, when Peter asked if he could see

“And
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hung

on such ceremony? He
was my husband, so why didn’t he just
come and get me and take me home?
“Finally, after seven weeks of calls, it
was getting easier to talk about things.
On Sunday, March 29th, Peter called again.
‘Look, Diane,’ he said, ‘we can’t accomplish anything by talking on the phone.

he have

SYLBAR PROD., Box 220
Planet Sta.,

said no. He just said okay and
up. Then I was furious with myself.
Why couldn’t you tell him how you felt,
I cried in anger. And then I got angry at
Peter. Why couldn’t he tell by my voice
that I really did want to see him? Why did

me,

III.

to stand

Please let me see you.’
“I agreed, and we met a little while
later and decided to go for a ride. But
when we got to the beach and parked the
car, we just sat there, staring at the water.
Neither of us was able to say a word. I
sat watching the way the full moon cast its
beams down on the water. Finally, I broke
the silence. ‘It’s miraculous, isn’t it, Peter,
that something so high up can cast such
”
a glow?’
“I was grateful to Diane for filling the
silence,” Peter said. “But when I’d started
up the car again and was heading back,
I realized that we’d just talked on and
on and hadn’t said any of the things that

needed to be said.
“I drove Diane back to her car and
then opened its door for her. But I
couldn’t let her drive away.
“
‘Wait, please wait,’ I said, taking her
arm. ‘Diane, we’ve talked for hours and
we haven’t said one word about what we
came to talk about. Please, come back to

my

car.’

“She agreed and then we were sitting
side by side again. Then suddenly our
eyes met and we both began talking at
once. Suddenly we could talk about all
those little things that had mounted up on
us, and it’s funny, but as we put each

problem into words, it disappeared. The
wall between us dissolved. For the first
time in months, we were able to reach
out to each other, and as we did so, we
came to understand what had happened.”
“Peter put his arm around me,” Diane
as she rememleaned my head on
his shoulder. Now I understood that it
wasn’t a lack of love that had pulled us

continued, smiling a

little

bered that day, “and

I

apart.
Instead, too much love had inhibited us and we’d both gotten so that we
preferred silence to speech, because we
were afraid to hurt each other.”
“I didn’t want Diane to leave me that
night,” Peter said, “but there were still
some things we hadn’t settled, and this

we wanted

time

We

everything to be right.

went

for a long drive the next night,
and then we didn’t have to talk about the
moon first. It was eleven o’clock before
we stopped for dinner at a restaurant in
the Valley, but by that time I think we

were both sure that, whatever we had lost,
we’d found it and more again.
“Again, I didn’t want Diane to go back
to her mother’s home, but there was still
one more thing to be done. Out of respect

—

—

for Diane’s parents, we decided that, before we could go back together, I would
have to speak with them. But that night,
I kissed Diane and I whispered, ‘This is
the last night you’ll ever be alone. Now

home and unpack your rings.’
“The next day, Tuesday, March 31st, I
met Mr. Jergens during the lunch hour
and then I went to their home and talked
with Diane’s mother. They both gave us
their blessings and that afternoon I went
back to our big house, packed my clothes,
dug the ‘For Sale’ sign deeper into the
earth and closed the door behind me.”
“Someday, Peter and I will have another house of our own,” Diane interrupted, “but it’s too much for us now. We
decided we’d look for an apartment, a
go

place to be comfortable in without all the
worry and responsibility of keeping up a
big home. We want to be able to pack up
to travel when
can, without feeling obligated to stay

and go away on weekends,

we
at

home and landscape

the plumbing.

We

the yard or fix
have a whole lifetime

now we want to devote
our time to each other.
“So that night, Peter moved into my
family’s house and that’s where we stayed
till we found our apartment
just three
minutes from the Warners’ studio. In between, we took a weekend second-honeyfor that, but right
all

—

moon

trip to

Palm

Springs.”

Peter said, “It may sound strange, but it
took a separation to bring us really together again. Now we know that a love
that inhibits is wrong, that it’s better to
clear the air even if it means momentarily
hurting someone you love. Before, I don’t
think we were secure in our love we
couldn’t tell if our love was real. But now
we’re closer than ever before and even

—

we know we’re bound to disagree
again at times, we’ve promised each other
never again to keep things hidden, never
to let little things build into big things.
We’ll let off steam if it’s necessary, we’ll
discuss, we’ll argue. We won’t be afraid
to do that any more, because now we
know that our love is strong and real
and we have understanding to back it up.”
“The night Peter and I got back together
again,” Diane smiled, “I took the jewel
box out of the drawer and handed my
golden wedding band to Peter. He slipped
it on my finger. Then I put his ring back
on his finger and we both said the words
that are engraved inside those gold bands
and which only now do we fully under”
stand: ‘For better, for worse, forever.’
though

The End
PETER CO-STARS ON ABC-TV’s “lAWMAN”
SUNDAYS, 8:30-9 P.M. EDT, while DIANE IS IN
WARNERS’ “island OF LOST WOMEN.”

BRIGITTE BARDOT
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If

were

inseparable as children,”
Mijanou continued. “Much more so than
sisters usually are, because we had hardly
any friends our own age. Our parents’
best friends had no children we could
play with. The one exception was a girl
about Brigitte’s age, Chantal, who was the
daughter of one of our father’s business
associates. We often played with her, but
most of the time Brigitte and I stayed

I
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and very strict.
“But she was also a busy woman. She
had a natural flair for fashion, and so,
when she grew bored with her social life,
she persuaded Monsieur Bardot to let her
open a dress shop. That left her little
time to supervise directly her children’s
activities. 'These, in accordance with the
best European traditions, were left in the
hands of a governess, a widow named
Madame Legrand, who had a keen sense
of religion.”
I told Mijanou that I’d heard she’d

a

strict

upbringing

under a governess.
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not allowed to make friends
with anyone outside our immediate circle,
We had a very protected childhood. Our

As Mijanou spoke, I remembered something an acquaintance of the Bardots had
told me. “Everything was regulated with
military-like
precision in the
Bardot
household,” she had said. “Voices were
never raised, either in protest or in exultation. Madame Bardot had been raised in
Italy, where her father directed a French
insurance company, and her ideas were

Light

Box 3035-TG

were closely scrutinized, and we
were never allowed out unless an adult
accompanied us. My grandmother took me
to school, and Brigitte was conducted to
her dancing classes every day by our
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always had her little camera with her, and
she would photograph them and then sell

“We

doesn’t coot.
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my expense!” Mijanou laughed, tossing back her head as she spoke.
And as she did so, I noticed how delicate
and fine Mijanou’s features were in contrast to her sister’s provocative sensuality.
Lifting her hand to her face to brush back
a lock of hair that had fallen over her
eyes, she paused for a moment, and then
went on; “This also reminds me of a
time during the liberation, when we would
lean out of the window and watch the
parades of handsome uniformed men pass
in front of our apartment house. Brigitte

me.

.

NIGHT. "Dork-

always found little
supplementing her pocket-money

least of all,
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lashes NATURALLY
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irs,

child, Brigitte

the best prints to Mama, Papa, or the
other members of the family. The bad
fuzzy prints no one else wanted, she sold
to me. That’s where most of my allowance
went. Even then, no one could resist her,

ovoWs
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“The truth was that I couldn’t afford
own, for I was always spending my
allowance on Brigitte’s various and sundry
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“Madame Legrand was
nou

we

all right,”

Mija-

recalled with a slight grimace. “But
didn’t think so at the time, calling her

behind her back.
wasn’t her fault, but she was always
following us around."
‘La Bique’ (The Goat)

It

was only natural that the two
sisters, who were supervised, watched,
and corrected with so much severity,
would seek to escape into an imaginary
world. One of their favorite games,
Mijanou told me, was playing at being

Y
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“We each had a huge wicker basket
where we kept our dolls and toys,” Mijanou said. “They were big enough to hold
us, and we would often climb in and pretend we were in a boat. We invented dialogue as we went along. Usually we were
orphans, sailing away to America to seek
our fortunes.”
The Bardot family was opposed to outside, modern entertainments, but they had
no objection to the children’s amateur
theatricals which thrived whenever they
were in their country home.
“We had a small house in Louveciennes,
about fifteen miles from Paris, which had
been built by our great grandparents,”
Mijanou continued. “And we would spend
our weekends there. Our father turned
over the garage to us to use as a playhouse. Arranging and decorating the little
house became our main pleasure during
weekends. As we got older, we gradually
abandoned the swings and trapeze in the
back garden to devote ourselves to fixing
up the place. We christened it ‘Cabanon’
(Little Hut). We painted it ourselves and

—
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—one

in the middle of his forehead.
he’s also got a big, booming voice that
has the power of making you stand still
and not run away. Then, if he likes you,
he carries you off and you’re never seen

eyes

And

again.’

“

‘How do you know?’ I would ask.
met him once. That time when you
were at home with a cold. It was horrible.’
“

‘I

And each time she would tell this story
she would screw up her face to show how
terrible the experience had been.
“I got so frightened that one day I refused to go to the park. Our nurse begged
and begged, and finally I told her what
was wrong. She called Brigitte and made
her confess to me that it was all just made
up. It took me a while to believe.”
Brigitte and Mijanou were both very
young during the war, and I had heard
that the family was able to protect them
its hardships. But Mijanou still
remembers the terror of the air raids.
“We had a shelter in the basement of
our apartment building,” Mijanou said.
“And I remember my father carrying me

against

down in his sleeping bag, while Brigitte
followed closely, with all our toys and
dolls clutched in her arms.
“We had to put our car away as there
was no gas, and we got around by bicycle,
my father riding us to our classes every
morning, with Brigitte on the handle-bars
and me in the basket in front.”

sewed lace curtains and chair-covers. We
hunted out pieces of furniture our parents
no longer wanted, and fixed them up.
Brigitte is very clever about painting and
repairing old furniture. Our prize item
was a long chest of drawers which we
made into a bar and used to serve lemon-

ade and fruit juices to the family.
“The little house looked out over the
garden, and on Sundays we would take
out the furniture and arrange a row of
chairs to make up our theater. The family
and a few friends were our audience. One
of our favorite plays was ‘Cinderella,’ and
Brigitte would very generously give me
the title role, while she played the nasty
stepmother.”
“Didn’t Brigitte like to write too?” I
said, remembering a remark about her
writing that I’d overhead once.
Mijanou looked a little wistful for a
moment. “Yes.” she said. “And her stories
always had a Prince Charming who never
failed to love and marry the heroine. We
were both very romantic as children. The

Middle Ages was our favorite historical
period.”

any other older sister, Brigitte, it
seems, adored teasing Mijanou. “We
used to play in a park near our home
almost every afternoon, and I remember
that I was in a state of terror for months
once, because every time we would come
to one particular large oak tree she would
scream, ‘Mijanou watch out! There’s a
fierce -looking man with a long beard hiding behind it waiting to attack us.’ When

L

ike

—

heard this, I would cower back in terror,
and beg our nurse to take us by the long
route around to the other side of the park
so that I wouldn’t have to pass the tree.
“The nurse would always ask what was
wrong. But I was afraid to tell. And
Brigitte would shrug her shoulders and
I

say, ‘It’s just that small children don’t
like large trees.’ And then she would go
off into peals of laughter.
“
‘What’s he like?’ I would ask Brigitte,

when we
“

got home.

tall,’ she would answer, in
hushed, serious tones. ‘And he’s got three

‘He’s very

Fame

has changed Brihri, says Mijanou.

I asked Mijanou if she and Brigitte
fought with each other as children.

“Brigitte

and

I

rarely had fights,”

Mi-

janou recalled. “I think I was too in awe
of her. The only times she really became
mad at me were when I tried to borrow her
toys. We both loved dolls and toy soldiers
and fuzzy bears. In fact we still do. Our
dolls were real persons to us, and took
part in our games. One of our favorite
games was playing at voting. I think we
must have overheard our parents discussing elections, and we decided that we
wanted to vote, too. We cut strips of paper
and wrote down the names of film stars
we’d seen in magazines, and then we each
gave a pep talk for our candidate to our
dolls, who were the voters. Another of our
pet pastimes was cops and robbers, but we
had to be careful not to make any noise.”
But Mijanou’s fervent wish was always,
I could tell, to win Brigitte’s admiration.
One day, Mijanou tells me, she hit on
a wonderful idea. “While Brigitte was in
dancing school, I often visited our grand-

mother in the afternoons. She lives close
by in an apartment which has a terrace
that overlooks another apartment building
on the other side of the street.
“One day I returned home from Grandmother’s and proudly announced to Brigitte, ‘I have a boyfriend. His name is Gerard Rappo. He lives across the street from
Grandmother’s, and we’ve been flirting
every afternoon across the balconies.’

1

I

i

j

I

j

I

:

“I was eight at the time, and Brigitte
was twelve. Of course, it was all a big lie.
I’d made up the whole story, even the
boy’s name. For a month Brigitte believed
me, and every day she asked me questions
about Gerard. She was quite worked up
by the fact that I was only eight and I
had a boy interested in me and she didn’t.
“One day, after questioning me very

about

closely
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pensable in the Bardot conception of the
right education for well-brought-up girls,
but it was Brigitte, rather than Mijanou,
who received them.
“Bribri began taking ballet lessons a few
years after I was bom,” Mijanou recalled.
“Every day our grandmother or the governess took her to the dance studio on
Rue Spontini. At the same time she enrolled at Hattemer’s, a private finishing

arm and

famous

too. All-in-one-package,

were indis-

learned,

used to be BLONDE
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school.”

Don
lthough Brigitte had a natural gift for
“entrechats” and ballet turns, she developed an intense dislike for grammar books. The only subject she showed
any aptitude for was ancient history, and
to this day she can hold her own in any
discussion of Egyptian civilization. She
soon gave up any hope of being even a
passable student, and pinned her dreams
on entering the dance conservatory. She
didn’t give up her studies at Hattemer’s,
continuing them by correspondence.
“Brigitte was an exceptionally gifted
dancer,” Mijanou told me. “When she
was only thirteen, she was one of seven
chosen from 500 candidates for the National Conservatory of Music and Dance,
and her teachers predicted a brilliant
career for her as a ballerina.”
One of Brigitte’s classmates and an object of her wide-eyed admiration was
Leslie Caron. They were the top students.
Mijanou explained, “One of the reasons
why Brigitte loved the dance was that it
gave her a chance occasionally to escape
the constant strict eye of our parents.” The
class often went on tour. Most of the times,
the Bardots or the governess accompanied
the class to keep a watch on Brigitte, but
once she did go on a Mediteranean cruise
without any supervision.
She returned home to whisper into
Mijanou’s ears the exciting details of her

A

first trip

away from home.
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dancing, too. But the Bardots were adaagainst it.
“My family decided that at least one of
us should be a serious student, so I didn’t
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We

psychology.
“I was very timid as a child,” Mijanou
confessed, “much more so than Brigitte.
She was shy and awkard with adults because we had been taught to be silent and
still when we were with them. But when
we were together, she was gay and cheer-

let

MARCHAND’S
GOLDEN

derful.
danced on the deck of the ship
very late into the night. It was fabulous
and so exciting. And one boy even tried
to kiss me!”
Mijanou, who was then ten and terribly
impressed and envious of her older sister,
yearned with all her heart to take up

have dance lessons,” Mijanou said. “I’ve
always regretted it.”
It was not that the Bardot family considered a lack of book learning a disadvantage for young girls, but it seemed that
Mijanou showed a greater taste and aptitude for knowledge than Brigitte, and
they wanted to encourage this.
Mijanou went to the Lebeck Convent as
a day student and was intending to go on
to the University and major in applied
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Incredible though it may seem, Mijanpti
says that Brigitte has an inferiority cortrplex which dates from her childhood. (A
slight squint in her left eye obliged bter
to wear corrective glasses when she vjas
a child, and she was always self-conscictus
about her large teeth and thick sensuc?as
lips.
“In fact, even today, when Brigitte
laughs, she puts her two hands in fr ant
of her mouth because she thinks her teeth
are ugly,” Mijanou said. “Have you iQOticed?”
She then told me that Brigitte hasj a
constant need to reassure herself that she
is beautiful and desirable. And she m*ist
have lovely things around her.
“Brigitte always had a passion for (Witdoor beauty the sea and sun, flowiers,
animals and nature in all its forms, aiii^d a

Her parents finally agreed to let her
meet Allegret, on the condition that Madame Bardot accompany her. At that first
meeting Brigitte had eyes only for Roger
Vadim, who was also there. She excitedly
confided in Mijanou on returning home,
“I’m in love. I’ve met the most terrific
man. He’s so wonderful, tall, dark and
handsome just like in my dreams.”
Marc Allegret did not have Vadim’s
perceptive eye. He saw only Brigitte’s
adolescent fat. her protuding teeth and

repugnance for anything ugly. She ffetill
revels in lazying around and doing nothing at home. That’s always been her idea
of complete happiness. She would rather
spend an evening at home, with fricinds,
surrounded by her dogs, cats, turtles, jtand
birds, and listening to jazz, than go to lany

H

Madame Bardot’s mother had phoned
her in Biarritz in alarm to say there was
something odd going on, Vadim had captured Brigitte’s imagination. And finally
he won the Bardots’ consent to their mar-

night club.

riage.

“She always preferred jazz as we 'R/ere
growing up. But I liked classical mvfsic.
“And, just as when we were young, she
doesn’t give a hang for clothes. Shi^ is
happiest in a pair of slacks and a turtleneck sweater.”

was sixteen when she gave a
celebrate her engagement to
Roger Vadim. “ ‘The Cabanon’ in Louveciennes was the setting for it,” Mijanou
recalled. “I was only twelve, but my par-
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seems that Brigitte’s career was| the
result of one of those accidents ofi fate
you can’t ever predict. If Roger Vaidim,
the film director, had not met her andaseen
her possibilities, she would certainly niever
have become an actress. Probably;!^ she
t
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in ballet.

awkward agie of
when Roger first; saw

adolescence

that

her. But he was sure from seeing her
just once that when she lost her girlish

plumpness she would become quite [beautiful.

when my

father’s cousin,
Villuchet, phoned my
mother,” Mijanou recalled. “She was one
of the editors of the magazine ‘Ellel’ She
explained to my mother that one of her
models was sick and she was in a terrible
“It all started
la

Madame de

jam.

She

asked

if

she

borrow

could

Brigitte for a photograph, because she was
just the type she needed.”
At first, it may seem odd that Madame
Bardot, so rigid in her ideas, would have

agreed. She probably wouldn’t havetif she
hadn’t known the editor so well.
Brigitte immediately confided thei great
project to Mijanou. “But you’re so fat!”

Mijanou giggled.
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Brigitte ran to the mirror

and loc^ked

am

at

she
pouted. And that night she didn’t^ touch
her food. Her family thought she was sick,
for she always had a good appetite.
The next day Brigitte posed, and her
picture on the cover of “Elle” prompted
the now famous special-delivery' letter
herself.

from

“You’re

Roger

Allegret,

right,

Vadim,

I

assistant

fat,”

toi

Marc

the director. Allegret, thinking

he had found another Simone Simon,
wanted Brigitte for a screen test.
Brigitte
showed the letter first to
Mijanou, and it was her sister who broke
the news to the family. Mijanou, snatching
the letter from Brigitte, and screaming
with excitement, ran to find her ‘(parents.
“Brigitte’s going to be a movfe star!”
she yelled.
Her parents were shocked. It was one
thing to pose for a photograph, when asked
to do so by a member of the family. It
was quite another matter to associate with
“those strange creatures who inhabited
the entertainment world.”
Brigitte and Mijanou both pleaded for
hours. Held in rein from childhooJd, they’d
reached the age of rebellion. And in this
letter Brigitte saw a chance for freedom.
i

—

her

awkward

timidity.

He

rejected her.

But Vadim was intrigued, and a few
weeks later he phoned Brigitte. Her parents were away in Biarritz, and she was
home alone with Mijanou and her grandmother.
e

managed to see her alone, once,
twice, then several times. By the time

Brigitte
to

party

ents gave me permission to attend on
condition I didn’t dance. I was still wearing glasses and had my hair in pigtails,
and was more self-conscious than usual.
“Brigitte’s
personality
was already
blossoming out, and she was a wonderful
hostess. I hid behind the bar, so no one
would see me, and silently admired her.
“As the lights dimmed and everyone
went to corners to listen to jazz records,
I started to sneak out and go into the
house to go to bed. I was too unhappy to
just sit there and not be able to dance.
“Then one of the boys, a friend of
Vadim’s, saw me peering from behind the
bar. ‘Why don’t you dance?’ he asked me.
“
‘I’m not allowed to,’ I answered.
“
‘Come on,’ he said. ‘I’ll take the blame
if your mother’s angry.’ And he pulled me
out to the dance floor.
“Brigitte was amazed to see me. ‘Mijanou
isn’t to dance,’ she insisted.
“But her friends persuaded her to let
me stay, and I don’t ever remember having been so happy. Brigitte didn’t tell on
me, but I confessed to my mother myself
the next day. She wasn’t as angry as I
thought she would be.”
Mijanou and her parents often visited
Brigitte in the tiny apartment on Rue
Chardon-Lagarch that the Bardots had
bought for the newlyweds. But Madame
Bardot was shocked to see Brigitte becoming negligent and cai-eless about her
appearance. She said it was because Vadim
preferred to see her in an old pair of blue
jeans and bare feet rather than her former
startched white collars, white gloves and
patent-leather shoes.
Their marriage lasted only a short while.
After her divorce from Vadim, Brigitte
bought a new apartment. Shunning the
Bohemian sections of Paris, she chose a
building just three blocks from her parents’ home and around the corner from
her grandmother’s, in the subdued Passy
district.

only natural, though, that so much
so deep an effect upon
Brigitte,” concluded Mijanou. “Yet she’s
basically the same. When she comes to see
us she kisses everybody Maman, Papa,
The End
me, the maid and the dog!”
“It’s

fame has had
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DAVID NIVEN
Continued from page 71
turned to his companions, shielding the
woman. “She’s all mine,” he announced.
“And I shan’t share her with any of you.”
Then he led the obviously flattered young

woman away

a few steps, chatted gaily

with her and then kissed her hand as she
departed on a cloud. After she’d left,
he apologized to his friends.
“You’ll have to forgive me,” Niven said.
“I coxildn’t remember who the devil she
was. ...”
When asked how he’d come by his inimitable charm (he once called himself a
“displaced Cary Grant”), it is rumored
that David replied, “I’m a product of one
of the best reform schools in Britain.”
He wasn’t joking but the facts are not
as convicting as they sound. The incident
that got him there all took place when
David was only ten.
After his father. Captain William Graham Niven, was killed in the First World
War, at the age of 26, his young mother
moved from Scotland to England and sent
David off to boarding school at Heatherdown, where, without difficulty, he immediately adjusted himself to a mischievous merriment that ultimately got him his
place in the “finishing school.” His down-

—

—

was a cauliflower.
One day, a contest was
among the students at school
fall

announced
to

And who

could grow the biggest and best vegetable.
Each boy was given his own garden patch
in which to cultivate the winning item.
Permission was granted to write home to
his family for first-class seeds, and, one by
one, each boy wrote his letter; each boy,
that is, except David, who hated writing
and decided he would simply grow a crop
of mustard and cress. But, as time went
on and the other boys’ vegetables grew,
David began to feel that his crop hadn’t
a chance to win, although, he insists, “It
was simply beautiful.” So the day before
the judging, he cautiously sneaked into
another student’s garden, nipped a gigantic
cauliflower and, with a touch of conscience, placed it in the center of his own
spreading cress.
The prize he did not win. Instead, he
got a severe caning, immediate expulsion
and a spell at a Portsmouth school he considered a “reformatory for boys.” So began the life of a British gentleman.

(Though everybody calls him “English,”
James David Graham Niven was born in
Kurriemuir, Scotland, and is quick to
point out that he’s “British.”)
He later joined the Army, maintaining
he did it because he had ambitions for
the Navy. But when he took the Naval
exam, he missed 292 questions out of 300.
“So I joined the Army.” Then, not too

long

after,

his

commanding

officer

in

Malta wrote a confidential report saying
“Niven is an excellent officer but he
knows less about the Army than do his
friends in the Navy.” And it was evident
to David that, as he says, “Some people
are more fitted to Army life than others.”
David was transferred back to England,
and he says, “It was then that I began
hankering to leave the Army. I was sitting
one day in a club with two old friends
talking about the future when they both
started telling me that I should get out of
the Army. Both of them had already quit
one into newspaper work and the other
into business.” And, by the time they’d
all had a number of drinks and the afternoon had drifted into evening, David was
convinced he should leave.
“Begad, I’ll leave the Army right now,”
he said, giving one of them a friendly slap
on the back. And he says now, “It was

—

—

—

the only way to do it. If I’d waited to
think it over, I might have been talked out
of it by the men at the barracks.
“That was a Wednesday. That night I
sent in my resignation and called my
colonel to say ‘Goodbye.’ He didn’t like
the idea very much. Thursday, I sailed
for Canada, telling my friends I was off
to seek my fortune in the New World.”

B

ut Canada soon found

He

of disaster again.

him

in the midst
joined a bridge-

building gang north of Ottawa and
me a bloody big axe and told

RAISE FUNDS

was so inefficient
I was the camp joke. Then they decided
I’d be better at other things and made
me get up at three a.m. to catch fish for
their breakfast.” David got tonsilitis, was
promptly treated by a veterinarian and
“I finally ended my stay spending weeks

FOR GROUPS

“They gave

me

chop

to

trees.

But

I

CARDS and

recovering in a hospital.”
He left soon after for New York with
just two hundred dollars in his pocket
“enough,” he says, “to have a little luxury.
So I moved into the Waldorf-Astoria. A

few days

later,

out.
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I couldn’t afford
that was when I set
the world’s record of a dual existence by
working in a Chinese laundry and living
at the Waldorf.”
How did that happen? “I nonchalantly
walked into the lobby one evening to find
about six Chinese, aU jabbering in great
excitement in front of the desk. The desk
clerk, who was already suspicious of my
finances I was even signing for postage
stamps by this time said, ‘Friends of
yours, I believe.’ You see, I’d had my
washing done by many different Chinese
laundries, so as not to run up too big a
bill at one, and they must have all been

move

to

^

red.
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because there they all were,
after their money. I took aside the head
Chinese the one I owed the most to and
unionized

—

my

—

debts. He nodded
agreement and told me to report the next day at daybreak to light the
Then, in the
fires in their workshops.
afternoons, I was to deliver the laundry.
Fortunately, I discovered a friend with a
Rolls Royce who let me borrow it for the
And sure enough, up and
deliveries.
down First Avenue I went in a Rolls,
delivering the bundles of wash.

told him I’d
his head in

work

off

“The next job was different. I bumped
an old friend who was the head of a
wine concern, and he told me he was
opening a New York office.” This was all
the cue Niven needed. Within hours he’d
become the firm’s New York representative, scurrying down to a bookshop to buy
books on the vine so, as he says, “I could
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into

talk the language.”
But even that didn’t last very long.

“Not long after, I had a phone call from
a well-known restaurant, asking if I had
some champagne of a certain vintage
1926. Yes, I had. Could I send over some
cases immediately, C.O.D., and take a
check in payment? I could. The cases
were piled on a truck and rushed over
to the restaurant.
man there was waiting anxiously for it with a check. He
asked the truckman to dump the load on
the sidewalk; his own men would carry
it in.
But what happened was that as
soon as my truck left another appeared,
carting the cases away. The check, needless to say, bounced and I was stuck for
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$3,000.”

David has always conducted his private
with perfect decorum, but surprisingly,
from almost the very beginning, Hollylife

wood tagged him

its

“No. 1 Bachelor.”

David explains, “on
one of my first days on the Coast, when I
knew nobody at all, and was busy touring
“It

all

started,”

the casting offices. The single exception
Sally Blaine, whom I had met the year
before in London. I immediately left myself on her doorstep and was eventually

was
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—
taken in. She and her sister, Loretta
Young, asked me to stay for dinner
and I stayed four months.
“But I was about to explain how I came
.
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T

hen the war brought an end

—

to

of those days.

In 1948 he was sent back to England to
do a movie called “Bonnie Prince Charlie.”
One day, while he was finishing the picture in a London studio, he found a beautiful girl ensconced in his chair on stage—
a chair which was plainly marked “David
Niven” across the back. Seeing his look
of astonishment, almost annoyance, at anyone else occupying his place, a friend
quickly introduced them. Her name was
Hjordis Tersmeden, a Swedish model.
He was wearing his Prince Charlie costume and looked quite dashing.
“I thought your hair was dark,” she
said, as she got up from the chair.
“It is,” said David, obligingly pulling
off his royal blond wig. And a few minutes later he asked her to lunch.
Several days after that they decided to
get married and just a few weeks later
were on their way, one morning, to a
registry office. Just as they were about to
enter the building, David turned to Hjordis
and said, “We mustn’t forget to stop by

many

things including David’s freedom. It
was 1940 and England was under the
siege of the first onslaught of German
At a Fighter Station on Biggin
air raids.
Hill, the alarm had gone out.
The now Colonel Niven of the British
Army rushed out to the slit trenches along
with other men and women at the base.
David dived into one just as the droning

German plane sounded overhead.
“Owl” screamed a woman’s voice as
he jumped in and hit something soft that
moved. Then suddenly he heard a growl
and felt sharp teeth bite into the calf of his
leg. Wincing with pain, he looked down,
rubbed his leg and peered about.
.” he began, and then, grad“What on
ually, through the darkness, he noticed a
young WAAF crouching in the trench with

of a

.

and pick up the children afterwards.”
Hjordis stopped in her tracks. “What
children?” she exclaimed. David had forgotten to tell her he had two boys.
The next day they set off all four of
them for Hollywood and David’s home
That was eleven
in Pacific Palisades.
years ago.
And Hjordis says today, “In all that
time I have never had one moment of
boredom. Life with David has always
.”
been one constant surprise.

.

ignoring

the

offending

.

.

Pekingese.

Three weeks later the WAAF. Primula
Rollo, and David Niven were married.
And it was a happy marriage, to end,
six years later, in tragedy.
It was a Sunday night in

.

—

—

excuse me.
a snarling Pekingese. “Oh
... I am sorry,” he stuttered to the WAAF,
.

.

head and back injuries.
“It was like going crazy very slowly,”
David told a friend. And he never talks

.

And

hard

it’s

to

.

someone

find

to

dis-

The End

agree.

.

Hollywood,
and David and Primula had gone to a
small party at Tyrone Power’s home.
It was a gay party, and after dinner

FORMANCE IN

they decided to play a blackout game of
Mrs.
hide-and-seek called “Sardines.”
Niven was “it” and, after the lights had
gone out and everyone had hidden in
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down into the cellar.
the other guests finally found her,
she was in a coma. They rushed her
straight to a hospital but it was too late.
Soon after one in the morning, she died of
.

When

Specia/ Ring Otter,

BOX

down

mistake.
“This did not occur. On the contrary,
the only person who paid me the least bit
of attention was a young lady, a syndicated
columnist, who straight away went home
and put in her column the item that I
was ‘the most negligible bachelor in Hollywood.’ Something must have gone wrong
in the composing room, I think, and the
next day I had a reputation to uphold!”
Being an eligible bachelor in Hollywood
was, David says, “no picnic ... if you
appeared in public with a young lady,
there were immediate rumors of marriage, and if the lady happened to be
married, there were rumors of divorce.”

.

lovely dresse®
you by us^
to
Fashion

for wearing
supplied to

behind drapes and in closets. Then suddenly she opened one door, put a foot
forward to reach into what she supposed
was another room, and went plunging

home by

.

1

corners, she started off to look for them.
She groped about in the dark, peering

.

into the title. About a week after my
arrival in Hollywood, Loretta took me
to a cocktail party, no doubt in the hope
that I would get mixed up in the shuffle
and that somebody else would take me
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Continued from page 45

left the following day for New
But once she was in New York,
away from Buddy, away from the bustle of
her wedding plans, away from Buddy’s
calmness and stability, she began to feel
more and more nervous more and more
aware that instead of looking forward to
her marriage she was afraid even to
think about it. Instead of dreaming and
laughing, she found herself waking up in

Anna

York.

—

be a dream, too, and I’m sure it will be
.” Then somehow
almost soundproof
his words seemed to fade into the thousands of other spring sounds they could
hear, as they sat by the home they would
soon be living in; and Anna took a long,
deep breath.
.

“Buddy

?” she whispered.

.

.

.

.

He bent

his head slightly as he
spoke, and kissed her affectionately on
the tip of her nose.
I’m scared.”
“I
I

“Yes?”

.

.

.

.

.

.

He drew her more
Ours

worry.
riage

—you’ll

is

closely to him. “Don’t
going to be a good mar-

see,” he said gently.
we’ll get to Mexico after

“And maybe

on our honeymoon,” he added.
.” she nodded and stared
Then, breaking
ahead across the lawns.
the silence, she said, “I’m glad we bought
.” And she remembered the
this house
first time they’d heard about it and how
they’d been reluctant even to drive out
and see it.
Actually, they’d never intended buying
such a large house, although they needed
all,

“Mmmm

.

.

.

.

a good-sized place because
lot of

work

at

home.

Buddy

did a

So when Chickie,

Buddy’s sister-in-law, told them about it,
they hesitated to look; it was very expen-

And at the time, she remembered
saying, “Don’t even show it to me,” knowing that she and Buddy would probably
fall for it.
But somehow they couldn’t resist and
they finally did go to see the house and
looked around, neither of them saying a
word. But on the drive home they were
already arguing about who would get
sive.

which closet!
She remembered that drive quite clearly.
Buddy’d been like he was now, chatting
eagerly about what they’d do with each
room, and she’d drawn all sorts of plans
on the misted windows of the car while
he kept screaming, “I can’t look
stop
it or we’ll land in a ditch!” But she had
been so happy, so thrilled to be planning
the first home of her very own, and so
eager to have Buddy like the ideas she
had for it.
.

.

.

“And then there’s the nursery
she
remembered saying these very words
words which had brought them into a
difficult discussion.
Because she had such
.

.

No

children for the present she thought they were both too young.
And she wanted her children brought up
as Catholics, though Buddy is Jewish. But
it had all been straightened out ... he
was so understanding, so willing to please
and, she remembered thinking at the time,
so different from the snobbish, aloof sort
of fellow she’d taken him to be when
they’d first met.
And she smiled a little to herself as
her thoughts moved back to their first date
almost a year ago now. How she’d almost cancelled it because she’d thought
she wouldn’t enjoy herself
how they’d
met two other couples, friends of Buddy,
and gone to the Scandia for dinner and to
a show
and how she’d told him off for
his conceited manner when he’d driven her
definite ideas:

—

—

.

.

home.

,

.

.

.

New

York,” she said quietly.

miss you, too.” He paused for a
few moments, then added, “But it’ll be the
last time. From now on we just won’t accept any engagements that will keep us
“I’ll

apart.”

herself.
Yet just nine days before their wedding,
once back in Hollywood, she came to her
decision and issued this statement from
her home in Hollywood: “After careful deliberation,” she said, “I have decided
that marriage at this time would be pre-

mature. For that reason, I have, on my
own, decided against the wedding.”
It seemed cold and impersonal, but it
was only a front a front to hide unexpressed fears and confusion that even she
herself could not fully understand.
Nervous and unsure, she explained, “I
was scared. But I knew that no one could

—

me how to examine my own heart.
No one can tell you how to look at a
situation.
You yourself have to listen to
.”
your own heart.
And theirs had not even been a swift
romance, like so many in Hollywood.
She had first met Buddy six years ago
tell

.

.
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had just started to become successful and
was on the defensive. He seemed sort
of aloof and snobbish.
“I don’t think I would have worked
with Buddy at all if my manager hadn’t
insisted that he was such a talented, upand-coming young boy. Incidentally, he
was still married then,” said Anna slowly,
seeming to find it difficult to talk even

Investment!

Rush your name and address today

while preparing for a Las Vegas nightclub act.
Buddy had been assigned to
work on the musical arrangements. Their
first meeting was not a very amicable one
in fact, she didn’t even like him.
He
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ready to

Infor-

start.

Name

about the early days.
“I did

know

his first wife, Gloria Haley.

We’d met while we were both working in
The Thalians together. We used to say
but it wasn’t a close friendship.”
Anna paused for a moment, then continued, “After that first meeting. Buddy
and I didn’t see each other for a number
of years, and during that time I heard

Address
City

State

hello,

become

he’d

divorced.

Occasionally

I

would bump into him at parties and we’d
exchange hellos, but I still thought him
snobbish and didn’t encourage a friendship.
And I guess if it hadn’t happened
that my manager, Pierre Cossette, met
him by chance a little over a year ago,
none of this would have happened. But
when he did. Buddy during the course
of conversation asked about me and
wanted to know if I were going steady.

—

When

Pierre said no.

Buddy asked

for

my

phone number.
he very next day Buddy called. ‘Hi,’ he
said, ‘this is Buddy Bregman.
I don’t
if you know, but my divorce is
now final and I was wondering
wondering if you would consider having
dinner with me this evening?’

T know
“

‘No,’

I

said.

I

didn’t

a date with him, because

want
I

still

to

.

.

make

disliked

him.
“
‘Well, when can you have dinner with
me?’ he asked.
“And he was so insistent that I made a
date for some time that seemed far
away.” Anna laughed a little sadly as
she remembered. “Actually it was only

—
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“Hey come out of that dream!” Buddy’s
words rang out sharply against the muted
sounds of the garden. “Whatever were
you thinking about?”
“I’ll miss you the next few days while
I’m in

the middle of the night in a cold sweat,
and trying to avoid being left alone. Was
her mother right about it not being advisable to marry a divorced man?
Was
their difference in faith an obstacle to
happiness? Would they be able to overcome the pressures of their careers? She
knew she loved Bud; she tried to reassure

MAKE BIG MONEY
n Full or Part Time!
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through the kidneys— tending to increase the output
of the IS miles of kidney tubes.
So if nagging backache makesyou feel dragged-out,
miserable, with restless, sleepless nights, don’t wait,
try Doan’s Pills, get the same happy relief millions
have enjoyed for over 60 years. Ask for new, large,
economy size and save money. Get Doan’s Pills today 1

P

103

days

five

up,

I

off.

Then

you give
number?’

as soon as I’d

hung

and asked, ‘Why did
Bregman my phone

called Pierre

Buddy

hadn’t, someone else
to him. Why?’
‘Because I can’t stand him,’ I said, ‘and
I don’t want to go out with him.’
“And, as a matter of fact, the night
before the date I thought of cancelling it,
but I didn’t know how to do it. So we
went out, triple-dating with two other
couples, for dinner and a show. And we
were home by 11:30.
“Then, as Buddy drove up in front ofr
house, he asked me out for the next
night.
“
‘No,’ I said.
‘I can’t make
it,’
I lied.
“
‘How about the day after?’ he asked.

“Pierre joked,

I

‘If

would have given

it

“

my

“Again he persisted

so,
found myself
blurting out, ‘The only reason I came out
with you tonight was to tell you off.’ And
I

began telling him he was spoiled, that
he couldn’t take success, and that he was
very hard to get along with. Actually, I
had no reason to do this, because he’d
never done anything to me personally. But
I went on and on, telling him how fresh
he was and what a snob he was, and
I

when

I’d finally finished I

quite expected

to help me out of the car, slam the
door, and never talk to me again.
“Instead, he just sat there quietly, looked
at me and said, ‘You’re absolutely right.
I did have to grow up the hard way, but
I certainly believe I’ve changed, and I’d
love to prove it to you if you’ll take the
trouble to find out.’

him

“What could

.say?

1

I’d

been blowing

steam, calling him everything, only to
have him say very humbly, ‘You’re right.’
I accepted a date for a few days later,
but then Buddy had to go away to North
Carolina on a tour with Eddie Fisher.”
She paused and seemed deep in thought.
off

“That was about March of last year,”
she went on, finally. “And I remember
because it was around the time of the
Academy Awards. I had a date for that
evening with someone else, but the night
before we had an argument and cancelled
it.
I still had to go, though, because I was
one of the performers. And I needed an
escort.
“I called up a few friends, but unfortunately they were all busy. Finally, I decided to call Buddy. But when I did he
groaned and said, ‘Oh no! I just got back
in town and made another date twenty
minutes ago.
If
only you’d called me
sooner.’
He asked me out to dinner
for the following night after the Awards

and

I

said yes.

“After we’d hung up I was just about to
call some other friends and ask them to
take me when intuition stopped me and
I
told myself, ‘If I know in my heart
what I think I know. I’m not going to ask
anyone else.’
And sure enough, ten
minutes later, the phone rang and it was

explained to him that Buddy was Jewish (I’m a Catholic) and a divorced man.
I told him that Buddy’s former wife, Gloria,
also a Catholic, had been married once
before in church and so that was why
I

Buddy had had a civil ceremony.
That now they were divorced. And he
told me that since they’d had a civil
ceremony. Buddy and Gloria had never
been married in the eyes of the Catholic
Church, and so if something should develop between Buddy and me, we could
be married in church.”
Anna lowered her voice and seemed to
find it hard to talk. “When I told Buddy
I’d called the priest, he was very hurt. He
said, ‘If what you feel for me is so
uncertain you have to call and ask your
she and

priest

first,

—

the reason
me is that
Catholic,

“He

said, ‘Oh, something happened to
the girl I was taking, so I can take you.’

my

means

faith

was

I

and

it

raised

has

so much to
as a devout

always

me

given
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Sandra Dee color by Coburn; Jimmie Rodgers color
by Ooag Kennedy (Globe); Tony Curtis color by
Larry Barb'ier (Globe); Dinah Shore color by Don
Ornitz (Globe); Rock Hudson color by Zinn Arthur
(Topix); Pat Wayne and Donna Boice pictures by
Globe; Brigitte Bardot by Paris Match; Tony Curtis
ond daughter Kelly by Dick Miller (Globe); James
Arness by Topix; Joanne Woodward by Twentieth
Century-Fox; David Niven by Sanford Roth; Eddie
Fisher and Liz Taylor by Bernard and Barbier
(Globe).

something to hang on to. In every one of
the dark, horrible periods of my life, the
one thing I’ve always had was my faith.
Without it, I think you’re a lost soul it
doesn’t matter to which religion you belong. And I had to explain this to Buddy,

—

to tell him how important it is to me.
“It always seems strange, when I think
back to the first time Buddy visited our

A

Anna looked

a

little

of it all.”
wistful as she

spoke.
“We went together quite
regularly after that night, but I don’t think
I really fell in love with him until three
or four months later. I was attracted to
him, I liked seeing him, but it wasn’t really
love yet.
Because for me, love is more

than just liking someone, it’s a complete
feeling that the other person is the most

important person in your

life,

and you

are in theirs, that he would give up anything for you and you would for him. And
I think that this feeling is a long time
l,

in coming.”

Anna looked

a

little

nervous

as

she

continued, “However, after I first started
to date Buddy I called my parish priest.

to

—

the trip.
And as we stood by the gate,
waiting to board the plane. Buddy pulled

me

aside and said, ‘Tell me that you’ll
mai'ry me in April. You’ve got to tell me.’
“
‘I’ll decide when I come back,’ I told
him.
“
‘No.
You’ve got to tell me now,’ he
insisted.
“So finally

said,

I

‘I’ll

marry

after that I couldn’t believe
was so relieved I had finally

you.’

And

and yet I
made up my

it,

mind.
“Actually, I knew three months before
Buddy proposed that I would say yes. My
mother knew it, too, and it wasn’t really
that much of a shock.
She’d been ex-

and there was no argument, no
In fact although I’ll admit she
wasn’t too delighted the newspaper clippings saying she would be sick the day
of the wedding were quoted quite out of
context.
‘“What happened,” Anna explained, “was
that five or six months before. Buddy and
I were at a party when some people asked
if we were serious.
I said something like,
‘Well, we might get married.’ There was
a columnist there, and at one o’clock that
pecting

it,

—

scene.

—

morning, he called up my mother and
‘Your daughter’s going to get marIn fact, I understand they are probably going to elope.’
“He woke her right out of a sound
sleep, and she was so shocked she made
a harsh statement that wasn’t used until
months later, when we were officially engaged. Then the newsmen got a hold of
my mother and said, ‘Didn’t you say that
when Anna Maria and Buddy get married
you’d be sick and stay home?’ She couldn’t
deny it. But she tried to explain the circumstances. However, when the clippings
came out in the paper, it was all taken out
of context again.
Certainly, my mother
still had doubts, but she’d consented to
come to my wedding.”
Then Anna blurted out nervously, “And
said,
ried.

my

was all blown up between
and me until
until finally

it

mother

that
statement. Sure, I’m scared of marriage.
I think anyone who goes into it saying
he hasn’t a single qualm is lying. I used

handsome, and
“I remember,

times

—

our

first date.

gifted.
too, how,

on the night

Buddy went out

of his

of

way

talk with my mother.
She was in
another part of the house when he arrived,
but before we left, he insisted on saying

.

.

made

I

.

wonder if I were too young. Other
I would have hot-and-cold chills,

to

and even nightmares. And I used to be
glad I was working so hard, so it didn’t

me

to

leave

hello

was the end of Anna’s story. There
was no word from Buddy with the statement or after it. Anna and Buddy had

to

her.

my

We’d just bought a new
mother was so happy to

show him around.
“But a few weeks

later,

when

she no-

I wasn’t seeing anyone else, and I
seemed to like Buddy an awful lot, she
did have objections. Naturally so, I guess,
because he was divorced and of a different

religion.

worried me a little, too, and at first,
I thought I was falling in love with
him, I tried to stay away.
I
tried to
make excuses not to see him, but somehow I always seemed to go in the opposite
direction and see him every day.
Then
I would try to see him in every mood, in
every way, to decide whether or not we
were really right for each other.
“It

when

W

e never discussed marriage seriously
in so many words, although by January of this year we sort of knew
that one of these days we would get

.”

time to think.

.

.

It

—
— evidently

parted

for good.

Anna makes

sure she moves
quietly outside the headlines, while she
struggles to resume her life as it was
before Buddy entered it.
But there is
wonderful times
so much to remember
like the day he’d come to the Moulin
Rouge club during rehearsals for her show
and taken pictures with a small camera,
presenting all the photos to her in a beauthe day
tiful album on opening night
she’d done a fashion layout for Don Loper and found that as a surprise for her
Buddy had bought the dress she’d adthe many times he would
mired most

Today,

ticed

nd that was the beginning

ham

that both my mother and father
said, ‘This is the kind of boy we’d like you
to marry.’ They weren’t thinking of Buddy
in particular, because at that time he was
married, but his type young, intelligent,

house,

home, and

Buddy.

don’t understand.’

I

“So I explained that I was not in love
with him yet, but if I kept on seeing him
I would want to know that if and when
the time came, I would be free to be
with him. If the priest had said no, I
wouldn’t have seen him again not because 1 didn’t like him, but because I knew
it
would’ve been better that way than
to have gone ahead, knowing we never
could have been married. Because I would
never marry outside the Church.”
She looked up and explained, “Actually,

Then I had to go to Birmingdo a concert on February 1, and
while I was driving with Buddy to the
airport, I kept thinking that when I got
back, I would have to decide something
definitely.
Because I’d already kept him
almost a year without a decision and
maybe he wouldn’t wait much longer.
“His mother, Clara Bregman, was with
us.
He’d wanted her to come with me on
married.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

while he was away.

But now, for
Anna, the phones that ring aren’t the same.
She knows there won’t be any funny messages from Buddy waiting for her when
and knows, too, that
she gets home
things won’t ever be quite the same
call

.

again.

.

.

The End
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at your favorite theater
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motion

Is
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become a

CINEMASCOPE, TECHNICOLOR

Rich and juicy as the grapes that
this

is

start all the

com-

family drama of prohibition-blighted Cali-

up every ingredient a
few he might not have bargained for! Rock Hudson and Jean Simmons (below left)
are as attractive a pair of co-stars as ever were stretched
across the boundless reaches of CinemaScope. Jean’s a shy
English lass who comes to settle with her prosperous eximmigrant relatives. She finds an emotional thunderstorm
brewing over their vast vineyards, mostly in the person of
Rock, who, as a go-getter out for trouble, once again proves
himself today’s top romantic hero. Folks hint he’s not the
rightful heir, but
shhh!
his real parentage is a dark family
secret. Isn’t it only sensilile, reasons Rock, to do business
with bootleggers while the price of grapes is right? But
Claude Rains, the clan’s stony patriarch, is bound to exercise
his veto power, and Dorothy McGuire has schemes of her
own. In a refreshing departure from her customary modelw'ife-and-mother roles. Dorothy sets to W'ork to make you hate
her
and succeeds! Provocative newcomer Cindy Robbins
has big eyes for Rock, and we bet you’ll like the ardent
Italian- American
Ken Scott w’ho marries her in a hurry
All in all, a lavishly produced entertainment special.
adult
It’s

a concoction that serves

moviegoer could ask

these new pictures

made

Congo, and once you’ve seen her stunning performance, you
to be told that the picture’s based on a true story.
Every moment has the steady, beautiful outlines of truth,
something not to be watched but to be lived through, to be
shared with the young novitiate who’s haunted with doubts
as to whether she really has the strength to face a nun’s life.
Peter Finch, dedicated to medicine but not to religion, comes
closest to understanding the terrible tensions underlying her
fight to keep her voavs. Their scenes together, among the most
powerful in the film, are the most delicate. Director Fred
Zinnemann turns his camera from Belgium to the sweltering
Congo. It’s all visually and emotionally breathtaking! i-aimily

fornia.

Look for

has

won’t have

This Earth

to see the best!

WARNERS, TECHNICOLOR
girl

then? In this remarkable film, you’ll see the
discipline she must follow’, the profound spiritual struggles
she faces. Audrey Hepburn (top left) stars as a young
Bel gian girl who becomes a nursing sister in the African

v'v'v'v'

What’s on tonight?

a

for, plus a

—

—

—

I

I

Mifldle of the Night
Columbia
Our Oscar-money’s on Fredric March for this tender,
funny, heart-breaking and altogether wonderful portrayal of
a lonely Avidower smitten by a girl young enough to be bis
daughter. And as the receptionist in his New York garment
company, Kim Novak, the May to his December, does her
V'V'V'V'

best

—

work

love,

to date. In their startling

Kim and

— but

entirely believable

Fredric think they’ve solved their

many

problems, until their families start ganging up on them. Although more time could have been given to Lee Philips, as
Kim’s young ex-husband, so we’d have a better understanding of

why

they parted,

all

the roles are splendidly acted.
( continued)

p

i
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HALF HIS CREW LOST...
HIS SHIP IN FLAMES AND SfNKII^^^
BUT WHEN THE ENEMY DEMANDED SU
HIS REPLY

Robert

RANG OUT

STACK
as John Paul Jones

Marisa

PAVAN
as

Aimee de Tellison

Charles

COBURN
as Benjamin Franklin

Erin

OBRIEN
as Dorothea

Danders
Ou«*t Stars

Macdonald

CAREY
as Patrick

SAMUEL
BRONSTON

Henry

^

Jean Pierre

AUMONT
as

King Louis XVI

^

David

FARRAR
as John

fP'ilkes

Peter

CUSHING
as Captain Pearson

Susana
For the

motion

time a star-spangled

first

pulling

tight to free the

it

CANALES

New.. Jones winning

as

picture captures the reai-life excitement of

America's

man who

JOHN PAUL JONES!
lived

up

to the

hilt.

This

was

respect of the world’s

new

nation...

a

most

..one of the

the

the world’s

known!

incredible adventurers the world has

Jones storming the defenses

women, from dancing

of

girls to

Catherine the Great— as this fighting leader and

conquers

and

boudoir!

Range with Jones from Jamaica’s burning

fiery lover

shores to Russia's frozen steppes; from George

Your whole family should see— and we weigh
every word— one of the most important films

Washington’s Virginia to Louis XVI’s Versailles
to daring raids

inspires

along Europe’s coasts-as he

a mighty Navy

into being!

'

-

"

You

will

see

it

all— Jones sailing a

noose around the Old World and

Directed by

JOHN FARROW

•

FtLMEU

in

ever produced... a motion picture worthy,
'

IN'

TECHNIRAMA*
COLOR BY

-

TECHNICOLOR'

Screenplay by

in battle

any can
era

be,

when

raised

of

Marie Antoinette

leaders for his

that

a proud

Iknd a
Special Appearance

by

Bette

DAm
as

Catherine the Great

if

red-blooded

banner was

and a proud nation was born!

Produced by SAMUEL BRONSTON
JOHN FARROW and JESSE LASKY, Jr. • maTsteineh

Now on Warner Bros. Records...
(he original music from the sound
track of "John Paul Jones" available
your favorite record dealer.

at

P

‘Distributed by

WARNER

BROS.

^
5

ouAwdly,

ejiciHnn

more
Radiant

mc)vii:h

continued

Once again, “Marty” collaborators Paddy
Chayefsky (script) and Delbert Mann (diwarm and natural
movie cameo out of what might have been,
rection) have chiseled a

in less perceptive hands, a slightly sordid

romance (below

left:

Kim and

Fredric).
ADULT

produced comedy, their king is captured byl
Albert Sharpe, a lovable old ne’er-do-well I
who wants a pot o’ gold to insure his 5
daughter’s happiness. She’s Janet Munro,
as sweet and charmingly natural a teenaged colleen as e’er you’ve seen. Both she
and her dad have the idea husky young

Sean Connery

know

better.

enemy . . but we
the time their rollickto a climax, the fairy-

is their

And by
come

ing adventures

.

atmosphere becomes downright eerie.
Add Disney’s banshee to your all-timt>
honor-roll of movie monsters.
family
tale

A Hole

in the

Hend

deluxe color

Imagine what happens when allaround champ Frank Sinatra, who could
keep you entertained aU by himself, has a
•solid-gold cast in his corner! As an easyinoney hoy, Frank will neither settle down
nor grow up; he’d rather slouch along for
kicks on the trail of a fast buck. His idea
is a kookie-looking boarder in his
bankrupt Florida hotel (Carolyn Jones, below right), who one minute blithely bangs
her bongos on the balcony, and the next,
droops into darkest despair. Representing
respectability are Edward G. Robinson and
Thelma Ritter, a priceless pair as Frank’s
nosy brother- and sister-in-law, who’d like
to mate him with a pretty (and proper)
widow, sympathetically played by Eleanor
Parker, or, failing that, adopt his small son
by a former marriage (carrot-topped Eddie
Hodges of TV and Broadway), who gives
Sinatra a run for his money in their delightful duet, “High Hopes.” It adds up to
this month’s heartiest laughs, punctuated
now and then by a catch in the throat.

of fun

olor your Hair
so EASILY • IN MINUJES
WITHOUT BLEACHING OR DYEING
Nestle Colorinse glorifies your
natural hair shade with glamorous
color-highlights and silken sheen.
Colorinse also removes dulling soap
film, makes hair easier to manage,
unbelievab ly love ly! 12 colors that
rinse in. ..shampoo out! 29 (

NESTLE COLORINSE
Nestle Colortint intensifies your
natural hair color OR adds thrilling
NEW color. Colortint also blends-in
gray hair to youthful new beauty!
More than a rinse but not a permanent dye
Colortint lasts through 3

—

shampoos! 10 fabulous shades. 35<

NESTLE COLORTINT

6

FA MIL V

Darby O’Gill and the

Little

People

BUENA VISTA, TECHNICOLOK

V'Vv' Ever met a leprechaun? Catch one
of these tiny sprites, Irish legend says, and
he must grant you three wishes or forfeit
his liberty. Better take care, though, for
leprechauns are tricky enough to turn into
banshees at will. In this hilarious Disney-

Vp

Don’t Give
V'/\/ Suffice

the Ship

paramount

to say that Jerry

Lewis has
actually managed to become a Naval officer, and from there on, nobody but his enraged superiors would be surprised if he
somehow managed to mislay a whole ship
somewhere or other. Most of this zany
movie is devoted to misguided efforts by
Navy brass, who snatch Jerry from his
honeymoon, to keep him tracking down a
missing destroyer escort instead of a wow
of a Wave (Dina Merrill), while bride
Diana .Spencer pouts and puts up with it
all. Loads of laughs for Lewis fans, loyal
despite his recent Oscar fiasco.
family

i

he

it

m-c-m; cinemascope,
e.astman color

,

Iflysterians

Those creatures from far-off space
have landed in the Far East! So says this
exciting Japanese science-fiction thriller.
And Tokyo moviemakers prove they’re experts at film magic when their slick technical tricks send a monster robot stalking
across ancient villages to plant a huge
flying-saucer base at the foot of Mount
Fujiyama. Then, while a young scientist
fights for his sweetheart’s life, the nations

of the earth, forgetting the cold war, team

up

in a stirring

Well,

climax

we can dream,

to save

can’t

we?

our planet.
family

continued
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new relief from miseries of

\Y

FEVER

and other pollen

allergies

Revolutionary 3-layer tablet acts directl y on

CRITICAL AREAS
oecoNoesTANT.
!...pain relievers
'"’AM,.,

DRISTAN

is

.

.

3.

c

the exclusive 3-layer

tablet discovery

which for the

POLLEN IRRITATION

of

Working through the bloodstream, Dristan:
1. OECONGESTS swollen nasal passages.
2. RELIEVES watery itchy eyes
checks
sniffles, sneezing
restores free breathing.

PROTECTS

.

.

.

.

against further pollen

irritation.

This season, you don’t have to suffer the maddening miseries of hay fever and other pollen

tions reach all delicate pollen-irritated membranes. Shrink swollen tissues.. .drain clogged
passages. Breathing becomes free, deep and
natural. Moreover, dristan sets up a special
protective barrier to curb further pollen irritation. This is dristan’s kind of relief...
swift, prolonged, effective.

first

time makes it possible to unite
certain medically-proven ingredients into one fas t-ac ling nncoated tablet.

allergies.

DRtSTAN Decongestant Tablets... remarkable
medical achievement. bring quick, long-lasting relief. Working through the bloodstream,
dristan’s decongestant and anti-allergic ac.

.

Millions already depend on dristan for relief of hay fever miseries. Why don’t you?
This season, be ready for the pollen invasion.
Get DRISTAN Decongestant Tablets. And
iinporiaiit
accept no substitutes!
.

.

BEFORE: With

Swollen membranes decon-

gested, drained by dristan. Swelling

head membranes become

is

ing

Nothing Like

AFTER:

hay fever and other
pollen irritations, sensitive nose and
irritated.

Tissues swell, passages clog, breath-

There'S

.

.

becomes

difficult.

reduced, free breathing restored.

And

a protective barrier guards

against further pollen irritation.

DKIST/kNI® Decongestant

Tobiets

MOVIES
Last Train

1

from Gun

about the dry dialogue. At least to >1
American ears, it seems so veddy English ijj
of cops and robbers to saunter around each
other with such a delicate, parliamentary
j
air. One almost
is persuaded
but not v
quite to believe that this could really
be a typical Scotland Yard day. everybody ’
does what he has to do in such a real,
matter-of-fact way. And what does it matcity

continued
Hill

wallis.

taramount; vistavision, technicolor

V)/V' This big brawling western features a
head-on clash between mighty Kirk Douglas and Anthony Quinn. Marshal Kirk sets
out on a trail of revenge for the murder of
his Indian wife (Ziva Rodann, with him
below left that leads him to a town ruled
by old pal Quinn, whose weakling son
(Earl Holliman) turns out to be the spark
that sends the lead flying. As a cool young
cynic involved with both antagonists, Carolyn Jones once again demonstrates her
versatility in a humdrum picture saved by
)

first-class acting.

adi’i.t

'

—

—

.

after

ter,

all,

if

it

is

entire proceedings hold

way. The

cast,

or

for

the

in their

own

isn't,

you

Anna Lee

including

as

Jack’s wife and Dianne Foster as a seductive moll, hardly has a chance to rise above
the

all

mayhem.

]

kamila

i

1

The Y onn^ Philadelphians

warners
j

VV
Hcrcillos

WARNERS, EASTMAN COLOR

y"/ Already a sensation in Europe, Steve
the huskiest hunk of
Reeves (below right
)

,

he-male this side of Stillman’s Gym, is a
natural as Hercules, top muscle-man of
ancient Greece, Here we have him facing
dingy doings in the kingdom of Jolco,
where, in the process of trying to restore
the throne to its rightful heir, he’s periodically distracted by a succession of curvy
Italian actresses in roles ranging from
young princesses to Amazon warriors. Matter of fact, Steve’s aren’t the only biceps
disfilayed in this muscle-bound adventure
sjiectacle.

kamily

Gideon of Scotland Yard
V'V'

Crime

according

day

is

busting out

to this eventful

all

COLLIMISIA

over London,

account of one

in the life of a police inspector. All in

the course of an average tour of duty, virile

Jack Hawkins contends with a crooked colleague, a sex maniac, a dope ring, a payroll
robbery and a trio of society bank-thieves.
In the midst of all this hanky-panky, however.

CORSETRY

P

Young French Secret panty 7.95
bra 5.95. For store

Olga, Dept.

8

name,

PH89,7915

girdle

6.95

free booklet write

Haskell, Van Nuys,Cal.

there’s

a

nice

feeling

of

authenti-

Paul Newman is a disappointment in
the promising role of an opportunist who
mistakenly assumes that his family name
entitles him to a place in conservative Philadelphia

j

Desjiite an interesting
appealing performances by
Barbara Rush, as his high-horn true love.
Brian Keith, as his real father, and Alexis
Smith, as a restless blueblood, and a climactic murder trial, the long saga never
soars. Perhaps the picture-makers were
trying to revive the old joke about the
city
you know, the one about going to
Philadelphia for the weekend and finding
plot,

society.

several

'

—

it

closed.

Woman

.Diii.r

Obsessed

2()TH; CINEMASCOl’K,

DE LUXE COLOR

VV' An Oscar-winner deserves more than
this! For all her fire, Susan Hayward is
pretty well extinguished here as a farm
widow whose second marriage is haunted
by the brooding of her new husband (Stephen Boyd) and the jealousy of her own
young son (Dennis Holmes) The Canadian

i

{

|

i,

;

j'
’

.

Rockies steal the picture, for nothing else
about it can be expected to obsess anybody, least of all the remarkable Miss

Hayward.

(

|

family

Give your hair

V

that extra shine, too

V

with today’s Halo...

Halo shines as

jiiirest,

modern shampoo
with extra - shinin g
action

cleans— witli the

Halo leaves extra shine as

the lastest,

W ith

the

it

mildest cleansing ingredient [lossible!

it

rinses— with

most thorough rinsing action ever!

today's Halo

it’s

so easy for your hair

to

have that extra shine. So satin-hright.

sal

in-smooth, too— so manageable. Try

in its

modern beauty

Ilain (tJorifiat ms
.

.

.

if

bottle.

cleans

with exina-shinin q action.

it

today

New

automatic

NEW

with totally

ioAlb

limnimlL!
REFILLS

69't

REALLY

perfect!

new

gentler, easier

way

New SPIRAL BRUSH

MAGIC

supplies

exactly

the

mascara — waterproofs, sepa-

amount

rates,

darkens and curls each lash individually —as only

the

Scimata and CaA&

to lovely lashes!

lash-loveliness been so easy, so pleasant, so

right
with
without
any sting or smart

las'
lashes

way ever

Easiest
Never has

of

new SPIRAL

BRUSH

can do. Takes just seconds.

No more smears, blobs,
Never any sting or smart ... for new MAGIC
lashes look
mascara is so smooth, so safe, so pure
their longest and loveliest always, never stiff or brittle.
Makes you look as if you were born with long, luxuriant
lashes! Four beauty-giving shades: Velvet Black, Sable
Brown, Midnight Blue, Jade Green.
No more

stuck-together lashes.

spots!

.

DoaVu
Instantly without a trace of stiffness

ylicuiI}Mim

.

.

.

dmyfjd

m&midi

to

tk ant

of;

.

.

tmutij

eije

j
fx

nm

Twin

Refills

For Pencil, 43i
Self-Sharpener Eyebrow-Eyeliner Pencil, $1

Jewel-Tone Eyeshadow Stick.
Choice of 5 flattering shades, $1

_

Precision Tweezers, 29i

Professional Eyelash Curler, $1

I

—

Weather:
Fourth of July

Ready? Aim!

Vol.

iHontfjlp J^ecorb

is

time!

love-rocket

Fire!
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ELVIS CALLS US
LONG KISS-TANCE
Sing a Song of Gophers
Calling

(A

Gophers!

all

a gopher

Rut I'm the kind of a woman
just go|)hers men.
.Some women run for streetcars.
Others for a taxicab.
Rut I'm the kind of a woman
Who just runs for men!

gal's

Who

she goes for guys.)

if

Remember

Gopher Club

the

I

wrote about a few months hack?
Well,

it

looks like

news

sensational

I'll

for

have some

you

pretty
I was three
the boy next door was four.
How he would patiently wait
Ry the garden gate
For the girl who lived next door.

And

Meanwhile, on-the-hall Ginnie
Kent from South San Gabriel,
California, sent

me some mighty

niftyville

I

lyrics

want

to

remember when

I

soon (keep your fingers crossed).

share

It

with everyone.
1

THE GOPHER GAL
Some women go

for

silks

the next time you're in town
like to get around
.lust call the Gopher Gal!
.So

And would

and

laces

While others gopher

was then and there I made my
mind up
11 get all that was cornin’ to me.

friends.

riiat's

me!
waitin’ game’ll he the death of me” says Private El.
I’m back, buss all the baby-dolls for me, will ya, huh?”

“Gang,
“so

twwtahte/

00)0

this

till

The

telephone

editor’s

Photoplay

the

at

offices

rang
last

month, and the telephone opera-

ALRUM OF THE MONTH:
Sinatra.

tor

but the Voice
tol's latest

is

I

Had Three

She was

talk.

He

said

“Hi”

our

editor

who

sits

El

was on

the

to

everyone from

the

to

dream

doll

outside the lid of our

cave.

Wishes’’

His

and “Same Old Saturdav Night.”

voice

sounded

just

tlie

same, even across an entire ocean.

“Would you
V'VV''/
Karloff,

MOTHER GOOSE. With
Celeste
Holm and

Ritchard. This

even

grownups

you

deal

this

Caedmon

equipment

in

for

is

cherish.

to

lusty

tell

everyone

done for

me

And how about

the frauleins?

“They’re real nice, but

pork chops
drive-in

’n’

I

corn bread

miss

— and

movie dates.”

What about

his career?

“Well,”

said,

he

“Pm gonna

make a movie for Hal Wallis
when I’m out, and a couple of
others for Twentieth. And I’ve
been doing

maybe I’ll come back
with some yodeling tunes for an
album. Wonder what the fans

the kids are writing to

me about?”

Ijasic

pacifying

the

little

tinued, “both

if

trade,

from rollicking

ballads.

they’ve

TV show

be

ones. Everything’s here

songs

please

should

Ip

for

Cyril

And

babysitting

everything

of

fans

the

to

I’m not doing that closed-circuit

was speaking about his welshow next March.
“Colonel Parker and I.” he con-

the

thanks

saying

lotla

my way

It’s

Roris

one children’s record
will

and a whole

shakin’ going on.

while I’ve been in the Army.”

No wonder!

warmest love songs bound to send your
heart-thermometer up a few degrees.

"H

barely

telephone, and he sounded great.

here for always. Capi-

collection: twelve of Frank's

You’ll love

could

flabbergasted.

LOOK TO YOUR HLART. Frank
Singers come and singers go,

of rock music

(Continued)

El

come-back

hist
l)ig

decided

to

do

my

show on ARC-TV. It’ll be a
and there'll be plenty

one,

lots of listening

here,

so

would

fliink of that!

“I sure miss every

over

one of them,’’

he told us before we said goodbye.

love

“Tell them
and kisses!”

I

send

lots

of

NEW PALMOLIVE GIVES

New b'felo Your Complexion

INTRODUCING
JOHNNY PACE

Safely... Gently!

Looking for a guy who'll help around the
house? Johnny’s practiced with brooms!

When
pants,

Face was a kid in short
handed him the hroom

.lolinny

mom

his

wanted

eveiytime

he

tended

was a

‘and

it

“1

sing.

to

used to say, ‘Hey Ma, look

I

|ire-

.lohnny admits,

mike,'"

at

me!

ballads

and

I'm Frankie Sinatra!’”

new all)nm

.lohnny's

of

love songs, “.lohnny Face,” has just been

by

released

looks

still

Records,

Riverside

be

but

end of a broomstick

the

at

with a fond eye as he recalls the hun-

dreds

hours

of

practice-warbling

of

mom’s brooTiis shared.
When we visited .lohnny in

and

town

ol

lives

with

Faterson,
his

New

mom,

mother Mary, he told
I

sang

my

he

his

front

in

of

and grand“The first time

dad
us,

an audience was

wedding.

uncle’s

homewhere he

his

.Jersey,

was about

I

at
five

I sang ‘Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen’
and everybody clapped and clapped. Fll

years old.

never forget

wanted

it.

From then

on,

I

knew

I

to Ije a singer.

“But

started singing

I

in

night clubs

only last year. Chet Baker heard

me

at

Midway Lounge in downtown Pittsburgh and came up to me and asked me
if Fd like to make a record, and I thought
the

Palmolive's rich lather contains-

was

he

No

drying detergents!

No

No greasy

irritating

cold creams!

deodorants!

— leave

— with New Palmolive care.

Palmolive's mildness lets you cleanse

far

more thoroughly than you'd dare

drying detergents!

No

to

do

greasy cold creams!

it

softer,

fresher

with harsher soaps.

No

my hand

He

wasn’t.

audition and put a

and, before

I

knew

it,

I

irritating

No

deodorants!

and

brown-eyed, a neat dresser (he likes continental clothes)

a

and slim enough

be

to

Already he’s made a number

jockey.

of appearances on .Jack Faar’s

TV

show.

His avocation? Hunting. “I just go for
the

fun

the

ol

anything.

everything

outdoors.

I

never shoot

But after a day of
in

sleep good!”

12

my

he

record company, and

.Johnny’s a baritone, brown-haired

New

New

in

his

was signing on the dotted line!”

You can give your complexion

Life

to

they listened to

pen

But

kidding.

me

brought

the house

— and,

it,

I

eat

boy, do

1

iHontijlp 3^ccorb

tlTfje

conlimied

tuMtobfo MX/pOiO
PiiHCY AND Bess. Diahann Carroll and the

I

Andre Previn

Trio. Diahann’s one of the

I

smoothest singers in today’s supper-cluh

tunes. They’ll go for “Tiger Rag” and
“Love Me, Love My Tiger.” Chancellor.
Odetta at the Gate of Horn. Odetta,

Alabama, sings folk ballads to
guitar accompaniment, and her

circuit. She can sing a ballad with a
dreamy romantic air (like “Summertime”)
or give out with a rhythm number that’s

full,

rich voice does Justice to

Somebody

One

of her

born
her

in

own

them

all.

j

got a jazzy heat (like “There’s

I

I

I

His Hands.” Tradition.

Musk:

Knockin’”). United Artists.
for Frustrated Conductors.

The Exciting Connie

(Baton included.) Every guy thinks he can

ty-eyed dollhaby, a top vocalist at twenty,

lead a hand, so try this

album out on your

1

I

World

“He’s Got the Whole

best;

boyfriend. If he’s timid, there’s a

Deems

ABfi’s by expert
theie’s plenty of

list

of

Taylor. Besides,

good music

to listen to:

in

can do no wrong, in our opinion. Her ren-

and “Blame

It

M-G-M

Annette. Her
her

The

Tiger. Fabian.

Tiger’s

fans will dig every one of these thirteen

on

worldsville

this

album.

Hold That

Love Him So”
Youth” are out-of-

ditions of “Hallelujah, I

Dance” and “Mexican Hat Dance”
and excerpts from “Carmen” in this RCA
“Sal)rp

Francis. This pret-

My

smashes

her

in

latest

album.

big

bits,

first

“Tall

collection,

Paul,”

including

The

“Jo-Jo

Dog-Faced Boy,” “Lonely Guitar” and
“Wild Willie!” A Buena Vista album.

I

I

i

i

I

i

'

S

!

THE GIRL ANDY MARRIES
ai('

during

confided between breaks

recording session of his great

tlie

neu album, ‘’Two Time Winners.”

Andy continued, “Fm
I

guess

isn’t

it

is

time

because

that

I've

I

twenty-eight, and

settled

I

down

a

bachelor.

What does he
‘"First of all.

1009?

satisfied

likes to learn

:

j

I’m

all for

with

a gal

I

like

Somehow

herself,

who

a girl

and who’s willing

on

The

gal

Andy

by

marries,

nounces

he’ll

for always.

the

way,

Andy

an-

take over breakfast duties

Why?

Well, he’s a crackerjack

when it comes to cooking eggs!
Andy would like to hear from all you
gals who qualify. Says he’s kind of lonely.

who

to teach

COOET
Why put up with hampering pads
and belts? With chafing and irritation?
With telltale lines and ridges? With

a lew things. You know she keeps
her eyes and ears open and picks up interesting information wherever she goes.
I

KEEP

Certain days of the month, you need
cool comfort most. Get it wdth Tampax®
internal sanitary protection!

isn’t

—

me

odor worries, disposal

don't always get a chance to do all the

difficulties?

—

afraid to try out something new, like black

Use Tampax and enjoy the freedom, the comfort, the security you
must have whatever you do!
So easy to use, Tampax is preferred
by millions of smart moderns! How
about you? Choose from 3 absorbencies: Regular, Super, Junior, wherever

stockings or white lipstick. But

drug products are sold.

reading and thinking I’d

like,

my

since

work schedule’s so crowded. But when
go out on a date I enjoy having a
me about a good movie or book,
“I’ll

tell

j

!

at other folks’ jokes but take a joke
herself.

like in a girl?

I

I

in life. It

haven’t found girls

stayed

sense of humor, one who'll not only laugh

won’t have to cook breakfast.

things just haven't always gone right.”

1

I

— ‘When

you getting married, Andy, ivhen?’”

Andy Williams

i

;

me

“Everybody's been asking

who’s a

funny

you a

little

secret.

daring,

I

I

—

girl tell

go for a gal

someone who
I

do

isn’t

feel

she goes to extremes and ends up
looking spooky.”
it

Andy added
i

he wants a

wife with

a

Andy’s looking

lor

ii

Mrs.

.

.

.

questions?

TAMPAX

Incorporated

Palmer, Mass.

iWonrijlp Eecorb

continued

BACHELOR CORNER: man
Don’t be surprised

Tab Hunter

if

He

blue Ford pick-up truck.

talk

picks you up in a tux for a formal date with

prefers

it

to

rented studio limousines.

.

Best

.

.

liis

new

dance band of the year: Clark Gordon and his band of California!

What a gang of
Did you catch them on the Dick Clark show?
Rock Hudson is taking
singing lessons!
Why? He’ll star in the big Broadway musical of “Saratoga Trunk”

smoothies!

.

Maybe

this fall.

Frankie Avalon’s

Rock’ll

wax a

.

single for his fans soon.

.

.

.

moment

Biggest

.

in

meeting Frank Sinatra in Honolulu. “I flipped when Frank

life:

said he was following my career,” Frankie told me. About his Australian tour, Frankie
commented, “They’re two years behind in their musical preference. They kept recpiesting old tunes like ‘Hound Dog’ and ‘Blue Suede Shoes’ and ‘Good Golly, Miss Molly,’
but, just the same, they’re hip to good jive, and in no time at all every place we visited
was jumpin’ and I don’t mean tvith

—

kangaroos!”

BOOK NOOK
you want

If

to

follow a fabulous ca-

reer in the making, read Fred Astaire’s
life story,

and his

first

recalls

kiddie show he

Adele, danced in in Key-

sister,

New

port,

Fred

“Steps in Time.”

everything from the

Jersey, to his hob-nobbing with

kings and queens after the kiddie-show

tap-dancing paid

off

.

nuggets of children’s
files

.

.

more
writings from the

of H. Allen Smith.

“7 hate to see the sun go

And

“Don’t Get Per-

With a Chicken”

conel

squeeze

features

Sample:

warm

And

morning not get up”

in the

The Hollywood

.

lilnaiy,

reports

Clark

Tommy

Sands are

tomers.

.

.

and

most regular cus-

its

Prettiest

.

Coe

Barry

Gable,

new songtlirush:
who flies high

teenager Barbara Evans,
with her
.

.

.

TV

rock-’n’-roller, “Souvenirs.”

double-dating with

is

Germany, where Mark’s filming

Elvis in

a

first

Mark Damon
pilot, “Little

Hickman.

.

Weld spends

America.”

Bee

Molly

Dept:

in-lpve

.

.

Ponrlail

.

it

.

Falling-

Dwayne

siren

Tuesday

two hours “making

at least

up” before she steps out on a
says

.

and

date.

She

takes that long to look natural

ground

Since some

it

.

down

itself into the

night

.

only a block from Hollywood and Vine,

might get stuck

—

Author? Grace Kelly at an early age!
Good book for hammock reading:
“Measure My Love,” by Helga Sandburg,

Cashmere
Bouquet

about a

Showbiz

silkens every inch of you

who marries and

isn’t

all

confesses June

stardom

is

new

finds
.

.

.

sweetness and light

Havoc

“Early Havoc.”
to

Talc.. .scents and

girl

depths of bravery within herself.

in

her biography,

Says June: “The road

rocky!” ...

If you’re plan-

ning to babysit for any six-year-olds, beg
or

borrow “The Moon Jumpers.”

story’s

a

dream;

illustrations

The

— dreamier.

Barhara

Evans

expect

didn't

her

hit!

...more lastingly...

more lovingly than
costly cologne
^ No

cologne protects and

prolongs daintiness like Casliniere

Bouquet

Tale. Can’t evaporate.

Spanky

Paul Anka (ABC-Paramount)

Bouncy

(Crystalette)

silken-smooth, flower-fresh all over

for hours. Let Cashmere Bouquet,

FIRST TIME. Johnny October

made of pure imported Tale, be your

SOMEONE. Johnny Mathis (Columbia)
.The
BOBBY SOX TO STOCKINGS. Frankie Avalon (Chancellor)
THE BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS. Johnny Horton (Columbia)
WALKIN’ TO MOTHER’S. Ray Anthony (Cai)itol)
WATERLOO. Stonewall Jackson (Columbia)

lasting Veil of Freshness.

14

LONELY BOY.

YES-SIR-EE. Dodie Stevens

ALONG CAME JONES. The Coasters (Atlantic)
ONLY YOU. Frank Pour cel (Capitol)
KISSIN’ ON THE RED LIGHT. The Morgan Bros

Won’t dry your skin. Will leave you

p

THE MONTHLY
RECORD CHECKLIST

Cashmere Rnuquet...
The Frtiffranee Men Lave

Wild
Fiddly-sweet

Uh-huh

(M-G-M)

Ummm

(First)

.

.

.

Clicko
greatest!

Smash
Okay
Tricky

¥

shave, lady?... don’t do
(

^reaiii

hair

NEET— you’ll

away the

heaiitifiil

way

. . .

with

new baby-pink,

it!

sweet-smelling

never be embarrassed with unsightly “razor shadow” again (that

faint stubble of hair left

on razor-shaved legs and underarms). Gentle, wonderful

NEET goes down deep where no razor can reach— actually beauty-creams the hair
away.

And when

stubble at

not try

all!

the hair finally does

Go next time,

NEET— you’ll

grow

in again,

it

feels softer; silkier; there’s

for the smoothest, neatest legs in town,

never want to shave again!

why

no

|PXp

15

EXCELLENT

GOOD

the

l

erjf

^

A

— ADULTS F— FAMILY

NOW

thought of Paris
leads enchantment

VERY GOOD

FAIR

Cinema-

Scope, Metrocolor : Shirley MacLaine’s at her
and sweetest in this demurely sexy
frolic, as David Niven teaches her how to get
a husband in New York. (A)
July
brightest

DIARY OF ANNE FRANK, THE—
A film to be remembered!

CinemaScope:

As a tragic teenager, hiding with her Jewish
family in Nazi-held Amsterdam, Millie Perkins still knows the magic of first love, the
subtleties and hiimor of living. IF)
June

yy

FLOODS OF FEAR— Rank,

citing suspense story finds

U-I:

rooned by the rampaging Mississippi

—

yy

—along

don’t

give
July

HEY BOY! HEY GIRL!— Columhia:

Winning
sic,

Ex-

Anne Heywood ma-

with two escaped convicts! But
up one con is Howard Keel. (F)

story,

with

starring Keely

lots of

chuckles and mu-

Smith as a

girl

— and he’s quite a man!

a bandleader

yyyy

it

who

loves

(F) June

happened to jane—

olum-

Eastman Color; Friendly movie, bubbling
over with fun, shows Doris Day as we love
her best. A spunky Maine gal, she has a
bia,

O'GILL

AND THE LITTLE

PEO-

Para-

Directed by John Ford: Gideon, Jack Hawkins;
Sally, Anna Massey; Kate, Anna Lee;
Delafield, Dianne Foster; Paul Delaficld,

Joanna
Ronald
Arthur Sayer, Laurence Naismith;
“Birdy" Sparrow, Cyril Cusack; Simon FarnabyGreen, Andrew Ray; Mason, James Hayter.

Howard;

HERCULES—Warners.

Directed
Pietro
by
Franceschi: Hercules, Steve Reeves; Iole_, Sylvia
Koscina; Jason, Fabrizio Mioni; Pelias, Ivo
Garrani; Burysteus, Arturo Dominici; Antea,
Gianna Maria Canale.

No wonder more French women
Evening in Paris

. . .

it’s

prefer

the fragrance that

leaves every blessed inch of you irresistible.
p

And

all this subtle,

bewitching charm can

be yours today at this very special price!
CREATED
16

IN

PARIS BY BOURJOIS

•

MADE

IN

U.S.A.

what

Lieutenant

strong,

Korea
Gregory

rabbit trap, the— U.A.:

a

sensitive, beautifully-made picture gives Ernest

Borgnine a role as lovable as Marty. Good
husband and father, he gets tired of boss
David Brian’s bullying. (F)
July

yyyy

say one for

me—20 th;

cinema-

Color: A winner! it can’t
miss, with songs, laughs. Bing Crosby as a
show-people’s priest, Debbie Reynolds and

De Luxe

scope,

Bob Wagner

(A)

as his problems.

July

yyyy shake hands with the devil
— U.A.: Fine adventure movie, shot in Ireland,

gets

American Don Murray mixed up

with rebels led by James Cagney. (F)

yyy

July

wild and the innocent, the—

U-I; CinemaScope, Eastman Color: Fun-filled
ramble into a tough frontier town with Audie
Murphy and Sandra Dee, naive backwoods
kids. Gilbert Roland’s the sheriff. (F) June

yyy
DEVIL,

world, the flesh and the
THE—M-G-M, CinemaScope: Fascinat-

ing idea, raising explosive questions. World
III leaves only Harry Belafonte, Inger
Stevens and Mel Ferrer alive in New York.
Each is curiously destitute among all the riches

War

of a

dead

city.

(A)

June

yyy young land, the—

olumbia, Tech-

nicolor: Finally released, this forceful western

proves worth waiting for. Pat Wayne's every
inch the lawman. (F)
August ’58

MIDDLE OF THE H/GHT—Columbia.
rected by Delbert

Mann: Jerry

DiKingsley, Fredric

Preisser,
Kim Novak; Mrs,
Mueller, Glenda Farrell; Lockman, Albert Dekker; Jack, Martin Balsam; Marilyn, Lee Grant;
George, Lee Philips; Ez’elyn Kingsley, Edith

March;

Betty

Dennis O’Dea.

GIDEON OF SCOTLAND y.di?D— Columbia.

regularly 2.25

about.

talk

you

NUN’S STORY,

mount. Directed by Norman Taurog: John Paul
Steepler VII, Jerry Lewis; Ensign Rita Benson,
Dina Merrill; Prudence Steckler, Diana Spencer;
Stan Wychinski, Mickey Shaughnessy; Admiral
Philo Tecumseh Bludde, Robert Middleton; Cemgressman Mandeville, Gale Gordon.

BOTH FOR

shows

Meiser; Lillian, Joan Copeland; Rosalind, Betty
Walker; Gould, Rudy Bond; Mrs. Carroll, Effie
Afton; Alice Mueller, Jan Norris; Caroline,
Anna Berger; Paul Kingsley, David Ford; Eliza-

Vista. Directed by Robert Steven-

DON’T GIVE UP THE SHIP—WaWh,

$1.50

won't

film

son:

Darby O’ Gill, Albert Sharpe: Katie, Janet
Munro; Michael McBride, Sean Connery; King
Brian, Jimmy O’Dea; Pony Sugrue, Kieron
Moore; Sheelah, Estelle Winwood; Lord Fitzpatrick,
Walter Fitzgerald; Father Murphy,

CAU DE TOlinTE S DUSTOW POWDER

war

ton; Catherine

OF CURRENT PICTURES
DARBY

pork chop hill—u.a.:

realistic

Holliman; Beero, Brad Dexter; Lee, Brian HutMorgan, Ziva Rodann; Catherine’s
Father, Charles Stevens; Skag, Bing Russell.

CASTS
PLE —Buena

yyyy

yyyy

contents page.

ASK ANY GIRL— M-G-M;

April

Peck leads doubting men in an attack necessary even while peace talks go on. (F) June

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for months
indirated. For fuller reviews this month see

20tfa,

romance with Jack Lemmon. (F)

vets

PLAYING
V'V'V'V

hilarious feud with Ernie Kovacs and a shy

U.A. Directed by
HOLE IN THE HEAD,
Frank Capra: Tony Manetta, Frank Sinatra;
Mario Manetta, Edward G. Robinson; Mrs.
Eleanor Parker; Shirl, Carolyn Jones;
Sophie Manetta, Thelma Ritter; Ally Manetta,
Eddie Hodges; Jerry Marks, Keenan Wynn;
Dorine, Joi Lansing; Mendy, George DeWitt;
Julius Manetta, Jimmy Komack; Fred, Dub Taylor; Miss Wexler, Connie Saw^r; Mr. Diamcnid,
Benny Rubin; Sally, Ruby Dandridge; Hood,
B. S. Fully; Alice, Joyce Nizzari; Master of
Ceremonies, Pupi Carapo.
Rogers,

LAST TRAIN FROM GUN H7LL— Wallis,
Paramount. Directed by John Sturges: Matt
Morgan, Kirk Douglas: Craig Beldcn, .\ntbony
Quinn: Linda, Carol>n Jones: Rick Brldcn. Earl

beth Kingsley,

Audrey

Peters.

THE—Warners.

Directed by
Fred Zinnemann: Sister Luke, Audrey HepEmMother
burn; Dr. Fortmiati, Peter Finch;
manuel, Edith Evans; Mother Mathilde, Peggy
Ashcroft; Dr. Van Der Mai, Dean Jagger; Sister
Margherita,
Mildred
Dunnock; Mother
Christopher, Beatrice Straight; Sister William,
Eleanor,
Rosalie
Patricia
Collinge;
Sister
Crutchley;_M(rt/ie)' Marcella, Ruth White; Mother Katherine, Barbara O’Neil; Sister Pauline,
Margaret Phillips; Simone, Patricia Bosworth;
Archangel, Colleen Dewhurst; Chaplain, Stephen
Murray; Dr. Goovaerts, Lionel Jeffries; Father
Vcrnieuhlen, Niall MacGinnis.

THIS EARTH IS

M/HE—U-I.

Directed

by

John Rambeau, Rock Hudson;
Elizabeth
Rambeau, Jean Simmons; Martha
Fairon, Dorothy McGuire; Philippe Rambeau,
Claude Rains; Francis Fairem, Kent Smith;
Charlotte Rambeau, Anna Lee; Luigi, _Ken Scott;
Buz, Cindy Robbins; Mrs. Griffanti, Augusta
Merighi; Andre Swann, Francis Bethencourt;
Monica, Stacy Graham; Chu, Peter Chong.

Henry

King:

WOMAN

OBSESSED—2(K\i. Directed by Henry
Hathaway: Mary Sharron, Susan Hayward;
Fred Carter, Stephen Boyd; Mayme, Bartrara
Nichols; Robbie, Dennis Holmes; Dr. Gibbs,
Theodore Bikel; Sgt. Le Noyne, Ken Scott.

YOUNG PHILADELPHIANS. THE—WarnDirected by Vincent Sherman: Tony LawPaul Newman; Joan Dickinson, Barbara
Rush; Carol Wharton, Alexis Smith; Mike Flannagan, Brian Keith; Kate Judson, Diane Brewster; Mrs. J. A. Allen, Billie Burke; Gil DickinChet
Gwynn, Robert
son,
John Williams;
Vaughn; John M. Wharton, Otto Kruger; Louis
Donetti, Paul Picerni; Morton .'Jtearnes. Roliert

ers.

rence,

Douglas.

FREE

SPECTACULAR

OFFER

TO PROVE NEW PROTEIN WAVING SHAMPOO CAN GIVE YOU

FREE! 75^ size bottle of protein-rich
Wash ’n Curl just to prove that
tomorrow you can have lovely waves

and curls that

shampoo

!

new Wash

last

from shampoo to

you are not delighted with

If

’n Curl

Waving Shampoo,

simply return the $1.50 size for
full

refund.

Forget about extra lotions, sprays,
neutralizers,

No more

nents. All

Wash

end papers, wave

sets.

nightly pin-ups or costly perma-

you do

is

shampoo with

’n Curl, the exclusive golden blend

of protein and lanolin that curls

and conditions

as

it

cleans.

Greatest Discovery

Since the

Home

Permanent!

This special

Wash

’n Curl package contains large size,

regularly $1.50, plus

BIG

Waves and

curls

... or your

money hack!

tomorrow

$2.25

FREE

75j5 size.

Limited time only.

VALUE! « 1.50 +

wash

ta*

’n curl

p

WAVING SHAMPOO
17

.

XHAT’S

HOLLVWOOD
FOR VOU
BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY
opinions on:

boys reveal their secret

SUMMER DATING
is the sensational new magazine that sold out in most localities • . the
day it hit the newsstands! This terrific mag-

Teens Today

.

teenagers exactly what they want
to know. It does not preach ... it reveals
the secret opinions of what boys and girls
think of each other.
azine

tells

issue of Teens Today is even
greater than the first issue. Here in frank
language boys reveal what they think about
summer dating and beach behavior. And
the girls talk back and tell why some boys
don’t rate with them.

The second

Hurry

to

your newsdealer and get

kissed Liz, but 1 forgot to notice

/

great issue before all copies are gobbled up.
WARNING: Make certain you get Teens

know

Today and don’t accept a substitute.

I

IN THIS ISSUE

guy

I

a
<

I

GO TO A RESORT TOWN AND LOOK FOR
TAKE A JOB AND LOOK FOR GIRLS
HANG AROUND HOME—AND LOOK FOR

—

BEACH BEHAVIOR
GIRLS ARE SNOBS
GIRLS ARE KOOKS
BOYS AGREE: THIS

her eyes were closed.

.

.

.

describes Marlon as “the most difficult nice

Louis Prima played the violin before he started
.

.

.

|

Prima Fan Club
GIRLS
.

.

.

Kim Novak

in Norfolk, Va., before

Louis invited her to sing with him.
j

likes

luxury in the bedroom.

.

.

I’ll

.

bet

if

Betty Grable
j

hadn’t been a movie star someone would be discovering her for pictures
IS

today. ...

A PERFECT DATE

MOST BOYS DON'T KNOW HOW TO

I

know

a real Private Eye.

His name

is

Norman Placey and

[i

his
|

BOYS ARE KOOKS
I’M SICK OF BEING TREATED LIKE DIRT
cc
C9 I'M SICK OF BEING TREATED LIKE AN OLD SHOE
I'M SICK OF BOYS WHO THINK THEY'RE IT

Efrem Zimbalist Jr. is the matinee idol
77277 Sunset Strip.
night-time TV.
Out of the mouth of Tina Louise: “I’d rather be

of

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

seduced mentally than physically.” ...
Jill

KISS

St.

John wears crazy sport

|
1

i

shirts
j

KENNY'S BATHING SUIT

and on her they’re form-fitting. Jill
has a figure whose message is easy to

CC YOUR PLACE IN THE SUN
(9 GIRLS AGREE: THIS IS A PERFECT DATE

decode.

TEENS
TODAY

:

j

Keely Smith started as President of the

GIRLS

address

<

who

a Brando friend

in the world.”

swinging with the trumpet.

I

I

if

this

.

.

.

that square

-'CltdcUde.

I’ve

was

been informed, Clyde.
first

used by jazz musi-

cians to describe anyone

who

;

\

|

\

didn’t
j

understand their type of music and
that jazz.

But

if

all

a bopster tries to apply

Jimmie Rodgers’ lovely
ballads,
he’U have to fight
country
the

ONLY 250

word

to

;

i

^

Jimmie’s wife Colleen

all newsdealers.
your newsdealer
sold out mail
is
coupon with 25c
today.

At

first.

.

.

.

Holly-

;<

If

I

WG-859

TEENS TODAY

New York

17, N. Y.
*
Rush me a copy of the SECOND
• TEENS TODAY. I enclose 25e.
I

205

E.

42nd

4

St..

issue

of I

il

Name
P

Address

Please Print
*

e

e

If
City

State
'Canadian price 30c)

18

you want

to

know about

squares, don’t ask Colleen

and Jimmie Rodgers.

Ash Mart Sahl about non-conformists.
Ask Shirley who cuts her hair. Crazy!

wood Weather Report: Tomorrow no
fog so you can see the smog.

MacLaine looks as
hair.

.

blond

On TV all
girlfriends who
.

cry easy.

.

My

.

.

Shirley

.

own

PERIODIC PAIN

gangsters have

.

.

.

she cuts her

if

look tough and

friend

3-way

swimming pool complex.”
Perry Mason is so busy that Ray-

actor with a

relief

often sleeps in his studio

to Malibu. ... I’d say

ner

now

is

.

.

.

that’s

“WHAT WOMEN WANT TO KNOW"

*

Edna St. Vincent Millay’s poem
“The Penitent” put to music.
Tab
Hunter likes mood music.
Out of
the mouth of Maureen Stapleton: “I
It’s

have

.

headache and chases the“blues.”

load of June Christy singing “Lament.”

.

.

all. Midol relieves cramps, eases

Get a

.

a 24-page book explaining menstruation is
yours, FREE. Write Dept. B-89, Box 280,

New

York 18, N. Y. (Sent

in

plain wropper).

.

.

.

from functional menstrual

with a glass of water

Yul Bryn-

imitating himself.

action bring you complete

distress. Just take a Midol tablet

dressing room, not having time to go

home

in

silence every month. Let Midol’s

called a popular performer “a bathtub

mond Burr

downright foolish to suffer

It’s

Mike Curtiz

.

.

go on. That’s
up and watch the
Late Movies on TV. With them, it’s
always 1935!”
Brigitte Bardot

can't stand to

why

I

life

like to stay

.

.

.

midol

claims she never wears a flower on an

evening gown because

was

I

Olivier

it

when

there

was thrown by

would wilt!
Laurence

Sir

his white horse.

Calmly Sir Laurence picked himself up,
saying, “It must be a
.

.

Method horse.”

Dig that definition of Brando!

Liz Taylor uses her eyelashes as

.

provocatively as a fan dancer uses a fan. But
ding,

I

was too excited myself

closed. (See

gals

who

my

story on page 25.)

.

.

.

On TV

are understanding and wait for

out of town.

.

.

.

when

them

until they

finish reading this

more

actors than drink.”

.

.

.

Cara Williams

to see

the third

row at
him by music man Pete Rugulo.

constitute the largest

ask Vlort Sahl.

.

.

.

.

Zsa

.

.

.

at the

Top,” hurry

Out of the mouth of
ruined

is

to get rich.

is

always in orbit. ...

It’s

If

David {Richard Diamond) Janssen, you can find him in
La Scala trying to guess movie stars’ names from initials

you want
tossed at

“Room

column.

Robert Mitchum: “The worst thing for an actor
far

man

run the bad

good poem.

Zee Zee can discover any-

thing except the obvious. ... If you haven’t seen

do so as soon as you

open or

Westerns the heroes have

I’ve never seen a tree as lovely as a

Zsa Gabor has a wonderful women’s instinct.

to

kissed her at her wed-

I

to notice if she kisses with her eyes

.

.

.

.

.

The non-conformists now

group of conformists in the country.

And

That’s Hollywood For You.

If

you doubt

it,

—
%

/

>

y

j

READERS

—

run away and hide from him hut 1 told
him he slimilrjn't liave said that to me.
I had a horrihle time at the dance after
that and made him take me home early.
Was it my fault that he proposed'? I only
let him kiss me goodnight after our fourth
date. Why do hoys do things like this'? My
mothei' answers the phone when he calls

now and

kr»*

wants to
Should I
tend
see

it

him I’m not home hut she
know why I won’t talk to him.
go out with him again and pretells

didn’t hap[ien?

Up Tu

C=Cary Grant

L=:Lanza (Mario

w ith his voice
(Steve) with his sense of

A= Allen

>

humor

R=Robert Young w ith

K=Kent

his air of happiness
Taylor with his looks

G=Gary

Cooper with

his

manner

A=Alfred Hitchcock

with his air of mystery
B=Boh Horton with his smile
L=Lionel Barrymore with his dignity
E=rEfrem Zimhalist .[r. with his appeal
All together they equal Clark Gable.

Meredith Marsh
Drexel Hill, Pa.

Sacramento.

Calif.

Finest
emharra.ssed.

the nicest things that can

honestly

(.able

with his charm

Cathy W.
Dear Cathy;
You shouldn’t he

Dear Readers: IVe

ever

I

All Acids

It

him again?

INC.

y

Or shouldn't

—

happen

One

of

to us

The

Team
finest

Brynner and

team tliere is today is Yul
Deborah Kerr. "The King

iriecl

seems I’m falling behind in ans«'«‘riiig your letters personally, so I
tlioiight you really wouldn’t mind if I
lake this spot in Readers Ine. and we
forrespond here.
liut

it

—Evelyn

Diak

Pain, Editor

E\i;i.ya:

I'm fifteen years old and nothing like this

hapiiened to me before. I’m so emharrassed 1 can't even tell my girlfriend,
lias e\ei

harry
times

and

—

I

had

gone

out

together

six

movies, for a Coke and to
talk -liefore the night he took me to my
school dance. After the first intermission
u hen we started dancing again, he told me
just

to

—

he loved me and pro[)OSed right there in
the mid("e of the dance floor. I wanted to

Worlhy

girl

or

heirs to Jeanette

boy

—

is

to

MacDonald and Nelson Eddy? One reader

have someone say, “I

you.” U'hile talking one day with Kim
Novak. I asked her what was the greatest
compliment she had ever received. She imlor e

mediately said "Every time someone says
T like you not just as an actress, but as
a person.’ ” You see, Cathy, being liked by
:

—

someone means

that

you

when

Bart.

2J

Anyone

for

Bob Mitchum?

—

they have!

Mrs. Ata'Si.ie, a Yul Brynner
Dehorah Kerr Fan

it

happens to you. What you should be concerned about now is Larry’s feelings. Boys
are sensitive, too. Imagine how you would
feel if after you told a boy you cared for
him he wouldn’t talk to you. Don’t you
think you should see Larry again and, if
he repeats that question, tell him how
flattered you are that he cares so much for
you but that you’re still many years away
from thinking of marriage that it’s such
a serious step for both of you, you want to
be sure you are making the right decision
when you finally answer “yes.” And to
overcome any embarrassment between you,
why don’t you smile at him and say halfjokingly, “Will you ask me again in five
years?” He’ll appreciate your being so considerate of his feelings. This is a question,
I hope, that will come up again during the
next few years, so why not now learn how
to answer it graciously. There’s no reason
why you can’t still go out together if Larry
accepts your answer and is willing to just
“date.” However, if he continues to discuss
marriage, I think it would be best for him
not to see you for a while. You’re right in
feeling too young to marry. Let me know
how everything turns out. won’t you? E.P.

—

Pegpy's photo of actor Jay Cossey
(top) reminds her of Kirk and

and I” and “The .Tourney” just couldn’t
be beat. Hope and pray they stay together.
Bald or not, Yul is fascinating. Always
wondered if they’d ever find as good a team
as Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy,
whom I worsliipped as a child and at last

have a certain

very sjiecial quality. So be proud

—

says so.

Good Judge of Acting
A couple of years ago when

I

was

in

junior high school, I met an actor named
Jay Cos.sey at the Red Barn summer stock
theater in Westboro, Mass. He was everybody’s favorite and all my friends predicted
big things for him. When he went to New
York City in the fall, I saw him in a TV
role but after that I’ve heard no more.
I

think I’m a pretty good judge of acting

why Jay hasn’t
I cannot understand
gone straight to the top.
Here is a picture of him that he gave me
on my thirteenth birthday. I don’t like to
part with it, but I think it might do him
some good if you printed it in your magabut

zine.
Maybe everyone wdll see the talent
he has in his face. I think he is a combo
of Kirk Douglas and Burt Lancaster.

Peggy O’Malley
Worcester, Mass.

We
too.

think he's a
Don't you?

little

—Ed.

bit of

Bob Mitchum
continued

Write
St.,

to

Readers

New York

17,

Photoplay, 205 E. 42nd
N. Y. We regret ice cannot

Inc.,

answer or return unpuhtishe'd letters. To start
fan ctiibs or write farorite stars, contact their
.studios

—

Fi>.

—

KOTEX and KIMLON

Have you discovered
Your modern

you

find in

life

this

demands

new

kind of protection?

the newest, most

today’s Kotex napkins. These

protect better, protect longer

.

.

.

are trademarks of Kimberly-Clark Corp.

modern

new napkins

protection

Why

and see how really confident you can

.

.the kind

with the Kimlon center

feel softer, too. That's

center greatly increases absorbency.

.

because the Kimlon

not f nd out about

new Kotex soon

be.

New

Kotex napkins

choice of most

women

I

I

I

Ill

I

I

I

I

/

/

J

I

How

can a young man
the movies?

break

am

I

most. Besides writing letters,
Please write.

into

nineteen years old

am

6'2"

weigh
and have
brown eyes and hair, and a
I

tall,

pounds,

high

finished

I

school

fair

complexion.

McAdory High

at

and was in the hand for about ten weeks.
I
was also the Baritone solo in the school
chorale, and took piano lessons for five

continued

them

talent, ask

me

to give

(I

liave

I

“Young

also like girls.)

Gerald Hugh (Jerry) Waters

Around.”

written tn tell yon al)out my
but “Don’t Let it Get

“Ninety-Nine Ways” to
“Apple Blossom Time” hut he’s
Yankee.” I was walking past
tried

I

see
in
a “Damn
liitn

“Gunman’s Walk” when “They Came to
Codura” to see “That Kind of Woman.”
T asked him to “Meet Me in St. Louis” hut
he had to .see “Hans Brinker” about some
“.Silver Skates.”

Potter Ave.
Bessemer, Ala.
1.J0.S

Love"

He

decided to “Return to
rreasure Island” and then went on a
“Sea Chase" to the “Island of Desire.” He

...

I
I
I

am

I

starting a survey on Ricky Nel-

Have any

son.

please send

his

I
I

I
.

.

My name

.

Portugal

in

Chami’Agm-;
Covington. La.

Soldier

Boy

I

like

fellows

1

like

them
them

I

like

But
I

I

I

short,

like Elvis

like that

But
1

1

— those
— aiul

all

who

of Elvis

all

right.

He’s tops with all his fans home here.
.And I'm sure he knows we love him dear.
No more he wears his clothes so keen,
lor now he’s dressed in Army green.

there a hoy or girl

who would

like

he

my correspondent?

I’d like that

so!

Ei.i.e.n

lO-Lave/Esq.
Lisbon, Portugal

...
mined

Midwestern Louis Prima &
Keely Smith Fan Club
Box 115
Hebron, 111.
... As a lonely British
soldier serving with the
forces in Malaya, I don’t
get very much mail, and

would

22

like

to

interests with

Linda Marie Tafoya
Cuchillo, New Mexico

am

a girl of nineteen, 5 TV 2 ”'

am

twenty, and

swimming,
of

my

dancing

— and

are reccycling and all
Fm not a had

interests

fishing,

my

request

me

very

happy,

But

Fm

hojiing

published, you will make
even if no one answers.

is

someone does.
Brian Penn
23501727 Pte Penn
2 Inf

:

n'l'l

\

studying Ballet.

I

teacher says 1 have lots of talent and
I should go far, hut all I need is a chance.
And, believe me, I sure work hard.
So if there is anyone looking for a new
discovery, I’m available.

j

!

j

j

i

Mary Jean Taay

!

164 N. 68

I

St.

Milwaukee

13,

Wis.

:

... I think I have a
picture of a young lady
who, in my opinion, could
sell

many magazines

she

were on

Her name

the

i

if

i

cover,

i

Di

|

Pat

is

\

\

Shetler.

sings

and

is

She’s a senior
in high school and will
he eighteen in July. She
a majorette. Don’t you think

she’s pretty?

i
i

|
|
I

Mrs. Leo Di Shethe
Toledo, Ohio

... I am sixteen and would like to hear
from a pen pal in .Memphis, Tenn. or in
Hollywood who would exchange movie
stars’ and singers’ pictures with me. For a
long time now I’ve been cutting pictures
from Photojilay and many other magazines.
How about you?
Miss Betty Lou Lanier

Box 58

|
I

i
|

I
|

|
I
i

|
I

Cherokee

Falls,

S.C.

|

I have just started a Jimmie Rodgers
Club and we re in need of members.
Dues are 50c a year, and you receive an
8x10" picture of Jimmie with your membership card. So come on all you Jimmie
Rodgers fans Join!
Muriel Anne Gessnek

...

Fail

years old.
I

am

I

;

My

share my
an Ameri-

can female between nineteen
and
twenty-two

If

p

I

St.

dancer.

don’t think you remember me, Joan,
because we met for only a short period of
time in Truth or Consequences, N.M.
'toil were one of our Fiesta Guest .Stars
in the tenth Annual Ralph Edwards Truth
or Consequences Eiesta.
I
have always
seen you in movies or magazines and have
liked you very much. This was the first
time I ever saw you in person. Boy, I
never thought you could be so wonderful
and nice. I wish you could join us for our
next Eiesta. I hope you read this letter.

...

weigh 100 pounds.

Kathryn Dickerson, President

ords,
types

interested in collecting

photos and their names. Perhaps
some of your readers who are interested
in this hobby will correspond with me.
1 am a single man of 30 years, a graduate,
and a born Indian from Kerala State. I also
like to collect stamps.
George C. Wattakunnel, R.A.
Palai. P.O.
Kerala State, India

write:

to

I

am much

I

1

for the Photos

To Joan Evans:

...

Ron Dumas

have started a new fan club for
Louis Prima and Keely Smith. There are
uo dues and each new memher will receive
a membership card and surprises. Please

a chance.

filmstar

have a good voice and I’m deterto sing. I
took lessons from Dr.
Dordon. who taught Perry Como when he
was a child. .So if anyone needs a good
male singer, please look me up. I’ll sing
for anything!

...

Columbia

1209 East 9th St.
Eddystone, Pa.

1

Kronyak

thank Pat Boone, Tommy
.Sands, .limmie Rodgers, Rick Nelson, Paul
Anka, Tony Perkins, George Nader, Tony
.Martin, Geoffrey Horne, Esther Williams
and Taina Elg for your photos which 1
have received from you.
PiR.io Tik.nhaara
Helsinki, Finland

want

to

Maria .Alexandra Gama
Rua Dr. Lacerda e Almeida

Carlstadt, N.J.

I

live

old.

809 Charles
Mobile, Ala.

day and night.

AIary

I

years

sixteen

tall,

love his songs and records, too.
love him. all right, through and through.

Thank You

am

best of all.

Fabian, he’s

dream

them

like

I

sing.

even Bing.

Maria Alexandra,

1

Is

Love.”
B.

is

and

“Gun

“My Only

If so,

true opinion.

Lucille Hinrick.s
1544 Puente Ave.
West Covinea, Calif.

Belt” in the “Burning Hills”
to buy a “Portrait of a Murderer.” “The
Girl He Left Behind” is me.
But he is
left

you ever met him?

of

me your

swim.

like to

Roberta Small

IMy hohhies are cars, records and swim-

ming.

|

... I would like to become a singer and
perhaps an actress, and although I’ve written to several stars, nobody has given me
anv heln.
Rock’n’roll is what I want to sing, so
if
you know people who are looking for

years.

Dear Tab Hunter

I

British

eight.

180

.

Carol Foote
R.R. #2, Duncan

I

IT

. .

MMMIIIIMIMI

and was horn in Annistion, Alabama.
was an
orphan at the age of

INC.

IMIIIIIIII

I

confidentially
lllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllltllllllllMIIIMIIMIItlllHIIMIIIIIHIIIHIIIIIIMliniiniMIIII

READERS

I

R.

WKSP Reme

c/o G.P.O. Taiping
Perak State, N. Malaya

Dear Everyone, Everywhere:
I would very much like to have pen pals
from anywhere, and I promise faithfully to
answer every letter 1 receive.
I’m fourteen years old and dig r’n’r the

—

R.D. 1, Box 214
Ahsecon, N.J.

...

am

Van Clihurn

fan
ages are invited
lo join.
Even though Van is neither a
movie star nor a singer. Fm sure there
must lie millions of young people like me
who admire him. For information, please
write to me.
I

club and

all

starting

peo|de of

a

all

Francine Novak

W. Congress
Chicago 44, 111.

5551

'ilMIIMIIIIMIIIIIIHIMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIillllllltlllllllllllllllllMIIITlIHliinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMinilMllllliniinilll.'’

—

—

!

!

Favorite Foreign Star

My name is Deihert Jackson and 1 am
seventeen years old.
I am writing to you for some information
on France Nuyen. After 1 saw her in
“Love

and

Pacific,”

movie

War,”

and

she became

my

also
in
favorite

“South
foreign

star.

can’t express how much 1 enjoyed
“South Pacific” and the three dollars that
I was so reluctant to spend, were really an

Words

underpayment

Delhekt Jackso.n
Detroit, IVIich.

France Nuyen

is a nineteen-yeur-old Eurasian beauty born in Marseilles. She came
to New York in 1957 with her mother to
continue her modeling career, hut all the
schools turned, her down because, they said,
she was too small. But Candy Jones, once
a famous model, took an interest in France,
got her a screen test, and before long she
landed the part as Liat in “South Pacific.'''’
She loves to read and writes poetry in her
spare time
Ed.
.

Write?
Please

tell

a picture of
I’ve

me where

1

could write for

Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh?

looked everywhere.

Tobi Fei.dstein
Brooklyn, N.Y.
W'e suggest you write to P.O.
Beverly Hills, California
Ed.

Box

1535,

.

“Mr. Wonderful”
one of the
Davis
Jr. I have been a fan of Sammy’s for about
three years and every letter I have ever
written him has been answered. He is never
too busy to help out a worthy cause. For
instance, when Sammy was on Broadway,
appearing in “Mr. Wonderful,” our church
(St. Augustine)
gave a benefit dance to
help raise funds for college scholarships
for our younger group. We asked Sammy
if he would appear at the. dance and say a
few words. Not only did he appear, but
he sang a few songs as w’ell All this after
his appearance in “Mr. Wonderful.” Needless to say, the dance was a success and
everybody just adored him. He is just the
I

w'ish to sing the praises of

nicest guys in show’ business,

Sammy

!

greatest.

Lena Shivers

New

York, N.Y.

even after swimming. Thus

Get a faster, deeper tan with

GUARANTEED sunburn

it

pre-

vents ugly drying and peeling.
protection

There’s no tan like a Coppertone tan
she
Lovely Myrna Hansen agrees
says, “I wouldn’t go in the sun with.

.

.

out Coppertone!”

Sunbalanced Screening does it! With
Coppertone you get a faster, smoother
tan, with maximum sunburn protection, than with any other leading
product! That’s because its special
screening agent, homomenthyl salicylate, lets in the ultraviolet rays that
activate coloring matter deep inside
skin, shuts out fiery, burning rays.

Conditions Skin, too! Coppertone

is

America’s Favorite! Originated in
Florida, Coppertone now far outsells
all other suntan products. Available
in Lotion, Oil, Cream, Spray, and
new Shade for children and those with
sensitive skin. Also Noskote.

DON'T BE A PALEFACE
Use Coppertone whenever
you’re in the sun — swimming, boating, picnicking,
or in your own backyard.
Coppertone, another
quality product of
Plough, Inc., is available in Canada, too.

Save— buy

large size.

and other moisturizing
ingredients that protect you longer,

rich in lanolin
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.

true
blondes
have more
. .

head start for a happier vaeation! Just be a blonde and
Lady Clairol blonde with shining, silken hair! You'll
love the life in it! The soft touch and tone of it! The lovely
ladylike way it lights up your looks. With amazingly gentle
new Instant Whip Lady Clairol, ifs so easy! Takes only minIfs a

see ... a

utes! Feels delieiously eool

condition— lovelier,

blonde or

fun?

H

livelier!

going on, leaves hair in wonderful

So

if

mousey brown, why

man responds

Lady

Clairol like a

that’s

a beautiful advantage!

instant whip*

your hair

Lady
*T. M.

© 1959

is

dull,

darkened

hesitate? Hair responds to
to

blondes — and darling,

Clairol

Clairol Incorporated,

Creme Hair tightener

Stamford, Conn. Available also

in

Canada

i

1

Tt

is

12:31 a.m. At the Tropicana Hotel in Las Vegas.

The

act

on the stage

is

applauding, Liz Taylor quietly takes her
Liz

is

other.

finishing, the audience is

table

seat, ringside.

his face, usually expressionless, is that of a serious

wearing a rainbow-colored dress covered

and intense person. Liz and Mike Jr. are very friendly
and are said to understand each other. Mike Jr., one
of Eddie’s best friends, flew in from Spain to be best
man at the wedding. Earlier that morning Eddie and
Mike Jr. played 18 holes of golf on the famous course

with sequins. Her eyes sparkle, too. She slips into a
chair next to Eddie’s mother, Mrs. Kate Stupp,
is sitting

i.

Mike Todd Jr. is sitting directly across the
from Liz. Mike Jr. is dark and handsome and

who

next to Eddie’s father, Joseph Fisher. Kate

and Joe are divorced; both are now remarried; they
are friendly, although they don’t talk

much

to each

at the Desert Inn.

It

was a {Continued on page 84)

,4

V
I

watched from a window in the

T emple Beth Sholom

pressed toward the limousine bringing Liz

— —
late

as the

to her

crowd

wedding.

I kissed the bride.

“You

look beautiful,” I said. “I
feel beautiful,” Liz smiled.

“This wedding,” Eddie promised, “is

going to go

Their kiss was brief and warm,
not

clinging.

blue about this

me later.
26

“There's

nothing

wedding” Liz

told

“7 broke with tradition.”

off the

way

Liz wants

it.”

.

In this exclusive

at-home interview, Debbie

tells

Photoplay

wish Elizabeth and Eddie
all

the happiness.

.

“I’ve got

D

my

children.

come over on Sunday,
seemed
a
particularly
warm and lazy
and
morning that day we went to Debbie’s house.
ebbie had invited us to
it

about a

“Just to talk

lot of things,”

we had

said over the telephone,

“Fine,” she answered in her bright voice. “Could you

come over
Todd
.

.

,

that

at

about eleven? Carrie will be in the garden
be asleep ... so

will

would be

just fine.

.

.”

if

you come

at eleven,

she said again, almost with-

out taking a breath.

She gave us the number of the house, adding, “You’ve

from the
enormous one in Beverly Hills. It’s a very nice comfortable house and you’ll probably see Carrie’s toys on
the front lawn! You can’t miss it,” she added with a
never been here before,

it’s

quite different

.

need

.all I

to

be happy”

without hardly glancing at the number.
tive English

home

was an

It

attrac-

of buff-colored brick, situated back

from the sidewalk with a wide expanse of lawn. Trees
shaded one side of the house, while brilliant flowers
were planted all up and down each side of the brick
walk. It was certainly a charming house. And, just as
Debbie bad said, Carrie’s doll carriage was casually
propped up against a tree.
We rang the doorbell, and when the maid opened the
door, Debbie called from upstairs.
“Hi
I’ll be down in a minute.
My mother’s in
.

.

.

the garden with Carrie.

We

.

.”

couldn’t resist the opportunity of giving the in-

on our way to the garden.

gracious living.

It was
the
and rose
chintz drapes at the wide English windows
the large
pieces of fine old mahogany furniture
the huge
fireplace over which stood a row of pewter mugs. There
were books and scripts on the tables
bowls of white
flowers and a profusion of green plantings.
It was a warm and attractive room, where it seemed
that Carrie must have been playing, for many of her

as

toys were scattered across the floor.

lilt

to her laugh.

We
home.

charming

noted each house as we drove

street in

Hohnby

Hills, those of

ican or English architecture, each perfect

down

the

Early Amer-

and

dignified,

though they had had many years of
The atmosphere was serene and hushed
would be on a Sunday morning at eleven o’clock.

sturdily solid as

it

We

a restful interior,

done

in pale beiges

.

.

weren’t as confident as Debbie about finding her

We

terior a quick glance

recognized Debbie’s house almost immediately.

by

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The

entire atmos-

phere was of friendly charm and comfort, {continued)

RUTH ROWLAND

“I

wish Elizabeth and Eddie

all

the happiness...”
continued

The garden was linked to the living room by an inside
garden, which was filled with all kinds of plants of various
shades of green. Arranged with these were exotic plantthe
ings of rare tubus begonias and fragile orchids
.

.

.

hot-house variety of plants that need the most delicate
care and live in cool shaded places.

The whole arrange-

ment was simply

beautiful.

It

was

like

coming upon some
and sturdily

exotic island in the middle of a very sensible
built English house.

The garden was not very

large.

pool had a fence built around
tection

.

.

.

it

The kidney-shaped

for the children’s pro-

some comfortable garden furniture was

and a sand play-box took up one
Toys were everywhere. There were miniature
animals, and there was obviously no question that

clustered on the grass

corner.
chairs,
this

was somewhere children could

and play

feel quite free to

romp

to their hearts’ content.

Carrie’s

grandmother,

the

young-looking

Mrs.

Ray

Reynolds, in her yellow flowered-silk slack-suit, was carrying on a very animated conversation with Carrie,

busy toting dishes of sand both

to her

who was

grandmother and

young lady we didn’t know (who, we later learned,
was from one of Debbie’s charity organizations). Mrs.
Reynolds smiled warmly and (Continued on page 86)

to a

“I’m not going to let anyone hurt me
anymore,” said Debbie. “I’ve got so much to be
grateful for
my two children my family.
Every day I spend with Carrie and Todd
is such a wonderfully happy day. We’re

—

—

usually together a great deal
of the time, but

keeping

me

with them as

now

that

my

career

is

so busy, 1 won’t be able to stay

much

as I

would have

liked.”

31

I

j

I

notes on the pages spread out on the

music stand before

me were

just a blur.

hunched up there on that stool looking
out at the rows of empty seats, and straight
I

sat

through rehearsal
her.

by

Where was

all

she,

I
I

could think of was
kept thinking,

TOMMY SANDS

as told to

why

hadn’t

she called

me?

1

knew

police

the

were doing everything they could, but
1

down every street in
Even when everybody
it

I

felt

ought to be out there, too, looking up and

wasn’t

my

fault,

it

the city to find her.

kept trying to

tell

me

(Continued on page 72)

george Christy
33

what was
doing at

MARILYN
685
That’s

Third Avenue?
me

—

circled in red.

And

the answer to that question.

You know how
I

I’m the only guy in

Why?

sometimes,

— something

going to happen
spring,

MONROE

Well, you’ll see.

all of a

all the
It’s

world who knows

a crazy story.

sudden, you feel that something’s

important? Well, one lazy Saturday this

was walking along New York’s fashionable 57th

Street, (continued)

.

}
Marilyn seemed to say: “Look what fun I’m having!” Everyone gaped

taking in the fresh

air,

—hut me.

.

.

having just seen “Gigi” at

the plush Sutton Theater for the third time. I guess

you can guess I’m a movie fan. I love sitting in a
dark theater and munching on a har of candy and
letting the

world of the silver screen take over

all

my

problems for a couple of hours.

But that Saturday,

after I’d seen “Gigi,”

wandering along 57th

Street,

apartment buildings and
shops,

at

I

looking at the

was
tall

the cluttered antique

when smack-bang-boom, there she was.

Marilyn.
I

couldn’t believe

more

like a fan

at first,

star.

because she looked

She wore

a loose camel’s

brown leather pumps and a pink
over her famous {Continued on page 88)

hair polo-coat,
scarf

it

than a

fellows open their

hearts to you...

Rick Nelson
Fabian
Dick Clark
Peter Baldwin

The Diamonds
Travis and Bob
Duane Eddy

Elvis Presley

Edd Byrnes
Roger Smith

^

Hugh O'Brian
Dale Hawkins
Neil

Sedaka

Joey and Frankie Jordan

:

Q

girl

HE

should
(thinking)

So big deal!
She doesn’t even
look glad
y
y
I came!
/

\

Peter Baldwin

i

:

meet a guy halfway and
SHE

(thinking)

He's so superior

sitting there.

What can

^\

I

say to

him?

/

/

y

Connie Stevens

;

Ill ake
A lew weeks
soon”
play

to

ago,

we had waved

a “see-you-

our own special corner in the Photo-

offices

and were scooting along above

the

him feel

she was something extra-extra special. “1 can’t
quite reach her,”

was the way he put

it.

All

through high school they had danced together

clouds heading for a personal appearance.

whenever the school was having a

Naturally enough, the conversational ball was

he had hoped that these pleasant moments

Ijeing

over all the topics.

batted

finally stopped rolling

it

group of fellows around
is,

it

was dead center on

comes up every time yon get

a subject that

That

When

—

girls in general

a

the

This

and then some wedding

fits

to

artists,

p.y.l.

was

a friend

—no matter what

Now
discs,

walk home from school.

that he has

waxed some fast-moving

and put several

into albums,

pens”

to get a

copy each time. He always gets

a short note wherever he

—couldn’t get

him how much she enjoyed

Left to right:

across to her that he thought

he has a

mutual friend make sure that she “just hap-

of long-standing, but the boy
it

little bit

broke up, or they had reached her front door

girls in paitic-

spare them both weTl just leave out
initials.

maybe an

and

particular young lady was giving

names and

ring,

dates,

music. But no. She was always just a

after the

to

special

distant after the dance ended, or the party

one of our popular young recording

and

engagement

into

and

the subject? Girls.

iilar.

A

would grow

social,

is

appearing telling
his

work

.

.

.

and

The Diamonds; Travis and Bob; Rick Nelson, Sandra Dee; Dick Clark, the Diamonds

by

something special

like

then silence. “Shattering silence,”

if

I

can

were

very sympathetic to this tale

all

we were

of woe, and

all getting

ready

our opinion when the topper came.

know,” our boy
her as

my

much

told us, “I

as

I

was

and

that she

it

I

was

me

developed we

all

it

didn’t stop

had our own

evidently hadn’t the vaguest notion of

how

to

a fellow understand he’s not just one

of the crowd, but

guess her classmates, too, that she

is

“I imagine

really something special.

Sure she had told her mother, father, brother.

knew he

disc star, but the

existed.

a pretty tough situation for

it’s

a lot of girls,”

my

fabulous friend Fabian

thought out loud, “but there are ways to

Him

it,

wants
just

let

on your secret.”

in

“You
do

constantly.”

opinions on what was wrong. This young Miss

make

I

inkling that she

dreamed, talked, and

This was a real curve ball but

and as

and

really important person didn’t even have an

“You

could when her mother told

pestered everybody about

us,

to give

all set to forget

mother that her daughter thought

the greatest,

sister,

had flipped over our young

quote him again.

We

DICK CLARK

guy

don’t have to fall all over a

either,”

me

to

Bobby Darin added. “If

know

she likes

by the way she

me

listens to

a girl

she can do

what

I

say and tries to add something of her

to

it

have

to

own

to

the conversation,” he pointed out.

Fabian recalled, “One of the most popular
girls in

my neighborhood had

all

of the fellows

doing dance steps {Continued on page 70)

Annette Funicello, Rick; Fabian, Duane Eddy, Dale Hawkins; Joey, Frankie Jordan; Neil Sedaka.

Fabian:

iMan!
was

this

a
Things got

off to

a slow

start

—

it

took us ten min-

utes to find out about the gremlin in the elevator.

perfect

date
It

started out,

New York

to

I

suppose, just like any date. I’d come to

do a

account of rain. So
with the

to

TV
I

film, but

called

it

was cancelled on

up Marti Jewell (she studies

same voice teacher as

I

do) and asked her out.

“I’d love to,” she said.

No

be busy, even though

was past

it

excuses, or pretending
six o’clock

her I’d be by at seven. In the elevator,

how long

she’d keep

me

I

“parlorized,” but

and

I

told

remember wondering

when she opened

the

door there was a smile on her face and a coat over her arm.
“Hello, Tiger,” she grinned as

her into

42

it,

“how do you

I

helped

feel?” {continued)

W'e began guessing what people on the bus did for a living. “That

she teased

If

it

me

young

man”

out of the corner of her eye, “must be a professional tiger!”

weren’t for girls like Marti, a fellow like

could forget what fun

it

is

to

go

to a

We

missed our bus-stop, had to

trudge back six blocks to Loew’s.

me

movie.

When
talked

1

found out she was hep to football, I guess
head off .. but she didn’t look bored

my

.

I just

at

all.

”I

After a while,

and

we turned

FABIAN

phonograph

off the

on the

just listened to the rain

roof.

continued

“I’m glad you wore your hair down.”
I

blurted out. “I like

“

—And I’m

it

—

way

that

so glad you’re glad,”

she cut in gayly, tying a blue bandana

under her chin.

Somehow,
ing about
really am,

in the hall,

how I’m

got talk-

—

afraid of ghosts

you know

—and

about the gremlins people
in

we

she told
still

where her folks come from

me

believe

in Ireland.

So it must have {Continued on page 71)

She looked like a little girl, saying “/
love to walk right after a rain!” It gave
me an idea so we took the long way home!

—

Gosh, I

like

She told

me

a girl with
it’s

long hair.

auburn, but

looks like strawberry blonde

it

still

to

me.

She told me she’d been admiring my
aU evening. It happens to be

jacket

my

favorite

.

.

.

I’m glad she liked

—

/ kissed her

I’d been

wanting

it.

to all

evening. She

felt

so soft and fragile,

what could

do?

I kissed her again.

I

Edd Byrnes-

omeone

me

to watch over
Edd Byrnes checked

his watch.

he had only half an hour

was

It

seven-fifteen.

to shower,

flipped the switch on the hi-fi

He’d been delayed

shave and dress.

He

at the studio.

Now

crossed the living room,

and loaded the turntable with records.

For the next few minutes the music was drowned out by the staccato patter of
water bouncing

Edd attempted

off the tile floor.

Then, diying

off,

like job of lathering his face,

making even

strokes with the razor while

keeping time to a rock
try

it

to

something a

Twenty minutes

’n’ roll
little bit

tune.

He

grinned. Next time he’d better

slower.

later, after putting links into the

of his white shirt, straightening his black
his suit jacket

—

French cuffs

and slipping on

tie

stopping just to take a fast look in the

—he headed

mirror

out the door.

It

had been a long

while since he’d looked forward to a date with such
anticipation.
lately;

He’d been on a real merry-go-round

weeks

just

seemed

tine consisted of

to fly by.

His rou-

work and more work,

followed by sack time, with no hours
of relaxation in between.
the other day,

by

BEATRICE

MARCH

46

a precision-

free

Sunday

on his

first

in months,

he’d met {Continued

on

Then

page 77)

Hugh

O’Brian:

When
there

is

no happy
ending...
Hugh O’Brian was
lawn

strolling idly across the

in front of the

when he

first

saw Linda.

in early June.

wondering

if

summer
It

wide green

theater at Santa Barbara

was a warm, lazy afternoon

He’d been looking the place over and

he’d ever get a chance at a good part,

when

he spotted her. She stood talking with some friends a
little

by

48

way

off to his right,

GEORGE CHRISTY

and

{ Continued

on page 79)

Roger Smith

Victoria

to wife,

di..
remember today
to
I

It

tell

you

love you?

was almost

after a long

eight o’clock

day

by the time Roger Smith,

at the studio, turned the

of the front door of his home.
off his jacket

and threw

it

Walking

over the

arm

tired

key in the lock
inside,

he took

of a chair. Then,

looking over towards the kitchen, he was about to call

50

out to his wife, Vici,

when he remembered

away on

He

location.

groaned.

—

she was

still

( Continued on page 65)

pin-ups answer the questions you have asked Photoplay most frequently:

YOUR
GUYS’ ANSWERS

QUESTION
What do boys expect of c
What do they really

date?

want from a

anyway?

girl

Should you kiss on the first
date? Will he like you for it
or think you’re “too easy”?

How does

a boy

like

look? Sometimes, the

a

girl

to

way they

We

like

an

enthusiastic girl.

It’s

SCORE

nice to feel she enjoys

doing the things you’ve planned. Beefs: a bored and
blase date who doesn’t know she has to do her part.

way

a nice

It’s

to let him

know you

the girl with a “rule against

you feel

she’s just

We

like

the

the

girl

who

girl

it,”

like him. Beefs: (1)

(2) the girl

who makes

paying her debts with her

who knows,

attracts the

vfhat to

wear where.

kisses.

Beefs:

“wrong kind of glances”

in

they don’t seem to care.

clothes that are too tight or too revealing or too old.

When, if ever, should a girl telephone a boy? Will he blame

Girls can call a boy to ask him to a party or to thank
him for something special. Beefs: the girl who ties up a
guy on the phone for hours just to chat about nothing.

act,

being

“forward”?

What do boys

think of hen

her

for

sessions at dances?
think

it

shows you’re popular?

What do boys
who

Do they

drink?

think of girls

smoke? Who
hair? Look older?

Who

bleach their

Does a fellow mind curfews?
Does he think you’re from
Squaresville if you have one?

—

We

think it’s a sign of insecurity. There
Negative! Beefs:
are lots of other times and places for girls to get tothe dance floor is but definitely not one.
gether
.

It

.

.

depends on

their

age. Beefs: Hair

that’s

roots, tobacco-stained fingers, or the

thinks she’s

making a big

hit

by

black at the

young

girl

who

acting twice her age.

No guy should object to a curfew when it’s in line with
the rest of the crowd. Beefs: the girl who doesn’t give
you any

fair

warning at the beginning of the evening.

TOTAL
*Score 10 if you match the guys’ ideals, 0 if you’re a "beef" type.
If you’ve 50-70, don’t worry. Below 40, better change your ways.

assort ed betBfS
Rick Nelson

James Garner

Jolin

Tony

Saxon

Curtis

Rock Hudson
Pat

Wayne
i

assorted
beefs
*.

summer
pinups

'59

John Saxon

Rock Hudson

Curtis

Glenn
Ford’s

and
Eleanor
Powell

T^leanor Powell, elegantly dressed in a
beige

down

suit,

light

walked slowly and deliberately

the stairs of her Beverly Hills

home

and,

reaching the hallway, stopped to pick up the

morning paper.

Glancing over the headlines,

she took the paper with her as she walked out
to the car.

The date

at the top right-hand corner caught

her eye, and immediately she realized why.

It

was Glenn’s birthday.
Slowly she drove into town, but did not
stop, as she usually did, to pick

on the way.
her lawyer

A

.

.

.

few hours

ing with
that she

later all

the news.

Hollywood was buzz-

Eleanor had announced

was divorcing Glenn. “I

the grounds of extreme {Continued

by

up groceries

Instead she headed straight for

am

suing on
on page 75)

HYATT DOWNING

!

LOOK AT

AIE

LOVE ME.

ANVONE
little girl
-*•

held her arms tightly around her father’s neck

as he lifted her

from the bench

in the

crowded hospital waiting

room. Her heart-shaped face was white against

its

frame of

bright-red hair as he carried her into the clinic next door.

“Over there,” the young doctor
examination table

in

said,

nodding toward the white-sheeted

one corner. He spoke

curtly, reading

from the registration card the nurse, her white uniform
wilted from the heat, had brought in. “Edythe Marrener,

six.

Car accident. Dislocated hip. Internal injuries.”
“That was six months ago,” Walter Marrener explained.
“We’ve been caring for her at her home. You see, she ran into
“I
girl’s

had

to catch

my

parachute before

it

got run over.”

the street...’’

The

voice was unexpectedly clear.

“Was

it

a real

one?” {Continued on page 67)

V l»ll<>TX)PLAV
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Susan
and husband

MORE
59

—

SUSAIN HAY WARD:

her

life

in pictures
I- “Can 1 have a nickel for a pony ride,
huh?” Little treats looked big to Edythe

Marrener, Brooklyn-born on June 30, 1918.

2 She grew up

in a family that

.

to

knew how

be happy on a short budget. 3» Their

Church Avenue apartment was a long way
from Park Avenue. 4. And depression days
pushed the teenager into modeling jobs.
5* These caught Hollywood’s eye, but at
first she was given only publicity shots
and a new name. 6* Susan Hayward was

—she

luckier in love

when she

thought,

married actor Jess Barker, July 23, 1944.
7. It took twins Gregory and Timothy,

born 1945,

to

hold the stormy marriage

together. 8. After a long, sensational di-

vorce

suit,

Susan won her decree August

17, 1954. 9.

Custody

fights kept up, sear-

ing her nerves until she took a near-fatal

overdose of sleeping

pills

on April 26,

1955. Rapid recovery found her ready to

new courage. 10.

face life with

meantime, Oscar began

flirting

In the

with her

when she was nominated for her 1947 hit
in “Smash-Up
The Story of a Woman.”
!!• Her role opposite Dana Andrews in

—

1949’s

“My

Foolish Heart” brought a sec-

ond Academy nomination. 12. The third
saluted her acting and singing as Jane
Frohman in 1952’s “With a Song in My

13 Missing

Heart.”
Lillian

Award

for her

in 1955’s “I’ll

Cry To-

.

Roth role

the

morrow” (with Eddie Albert) was a real
heart-breaker. 14
Fifth nomination.

third real-life part, as Barbara

“I

—and

Want To Live”

this

Graham

Yet true happiness in Susan’s

in

it!

IS.

life

had

was

already begun, with her marriage to lawyer Eaton Chalkley, February 8, 1957.

Between

17 An
.

at

60

films, she’s a

16

-

happy housewife.

estate in Carrollton, Georgia, lies

the end of the road

from Brooklyn.

15

i;

iwsi

H

I told you Photoplay would be the first to know when it
happened and you are. We eloped Carol and I. Do you
remanber Carol? Carol Nugent. I don’t know whether you

i!

—

—

met her when you were out here. She’s

can hardly believe

it

—

myself

^but

we

in the movies, too. I

got married just twenty-nine days

we first met! In Las Vegas. And, folks, married life
How’d it happen? Well, it’s a long story, but here goes.

after

.

by

is just great.
.

( continued)

NICK ADAMS
63

—

MARRIAGE
guess

I

in April

started that Saturday

all

it

when

SWELL

IS

I

decided

(at first)

stay in (Carol, by the way,

my

over

story herself)

good

leaning

shoulder as I’m writing, and

says she wants to

a lot of

is

to

work

—

had

invited

but

I

in parts of the

Anyway,

.

to

to stay

Somebody

fill

that

home once

I

me

day

do and, besides,

can’t

I

had

it felt

in a while.

remember who

to a big party in

town,

didn’t feel like soins; out.

Then, about eight that evening, just

continued

as I’d settled
script,

record

new

down

to

the doorbell rang.

hi-fi,

actor buddies of mine

and

study a

TV

my new Frank Sinatra
crooning lazily at me from my
with

Bob

Conrad,

It

—-John

both

was two
Ashley

“Say

—

you coming

aren’t

to

the

—I’m too busy
can’t

question!”

right now.”

say that

And

—out

with that,

convinced

me

to

a

and,

go to the party.
I

Fif-

found myself

sit-

ting in the front seat of John’s car.

When we

walked

there weren’t

in,

many

people around. Then gradually,

as

always happens

it

at parties, the

started to get noisier

mostly with people

of the

Bob took

closet,

could protest, they’d both

I

teen minutes later,

room

party?” John wanted to know.

“Nah
“You

before

obviously

dressed up for a night on the town.

my

dark navy suit out of

About an hour
decided

I

and

didn’t

I

fuller,

know.

after we’d arrived.

I

{Continued on page 81)
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Don’t fret if your hair gets
wet! Have fun! You can set
your hair in a twinkling with
Colour Klippies pin curl clips.
Lady Ellen Colour Klippies

glide onto curls easily and
quickly. ..add a glamorous

dash of color to your curls,
match or contrast with swim
suit or play togs. 6 Colour
Klippies only 29^’ at your variety,

drug, food, department

store or beauty shop.

Write today for 16page illustrated book-

A Pin
FREE

let “How to Set
Curll’ Included
:

is a Klippies Code that
tells you how boy
friends react to certain colors. Send 10^ to
LADY ELLEN, Dept.
PH87, Los Angeles 51,

California.

eep you
0/
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Pink

Crystal

Shell

Black

Amber

pUL-Uil

at poolside
MODELS - HOLLYWOOD

Sky Blue

®The Kaynar Company 1959

—

DID

light’s

gaily colored platter of food. He placed
the package on one side of the stove, pausing just for a second to glance around at
the silent, empty rooms.
Then he began pacing restlessly around.
Somehow he just couldn’t relax. He turned
on the television set, clicked through a
few stations, but soon turned it off again,
impatiently. Then he walked over toward
the staircase and, leaping up two steps at
a time, he turned right at the top and
tiny
peeked into the children’s room.
baby and a two-year-old girl lay sleeping

A

pink and blue organza-covered cribs.
leaned over and kissed them both

and affectionately on

lightly

fore-

their

Then he turned and went down-

heads.

stairs again.

Suddenly his face lit up, as though a
thought had occurred to him. He went
over to the telephone and, picking up the
receiver, began to dial a number. “Hello
Vici?
hello, darling?” he said a
few moments later.
“Oh
Roger,” she answered. And he
could tell she was smiling.
“How’ve you been, honey?” he asked.
“As fine as when you called earlier,” she
laughed. “I just got in, as a matter of
fact. Thank heaven we’ve almost finished
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

shooting that scene. Now I’m sure I’ll make
it
home by the weekend.” She paused.
“How are the children?”
“Fast asleep.”
“Did Tracy eat her dinner?”
“I’m sure she did because Mary had no
complaints tonight
but Vici,” he hesitated for a moment, “that’s
that’s not
.

.

.

There was an
Then he added, “Did I

silence.

remember today

to

you?”
There was silence

—

Their biggest quarrel had been a jealous
one all over a cigarette lighter one of
her former boyfriends had given her. It
was a beautiful lighter, engraved “To Vici
with Love,” with the fellow’s name under
the inscription. He’d been convinced the
boy had purposely given her a gift like
that so that every time she smoked a
cigarette she’d be reminded of him. And
all her reasoning couldn’t change his view.
“But darling,” she said, “this lighter
doesn’t mean anything to me anymore. I

—

love you, remember! But it’s a lovely thing
I can’t see any sense in throwing it
away just because you didn’t give it to

and

me.”
it,

But every time she
it burned him up!

lit

a cigarette with

Then, just before they were married,
they drove to Arizona to spend two days
wih his folks. On Sunday afternoon the
subject of the lighter happened to come
up, and Vici, who’d been tense all week-

suddenly began to cry. And then,
minutes later, she ran out of the house. He
followed her. The house is on top of a
hill and, just as he got past the front door,
he noticed that she was standing at the
edge of the cliff, one arm raised high in
the air. She was tossing the lighter over
end,

the side.

“Honey, why did you do that?” he
screamed out.
“Because I’m sick of us arguing over
something that means nothing to me, and
yet bothers you so much. I’d rather have
you be happy than have the lighter.”

Then she added,

“.But Roger, it was
really an awfully nice lighter.”
Suddenly the corners of her mouth
broke into a smile and that seemed to
break the tension. They began laughing
and then they kissed.

The next day they were due to return
Hollywood. But before they left, he
told her he wanted to stop downtown and
to

say hi to an old high-school buddy. Instead, while she waited back at the house,
he found a jewelry store, searched the
showcase until he had come up with an
exact duplicate of the lighter, then waited

while it was engraved with the same words
(except the signature) as before.
He
didn’t have it wrapped, but simply put it
in his shirt-pocket and planned a big surprise presentation. But
As soon as they got
asked boyishly, “Would
rette?”

it

backfired.

on the road, he

you

like a ciga-

she
answered, unsuspectingly.
Then he puffed out his chest until she
couldn’t help noticing the outline of a
lighter in his pocket. She didn’t say a
word. Actually, though, while he didn’t
know it at the time, she thought he’d
spent the morning searching for the original lighter at the foot of the hill, and she
was so sick of the whole subject she was
determined to hold out for the entire eighthour drive without smoking.
Finally, however, he became impatient.
He took it out of his pocket and dropped
it in her lap. She looked at it quickly and,
since it was a duplicate, she assumed it
was the old one and started to cry.
“Honey, look again,” he said softly.
Then, when she saw his name engraved

“No,”

really started to roll down
for the next hour she sniffled
into a tissue and snuggled up to him like
a kitten.

on
her

A

it,

tears

face,

and

been married a while, Roger
remembered, he lost that overly jeal-

fter they’d

ous streak. He knew Vici loved him.
secure there was no need to have
a fit every time a man so much as glanced
Instead, he started to feel proud
at her.
when she got stares and compliments.

—

He was

But

Vici’s

possessiveness

own

lack

used to

of

jealousy

bug him

in

and
the

.

awkward

called.”

I

.

.

.

why

.

brake.

Another evening by himself. It seemed
longer than two weeks since Vici had gone.
He walked through to the kitchen and
opened the icebox, thinking how quiet the
house seemed without her. Pulling out a
long package, he glanced at the label; “TV
Chicken Dinner,” it read, picturing a

in

.

He

Continued from page 50

He

—

darling please?”
green let s go
looked back at the boys, then at
Vici. Finally he shrugged his shoulders,
turned back to the wheel and eased off the

REMEMBER?

I

.

.

you that

tell

at the other

.

I

did I
love

end

of

Then

the wire.

a small voice whispered,
“Yes
yes, darling. I love you, too.”
“Goodnight, Vici,” he said softly.
.

.

.

“Goodnight.”
oger slipped the receiver back onto the
telephone and smiled. In the beginning, it hadn’t been like this. He
hadn’t felt the same. He’d loved Vici, sure
but not, somehow, the way he did now.
When he used to tell her he loved her, the
words never seemed to have quite the
meaning he felt in them today. Love grows,
he thought, it changes.
Three years ago, when they were first
married, he’d been far too jealous of her,
feeling unsure of her love for him and
so wanting to fieht every man that even
looked at her. There’d been that day in
early summer when they’d been driving
through a side -street out of the city and
had stopped for a traffic light. Some boys
standing on the corner outside a drug store
had begun to whistle at Vici.
“Hey cutey!” one of them had shouted.
“How’s about getting out of that car?”
“Yeah we wanna meet you.”
Sitting at the wheel, he remembered

R

—

.

.

.

—
—

madder and madder. As he turned

getting

to look across at Vici, he noticed she was
sitting quite still, ignoring the remark.
“I’ll

show them,” he’d

said finally. “Just

you watch.” And he grabbed the doorknob
roughly, about to get out.
“Stop!
Roger no,”
she
told
him.

—

“Please

—

”

Then she added, “Anyway, the

It

took him a long time to feel secure in the knotvledge of her love, and even
grows and deepens, life with Vici is still full of surprises for Roger Smith.

as love

65

—
beginning, when he wasn't suie of her love.
Frankly, he knew he couldn’t make his
wife jealous, even when he wanted to. She
never questioned him. But now, now he
understood how much she really loved
him, he realized how good it felt for a

becoming
attractions

married

man

know

to

that,

say,

if

he

called his wife to tell her he had to work
late, or go to a business meeting, she

third-degree
him about it.
put chains around love, he
thought, you can’t put love in a package

went to look at it again in the box, I
and, honestly, it’s really one of the most^
beautiful hats I’ve ever seen.”
The effect was magical. Her face lit up
and she smiled a wonderful smile. “Oh,
darling, I’m so pleased,” she said. “Would
you like me to try it on again?”
Yet the big problems she took in her
just

stride

.

.

.

wouldn’t

You

can’t

marked
trust
exists

“Fragile,”

just

have

to
real

have

and faith, because when
love
between two people nothing or no

one can shake it.
Before he was married, Roger remembered how he used to wonder why a man
could go through such frightening experiences in a war, learn to defend himself and not give in or give up and yet,
why the same man could be reduced to
quivering jelly if a certain girl shed a
tear or gave him a rough time. Now he
felt he knew why: You have to live with
a woman to understand one.
And he began to think about an article
he had read recently on the subject of
women that said one of the most important challenges most men face over a
lifetime is to learn to get along with women.

Start,

by realizing

advised,

that,
since a woman’s mind is completely different from a man’s, it is almost impossible to
second-guess a
in fact, it’s usually futile even to try.
things she does
probably seem to you silly, stupid, rash,
it

woman —
Many

impractical. And this is what causes most
of the arguments between the sexes, battles that could be avoided if only a man
wouldn’t try to use his own rational attitude in analyzing a woman’s behavior.
Roger smiled to himself, remembering
something that had happened a short
while back that had made him realize the
truth of the piece.
It was early evening and he’d just come
home when she bounded up to him wearing something on her head that looked
like an eggbeater. It was brilliant orange.
“Do you like
new hat, darling?” she
cried, beaming.
.

I

j

.

.

my

I

I

I

He glanced at it, and, saying the first
thing that came into his head, murmured,
“Gee, honey, not particularly.”
That did it. She turned away, lowering
her head, and when he put his hand under
her chin to turn her head back toward
him, he could see that she was almost in
tears.
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“But honey, you’ve got dozens of hats
like,” he began, trying hard to understand why such a small comment should
have made her so upset. “Is it such a
tragedy that I just don’t happen to like
this one? Besides,” he added as an afterthought, “you know you look good in
whatever you put on.”
But even this didn’t help. She wouldn’t
say another word. Instead, she took off the
hat and walked sullenly away. “Honey,”
he called, chasing after her as she went
into the bedroom to put it back in a large
round box that sat on a chair, “what difference does it make whether I like it.
It’s you who has to wear it. and if you
I

it, then that’s all that matters.”
She’d put one hand to her face and was
wiping her eyes
she was really crying.

like

.

He

.

.

didn’t know what else to say.
in a small voice she said,

Then
Roger,

you

to

I

only bought
like

it

because

I

“But
wanted

it.”

All through dinner they were silent.

E. Two’s company: Pond’s tiny Night
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when he came home from

ike that day
the studio

L

feeling particularly depressed because so much seemed to be
going wrong. ‘Wici, I’m quitting,” he said
decidedly, shutting the door firmly behind
him as he came into the house. And without another word he headed straight for
the bedroom. Kicking off his shoes, he
lunged onto the bed and began staring at
the ceiling.
Why doesn’t she come up and try to talk
me out of it, he thought. Maybe she wants
(

you

He

tried to talk about other things, but she
would just smile weakly and say, “yes”
or “no” at appropriate times. Then, just
after they finished, and she was clearing
the table, he went up to her and put his
arms around her. “Honey,” he said softly.
“Don’t worry about the hat. I didn’t really
get a good look at it the first time. But I

me

quit

to

— maybe

she’s as

sick

of this

... or am I? If only
someone could tell me.
must
It
have been about fifteen minutes later when 'Vici called out, “Dinner!”
Then she added, “You do want dinner,

kind of

as

life

I

am

.

.

.

you?”
“Yes
I’m coming,” he murmured,

don’t

.

.

.

swinging reluctantly off the bed.
She didn’t question or try to speak to
him during the meal, even overlooking
terse remarks he was making about the
food. “We’ll go back to Arizona and I’ll
work for my father,” he said finally, over
coffee.

“Would you

really be

happy manufac-

turing clothes?” she asked quietly. Without waiting for an answer, she got up and
put a hand on his arm. “Come on,” she
said, “let’s go into the living room and talk
it
over.”
And as they both relaxed in armchairs
and began to talk, Roger began to see how
much he would be giving up if he left
Hollywood: how much he would miss
acting; and how actors, like other people,
had to go through bad as well as good
times. And thinking back on that evening,
he realized how valuable 'Vici’s understanding had been to him. No one else, he
thought, could have done the same. Surely, this was a wonderful part of their good
marriage.
Today, Roger says, “If a woman could
try to understand how a guy feels about
marriage, it would help lots of times. To
a guy marriage can become a chore or
it can be made an exciting experience. And
I think women should try to realize, too,
how differently a man looks at marriage:
it is her whole life, yet for him, it is only
a part though a large one, I admit of

—

—

what he needs
in his

—

to

be happy and

satisfied

work.

“Life with 'Vici is exciting and full of
surprises. I’m resigned to the fact that tomorrow she may buy another hat that
looks like an eggbeater, but which this
time— I’ll admire profusely- I’m convinced,
also, that it won’t be too long before we
sell our modern home and move into her

—

latest ‘passion,’ a two-story colonial, which
I’m sure she’ll be ready to move out of
after two months. I’m fully aware, too, of

the fact that she’s as changeable as the

weather

— about

feeling for me.

everything

except

her

And

since that’s the basic
thing to keep constant, her little whims
are pretty unimportant. So I’m content to
spend the rest of my life applying a
‘formula’ to calm her female brainstorms.
The thing that matters most is that, because of her love. I’m confident and prepared to face whatever tomorrow may
The End
bring!”

ROGER SMITH CO-STARS IN WARNERS’
SET STRIP,” ON ABC-TV, 9: 30-10: 30
FRIDAYS, WHILE VICTORIA CAN BE
THE COLUMBIA MOVIE. “RIM OF THE

“77 SUNp.m. edt,
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181 the grocer’s curly-headed son, the
cop’s little towhead, both Edythe’s “boyfriends,” who paid her regular visits all
the kids.
“Edie!
You mustn’t!” Her sister’s cry

SUSAN HAYWARD

—

Continued from page 58
“No,” the girl told him, “just a paper one.”
The doctor’s face relaxed into a smile
as he put down the registration card and
turned to face her. “All right, now, young
lady,” he said, “let’s see you stand up
Automatically, Edythe’s father hoisted her
to her feet and held her for a moment.
“
Alone,” the doctor added. Cautiously,
her father let go, and Edythe’s tiny hands
gripped the wall tensely, her legs trembling
under her. But she was standing, looking gravely up at the doctor. “Now walk,”
he commanded gently.
Mr. Marrener stepped back two paces
and bent toward her, his arms outstretched.
The moment she let go of the wall, her
legs crumpled beneath her as if they had
no bones. Mr-. Marrener took the sobbing
“There, there, sweetchild in his arms.
heart,” he crooned, his own eyes filling
with teai's as he rocked her.
“I’m sorry, Mr. Marrener.” The young
doctor’s voice was soft, but nothing could
ease his verdict; “I’m afraid you’re going
to have to face it; the X-rays show your
daughter is going to be permanently

—

—

crippled.”

That afternoon, in the same third-floorfront room where she’d been born, Edythe
lay on her bed, pretending to sleep as her
family murmured in the kitchen. “Edie’s
tired from the trip to the hospital,” Ellen
Marrener told her older children, Florence

“You can play with her later.”
the street below, Edythe could recognize each of the shouting voices. “In clear!
In clear!” they chorused.
On this July
afternoon they were playing, but in September they’d be starting school at P.S.
and Walt.

On

feet first in concentration, then in wonder
and delight. And she lifted her head
with a child’s sweet, crowing laugh of

pure happiness.
'When all the kids started at P. S. 181,
Edythe Marrener was with them. Each
day her mother pulled her to school and
home again in a little red express-wagon,
and she hobbled through the hallways on
crutches till the end of Grade 2-A. No one
ever heard her whine, but then, few heard
her laugh, either.
For even after hei
crutches were discarded and she walked
straight and proud, Ed5d;he still felt different, somehow cut off from her class-

brought Walter Marrener hurrying, too
keep Edythe from wriggling over
the edge of the bed and touching her feet

late to

to the floor.

Propped against the bed, she was trying
stand up straight when her father
reached out for her. “No, no! Don’t pick
me up,” she cried. “Help me. Daddy help
me walk.” With his hands firm under her
arms, she turned from the bed. Her face
crinkling with effort, she moved one foot
forward, then the other. And then her
knees buckled. But this time she didn’t
weep. All she said was “Tired
Swooping her up to his chest, Walter
We’ll try
Marrener said, “Sleep now.
again tomorrow.”
A few days later, he appeared in her
doorway with his hands behind his back.
“Present for you, Edythe,” he said, a glint
to

—

.

mates.

.

n the auditorium at Girls Commercial
High School (now known as Prospect
Pai’k High)
Edythe Marrener sat a
little apart from the other members of
the dramatic club. They sometimes shifted
in their seats, exchanged whispered remarks. But she was utterly intenb on the
stage, where a slender blond girl was
reading from a script.
“Speak out, Mary,” interrupted Dorothy
Yawger, sponsor of the club. “You’ll never
,

“A brand-new kind!”
She had been inching along one end

the bed, holding onto the footboard
while she set one foot slowly ahead of
of

Her father swung

.

I

.

in his eye.

reach the
way.”

hands
around and held the present toward her.
It was a pair of children’s crutches, but
the way her face lit up, you’d have thought
the other.

.

his

last

row

of the

balcony that

“I’m sorry, Mrs. Yawger.” Strengthening her voice, the girl went through the
last lines of the love scene and came down
from the stage.
“Amyone else trying out for Helene?”
Mrs. Yawger asked. “"You, Edythe?”
“No, Mrs. Yawger. I thought I’d rather
try for Agatha. You know the old woman
who comes on in the second act.”
.” With a searching look at the
“I see
beautiful but puzzling Marrener girl, the
teacher again consulted her notes. “Well,
I think Mary’s our leading lady.
Now does

a pair of angel’s wings.
it was
“You
hold them like this,” he said, fitting them
gently under his arms
“I know, I know!” she said breathlessly.
“Now, let go of me. Daddy!” He stepped
back and clasped his wife’s hand as she,
too, came into the room.
They saw their
daughter lean against the footboard to
adjust the crutches, shift her full weight
onto them and, finally, onto her own two
feet.
Then, slowly, she began to walk toward her parents, looking down at her

—

.

.

anyone

want

else

No one?

I

to read for Agatha?
guess that makes the part
.

.

.
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”

”

yours, Edythe.

That's

today,

all for

you’re reallj' photogenic!
acting experience?”
“Several school plays, and
Edythe heard her voice falter, and
prayed that she sounded all right that
her Flatbush accent wouldn’t ruin things.
She remembered her dad’s advice: “Always keep your voice soft, Edie,” he’d
told her. “Remember, you’re a little lady.
You’re not trying out for my old job at
Coney Island!” (In his youth, before he
had a family to support, Walter Marrener
had been a barker at a sideshow.) Swallowing hard she went on in carefully lowpitched tones, “And I’ve been studying
drama for five months.”
pressed.

girls.

—

.

.

.

.

—

the
Glenwood.
Joan
Crawford and
they’re giving away soup dishes today.

My mom

— I’ve

.

.

got a

.

Come on over to my house
new Cab Calloway record.”

The girls streamed out of the auditorium
by twos or threes, but Edythe Marrener
walked alone.
“May I speak with you a moment,
Edythe?” Smiling at the friendly
Mrs. Yawger’s voice, the girl
“Why didn't \'ou want to try
Helene? You’re certainly pretty

—

—

—

.

note in
paused.
out for

“Good!
Now, Miss Marrener, I suppose I don’t have to tell you what we have
in mind. Every time my office door opens,

enough

I
hope
through

be the heroine.”
“Thank you, Mrs. Yawger.” Edythe began to laugh. “I guess I had enough of
playing princesses at P. S. 181.
Miss
Rappaport always made me the fairy prin-

see Scarlett O'Hara walk
The picture’s started shooting,
you know, and what’s ‘Gone With the
Wind’ without Scarlett? Can you come in

cess even when I was a bad fairy
didn’t believe in Christmas.”

rest of the conversation, only
essentials were fixed
in
Edythe’s
mind:
three-thirty, 630 Fifth
Avenue,

to

—

“But you know
a

homely

it’s

sort of

you’ll

makeup

an unpleasant part

have

to

as Agatha.

— the audience

this

who

.

.

.

And

thirty-fourth floor.
As she fumbled the
phone back onto its cradle, her thoughts
were racing far beyond the interview.

won’t

.

what’s the matter?” Dish-towel
hand, her mother stood in the kitchen
doorway. “You look all upset.”
“Edie,

in

.

.

than other girls.” She couldn’t express it,
but she wanted people to recognize her and
love her. Edythe Marrener was seventeen,
and she could only hear the silent cry in
a seventeen-year-old heart: Look at me,
love me, anyone!
After finishing school, she decided to
become a model, and she worked hard at
Her father was bedridden and the
it.
family had moved to an even shabbier
Brooklyn apartment, but it was all she
could do to keep up with the rent.
Every time the phone rang, she would
rush to answer it because she hoped it
would mean another modeling job maybe
an illustration for an etiquette column, in
which she would superbly portray a dinner
guest picking up the correct fork.
Then one day, without warning, a voice
on the other end of the line said, “Miss
Edythe Marrener?
Kathrine Brown of
Selznick International Pictures calling.
.

afternoon?”

Of the

like you.”
“It’s a good acting part,” Edythe said
quietly. Even then, she knew
vaguely
... “I want something
something more
.

I’ll

it.

the

wear

Edythe started to laugh. Then all of a
sudden she was sobbing and throwing
her arms around her mother. “Oh, Mom,
I
No, wait. Come on into Dad’s bedroom. I want to tell you and him both

—

at once.”

.

—

One moment, please.”
The name “Selznick” was enough

to
at

panic her.
Everyone in the country
that time knew the producer was hunting
for an actress to play Scarlett O’Hara in
“Gone 'With the Wind.”
“We saw that modeling story in the Saturday Evening Post, Miss Marrener and I

—

must say we were very favorably im-

Looking gravely into his daughter’s face,
Walter Marrener heard her finish, “Then
I’ll read a scene for the talent scout, and
if he thinks I’m good enough. I’ll be given
a screen test. Then Hollywood, and
“I hope you don’t get it.”
His voice
was urgent and his large hands trembled
on the bedcovers.
Startled, Edythe and her mother turned
toward him. “Why, Dad
Oh, I see.
You just don’t want me to be disappointed

—

.

—just

in case

“No.

It

.

.

.

.”
.

wouldn’t be good for you.”

At his words Edythe felt a chill But
she chose to put a lighter interpretation
on the warning. “I know I haven’t much
experience,” she told him, “and maybe I
shouldn’t rush ahead so fast.” She dropped
to her knees beside his bed and put her
hand on his shoulder. “But don’t you see.
Dad? Right now, I have to believe I’m
going to be Scarlett! If ... if I don’t get
the part, why. I’ll be out there anyway,
and there will be other parts.
People
are going to look at me and know me!”
.

.
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ho's the gorgeous redhead?” said the
salesman from South Bend.

“Some

in

the August

TV RAD90 MIRROR on

sale at all

newsstands

who used

guess,”

said

—

the

Inside, the girl

be Edythe Marrener was
boiling up. For her two months at Selznick, she had nothing to show but a
flunked screen test, and for almost a
year at Warners, nothing but lots of legart and a new name that nobody knew.
Then for almost two years at Paramount,
nothing but a few bits and an insipid
to

role in “Beau Geste,” a fairy princess
did a fast disappearing act.

who

Production chief William LeBaron had
worked his way almost to the end of the
Paramount contract list when he finally
said, “Now I want you to meet one of our
most promising new actresses. Susan Hay-

ward!”

Red

hair whipping after her like a deSusan crossed the stage and
seized the microphone. “Did anybody in
the house ever hear of me before?”
Astonished silence was followed by
laughter.
“No!” shouted the salesman
fiant

flag,

from South Bend.
“No!” shouted the salesman from Banwith the men from the other
Paramount exchanges, who knew that
theater- owners demanded names.
“You said it!” Susan snapped, hands on
hips, frankly Flatbush.
“But I’m drawing my salary every week. Is that economics? Do any of you boys out there
gor, along

get paid

if

you don’t deliver?”

“Nooo!” The shouts built into a lively
clapping of hands.
“Anybody in the house like to see me
in a picture?”

“Yes!” Applause roared up at her.
Abruptly, Susan turned to Mr. LeBaron. “Well, how about it?” she asked
the boss.
Then, without waiting for an
answer, she threw back her head and
sailed off the stage.
After that, she began to start working, to
start

being noticed.

“There’s Susan Hayward!” The youthful
GI’s freclded face lit up in admiration as
he nudged the sailor next to him.

“Where?” The

sailor

turned and gave

“Oh,
appreciative wolf whistle.
yeah. You see her in ‘Adam Had Four
Sons’? Man, what a witch!”
“That was actin’, ya dope!
She’s a
nice girl. Let’s go over and talk to her.”
Through the imiformed crowd in the Hollywood Canteen, they headed toward the
poised redhead at the tea table.
For the moment, Susan’s mind wasn’t on
her job; she held an empty cup under
the spigot of the silver urn, and her
fingers rested forgetfully on the handle.
She was looking at a tall, blond young
man who’d just come out of the kitchen
Suddenly
with a heavily loaded tray.
their eyes met. She caught a bright blue
gUnt of answering interest and quickly
returned, in embarrassment, to her teapouring. But she was thinking, “Please,
look at me.
Startled, she
“Hello, Miss Hayward.”
glanced up to find one of the Canteen’s
GI guests beaming at her. “Me and my
buddy, we’re both farts of yours. You
were great in that show at Fort Ord. Rea

soft,

,

member, you stepped right up and hollered,
‘I’m from Brooklyn. Anybody else here
from Brooklyn?’ WeU, I am!”
Even while Susan shook hands, her eyes
watched the tall blond man who was
busy unloading stacks of saucers onto the
tea table.
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I

Sat and seethed.

stage.

.

EDD(Kookie) BYRNES
ELVIS PRESLEY
CONNIE FRANCIS
FRANKIE AVALON

starlet,

salesman from Bangor. “You know the
kind who spends all her time posing for
cheesecake and never makes a movie. Hey,
here comes Gary Cooper!”
While Paramount proudly introduced
its top stars at the company convention
in Los Angeles, the anonymous redhead
sat far off on one side of the auditorium

He

looked back at her, grinned

—
;

I
,

knew

and, before she
ward her.

it,

was coming

—
they had brought her to this white room.
She lay there, awake. She was alive! For
a few hours, she put on a frilly, embroidered nightgown, brushed her hair
and added lipstick to her pale mouth. Then
she faced the reporters. “I feel wonderful!”
she told them.
Four days later, in a bright print
dress, she was ready to leave the hospital.
When an attendant brought a
wheelchair into her room, she asked,
“What’s that for?”
“Hospital rule. Miss Hayward.”
“I
“That’s nonsense,” she answered.
can walk alone now!”
It was true, she could walk alone, but
on that night at the Pantages Theater, she
knew that she didn’t want to.

to-

“Is this club for Brooklynites only? Or
can a fella from South Carolina join up?”
Susan laughed, “I’d love introducing you,
only I don’t know your name.”
“It’s Jess Barker, ma’am.” ... he answered in a soft Southern drawl. And she
had no idea that months later she would
become Mrs. Jess Barker.
But as her career progressed she began piling up Academy Award nominations
her marriage, after ten years, faded.
Susan slid the wedding ring back and
forth on her finger as she forced her halting voice to go on. “Someone loves me,”
she had thought when she first wore the

—

—
(
>

—

ring.

I

I

I

1

“Nominees
Susan Hayward, for ‘I’ll
Cry Tomorrow.’ ”
Deliberately, Susan made her hands lie
quiet in her lap. Her heart was pounding.
Surely, this must be the time. She had
worked so long, so hard!
“The winner is
Anna Magnani, for
”
‘The Rose Tattoo.’
Tensed for a moment, Susan’s hands
lifted, and the palms beat together in applause. She was smiling, and to her own
surprise no threat of tears disturbed her
smile. Glancing toward the nearest exit,

Now she had to repeat in the divorcecourt words she had spoken on an ugly
“
‘If you
night that she wanted to forget:
don’t love me, why don’t you get a divorce?’ ... I told him, ‘I don’t understand you.’ Then he slapped me twice

.

—

and knocked me down.”
She heard the judge’s words: “Decree
granted.”
That’s what she’d wanted to

:

•

.

'

!

il

I

I

— too

many

sleeping

.

home—win

or lose. At that party she was
meet a man who would change her life.
The names on the marriage license were
Floyd Eaton Chalkley and Edythe Marrener.
It was February 8,
1957.
The
to

good-looking Georgia lawyer slid onto
Edythe-Susan’s finger a wedding band
set with diamonds and whispered thoughttall

fully, “I love

you

.

.

.

Yesterday Jim brought
I

thought

but

I

was

I

When

the children were small

work

.

.

Jimmy Cagney up

there on the dais,
watched the white envelope in their hands,
and tried to steady her thoughts as they
opened it. Then she heard the unbelievable

“The winner
‘I

Want

is

to Live!’

.

”

.

.

Susan Hayward,

for

The applause deafened her next thought,
and then, like a long-coiled spring suddenly released, she was out of her seat and
walking up the aisle “with the proud, quick,
graceful step,” as one friend remarked,
“that has been a lifelong mark of Susan’s
character”.

.

.

.

When

“he” stood on the table in their
Beverly Hills Hotel suite, slim and golden
and awfully small to have created such
a fuss, surrounded by a forest of red
roses tagged with congratulatory cards,
Susan said softly, “I’ve wanted an Oscar
for

Winning

so

much

long.
to me.”

him means

so

know,” Eaton said, his arm around
“But we still have a plane to make.
We’re going back home tonight.”
With her Oscar cradled in her hands,
Susan walked across the room and, looking
down at the cherished award, she thought
funny, I wanted one of these so desperately when it seemed as though I had
nothing else. Now I already have everything I want from life and now is the
“I
her.

—

time I win! The lid of the suitcase closed
over Oscar. “He’ll look wonderful over
our fireplace,” Susan said.
“Every home should have one,” Eaton

—JANET

agreed.

GRAVES

CURRENTLY IN 20th’s “WOMAN OBSESSED,”
SUSAN NEXT FILMS U-fs “ELEPHANT HILL."

me

roses

.

a fatal mistake.

was often

I

my husband when

too busy to fuss over
left for

and mother

a good wife

made

almost

but she couldn’t help frowning in suspense as she watched Kim Novak and

my

you are

wife.”
She was wearing black satin again, but
in a subtler design than the dress she’d

And

pills.

—

she was already planning to leave as quickly as possible when the ceremonies were
over, for she had planned a party at her

he was looking at a white ceiling. Morning sunlight poured into the room,
but it was a strange room, and the
narrow bed beneath her was strange. She
felt lost and terrified.
Memories of the night before confused
her.
She hadn’t been able to sleep that
night.
She hadn’t been able to stop hermind from thinking. So she’d taken sleeping pills

.

.

—

S

‘

.

.

hear; it was the only possible solution,
painfully arrived at after bickering, quarreling and violence had torn their love to
pieces.
Yet, when it ended, it seemed to
have a frightening finality. Her future
looked blank and dark, full of questions
that had as yet no answers.
.

.

worn on an earlier Academy Award night.
was April 6, 1959. Her husband’s big
hand was folded reassuringly over hers,
It

or returned

.

.

.

he
and too busy

to take the right care of myself.

When
began

fact that

I

my

looks, I

was doing an

I

myself and
she

woke up

both to

injustice

talked to a friendly neighbor.

“I’ll tell

to the

my family.

manage

matter

and

the children started to school

to criticize

to look so fresh

you

how

my

and

How

secret,” she laughed.

tired or

rushed

I

did

attractive?

am,

I

“No

always

give myself a one-minute lather-massage

morning and night with Cuticura Soap.”
I

decided to try Cuticura Soap. In

few days

my

skin

began

just a

to bloom. This inspired

my hair and figure. Most
my patient, uncomplaining

take better care of
I

stopped taking

me

to

importantly,

husband

for

granted.

ment
heads

You know, he must have appreciated
yesterday Jim brought

When

me

roses.

the change because

blemishes occur, get the

full

treatment. Along with

superemollient Cuticura Soap get soothing Cuticura Ointto
.

.

overcome dryness and
.

relieve pimples

up pimples
everywhere. Canada also.

ished skin antiseptically clean, curb oiliness, dry
fast.

{Advertisement)

and black-

cooling Cuticura Medicated Liquid to keep blem-
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DICK CLARK
Continued from page 41

around her just because she made it a
point to devote all her attention to the
fellow she was talking to. It seemed to
come naturally to her, but I found out
she had been real shy when she was

yoimger and had worked hard

come

to

over-

it.”

That’s a situation that often affects fellows as much as it does girls. I know
that from personal experience. You may
be just on pins and needles with anxiety
that you will hold up your end of the
banter when you are with someone you
like, and want to like you.
In fact you
get so excited you can’t think of anything to say, and you start feeling like a
big drip besides.
Relax! Just be yourself and don’t try to imitate that girl
down the road you envy so much. Remember he asked you out not her!

—

Connie Francis backs us up on that. “It’s
when you’re trying hardest to be at your
best that you can fall flat on your face,”
Connie predicts. The idea terrifies you
when you think of it later, but the important thing is not to let it throw you
entirely.
Connie told us, “You could almost compare it to going out in front of
an audience. You weint to put on your
best show, and you want the audience
it.
If you are strained or nervous,
then the ) audience catches some of that
)
tension and
the show comes out pretty flat.
On the other hand, if you relax, tell yourself you )are going out to do your best,
the audience
cooperates and accepts you
)

to like

instead of getting behind a barrier.”
That seems to me as true for just talking
to one fellow or girl as it does for per-

forming

before thousands.
Relax, be
and concentrate on the person you
are with and he or she will realize you
consider the companionship something
natural,

special. Try to find
terests the boy has

out what special in-

and see if you can’t
learn something about them before the
date so you won’t feel a fool and can chat
with him more easily. “But don’t be a
clinging vine,” Travis of Travis & Bob
warns. “Fellows like to feel you are interested in them as individuals,” Bob
added, “but they start getting nervous if
you make them feel they’ve got your lasso
around their necks and you’re tightening
the noose.”

Amen

to that.

You probably know what

Travis and Bob mean. You see a fellow
at a dance with his honey’s fingers wrapped
around his arm in a clutch that says,
“He’s mine and he’s not getting away.”
That doesn’t make a fellow feel special.
It makes him feel trapped.
A few hours later, back on land again,
we took a break from rehearsal. Between
sandwiches and sodas we drifted back to
our airborne subject.
Connie put us back on the track saying,
“Don’t make the mistake of thinking all
girls know exactly what to do to make
a fellow feel she is thinking only of
him.”
She really got us thinking with the
next part. “For most of us, it’s the result
of hours of worrying and planning about
things like ‘Will he like, or even notice,
my new hairdo?’ ‘Am I making him take
me home too early?’ and hundreds of
questions like that.”
Well, it seemed that everybody started
to answer at once, and then everybody
just stopped at once. After a few minutes,

we thought

over what Connie had
rolling fast again
with everyone having various ideas they

while
said,

the

ball

started

wanted to express.
While each fellow, on the

surface,

had

a different “ideal girl” it soon became apparent that there were little threads that
tied most of them together.
For instance, a friendly personality rather
than looks or even clothes was considered
most impiortant by the fellows. “A girl can
look like a million dollars,” Fabian commented, “but if she doesn’t have a nice
personality the looks won’t be enough to
carry her through on a date. I don’t
mean that I want her to agree with everything I say or show an interest in, say,

something like auto mechanics, when

know

mean

she can’t really

it.

I’d

I

much

prefer her to say what she thinks, to have
her own opinions. It’s more interesting.”
Duane Eddy sided with Fabian and
added, “’The same is true for clothes. If
a girl pays so much attention to her
clothes that she forgets everything else,
it can turn into a mighty dull date.”
All
agreed that while girls can err in concentrating on how they look, the guys can
be just as bad by not paying any attention at all when a girl is wearing something special or something new.
He feels you consider him a prize catch

when you put him completely

at

ease.

This can vary from boy to boy, and from
If
your crowd are
crowd to crowd.
conservative dressers, the boys staying
with the Ivy look, you can well imagine

that if you came waltzing out in some-1
thing way out of the ordinary he would)
think that you are just using him to
show off. If, on the other hand, the fellows you are most often with, are the first
into a new fad or style, then they’ll consider it natural that you’ll dress that

way

I

want

to read stories about

(list

FAVORITES?

movie, TV or recording stars):

ACTOR

ACTRESS

(1 )

(1 )

(

2)

(

2)

(

3

(

3)

4

(

4)

(

The features

I

like best in this issue of

(

2

(

Name

aret

3)

(1

(

PHOTOPLAY

4)

too.

In your contacts with a fellow there are
many areas where you can show him
that he is not just an ordinary chapter in
your date book.

minutes, while he’s waiting below, your
parents can chat with him and get an
idea of the type of fellow he is. That’s
always good home-politics, and most boys
understand and go along with it.
Another idea was advanced by Fabian.
“We have a curfew in Philadelphia, so
we are used to the idea of getting home
at a certain time,” he said, “but some girls
think fellows get sore if you tell them
their parents want them home at, say,
eleven or eleven-thirty.” The boys agreed
that a girl can get off on the right foot
by telling the fellow at the start that she
has to be home at such-and-such a time.
Most of them would prefer that, rather
than to be out really enjoying themselves
and have the curfew pulled unexpectedly.
They don’t want you to have trouble with
your parents on their accormt, and most
of them feel that they’ll get the blame
anyway, so let them know right off when

you have to head for that front door.
When you get there don’t gush all over
the place about your “having a wonderful time, just grand, oh it was great” and
on and on.
A few words about how
much fim you had, and perhaps mention
one or two amusing or interesting incidents that took place, and then a
polite “Thank you” is enough. Much more,
and he’ll believe you are either pulling
his leg or haven’t been on many dates
before.
Don’t force your gratitude or
a compliment let it come naturally. He’ll
appreciate it, because there’s nothing worse
than hearing a girl say something you

—

—

know

for

cause,

how can he be

mean

sure

she

mean— bewhen you do

doesn’t

sure

it.

While you’re standing in the doorway, or
maybe parked at the curb for a few
minutes, the idea might dawn that there
If there
is a hint of romance in the air.
don’t force

it.

You

don’t

make him

feel special by awarding your goodnight
kisses too easily or too generously. On
the contrary, he’s liable to get several
wrong ideas again. If you, in your anxiety to please him, throw
yourself at

him, he’ll get the idea you’re that way
with every boy. Can you blame him if he
tries to go a little beyond what you intended? Then you lose that “something
special” you wanted to impress him with,
and rather than helping your cause you
hurt it.
Well, at just about this time we got the
call for us to continue rehearsing, and we
headed back for the stage and more
work.
Our round-table conference had
covered thousands of ideas, and maybe
a few topics you’ve been thinking about.
I think we’ll get back together again real
soon and give the once-over to some
others that may have been giving us all
a few sleepless hours during these summer
nights.

Age

The End
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Bobby Darin illustrated one way. “It
might be because I’m used to being on a
tight schedule, but I always appreciate
a girl being almost ready when I stop bv
for a date.” Sure, girls, it’s okay to have
him wait for a few minutes, but no halfhour delay, please. You know in five

is,
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.

Brown

Add ress

—

that’s all there was to it.
Maybe
doesn’t soimd like such a terrific date
to you, but Marti’s one girl I sure will
call again.
The End
.
.

Brown

Town

walk home, the long
way, around Riverside Drive. The rain
had just stopped, the streets were shiny
and the air smelled good. We didn’t talk
much, so when we got to her front door
and both of us started to speak at the
same time, we laughed, and I thought she
seemed a little nervous. So I looked at her

it

light

Name

order Shipped
ifl

score.)
decided to

—

J
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enclose 25c (coin or stamps-’— tax included) for
TRIAL SIZE pkg, of "Dork-Eyes” with directions,

NO DWtAY-your
frtat

game

then she smiled a long,
slow smile and I got the message. She
didn’t want to say goodnight yet, either.
So we went in and listened to records
(Frankie’s, mostly) and she told me about
some of the plays she’s always going to,
and how she wants to get a job in summer
stock after graduation next year.
After that, I forget what we talked
about.
Because the rain started up
again, and we turned off the Vic, got
kind of cozy in a corner and just listened
to it beating on the roof.
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to 5 WEEKS!
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since he made
be a senior, and
she’s finally getting to go up and watch
him help beat Princeton. (Boy, it’d be
fun to see a big game with a girl who
football
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brown,

aniline: dyes, light
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the team.

dark, luxuriant ALL

DAY, ALL NIGHT. “Dark-

No more

Later, over a hamburger, I found out
she has a cousin at Harvard who’s been
giving her a blow-by-blow description

real hard.

j

every 4 to 5 weeks.

wet eyes.

We

j

“Dork-Eyes” keeps brows

reached for her hand and brought it over
to my lap. Then, when it got real romantic,
1 leaned over and brushed her hair with
and from then on I honestly
my lips
don’t remember much about the picture,
except that it got awfully sad. And Marti
looked so cute when the house lights
suddenly went on and caught her with

every

|

^

and lashes NATURALLY

—

of

I

I

On the Eighty-sixth Street crosstown,
she saw an old man who looked to her
like “a typical family doctor on a TV soap
opera,” and we started guessing all the
passengers’ professions. like on “What’s
My Line?” and missed our stop by six
blocks.
But luckily, when we finally got to the
movie, there were still some seats in the
first row of the balcony, and I got wrapped
up in the story. Until that part when the
sun went down over the jungle, where I

.

I

|

beach. Water mokes moscara
fun— with “Dork-Eyes" this
CAN’T HAPPEN! “DarkEyes” is not a mascara ...

—

.

ij

destination.

'

beauHfui'' look, with
“OarttrEyes” . . . ovoWs
looking “featureless” of the

thought out loud.
To my surprise, she bounced right back
with “How about ‘Green Mansions?’ It’s
at Loew’s and we can get a bus at the
corner that stops right there.”
a movie?”

I

eon swJm, walk in the
weep nt the movies,
ond keep that “bom-

hUtn,

been ten minutes before I noticed the
elevator was out of order, and I felt
pretty silly. But Marti joked about “elevator gremlins,” and by the time we’d
walked down the six flights, we were
giggling like a pair of idiots.
I was about to hail a taxi when I
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—
and just about suftocated him. And he
didn’t want his daughter to be a part of a

WILL SHE DIE?

wild rock

Bronwyn

Continued from page 33
didn’t help. I felt responsible. The conductor's voice droned on with instructions
to the musicians behind me, but all I
could really hear was a terrible still voice
inside of myself asking over and over
again, “Will she die? Will she die because

me?”

of

heard the news the minute I got off
My manager, Ted Wicks, and I,
had landed in Australia that warm Friday
afternoon, and there was a great turnout
I’d

the plane.

of fans

We

shouting,

all

want Tommy!

We

“We want Tommy!
want Tommy!” After

through the calm skies of the
and staring at miles and miles of
peaceful blue ocean glittering in the sunlight, it was an exciting jolt to see and
hear such a happy welcome.
No sooner did I step off the curved
aluminum runway than a pretty brownhaired girl, just a little over five feet, wearflying
Pacific

ing a pale-blue shirtwaist dress,

came up

to

me and

introduced herself. There was such
a hubbub I didn’t hear her name.
I’m the vice-president of the Australian Fan Club for you,” she was saying.
“Is your president here?” I asked, smiling. I wanted to thank both of them, for this
was a thrilling welcome over three thousand fans. I spotted one group of over
fifty of them. They were dressed in my
favorite colors, red and white, and they
.

—

had big red-and-white bows pinned on
their dresses with the titles of all

my

songs
printed on the long ribbon-ends in bright
lipstick-red letters!
She didn’t answer

make

me.

“Couldn’t

she

it?” I said.

Tommy,” she broke down, her soft
brown eyes staring into mine. “Bronwyn
wanted to be here more than any of us,
“Oh,

but

.

.

something the matter?”

“Is

I

wanted

to

know.
But she just glanced away from me and,
as we began walking through the hollering crowd, she said something I couldn’t

’n’

roll riot.

to tell him it wasn’t
usually like that, but her dad wouldn’t
listen. He told her she wasn’t allowed to
visit the airport, and he was adamant about
his decision. “Anyone who sings rock ’n’
roll,” he said, “simply couldn’t be a gentleman, and I don’t want my daughter associating with that sort of people.”
Bronwyn called the vice-president in
tears and asked her to lead the welcoming

tried

party.

Then, two days before I arrived, Bronreported missing from home.
Her parents summoned the Sydney police
to look for her. Friends, relatives, acquaintances were called. No one knew where she
was. For two days the police had been
trying to track down information on
Bronwyn; they even wired New Zealand,
where she had distant relatives.
“Doesn’t anyone have any idea where
Bronwyn is?” I asked the vice-president,
after she told me the upsetting story.
Fidgeting with the long sleeve of her
blue shirtwaist dress, she said, “I ... I
don’t know. But you’re going on to Melbourne tomorrow, aren’t you? Maybe
She paused, “If nothing’s happened to her,
maybe she’s waiting for you there, waiting

wyn was

.

to say hello!”

Suddenly I felt cold. Goosebumps appeared on my arms. Supposing something
had happened to Bronwyn, supposing she
was lost in some out-of-the-way area, supposing she didn’t have any food, supposing
she was hurt ... I choked on my thoughts.
All on account of me, her life was in
danger!

Scary images throbbed in my head. I
looked into the vice-president’s redrimmed eyes, took her hand and tried to
comfort her.
“I’m going to make a plea,” I said, my
voice fuzzy from fear. “Right now!” And
we all drove to the main section of Sydney,
with its friendly inns and modern drug
stores, old-fashioned dry goods shops and
slick beauty parlors, and I asked permission from the city
microphone on top

officials to set up a
of a roof to speak to

If anyone knew anjdhing
Bronwyn’s whereabouts, I wanted him

hear.

the townspeople.

“What?” I shouted above the clamor.
.” she continued, and tears
“Bronwyn
streamed down her pink cheeks, “.
Bron-

of

tell us
and I’d go to her
wherever she was.
But nobody knew a thing. That afternoon and evening we waited hopefully for
some word, but all everyone kept saying
was “Poor Bronwyn!” or “Gee, maybe
she’s all right” or “I hope nothing’s happened to her!”
And that night, when I was on stage
singing, I kept hoping Bronwyn might
be out there, hidden in the audience, listening. Maybe she’d come backstage and
tell me she was all right. But, still, a
shuddering fear rifled my heart. “Supposing she isn’t here,” I told myself. “Supposing she’s lost somewhere and it’s dark and
she doesn’t know where she is. Supposing
she’s hurt and needs help!” I kept praying
to God to look after her, to keep His eye
on her, to protect her. Because, deep down
somewhere in the cave of my heart was
.

.

.

the awful, awful thought, the scariest one—
!”
“Supposing Bronwyn is dead
As I packed to leave for Melbourne the
next morning after the show, I kept wish.

.

.

my hotel room would
someone would tell me Bronwyn was found and that she was all right.
But the phone never rang.
ing the telephone in

ring, that

I

tossed

all

night long.

The next morning,
call

I

was up

at

dawn

to

the police station.

“Have you had any word from Bronwyn?” I asked.
There was a long pause from the desk
sergeant before he answered, “No, Tommy.
I’m sorry. Not a word!”

M

elbourne’s a couple of hundred miles
from Sydney, and it took about an
hour for Ted and me to fly there in a
shiny grey, four-engine airplane. When I
got off the plane, one of the disc jockeys
for the top rock ’n’ roll radio program in
Melbourne greeted me and told me all the
fans in Melbourne were worried about
Bronwyn. The newspapers were carrying

about her. Bronwyn’s mother, Mrs.
King, had flown in yesterday to check with
stories

Melbourne

relatives.

asked to meet Mrs. King. We drove to
the large Chevron Hotel where Ted and I
had reservations, and Bronwyn’s mother
I

came
She

to see us.

was

a

young-looking

woman

.

.

.

wyn’s

.

come and

to

personally,

.

lost!”

I said, not fully believing what
heard.
.” she said, stifling a sob.
“She’s lost
“She’s been lost for two days.”
how can a grown-up girl get
“But

“What?”

I’d

.

.

.

.

.

lost?” I wanted to know. Maybe this was
a joke or a trick they were playing.
“Oh, Tommy,” she said sadly. “If only
.”
you knew
The crowd roared like a lion, and everyone stomped his feet to the beat of “We
want Tommy! We want Tommy!” I waved
to them all, then asked her if she would
mind waiting for me until I’d gone through
customs. I just couldn’t understand what
.

How

she meant.
lost

in

.

her

looked into
eyes, I
telling

knew

me

could a teenaged

girl get

own home town? But

as

I

my

companion’s sad brown
this wasn’t a prank. She was

the truth, and

I

wanted

to

know

what had happened.

A

fter customs,

she explained everything.

Bronwyn King,

the

terribly excited about

president,

my

arrival.

was
She

was the one who’d organized the sensational turnout. But her dad, when he heard
Bronwyn was coming out to the airport
lead the welcome-to-Australia gang,
refused to give her permission. He told her
he’d heard about all the awful things fans
did to their idols. He’d read about singer
Johnnie Ray’s visit to Austrailia. when the
fans pulled his hair and ripped his clothes
to

f

Tommy

smiled and waved as he greeted his Australian fan^, joking with them and
“Where is she?

signing a thousand autographs, but inside he kept asking himself,

$

'

I

I

slender, tall, brown-haired. Her dark eyes
looked kind; and although she appeared
calm I knew she must be nervous because she was at a loss for words.
“I just can’t understand it,” she said in
a soft voice. “Bronwyn’s such a good girl.
Why, she’s one of the honor students in
her class.”
“Why don’t I make another appeal?” I
suggested. “On the rock ’n’ roll program
this afternoon.” I’d been scheduled for an
interview with the disc jockey who’d been
playing more and more of my songs (because of Bronwyn’s strong fan-club campa gn in my behalf) Everyone, by the
.

way, told me how influential Bronwyn’s
club had become with the disc jockeys.
Shaking her head, Mrs. King said something under her breath.
“I’m sorry,” I said. “I didn’t hear you.”
“I wish,” she said, “my husband had
met you. I think he’d change his mind
about all you rock ’n’ roll singers if he
did!”
I

wo

a

felt

little

funny for a minute. Then

the radio station where I was
to make my appeal.
“Hi,” I said over the table mike. I sat
next to the red-haired disc jockey who
had met me at the airport. “This is Tommy
Sands. I want to say hello to Bronwyn
King, the president of my fan club here in
Australia. If you’re out there, Bronwyn,
listening to me, I want to meet you, and
I hope you’ll call me up after the broadcast. I’m at the Hotel Chevron. Just ask
the telephone operator to connect you with

my

left for

room.”

“Bronwyn,”

I

continued, “we’re

all

anx-

ious about you. Please get in touch with
vs. We’re all praying that you’re well!”
I
returned to stare out the big baywindow in my hotel room. Newspaper reporters and photographers kept coming
into the room, asking me if I’d had any
news from Bronwyn after my appeal.
I told them we were waiting.
One of the reporters asked me how I’d
feel if

Bronwyn were never heard from
and

just couldn’t answer him.
I paced
room at least a hundred
times, and waited for Bronwyn’s call, but
the telephone didn’t ring. I stared at the

again,

I

my

hard

instrument

and over
again. You just don’t realize how imporblack

my

my

The reporter and the photographer and
Ted and I listened. There it was again. A
feeble knock-knock-knock. Timid. Like a
frightened child’s knocking.
I looked into Ted’s eyes, then
the doorway.

I

latch, opened the door,
and there, in front of me, stood two
teenaged girls. One of them was bawl-

ing,

tears rolling

down her

rosy cheeks.

and pretty with dark blond
softly around her heart-shaped

tall

hair fluffed

could barely see her
eyes for the tears.

face. I

warm brown

Her girlfriend was shorter. She had long
black hair and a dimple.
“Are
are you Bronwyn?” I heard
my voice asking. My heart skipped a beat.
She didn’t answer. She couldn’t speak
through her tears. But she nodded her
head to say yes, and I took her in my
.

.

.

tears.

asked her if I could call her mother,
waiting anxiously for news of
her at her aunt’s in Melbourne, and Bronwyn nodded yes. Ted offered to call Mrs.
King, and I ordered hot tea and toast for
Bronwyn, and her girlfriend.
“Oh, Tommy,” she cried, her eyes brimming with tears. “I never, never thought
I’d meet you.” She swallowed hard, then
sat down in a chintz-covered armchair and
she sobbed loudly. “But what have I done.
Tommy? I ... I ran away, and I’ve made
my parents look so awful in front of everybody.” She sobbed so loudly it was hard
to understand everything she was saying.

.

arms and hugged her. “Thank God,” I said,
“thank God.”
The photographer started to snap pictures with his flash camera, but I asked

OF
FC^ YOUR

I

who was

“This
.

my

is

girlfriend,” she

said.
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Mr. King?”
“Oh, Tommy,” she said softly. “I don’t
know if that’ll do any good. Mr. King’s a
man with a strong mind and will.”
And suddenly Bronwyn started to cry
all over again.
talk to

!

'

'

,

I

i

thing

when we got to
week was to pick up
Mrs. King was at home.
I

did

that next

the telephone.
“Last night,” I told her, “I had an idea.

was wondering if you and Mr. King and
Bronwyn would be my guests tonight at
the Sydney Stadium where I’m singing.”
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Her mother patted Bronwyn’s arm.
“Don’t worry about that now.”
I
interrupted 1 couMn’t help myself.
“Mrs. King,” I said, “when I get back to
Sydney next week, can I sit down and

Sydney

62-year-old
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“Mom,” Bronwyn said, her dark eyes
glimmering from crying, “what’s Dad go-
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“He’ll forgive you,” I said.
won’t,” she told me through her
tears. “You just wait and see!”
Mrs. King arrived, and both Bronwyn
and her mother cried as they embraced
each other. “Oh, Mom,” Bi'onwyn sobbed.
“I’m sorry, but I ... I just couldn’t help
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sentence.
“She’s afraid her father will hate her,”
her girlfriend explained.
“No, he won’t,” I said quickly. “He
probably feels just like all of us. We’re so
glad to know you’re alive and well!”
“But he’ll hate me for running away,”

Bronwyn

PW-Aug.’S?

ing Famous Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For
free samples, details, write Studio Girl, Dept. 1698C. Glendale, California.
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been staying with her. I didn’t tell
her folks I’d run away. I ... I just told
them I came for a visit.”
Ted was on the telephone now talking
to Bronwyn’s mother.
“Bronwyn,” I said, “would you mind if
we asked your mother to come over? She’s
so worried, and she wants to see you.”
“I don’t mind,” Bronwyn sobbed, dabbing her eyes with a wrinkled ball of a
handkerchief. “I ... I miss her so much.
But she’ll never forgive me! And my
.” Bronwyn never finished the
father
.

ran to

unhooked the

She was

for the film.
.

over

tant the ring of a telephone can be until
you’re desperate for news or information.
I paced
room again. “It’s all because
of me,” I thought,
hands sunk deep in
my pockets, “all because of me.” Ted, my
manager, tried to get me to take a nap,
but I couldn’t. I was too jumpy to think
of sleeping.
For a moment I thought I was imagining
it. But one of the reporters
in the room
said, “Hey, didn’t that sound like a knock?”

I

I didn’t want any of these
published. Bronwyn had come
back
that was what was important,
and I didn’t think it was fair for the
photographer to'’^ake pictures of her in

him
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“Tomm.y, that’s so thoughtful of you,”
Mrs. King said. “But I’m afraid you don’t
know my husband. I doubt if he’ll want to
come.”
“But will you tell him I called and extended a personal invitation? And if he
likes the show, I hope he’ll come backstage afterward for a visit.”
She promised she’d ask him, and I
crossed my fingers for good luck.
That night, dressed in my white dinner
jacket and midnight-blue pants I waited
in my dressing room at the Sydney Stadium for news from Ted about Bronwyn

TO
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and her folks. Had they come ... or hadn’t
they come? 1 wanted to know.
Ted finally came backstage and told me
they hadn’t arrived. The tickets were in
their name in the ticket cage, and the
ushers would show them their seats if they
arrived late. But the show couldn’t be held
up any longer. The crowd had arrived,
and it was time to start.
Sydney Stadium’s a huge arena, bigger
than Madison Square Garden, and when 1
went out there to sing in the bright bluewhite pool of light while The Sharks accompanied me (Hal on drums, Scotty on
electric guitar, Leon on bass fiddle and
Eddie on rhythm guitar) I couldn’t help
thinking
“I’ll never know if they’re

u
j,

j,

^
[j

j

,

.

.

out there, so

and

^

.

just pretend they’ve come,
sing all these songs for Mr. King.”

I’ll

I’ll

sang “Sing Boy Sing” and “Teenage
Crush” and “Going Steady” and “Unchained Melody” all the songs from my
albums. 1 also sang a special song I’d
written for my Australian fans called
"Sydney Blues.” I wrote it in Hawaii beI

—

Eva Marie Saint,

star

of

fore

M-G-M’s

we

left for Australia,

ize what
lyrics had

“North by Northwest.” enjoys sewing.

an

until

and

I didn’t real-

meaning the
sang them in front of^
fateful

eerie,
I

hushed audience.
“There’s an old hack road leading down
our way;
Yes, there’s an old back road leading

that

.

.

.

down our way—

Where you can

find

All in one day.

.

and

lose a

woman

.”
.

Everyone in the audience loved the
blues beat, and the applause was wonderful. After the show I went backstage. I was

moody and

(

hoped Bronwyn and
her mom and dad would come. I’d wanted
them to see the show. I guess, deep in my
heart, I’d wanted Bronwyn’s dad to know
what rock ’n’ roll really is.
All smiles, Ted burst into the dressing;
room.
“Tommy, Tommy,” he said, “the
show was great! And they’re here! Bronwyn and her folks, and they’re coming
backstage to meet you!”
blue. I’d

“You kidding?”

I

couldn’t believe

|

(

j

[

j

^

[

;

,

it.

—

ut there they were Bronwyn in a
lovely sky-blue dress, her mother in
a smart lilac-colored silk suit and her
dad a nice-looking man of medium build

B

[

^

—
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with grey hair at the temples. He seemed
very quiet, and I noticed he wore a hearing aid behind his ear.
“Gee,” I said, my voice a little too loud
from the sudden surprise of it all, “I’m
so glad you came.”
I shook hands with them all.

“Tommy,” Bronwyn’s dad

said in a low
have an apology to
make. I just didn’t have any idea that
you rock ’n’ roll fellows were decent young
why, it was wonmen. But this show
voice. “I

.

I

.

guess

I

.

.

.

derful!”

Bronwyn beamed.
“Rock

’n’

bad,

after
better.”

roll,”
all.

I

he continued,
just

There was a tight lump

“isn’t

so

know any

didn’t

my

in
throat. I
say. Finally, Mrs.
King spoke out. “I hope you’re going to
let Bronwyn see
off at the airport
when he leaves for the United States.”

didn’t

know what

to

Tommy

Mr. King grinned.
if she needs a

“And

“Why
lift,

I’ll

not?” he said.
drive her out

there myself.”

Suddenly

I

smile, but that

526
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“Gee, thanks, Mr. King,” I said.
We talked for a while longer, and as they
said goodbye the lump in my throat kept
getting bigger and bigger. Like a fool, right
out of the blue, I started to cry. I don’t
know why. But I did. I was so happy, I
guess, knowing everything had turned out

with these embroidered

all

vegetables. In six motifs.

DIG

linens

was speechless. I tried to
lump in my throat wouldn’t

right.

TOMMY SANDS ON THE

The End
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about our divoice, neither of us worries,
because we know it’s not true just a
hardy annual that seems to be printed
around the time of our wedding anniversary in October. In fact, it has been
going on since Pat O’Brien first introduced

LAST INTERVIEW

—

Continued from page 56

Peter.”

Immediately, columnists and reporters
[began asking questions, turning up at her
home and calling constantly over the telephone. “Didn’t you separate a few years
[ago?” one asked.
“No,” said Eleanor, trying to slip past
jhim into the house. “We didn’t actually
[separate because I still wanted to save
!my marriage. We did have trouble, but I
'

my

marriage iniwas determined to keep
but now I know
tact. I have tried hard
cannot go on.”
it just isn’t any use.
“When did this all start?” said another.
“It is nothing new,” she answered a
“I have been unhappy for
little wearily.
la long time.”
“And are you going to begin dancing

—

We

'

I

—

my

dancing

career.”

“What about your mother-in-law?” But
question went unanswered as Eleanor

this

closed the front door of her home.
He had been referring to the charge

about Glenn’s mother Eleanor had made
in the suit. She had said that over the
past two years Glenn had been putting
property into his mother’s name to conceal
his assets from her. “He just bought her
a $100,000 house,” Eleanor stated, “among
many other things.”
The reporters were anxious to speak to
Glenn, too. He had left his home five days
before, busy working on plans for a new
picture. “Are you surprised?” asked one
who managed to get to him.
“A thing like this is always a surprise,”
he answered quietly.
But a few hours later a close friend admitted, “This has been the shock of
Glenn’s life.”

had been only a short while before
I this day that I’d gone to the Fords’
Beverly Hills home to interview Eleanor
and Glenn the last interview they were
to give before the breakup. And, oddly
enough, one of the first things they said to
me was that they had always had to defend their marriage against divorce rut

—

mors.
“In all our sixteen years
Eleanor had said, relaxing
deep couch of their English
living room, “I don’t think a

of marriage,”
back in the

country-style
year has gone

by without someone starting a rumor. The
first time it happened, I remember Glenn
'arriving home with a very strange look
on his face. I hadn’t seen the papers that
day and couldn’t understand what could
be wrong because, as far as I could tell,
everything else was all right.
“But he kept walking around and
around the house all evening, asking what
seemed to be the oddest questions. Finally,
I worried him so to tell me what was
wrong that he did. He put a hand in his
pocket and without a single word, handed

me

a crumpled newspaper clipping.
“
‘If that’s what you really want
he began.

.’
.

.

“I just looked at him. ‘Glenn,’ I said, ‘you
don’t really believe this.’ And a few minlutes later we’d straightened the whole
thing out. Now, when we read rumors
j

us, in the late 1930’s, at a large
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mental cruelty, and that’s exactly what I
mean,” she said. “We have been married
sixteen years, and my marriage wouldn’t
have lasted this long except for my religion and my feeling that I should keep
the marriage together.
“I am sure that Glenn will be much
happier alone,” she continued. “He isn’t
happy now. ... I have asked for complete
[custody of our fourteen-year-old son,

again?” the reporter asked.
“Yes I intend to resume
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Garden mark-

party at

ers,

plant tags,

his house.

tree plates are

always thought you kids should
other,’ Pat said, in what he
obviously thought was a whisper, but
actually could be heard half-way down
the next block, ‘and now you have.’ He
stood back while the two of us eyed each

easy

“

‘I’ve

other a little cautiously. ‘Glenn, why are
you standing there with your mouth open?
Do something!’ Pat added, slapping him
on the back.”
“So I did,” Glenn broke in, continuing
the story. “I took Elite’s arm and guided
her out onto the porch. She was helpless
with laughter. But from then on, not even
Pat could complain of our progress. I’d
seen Ellie in ‘At Home Abroad,’ with Bea
Lillie and Bert Lahr. She was beautiful,
and she could dance like a leaf in the
wind, but she was as remote from me as
the farthest star. I was hitting a new low
in my acting career at the time, and was
broke as the Ten Commandments.
“Yet somehow this didn’t seem to hinder
our romance. ‘I believe in you,’ Eleanor
told me that evening at the party, and she

seemed

so

She gave me

sincere.

— on

October

23, 1943, in

Beverly

Hills.

“By the time our first baby, Peter, was
born sixteen months later, the war was
almost over — and soon I was able to come
home again to the family and my career.”
As I sat in their home, listening to the
stories about their romance and about
how they had begun their married life, I
couldn’t help wondering if Eleanor had
ever regretted giving up such a promising
career. But from the way she looked at
Glenn, who was sitting on the couch next

—

to her,

home and her

this

could not be

marriage,

I

felt

are permanently
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leanor never won an Academy Award
at the time when she was dancing
the Academy did not recognize dancers. But she did win five Emmys, three
for the "Best Television Show” and two
for “Personality Woman of the Year.”
Yet, she had told me, “a career fades to
nothing beside the pleasures of having a
home and children. And Glenn himself
gives me no time for a dull moment!” she
added, laughing.
“Like that day Glenn took me to Montana on a hunting and fishing trip. A

E—

.

.

.

studio publicity man came up with an
idea of getting a good shot of us both
in for
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an apparent landing in our

was a lumpy little runway, but
I was
quite certain Glenn didn’t
know how to fly the machine, and it was
all just a publicity stunt, I went along,
assured the plane would never get off the
plane.
since

Golf balls,
toys, -rainwear

and from the way she talked about

her

coming

indelible.

confi-

dence. Soon afterward, I found a part in
‘Martin Eden,’ then ‘Destroyer,’ and by
the time the war started, I was well on
my way up.
“But war is war, and I enlisted in the
Marines, seeing Eleanor as often as I could
get leave. After just a few months we
were sure we wanted to marry, and did
so

make.

to

Waterproof,

meet each

It

ground.
“I climbed into the co-pilot’s seat, heard
the motor being revved up, and we started
down the runway, traveling, it seemed,
very fast. Then my heart almost stopped
beating. We were suddenly a hundred or
more feet off the earth, and getting higher
every second.
“
‘Glenn!’ I yelled. ‘You turn this thing

around and let me out!’
“But he only shook his head helplessly.
I think I must have gone paralyzed with
fear, because I don’t remember anything
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Glenn did or said until I heard him telling
me to pull on a certain knob sticking out
from the instrument panel. I grabbed the
thing and yanked at it. And, to my utter
disbelief, the plane started to circle, and
we headed back toward the strip. Glenn
kept talking continuously, telling me I was
doing fine, to pull the knob out a little further or push

it

in a

trifle,

till

we

landed.

“There was something in his eye that
should have warned me. But the truth
never dawned on me until we were in the
car, headed back toward camp. Then I
asked, ‘When did you learn to fly?’
didn’t burst into laughter. He just
gently, ‘Quite a while ago, Ellie; I
should have told you.’
“
‘What was that thing you told me to
push in and pull out?’ I asked.
“
‘It controls the air conditioning.’
“We looked at each other and the corners
of his mouth began to twitch, and we
both exploded at the same moment.”
They smiled warmly at each other as
she finished the story.

“He

said

A

their marriage had seemed
particularly happy and peaceful that
day when I visited their home. “We

ctually,

go out very little because we can have
better evenings at home,” had been Eleanor’s words. “Glenn built our hi-fi set
himself, and it’s so beautiful. We have a
library of over 7,000 records, and from
that we can have wonderful entertainment.
But, like all women, I do like to go out
occasionally just to see and mingle with
people, although Glenn would rather stay

—

at

home.”

One

thing Glenn enjoys at home, I
learned, is carpentry, and a few years
ago he built a small clubhouse in the
garden for his son, Peter “a place where
he and his friends could make all the noise
they wanted,” Glenn told me. “I taught
them a little about carpentry, too, and

—

they were crazy about the house. Then,
little by little, they grew out of it, so I
took over and turned it into a workshop
for myself.
“But when Pete saw this happening,
and watched what fun I was getting out
of it, he asked if I’d build him another.
But I’d have nothing to do with the job
this time.
Instead, I told Pete I’d buy
timber and tools and he could build it
himself. Well, he got a few friends together and they had a wonderful time.
And now they love it, because it’s something they’ve created themselves.”
“I do get very worried about Peter,
though,” Eleanor continued. “Because of
the way the kids at school taunt him
about his father being a famous actor. ‘So
you’re Glenn Ford’s son,’ I heard one of
them say one day. ‘Maybe you think
you’re better than the rest of us. We’re
probably a little too common for you!’
That day, I came home and told Glenn
about it, and we decided we’d have to
take Pete out of that school, because he
had become very moody and I knew this
was the reason. It forced us to put him
into a private school, reluctantly, because
we had always wanted Peter to grow up
without that ‘apartness’ so many actors’
children have.”
She paused, looking over toward the
door as it began to open. I turned, too,
and saw a small, white-haired, lavenderand-old-lace lady come into the room. I
got up.
“Hello— I’m Glenn’s mother,” she said,
shaking my hand and then going over to
an armchair by the couch. And soon I
began to ask her a few questions about
Glenn’s childhood and she spoke quite
Glenn interrupting every
freely with

—

now and

then.

She talked about the early days in
Santa Monica, and about how her son was
very determined, right from the time he
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first grade on?
It’s well enough to be
sentimental, but sentiment can be harmful, too. So many people in this fast moving world don’t understand it and interpret it as a weakness.
“But I hope I don’t seem too fussy, or
too possessive,” she said, looking straight
at me. “I hate ‘Momism.’ And I’m certainly not one of those mothers who takes
the credit for her son’s success. My husband and I would have been just as con-

tent

trade

Glenn had

if

settled for

— like carnentry

some good

(he would have been

you know).”
Yet it was this charming old lady whom
Eleanor complained about in her divorce
announcement, saying she’d been the cause
a top-notch artisan, too,

of

much

-

4
4

-

44
-

4

4th

-

“I did try to keep our marriage intact,”
had been Eleanor’s words. “But it was
just no use we cannot go on. I have been
unhappy for a long time, and this is no
sudden thing.”
It seemed so different from the Eleanor
who, with Glenn, had talked to me that
afternoon and showed me around their
home. I saw the hi-fi set, and the study
on th< second floor where they both keep
(Glenn was awarded a
their trophies
“Golden Apple” in 1957 for being Hollywood’s Most Cooperative Actor, and a
year earlier he won the Man of the Year
trophy from Optimists International; the
same year, he and Eleanor were chosen
as Man and 'Woman of the Year by B’nai

—

-

plete iest.

.

.

.

She had been silent a few moments, then
she’d said, “Sure he has faults.
“If I send him to the store to get a few
things and don’t give him a written list,”
she had said, “he can’t remember two
articles that I need. If I give him a written list, he loses it. He can commit an
entire script to memory in an unbelievably
short time, not only his own but the other
roles, too, but he can’t remember when
dinner is served at home. If he waits to
see the day’s rushes, he’ll probably wander in around eight or eight-thirty, starved
as a wolf, and maybe with a guest along.
If I intrude on any matter that is indisputably his business, like a personal telegram, he sulks until I explain that the
only reason I opened the envelope was
that I thought it might be something he’d

to

all fine

I

t

]
;

.

i

,

...

Eleanor had been anxious and pleased
tell me about her jaunt as a Sunday
School teacher on television, a program
which had sprung out of a class she had
just happened to take over one week, and
which had become so successful, they had
out it on T'V. And Glenn had explained
how he was official Scout Master for his
son’s Boy Scout Troop.
And the only faults Eleanor could find
to tell me about Glenn had been in com-

want

|

i

of the trouble.

to

Wilt’s REILLf lappeoing ti Elvis?

is

hurt now and then by those he has tried
to help. Sometimes, I think, he attaches
too much importance to things that are
part of the past. Do you know he’s got
every one of his report cards from the

B’rith)

FIHEWOBES

Wlat

small, to become an actor. De-"
livering newspapers, she told me, Glenn
would dream of the day he’d be a star.
Only, however, when a telephone call
called Glenn away from the room a few
minutes later, would she be at all critical.
“Glenn would always be too likely to
do things on the spur of the moment,” she
said,
“without thinking things clearly
through. Also, he’s too trustful. Glenn gets

was quite

know
and

at once.
finished.”

Then

everything’s

And

their only difference seemed to be
she liked westerns on T'V, while
Glenn preferred serious dramas.
It had seemed such a happy marriage.

that

The End
GLENN CO-STARS WITH DEBBIE REYNOLDS IN
twentieth’s “it started with a KISS.”
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go out with someone who was practically
a stranger, and yet it seemed you’d known
each other all your lives. Then some-

house. Funny, how sometimes when you
weren’t even looking, a girl could walk

at conversation

I

t

into

your

life,

just like that.

been down at the beach, stretched
out in the sand, soaking up the sun.
Suddenly he’d felt a splash of cold
water on his face and arms. He’d looked
up just in time to see a trim redhead
dashing by, soaking wet. He’d sat up and
smiled. She’d turned around to apologize
and, in doing so, had accidentally kicked
up a mound of sand, which, mixed with
the water she’d already shed, made tiny
rivulets of mud on his arm. For a moment, they’d just looked at each other;
then both had burst out laughing. After
she’d apologized, they’d struck up a conversation, discovered they had mutual
friends and wound up splitting a couple
of hamburgers. Then he’d asked her out

H

I

would be
you could

times, well, sometimes it didn’t work out
that way. At that point in the evening,
Edd wasn’t quite sure how things would
work out. Now and then she would smile
across at him, but almost every attempt

I

i

lot of things,

upon

a topic that
mutually interesting. Sometimes

trying to hit

a girl and had asked her out for the following Wednesday night. She was cute;
in fact, she was downright beautiful, he
thought, as he started up the motor of
his white T-bird and headed for her

I

j

took turns talking about a

e’d

and she’d accepted.
He’d liked her from the moment he saw
her. She had reddish-gold hair, caught
back in what must have started out as a
ponytail, but ended up a hank of hair,
dripping wet and clinging limply to her
neck and shoulders. Her skin was the
milk-white kind that probably got burned
even on a foggy day. Already there was
a pink glow on the tip of her nose. She
was natural looking, attractive in a simple
sort of way. Yes, Edd had to admit it, he
was really looking forward to this evening
with Janie (for obvious reasons that’s not
her real name). He cruised up and down
the block until he found the street address
she’d given him, parked his car, walked
up the front steps and rang the bell. A tall
blond girl answered the door, a boy by
her side.
“Hi,” she said. “Come on in. Jane’s expecting you. I’m Sally, her roommate.
This is Bud. We were just leaving. Make
yourself comfortable. Jane’ll be ready in
a few minutes.”
After Jane’s roommate and her date had
left,

Edd sank down

in

an armchair and

relaxed. The apartment was small, cozy
and livable looking there was nothing
gaudy or overdone about it just like the
girl he was about to spend the evening
with. Minutes passed. Five. Ten. Twenty.

—

—

What was keeping her? Did girls always
have to make an entrance! Ah, relax, he
told himself, picking up a magazine from
the coffee table. He tried reading, but
couldn’t get sufficiently involved in the
story not to be aware that thirty minutes

had elapsed since he’d walked through the
front door.
high heels

Finally, he heard the click of

on a wooden floor, and she
into the room. He looked,
discreetly looked again.
It
took
several glances before he was sure this
was the same girl he’d met a few days ago.
As he stood up to meet her, he noticed that
her hair was pulled back tight in an overly
ornate knot that was perched on top of
her head, and she had on a dress that was,
well, just a little tight!
Then she smiled and said hello, and as

came walking
then

he walked over to help her with her coat,
he couldn’t avoid observing that, even
under all that makeup, the peeling on the
tip of her nose was plainly visible. For a
moment he saw her again as she had been,
standing on the beach, wringing wet and
laughing. She had certainly made a drastic transformation!
In the car, on the way to the party, they

seemed

to fall

flat.

hey arrived at the party. Jane knew
only one other couple there, so Edd
introduced her around; then they went
and sat down on the couch. The room
began filling up. People drifted by and

T

exchanged hellos. Sounds of laughter,
mixed with snatches of dialogue, tinkling
glasses and loud music blaring from the
record player, made talking to one another almost impossible. Edd glanced
around; at the opposite end of the room
he saw a girl who looked familiar. He
couldn’t place her at first, then no wonder she looked familiar! He’d taken her
out a few times! He tried to recall forgotten details, such as when he’d last seen
her and why he hadn’t called her again.
Then he remembered he’d taken her out
just before he’d gone to Arizona on location for “Yellowstone Kelly.” He’d promised to call her when he got back, but
that was at least two months ago! This
must have been the first time he’d ever
been so busy working that he hadn’t remembered to caU back a girl he’d enjoyed
dating. He looked across the room to see
whom she was with, but she’d disappeared.

—

call his name and
realized he’d been so preoccupied he hadn’t
noticed that she’d come over and was
standing by the side of the couch.
“Hi, Edd,” she said. “How are you?”
“I’m fine, Carol. And you?” he asked,
standing up. “Carol, I’d like you to meet

Then he heard someone

Jane,” he added.
There was a strained silence; then Carol
sat down on the couch. Jane just sat
quietly, making only the barest attempt to
be friendly. Suddenly Edd had a sinking
feeling that something embarrassing was
about to happen. Carol had obviously
come over because she’d been hurt that he
hadn’t called, and at any moment now he
was expecting her to be typically “female.”

There was nothing he

He’d have
time between them.

coiild do.

to politely divide his

But, as Carol started chattering away, he
realized, with a sigh of relief, that he’d
misjudged her. She was being very friend-

and had probably come over just to
show she had no hard feelings.
The party had become unbearable too
ly

much

too

noise,

to

little

talk

—
about— so

Edd suggested he and Janie leave.
They got into his car and headed for the
Sunset Strip. Earlier in the evening, Edd
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Edd,

“No,

right,” she said
quietly. But as he glanced at her, he
noticed she looked sad.
that’s

all

When they got back to her house, he
stopned the car, got out, opened the door
for her and walked her quickly up to the
front porch.

“Goodnight, Jane.”
“Goodnight, Edd,” she said

“Edd
“Yes?”

then,

.

.

And

softly.
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.”
“Oh
nothing
never mind.
He waited until she’d opened the door
and was safely inside. Then he said good.

men—

no perfume odor

finally

had suggested they stop for a late supper
after the party; now he was sorry he’d
mentioned it.
Finally,
he shrugged his shoulders.
“Jane,” he mumbled, “would you mind
very much if we didn’t stop for something
to eat. I have an early call in the morning
and it’s getting late.”

with

exclusive million-bubble

.

.

.

night again and walked to his car.

.

.
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second goodnight had meant goodbye! But
he hated saying goodbyes. Besides, he
was sure Jane realized he wouldn’t call
her again. Girls could sense things like
that couldn’t they?

—

He got home and went right to bed.
The evening had been a real drag. He’d
looked forward to having such a good
time and had been disappointed. Maybe
if he stayed up for a while he could figure
out why the evening had been such a
failure. It worried him had it worried
Jane too, he wondered? Had he misjudged
her maybe? Had he done something wrong

—

to contribute to the evening’s impleasantness? But it was his usual pattern to sleep
away depressions, not to sit and dwell on
them. Well, tomorrow was time enough.
He’d think about it then. He’d try to discover how it had happened that a girl
he’d forgotten to call back suddenly
seemed so appealing, while the girl he’d
looked forward to seeing had been such
a terrific disappointment.

A

ll

the next day

Edd was preoccupied

anyone. He’d held a part of himself in
check, anticipated bein™ hurt, kept up his
guard. He’d been a little wary of people’s
feelings for him; a fittle suspicious when

someone expressed genuine

No. He’d know her
he would
well, wouldn’t he?
Lonely lyrics, something about desire
and ambition, reached out to him across
the night, and again he thought they spoke
recognize her?

him

for

.

for

them? He

did.

Now,

for instance, there was one about
the tide rushing in to shore, the waves
rolling out to sea again, and it reminded
him of Jane. What had happened to
make last night go so wrong? Why had
she turned out to be the complete opposite of all he admired in a girl? Why had
she foimd it necessary to be cold to Carol?
He thought back to the beginning of the
evening, going over the hours, incident by
incident. Had he expected too much? Was
he in any way at fault? Had he been a
little too cordial when Carol had come
over? Had he imintentionally created the
strained situation?

The more he thought about it, the more
sure he became that Jane had been in
the wrong. After all, it had only been
their first date and she’d had no right
to act so possessive. She could have been
polite to Carol. As a matter of fact, if
he owed anyone an apology, he decided,
it was Carol.
There’d been an expression
in her eyes when she’d come over to him
last night, one he hadn’t been able to
grasp at the moment; now, suddenly, it
had meaning. Unintentionally, by getting
wrapped up in work and neglecting to call
he must have hurt her feelings. 'Hiat
was what he’d seen in her eyes last night
hurt. He knew the expression well. Once
he’d been hurt, too. He’d worn his heart
on his sleeve only once but it should
have made him more aware of the feelings
her,

—

—

of others.

Feeling moody and restless, he began
pacing up and down the porch.
Years ago he’d gotten the wind knocked
out of his sails because he’d been too open
and sincere about his feelings. Since then,
he’d never given his heart completely to

.

.

.

alone.

it

completion.

My

.

wasn’t that he had no ambition
or desire, just that right now it was all
being channeled toward his career. He
was caught up in the wonderful world of
Kookie and “77 Sunset Strip.” But wasn’t
that only natural? For the first time in
his life a dream was coming true. He was
getting the breaks. Fantastic though it
seemed, he could see his own face staring
up at him from the covers of a dozen
magazines at the corner newsstand. He
was being interviewed and constantly
asked to talk about his theories on life,

Yet

the hi-fi and walked outside. He pulled
up the canvas chair and sat down on his
back porch. He was tired. His mind was
full of fragments of ideas. He sat back
and relaxed, looking out at the valley
below; at the ribbon of colored lights
strung across the streets like a necklace
of gems; at the steady stream of cars
threading their way along the avenues.
Every once in a while he found himself
straining to catch the lyrics as they drifted
out to where he was sitting. He’d put on
a Sinatra album “Only the Lonely’’ how
appropriate! he decided.
Most of his needs and depressions had
been expressed musically.
long time
ago a Vic Damone record, “You’re Breaking
Heart,” had been his “theme.”
Did other people sometimes feel as though
certain songs had been written especially

A

.

of course

women,

—

Were

his defenses so exaggerated that even if
the right girl came along he wouldn’t

with his work. It wasn’t until he had
stopped off for dinner and then come
home alone that the previous evening
came back into his mind. He turned on

—

affection.

his ideal girl and everything else
under the sun. The dream he’d dreamed
was coming true; yet despite all the excitement, it was still a long way from
Ironically,

occurred to him

it

that because of what had happened just
the other night, he was perhaps further
away from finding someone to share his
dream than he’d ever been before. Reporters asked him to talk about his ideal
girl
about the kind of person he wanted
to marry. Over and over he’d repeated
the same generalities: a girl who likes
the outdoors; who has a good sense of
humor; a girl who’s attractive, sweet, imderstanding; someone who could love him
completely, be aware of his problems and
his needs. It sounded so simple, looked
so easy in print. He’d said it so many
times that he’d begun to sound like an
authority on the very thing that except
for once, a long time ago had always

—

—

—

eluded him.
again in the chair. Maybe
hadn’t been all Jane’s fault,
he thought, trying to understand why
she’d acted the way she had. Maybe she’d
kept him waiting those thirty minutes out
of a lack of confidence in herself. Maybe
she’d looked forward to the evening as
much as he had, and wasn’t quite sure
how to handle the situation. Maybe she’d
been frightened when Carol had come
over, and so unsure of herself that all she
could think of was to act mad. Maybe
her getting all dressed up was as much of
a cover-up, as much of a defense, as his
“stone wall,” his swiftness to condemn.
She’d probably tried to solve things by
hiding her down-to-earth self under a
“new” personality the one in a tight dress

H

e sat

down

last night

—

and heavy makeup. Was that any worse
than his method of putting things out of
his mind, sleeping away his depressions,
refusing to argue, even when the situation
warranted it? No
the more he thought
about it, the more he seemed to understand. Maybe she’d just been trying too
hard to have him like her.
Hadn’t she
tried to tell him something just as they’d
.

.

.

.

said goodnight?

He walked

Maybe

.

.

.

.

.

maybe

.

.

.

picked up the receiver and dialed her number. It’d be nice
to see her again. No answer. So he went
inside,

back outside and sat down again. And
began to nm together like
watercolors on a damp tablet.
What about his attitude toward marriage? Why did he have the feeling that
when he got married he would have to
give up his freedom? Freedom. He looked
about him at the deserted, lonely porch.
his thoughts

Why

did settling

down seem

with losing individuality?

somewhere

that

thic

S 3monymous

Hadn’t he read

was the strangely

wonderful paradox about marriage: that
two people could be “one” and stiU remain “two” each conserving his own integrity and identity. Why had those words
seemed so meaningless to him when he’d
read them? Was it that he hadn’t been
ready to accept them, to apply their

I
I

—

meaning

I
!
I

]

to himself, personally?

What was

it he’d read in that book?
Something about love being an act of
that to love means to commit

faith

.

.

.

|

yourself completely without guarantee; to
give yourself up completely in the hope
that your feelings are returned. Maybe
he didn’t have enough faith in himself. Or
perhaps, somewhere along the way, he’d
lost the ability to have faith in others.
He took a cigarette from the pack in his
pocket, lit it, and drew in deeply.

F

or as far back as he could remember,

dreams of fame had included a
“someone” with whom he could share

his

And hadn’t part of his dream always
been to be able to give his wife a nice
home and buy her all the luxuries a
woman wanted; hadn’t he always thought
about sending his kids to college and seeing to it that his family never lacked the
security he knew was so important? Now
that he was on his way toward being able
to provide these things, why did he continue to keep up such a guard?
it all.

Sitting there alone, outside, listening to
the music and allowing years of stored
up feelings to spill over like a waterfall,
Edd began to realize there was nothing
wrong in facing the need to be needed.
In fact, by being so guarded, maybe he’d
been the loser. Before he’d become Kookie,
he’d been able to keep these problems to
himself. Nobody’d asked him, nobody had
cared whether his ideal girl had one head
or two! Now all of a sudden he had to
express himself
had to find out what he
.

really

.

.

wanted out

of life.
his cigarette and let his
hands drop into his lap. Then he looked
down at them and realized he felt calmer
than he had felt for years. Maybe he

He

tossed

away

should give love a chance?
Tomorrow he’d call Jane. He might see
her again, he might not; he’d have to let
things take their course. Then there was
Carol he wanted to see her again, too.
Maybe he’d already met the right girl, or
she might come along tomorrow, or next
week, or next year. He wasn’t going to
rush things; marriage meant too much.
But at least now he could be on the lookout for love real, lasting love. It didn’t
really matter where he’d meet her, or
when. The important thing was that he
could and would find her
some day.

—

—

—

—

.

.

.

Edd walked

inside, slipped on a pair of
striped pajamas and went to bed. No need
to bother about the phonograph; it would
click off automatically after the last record
He settled down under the covers. Slowly
it dawned on him that tonight, for the
first time since he’d come to Hollywood,
he hadn’t had to sleep away his problems.

He’d stayed awake and faced them. But
he knew also that nothing changes overnight; that tomorrow he might still be
looking, groping, making mistakes, getting
hurt. It had taken years to develop the
attitudes he’d crystallized tonight; it would
take time to change. But at least he’d made
a beginning.
The Ira Gershwin lines of the last song
on the turntable reached him just before

he dozed off:
“Won’t you tell her please to put on some
speed, follow my lead, oh how I need
.” The End
someone to watch over me.

|

|

—

.

.
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there was something about the way she
smiled, about the way her long blond hair
glistened in the sunlight, and the comfortable feeling her easy, natural laugh
gave him, that made him want so much
to meet her. All he knew about her was
that she was an apprentice, like himself,
at the theater; he didn’t even know her

name.

I

Hugh had always been reserved when
came to girls, afraid he couldn’t please
them because he had so little money in
his pockets. He’d saved only fifty dollars
to see him through the whole of this summer-, budgeted from busboy work in the
noisy cafeteria at Los Angeles City College, where he’d been studying. And then,
as he stood admiring her, he saw her turn
and walk toward him.
it

'

j

;

^

I

“Hi, I’m Linda,” she said, holding out
her hand. “We’ve never met.”
Hugh was startled for a moment. Then
he grinned back. “Hello, I’m Hugh.”
“Oh.” There was a trace of disappointment in her voice. “’Hugh’s such a formal
name. I’m not going to call you Hugh all

summer

I

I’ll

call

you

.

.

.

let’s

?” Her voice trailed, then she
see
clapped her hands. “I have it,” she said
triumphantly, “Hughie! Hughie’s such a
.

:

long.

nice

.

.

hard. He hadn’t heard
anyone call him Hughie since the day back
home in Winnetka, Illinois, when he’d
kissed his childhood sweetheart, Mary,
goodbye, and gone off with twenty other

guys for Marine boot camp where nobody
even considered a fellow’s first name. In
the Marines you were either a serial number or “Hey you!” Later, while he’d been
out on a field trip, Mary had gotten spinal
meningitis, and before he could return
she had died suddenly. Somehow, after
that, life had never seemed quite so meaningful. There’d never been any other girl.
Linda, he noticed, suddenly smiling
down at her, was shorter than Mary. She
was just eighteen, straight out of an Iowa
town something like his own home town
in Illinois. She seemed so friendly that he
asked her to have coffee with him and
found himself talking easily to her, telling
her about his ambitions in the theater and
how much he wanted to learn this summer. Suddenly he noticed that the coffee
shop was almost deserted and that it was
getting late. But by then they’d already
friends.

All through those

first

weeks they

built

and painted scenery together, repaired
broken furniture for the prop man and
sold soft drinks in the lobby during intermission. They never formally dated, but
Hugh would often walk Linda home to
the old-fashioned frame boardinghouse
where the girl apprentices lived; and then
amble on in the blue-white summer moonthe cellar of the Hotel Loberio
where the boys shared a squad-room and
light

to

on secondhand army cots.
And each time, all Hugh could think
about on his way home was Linda. He
would think of the things they had
done together that day, of their yearning
slept

play more important parts in the sumtheater’s productions.
They’d both
played extras in a couple of quick crowd
scenes; but that was all.
And as he
washed his socks, he thought, she has
talent, Linda has. And he wondered if she
were thinking of him as often as he was
thinking of her.
to

mer

ff

he watched his money very

strictly,

LDENS 7a

he

could buy it for Linda. He wanted to
give her something. She had been so
thoughtful, often bringing him homemade
peanut-butter sandwiches from the girls’
residence for a snack between their chores.
“Out in Iowa,” she would say, laughing
that wonderful easy laugh of hers, “we
don’t let men starve!” Other times she
would make a thermos jug of ice-cold
lemonade for their afternoon break.
Hugh liked the way Linda didn’t try
to make a “thing” of their relationship.
She just let it happen.
Finally, toward the end of the week,
he decided to price the bracelet. The
bald-headed jeweler, his silver-rimmed
eyeglasses halfway down his nose, told
Hugh it was a ten-dollar bracelet, now
selling for $4.98. But even the cut-rate
price seemed too costly for poor Hugh, so
he thanked the jeweler and left.
All that night Hugh dreamed of the
bracelet, and when he got up the next
morning he decided to buy it. Something
about it haunted him. It seemed somehow that Mary was telling him to be
thoughtful and to think of Linda. He went
to the jewelry store at noon, plunked
a hard-earned five-dollar bill and
asked the jeweler to wrap the narrow
cardboard box in some pretty gift paper.
When he returned to the theater that
day, Linda rushed up to him, her eyes
wild with excitement.
“Hughie! Hughie!” she bubbled. “You’ve
been cast! You’re in the next play. A
speaking role! You’re going to play the
rancher in ‘Of Mice and Men!’ Oh, Hughie,
I’m so happy for you!”
Hugh was stunned. He didn’t know what
to say. Finally he asked, “Did you get a

part?”
“No,” she said softly, adding, “but that
doesn’t matter.
You did! Come, look,
they’ve just posted the casting notice on
the backstage bulletin board.”
Unable to hold back, Hugh suddenly
let out a “Yippee!” and the two of them,
holding hands, ran over across the la-wn
toward the theater barn. After looking
at the notice, they sat down outside near
a patch of wild flowers. “If you’re good
in this part, Hughie, every talent scout
in California will hear about you,” she

and
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said.
It was then that Hugh lifted the thin
silver-wrapped box from his khaki shirtpocket and handed it to Linda.
“What’s this?” she asked, bursting with

curiosity.

“Something

.

.

.

something

I

want you

to have.”

“Oh Hughie,” she said, throwing her
head back in surprise. She knew he had
little

money

for gifts.

In fact,

whenever

they went out for an ice-cream soda or a
hamburger after the show, she’d insist
on going Dutch treat. She’d told Hugh
her father sent her a nice allowance every
week, because she hadn’t wanted Hugh
to scrimp and spend money because of
her.

She started

unwrap

to

the

box and

without reason, she stopped.
The two of them looked into each other’s
eyes for a minute. Then she began to
speak. “Hughie
oh, Hughie,” she said
softly as she started taking out the bracelet, “you’re
you’re just wonderful.”
They were silent for a moment, then she
said, “I’m
I’m going to miss you when
I go back to Iowa.”
“Do ... do you have to go?” Hugh kept
his voice low so she would not sense his
suddenly,

.

.

.

T

OUR

All through the next day he couldn’t
get the bracelet out of his mind. Maybe

down

name!”

Hugh swallowed

become

FREE

gleaming silver wristwatch caught his
eye. He stopped to look and, in a corner
of the window, noticed a delicate gold
card in front of it read
charm bracelet.
“Special Sale,” but no price was listed.
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unhappiness at the thought of her going.
"I ... I think so.”
“Oh. Linda ... I don’t know why you
.” but he didn’t finish the sencan’t
tence because, suddenly and uncontrolably, in the middle of that lazy summer
afternoon, with the warm, honey-colored
sunlight haloing her silky blond hair, Hugh
leaned over and kissed her lightly, tenderly, on her small pale lips.
“I’m sorry,” he said afterward, turning
his face away in embarrassment, “but
you looked so beautiful in the sunlight.”
Instead of speaking, she leaned over
and kissed him. And he smiled.
Then he helped her fasten the bracelet
on her slim, sun-tanned wrist. “I knew
... I knew from that first day we met
that you were going to be somebody
special,” she whispered.
Hugh tried to answer but he couldn’t.
He couldn’t imagine anyone so sweet, so
pretty, caring so much for him a hardbitten leatherneck sergeant with a chip
on his shoulder, who felt life had cheated
him when it took away his childhood
.

.

.

.

.

—

sweetheart.
Then, as he sat thinking, he felt Linda
lean over and rest her head against his
,” she
Hughie
shoulder. “Hughie
was whispering, “I can’t help it. I think
I’m falling in love with you!”
.

.

.

.

.

.

rom then

F moment
much

on, they spent every free
together. TTiey found they had

in common. She loved Broadway-musical record-albums, and they
listened to them backstage at the theater

before curtain-time. Their favorite album
was “South Pacific” with Mary Martin
and Ezio Pinza. They talked about careers
in movies or on the stage and exchanged
news from their home towns. They showed
one another snapshots of friends and relatives

and family.

And the summer passed like
On Labor Day night, after

a day.

the

final

performance of the season, the theater
managers arranged a farewell wienerroast and clambake for the cast, crew
and the apprentices at the nearby beach.
The night was cool and a full moon cast
a diamond-bright glow in the sky. One
of the cast members brought a portable
Vic, and everybody danced barefoot in the
white sand. Hugh and Linda danced for
a while, then ate charred frankfurters
and toasted a few marshmallows.
“Want to walk a little?” he asked her.

wrapped it tightly around Linda. “I don’t
want you catching cold,” he told her.
For the

time in his

first

Mary had

died,

life

since his

Hugh was comforted by

an intense nearness, a oneness with another person. Hugh told Linda this as
they walked along the edge of the beach
with the waves tossing behind them.
Slowly the moon began to reappear. “I
I wish I could reach out,” he said,
thrusting an arm upward, “and give you
a piece of it. You’ve brought me out of
.

.

.

myself, out of

my

sadness.”

Hugh

stopped and put his arms around
her blanket-covered shoulders. And he
kissed her gently.
“Will

.

.

will

.

you marry me, Linda?”

he asked.

Her eyes, seeming so large and hopeful
in the moonlight, looked directly up into
his. “Yes, Hughie! Yes,” she said softly.
“I will.”

hat next day Linda left for Iowa on
the afternoon train. She had called
her folks long-distance that morning
and begged her mom to allow her to stay

T

few days longer. But her mother was
adamant. Linda had been away long
enough, and she was ordered to be home
a

as planned.

That morning Hugh bought her a bouquet of white carnations, a pair of Japanese “kokeshi” dolls with wooden heads
that bobbed if you tilted them, and a
secondhand copy of Lord Byron’s love
letters printed on an elegant ivory vellum.
He carried her suitcases to the beat-up
Plymouth he’d borrowed from one of the
other apprentices, and he took her for a
ride around Santa Barbara before train
time. He promised her he would come
out to Iowa over Thanksgiving and visit
her and meet her folks. Meanwhile, they
agreed to write letters every day. And
when the time came for Hugh to take her
to board the train, he said, “Remember,
Linda, we’re just saying so long. This isn’t
goodbye.”
She nodded, and he carried her suitcases to the coach-car of the train, where
they kissed for the last time. The conductor’s “all aboard” echoed through the
station,

and Hugh and Linda parted.

As

Are you
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She

know how

didn’t really

“I’ll

said

come and
firmly.

she

felt.

you out of it,” Hugh
tell
them all you’re

get

“I’ll

marrying me!”
“No.”

Her voice over

telephone

the

sounded almost unfamiliar.

“It’s

too late,

given my consent. I’m
I’m just a small town girl
and you
you’re going to be somebody. You’re
going to be a big actor. I don’t want to be
in the way.”
“But, Linda,” he said brokenly. “I
I love you.”
“And I love you, Hughie,” she said. “But
I ... I can’t marry you.”
Then she admitted, “I’ve gone with Timmy since we
were kids, and I can’t back out of it now.
There’s nothing I can do. I’m afraid

Hughie.

I’ve

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

seems

this

He

.

.

.

best.”

didn’t know if
a dream as

he were wide awake
she spoke to him.
“Hughie,” she added before saying goodbye, “thank you for a wonderful, wonderor

in

ful

summer.

.

.”

.

him; but she

left

the

felt closer to

snow-covered

life.

of
to Chicago. He spent
itself in a lonely
fields

YMCA;

Christmas Day

one thing; To find love, you have to be
open for love. You have to accept the

“We

past for what it was. You can’t live in it.
I’m a man who needs love and I’ve been

—

chilly?”

She nodded.
The two of them arose, and Hugh picked
up the v/rinkled wool blanket. Shaking
thoroughly in the ocean breeze, he
it

He

Iowa.

visited

then he hitchhiked, depressed and downhearted, to Los Angeles.
He simply couldn’t figure it out. I guess
love is that way, he decided. There are
no mapped-out formulas for anyone.
Today, Hugh says, “It still isn’t easy for
me to receive a Christmas card from Linda
or a get-well note when she reads in a
gossip column that I’ve had the flu or
some eye trouble. I can’t help but remember those sweet summer days we spent
together, but I’ve made up my mind about

o’clock.
.

he

Iowa and hitchhiked

the steep rocks. Hugh looked at his luminous military wristwatch. It was two

.

before

in
until

planned to hitchhike alone to Iowa.
He bought Linda a rose-beige cashmere
sweater and an expensive vial of Chanel
perfume. He had a gold heart inscribed
for her charm bracelet: For Linda, it said.
With All My Love This Christmas and
Always, Hughie.
Then, three nights before Hugh and
his buddy planned to drive to Chicago,
the call came. She phoned his dormitory
to tell him the shattering news. He mustn’t
come to visit her, she explained, because
things had changed. Her parents wanted
her to marry someone else. She had gone
with the boy before she met Hugh, but
she hadn’t thought much about him. Now,
under family pressure, she felt helpless.

Hugh

They awoke to the mournful sound of
sea.
The night seemed unusually
black around them, and then they noticed
that the moon had disappeared behind

.

Christmas

Timmy. She’d known him aU her

the

asleep.

early

—

.

“Linda,” he said in a groggy voice.

and,

regularly,

wondered why she wanted him to prolong
his dreamed-of trip, but he listened to her
request and waited until the week before
Christmas. He had lined up a ride with
a classmate to Chicago, and from there he

yes, she loved

sleep.

fell

other

November, she suggested he wait

But making the trip was a mistake.
he got to Iowa he visited her and
gave her the gifts he’d bought her, but
Linda wasn’t the same. She seemed almost
a stranger cool and distant. She told him,

never knew I
again,” he
said tenderly. And it was then he told
her of Mary, of their hopes and their
young love, and of how she had died.
They both cried a little together and then,
from exhaustion, they both fell off to

p

each

to

When

I

.

and Linda would be together. They wrote

he clicked the black receiver onto
the cradle of the wall telephone in the
dormitory hallway, Hugh decided to make
the trip to Iowa nonetheless. Perhaps he
could still persuade her to marry him.

was shortly after midnight.
“Sure,” she said, her eyes glimmering
in the white moonlight.
Hand in hand, they walked by the
shore, Hugh carrying an old Army blanket
with him. And when they came to a
secluded spot surrounded by craggy rock
formations, Hugh spread the blanket on
the sand, and the two of them sat down
and listened to the waves crashing against
the shore.
Then Hugh turned to Linda and took
.

out her.
He enrolled for his sophomore year at
Los Angeles City College, and he worked
many long hours after school at odd jobs
to save all his earnings for the day he

When

It

her hands in his. “I ...
could ever be so happy

shrill down the track,
the coming months with-

he watched the train

Hugh dreaded

lonesome long enough!”

Hugh

A

happier

to

find love

grins at fans,

knows

you must be open for

it.

The End

FOLLOW Hugh’s adventures as “wyatt earp”
ON ABC-TV, 8 30-9 p.m. edt Tuesdays.
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—
other about our likes, our ambitions, the
felt about a lot of things

NICK ADAMS

way we both
Then

Continued from page 64
couldn’t take it any more. I wanted to
leave. But try as I might I just couldn’t
find friends John and Bob they’d been
completely swallowed up by the crowd. I

—

began pacing up and down, looking here
and there. Then finally I decided to give
up the search for a while and get something to drink.
I headed for the punch bowl, and it was
then that I saw Carol. Something real
cute, I thought, and I did a double take.
A wisp of a girl with sparkling blue eyes,
dressed all in white and looking just like a
doll. I couldn’t imagine how anything so
lovely could have escaped my notice all
evening.
She had her chin high in the air and
seemed to be looking for someone over the
heads of all the people. I wanted very
much to speak to her, so I decided to use
an old standby I always try when I see a

girl I want to
the girl for a

get to know. I just stare at
while, and this invariably
acts as a cue for her to turn and smile
in surprise,

nothing

if

else.

Then we

talk.

didn’t work. She was
obviously not typical, because she didn’t
even glance
way not once. Something’s got to be done, old Nick, I told

But with Carol

my

it

—

myself, and

I
it’s gonna require thought.
reached into my pocket and took out a
pack of cigarettes; but it was empty.
Before I knew what I was doing. I’d
crumpled the paper and cellophane in my
hand and aimed it at her head.
A few seconds later she reached up, and
without so much as a look in my direction,
gracefully removed the wrinkled package
and placed it in an ash tray. She didn’t
seem angry just startled, so I moved
nearer to her and was about to strike up
a conversation when, for what I believed
to be the first time in my life, I just
couldn’t think of anything to say. Minutes,
embarrassing minutes, passed while she
smiled at me, expecting me to start speaking.
Finally I blurted out, “Fm Nick
Adams. Can I get you something to eat?”
She shook her head. “Thank you but
I’m not hungry.”
Then she smiled and
said, “I’m Carol Nugent.”
“You
you looking for someone?” I
said, remembering how she’d been looking
around on her tip-toes.
“Yes. My sister. I wanted to leave but I
don’t see her anywhere. We came to-

—

—

.

.

.

gether.”
Well, I’m sure the expression of relief

mentioning her sister must have
over my face. I’d have been
disappointed if she’d come with a date.
“Don’t you like the party?” I asked her.
“It’s not that,” she began, speaking quite
softly, tilting her head a little to one side.
“It’s just that
that I guess I’m not used
to huge parties.
I don’t usually
go to
them.” Then she gave me a wonderful
smile and added, almost in a whisper, “I
didn’t really even want to come at all.”
“I didn’t either,” I confided, feeling immediately a bond of friendship.
“Really?” She looked at me wide-eyed.
“No,” I added. “I’d planned to stay in,
but some guys dragged me out ... I don’t
usually go to these parties either.” Then,
the wonderful way she was looking at me,
out of her saucer-like bright blue eyes,
made me add, “But I guess I’m glad I
didn’t miss this one.” And I think she
knew what I meant because she looked
at her

shown

all

.

.

.

down for a moment, and I think she
blushed a little.
“Like to sit down?” I offered. She shook
her head, yes.
Carol and I talked on and on and on.
We seemed to have so much to say to each

.

.

.

walked up to Carol.
“Oh, there you are,” she said. “Where in
the world have you been? I haven’t seen
you for hours.” She was slim and attractive, and looked a little like Carol.
a girl

FRE E

smiled, introduced me to her
Judy, then answered, “I’ve been
sitting right here in this one spot for
.”
hours
I
We chatted for a while, Judy left and it
was then that Carol said to no one in
particular, “I’d like to go home.”
Although she hadn’t been speaking directly to me, I found myself saying, “Gee,
Carol, I don’t have my car with me. I
.”
came with a couple of friends. But
Then before I could finish, John and Bob

Carol

sister,

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

had strolled over.
John looked surprised. “Nick where
have you been for the past two hours?”
.”
“I’ve been sitting right on this spot
They both smiled at Carol, and I introduced her.
“John,” I said finally. “I want to drive
Carol home, but you’ll have to take me
.

my

to

car

.

first.”
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“Sure thing, Nick.” John agreed.
The four of us piled into the car, and
when we arrived at my place. Bob and
John came in, stayed a polite few minutes,
then said goodnight. It was nearly one
o’clock and, picking up my car keys, Carol
and I went straight out after them.
Fifteen minutes later, we had stopped in
front of Carol’s home. As before, we began talking and talking ... as though we’d
known each other for years.
I discovered that Carol and her sister
had been in the movies since they were

in America’s
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n’^hen we stopped talking, and I turned
to Carol, put my arm around her
gently, and drew her close to me. We

High School Course

sat quietly, not speaking, just listening to
music coming from the car radio, just
sitting together. I don’t think either of us
wanted the evening to ever end. Finally,
I took
arm from around her, put
hand under her chin, tilted her face up
towards me and said softly, and very
seriously, “Carol, I have something to say
to you. But I want you to promise me
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that when I get through you won’t
say anything. I want you to just sit and
listen and take my words for what they’re
worth and remember them. Carol, I love
you. I know it may be hard to believe;
we’ve only known each other a few hours;
but I swear to you that I love you. I want
you to believe in me and to trust me.
I want you to give me a chance to prove
first

love.

I

.”
.

.

Carol started to speak but I silenced her
playfully with a kiss. Then, getting out
of the car, I went around and helped her
out. We walked up to the porch, holding
hands, still clinging to each other.
When we got there, we kissed goodnight,
but before she went in, I said, “I’ll pick
you up tomorrow and we’ll spend the day
at the beach. Okay?”
She nodded a yes and then said, “Nick
this, this has been a wonderful evening
for me too.” And she leaned forward, placing a tiny wisp of a kiss on my forehead.
At noon, the following day, John Ashley
and I came by for Carol. For the past few
.

.

.

I’ve
years,
always gone places with
friends; double dates, triple dates, always
part of a group. I guess I invited John out
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of force of habit, but I knew that for the
time I didn’t have the same need to be
surrounded by a lot of people.
Then, that night, after John had left us,
we came back for dinner at Carol’s house.
walked into the living room, hand in
hand, grinning like a couple of lovesick
calves. Carol introduced me and we all
sat down and started talking. I could see
Carol was watching for some reaction
from her folks particularly her dad. He
first

MEMO

FASHION
from

Pam Law

We

—

was always courteous and

polite,

but never

over-friendly.

Suddenly Carol noticed her father getup from the couch and leaving the
room. She seemed upset. Then before she
had a chance to think further, her dad
came back, a stack of records under his
arm. Try as she might she couldn’t conting
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ceal a feeling of delight as her father put
the records on the turntable and said to
me, “Nick, you look like the type that appreciates good music. Well, here are a
few of my favorites.” And for the next
hour, we all sat listening to a succession
of Irish folk songs. Carol told me later
that her father only takes out the Irish
records when he really likes someone.
From that day on, we were together constantly. Every time we saw each other it
became harder to say goodnight, and
every time, there seemed to be more and
more to talk about.
On Saturday, May 2nd, I picked up
Carol as usual. We weren’t planning to go
anywhere special except that when we
were together anywhere, it was always

—

someplace

special.

was a magnificent day, not too hot,
with the sky a deep, clear blue and
bright sunshine. We cruised along by
the shore, relaxing, both of us rather quiet.
I don’t think I’ve ever seen Carol look
more beautiful. She had on a simple cotton dress of pale pink-and-white candy
stripes and the sun was shimmering over
her blond hair, making it sparkle.
Suddenly I pulled over to the curb and
stopped the car. Then, I said simply,
“Carol, let’s get married.”
She turned to me, looking startled for a
moment. Then she just said “yes.” I kissed
her and then put my hand into my jacket
pocket and pulled out a ring. I took
Carol’s left hand in mine and put the ring
on her third finger. It was a little too
large and kept slipping around on her
t

I

finger.
it’s beautiful,” she said,
“Oh, darling
holding up her hand. “It’s a lovely ring
.

.

.

.

I

always wanted one just like

did

The

know?”

you

pouring out.
“It’s my mother’s

.

.

.

this

.

.

questions

my

.

how

.

came

mother’s en-

gagement ring,” I said, a little nervously.
“She gave it to me a few years ago and
told me to keep it until I found the right
Tears
her face. “Oh
she whispered.

started

person.”

.

.

.

Nick

.

.

streaming down
I’m so happy,”
.

moment

we’ll never forget.
later I started the engine.
“Let’s go straight home and tell your
and I’ll put a call through to
folks
New Jersey to mine,” I said.
She moved across the front seat and sat
close up next to me.
“When would you like a wedding?” I
It

was

A

few minutes
.

.

a

.

asked her

“Today?”

softly.

I

joked.

But

she had said yes I would
have married her right there and then.
I

knew

that

if

“July’s a nice

month— and

let’s

have a

always
I’ve
Nick.
wedding,
dreamed of one ... of walking up the

church

in white.”
“We’ll have my

aisle

too.”
p

to

fly

out for

it

“And I’ll devote all the rest of my life
making you a wonderful wife. No more

acting for me.”

“Really?”
82

family

—

—

“Nick,” she said, gently pushing back a
stray lock of hair that had fallen over my
forehead. “All my life I’ve had oppor-j
^ tunities to really move ahead in pictures

couldn’t sleep. I was so exmiddle of the night I sat
up in bed and said, “Mother.” She grunted
sleepily and then opened one eye. “Mmm?”

but it’s never meant much to me. I’ve
always wanted a home and a family. And
I want to make the day we get married
the last day of my career. I want to spend
my time making a home for you, being
there when you need me, raising our

she said.
“Mother, I just can’t get married in that
dress I packed.” Everything had happened
so fast that I hadn’t had a chance to buy
a new one and suddenly the dress I had
brought with me seemed so inadequate for
a wedding.
“Well, Carol,” she was saying, “there’s
nothing much we can do about it. Tomorrow the shops are all closed. Besides,
Nick hasn’t anything special with him
either. He’s only got his blue jacket and
gray slacks. It doesn’t matter, Carol
as long as you’re both together and
.”
haopy.
I
leaned over the adjoining bed and
kissed my mother goodnight but somehow I just couldn’t stop thinking about

'!

I

II

children

/
'

“I’d

.

.”
.

never

.

.

never thought about

.

some

children before
but I’d like
I’d like a little son.”
“What would we call him.”
“Algernon Adams,” I laughed.
.

“Montmoncery

.

.

Adams,”

.

.

.

back

joked

Carol.

“Honey, I’ve got it!” I said suddenly.
“We’ll call our first son Reb
Reb
Adams after the title of my new series,
‘The Rebel,’ that’s going to give us all
the money we need to raise an enormous
family.”
.

.

“Reb Adams,” she repeated

.

quietly.

That night

I

In the

cited.

I

hadn’t been for a phone call I got
four days later from my agent, telling
it

me

my

TV

new
series
to start at the begin-

that filming for

had been scheduled

ning of July, I don’t think we would have
ever eloped. But when I heard this, and
I told Carol that evening, we both knew
we didn’t want to put off the wedding.
“Honey,” I suggested, “let’s get married right away instead this week.”
She looked thoughtfully at me for a
minute, just a minute, before she said,
“Yes, Nick. Yes ... I’d like that.”
And we were both so happy because
her family was pleased about it all, too.
They came with us to Las Vegas that
weekend. There were her mother and
father, Judy, and Bob Conrad, an old
friend of mine who was going to act as

—

1

!

!

I

I'

,

I

!

best man; and my partner. Andrew Fenaday, who also produces my TV series,
“The Rebel,” and his wife, Mary Frances.
And the first thing we did when we got
to Vegas airport was to ask about a
license bureau. “What time does it close?”
The clerk must have been used to this
question because he grunted, “They never
close, buddy, they’re open twenty-four
hours a day.”
The family all went off to a hotel while
Carol and I walked downtown to get the
license. But when we got to the bureau
we found a “Be Back in Fifteen Minutes”
sign, tacked on to the door.
“Let’s look around for a church while
we’re waiting,” Carol said, “And see if
we can order some flowers ... I’d like to
have flowers, Nick.”
“We could stop for rings on the way,
too,” I suggested.
And we found a little jewelry shop
where we bought matching gold wedding
bands, then we went back for the license.
Next, we searched for a chapel, but even
though there seemed to be dozens
everywhere, we couldn’t find anything

that dress. Everything else was in keeping
with tradition: a borrowed slip from my
sister;
an old handkerchief from my
grandmother; a blue half petticoat
.

we

liked.

Suddenly Carol screamed, “Nick! Look!
Over there.” And following the direction
in which she was pointing, I saw a picturesque, old-fashioned church with a
neatly printed sign set on the lawn which
read; Little Church in the West.
We crossed the street and went inside,
looking around for someone who would
make arrangements for us. We found a
fellow, but he told us, “I’m sorry you’ll
have to come back in two days.”
Well, we couldn’t do that I had to get
back to town because I was right in the
middle of a TV series, and the Nugents
couldn’t stay that long either. So finally
I
persuaded him to let us marry the
following day at one in the afternoon.
Saturday evening flew by, but
well,
Carol would like to tell you this part.

i

—

—

.

.

.

.

but nothing new.
So the next morning I got up bef'^re
everyone and slipped downtown. I knew
the name of a friend of an old girlfriend
of mine who had a dress shop in Las
Vegas and I looked him up. When I told
him my story he promised to get straight
down to his store and about half an hour
later I walked out with a heavenly white
organdv dress with a full pink underslip.
By the time I had arrived back at the
hotel everyone was up and scared a little
as to where I’d gone. We only had an hour
left before the ceremony
but at exactly one o’clock everything was just as
planned: I was walking down the aisle,
hugging onto my father’s arm, with the
organ music playing. Then soon followed
those words, “I now nronounce you man
.” But let Nick finish
and wife
We had a champagne lunch back at the
hotel and there was one thing left to do

—

.

.

we

I

.

went home:

all

my

tell
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wanted
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'blonde,

.

my

.

.

.” It sounded
wife now
strange saying “wife” for the first time.
But it felt good.
My mother seemed to be crying at the
other end and Carol had tears in her
.”
eyes too. “He’d better be good to you
she was telling Carol.
.

.

.

We managed

away

to slip

few days’

for a

spot called
early in the
season and we had the entire lake front to
ourselves. We rented a tiny cottage overlooking it a small, rustic cabin with a
huge fireplace for a log fire.
And we talked about the future

—

.

.

.

about how we’d met
about how it had
all been so Quick, and so perfect, almost
as though it had been a movie we’d both
been in
and about how happy we
were.
We’ve found a wonderful apartment, in
the San Fernando Valley. It’s got one
bedroom
and a pink kitchen just the
color of Carol’s dress that day I asked her
to marry me
and it has a balcony
overlooking a turquoise pool
.
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.
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to call

I shouted,
the line. “I’ve got a
special present for you this year!”
“Never mind about that, Nick,” she
said,
before I could continue. “How’s
Carol when’s the wedding?”
“Well that’s the surprise. That’s the
present. We just got married
I’ll let

you speak
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the night before the wedding. That’s
Eddie, Liz, the relatives, the friends
are in Las Vegas. The scene shifts to
Eddie’s dressing room. He is now taking

AND EDDIE

LIZ

t’s

I why

Continued from page 26

off

You
this one.
and I are sitting at the adjacent table, faccouldn’t be closer to her
ing Liz.
without being her escort.
Two minutes later 12:33 a.m. Eddie
close

game, Eddie winning

We

—

—

singing. Eddie is standing
in the dark, "rhe spotlight is on the other
Eddie is baffled. He
side of the stage.
doesn’t know whether to walk toward the
spotlight or wait for the spotlight to find
him. He continues singing, waiting. The
spotlight doesn’t move. Eddie, continuing
The
to sing, walks toward the spotlight.
spotlight quickly moves to the place Eddie
has vacated. Eddie gets a little wise.
you’re starting with the gags,”
‘Oh

comes onstage,

.

.

The room

makeup.

his

Liz.

She

is

permanent.

says to no one in particular;
“That’s it. That’s it. That was the end!”
Liz answers him, “No! It’s only the beginning. You’re only starting, Mr. Fisher.”
“It was your last night as a single,” Joey
Forman wisecracks, “and you were great.
Get it as a single!”
Eddie laughs, gets up from the chair and
kisses Liz. “Elisheba, you’re wonderful
and beautiful.” Elisheba is Liz’ name in
Hebrew, and his pet name for her.

Eddie

—

.

.

.

“What about tomorrow?” Milton Blackstone,

manager, wants

Eddie’s

discuss it?”

Don’t you think

to

know.

we ought

to

.

.

.

get something to eat, say, in the room?
We can arrange everything there. Eddie
must be starved. He hasn’t eaten anything
all night.”

die sings “Makin’ Whoopee!”
“Another bride, another June,

Eddie says. Then, looking
around the room, he asks, “Good show to-

Another sunny honeymoon

.

and

tourists.

during

Often

the

performance,

Liz

mouths the words with Eddie. She has a
crabmeat cocktail and some wine. The
real food and the champagne (Liz’ favorite beverage) she is waiting to have later
with Eddie. Sometimes she beats out the
tempo of the song with her fingers on the
I
table; it looks as if she were typing.
don’t have the slightest doubt that Eddie is
playing mainly to his futui'e bride and she
loving

is

Mike Todd

Jr.

nods and says, “Good

idea, Liz.”
“I feel fine,”

A

.

house, where two officials were to shatter
the atmosphere of love in bloom with
fiery blasts.
At the courthouse. District
Attorney George Foley declared: “The
whole thing is a spectacle ... a circus
a travesty of justice in Nevada courts.”
.

.

Judge George Marshall was even
said it would make a “sham”
of Nevada divorce laws to grant Fisher an
immediate divorce “if the publicity in this
man’s life is only one-tenth truthful.”
Judge Marshall said he was referring to
the state law listing requirements for applicants for divorce. Nevada law requires
a six-week residency with indication of
District

sharper.

He

night, wasn’t it?
great audience. I could
feel they were with us.”

“Only time I got nervous,” Liz answers,
“was when you introduced me and that
fellow in the audience hollered, ‘Get her
up on the stage.’ You quieted him nicely.”
Most of the people begin to leave the
dressing room. Shortly afterward, Eddie,
Liz, and a few relatives exit. They are met
in the corridor by a newspaperman who
asks a typical question about the situation
and pending marriage. Eddie has grown

Someone murmurs, “At least Fisher displayed more evidence of intent to live in
Las Vegas than the vast majority of people
who are granted divorces according to the
Nevada law. They shouldn’t try to change
the people; they should change the law.”

W

is going on, I drive out with
photographer Larry Barbier to the
modern house with a butterfly-shaped
roof that Eddie bought from the builder,
Irwin Mulasky. The house is so new that
the foilage hasn’t been placed in front and
the house doesn’t even have a number yet.
It will be 310 Twain Road, and it is opposite the third hole on the Desert Inn golf
course.
In fact it’s merely a short putt
from the master bedroom.

A

hile this

tree

grows right

in the living

new Fisher house, and
been made for full-growth,
the

room

of

provision has
so

it

will be

able to protrude through the ceiling and
lift its leafy arms toward the sky.
There’s a fireplace and a laundry and a
refrigerator. These objects will remain no

it.

During the performance, the gags continue. For example, when Eddie sings his

“Oh My Pappa,” every musician in the
orchestra takes out his handkerchief and
pretends to wipe his eyes. Papa Fisher

hit

wears a

A

slight smile.

later, Eddie sings “Hava Naannouncing that it is Liz’ and his

little

gila,”

favorite song.
1 guess we could call it
their “our song.” Liz stops eating, drinking
and tapping the table for this one. She
looks at Eddie with big, love-filled eyes.

Eddie

concludes

Leonard

from

with

Bernstein’s

“Somewhere,”
“West Side

Story.”

“There’s a place for us, somewhere a place
for us.

Peace and quiet and open
Wait for us somewhere.
.

We’ll find a
We’ll find a

air
.

.

new way of living.
way of forgiving.

—

Somewhere there’s a place for us.”
The audience applauds fast and loud and
So does Liz.
While Eddie is taking still another bow,
waiter can be heard bawling out a cus-

long.
a

tomer.

He

is

sulter.

P

—
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All attention goes to the waiter.
Don Rickies, the professional inHe happens to be in Vegas, playing

the Sahara Lounge. Fisher announces him,
and in less time than it takes to get a marriage license, even in Vegas, Rickies is on
the stage. He gives Eddie a few rapid insults “Why should tomorrow night be
different from all other nights?”

.

intent to live in the state.

“Discuss
discuss,” Eddie says, “I’m
disgusted with discussing.”
“That’s pretty good,” Joey says. Then,
having caught the note of irritation in Eddie’s voice, Liz suggests, “Why don’t we

looks comfortable on the stage. He is easy,
unbending for the first time. He is in
command and projects authority. He is no
longer the boy singer. He acts like a man.
Practically every song he sings has a
double meaning. Early in his routine Ed-

All eyes in the rather large Tropicana
club room travel from the singer over to
ringside Liz, who is smiling, her right
arm resting on the railing of the orchestra
pit.
Liz Taylor is almost as much a part
of the act as Eddie. She divides the attention of the audience, composed of friends

He says, “I’ve come to believe that if
you’re heart says it’s right, do it.” Liz nods
her approval. “I say goodnight until toThe next day Eddie Fisher leaves the
Tropicana Hotel at 1:30 p.m. for the court-

Liz giggles.
The audience is amused.
They are watching Liz as intently as they
are Eddie. She has become an important
She
part of his act as well as his life.
should receive billing.

and

—in

answers smiling.

morrow.”

“The judge.

feels

type of question

this

— and

of course, Liz.
The traffic is continuous,
coming and going. With the exception of

he mutters.

He

crowded

to

types

with friends, relatives, newspapermen and,

.

Eddie never sang better.

is

accustomed
fact, all

After the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Fisher
‘‘Never been happier,”

murmured

came from

the

Temple looking

radiant.

Liz; then / got a chance to kiss the bride.

-

w
I

matter what new furniture Liz brings in
how they arrange the rooms. I don’t
know if Liz can cook or likes to; I know
that both of them love to eat. The master
bedroom will have a king-sized bed. It
now has twin beds, which Liz, although
realizing she and Eddie wouldn’t occupy
them, managed to push together during
their inspection of the house.
Supposedly, Eddie bought this house.
The truth is that he only made a downpayment on it, with an option to buy. Also,
Eddie didn’t huy this house in his name
The option-to-buy
or as a gift for Liz.
was taken by Ramrod, a production firm
owned by Fisher and Blackstone.
Meanwhile, back at the Las Vegas courthouse, Eddie Fisher, wearing a gray coat
and slacks, enters the courtroom amid
spectators, newspapermen and photographers.
It is 1:50 p.m.
District Judge
David Zenoff presides.
Eddie asks for and receives authorization
for a closed hearing on the divorce action,
declaring: “If the public only knew the
truth, the real reasons for our split-up.”
Is there still something about this overpublicized romance and split-up that the
public doesn’t know? It’s difficult to believe, but District Judge Zenoff grants
Eddie’s petition for a sealed transcript of
the court action.
Eddie’s only witness is Nat Brandwynne,
the orchestra leader. The divorce hearing
lasts only twelve minutes.
Eddie then
waits in Judge Zenoff’s chambers for Liz.
She arrives about fifteen minutes after the
divorce has been granted. He is informed
of her approach and goes to join her at the
entrance to the chambers.
“You got it, honey?” Liz whispers.
Eddie smiles, “Yes
Mrs. Fisher.”
Then Eddie and Liz walk on through
blazing newsreel and TV camera lights and
flashbulbs to Clerk Reed’s office, and more
movie lights and flashbulbs pop as they
fill out marriage license number 394535.
The scene now shifts to the Temple Beth
Sholom, a modernistic red-brick building,
not yet a year old. It is the Jewish community center of Las Vegas as well as the
town’s synagogue.
The carved Hebrew
letters on the entrance to the Temple read:

and

I

:

i

t

'

I

I

.

.

.

“House of Worship” and “House of Gath-

The Hebrew

ering.”
of the

synagogue

letters

itself,

mony

over the door

where the cereread: “House of

is to take place,
Study.” These are the three purposes of a
Temple Gathering, Study and Worship.

—

The marriage ceremony is to be private,
with only members of the family and close
friends permitted to attend. Eddie has invited about 12 people; Liz about 14. The
press and the photographers are ushered

'

—

marriage wouldn’t be legal

Liz Taylor arrives eighteen minutes late

The only mild
for her fourth wedding.
excitement breaks out as she drives up to
the Temple in a black Cadillac limousine,
as not quite one hundred spectators, including some teenagers, press against the
car and try to to tear at her dress for souvenirs.
The crowd is comparatively small because Eddie and Liz, despite the front-page
publicity, don’t want to turn their wedding
into the liollywood-premiere category.

Two

i

I

I

I

I

I
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guests wear the traditional Yamulkas or
skullcaps. Liz carries white lilies-of-thevalley and green orchids. She also wears
a green veil.
Standing in the social hall next to the
thin sliding door. I can hear the customary
Temple music. Rabbi Cohen reads the
orthodox chants. Rabbi Nussbaum, actually performing the double-ring ceremony
and then delivering a sermon on the responsibilities of marriage, turns to the Old
Testament, to the “Song of Solomon” and
reads: “For, lo, the winter is past, the rain
is over and gone; the flowers appear on
the earth; the time of the singing of the
birds is come, and the voice of the turtle

'500?»5S.CHILD'S Photo
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,”
heard in our land,
Following is the traditional Jewish ceremony of exchanging rings and sipping the
wine, with Eddie then breaking a goblet
under his foot to remind evei'yone, even on

is

,

happy occasion,

.

of life’s sorrows.

Then

Eddie kisses Liz, briefly but warmly.

It is

this

Immediately following the completion of
the marriage rites, Mr. and Mrs. Fisher
enter the Temple’s social hall to face the
cameras of the photographers and the
questions of the newspapermen. Eddie and
Liz stand next to each other, smiling big.
“What do you want us to do?” Eddie

laddie arrives smiling

don’t have to get rid of the lipstick,

JQj in advance of the ceremony.
He is
dressed in a dark blue suit and a black
tie.
He immediately goes into a room for
a closed conference with Jack Entratter of
the Sands Hotel (he is the newly-installed
President of the Temple), Rabbi Bernard
Cohen and Rabbi Max Nussbaum of Temple Beth Israel, Los Angeles, who has re-

national

who

shop and save by mail from

policemen keep the crowd in order.
savings ond oil guaranteed. Bargaias Galore For
to enjoy their work.
Your money bock
you are
Yoa B Yoer Famify
“This is easy,” one of them says. “Nothnot delighted.
in’.
You should have been around when
Rita Hayworth married that other singer, I
SAVE MONEY, SAVE TIME-ACT NOW
Dick Haymes.”
NATIONAL BELLAS HESS, INC.
“That was a real clambake,” the other
247*88 Bellas Hess Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
policeman agrees. “I’d say it was Vegas’
Pleose send me, free, the new Notional Bellos
biggest wedding.”
Hess Money-Saving Catalog.
Liz and Eddie aren’t out to break any
Nome
attendance records. Liz is strikingly beautiful
in her specially created wedding
Address
gown over a moss green taffeta underslip
P. C. Box
City_
with matching satin shoes. The gown was
designed for her by Jean Louis of ColumStatebia Pictures, who is making her wardrobe
_J
for her next picture, “Suddenly Last Summer.”
Liz may wear the dress in the
movie.
The wedding starts at sundown, at exactly 5:37 p.m. Eddie and all the male

length screen, separates the synagogue
from the social hall. When there is a large
crowd, the sliding door is opened and the
social hall is used as part of the synagogue.
Almost every word spoken in the synagogue can be heard through the sliding
door, if one is attentive. As a member of
the press, I will stay in this social hall during the wedding ceremony.
“This wedding’s going to go off the way
Liz wants it,” Eddie has said. “It’s her
wedding. She doesn’t want to cheapen it
or make a circus out of it. I want to make
her happy.”

Temple well

Join the millions of families

They seem

not a clinging kiss.
It is now 5:57 p.m., and at long last Eddie
Fisher and Elizabeth Taylor are man and

at the

i

performed

Sholom congregation, and he had joined
the day before.

wife.

asks.

“Kiss her,” a photographer shouts.

“It’s

Liz giggles and Eddie leans over to kiss
her gently.
Then Eddie takes out his
handkerchief and wipes the lipstick from
his lips.
calls

out,

“You
Ed-

die.”
is
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“He’s neat,” Liz explains, laughing. “Eddie

SellersHelps You

Fabulous gifts, imports, household gadgets,
toys, Christmas cards, ceramics, jewelry.
Write to;

!

now.”

legal

Another photographer
I

if

a visiting Rabbi. In fact, Eddie Fisher
has to be a member of the Temple Beth

by

social hall a gymnasium
type structure adjacent to the synagogue
where the ceremony takes place. In fact,
only a thin sliding door, more like a full-

into the

'

Temple

cently converted Miss Taylor to Judaism.
Both Rabbis are to officiate at the wedding
because, according to the state law, the

neat.”

While this scene is taking place, I see
Judge David Zenoff, who granted Eddie
his divorce. The Judge also attended the
wedding ceremony and has been invited
to the small wedding party later at the Hid-

85

1
den Well ranch, where Liz has been staying.

And
is

I learn that the marriage certificate
signed by Rabbi Bernard Cohen, Temple

Beth Sholom, and Jack Entratter, who is
the President of the Temple.
After the photographers and most of the
press have finished with Eddie and Liz, I
kiss the bride and congratulate the groom.
“Liz, you look beautiful,” I say.
“I don’t know how I look,” Liz tells me,
“but

know

I

that

I

feel beautiful.”

“And what about you, Eddie?”

I

ask.

never been happier.”
“Then it v/as worth everything you went
through?”
“Fve come to believe,” Eddie repeats,
“if your heart says it’s right, do it.”
“The something old, something new,
something borrowed tradition,” I ask Liz,
“what was it with you?”
“Something old is this handkerchief,”
Liz says, “an heirloom ... in the family
“I’ve

DEBBIE
And

then

a pixie of a little girl with fine, pale honeycolored hair combed into bangs across her
forehead. She looks sturdy and yet dolllike. When one hears her speak so distinctly it is almost a shock to realize that
the words are coming from a little bit of a
girl, not quite three years old. She resem-

bles her mother very much. “Excepting
the eyes,” Mrs. Reynolds said. “Debbie’s
are green, but Carrie’s eyes are dark

brown.”

When we

asked Carrie to give us a dish
of the sand she had been energetically filling and spilling, she threw us a smile and
immediately filled a tin, fish-shaped dish
and presented it to us. She never stopped
talking. Bits of words, some very clear,
half talking to us, and half to herself, but
as happy as a bird. When we asked her to
show us her dolls, she cocked her head for
a moment, smiling enchantingly as she
pondered whether or not to leave the
sandpile to get them. Finally agreeing, she
.” as she ran off
said, “Okay
okay
to get the dolls. Her movements reminded
.

.

.

.

me

so much of Debbie’s.
“She’s just like her mother,” Mrs. Reynnolds remarked, with a twinkle, as though
reading my thoughts, “Carrie and Debbie
both alike, and both of them busy all the
time.”
When Debbie joined us in the garden,
She
Carrie’s face lit up immediately.

rushed into her mother’s arms. Debbie
kissed her fondly and said, “You stay out
here, Carrie. I’m going into the living room
for a little chat. Later, after you’ve had
your lunch, we’U go out for our walk.

Okay?”
Debbie

couch.

The

chintz covering. She had a piquant look
about her, and she wore her hair piled
high on top of her head and coiled in a
soft swirl, a row of bangs on her forehead.
It didn’t seem to make her look older or
more staid, or old-fashioned. It was really
very pretty and soft. When we admired it,
she said, “I never hked myself in short
hair
my hair is very long now
.

.

.

.

.

.

We

agreed with
like it this way best.”
her. She looked like a movie star.
She seemed to sense how charming and
I

comfortable we thought the house seemed,
because she said softly, “I love it, too. And
It’s near a
it has so many advantages.
.

.

.

I can hear you asking me:
“Do you
think the marriage has a chance? Will it

park where Carrie can play
there are
other children on the street
and it’s
quiet here, and not too far from Westwood
.”
Village for shopping
She curled her legs under her. “I think,”
she said, casting her eyes around the room,
“that this house looks like it has been
lived in, and that’s how a house should

newspaper, and Carrie sits belooking through her picture
book she loves the ones with animals.
Then we decide where we will take our
morning walk. We go out for one hour.
Sometimes she wants to go to the park or

look.”

that berry bush.

Then we both looked at each other. She
was waiting for the questiofis, but, at that
moment, the phone rang, and Carrie kept
wandering in and out, staying just long
enough to lay her head on her mother’s

with us

.

.

.

.

.

lap and then ran outside again.

we

Finally,

wish

to give

said, “They say you do not
any more interviews. Is that

true?”

She admitted it was. “I have been
stunned,” she said. “Stunned and hurt by
so many of the things that have been
printed
things the press did not even
bother to check. I can’t and I don’t expect
every member of the press to adore me.
But I do feel I have the right to expect
him to check a story before printing it.”
She continued rather nervously. “I have
.

.

.

always been grateful to reporters. I know
how much they have done for my career.
I have
always tried to cooperate.
I always enjoyed giving interviews
it was
.

—

But now

sort of fun.

way about

I

can’t feel the

.

.

same

it.”

She got up suddenly and stared out into
the garden. When she turned toward the
room again, she said very quietly, “I’m not
going to let it hurt me any more. I’ve got
so much to be grateful for: my two children, my family. Every day I spend with
Carrie and Todd is such a wonderfully
happy day. We’re together a great deal of
the time. But now. I’m so busy with my
career, I won’t be able to be with them

much

as

“I

as I would like.
have a nurse for Todd and

ing care of Carrie myself.

I

I love takdon’t find it

And I think it’s very important to spend as much time as possible
and
not turn them over
with children
completely to the care of a nurse.”
difficult at all.

sat up straight against the
brilliant gold of her dress
toned well with the muted shades of the

nside,

I

love.

last?”

.

smiling, said hello to us.
introduced to Carrie,

Last Summer,” but they do have plans to
appear in a movie together.
There is one thing definite, very definite,
about Eddie and Liz Fisher: They are in

There is a small wedding party reception
Hidden Well Ranch. A big wedding
cake and champagne. It doesn’t take long
because Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Fisher have
to be on the 8:45 p.m. plane to L.A. From
there to N.Y. and then to Europe. It’ll be
a combination honeymoon and work. Liz
will make the movie, “Suddenly Last
Summer.” Eddie will sing at several theaters, including the Palladium.
While in
London, Eddie and Liz already have rented
a house about half an hour’s drive from
the city.
It is the same house Marilyn
Monroe and Arthur Miller occupied.
Later, Eddie and Liz will visit Israel.
Eddie will not play a part in “Suddenly
at the

.

we were

.

riage.”

.

Continued from page 31

came over and,

Something new? This dress.
Something borrowed? A green garter I
borrowed from my mother. Something
blue?” Liz pauses and then smiles up at
Eddie. “Nothing. I broke with tradition.
There’s nothing blue about this marfor years.

C

an you describe an average day with
Carrie?”
gin,

we

asked.

and what

do

“When

does

be-

it

you usually do

together?”

“Both of us are very early risers,” she
laughed. “About 7: 30 in the morning I hear
come
her calling me, ‘Mummy
come. Mummy.’ So I get up, dress Carrie.
She has her milk. I have my orange juice.
We always have breakfast and lunch together and sometimes with Todd, too,
.

.

.

.

.

.

now that he’s growing up. Carrie’s favorite
dish is meat and potato chips. But Todd
loves milk and graham crackers best. We
have a regular routine. After breakfast I

How

should

I

Friends of mine
They’re not in the
insurance and she’s

know!

got married last month.

He

movies.

sells

housewife. I couldn’t tell you if
their marriage is going to last.
So how
can I tell you about a singer and a glamor queen?
However, I do know this: I
knew the engagement would last, because
it turned into a wedding. And I’m sure
Eddie and Liz are married, because I was
strictly a

The End

there.

NEXT FOR Liz: COLUMBIA’S “SUDDENLY LAST
SUMMER,” THEN “twO FOR THE SEESAw”
TO BE RELEASED BY UNITED ARTISTS.

read

my

side

me

—

down the street to pick some berries
from her favorite bush. She’s crazy about
just

.

.

We

he’s

.

generally take

our

little

Rocky

four-pound

poodle, you know. When Rocky gets tired
of Carrie he just hides under a piece of
furniture, where she can’t get at him,
and stays there until he’s rested. Then he
goes back for more rough and tumble.
“We love to walk early in the morning.
It seems the world has all kinds of adventures for Carrie. Those fascinating
berries, for one thing, which she can’t
resist picking, but then offers generously
to me. Once she brought me a snail
and I had to take it, too,” Debbie said with
a wry face. “She is very curious about
everything ... an interesting pebble, a
tiny flower, some leaves. It’s wonderful to
watch her earnestly turn them over in her
.

.

.

hand and study them.”

As she spoke

of her daughter she would
glance from time to time to the
garden, where she could see Carrie playing.
“She’s really such an amusing little girl,
and very musical. She loves to listen to all
kinds of music. But she has a temper!
Like me.” Debbie grinned. “She knows
exactly what she wants, and if you try
cast a

wow! I
to stop her
to her favorite

used to let her walk
bush by herself. It
wasn’t too far away, and while I’d sit on
our front steps reading the paper, one eye
on her all the time, she’d keep running
back and forth to me. Suddenly, one time,
I looked up and she was way down the
block crossing over to the other side of the
street. I rushed after her, and when I
caught up with her she was furious with
me and howled at the top of her lungs.
I don’t know what the neighbors thought
of us making such a racket so early in the
morning! You know how quiet most of
these streets are. Every once in a while I
catch Carrie trying to outwit me. She’s
made up her mind that someday she’s
really going to get to the other side of
and she’s quick as lightning.
the street
“When we get home,” she continued,
“Todd’s generally up and we visit with
.

.

.

down

.

him

.

.

for a while.”

“Does he resemble Carrie?” we asked.
“No, I don’t think so ... he just looks
like himself. He’s a very lovely baby,
calmer than
amiable all the time
and she adores him. She calls
Carrie
him ‘Toddy’ ... on the nurse’s day off
.

.

.

.

.

.

Carrie helps me take care of him.”
Debbie had, we discovered, very definite
ideas as to how she wanted to raise her

—
children, and was carrying them through.
“I believe,” she said, “even though I have
a very busy career, I must spend as much
time as I can with my children.

he neighborhood is charming. Carrie
has her pals her sewing circle, I call
them. We all live close by. There’s
Kelly Curtis, who’s the same age as Carrie,
and curiously enough they resemble each
other, although I think Kelly is taller. Then
there’s
Cindy Calhoun. She’s a real
charmer, with dark, dark eyes and hair.
When she and Carrie are together they
laugh all the time. Sometimes she meets
Greg Champion in the park. He’s such a
.”
handsome little boy.

T

'

['

:

;i

!

—

.

.

The doorbell suddenly rang. We were
sure Debbie’s other guests had arrived Emd
the interview had come to an end. But she
asked that we remain for a moment. When
she returned she informed us that only
one guest had arrived. The other would be
late, so if we wished, she would be glad to
answer any more questions.
“What about dating again?” I asked.
“I’m going out again, but I’m not dating
anyone steady,” she answered. “I don’t
want any serious romance right now. I’m
not ready for it. But,” Debbie smiled, “I
hope I marry again. I’m not soured on
marriage. There isn’t a woman alive who
someday, someway, doesn’t hope to find
happiness in marriage and I’m certainly
one of them. I had great happiness with
Eddie, but I don’t want to go back over all
that. It’s all been said. I want to face the
future. It’s suddenly so bright again.”
“Do you feel it’s possible to make really
lasting and true friendships in Hollywood,
where there usually are so many jealousies
and pressures, and careers are so competitive?”

Debbie considered the question very
seriously before answering. “All my life,”
she said, “my friends have meant a great
deal to me. Our house was always filled
with my friends
close friends. As you
.

.

.

know, Jeanette Johnson, who accompanied
to Europe two years ago, is one of my
closest friends. And Camille Williams went
with me to Spain only a few months ago,
when I was making ‘It Started With a Kiss’
over there. We all went through school
together. Jeanette is a teacher, and even
though our careers take up much of our

me

time,

we

see each other as often as

we

can.

We will always be close friends. I have other school friends, too.
We keep in touch
with each other on the phone, meet at
showers. Pier Angeli is a close friend. We
talk on the phone but I don’t see her as

much

—

as I’d like.

We

never seem

to

be free

at the same time. It’s the same with Jane
Powell. She’s so busy with her nightclub
engagements, and she has three children
it’s always a question of having free time.
“I think it is as possible to make friends
Howin Hollywood as anywhere else.
ever, I do expect the same kind of loyalty
from others that I give myself.

“People have helped me,” Debbie said.
“I can’t forget that. I
grateful for all
.” she said, indicating the house.
this
“I suppose I have changed, too. I know one

am

.

.

thing.

have learned there

I

is

something

more important than ambition. It’s being
happy. It’s being with Carrie and Todd. It’s
have a career, too, but they will
always come first in my life.” She turned
fine to

to look at Carrie playing in the garden.
“Funny little Carrie,” she said musingly,
“so busy all the time. She’ll have a long
nap after her lunch today. I’m sure,”
Debbie winked at us.

“Are you happy about the new picture?”
“Oh, yes,” she said, “I am, but I will have
to rearrange things at home. We have a
butler, but no cook. I haven’t had much
luck ... I don’t know why ... it must be
our new electronic stove ... it frightens
!”
them
.

.

“An

electronic stove?”

wonderful,” she answered enthusi-

astically. “Of course, you have to learn how
to use it. It has all kinds of dials, like an

airplane, but

minutes

.

fabulous!
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The doorbell rang again. “It must be the
other guest I’m expecting,” she said.
“I guess I will have to go now. Would
you like Carrie and my mother to walk you
to the car?”
She called out to Carrie who came running in— with Mrs. Reynolds right behind her.
“Carrie, will you take our guests’ hands
and walk with them to the car?” she asked.
Carrie threw us a quick look. She hesitated a moment, then, with a bright pixie
smile, put her little hand in ours and
walked us slowly to the car. She said
goodbye and ran back down the walk, up
the stairs and into the house. As we
watched her, we thought, “Debbie’s working everything out. She’s changed, but
somehow, you know, her feet are always
on the ground.”
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whispered.

“Follow

that’s not

very

nice, I

do.
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I

I

of

know, but
I just couldn’t help it.
I had
a wild
curiosity about what she was going to

SIROIL
DRUGSTORES

inside

Now

refunded basis.

AT ALL

—

blond hair. And she had on hardly any
makeup. I stared. I couldn’t help myself.
Then my first impulse was to run
and ask for her autograph.
But something stopped me.
“No,” a

to remove unsightly external
crusts and scales. If lesions
recur, light applications of

Calif.

dog, Hugo. He’s a black-and-white bassett
hound.
“At night, they go for a walk or to
the movies. She dresses up just a little
bit, puts on some lipstick
but that’s all.”

ne of Marilyn’s first stops that afternoon when I followed her was “The
400 Cake Shop” around the corner
on First Avenue. It’s a small shop with
glass cases full of tempting, sugar-smelling

O

goodies.

When I talked with Alma, one of the
white-uniformed waitresses, she told me
Marilyn had a passion for poppy-seed
rolls and rye bread.
“Oh, she likes desAlma added, “but she doesn’t
anything chocolate. I heard her say
once she finally got over her craving for
chocolate.
And was she glad! Now, she
likes cheesecake and macaroons, strawberry tarts and layer cakes. She doesn’t
ask for us to deliver most times she’ll
carry the cake-boxes home herself.
“She’s a sweetheart of a customer. Both
she and Mr. Miller seem to have a sweet
tooth like mine!”
serts. too,”

So I waited for her to get a headstart
and I shadow-trailed Marilyn all over her
East Side neighborhood.
In New York
each block is like a community, with a
supermarket, drug store, bakery. If you
really wanted to, you could live on one
block forever never leave the vicinity,
that is because you’d be able to do everything from having old shoes resoled to
buying ham-and-cheese sandwiches at the

—

—

like

—

—

Alma

delicatessen.

Marilyn walked with her bouncy Monroe walk, but, strangely enough, not very
many people recognized her, everybody
evidently taking her to be a part of the
New York crowd. I followed her through
her rounds of the neighborhood stops,
unobtrusively and at a distance.

M

first stop was the day-doorman of
her building on East 57th Street (I
noticed on the mail rack that Marilyn
and Arthur lived in Apartment 13E). The
building is very elegant, with a marble
floor in the lobby, a domed ceiling and
There are
delicate murals on the wall.
reclining Empire couches in a mottled
silk unholstery.
Joe Yulstra, the tall Dutch day-doorman, blue-eyed and jowly, told me in a
European dialect, “The first time I saw
her, she was coming from the grocer’s

y

with a big bag. And some little boy said,
‘Marilyn, Marilyn, give me your autograph.’
And do you know, she put her
big package down and smiled and signed
the little boy’s notebook. Now, isn’t that
something nice for her to do?”
He added, “She and Mr. Miller, they
like to go bicycle riding in Central Park
when the weather’s good. She wears white
pants and he wears old Army clothes, and
both of them whistle and sing. They’re
very happy.
“No, she never wears much makeup in
But I
the daytime when she goes out.
don’t know what she does in the evenings.
You ought to ask the night-man, Jimmy

McQuade.”
I asked Jimmy McQuade, of course, when
he came on duty later that day, and
Jimmy, a youngish, handsome man, told
me in a thick Irish brogue, “Oh Marilyn?
She’s the most sociable of anybody. She
She wants a baby more
just loves kids.
than anything. Everybody says so. She’ll
always say hello to a little kid on the street
or in the elevator. And you should see
the way she treats Mr. Miller’s two chil-

Just like she was their mother.
dren.
She’s always buttoning up Robert’s coat
if it’s a cold day, and she goes out shopping
with Jane for pretty dresses and things.
“Marilyn has a maid, but she isn’t afraid
Sometimes, when the
of hard work.
maid’s sick, Marilyn scrubs the floors. She
told one of the neighbors once that hard

—

work never hurt anybody and I agree
with her.”
I asked if Marilyn and Arthur had fabulous parties.
“No,” Jimmy told me. “They don’t enThey love to go to
tertain too much.
their country house in Connecticut for
quiet weekends, and she always takes her

offered

me

a butter cookie and

helped herself to one.
For groceries, Marilyn goes to “The
Gristede Brothers Superior Market” near
the bake shop. When I asked the curlyhaired clerk at the counter about Marilyn,
he said she likes to take her time in the
store and browse through the self-service
shelves. She’s always very excited when
she discovers a new product, like an
instant soup or an unusual cheese.
She
orders her meat personally, to make sure
she gets a good cut.
“Half the time,” the clerk said, smiling,
“she takes the groceries with her.
The
other half she lets me deliver them.”
My next stop was the Sutton Place Stationers at 1040 First Avenue, where Marilyn
borrows books from the rental library.
“She doesn’t come in here too often by
herself,” the proprietor. Jack Newman said.
“Usually she’s with Mr. Miller, and she’s
holding on to his arm. I don’t know why,
but to me she’s never seemed like Marilyn
Monroe, the sexy girl in the movies. She’s
just like an everyday housewife who’s
crazy about her husband. Mr. Miller stops
in for Half-and-Half pipe tobacco or an
evening newspaper.
“We carry his book, ‘Tlie Collected Plays
of Arthur Miller,’ and she likes to point to
it when they’re together, and both of them
smile.
She’s never dressed up, and he
likes open shirts without neckties and old

My wife calls the way he dresses
the rough.’
“She always says hello to me. She does
read a lot. She’s always exchanging books,
but I don’t have time to pay attention to
the titles.”
I’d heard that Marilyn loves antioue
shops, and that afternoon, when I trailed
pants.
‘in

A'A

her like a space-age Sherlock Holmes, I
noticed her stop a number of times to look
in the Third Avenue shop windows.
Between windowshopping, she visited

*
INVEST IN
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f

Restaurant at 57th Street, sat at
and ordered a Broadway ice
cream soda (made with coffee and chocolate syrup). Then she continued her tour
of the antique stores.
Finally, she did go into one. The French
Antiques Store at 957 Third Avenue. It
has everything from huge white china dogs
I couldn’t take
to inlaid Oriental chests.
my eyes off the rows and rows of sooty
SchrafEt’s

Thii’d

the counter

fic,

chandeliers on the ceiling, and
there was a pleasant scent of lemon oil in
crystal

“We never

bother Miss Monroe,” a clip-

voiced, smartly dressed young man with a
soft pudgy face told me later. “Usually one
of the salesmen’ll ask if he can help her
in any way, but she just shakes her head
and looks around. She likes to touch the
tops of old chests and feel the smooth
finish. She has a genuine love for antiques,”
tell from the way she
No, she doesn’t buy very
much, but she does a great deal of look-

said.

“You can

looks at them.
ing.”

few doors down, at 969 Third Avenue,
Marilyn paused by a delicatessen and
feasted her eyes on the tiers and tiers
of gourmet foods in the window: red caviar in flat glass jars, fried Swedish meatballs in cans, champagne-flavored sauerkraut. Across the street is the huge white-

A

stone edifice of Bloomingdale’s big department store, and, when the red light
changed, she crossed over.
In the store she wended her way through
the crowd of Saturday shoppers to the
self-service elevators. I barely made it to
the elevator in time just getting there as
the door closed.
I stood in the back.
Marilyn pressed the button for the sixth

—

floor.

When

the elevator stopped, she got off

and walked towards the housewares department, and, from the sparkle in her
eyes and the grin on her face, I could tell
she was going to have a field day. She
walked from counter to counter, handling
bright yellow and green enamelled pots
and pans from Europe, studying the
apothecary jars of herbs, tinkering with
the copper tea kettles.
Finally, she went over to the Au Gourmet Corner, with its chintzy early American atmosphere, and listened to a man in
a white apron explain to wandering shoppers the secrets of making the fancy
French pastry, “Flutes Enchantees.” She
watched him stuff the flutes with a specially

prepared sweet cream; then, pick-

up a recipe sheet from a little table
nearby, she folded it into her coat pocket.
There was a pause in the lesson as the
cook checked the oven, and two middleaged ladies near Marilyn, both of them
wearing eyeglasses and feathered hats,
began talking about what they planned to
do for the rest of the day.
“Oh, I was thinking,” one of them said,
“about going down Third Avenue for some
good Polish sausage. I don’t get to the city
too often, and there’s a little place I used
to go to where the butcher imported this
ing

wonderful kielbasse

.

.

“Where is it?” Her friend was interested.
“Well,” the first one said, “I haven’t been
there in a while, maybe a year or two. But
I have the address written down somewhere.” She opened her purse and leafed
through a bulging address book. “I think
I’ve listed it under Polish sausage,” she
said, her voice trailing as she flipped the
wrinkled pages. “Oh, here it is! ‘685 Third
Avenue.’ I guess I never bothered to get
the name of the store.”
Marilyn was all ears. As soon as the
lesson ended, she went down to the first
floor and hailed a yellow cab at the corner.
1 hailed another cabbie and told him to
follow Marilyn. I really felt as if I were
in a movie
^for a change.
We rode down

—

in the thick

New York

traf-

Stops Bad Breath

43rd Street.
I got out and watched her.
Maybe she
was going to pick up her car? But no, she
seemed confused. She kept looking all

INTERNALLY!
You Simply

around her.

T

Can’t Offend

all things, she came over to me.
was standing near the streetcorner,
pretending I was waiting to cross the

hen, of
I

method
dares

suddenly got scared. Maybe she
had noticed me following her and was
going to tell me to get lost?
“Hey, mister,” she said, in a soft, whispery voice. “Is this 685 Third Avenue?”
pointing to the parking lot.
street.

the air.

he

Avenue

and suddenly her cab stopped and deposited her in front of a parking lot on

I

I

could barely get
“I don’t

said.

I

—

my

I’ll

.

.

.

I’ll

who shrugged

“ENNDS” act internally where sprays,
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reach. Can’t upset the stomach. Trial

his

size at
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Avenue. Why?”
I told him Marilyn Monroe wanted to
know. He looked at me as if I were crazy.
I went back to Marilyn and said, “Yes,
.”
that’s 685 Third Avenue.
Her expectant expression fell.
She
looked so disappointed.
“But somebody

and

I

makes me mad.

Isn’t

it

a

shame
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never got up
ask for her autograph.
I

SONG STUDIO.
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MUSIC MASTERS,

enough nerve

to

just stood there
what to say; and

I

like a jerk, not knowing
that’s when I decided to go back to all the
places she had visited that afternoon to
find out all about Marilyn.

That following week I heard there was
going to be a preem of “Some Like It Hot,”
and I was out front, waiting with the fans
for Marilyn to appear. There were roving
spotlights and TV announcers, and brass
bands playing jumpy songs from the twen-
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Away” Imported

to see

everything go?”
Then she flashed her wide, doll-baby
smile, stepped into the street and hailed a
taxi.

WANTED for Musical
Setting & Recording by

is

crazy about it.”
“Maybe ...” I ventured, “maybe they’ve
torn the building down.”
Reflectively, she shook her head from
side to side.
“Maybe,” she said. “Oh,
they’re tearing down this whole city, and
it

54(1.

.

where they sold Polish sausage,
wanted to get some. My husband’s

said this

I
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shoulders. Then I went across the street
to the Gold Coast Cafe and asked the bartender.
He said, “Yeah, that’s 685 Third
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Marilyn finally stepped out of the shiny
black limousine, smiling a wonderful “star”
smile to everyone. She wore heavy makeup and a gorgeous skin-tight white gown
covered with hundreds and hundreds of
glittering bugle beads. And she kept smiling that fabulous smile all over the place.
When she went into the theater with
Arthur who wore a tux and black tie
she sat in the front section reserved for
them.

—

—

watched her, I felt that wonderful feeling you get when you know
something nobody else knows. I knew,
from “our” Saturday together, another
Marilyn, an everyday Marilyn the housewife who wanted to find Polish sausage for
Then, as
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.

come back to
Frankie Avalon took
real teenage loves. Just wait and see.
first movie location-jaunt when the Alan Ladd picture, "Guns of
Timberland,” moved to a small Nevada town for outdoor scenes.
Story.”

urged.

I

to pitch a grain of

me how

impress his producer that he’s old enough to take a wife in “The

Gene Krupa

he

could refuse

anna Moore, busy on

Sandra

at the

my

—who

Efrem then pulled

Sal Mineo, who’s been squiring Jill Corey around town, spends

.

every spare
2.3

And

and see me,”

vows that

pletely covered her car, replacing
.

.

first

newest, the livingest end!

tlie

in

house in the Valley. “The minute Stephanie saw
the stables, the house just

alone.

all

done up

all

so startling that one Malibuite

Mars have landed

once-in-a-while date, starlet

to

the beaches are wearing white

at all

stick with nail polish to match.

dark-tanned faces

Efrem and Jim. Bergerac was

set

accepted the invitation

I

Zimbalist, and the

garb for his movie “Yellowstone Kelly.”

western

“Where’s Dot Malone?”

Efrem

.Strip” pal,

Kathleen Crowley, was

lovely

Jacques Bergerac, and
him to her crowded
Brides like to make
table.
er,

it

Alana.

taking
Is Sal sure

he likes ’em older?

everybody happy,

I

thought.

Bus Stop!
of

If you were one of the lucky ones who met that bus load
Warners’ cross-countrying "Young Philadelphians,” you’ll get a

kick out of their take-off troubles.

Diane

who were

Jergeiis,

To begin

with,

Peter

—

to pick

up Connie Stevens, Diane

an

awful

had

to

cried, “I forgot to

Shaw

90

first

kiss

—and

these

the trip,

squashing

it

flat.

my

fluffy

Ty Hardin

Will Hutchins’
Next,

Victoria

missed her connections from a location jaunt and husband

Roger Smith bad
so did she!

for

pack

promise to replace them. Then

accidentally sat on a box containing the birthday cake

mother had baked

with

was suddenly struck

“Go back, go back." she

petticoats.” Peter

Frankie really enjoyed that

up the bus

while the kids outside hooted and honked. At the next stop

thought.

p

Brown and

late with their packing, held

bad

starts

to

still

go on without a word of farewell. P.S.: All of

turned into a good

trip.

a

watched

/

grow

her

from a

tvistful child to a

lovely

woman,

so

when

Party News: “Save Wednesday night,”

"Tm

read,

having a party

at

were celebrating after the preview of their movie, “This Earth Is
Mine,” and the turnout was starry bright. Handsome Cary Grant

Margaret O’Brien told

came by

me of her plans to marry

brought her steady beau, Fred May. Rock escorted

Robert Allen
mer,

I

this

sum-

had two wishes.

but

himself,

Lana Turner,

lovely

“Sara!” The voice on the telephone was breathless.
be married in August.”

to

the happiness, and, to myself,

all

her

—

wished Margaret O’Brien

Margaret changes

—

mind about giving up her career when she
Hollywood al-

becomes Mrs. Robert Allen.
most

I

also wished that

I

happy,

very

.lean,

.

.

—

“We’re going

looking

whose husband Stewart Granger was absent, and with Louis Jourdan and his
wife they made about as handsome a foursome as the world can produce. Robert Horton and blonde Cindy Robbins, who scored in
the movie with Rock, sat at our table. “Bob, your hair is red!”
I said in surprise. Bob roared. “I get the same reaction from everyone,” he laughed. “For some reason no one thinks of me as a redhead.” A note came over from Lana Turner to me. “Please bring
that fine young actress over to my table,” it read. “I want to congratulate her.” Cindy was flabbergasted. “It’ll always be the highlight
in my career,” she confided.
With hand outstretched, Frank
Sinatra came over to our table at the Grammy Awards, a few nights
later, aglow with enthusiasm. “This is the very first Award meeting
of the Recording Arts and Sciences,” he said, “and look at the turnout.” Many of us felt Frank should have won more than one Grammy
and that one just for an album cover for after all his records and
albums sell like crazy. As Milton Berle announced, it took the
Chipmunks to beat him. In fact, “The Chipmunk Song” grabbed off
three Awards, one for each of them. And Perry Como, Ella Fitzgerald and composer Henry Mancini also won well-deserved Grammys
tiny gold miniature grammaphone replete with horn and winding crank.
.

ln»iide Notes:

Rock Hudson’s telegram
Simmons

Romanoffs.” Rock and Jean

Rock Hudson

lost

.

Rock was working hard

.

.

spell.

a

for

At least

lower his singing

to

if he’d made it, he’d have accepted
Martin De Costa’s offer to star in the
musical version of “Saratoga Trunk” on Broadway. Then U-I said no, so Rock’s staying home
in Hollywood where we all love and understand
him.
Even if a reconciliation with Glenn
Ford comes about, I have a feeling Eleanor
Powell will still go back to her dancing career

voice and,
director

.

.

.

and maintain her independence. After
is

enough.

.

.

He

on

all

Maybe

I

passes

doesn’t mind.

is

.

.

.

imagine
asks.

is

stealing

“It’s

Cooper

is

Gary’s

with

keeping

movie
!

Pat

©’Brian’s

guns.

“Can you

.

about

been plain seasick

Wreck

his

scripts

Hugh

his

Wyatt Earp’s

mum

enough

shouldn’t reveal this,

embarrassing!”

shooting of “The

One

off

in

Pat’s

but some varmint sneaked into

house and made

all,

determined his

make few mistakes

son. Pat, will

career.

John Wayne

.

.

.

it,

all

of the

Hugh
And Gary

guns?

”

but the truth

through

the

Mary Deare.”

look at that old craft swingin’ and swayin’

on the waters of M-G-M’s back
calling for the seasick

pills

lot

and

I

was

myself.

him

these days

.

.

.

.

.

it

to

Holly-

left

.

.

Started

With

a Kiss: All of a sudden

and Carol Lynley
set

of

‘Blue

16, knew’ they

Denim,’ ”

Bonnie Trompeter,
thought of anyone
Carol and, well,
Carol.”

.

.

.

it

are standing firm.

model,

else.

Then

happened.

in
I

in love. “It

told

me.

back in
one scene

.

.

Brandon de Wilde,

were

been

“I’d

New

steady-dating

and

York,

for ‘Denim’

suddenly knew

I

w’as

does Carol feel about it?”

I

I

in

nevei

I

had

to kiss

love with

asked.

“The

charming frankness. “We both knew' it
So far we’ve had over thirty dates and we

the same. Of course. I’ve got to

around rather bewildered.

“It

tell

17.

happened on the

w’ith

minute we kissed.
feel

Brandon
a

“And how

same,” he said,

Wayne

easy they’re finding

about Rock Hudson and how he almost

wood
about Lana Turner and the sparkle Fred May’s put in her eyes
about
the way Robert Horton surprises everyone, me included, when they meet him.
It

Coop’s at sea; Pat and Duke

how

People are wondering about Frank Sinatra and
like

tlie
still

p

Bonnie,” he said, looking

wouldn’t be right not

to.”
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Sahl, blew a fuse. The romance got turned on again soon
with these two you never know what will happen next.
Astaire,

aglow over those 9
“An Evening with Fred Astaire,”

TV

still

she

s

home playing

Byrnes’

fast-selling

Hamilton,

star.

room

time

first

saw John Garfield was

I

Warners’ studio

of

in the year 1939.

A

it,

of

but after the release

course,

motion picture, “Four Daughters,” John was a

Born

riglit-from-the-start star.

New

in

became a pupil
45, a school

Angelo

in

of

York’s teem-

ing East Side, John seemed destined for mughood,

Her

Me

“Kookie, I.end

at the

beach.

moment, is Edd
Your Comb.”
George

favorite,

the

at

.

.

.

the Lassie

sent

series

a

devoted to problem children. Patri, a wise

flowers

were

.

.

things they say about fifteen-year-old

the Heck.sher Foundation, on to

Broadway and

constant

tension,

him back to New
York, where one night

a

A

me

Glad

want

later he

down

“I’ll

my

CAI,

Baker

in

“The Miracle.”

I read

If

my own
.

.

.

sighs

Equally

handsome, but in a darkly brooding way, is Van Williams of the
new “Bourbon Street Beat” series. Van has Richard Long and
Arleen Howell to keep him company. And Clint Walker, on his
“Yellowstone Kelly” set, told me how happy he is to be making

Ty Hardin, in his
week with Will Hutchins’
mighty happy to

only 13 “Cheyenne” episodes next season, with

new “Bronco”
“Sugarfoot.”

series,

Incidentally,

Edd Byrnes

Ty Hardin’s

a baby in the
told me.

dither

.

.

alternating each

wife,

fall.
.

over

McKay, who

is

Andra Martin,

“The

first in

steps

who’s expecting

our own series,” Andra

Twentieth, of course,
their

is

in

a complete

handsome new giant, Gardner
from “The Best of Everything”

movie into the “Adventure

wonder

Clint

“Yellowstone” movie, as well

in his

they’re excited.

in Paradise” series.

The day

I

lunched

And no

at

Twen-

every feminine eye in the dining room followed

McKay

to his table.

And some

— Mrs.

kept right on looking.

—

Man who was so set
up by her Emmy nomination, was a bit let down when
her romance with the caustic-tongued comic, Mort
Phyllis Kirk

Thin

i|

the

.

.

!

to reassure

you that Doris Day’s

.

.

.

Sophia Loren

Have you heard about YuVs

YORK

Jottings: Prepare yourself for Roger Moore. Done up in parka
and fur-lined boots, I met him toiling away on Warners’ Stage 12 on
the first of “The Alaskan” series. You probably remember Roger

he should be the new dreamboat of the airways.

i|

Mel

.

.

li

*

.

j
;

Ferrer. ...

illness is not as serious as reit’s

nothing worse

cried an outraged “absurd!” over

Well

to

get

back

see next month.

—

^
,

to

Italv.

J

c.vi.

York

f

an-

TV

opposite Carroll

|j

Yul

.

—

“Everything’ll be fine,” she added.

never forget

you, John.”

I

— like

rumors she'd divorce husband Carlo Ponti

and whenhim on TV, I

to repeat

swer:

Garfield couldn’t slow

see

.

it

than a virus.

was. dead,
I

.

.

And if half
Tuesday Weld are true

plans for him.

ported in the papers. They said mononucleosis, but

“Hey, forgotten me?”

ever

gals’

hopes the future will be brighter for Mr. and Mrs.

about with

few months

mother.”

that “Tuesday is 15 going on 27”
my goodseems our teenagers are already becoming “old timers”
As if it wasn’t enough to be thrown from a horse and almost break
her back, Audrey Hepburn has now lost her baby, and all Hollywood

sent

he spun

he ever discovered the

ness,

health and bad luck

ill

TV

Jon Provost

Danny Kaye’s remark

Hollywood.

to

Little

B

.

if

at

there.

“IMy

to

channel of school debater, a talent that led to his enroll-

But

right,

the

I
I
I
I

Brynner, having hair problems in Paris, telephoned Hollywood foi'
new hairpiece.
Since Fabian signed that Twentieth contract,
every young starlet in town is nagging her agent for a job, any job,
at the same studio. The handsome young crooner would be .surprised

he

till

Patri’s famed Public School

finally

92

I

spending her holiday hours

records.

educator, turned John’s penchant for argument into the

ment

,

isn't

daughters by a former marriage

of his first

.

I
I
I

already mapping out another such

nothing to do with

Look Back: The

Dark,

.

I

.

.

vital,
intense, I rememl)er him saying, “They
changed my name from Jules Garfinkle but it won’t do
any good.” John was wrong. The change of name had

I

p

Fred

appearance.

handsome young star of "Home From The Hills."
drives a very old Rolls Royce that once belonged to the Royal Family of England. George, who has dated Cheryl Crane a few times.
finds her a charming teenager, .sometimes quite grown up and other
times very young and sweet in the things she says and the way she
thinks. ... It isn’t true that Lassie was present at the wedding of
June Lockhart to architect John Lindsey but June’s two small

in the dining

tieth,

TV

evening. With Barrie Chase, of course.

When Sandra Dee

as

is

for his one

Cal York’s Jottings:

continued

have

Emmys

after, hut
.

hair trouble

Sandra’s feeling over

Edd Byrnes

about Tuesday (below

tvith

.

.

.

.

.

.

about the way

what they’re saying

Dennis Hopper, Mark

Damon

j

j

y

A iiewV

*"
t

idea in
M m

'

*

'

-T

'

•

smoking
P

i

%.

menthdj fresh
rich tobacco taste
,

•

•mtandern
Refreshing!

. . ,

the oytfol cleor hrook

,

,

the

deep

a Sofem cigarette. Through Solem’s
cigor^es. Here is a whole new ideo in smoking
the tosfe of

Smoke

refreshed

.

.>

^oke

filter,

greerj Jthades of spring. Refreshing, too

, .

pure-vJlNife After flows the freshest taste in
,

.

.

rich

fohocco with a

new

surprise toftness.

Salem! There’s Springfims freshness in every puff ...
,v

too

h-f

9,,

in

L ’kmymitkt

every pack!
CttmpiM'/

i

y>.
La

tinted from

th
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Suave

t

j

i

s uave
HELENE CURTIS

Publishing Inc.

Ever watch a drooping rose revive after a summer rain? Watch
of miracle happen in your hair, thanks to fabulous new Suave.
moisturizes hair problems away— new greaseless way. Diyness,
Highlights sparkle. Suddenly your hair obeys perfectly, takes any

.

'
-:

the

same

sort

1

Just a touch

drabness go.

HAIRORESSINC A CONDITIONER

'

hairstyle easily

New moisturizing
miracle by
1

1

Available at cosmetic counters and beauty saions everywhere

.

f

Don't try to brush bad breath

away— reacA

Listerine Stops

for Listerine!

Bad Breath

4 Times Better than Tooth Paste!

DON'T TRY TO BRUSH

BAD BREATH AWAY

Chart proves listerine’s superiority

AFTER

CLEAN
BREATH

L

STER NE

AREA

—

Tooth paste is for your teeth Listerine is for
your breath. Germs in the mouth cause most bad
and you need an antiseptic to kill germs;

Always reach

for Listerine after

breath,

you brush your

o;Ais-riRiNE

BAD BREATH
teeth.

AREA
iKII-KINt
1

No

tooth paste

the

way

is

Listerine

Listerine stops

HR.

2 HRS.

3 HRS,

no tooth paste kills germs
Antiseptic does ... on contact, by millions.
antiseptic, so

bad breath four times

than tooth paste

better

— nothing stops bad breath

as effectively as the Listerine

Way;
p

V

Your No.

1

protection against

bad breath

1
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MONTH
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veil of

freshness,
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56
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What
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If

Way
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The
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Is
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First
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Get a Second Look From Him This

to

Could

1

by Tobi Simon

by Nancy Anderson

1

Tell
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Asked a

Girl for
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.
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by Dick
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honeymoon

.!

pPp

The overseas Sergeant wins a
dream-car as a prize

and a dream-girl

.

.

for his bride

Each has the most

beautiful

chassis in the world.

government won’t
use one

.

.

.

But the
let

him

and she

has her

own

ideas about

the other

And

it’s

a joy-ride

all

the

way

.

.

.

from cool

dolls to hot flamencos

.

.

Co-Starring

GUSTAVO ROJO
EVA GABOR
FRED CLARK
with

EDGAR BUCHANAN
Screen Play by

CHARLES LEDERER
Story by VALENTINE DAVIES

In

Cinemascope

and METROCOLOR
Directed by

GEORGE MARSHALL
Produced by

AARON ROSENBERG

from

M-G-M

fiestas to bullfights ... in gay,

filmed

it in

romantic Spain

Granada, Barcelona and Madrid

...

IN

COLOR

say Joan Crawford

’d

I

Rich Girl”

Little

good.
curved.

onder what the

when

girls really

think about the way SalMineo

dresses?

And are

.

Jean Simmons

.

angry unless he

he’s
.

.

Simone Signoret instead

by Peter Ustinov’s tvhiskers?

amusing

as

is

me

as she is

—except

Mrs.

Top,” Fd pick

at the

So sue me.

of B.B.

so

it

nobody knows

that

them so

tells

“Room

After seeing

.

“Poor

of

poverty never having

Peter Ustinov told

.

.

Ustinov.

they tickled

.

.

modern version

the

is

—with

.

.

Robert

.

Mitchum’s Quotable Quote: “The worst thing for an actor
is

to get rich.

Most

ruined far more actors than drink.”

It’s

who

girls

date Rick Nelson wind up dating

Nelson, and vice versa. ... Of

Rooney remains my

who

didn’t

favorite

.

.

Mickey

the child actors,

all

—because

.

Dave

one

he’s the only

grow up and outgrow me.

Bing Crosby can turn the collar around now. He’s done
enough. ...

that role

me, but

you don’t believe

if

a musician a

call

Tuesday Weld doesn’t know

.

.

type.

.

Elvis Presley always puts on his right shoe before

.

.

.

his left one.

.

me

Girls

tell

their

word

.

.

marriage license expired.”

it.

.

.

Sal

.

Mineo wears

he’s in costume.

if

.

.

.

For a

...

I

.

.

.

take

clothes

Dale Robertson looks

TV

show.

album “Secret Songs for You
Andre Previn and David

the

get

treat,

Young Lovers,”

own

his

type who’d enjoy a Dale Robertson

like the

Rose.

my

George Nader has sex appeal; so

that

for

she’s the domestic

Eddie Fisher’s Quotable Quote: “I had a

night that

last

and looks as

HOLUVWOOO

Welk

square.

dream

THAT’S

don’t blame you

I

did hear Lawrence

I

featuring

wish you could hear Judy Holliday’s tape

I

recording of “Lush Life,” with composer Billy Strayhorn

...

at the piano.

FOR VOF

believe folk singers sing long after

I

most folks’ve had enough.

some
tures.

BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

of those meals
.

.

.

Tom

looking for an

My

I

have to eat

by heroines

TV

in pic-

producer, “We’re

actor with a name.”.

.

.

a blonde could be flat-chested

Rememand be

don’t.

idea of a real heel
dirt,

I’d hate to

.

Jenk was told by a

movie star?

Blyth

.

.

see prepared

unknown

when

ber the days
a

I

is

even in a movie.

a
.

guy who’d
.

.

try to

Sometimes

I

do Ann

wonder

if

Grace Kelly longs for those days before Cinderella turned
into a Princess.

.

beginning to look
ried people.

my

.

friends as

.

.

I

.

.

Tony Martin and Cyd Charisse

like

each other.

Kim Novak’s
see

them

It

are

happens with mar-

Quotable Quote: “I choose

— not as others

see them.”

And

That’s Hollywood For You.

Bob says money’s bad for
Any one in mind?

actors.
4

J

.

new relief from miseries of

u AV PP%#PR
ere's

and other pollen

allergies

Revolutionary 3-layer tablet acts directl y on

CRITICAL AREAS
!

.

oecoNoesTANT.
PAIN RELIEVERS
.

is

.

the exclusive 3-layer

tablet discovery

POLLEN IRRITATION
.

.

3.

DRISTAN

of

Working through the bloodstream, Dristan;
1. DECONGESTS swollen nasal passages.
checks
2. RELIEVES watery itchy eyes
restores free breathing.
sniffles, sneezing

which for the

PROTECTS

.

.

.

.

against further pollen

irritation.

This season, you don’t have to suffer the maddening miseries of hay fever and other pollen

tions reach all delicate pollen-irritated membranes. Shrink swollen tissues.. .drain clogged
passages. Breathing becomes free, deep and
natural. Moreover, dristan sets up a special
protective barrier to curb further pollen irritation. This is dristan’s kind of relief
.

first

time makes it possible to unite
certain medically-proven ingredients into otie fast-acting uncoated tablet.

allergies.

DRISTAN Decongestant Tablets... remarkable
medical achievement. .bring quick, long-lasting relief. Working through the bloodstream,
dristan’s decongestant and anti-allergic ac.

Millions already depend on dristan for relief of hay fever miseries. Why don’t you?
This season, be ready for tbe pollen invasion.
Get DRISTAN Decongestant Tablets. And
accept no substitutes!
important
.

.

BEFORE: With

AFTER:

Swollen membranes decon-

head membranes become

is

irritated.

becomes

difficult.

.

.

gested, drained

ing

Nothing Like

.

hay fever and other
pollen irritations, sensitive nose and
Tissues swell, passages clog, breath-

There'S

.

swift, prolonged, effective.

by dristan. Swelling

reduced, free breathing restored.

And

a protective barrier

guards

against further pollen irritation.

DMST/kM®Decongestant

Tablets

—
)
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w DE.AK MISS PAIIV:
What shoiiltl you do

you see your boy-

if

friend out with another girl

when

you're sup-

he going steady with him? This has
just happened to me and 1 just have to get
liim hack. For two years .Johnny and I were
steadies and dated every weekend and sometimes during the week. A week ago we went
to one of the places by the lake where all

posed

to

the crowd hangs out. Johnny saw an old friend
of his there and they just sat around and
talked. A couple of hoys came up and asked
if they could sit with us and when I asked
Johnny if it was all right, he said sure. So
they did and I had a pretty good time. When
we went home, Johnny was just as sweet as

he always is. He even told me he loved me
when he kissed me good-night. He didn't call
me all week hut he had a new job and I
thought maybe he was very busy and we were
going steady, so I trusted him. Then on Saturday night when I went downtown to the
movies, I saw him there with another girl.
When he saw me, he just looked away. He
hasn't called me or anything and I don’t
know’ what to do. I may only be fifteen hut
I know I love him very much and just last
week he said he loved me too. How can I find
I did that was wrong and made him
angry? Is he mad at me for talking with
those hoys? I didn’t do it to make him jealous.

out what

m

Liquid

What can

Makeup

Know why? Because you've gotten to understand eath other. Please write and tell me how
your decision works out.

I

do

to

get

him liack?

Please,

answer right away.
Lind.\ 1M.
Springfield.

Ohio

DEAR MISS PAIN:

My problem is. I've got a perfect girl
good dancer, pretty, swell personality and all
except every time we go dancing she cracks
her gum in time to the music

—

.

Queens, N. Y.

It

could be worse. She could blow bubbles!

DEAR EVELYN:
I’m fourteen and a freshman in a midwestern high school. Even though I’m kind of
heavy (5'5", 150 lbs.) I do go out on dates
maybe once or twice a month. I even got
asked to our spring formal this year. (I’m a
good dancer because my older brother practices new dance steps with me.
My problem
is that even though boys seem to have a good
time when we re out. I've never had more than
three dates with any one boy. And I just
know it’s because the gang teases them about
going out with a fat girl. What I can’t understand is if a boy likes me enough to ask me
out more than once, why does it matter so
much to him what his friends say? How can
I
make them understand that it shouldn’t
matter how much I weigh? I used to have
such fun on dates but now all I do is worry
that the boy won’t ask me for another.
Patty R.
)

Des Moines, Iowa

wish there were an easy solution to your
problem. You do have a right to know why
Johnny doesn’t call. But you should very carefully think through what you want to do. Do
you feel that what has happened is your fault?
If. as you say, Johnny didn’t mind your talking
with the other boys, he shouldn’t take out
another girl to “get even” with you. Could
he be using this as an excuse because he
doesn't have enough courage to say he wants
to stop going steady?
If this is true, what you can salvage from
this romance is your self-respect and a deeper
understanding of the question of love.
Why don't you call Johnny and ask him,
honestly, why he hasn't phoned you? Don't
make the call, though, unless you’re sure you
can do it without a single tear or harsh word.
Crying w'on’t win him back, and he'll think
more highly of you if you don't make “a
1

Why

Johnny and the whole world
broken heart ? Maybe you'll
a couple of months that, after all,
let

know you have
find

in

Johnny

The

p

Available

and drug
HOUSE Of WESTMORE,

af

leading

stores
tNC.,

variety

everywhere.

NEVv'yoRK

MONTREAL
I

6

isn’t

.

Dear Embarrassed:

Dlar Linda:

scene.”

.

Embarrassed

a

the “only

man

for you.”

you admit you enjoyed talking
with other boys could mean that maybe you
were getting a little bored going steady. Besides, if two boys found you attractive when
you were with a date. 1 don't think you
should have any trouble finding interesting
boys now’ that you're on your own. Tou might
even discover you’ve been missing something
these past two years.
And if you and Johnny do go back together
again, I think you'll find you have a finer relationship and appreciate each other more.

Dear Patty:
Sometimes, it’s easier to change yourself
time by losing a little weight than to
try to change a boy. We know it’s unfair
but true looks do count. It’s only human,
though. I guess we girls would be fibbing if
we said we didn’t feel particularly proud when
a nice-looking boy takes us out. Well, it
seems the same w’ith boys. They want to make
a big impression on the gang, too.
I think it would be easier for you to try
to lose a
setting yourself a weight goal
certain number of pounds by the time you
start school. Sometimes it helps when you do
else.
with
someone
dieting
things like
(There’s always someone dieting on our staff!
Why don't you keep a strict list of everything
you eat for the next two weeks and send
the list in to me. Also send your measurements,
whether you think you have a small or large
body frame, and tell me how much weight your
doctor wants you to lose. Also why don’t you
tell me a little about yourself?
In the meantime, start eating your carrots.

—

this

—

—

—

—

fact that

DEAR MISS PAIN:

My

boyfriend thinks Brigitte Bardot is absoYet everytime I try to look
me he doesn’t like me. How

lutely the most.
like her, he tells

come?
Jeannie L.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dear Jeannie:
Maybe it’s your French!
continued

IT'S

NEW!

FR EE

'S
•

Two
soft,

•

jhkn&nSli

w///) reg.

big sudsings
plastic

Handy

as

a

59c size

in

Bubble

squeeze bottle

• Spillproof, leakproof,

perfect for travel

shampoo plus

in

TW(.

puts

in

New SHAMPOO PLUS EGG,
easier to

manage

.

.

.

your curls

by Helene Curtis makes hair

actually leaves curls far livelier,

springier! That’s because

it

conditions as

it

cleanses ... so

even limp hair instantly gains bounce-back beauty,
spring, sparkle. Only Shampoo Plus Egg rinses so fast, so clean.
And highlights? Like washing your hair in sunshine!
effectively,

travel-size bubble
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I

confidentially

. .

.

|
=

I

... Do you think that
there’s a chance for my

I

little

I

to get a

girl

in the
is

i

she’s

I

Leona

I

Camp

I

Franklin River

break

Debra

V.
B.

Columbia

cis

.

Hi.

.

let

the calendar

make

a

I
I
I

slave of you, Betty! Just take a

Midol tablet with a glass of water
.

.

.

that’s

all.

Midol brings faster

and more complete

relief

from

menstrual pain— it relieves
cramps, eases headache and
chases the “blues.”

“WHAT WOMEN WANT TO KNOW’
a 24-page book explaining menstruotlon
yours, FREE. Write Dcp’t B-99,* Box 280,
New York 18, N. Y. (Sent in plain wrapper).

0
mi
is

I

Elvis fans!

—

I
I

Gothenburg.

I

Sweden

For

full

I

brown hair. I shall be so pleased to have
someone in America to write to regularly
and exchange magazines with.
Ina Lichtheart
3 Bingham Crossway

.

.

often

.

Though

say

don’t
secret

I

my

so,

ambition
is
to
be a
movie actress.
I’m thirteen years old.
Stand about five-feet-one
and have blond hair and
blue eyes.

Deniz Ilgun

Osmanaga Mah.

...

would

I

stills

like to hear from
of Earle Williams,

anyone who

Boh

.Steele,

Kathryn Williams or Grace Cunard.
quite a

collection

of

I have
photos myself.
Earl H. Walker
R.D. 1
Covington, Pa.

I’m a sophomore student who’s real
gone on Cary Grant. Are there any cats
who share my same interest and perhaps
know of a fan club for Gary?
Elaine Siedlik
409 Jouet St.
.

.

.

Turkey
...

I shall be visiting the States for the
time at the end of September and beginning of October. I hope to visit Seattle,
Washington, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
El Paso, Atlanta, and New York.

first

Is there

anybody

who would be

any of these places
in meeting one
have friends in one or

in

interested

lone English gal? I
two of these places, but otherwise
know a soul!

.

I’d like to increase

my

N.J.

collection of

photographs and movie magazine pictures
of movie stars of the 1940’s right through
to 1958.

Anyone

interested in this too?

Joanne Kolb
2207 West Hudson
Peoria,

111.

I

don’t

Violet M. Smith
67

Russell

House,

Cambridge Street,
London, S.W.l.
England

.

Roselle,

.

Leylak Sok No. 14
Kadikoy. Istanbul

.

Mass.

|

.

.

.

We’re

|
I

|

19 Chestnut St.
Mt. Holly Springs, Pa.

teen or fifteen.

Pittsfield.

|

|

Jennie Meals

I am a Turkish boy of 14. My name is
Deniz Ilgun and my first and best wish is to
have an American pen-pal of thirteen, four-

Gig De Fazio
21 Lake Street

|

National.)

Rose Marie Hygard
Canada

I’m president of one of Kim Novak’s
fan clubs called “Kim Novak’s Satellites.”
Want to join? Just drop me a note, and
I’ll answer.

|

=

Do you think I’ve a
chance of being discovered?

Edinhurgli, 15
Scotland

|

Do you like Jimmy Clanton? Are you interested in joining his fan club? You can.
Just write me for full information. (Not

H

... I am 171/4 years of age and my hobbies include films, records and dancing. I’m
5'8" tall and have blue eyes and light

has old

|

Connie Fran-

new members.
information, write to me:
Jerry Leon
like

We

Lindebald
Bf.nct
Salof jordsgat. .S

I

.

|

|

20 Skylark Lane
Levittown, N.Y.

have a fan club
for Elvis in Gothenburg
a big one. We have
members in Scandinavia, England, Germany and the United States too. If you’d
like to join our lovely club write to:

.

|

I

Milton Berle
I’ve just started a

Fan Club and would

Canada
... Hi

|

Stewart

British

Don’t

Concern:

years old.

five

.

I

May

hereby grant permission to Miss Jane
Harris, of 8974 Bay Drive, Miami Beach,
Florida, to organize a “Milton Berle Fan
Club.” (National)

Via Port Alberni

PERIODIC PAIN

It

I

movies? Her name
Patricia and

I

I

Whom

To

six girls

who

are trying to help Ray
Elias get started on a possible acting career. He’s

always dreamed of someday becoming an actor.
He sings and dances and
is very good looking.
Don’t you agree?
Future Ray Elias Fans
Santa Maria, Calif.

I
|

.

.

.

Just send 10^ to
•••and

will

send you

Luxurious Binding

these 5 Best-Sellers

Gold-stamped • 576 Pages
57 Illustrations

5 Skillfully Condensed
ONE LUXURIOUS 576-PAGE VOLUME

All
IN

Yours to keep

REA

W

— no

more

to pay!

HY does Reader’s Digest want

to send you
$2.49 volume for only 10<r? Because
we believe that after seeing a Reader's Digest
Condensed Book you will want to continue getting them. But that’s for
to judge. There
obligation;
to pay. This inis
troductory volume is yonrs to keep in any case.
this

YOU
NO MORE

NO

Reader’s Digest Condensed Books bring you
finest best-sellers at only a fraction of their original prices. Every three months
4 to 6 of the best current novels, biographies
and important nonfiction are skillfully condensed into a single de luxe volume. They
would cost you $ 16 to $25 if bought separately
in publishers’ editions. But you get them all
for only $2.49, including all postage and handling charges. None of these condensations
ever appears in Reader’s Digest magazine.

America’s

After shipping your book,

we

you
you decide not to continue, you may keep it and
cancel membership with no obligation —
simply by sending us a post card. If you decide
to remain a member, do nothing; later volumes
will be shipped as issued, one every three
months. You pay only $2.49, which includes
all postage and handling charges, for each,
after delivery. And you may cancel at any time.
as a TRIAL

member.

If after

Mail Shipping Label

will enter

reading

— With

it

Only lOi

Our supply of introductory books is limited.
So hurry. Mail the Shipping Label — and only

—

'’•On

Here's

10<'
NOW. (Offer limited to new trial
bers only.) Reader’s Digest Condensed
Club, Pleasantville, N. Y.

What You Get

Five best-sellers

condensed

DEAR AND GLORIOUS
PHYSICIAN. Taylor

in

EPITAPH FOR

AN

Publisher's price. $3.95

ways

COLLISION COURSE.
terrifying

the

account

controversial

A
of

An-

drea Dojia-Stockhobn
crash in 1956. Publisher's price

$4.50

JUNGLE GIRL.

In

a

side-show, Leonora
dreams of Eden. When
a stranger offers it to
her — does she dare
go with him? Publisher's price

$1.75

lisher’s

love.
Pubprice
.$3.50

of

.

.

THE SECRET PROJECT
OF SIGURD O'LEARY.
By Martin Quigley.
Fleeing “some fool orphans’ home,” two
brothers roam the
West. Mickey is father,
mother, shining knight
to Siggy — who grows
up with a mission. Publisher’s

WORTH

$2.39 TO

YOU

EN-

Lucanus, the young
Greek doctor who gave
The Gospel
According to St. Luke.

the world

IS

Book

one volume:

EMY. How the simple
people of a battlescarred French village
teach a young American sergeant the frailty
of enmity, the various

Caldwell's novel about

THIS SHIPPING LABEL

Free

mem-

price

.

.

.$2.95

Total Orig. Prices $16.65

FROM: READER'S DIGEST CONDENSED BOOK CLUB
Pleasantville, New York
A de luxe clothhound volume:
heavy backbone,

gold -stamped

RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED

TO:
Name

These beautiful
matched volumes
will form an im-

Your

pressive library
you'll he proud
to display in

Address.

your hofne.
City

.

Zone

CONTENTS - BOOK
POSTMASTER:

This Parcel
Inspection

.

State

409

May
If

Be Opened For Postal
Necessary,

.lust
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for Sal

many

on are simply just so cute,
I'or you there is no substitute.
'l

Sal,

you really are

And

that's

why

all

man.

I'm your faithful fan,

Christine Kolesiak
South Bend, Ind.

Tab

Our Hometown

in

lab
town

Tribute to Shirley Temple

Hunter was staying in our home
George, Utah making his latest

—

—

St.

movie, "Tliey Came To Cordura," when tlie
kids at scliool suggested I interview him
(I'm on the school paper). I started out
for the hotel where Tab was staying, hut
when Td gone about halfway, I thought I
saw someone who looked just like him
coming down the sidewalk. As I got closer
1
found Td guessed right. He said, "Hi
Paid.” Tab must have a w'onderful power
for remendiering names because he'd only
met me once before along with some other
kids, just for a second, at a place in town
we call Dick's Cafe.
1
told him that the kids had asked me to
interview him and he said, "Fine.” He invited me to join him at a place called the
Mig Hand tiafe, where he was planning to

—

meet some friends.

name was

He

told

me

that

his

Gelian and that he was
horn in New York in 19.S1
and all about
his family and how much he loved to act.
He told me he liked horseback-riding,
real

.Art

—

Once

to talk

to

pears in .America.
Alay you have the best of luck and success for giving me this wonderful Photoplay magazine to buy.

a lovely darling child,

Temple was her name.
Though really very tiny,
Was enormous in her fame.
She was by far the cutest

Shirley

Of all other little girls.
With her elfin dimpled face
And bouncing golden curls.
In “Bright Eyes” and in “Heidi.”
Or in any other part,
With her charming personality
She stole the world's heart.
think

I

I

liked her best

"Rebecca of Sunnyhrook Farm,”
For in this she showed the most
Her captivating charm.
.As she sang, or as she danced
With her magic little feet.
She displayed more talent
Than any child star can heat.
1. and I'm sure many others.
Await the grand day when
Shirley Temple, now' Airs. Charles Black,
In

Will he in the movies again.

water-skiing and swimming.

He was wonderful

other magazines of stars in Hebrew
and English and since I began to read your
magazine I found that it is the most interesting magazine from all the others. One
thing I'm very sorry that the magazine
appears in Israel one month after it ap-

Patsy Bau.m
Washington, D.C.

and while

Who

whom?

married

In “Julie,”

it

was Doris Day and Louis jourdan.

If there are

mistakes please correct them.

Leora Reznik
Nes-Tiana. Israel

For .some reason we couldn't find one mistake!.'
Thanks. El).

—

Terrific Picture
.lust where does a person begin
thank you for making a picture as

to

say

fine as

From the smallest role to
the leading role, all the acting was terrific.
Especially the performances given by Orson
Welles. Brad Dillman and Dean Stockwell.
“Compulsion”?

Bravo, everyone!

A reader cant begin
he stayed in town

Tab,

to

thank Dean Slockwell, Orson

we became good

want

friends.

say this: I'll never
forget you. I remember the first night I
saw- you over at Dick's Cafe and asked you
!so,

for

to

I

.

.

I

remember

that

your pick-up
I remember the time you couldn't
come to the Senior Ball because you were
working, hut you still found time to send
your best wishes for its success. These are
only a few of our good times together, and
.

I

ellesr.

AI. H. Burden
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Brad Dillman.

My

Israel

Fricud lusists

to

your autograph.
Santa Clara

ride
to
truck.

Thauks From

W

in

1 write to you from Israel. I want to tell
you that your magazine is wonderful. The

stories are very interesting.
I

am

sixteen years old

and

I

have read

have a friend who keeps insisting
Wyman played the wife of Van
Heflin in the picture “Shane.” Could you

...

I

that .lane

me

tell

if

this is true?

Larry Prisco

.

remember every

you have time

I'd

Philadelphia, Pa.

Your

friend is mistaken. Jean Arthur
the role of Alarian Starrett, Van
En.
Heflin was her husband .loe.

played

one. And some time, if
love to hear from yPu.
P.vui. Lorr.4inf. Hunt
St.

—

Aly friend and I are having an argument. We are undecided as to who played
opposite Doris Day in the motion picture
she
“.Tulie.” I think it was Louis .Tourdan
disagrees. Cian you settle this argument?
Phylui.s Levine
.

George, Utah

.

.

—

Movie Better Than Book
Recently 1 saw the movie "The Sound
and The Fury" and I was happy indeed
that Hollywood did not remain true to the
hook. In my opinion the hook and its

Columbus, Ohio
Right you are. Louis Jourdan played Doris
Day’s husband in this movie. However,
Burry Sullivan co-starred. Perhaps your
Ed.
friend confused the two.

—

characters truly signified nothing while
the movie version was hard-hitting, and a

more warm and meaningful drama

I

—

have

seldom seen.

F

r

Keep it up, Hollywood. You can even
improve on Faulkner!
Therksa

Proctor

Raleigh, N.C.

10

Theyll never forget what happened
with

Tab

in

town.

He was

tops.

W

rite to

Readers

New York

Inc., Plioloplay, 205 E.

42nd

IT’e regret ice cannot
N.
answer or return unpublished letters. To start

St..

17,

fan clubs or write stars, contact their studios.
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GIRLS SAY NO! NO! NO!

ALL

NO

NO

NO

shampooing!

mixing

odor!
9

The Salon-Tested Home Permanent

Shampoos each
FASHION ‘QUICK’
.

.

.

as

curl

it

3 big

home permanent

or after waving.

No

No

“perm” odor. Leaves your

!

Shampoo
hair for

you!

RICHARD HUDNUT

No shampooing — before

problems.

hair fresh

time

.

and clean

.

.

.

sweet enough to kiss

most beautiful wave you have ever had
.

.

with half the work

.

.
.

.

.

.

get Salon-Tested

Fashion ‘Quick’. Guaranteed to take! Guaranteed to

9

Home Permanent
by

SALON-TESTED PERMANENT

last!

Regular, Gentle and Super Fashion 'Quick' (for each type of hair)

^B\N GfoMmv

your wave

mixing, measuring, messing with neutralizers.

right after waving! For the
in half the

in

contains exclusive “Clean Curl” Neutralizer

the amazing Built-in

Imagine a permanent that even washes your

Ends forever the

locks

(k

with the

new

lohon

i.

“CLEAN CURL" NEUTRALIZER
"Built-in'*shompoocl«orts V,'
curl o$ it belts in ftrerwevv!

RICHARD HUDNUT

!

,

NEW PALMOLIVE GIVES

,

CASTS

OF CURRENT PICTURES

New Ufe 1o Your Complexion
Safely... Gently

ANATOMY OF A MURDER— Columbia.
rectcd by Otto Preminger:

Di-

Paul Biegler, James

Stewart; Laura Manion, Lee Remick; Lt. Manion, Ben Gazzara; Judge IVcaver, Joseph N.
Welch; Mary Pilant, Kathryn Grant; Parnell
McCarthy, Arthur O’Connell; Maida, Eve Arden;
Mitch Lodwick, Brooks West; Claude Dancer,
George C. Scott; Dr. Smith, Orson Bean; Sulo,
John Qualen; Paquette, Murray Hamilton; Pic
Bye, Duke Ellington; Mr. Lemon, Russ Brown.

ANGRY

HILLS, r///*— M-G-M. Directed by
Robert Aldrich: Mike Morrison, Robert Mitchum;

Lisa, Elisabeth Mueller; Konrad Hcislcr, Stanley
Baker; Elefthcria, Ciia Scala; Tassos, Theodore
Bikel; Chesney, Sebastian Cabot; Dr. Stergiou,

Donald Wolfit; Comdr. Oherg, Marius Goring;
Jackie Lane; Andreas, Kieron Moore.

Maria,

BIG CIRCUS, THE
M. Newman: Hank

— A.

A, Directed by Joseph
Whirling, Victor Mature;

Randy Sherman, Red Buttons; Helen Harrison,
Rhonda Fleming; Jeannic Whirling, Kathryn
Grant; Hans Hagcnfeld, Vincent Price; Zach
Colino,

Tommy

Roland; Skeetcr,
Gordon, David Nelson.

Lorre;

Peter

Chlbert

BIG FISHERMAN, THE—Bnena

Di-

Vista.

rected by Frank Borzage: Simon Peter, Howard
Keel; Voldi, John Saxon; Fara, Susan Kohner;
Antipas, Herbert Lorn; Herodias, Martha Hyer;
Deran. Ray Stricklyn: Hannah, Beulah Bondi;
David, Alexander Scourby; Arnon, Marian Seldes; Zendi, Mark Dana; Andrew, Rhodes ReaMencius.
son;
Rennah. Charlotte
Fletcher;

Henry Brandon;

Ildcran, Leonard

Baptist,

Barney; James,

the

Jay

Mudie; John

Tom

BORN TO BE LOVED —

Troupe.

Directed

by

Hugo Haas: Dorothy, Carol Morris; Mrs. Hoffman. Vera Vague; Prof. Brauncr, Hugo Haas;
Eddie. Dick Kallman; Drunk, Robert C. Foulk;
Drunk's Wife, Billie Bird; Saxophone Player,
Pat Goldin.

CURSE OF THE UNDEAD— Xl.-l.

Directed
Eric Fleming;
Kathleen Crowley; Dr. Carter, John
Hoyt; Drake, Michael Pate; Dora, Helen Kieeb;
Sheriff. Ed Binns; Tim, Jimmy Murphy; Buffer,
Bruce Gordon.

by

Edward Dein: Preacher Dan,

Dolores,

FIVE PENNIES. THE — Paramount.
by

Melville

Shavelson:

Directed

Loring “'Red'* Nichols,

Danny Kaye; Bobbie Meredith, Barbara Bel GedArmstrong Himself: Will Paradise,
Bob Crosby; Tony Valani, Harry Guardino;
Dorothy Nichols, six. Susan Gordan; Dorothy,
as a teenager, Tuesday Weld; Tommye Eden,
Valeric Allen; Jimmy Dorsey, Ray Anthony;
Dave Tough, Shelley Manne; Arthur Schutt,
Bobby Troup; Glenn Miller, Ray Daly.

des; Louis

HOLIDAY FOR LOVERS —

Directed by
Henry Levin: Robert Dean, Clifton Webb; Mary
Dean, Jane Wyman; Meg Dean, Jill St. John;
Betsy Dean, Carol Lynley; Eduardo Barroso,
Paul Henreid; Paul Gattling, Gary Crosby;
Carlos, Nico Minardos; Joe, Wally Brown;
Connie, Henny Backus.

HORSE SOLDIERS, THE—V.A.

Directed by
John Ford: Col. Marlowe, John Wayne; Maj.
Kendall, William Holden; Hannah, Constance
Towers; Lukey, Althea Gibson; Brown, Hoot
Gibson; Mrs. Bulford, Anna Lee; Sheriff, Russell
Simpson; Gen. U. S. Grant, Stan Jones; Col.

Carleton
Ruysdael.

Miles,

Young;

Commandant,

Basil

—

Palmolive's rich lather contains-

JOHN PAUL JONES Warners. Directed by
John Farrow: John Paul Jones, Robert Stack;
Aimee De Tellisoii, Marisa Pavan; Benjamin
Franklin, Charles Coburn; Dorothea Danders,
Erin O’Brien; Patrick Henry, Macdonald Carey;
Louis XVI, Jean Pierre Aumont; Catherine the
Great, Bette Davis; John Wilkes, David Farrar;
Capt. Pearson, Peter Cushing; Marie Antoinette,
Susana Canales; Russian Chamberlain, Jorge
Riviere.

No drying
You can give

detergents!

No greasy

cold creams!

No irritating deodorants!
your complexion New Life — leave

it

— with New Palmolive care. New Palmolive's mildness
far

more thoroughly than you'd dare

drying detergents!

No

to

do

greasy cold creams!

NORTHWEST—

Vandamm, James Mason; Clara Thornhill, JesRoyce Landis; Professor, Leo G. Carroll;
Lester Townsend Philip Ober; “Mrs. Townsend,**
Josephine Hutchinson; Auctioneer, Les Tremayne; Victor Larrabee, Edward Platt; Leonard,
sie

softer,
lets

fresher

you cleanse

with harsher soaps.

No

NORTH

BY
U-G-M. Directed
by Alfred Hitchcock: Roger Thornhill, Cary
Kendall,
E.ve
Eva
Marie
Grant;
Saint; Philip

irritating

No

deodorants!

Martin Landau.

PORGY AND BESS— Goldwyn,

Columbia. Directed by Otto Preminger: Porgy, Sidney Poitier;
Bess. Dorothy Dandndge; Sporting Life, Sammy Davis, Jr.; Maria, Pearl Bailey; Crown, Brock
Peters; Jake, Leslie Scott; Clara, Diahann CarSerena, Ruth Attaway; Peter, Clarence
roll;
Muse; Annie, Everdinne Wilson; Robbins, Joel
Fluellcn; Mingo, Earl Jackson; Nelson, Moses

La Marr;

Li/y, Margaret Hairston; Jim, Ivan
Dixon; Scipio, Antoine Durousseau; Strawberry
IVoman, Helen Thigpen; Elderly Man, Vince
Townsend, Jr.; Undertaker, William Walker.
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NOW

The Opposite Sex

PLAYING

andl£>ur Perspiration

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for months
indicated. For fuller reviews this month see
contents page.

VV'V'V ASK ANY GIRL— M-G-M

Cinema-

;

Scope, Metrocolor: Shirley MacLaine’s at her
brightest and sweetest in this demurely sexy
frolic, as David Niven teaches her how to get
July
a husband in New York. (A)

DARBY

PEOPLE— Buena

O’GILL

AND THE LITTLE

Technicolor: Charming, eerie comedy, full of Irish magic. Shiftless Albert Sharpe snares a leprechaun to help
his leenaged daughter, Janet Munro. (F)
August
Vista,

DON’T GIVE UP THE SHIP— Wallis.
of laughs for Lewis fans
Jerry manages to mislay a
whole ship! Diana Spencer’s his lonesome
August
bride; Dina Merrill, a Wave. (F)

Paramount: Loads

when Navy
I

officer

Q. Do you know there are two

Q. Which perspiration

A—

U.A., De
'/V'V'V' HOLE IN THE HEAD,
Luxe Color: Funny, touching film with a solidgold cast topped by Sinatra. His girls kookie
Carolyn Jones, prim Eleanor Parker. His son
Eddie Hodges. His nosy relatives Edward G.
August
{Robinson, Thelma Ritter. ( F)

A.

—

It’s

true!

One

is

the

A. The "emotional” kind. Doc-

"physical,”

caused by work or exertion; the
other is "nervous,” stimulated by

—

is

worst offender?

kinds of perspiration?

tors say

it’s

underarm

the big offender in

stains

and odor. This

emotional excitement. It’s the
kind that comes in tender moments with the "opposite sex.”

perspiration comes from bigger,

A. Science says a deodorant needs

A. Because of Perstop*, the most

IT HAPPENED TO JANE— Columbia, Eastman Color: Friendly movie, bubbling
over with fun, shows Doris Day as we love
her best. A spunky Maine gal, she has a
hilarious feud with Ernie Kovacs and a shy
April
romance with Jack Lemmon. (F)

more powerful glands — and

it

causes the most offensive odor.

LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL—
Pramount; VistaVision, Technicolor:
Kirk Douglas. Anthony Quinn in a head-on clash. (A)
August
Wallis,

Big. brawling western finds

V'^/V'V MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT— Columbia: Our Oscar-money’s on Fredric March for
his wonderful portrayal of a lonely widower
in love with Kim Novak, young enough to be
his daughter.

Warm,

realistic story.

MYSTERIANS,

(A)
August

THE— M-G-M;

Cinema-

Scope. Eastman Color: Slick film tricks rouse
plenty of excitement as space monsters invade
Japan, threaten Earth. (F)
August

THE—

NUN’S STORY,
Warners.
V'V'V'y'
Technicolor: Visually and emotionally breathtaking As a nun who becomes a nursing sister
in the Congo, helping doctor Peter Finch,
Audrey Hepburn outdoes herself. (F) August
I

RABBIT TRAP, THE— U.A.:

V'V'V'/

A

sensitive, beautifully-made picture gives Ernest

Borgnine a role as lovable as Marty. Good
husband and father, he gets tired of boss
David Brian’s bullying. (F)
July

SAY ONE FOR

a special ingredient specifically

remarkable anti-perspirant ever

formulated to overcome this

developed,

emotional perspiration without
irritation. And now it’s here
exclusive Perstop*. So effective,

dorant safely stops perspiration
stains and odor without irritation to normal skin. Saves your
pretty dresses from "Dress Rot.”

.

yet so gentle.

ME— 20th;

CinemaV'V'V'V'
Scope, De Luxe Color: A winner! It can’t
miss, with songs, laughs. Bing Crosby as a
show-people’s priest, Debbie Reynolds and
Bob Wagner as his problems. (A)
July

^V'V'V'

— U.A.:
land,

Why be only Half Safe ?
use

SHAKE HANDS WITH THE DEVIL
Fine adventure movie, shot

gets

in

Ire-

American Don Murray mixed up

with rebels led by James Cagney. (F)

July

It's

more

EARTH

IS

MINE— U-I;

Cin-

emaScope, Technicolor: Rich, juicy family
drama plunges Rock Hudson and Jean Sim-

mons

over California vineyards
during prohibition. Lavish, romantic. (A)
into

a

fight

August

stops

new

Arrid

any

roll-on or spray tested!

antiseptic

underarm dress

ARRID with Perstop*
stains, stops

ARRID CREAM Deodorant

be sure

!

Used

actually

"Dress Rot” stops

perspiration odor completely for

!{:Carter

to

any cream, twice as

effective than

effective as
daily,

V'\/VV' THIS

.

ARRiD CREAM Deo-

24 hours. Get

P

today.

Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants
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Murder

of a
GOOD

EXCELLENT

^

VERY GOOD

FAIR

I

columbu

eople will talk about this startling courtroom drama.
There

ate words in

newspapers,

all

it

to the

the way from ‘"rape,” familiar to every reader of
Latin “spermatogenesis,” straight out of a medical

textbook

that are hound to shock many of you. But we’ll
wager that
by the time you get hack to your own living rooms, you’ll
be thoroughly
wrapped up in the kind of stimulating talk that always follows a really

get more out of

life

good movie.

Under the scalpel of defense attorney James Stewart,
superb as ever, the anatomy of this murder (by Army officer
Ben
Gazzara, of his wife’s presumed attacker) is dissected— nay. vivisected

— before your eyes, to the accompaniment of a score by Duke Ellington
that

movie

plays havoc

with

your

feel as

though you were

who

that those

sit in

movie

after the

effect

is

to

on the jury yourself, with

sitting

A

total

Preminger knows how

judgment must

over.

s

Yet the

ears.

tabloid, for producer-director Otto

standout

all

from

the doubts

them long
oddly enough, an old pro in

feel.

is,

And

far

make you

you’ll feel

Boston courts, lawyer Joseph N. Welch, facing movie cameras for the
first time. He makes the Judge a completely unique
character, combining wit and dignity with a special, sunny humor that relieves the

murky atmosphere. Kathryn Grant and Arthur O’Connell are
in unusual roles
and Lana Turner, who quit the part
of the wife in a wardrobe dispute, should turn green when she sees the
sexy things Lee Remick does with it even in the baggy suit (and
girdle!) her lawyer makes her wear in court. Mention should certainly go to the imaginative way Saul Bass presents the credits, and
trial’s

noteworthy

What’s on tonight?

Look for

hope) No.

—“Last

year’s No.

motion picture”

1

1

best-seller

.

.

this year’s

.

—may well reap the rewards such

modesty merits.

ing

these new pictures
f^nd

at your favorite theater

.

—

the movie’s slogan

to see the best!

.

.

y'VV'/ For

Bess

the

first

(we

refresh-

adult

coldwyn, Columbia; todd-ao, technicolor
time in history, seven million dollars has been

invested to bring an opera to the screen. And producer Samuel Goldwyn and director Otto Preminger have assembled it with such artistry
and loving care that it almost seems to have been written for the
movies. The poignant love story of the crippled beggar (Sidney
Poitier) and the repentant gun-moll (Dorothy Dandridge) will touch

your heart, as the denizens of a Charleston slum of 1910, called Catfish Row, mill about the pair (top left) in all their goodness, gaiety,
misery and
self,
is

evil.

As Sportin’

the city slicker

Life,

who chants

Sammy

Davis, Jr.

is

Mr. Evil him-

and there
Brock Peters, nicely counterbalanced by the
lovely Diahann Carroll and the good-natured griiflness
“It Ain’t Necessarily So,”

terrifying brutality in

innocence of

The fine offscreen vocal assistance of Adele Addison
and Robert McFerrin makes the protagonists’ duet, “Bess, You Is My
Woman Now,” a thrilling climax. Yes, it’s opera, all right. And we
of Pearl Bailey.

don’t

mean

“folk” or "light”

— just

plain opera.

To

call

it

anything

George Gershwin, who once said: “If I
am successful, it will resemble a combination of the romance of
"Carmen’ and the beauty of ‘Die Meistersinger.’ ” Well, he was—
and it does.
family
else

would be an injustice

to

The Big Fisherman

buena vista; panavision, technicolor
Suddenly, you’re plunged into Biblical days! Among scenes

of

breathtaking spectacle and settings of colorful splendor, you see

the dramatic, stirring beginnings of Christianity unfold before you.

The veteran

director

is

Frank Borzage, John Saxon plays

a youthfully

bearded Arabian prince, and Susan Kohner, matching her “Imitation
of Life” success, is his desert princess. In case you’re wondering, their
aflectingly told love story

Howard Keel (below

is

fictitious;

left as St.

historical roles are taken by-

Peter), Herbert Lorn and Martba Hyer.

FAMILY
^continued)

p
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Cream

hair

NEET— you’ll

away the

heaiitifiil

way... with new

baby-pink, sweet-smelling

never be embarrassed with unsightly “razor shadow” again (that

faint stubble of hair left

on razor-shaved legs and underarms). Gentle, wonderful

NEET goes down deep where no razor can reach — actually beauty-creams the hair
away.

And when

stubble at

not try

all!

the hair finally does

So next time,

neet— you’ll

grow

in again,

it

feels softer; silkier; there’s

for the smoothest, neatest legs in town,

no

why

never want to shave again!
p

15

—

MOVIES

give

continued

J fie tSlg LilrCUS

SCOPE, TECHNICOLOR

Hurry, hurry, hurry! Plenty of

your

m-g-m; cinemascope, technicolor

ISorth hy Northwest
V'V')/'/

eyes a

Can

a movie be

frightening at the

fast,

funny and

same time? Ordinarily,

no, but this time there’s a Hitch:

KURLASH

cock

— who’s

been

at

years and getting better

im

else

could manage

to

for

it

Hitch-

over

thirty

Who

all the time.

scare us with the

bemused Cary Grant, a New
York ad-man pursued all the way to South
Dakota, of all places, by a sinister James
Mason, a spy-ring leader. Mixed up in the
curious proceedings is a “new” Eva Marie
Saint, minus her halo and glamorized to
the teeth, who lures Cary into one trap
(below left) only to save him from anspectacle of a

Who

other.

mysterious

cares

—and

we

She’s

she's for real!

if

like her.

family

Who’s

top.

sabotaging

Couldn’t

circus?

be

////
If

u.a.,

deluxe color

Hurrah, a “men’s” movie

at last!

you’re weary of tear-jerkers, here’s a

strong Civil

Glorify your

Soldiers

War drama

men (and

for

peo-

ple who’re interested in men), starring
John Wayne and William Holden (below

eyes-

every day... it’s easy
fun and flattering

right), as, respectively, a tough officer

hates

and a

doctors

gentle

hates war. In the course of

medic

human

who
who

events,

both land up in the Yankee cavalry fighting
side by side for the Union.

On

a mission to

cut Confederate supply lines, they’re chal-

KURLASH EYELASH CURLER
with exclusive automatic

lenged

refill

^

EVENING EYES EYESHADOW
just a kiss of Iridescent color

s

IbO

in

one

KURLENE EYELASH CREAM
for lustrous eyelash loveliness

3100

^
V,

TWISSORS
scissor-handle tweezer

p

FOR BEAUTIFUL EYES
.t«
Kiiflii'ili
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Co

rosmelic counter or write
.

Ri)r,l>e*,tf»r.

N. Y.

huckster

it?

Or ringmaster

Vincent Price, or clown Peter Lorre? Certainly not

Red

circus

business and stays for love

with

for

Vic’s

Buttons,

(Kathryn

sister

Roland, the

bert

who goes

man on

the

to

Grant).

Gil-

the flying tra-

We’d rather not suspect such

peze?

charmer, especially since he’s the

a

bo.ss of

David Nelson, whose fans are in for a big
Not (piite The Greatest Guess-

surprise.

ing

Game

on Earth, but fun.

The Angry

Hills

family

M-G-M, CINEMASCOPE

Sometimes offscreen and always

V'V'

Robert

Mitchum has

a

getting

Here are

his ad-

ventures as war correspondent with a

mendous
Greece.

assignment

It’s

on.

for

flair

in

tre-

Nazi-occupied

the old but eternally amusing

game

of telling the goodies from the bad-

dies.

Like, for instance, Gia Scala. She’s

a partisan, so that

makes her

And what about

or does it?

a goodie

.

.

lovely Elisa-

beth Mueller? She seems mighty

chummy

with the Gestapo, but, on the other hand
.

.

and

.

so

on.

Co-starred

is

majestic

Greece herself, and she’s pretty as a picture. She deserves a better frame,
family

her

W eak

most out of the cast, his fine instinct giving
form to the maturing experiences of a

him

couple of soldiers who, then as now, are

and the sex is applied with
a junior sledgehammer. But there’re Paul
{Continued on page 92)

come

to

'

.

W' omen

obliged to

LASHTINT MASCARA
comb &. mascara applicator

Mature’s

(newcomer Constance Towers and Althea Gibson, the tennis champ).
The key word here is action, complete with
blood and sweat, as director John (“The
Quiet Man”) Ford once again gets the

never made.

lash

brave Dixie belle and

loyal servant

S 1 00
t

by a

Victor

gorgeous

Rhonda Fleming, could

himself into hot water.

The Horse

in-

around under the big

slithering

trigue’s

terms with a world they
family

Not

Are

to

nta, eastman color

be taken too seriously, we imag-

an irresistyoung Frenchman (Alain Delon) and

ine, is this far-fetched tale of

ible

the hordes of “jolly

fillies”

who go

for

in such a wild way, they almost kill

him. “The Trap,” in other words,

is

not

1

!

so “Tender,”

|

.

ONLY BOBBI HAS ST Y LE

-

S

UPP0

RT TO SOFTLY HOLD

MODERN HAIRSTYLES

Bobbi’s three kinds
of curlers give

f

style-support
for the fliply
casual look of
“Social Whirl.”

For the new, softly
controlled look of

“Melody,” Bobbi

waves

in style-

support to keep it
trim and tidy.

Style-support is
the key to the lifted

crown cap of
“Missy*’— soft and young.
With improved Bobbi
it’s

simple as setting.

New improved Bobbi
waves in style -support
with the ease and softness of a setting
The only permanent with 3 kinds of
curlers
waves in the style you
want with the support it needs!
.

.

1

I

I

.

I

ONLY NEW BOBBI GIVES YOU
ALL 3 KINDS OF CURLERS

The

easiest

permanent

to give

yourself

.

.

.

I

I

I

I

the new Bobbi Pin Curl
Permanent magic that lets you have and
hold a soft, modern hairstyle as never
before! Bobbi’s three kinds of curlers
give each waving area the curl strength it
needs for modern styling. Bobbi’s so
easy! It’s self -neutralizing and there’s no
re-setting. Just brush out natural-looking
waves right from the start. New improved
Bobbi— waves in style-support! Complete kit, only $2.00. Refill without
curlers, $1.50. Look for the bright pink box.
Style-support

|

40 CASUAL PIN-CURLERS

'

'

I

I

I

j

I

for easy, over-all softness in

major areas.

6 LARGE SPONGE ROLLERS
for areas needing extra

6 MIDGET

body or

"lift”.

RODS

for curling stubborn neckline stragglers.

Weather man

^1

says:

Why

don't the space
people leave the moon
alone? Why don't they
leave it for love?

Vol.

1,

No.

iWonti)lp l^ecorti

By

GEORGE

August, 1959

7

Non

4

FRANKIE’S BELLE

OF THE BALL
The

DO YOU REMEMBER?
It’s

of last

summer’s top

remember?
tricia”

Here’s

hits

do you

the

by Perez Prado;

list:

me

to Philly, Pa., just in

record

a

for

Did you know this guy is great on
dance floor? I asked him about it.

ings.”

how many

only a year ago, so

train got

hop where Frankie
Avalon was singing “Bobby Sox to Stocktime

the

First

still

off,

asked what makes a gal

I

a

good dancer.

“Pa-

He

“Volare,”

said,

“A

Some-

should follow.

girl

times a girl gets an urge to do a certain

Domenico Modugno; “Yakety Yak,”
The Coasters; “Poor Little Fool,”

step,

Rick Nelson; “Purple People Eater,”

about leading the guy.

and before you know

it

she’s

just

Splash,”

“But a gal shouldn’t be limp or dead

Bobby Darin; “My True Love,” Jack
“All
I
Have To Do Is
Scott;

weight, either,” Frankie continued. “After
all,

Dream,”

likes to

Shell

Star,”

Wooley;

Everly

“Splish

Brothers;

The Elegants;

“Bird

“Little

dancing’s a partnership, and a guy

know

he’s got a gal in his arms. I

don’t think fellows like these show-me-or-

Dog,”

Venuses who want the guy to drag
them along the floor.”
Frankie added that a gal should know
a basic step or two if she’s planning on

else

Everly Brothers.

Frankie likes his gal

to

be on her own

toes.

going to a dance.
ing a gal

— ever;

He
but

doesn’t
if

mind

teach-

she’s at a record

hop, she ought to be able to do a simple

—

or else be a wallflower.
“But you know,” Frankie commented,

two-step

hMlijab

“guys are flattered

if

a girl admits she

and would like the
Makes him feel kind of

can’t do a certain step

guy

to teach her.

special.

One

ALBUM OF THE MONTH:

to

THE KINGSTON TRIO AT LARGE. These gUyS, DaVe,
Bob and Nick, are hard to beat. “We like to make
each song live,” says Dave and in their latest

—

Capitol

“M.T.A.”

album,
about

do

they
a

man

still!

is

the

recorded, and “I Bawled”

first

a

There’s

Boston

He may

without the price of a transfer.

“Good News”

that!

just

riding

tells

ventures a suitor has with his gal’s

|
|

|

|

be riding

|

of the zany ad-

mom.

likes his style.”

who go
how tight

a dance and complain about

“Why wear them
When you’re

not comfortable?

if

they’re

dancing,

your feet have to be free to follow the
rhythms. Loose shoes are just as bad. Once
I was dancing on a boardwalk with a gal

and she kept having to
down, shove them back on.”
Above all, Frankie says, don’t show off
on the dance floor. Most guys feel funny
in sloppy loafers,
stop, reach

|
|
|

If

their

girl-partner

attracts

too

much

attention.

p
nnMitiiMMMiniiMiinniiitMMiinnnMMMiHiiutiiiiii III tinrii Mill ininiiMi INI iiiiniMiiMiiiiiiiHMiHiiuMiiinniiniMiniiMnniiiiiiMiiiiiiMliiiiiiiiiiini^

how do you rate? Anyone ready
be Frankie’s belle of the ball?

Gals,

continued
18

means she

their shoes are.
I

train

spiritual the trio’s

It

thing gripes Frankie: girls

to

(j;

JANET (A6E

15)

ARTHUR (AGE

:

'Maybe
Icouidjfo
to myAuE

16)

:

lAenot
joffljttvo

anywhere

Clara's. She's

over two

anything.
I’m

hundred miles
away. Maybe I Gou
just disappear some-

where or-just

kill

LYNL[y-

-"CtMLES

myself."

responsible

and I know

a way out. .I'll take care
of everything...”

BRANDON de WILDE 'MACDONAID CAREY- MARSHA H

BRKKEir—.PHIlIP DUNNE-— EDITH SOMMER-PHIIIP DEINNE
ONemaScoPE c.^.. STEREOPHONIC SOUND

®f)c

MEET
THE

l^ecorb

tuTtnlobfo \mjp(yio

DEBmE. In this Dot long-play of lilting love songs, Debbie Reynolds reminds you of why you bought a million
copies of

PENNIES

“Tammy.” Debbie

.

in five

“You Couldn't Be
“Time After Time."
i.ovE Tab Collects songs

sings

Cuter,” “I Like the Likes of You,”

WHEN

TAB HUMTER:
.

continued

I

FIVE
.

continued

albums !

stashed away

“all

liked since

up

Tabs

.

— special

.songs

I've

high-school days.” Listen to this round-

and see

love favorites

of

with

my

FALL IN
a notebook

I

in

if

you aren’t impressed

delicate handling of the vocals, his evtra-

sensory perception of the heart's moods.

Warner Bros.
hand in

SI.IMNASTIC.S. If you’re looking for a helping

weight-losing

the

Decca

department,

you’ll

dig

wild

this

Exercise to the instructions with their

release.

musical background, and you’ll have a ball!
If you have a favorite TV
theme song, it’s bound to be
here. Bud Wattles and orch hang up their spurs and
ride herd on brass and drums. Roulette.
THE FIVE PENME.s Danny Kaye/Louis Armstrong. This
is
the original sound track, a hip cavalcade of jazz
woven around the triumphant story of trumpeter Red

THEME S FROM THE
Western with

a

HIP.

jivey

.

In Stereo! All the great, rousing Dixie-

land tunes (and more!) that Red and the
boys play in their just-released film biography, "The Five Pennies," with Danny
Kaye and Louis Armstrong.
ST 1228*

Nichols. Everything from

PAT BOONE: TENDERLY.

f%d

bum. Pat sings twelve
|\IichoIs

&- ir»s

Fvr

^

live

You Know.”

session at

day,

1163*

OF

PENNIES

liis

fourth

anniversary

al-

most popular songs under

Vaughn. Listen

to

“May-

Dot.

Monday

Packin’

PARADE
THE

rag-

Musical Autobiography. 1941-1944. Three of
the songs here are in the gold record category; “Sun-

Pacific. In Stereo.

really

to

A

BING.

playground by the

The Pennies

Orleans blues

be You'll Be There.” “True Love” and "More Than

famed aquatic

ST

On

of his

the direction of maestro Billy

Two-beat madness
in one whale of a
a

New

time lullabies. Dot.

or

Mama”

Always”
(and

this

dreamy

ditty);

“Pistol

packs a wallop);

“White

(a

Christmas" (sold over nine million records, the hands-

down Yule

j

favorite ’round the world). Decca.

shine with eleven

arrangements from
the old days of
Red's rollicking
Dixieland music,
T 1051

Nichols

Red adds strings
and reeds to his

HOCUS POCUS
Did you know most actresses consider
an unlucky costume color? But a

blue

usual jaunty jazz.

bow

A brand-new mood

say, will help get rid of the hex.

that's a listening

and dancing dream,
T 999

or a belt or a buckle of silver, they

Movie and

TV

like

stars,

most

folks,

have special superstitions. Rock Hudson
hates wearing any kind of men’s jewelry
(cuff links,

a

Red's blazing horn
and the Pennies
don't quit for over
six minutes in two
of these 10 tunes
they're

famous for.
T 775

movie

watch chains, rings) while on

set.

Dancers Marge and Gower

Champion won't
before

start

exchanging

a

kisses

dance
on

routine

the

fore-

head for good luck. .Toanne Woodward
shuns the number eleven like the plague.
Singer Tommy Sands stays in bed all
day

if

it’s

Friday the 13th; doesn’t want

fate. Carol Lynley, born
February 13th, considers 13 a lucky number, but she shudders over wearing black,

to

flirt

with

an unlucky color for her.

Kim Novak
a dressing

thinks

room

is

wearing a hat

taboo.

So

is

in

opening

an umbrella backstage. Or rehearsing
brand new shoes!

in

“Break a leg” says Rock.

(i.e.

“good luck.”)

r

'

NEW LIQUID LUSTRE-CREME

Now you

IS

HERE!

can shampoo...

Set with plain

water...an(l

have

natural looking curls!

lively,

fJewl^icL,
Li'quiol.!

Laholiio—

Blessecl^
starring in

“WOMAN OBSESSED"
A 20th Century- Fox
Cinemascope Picture
Color by

Deluxe

SUSAN HAYWARD,

Beautiful

gives her a

winner of the Academy Award for tlie Best Actress of tfie year, always makes sure
Lustre-Creme Sliampoo to keep lier lovely, auburn hair soft, shining and easy-to-manage.

—

Lusir&'Cf^c

FOR CURLS THAT COME EASY— HERE’S ALL YOU DO:
Shampoo

with

new

Liquid Lustre-Creme.

Special cleansing action

riglit in tlie ricli,

fast-rising latlier gets liair clean as
e\’er

had

able.

Contains Lanolin, akin

oils

it

yet leaves

of the hair; keeps

it

blissfully

4

OUT OF

otlier

shampoo

any hair-style

—

is

water. Curls arc

easy to set

right liack alter
flick

5

new formula

excliisixe

lea\ es liair

— unlike

any
so manageable

how

hairdresser

—

—

if beaufifles

Set — With just plain water!

An

to tlie natural

liair soft,

witliout special rinses.

youhe

manage-

oevef dries

lier

—

in liquid.,

lofion or oTeonv!

easier to set witli just [ilam
lef

t

soft

and

silky

— spring

combing. Wales beliave,

smoothly into

[ilace.

TOP MOVIE STARS USE LUSTRE-CREME SHAMPOO!

tlfjc

iWontftlp l^ecorb

continued

BACHELOR CORNER: man
name;

All you gals who've asked about Dion’s last

Sandra Dee’s blond heartthrob

in

“A Summer

about

tells

a

He

great job!

you ask me, Shari’s

Tommy

got goo-goo eyes for

what a dreamboat!

.Shari,

Radio

Shreveport,

in

.

.

music

stars (Elvis,

Williams). Latest bit:

he

writes

Elvis

In

cookies.

.

the

.

car

.

racing

—

^

(

chicnik.

.

.

.

Australian

recent

GREATEST

folknik

George

.

.

.

days

What happens

who

madly

falls

to

in

the

of

a fifteen-

fellow?

thirty-one-year-old

love with a

Venetia Mur-

ray tells us in a charming novella, “Wait-

ing for Love.”

.

.

.

flying

the

summer:

Best susi)ense story of

“The

Katherine Eyre.

Hitchcock movie.

.

Chinese

Box”

by

as breathtaking as a

It’s
.

.

“Ingrid Bergman:

.

.

An Intimate

.

.

tour

Portrait”

by Joseph Steele

traces Ingrid’s life with

what the bops

is
.

good long story?

thrill

plus

great sympathy.

Cary Grant

new slinky look in fashion
Tab Hunter's postcarrl from

the

likes
fall.

And

the folk song fans.

a

Gone-With-the-Wind

year-old

says the opposite of beatnik in bop talk
is

for

.

through the air on a circus trapeze. Dave
became quite an acrobat during the filmMark Damon
ing of “The Big Circus.”
.

mood

the

South.

peanut-butter

David Nelson’s new

.

.

midget

kick:

Little

—

seems

Johnny Cash, Hank
Johnny Horton!

misses

fallen

Read “The Light Infantry Ball” by Hamilton Basso
all about love and life during

KWKH

.

Louisiana,

.

.

Sands. Says

be the training ground for famous coun-

call

Troy Donahue,

.

BOOK NOOK

sure looked liandsome in

his navy-blue suit!” If

3^0\H1ERS
FROM THE

.

a real doll to work

Saturday-night party in movieville: “Sal Mineo

went up to the bandstand and took the
drummer’s place, and he sat in on a couple of numbers, and. boy, did be do a

dT^a/c>

.

.

.

.

Fool” for Rick Nelson,

to

.

is

and Troy adds with a wink, “T loi'cd our love scenes!”
Phil Everly has
from Bennington, Vt.
Shari Sheely, who wrote “Poor

with,

for a dark-haired fan

try

DeMucci.

it’s

Place,” says Sandy

talk

for

bis

“Dear

reads,

—Over 26.000 teenagers turned out

show in Sydney, and.
man. did we have a ball! They’re great
Edd
r & r fans, these Aussie gals."
"Kookie" Byrnes is looking high and wide
for the rock "n" roll

Probably

greatest guitar player in

tlie

.

the world
I

paid

is

Spanisb-born Andres Segovia.

Segovia a

!\Ir.

performances

solo

visit after

where

Hall,

bung from the

the root-tooting fans
ers

one of bis
lor a girl

Town

in

and applauded him

raft-

for

tune of nine

to the

“who

doesn't

of a date, but just

the

fun

doughnuts

of

make

wants

it!''

to

Til

.

.

a big thing

be with a guy
bet

that's the gal who’ll

dollars

to

With Lars, happy ending for Ingrid.

book Edd.

encores.

"When

began

I

playing

the

guitar,”

kind-faced Mr. Segovia said, smiling,

had a bad reputation

my

struggled against

To me
even

in

people.

in

“it

and

Spain,

1

family and friends.

the guitar bad a beautiful

tone,

the rough hands of the peasant
It

was melancholy and sweet. But

learning to play the guitar

ninety-nine

is

percent perspiration and one percent

Even

spiration.

in-

you’re born for music,

if

you have to practice and work

at

Oth-

it.

erwise you’ll have nothing but a few show-

“The guitar has
it

terested

don’t
local

a soft voice,” he adds,

talks to your heart.” If you’re inin

learning to play the guitar,

buy the best instrument in your
music shop, he warns. Expensive im-

ported guitars are often

damaged by

change

Mr. Segovia says

of climate. Also,

the

the Society of the Classic Guitar at 409

East .50th Street in

New York

has a

list-

ing of top-notch teachers across country.
P

to

Mr. Segovia records for Decca. Listen
one of his LPs, and see if you don’t

agree with

RING-A-LING-A-LARIO. Jimmie Rodgers

TWIXT TWELVE AND TWENTY.
PORTZEBIE.

off tricks.

“and

THE MONTHLY
RECORD CHECKLIST

me

have invested

that for a few
in

pure gold!

bucks

you’ll

OH.

WHAT A

Alfred E.

(Roulette) ............. .Swingin’

Neat

Pat Boone. (Dot)

Neuman (ABC-Paramount)

EOOL. The Impalas

(

Cub

Pow!
Uh-huh

)

SINNER MAN. Tommy Sands (Capitol)
TIC TOC POLLY WOC. Perez Prado (RCA)
WHAT A DIFE’RENCE A DAY MAKES. Dinah
I’M READY. Fats Domino (Imperial)

Bluezy
Spicy

Washington (Mercury) Man!

Yes

TALLAHASSEE LASSIE. Freddy Cannon (Swan)
ONLY SIXTEEN. Sam Cooke (Keen
ON AN EVENING IN ROAIA. Dean Martin (Capitol)

Sassy

Dig

)

BONGO ROCK.
I

DON’T

Preston Epps (Original)

KNOW WHY.

Keely Smith /Louis Prima (Dot)

AND THE ANGELS SING. Johnny Nash (ABC-Paramount)
MY MELANCHOLY BABY. Tommy Edwards (M-G-M)

it

Hum-catchy

A

live-it-upper

Crazy
Heavenville

Ummm

22

1

If you’re

cated
life

the adventurous type you’re up-to-date and

— you

you lead

new

like to
is

go places and do things.

new Kotex with the Kimlon

Made

—

gives

you on grooming

Special tips for

to order for the

center. This remarkable

Kotex softer by far. And it protects
you perfect confidence when you need it most.

inner fabric helps keep

longer, better

sophisti-

Where otliers hesitate, you dare to be different.
Take the simplest of fads like the Italian gondolier
sunhat.

Add your own

flourishing touch with a

pretty scarf tied around the band, accented with

a cluster of flowers.

To

•

exjiress

your

year’s fashions.

flair for color, l)e

Mix

or

bold with this

match the pretty

pastels

accent one vibrant color with another.
give a whirl to the elegant one-color look.
.

.

.

Or

• Jewelry, too, can express your indi\’idualism.

the napkin most girls prefer

Satisfy your exi)ensive taste with f)ne goorl decorative ))iece ... a pin, a neck jiendaiit, a pair of earrings.

Let

it

be your fashion trademark.

KOTEX

and

KIMLON

are trademarks of Kimberly-Clark Corp.

.

.

,

vive

la difference!
since even sisters

have different needs, there must be two dramatically
different types of hair control...

only Helene Curtis SprayNet gives you a choice ofsister sprays!

oneforfirm control

, .

If

you want

the feel of
dlky-soft curls
.

.

the confidence of

no sticky film,
no flaking
.

if

»

you war!
your set held wil
windproof obstin
If

you want

thl ease of restyling
witli jusla quick comb
treKolic! choose

the beauty cf
no dulling ftickiness,
no flaking 1
.

.

.

.

.

.

SUPER lOFT SPRAY NET

.

you wantwe only
never-droo»air siiray
if

in the worlcM.

.

inagnifiqueUhoose

REGULAR

SHAY

.

.

NET

gowns and accessories
by Saks Fifth Avenue

©

19 59

,

HELENE CURTIS INDUSTRIES,

INC.

1

Gold

Meda Record Awa rds
I

.

RCA VICTOR PORTABLE

of course you’re
NEWCOMER MALE

old enough

Fabian
Johnny Horton
Wilbert Harrison
Edd (Kopkie) Byrnes

to vote

Brook Benton
Freddie Cannon
Carl Dobkins

Jr.

Storm

Billy

Ray Peterson
Jackie Wilson

Other

Dodie Stevens
Annette
Anita Bryant
Connie Stevens
Baby Washington
Patty Saturday
Other

BEST INSTRUMENTAL GROUP
'

The Trumpeteers
The Virtues
Bill Doggett
Martin Denny

First Annual

Gold Medal

Johnny & Hurricanes
Micky Mozart
Mitch Miller

Record Awards

Duane Eddy
Jacky Noguez
Frank Pourcel
Other

BEST

NEW VOCAL GROUP

The Crests
The Skyliners
Dion & Belmonts
The Impalas
The Fleetwoods
The Bell Notes
The Mystics
Travis & Bob
Kingston Trio

The Tassels
Other

.

HELP

YOUR
FAVORITES

WIN
Pat Boone
Perry Como
Frankie Avalon
Frank Sinatra
Elvis Presley

eight years, then you know that's

Johnny Mathis
Jimmie Rodgers
Rick Nelson

cause of your interest

If

you've been around for thirty-

how long Photoplay readers have
been voting Gold Medal Awards
to their movie favorites. Now, bein

records

and because the record industry
has grown to such importance, we

Andy Williams
Tony Bennett
Other

be a Gold
Medal Award for the tops in pops.
Fill
out your ballot below,
paste it on a postcard, and
think, too, there should

BEST FEMALE
Connie Francis
Patti

Page

Debbie Reynolds
Joni

James

Teresa Brewer
Eydie Gorme
Doris Day

Peggy Lee
Jane Morgan
Kathy Linden
Other

n

mail to:

GOLD MEDAL
RECORD AWARDS
BOX 1937
GRAND CENTRAL STATION
NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK

My

votes for the

GOLD MEDAL
RECORD AWARDS
BEST VOCAL GROUP
Best Male

mm

by

JANE ARDMORE

Margaret O’Brien:

When

a

girl’s getting

married, there are certain things
that she can only ask one person

She was wearing a straight-cut yellow

was pulled back

into a

silk

Hawaiian

dress.

Her hair

French knot, but, across her forehead, the

uneven black bangs made her face

pixie-like.

The

light California

breeze ruffled her hair, and, as she looked up at her fiance, she seemed

about sixteen.

“You’d

better leave

me

off at the

door of [Continued on page 85)

our

honeymoon
will last

30 years

WEATHER REPORT
and sunny on honeymoon
storm clouds ahead?
fair

The sound
Eddie

yacht...

of a cabin door suddenly opening behind

start in surprise and,

him made

turning his head sharply, he looked

over his shoulder across the deck. For the past half-hour,
he’d been leaning against the railing of the yacht, watching
the sailors on the Barcelona

32

quay (Continued on page 68)

“What about
day and,

the weather?” Eddie called out.

to Liz, the friendly

They checked

the forecasts every

Mediterranean sun was reassuring, a good omen.

In Nice, milk for Chris, Mike and
Liza was delivered at the gangplank.

IS

SANDRA
t

REALLY 60 IN<S

KOOKIE?
I

a perfectly beautiful day,

thought

as

I

ran

down

to

I

the

water, without even stopping to take
off

my

sweater.

not too hot

and scrunchy under
water

.

.

.

Brr!

It

my

was

feet.

still

The sun was hot

—and
I

the sand

—hut

felt

good

dipped one toe in the

too cold for me, and then

I

heard a voice behind me.
“It can’t he that cold,”
I

it

jumped. “Edd Byrnes!”

said.
I

said.

“Don’t creep up on

people like that.”

Laughing, he tousled

my

hair, the hair I’d just spent

hours fixing just right. “Sorry I’m

can

by

SANDRA DEE

as told to

MARCIA BORIE

it

late,”

he

said.

“Or

he that you’re early?” {Continued on page 73)

^Wv\\v-u-

‘

Judi Meredith and

Barry Coe:
it

should

have been a
perfect day

but

something went wrong...
as

we watched

the sun go down,

both of us knew-

NEVER
SEE EACH OTHER AGAIN

WE*LL

All that day, as

be happy,

I

we

tried to

wanted to cry

out, “I love you, Barry.

Why isn’t that enough?”

I

listened to the

sound of the
waves breaking

on the shore.

And then I heard
his gentle

filled

ness

sigh—

with a sadI

had never

noticed before.
{ Continued

by

on page 83)

JUDI MEREDITH
as told to

MARCIA BORIE

39

If

you’ve ever wondered

what would happen to your loved ones

if

you died today,

you must read Efrem Zimbalist’s story

rr

by

BEATRICE MARCH

DM

l/TNITJT
fii

Efrem Zimbalist
pouch

for a

sat back,

match, and

^

reached into a brown tobacco

lit

his pipe.

times, until blue-white wisps of

He

puffed a few

smoke came curling up,

and then, leaning forward, he reached down and fondly
ruffled his wife Steffi’s

brown shaggy-cropped

glanced up, smiling shyly, and announced in a
'd guess it’s

‘'Can

time to put

little Steffi to

hair.

She

soft voice,

bed.”

help?” asked her fifteen-year-old stepdaughter

I

Nancy, looking up from a book she’d been quietly reading in a corner of the room.
“Sure,” Steffi answered.

As they

left,

“Come

along.”

Efrem relaxed deep

into his tan leather

armchair. “I’m one of the luckiest guys around,” he said,

almost as though to himself,

without

Steffi?”

Then,

as

“What would

though the

I

ever do

[Continued on page 79)

V

k

ii

PIER AIVGELI:
i

One night

JL

i

heard him

crying in his crib ...

my daddy?

^^Where^s

Whereas my daddy ?*^
I

knew I had to do something,

i

couldnH go on

letting

In

the

Perry be

room

living

above

high

apartment,

of

small

a

the

bustle

and noise of London’s Baker

Street,

Damone

Perry

three-year-old

sat

twiddling knobs on the dashboard of
his new, large

“Zoom

.

.

nounced,

model
.

an-

on

the

placing

pedals and

car.

we’re off!” he

moving

his

feet

off slowly

around

the room. “We’re off to see

Daddy

in

America.”

“No, darling,”
Pier
into

Angeli,

more

“Please
.

maybe,

.

his

who had

room carrying

the

milk.

said

.

don’t

just try to

{Continued

say

mother.

just

a

come

glass
that

of

any

be patient and

on

page

76)

5

by

ANDREE AELION

43

can you identify the

what went on 5 minutes
before the pinup was snapped
Sixteen stars
all

—count

’em. Imagine

together. “I feel like a channel

what happens when you get them

swimmer,” Debbie shrieked,

bathing-beauty costume. “Maybe,” Rock suggested, “your

backwards.” “Can’t get a tan,”
Sennett directed the pinup

Kim

giggled. Believe

—ask Mom about

it

or not.

his Keystone

in her

suit’s

on

Mack

Cop movies.

Rock

Joan Collins and Shirl
MacLaine hide behind
the cars.

But the boys

found and dunked ’em.

“Whatcha doing?”

a

fan asks. “Playing cops

and robbers,” Paul explains. “I’m a robber.”
“Is

my

suit

on wrong?” Debbie

HOW MANY

DID YOU

asks.

KNOW?

In the pinup on preceding pages (taken

by Judd Bernard), the cops are, left to
right, Don Murray, Tommy Sands, Fess
Parker, Gower Champion, Buddy Ebsen.
are Paul Newman and James
Garner (in top hat). The cuties sur:
rounding Rock Hudson are Debbie
Reynolds,
Shirley
MacLaine,
Marge
Champion, Sheree North, Kim Novak,
Lee Reniick. Dana Wynter, Joan Collins.

The crooks

gets

“moving” pinups

of his own.

Don't try this experiment
if

you’re

all

alone!

can you
resist his

eyes

?

If

you’re

like

99Y4%

of the gals

.

.

Fabian will

hypnot-BYBS you
DIR ECTIONS FOR THE

was

J

EXPERIMENT

just about to put the folder of Doris

Day photos back

in

Hold up
your

2.

this

page

six inches

from

face.

Photoplay

tip-toes

Close the magazine;

own
4.

now

shut your

now?

Re-open your

eyes.
later.

6.

.

of

this

all

hair,

dark

only

I

looking into those eyes
honest:

^

became

I

think

it

(all right, I

<'*</>

=j

o
Oi-

Cy

t*-

>

O
4

.

-to

O'
Co

%

If

^our

an

^ana,
^

you
'
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Oo
O/cf

the

I

—
of

was

must be

{Continued on page 81 )

%
%
£0

h

me.

hair)

aware

o
...

'a

wavy

ao

^

%

really
at

For the minute or two that

Check your reactions by turning

o
o

(lots

to the next page.

r

all I

bridge of a nose, eyebrows, forehead and
hair

but
5.

first,

saw were two eyes looking back

—and

There were more than eyes, of course

do you feel? What’s happen-

ing to you

got up

I

—

eyes, too.

How

real-

I

and peeked over the top

there he was. Fabian! At
3.

—when

other side of the filing cabinets.

on

minute.

drawer

steel

job as secretary

was somebody standing on the

ized there

Gaze deep into his eyes for one
full

to the editor of

the

my

just a routine part of
1.

too!

.

.4

*>'

RATE YOURSELF

WARNING: Below 60 means
you’d better start worrying.

Sure that you’re breathing?

NOTE: Most

of our staff

got up to 120.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT!

rooster crowed. Elvis opened

one eye, wrinkled up his nose,

and smiled. Yeah, that was bacon
frying, all right.

Must be time

to

get up. Stretching, he reached out

across the bed and tuned the radio

on

to the

Armed Forces Network.

Sometimes they gave some news
about what was going on back

home.
“El,”

his

dad’s

voice,

calling

from downstairs, broke into his
thoughts. “Six-fifteen.

Time

to get

up.”
Slowly, reluctantly, he slid out of
bed, put on his robe and padded

over to the French

window and

out

onto the balcony. Across the street

was a park, with
flowers

ments,

and

its

its

shady walks,

its

man-made embank-

down which Bad Nauheim’s

famous health waters dripped constantly.

The house on

his left

was being

renovated. They’d started the work

while he was in the hospital having
his tonsils taken care of,

surprised to see

and he was

how much

they’d

gotten done in just a (continued)

by

BETTY ETTER
Being made corporal didn't mean there was any

less

“ hurry -up-and-wait” time.

seconds with ELVIS

Chow ...

a training film

.

.

.

inspection, whatever

though that wasn’t so good sometimes,

it

was,

you had

like thinking that pretty

Germany

in

to stand in line for

soon

it’d

be a year

it.

It

gave you time to think

—almost a year—since Mom

.

.

.

died.

“Coming!” he
to

yelled in answer

Dad’s breakfast

call.

He

sure

was grateful for the way they’d
grown so close this past year.

A

last-minute lick at his crew-

cut

and then he was off, climbCaddy and driving

ing into his

—

52

carefully these days

—

to

camp.

Ten seconds out for sack time. He
it was Saturday, a half-day.

it

skip that

^ Let's

Army chow,”

he told his

pals.

‘Come on home with me. Grandma's fixing lunch.”

was glad

Started out like any other day..

few days. Today they’d be
again, he knew, even though

it

The German people

go in for long

w'eekends.

Why, even

Saturday mornings.
trudging

home with

gotten back

didn’t

was Saturday.

the kids went to school

He’d

often

their

books

from camp

at

Camp! He’d

working there

noon.

seen
after

them
he’d

it

better hurry.

He double-timed

into the bathroom, showered, shaved

then pulled on his uniform.
fast

If

and

he ate breakfast

and drove quickly. ... No, ever since

father’s accident

ised himself

he was never going

The accident

his

on the Autobahn, he’d promto speed.

—he wouldn’t think

.

.

.

(continued)

we snapped
about the accident

now

.

“Breakfast,” his dad called.

headed for the
two

stairs,

at a time,

this photo in

Germany

.

.

He

taking them

and then stopped

short on the landing. There on the

piano

—the

first

thing he noticed

-was a vase of white

roses, the

kind his mother had loved. Next

Mom

month
year.

.

.

would be dead a

.

—your

“EIvi s

coffee’s

getting

cold.”

“Okay, Dad, okay. I’m coming.”

He made

himself look out

the win- {Continued

T hey

on

paf^e 87)

didn't like to talk about the accident, but

when Dad headed for

the car, he called after him, “Drive slow, huh.

III
ii

iiiii
1

III

what
an

IS

Annette ?

who
how

she?

Is

did she get

that
What

is

way?

an Annette? What

is

any

girl

sixteen

years old?
She’s the voice on one end of a telephone conversation, giggling, whispering, talking with her very

best beau. She’s the eyes that peer intently into the

dressing-table
face,

mirror,

cautiously

inspecting

her

wishing that she’d grow up to be an Ava Gard-

ner. She’s dreams, ambitions, blushes.

She’s the daughter of Joseph

who owns

by

his

own garage and

is

Edward

Funicello,

proud {continued)

NANCY ANDERSON
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how

did Annette get that

way?
Continued

Born

ing at
ness.

grew up
She began danc-

in Utica, Annette

in Hollywood.

five, to get

over her shy-

Disney discovered her

an amateur show. She’s
feet-two,

but sometimes puzzled by his daughter.

She has two brothers, Joe,

and Michael,

how

7,

who

She looks a

stand

—most

She

like

her

of the time.

likes: hot

fudge sundaes, foot-

games, her T-bird (which she got

for her birthday

drive only

home),
sings

lets

little

who does under-

mother, Virginia,

ties,

don’t understand

a girl can take so long to get

dressed.

ball

13,

and which she can

within

dancing,

“Turn

Me

a

few blocks of

the

way

Fabian

Loose,” beach par-

makeup (which her mother

eye

her wear only on very special oc-

casions)

,

the

new house

the Funicellos

are getting (Continued on page 71)
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going

in

five-

on seventeen.

the way
to get a

second look

from him
this fall
Diane Jergens’ costume gets a

nod from husband Peter Brown.
“Sacks are out,” she says, “the

young American
in.”

classic look is

Hand-sewn separates: Sim-

plicity

3080, 3117. {continued)

“You’re wanted on the phone,” says Ty Hardin.
these words as often as you’d like,

repairing

—but

it

If

you don’t hear

not your phone that needs

it’s

could be your wardrobe.

You can

fix it

not put your budget out-of-order by simply sewing your

This

fall,

fashions are on your side

new? The knees show,

own

still

clothes.

they’re man-pleasing. What’s

especially in Arlene’s trim length of sheath

jumper. The waist shows
like Connie’s,

—

and

off, too, in

are definitely hack.

Jackie’s bolero suit. Full skirts,

The

season’s hottest trend

is

Diane’s American-classic look, a pleated skirt topped by a braid-

trimmed

blazer.

Once you’ve picked a

favorite Simplicity Pattern,

there are bold stripes, magnified checks,

own

pretty

head over

at the

same time

muted plaids

to lose

your

that you’re turning his.

MORE ABOUT OUR MODELS AND THEIR PATTERNS ON PAGE

4 paUcrns
Getting the twice-over from

to

Ty Hardin and

make
Peter Brown:

to

left to riptht,

84

make him look
Connie Stevens, Jacqueline Beer, Arlene Howell.

TELEPHONE

Vv

f.

.

m

OBLI

Smile at him
that

borrows

in a blazer

braid

its

’n’

buttons from a cadet. Diane’s is brass wool tweed,

her pleated skirt

a har-

is

monizing plaid by Anglo.
Shoulder strap bag goes
feminine in soft leathers,
slim shapes; high-throated

pump

has wooden heels.

by

shoes

All

Chandler.

Steal him with a stole
that

makes

costume out

a

of fashion’s first full skirt

daytime

for

Connie

likes

years.

in

in red-and-

it

black wool by Crestwood.

The

heel’s big news,

little

with

especially

a

strap.

Changeabout bag

is

tote

or clutch (folded view below.) All jewelry

by Coro.

Beau-bait him with a bow
on a big-collared jersey
under

blouse

whittling

green

suit

this

waist-

of

misty

black wool plaid.

’n’

Both are Lebanon fabrics.
Jackie’s T-strap

low

at sides.

pumps dip

Tote (above)

becomes a clutch to show
off her Coro bracelet. All
handbags by Park Lane.

Wink

at

him

in a

whose molded

make even
wake up and
dons

it

in

jumper

would
dormouse

lines

a

stare.

Arlene

jumbo-checked

blue-and-goldFabrex wool
over

a

make-it-yourself

sweater of Coats and Clark
yarn. Strapped spectators
sport fake lizard touches,

duffelbag

is

barley-cloth.

Princess Grace leaned her head

on her husband’s shoulder so that
he couldn’t see her face, and thought—

If only

/ could

what

him

tell

fm

really afraid of
y

eaning wearily against the draperies. Princess Grace

paused as though to gather strength before speaking,

and

then, finally, turned to her husband. “It’s been a

diffi-

cult day, hasn’t it?”

Prince Rainier sank back on the window-seat,

arms drop

Though

to his sides

by

my

face, she

his

in

her

and nodded.

the late afternoon sun

was no longer

—

hand over them

eyes, the Princess kept a

see

let

—

thought

so that he can’t

as she {Continued on page 65)

JIM HOFFMAN

A PHOTOPLAY EXCLUSIVE

HOW TO
DRESS AS

IF

MONEY WERE
NO OBJECT
“Now we

way

look the

I’ve

always wanted us to look!

And do you

realize I

three of their suits

own

for less than

made

all

and my
I

would

have paid just for mine? The
fabrics are just

what I wanted,

too— right down

to die exact

shade of red for
blondes.

got

Am

I

my

glad

little

I finally

my sewing machine out of

the closet!

been a long time

“It’s

I’ve

made

since

anything, yet sew-

ing seems easier than ever

with

wonderful

those

Simplicity Printed Patterns.

I’m going right back to

that

and

find

Simplicity Catalog

something really elegant

make

for next Saturday

to

night’.’

“My Chanel-look suit complete with
blouse

is

Simplicity style #3081.

oldest wears suit

and blouse

My

style

#3136 and the little ones wear
jumpers and jackets, style #3134."

WITH

Simplicity
SIMPLICITY

PATTERN CO.

INC.

—

PRINCESS GRACE

.

Continued from page 62
looked up at him with a weak smile. Finally, no longer capable of pretense, she
let her head fall loosely on his shoulder,
closed her eyes and relaxed for the first
time since early that morning, when the
pains had begun again.
If only I could tell him, she thought, if
only I could explain what I’m really afraid
of.
Not now, she decided, not when he
has so many worries already. Besides, I’m
sure it’s not anything really serious. I’m
just being oversensitive.
She opened her eyes, leaning her head
sideways a little so she could study her
husband’s profile. She never tired of looking at him, though she knew every inch
of his face so well: the wavy black hair
that somehow stayed in place even when
he drove through the countryside in one of
his sports cars; the thin mustache outlining his fine mouth; the patrician nose;
the soft, deep eyes that could reflect concern one moment and gaiety the next.
But now, as she watched, she saw neither
of these things. He seemed not to feel she
was looking at him, and she noted an expression there she’d never seen before: it
was a tiredness, but it was not of the body.
It was a tiredness of the spirit. Here, in
this unguarded moment, was clearly the
face of a leader who, in trying to do his
best for his people, was finding his actions
misunderstood, his decisions misinterpret.

.

.

by almost everyone.
cannot add to his worries now, she told
herself. He has too much on his mind already. But when she felt his hand tighten around hers, she was grateful for his
ed,

I

nearness. After the events of this afternoon, she, too, needed to be reassured,

comforted

.

.

.

was supposed

to be just another routine visit to the doctor. She’d gone to
see him about a cold the cold that had
plagued her since childhood, that always
settled in her nose and gave her voice its
peculiar nasal quality. But while he was
examining her, she remembered the little
pain she’d had in her side recently, and
she told him about it.
t

I

—

“Hmm,”

he’d said, “we’d better have a

look.”

Then, afterwards,

when

she was dressed

across the big mahogany
desk from the doctor, waiting for him to
finish making notations on her card.
He
looks so worried, she thought, squinting
against the sunlight to see him more
clearly.
I wonder why he looks so woragain, she

sat

ried.

He glanced up then, caught her eye and
looked away, as if he didn’t quite know
what

to say.

“Doctor,” she said, “what is it?” She half
rose from her chair.
“Oh, it’s nothing,” he said. “Nothing serious, anyway.” But still he wouldn’t meet
her eyes. “It’ll be a few days before we’ll
know for sure just what it is,” he added.
“Now don’t worry,” he said, and came
around the side of his desk to take her
hand. His voice seemed too hearty.
Twisting her white gloves into a ball,

she wanted to shout, “Tell

me

the truth!

Tell me!”

Suddenly she shivered.
“Take these pills,” the doctor

said.

her wrap, to open the door for her, to say
goodbye.
That night she slept fitfully and in the
morning she was still tired, but she would
not miss breakfasting with her husband or
going in to see little Princess Caroline and
Prince Albert. This was the magic hour
of her day, the time when all problems
seemed to fade away, and she was just a
mother alone with her children.
At three o’clock, feeling a little better,
she went to a hospital to inspect the new
operating room. As she walked toward
the swinging doors that led into the new,
room, white and antiseptic, she suddenly
stopped and clutched her side. The head
of the hospital, who’d been showing her
around, gave her his arm for support. She
tried to take another step, but the floor

“1

think you’ve got a little chill with this
cold.”
He pressed a box of tablets into
her hand.
“No, I—” She wanted to ask again;
What is it? But her throat was too dry.
She couldn’t speak.
As if she had no will of her own any
more, she allowed him to help her on with

.

.

was far away and the walls were spinning.
She woke up in her own bed in the palace.
Her husband was leaning over her.
She had never seen tears in Rainier’s eyes
before, and she reached up to wipe them
away.
But he caught her fingers and
pressed his lips to them.
“How did I get here?” she asked.
“What’s the matter with me?”
Rainier looked at her a moment before
answering. “Nothing to worry about,” he
told her. “But you must get lots of sleep.
Doctor’s orders.”
His tone seemed too
cheerful just like the doctor’s.
A doctor the same doctor who’d been
showing her around the hospital came in
then and gave her an injection.
Sleep
swirled about her, drawing her down into
darkness. She tried to say something to
the doctor, to her husband, but the questions froze on her lips as the blackness
closed over her.
Once, in the middle of the night, she
woke up for a second. Rainier was sitting
at her bedside, his head buried in his
hands. She tried to speak to him, started
to reach out for him, but, again, darkness
pulled her back into its center. Now, she
was haunted by dreams she could never

——

—

quite recall upon awakening. The dreams
flew together and suddenly she found herself back in her childhood, with Harper

Davis

.

.

.

he had met Harper when she was fifteen.
It was Christmas Eve, and, as
usual, the Kellys were holding open
house in their Philadelphia home. People
started dropping in early in the afternoon,
to see her father and mother, to see her
brother Kell, and to see her. And then
she saw him. It was as if she had never
really seen a boy before.
“Be cool,” she told herself. “Be nonchalant.” But all she could do was stand
there and gawk at him, till Kell came to
her rescue. Grabbing her elbow firmly
and guiding her across to where he was
standing, her brother said, “This is my sister Grace.”
Thank goodness, he hadn’t
introduced her as he usually did, as his

S

kid sister. “And this,” Kell had continued,
my friend Harper Harper Davis.”
She had known Harper such a brief
time. But that time had been full of happiness, full of sharing
Skating in the
park, hot chocolate and doughnuts, basketball
games, hamburgers-with-onions
(fried onions), movies
.
Then, suddenly, there were no more
dates with Harper. His mother had been
the one to tell her why: “Harper is ill
dreadfully, incurably ill with multiple
sclerosis,” she’d said.
“is

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

Every day

after that,

Grace went

to his

house, and every night she came home,
and all she could do was cry. Soon after
this Harper was moved to a hospital, and
she and some of his friends saved up and
bought him a television set, hoping it
would make the pain more bearable, and
help pass the time away. But he had so
little time.
Seven days a week she went

him

to

smiled.
just a

in the hospital.
She talked and
She tried everything to make him
little happier.
Sometimes, for a

second or two, he responded. But
most of the time his brown eyes were
clouded with pain, and with the knowledge of how and when that pain would
end. And watching him waste away, she
felt as if she, too, had lost some of her
fleeting

youth.

When Harper

died, she felt death a lit-

seemed that if death could come
that suddenly to someone she knew and
tle, too. It

cared for, if it could strike him down out
of nowhere, then it could come to her as
suddenly. She grew older but still the
presence of death stayed with her
She
had felt its nearness today, and her fear
had grown to immense proportions since
the doctor had told her yet not told her
what was wrong with her, what had
caused the awful pains in her side. She
found herself gripping her side tightly
now. The pain had returned.
.

.

.

—

—

n the morning she saw the doctor and a
nurse and her husband standing by her
bed. Their backs were to her, but she
heard what they were saying. “Immediate
operation
Lausanne
heavy seda.” She tried to interrupt:
tion
“Why
Lausanne?” The words formed in her head

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

but somehow they didn’t pass her

lips.

Another word flickered feebly, “cancer,”
and then it, too, was snuffed out.
When she opened her eyes again, she
saw her husband smile. “HeUo,” she said
softly and he smiled again, but she felt he
had to force himself to look cheerful.

“How am

I?” she asked then.
“Fine,” he replied. “But you have appendicitis. They’re going to take you to a
hospital in Lausanne today and operate.

They say it’s best.”
She wanted to say, “Why Lausanne?”
She wanted to say, “Are they sure?” But
the anxiety and fear in his face made her
save her questions.
Then the nurse and the doctor came
back and gave her another injection, and
she knew nothing until the next morning.
At exactly 8 a.m. on the morning of
March 4th, 1959, she was wheeled into the
main operating room of Lausanne’s Cecil
Clinic.
She recognized Dr. Lehman behind his white surgical mask. He smiled
at her and introduced her to Dr. James
David Buffat, the physician who was to
assist him in the operation.
Then she was looking up into the powerful reflector lamp and Dr. Charles Bovay, a Swiss specialist, was giving her a

She started to say, “Are
.” but then the anesthesia took
you sure
effect, and she knew nothing, until she
looked up into her husband’s face.
Why, he’s growing a beard again, she

total anesthetic.
.

.

thought, looking at the stubble all over
his face, and then: What a funny thing to
think of now.

When he saw

her open her eyes, he bent
kissed her lightly on the cheek.
“It’s all over, darling,” he said.

down and

“How

long was I away?” she asked.
seemed like days,” he told her, “but
actually it was only a little over an hour.”
“It

“Was

it

.

.

.”

husband broke

she started to ask, but her
in.

“You’re fine,” he said. “The operation
was simply appendicitis and nothing else.
That’s what the doctor told me.”
“Then there was a question?”
Rainier said nothing; he didn’t have to.
couldn’t meet her eyes was
answer enough.

The way he

Suddenly she laughed and broke the

si-

lence. “You know what?” she announced.
“I feel wonderful!” And she reached up and
kissed him as if she had never expected to
be able to kiss him again.
The End

Jimmy Clanton

James Darren

6 guys

tell

you:

THE FIRST TIME

lASKEDAGIRX
FOR A
Duane Eddy

p

66

Paul Anka

DATE...
Dick Clark

—

ver get the feeling you’d like nothing better

E

to

you? Well, ever since we decided

to

me

to

Bobbie has another word

it.

—

I

believe

is

it

it

was

on

F
up.

on the living-room

I

decided to

and

floor

down

sit

soit out

My

the rest.

Mom

thought

Me

Boy, was

too.

my

had a story about a dance that meant a

found

I

knocked a

I

into the lap of

bottle of soda off the

a young lady

sure impressed her

I

—

was trying

I

right out of

my

life.)

across a certain card that ended

came

good intentions for working

I’d

had.

was about two inches deep and about four wide,

and

the printing

all

many

after so

had was “Admit Two.” But

it

years,

it

still

pocket,

date,

and

I

girl

and

I

“asking” kind.

is
I

little

played tag for two blocks on our

when we were about

might have been a date of

but

sorts,

You know what

I

seven.
it

mean

That

wasn’t the

—the time

a fellow really comes right out and says, “Will

you go

to such-and-such with

feeling. Girls, don’t tell

you

date business

can dimly remember the day when a

to a party,

when

first

narrow down. For instance,

a tough one to

neighbor

way

feel

can’t be.

all

me

it’s

me?” Wow! What

a

anything like the way

when you’re

the one who’s being invited.

You have

know what

to

to get

go together.

came home with

I

the

set for a swell time at the

was the only one

in the family

“Oh, no trouble there,”

She might

I

my

was

t

girls

I

first

who

a

I

do with

to

Mom smiled.

knew

worth a try and

like to see the

It

guy goes through

by

show.”

year in high school, and the few

seem too interested

didn’t

body but the

captain.

football

I’d see

what

I

.

.

it

could do about
.

.

it

.

was
.

.

.

and

.

show?”

“Dickie, did you get a date yet for the

Mom

in any-

Well,

tomorrow. And then another tomorrow

asked.

“I’m working on

it,” I

told her. “I should have

an answer tomorrow.”
hat’s right,

my

was the occasion.

a high-school play

ou know, sometimes that

Y

When

!

held an awful lot of

meaning for me. The two admitted were me and
first

dark

all

not ask one of the girls in your class to go

with you?

another
I

whatever
It

“Why

told about a dance I’d rather forget.

(That’s the time

Then

we could

came

go with

me. Another issue of Syracuse University’s

and

would be a good idea

it

wasn’t tied up that night, so what was

“Daily Orange”

to sup-

the play

I

me. One issue of the A. B. Davis High School paper,

to impress.

were being urged

when

Mom

and

think,

I

me, tearfully discarding

to take with

just couldn’t find anything that shouldn’t

table

all

figured

I

in the

I

the extra seats?

to

question he’s

I

intentions were honest, but I’m afraid

for instance,

We

it.

port school activities, and

show,

wanted

in

tickets in

what

was even tougher,

or me,

tickets.

one Sunday afternoon,

little

dying to pop.

spelled J-u-n-k.

o,

—even weeks

walk around doing anything to postpone com-

ing out in the open with that one

Clark Collection of Valuable Souvenirs. That’s what

lot

For days

ing but recalling the funny things that’ve

dig out that old cardboard box and go through the

S

it.

he’ll

move to a new house, Bobbie has been after

call

understand

than to spend one whole afternoon doing noth-

happened

I

in order to

T

I

should

—and

in order to get that

answer. I’d better ask tonight. Well,
history,

I

studied

math, the telephone book, the old

magazines in the rack, anything to keep from goijig
near the phone. Every time

some aunt

or uncle inviting

me

it

was

over on the dale-

the folks were busy in other rooms,

up enough will-power

to get

way through. Dad came
and

rang, I’d hope

But no soap. Finally, about eighty-thirty,

night.

when

it

hung up rather

I

guilty,

managed

to start dialing. Half-

in looking for a

clumsily.

because he grinned

I

at

I

magazine,

must’ve looked

me knowingly and

went back into the kitchen.
At

last,

I

decided they could parade the entire

high-school band straight {Continued on page 89)

DICK CLARK

—
like a stroll on the Riviera?”
“I’d love it,” she said. “There’s plenty
to see, and the weather’s magnificent. Oh,

AND EDDIE

LIZ

”

Would you

I do love you so much, do you
that?”
short while later, they clambered
down the ladder and then both took a
flying leap onto the quay. Then, before

Eddie ...

Continued from page 32

know

A

load bags onto the ship. His face had been
thoughtful, almost worried. But now, as
he saw Liz coming through the doorway,
he smiled.
“Hi,” he said, looking approvingly at
the comfortable turtle-necked sweater,
denims and sneakers that had replaced
the more formal dress she’d worn on the
plane from Paris.
She walked over toward him, slipped her

through his arm and said, “Oh,
Eddie it’s going to be a dream trip

hand
I

just

He

—

.

know

.

.

it.”

moment

patted her hand and for a

they were silent, both watching the men
loading supplies. Then the sight of two
small, deeply-tanned Spanish boys, chattering and tugging at the sailors each
time they came down from the ship, made
Liz laugh.
“Wonder what they’re saying,” she said,
turning toward Eddie again. “You know,
full
kids are the same the world over
of fun and questions. I bet they want to
know where we’re going. Gosh, they look
Eddie we’re going
alive and happy
.

.

.

.

.

—

.

be happy, too. We won’t let anything
hurt us, will we?”
“No,” he said, “no. I was just thinking
but no. We’ll be very happy, darling. If
we can just keep believing that, it’ll be
true.” After all, he told himself, we’ve
believed it all this time, through all these
He
months of name-calling, of loss.
looked again at the little Spanish boys and
winced.
At that moment, one of the sailors on
the quay called out to them. “We’re almost through loading,” he said. “Should
be casting off any minute.”
Glancing up at the sky and then out
toward the sea, Eddie shouted, “What
about the weather? Any news?”
“Skipper had a report just a few minutes ago,” the sailor called back. “Should
be fair and sunny the outlook’s very
to

.

.

.

—

promising.”

“Good,” said Liz, pushing back a stray
curl that had blown loose in the breeze.
“Let’s hope it stays just this way ... no
storms ... no troubles
and clear sailing ahead.”
.

.

.

Eddie nodded, but he looked thoughtful
again

for

a

moment.

will

“It

stay

this

way,” he reassured her, and he thought.
It must. This happiness had been bought
with too much sacrifice not to last forever.
“Oh, look!” He pointed to the sailors untying the ropes binding the yacht to the
shore. “We’re casting off already.”
“Off and away to France.”
Putting one arm around her, he turned
her toward the stem of the ship, the
Olnico, as it began sailing slowly out of
Barcelona Bay. “Are you happy, Liz?” he
asked. “Really happy?”

“More than

He bent and

I

can tell you,” she said.
kissed his bride.

he day that their yacht sailed into the
harbor at Cannes was beautiful. In the
early morning sunshine, Liz and Eddie
relaxed in deep canvas chairs up on deck,
watching the Mediterranean fade away
behind them and the harbor draw nearer
and nearer.
“It’s been wonderful,” Liz said softly.
“Somehow, Eddie, each day of our honeyis more like a beautiful dream
the yacht, the sun, you
oh, just everything has been perfect.”
Eddie smiled. “But it isn’t a dream. It’s
real, and that’s the most wonderful part
of it.” He looked toward the harbor then.
“Look,” he said, “we’re almost in. Liz
what about spending the whole day here?
.

.

p

.

.

.

.

—
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off into

waved

Cannes, they turned and
“See you

to the sailors on board.
later,” Liz called.
“Much later,” Eddie laughed.
“Come on,” said Liz, dragging

Eddie ex-

along. “Let’s look at the shops.
Ooooh— there’re so many of them!”
“And we’ll go through every one, if you
citedly

want

he promised, thinking how

to,”

a child
others.

she was in
.

.

ment and

T

He

many ways—

like
yet in

closed his eyes for a moleft the thought unfinished.

.

hey spent the day shopping and, after

dinner in a little port-side restaurant,
returned to the boat late that night.
But the next day high winds swept into
that part of the Mediterranean, making
the sea treacherous. Eddie stared out of
the porthole gloomily, thinking; Can this
be an omen? Can this be a sign of trouble
ahead for us? And then he shook his head,

room, but almost immediately the report-

began

ers

firing questions at her.

“What about your career

—now?”

asked

one.

“I’m committed to four more films, then
I’m ready to give it all up and be a good
wife and mother,” she answered slowly, as
if weighing each word individually, before
speaking the next.
“Haven’t we heard you say that before?”
the reporter shot back sarcastically.
“Yes, haven’t we just, though!” said another reporter to his photographer friend.
Liz looked helplessly at Eddie. “But

—

.

.

.

“But we’re not,” he told her.
“No.” She laughed. “That is certainly
true. Oh, Eddie, I’m so glad you’re not a

certain things have changed since I
Eddie interrupted. “If Liz is happy with
her film career, so am I.”
flashbulb exploded close to his face,
making him jump. Moving back a step or
two, he went on, “The most important
thing is that we both know that to make
a marriage successful the two people have
to stay together. And that’s what we plan
to do.”
The newsmen looked at them in dis-

moody

belief.

as if trying to clear away any doubts,
fears he had, so that when Liz joined
at the porthole he was smiling.

“How

any
him

can you smile?” she asked, pluck“The weather’s miser-

ing at his sleeve.
able.”

I

sort!”

Not moody, he thought, and then: No,
won’t be moody. I won’t worry until

there’s a reason to.

“What are we going to do?” Liz asked.
“Do you think it will clear?”

He shook

his head. “It’s hard to know,”
“But I think we’d better put in to
port.” Looking at a map tacked up on the
wall, he slowly traced his finger down
it. “We’re outside Portofino now,” he told
her, “an Italian fishing village, and heading toward ” his finger moved a fraction
of an inch “the port of Imperia. I think

he

said.

—
—

we’d better put in there.”
“Oh, Eddie—”
How disappointed she looks that it is
over, thought Eddie. Of course, it is a
shame, but. ... “I tell you what,” he said,
making his voice cheerful. “We’ll dock at
Imperia, then take a taxi back to Cannes,
pick up the children and then head straight
for London.”
Liz brightened. She would get to see her
three children sooner than she’d expected
this way. “All right,” she said, “let’s do
that. My, won’t Chris and Mike and little
Liza be surprised to see us so soon! Oh,
Eddie, it’ll be fun!”
But it was not fun.
When they passed through French customs on their way to London, they ran
into the first part of a different kind of
storm.

T

moon

walking

know.” He smiled at them apologetically.
And so they had waited. For several
hours they’d waited, and then, finally,
they’d been cleared. But, somehow, some
of the fun had gone out of the trip.
Then, when they reached London Airport late that night, they had no sooner
walked down the ramp from the plane
than they were hustled into a small reception room where newsmen and photographers were waiting.
Holding tightly onto Eddie’s hand, Liz
forced herself to smile. She tried not to
seem nervous when they entered the

The blue-uniformed officer handed
Eddie back his passport. “Thank you,” he
said and turned to Liz. “And now, Mrs.
Fisher, please.”
Liz reached into her shoulder-strap bag,

withdrew the green passport and handed
it
across the customs desk. The officer
made a routine check and then, puzzled,
looked up at her.
“But this passport says ‘Mrs. Michael
Todd,’ ” he said. “I thought you and this
.”
gentleman
.

.

Eddie interrupted. “That’s
.”
her old passport. There wasn’t time
They’d been in such a hurry. We’ve always
been in such a hurry, Eddie thought.
“I’m sorry,” the customs official said,
“but you’ll have to wait while we check
“Yes, yes,”

.

this

through.

It’s

highly

irregular,

.

you

A

“Can’t you answer questions yourMiss Taylor?” shouted one.
“Yes, I can,” she said angrily.
“When do you start shooting the picture.
Miss Taylor?” someone called out.
“Almost immediately,” she answered.
self,

“We—”
“Is

true that the picture will have to

it

be held up until you lose enough weight?”

same man asked.
.”
“No,” she protested, “that is
I
“Maybe the part calls for her to be this
heavy,” a man in the back of the room
the

.

.

.

.

.

sniggered.
publicity man, seeing the frown on

A

Liz’s face,

stepped forward and announced,

“Please, fellows, that’s all for now.”
“Look this way, Liz,” a photographer
called, ignoring the announcement. “Say,
Liz, are those gray hairs I see?”
“That’s enough, boys,” the publicity man
repeated. “The conference is over.”
“So you can’t answer questions. Miss
Taylor?” insisted another reporter.
“Yes
yes,” she repeated. She looked
confused and hurt as she replied, “But I
object to that one,” adding, almost in a
whisper, “Won’t you give us a chance?”
Eddie took her by the arm and tried to
hurry her out as a photographer screamed,
“Look this way. Miss Taylor.”
This was too much for Eddie. Angrily
he shouted back, “Mrs. Fisher, you mean.”
There was a look of fury on his face as he
lunged forward, trying to locate the
photographer behind the blinding glare
of the arc lights. But it was no use. Finally, feeling defeated, he followed Liz out of
the room to a waiting car.
.

L

iz

.

.

was looking back over her shoulder
him as he came out of the room and

for

she caught hold of his hand. “Eddie,”
she whispered. “Maybe
maybe one
.

.

.

day it’ll all be all right.”
“Maybe,” said Eddie, and, sighing a

little,

guided her to the car.
“What’s the matter. Mummy?” said Liz’s
eldest son, Mike, who was waiting for
them in the back seat, bobbing up and
down.
“Yes, you look so funny,” repeated his
brother, Chris.

—
she told them quietly.
us about the house we’re
going to?” began Mike.
“Well,” she said slowly, grateful that
children can be so quickly satisfied with
just a few reassuring words, “it’s a big
farmhouse in the country by a huge old
castle, where the kings and queens of
England sometimes stay. And you’ll have
and
very large grounds to play in
Liz stopped for a moment, noticing the
way their heads were beginning to droop
sleepily. “And,” she finished softly, “maybe you’ll even see Prince Charles and
Princess Anne when they come to stay at
“I’m

I

!

;

right,”

all

“Then

tell

.

;

(

i

i

.

.

.
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the castle.
In the front seat, next to the chauffeur,
her smallest child, Liza, was already asleep
in the nurse’s arms. And so Liz herself
leaned her head back against Eddie’s
shoulder.
“Take it easy, darling,” he told her.
.

.

All

handsome

4x5

photos,, on
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“Everything will be all right.”
Would it? he wondered. He’d worry
about that tomorrow, he decided
Tomorrow he’d worry about the comments
he and Liz would still have to live with
We’ve overcome them in the past, he
thought, we will go on doing it
He
.

.

.

.

.

.

forced himself to think of brighter things.
Tomorrow he was going to take the whole
family out walking and bicycling in the
parks near the house ... A little thing,

—

perhaps but important because they had
planned it ... As they’d planned a thousand tomorrows, so that whatever people
said couldn’t hurt them. And wasn’t to-

morrow

the day he’d told Liz he’d try to
get tickets for the concert his friend Van
Cliburn was giving at the new concert hall
in London? He’d even played at Eddie’s
house in Hollywood, and Liz had heard
Van there. He had said, too, that maybe
tomorrow night he’d take Liz to a real
English pub
And tomorrow Liz would
be beginning a new film. Sam Speigel
should be calling her about the first arrangements
But wasn’t tomorrow also
the day when Michael Wilding, the boys’
father, would be planning to come to see
.

.

.

.

.

STAR GANOIDS YOU’LL TREASURE

.

them? But tomorrow they would have to
open a morning paper and read about tonight at the airport
tomorrow
tomorrow.
He looked across at Liz and he patted
.

.

presle

.

.

.

.

.

.

her arm gently, trying to reassure her
about anything she might be fearing.
“Don’t worry,” he said softly. “Everything will be all right. I’ve made arrangements so that no one will disturb us at
the house. You’ll see. In no time we’ll be
settled. And as for troubles— we’ll just
continue to stare right back at them.” He
hoped he sounded more cheerful than he
felt.

“Yes,” said Liz, but she looked thoughtful as she stared ahead through the window of the car and out at the road ahead.

waking the next day, Eddie could hear
the children, up early on their first
morning in England, anxious to see
their new home and the countryside around
them. The night before, it had been dark
when they arrived at the house and also
very late. So they had been sent straight
off to bed without even having a chance to

A

explore.

“Look!” he could hear Mike shouting,
and Eddie could just picture the three of
them kneeling on a wide window seat in
one of the downstairs rooms, peering out
at the grounds. In front lay acres and acres
of wide green lawns, greener than they’d
ever seen, he knew. And, over the top of
the high hedges at the end of lawns, they
would glimpse the quaint slanted cottage
roofs of the village of Englefield Green.
“Let’s go outside and play,” he heard
Chris say, and then he heard all three of
them run outside, shouting and laughing
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becoming

— dressed simply in an attractive white
housecoat— came downstairs with Eddie.

They had breakfast alone together before

feelings.

calling the children back inside.
While they sat waiting for them, the
children’s nurse knocked on the door and
came into the room. “Mrs. Fisher,” she

It was quite dark inside and the walls
were covered with deep mahogany-colored
wood paneling. At one end was a long
bar, fitted out with high levers. They were
faucets for pouring beer, which was kept

It

was more than an hour

later before

Liz

attractions

thought I should
no suitable crib for

said, looking worried, “I
tell

you that

there’s

Liza, or a high chair for her, either.”

Before Liz could answer, Mrs. GrattonStorey, the owner of the house, who had
been in the room arranging flowers by the

window, turned around and

said, “Don’t
worry, Mrs. Fisher. I’ll go down to the
village and buy them. There’s a baby store.”
“That’s very kind of you,” answered

Liz quietly.
At that moment, all three children came
bursting through the door.
Gosh, they seem happy, Eddie thought,
and then he looked at Liz. Did she look
a

little

tired?

“Come

on, let’s see the house,” he
suggested then, and all five of them began
exploring the fifteen-room country home
that was to be theirs for at least three
months.
When they finally came out of a picturesque attic room, the last one there was
to see in the house, Liz sighed. “That was
some tour,” she said. “Let me change and
then I’ll join you in the garden.”
“Fine,” said Eddie, and then he stopped
short by one of the windows. A large
crowd had gathered by the main gate leading into the grounds, a crowd that seemed
With
to
be growing by the minute.
a heavy sigh, he walked quickly back to
his study. “Could you ask one of the
policemen to take a message for me?” he

called to one of the servants.
Then, after fumbling through a desk in
the far corner of the room and finding a
sheet of paper, he sat down and wrote out
a note. “Mr. and Mrs. do not want to see
anyone today. Absolutely no one,” it read.
The policeman knocked at the study

A.
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simo,

Revlon’s

door and Eddie handed him the message.
“Would you post this on the gate for me?”
he asked. “Because I understand from one
of the maids that some people are even
asking to come in.”
It was only after the policeman had
gone to the gate and told the people what
Eddie had said, and posted his notice for
them all to see, that they were able to
spend a day quietly together just the
family. Sometimes I wish nobody knew
about us or cared, Eddie found himself
thinking. Not until later that day did they
decide to go out. Then, to make sure they
wouldn’t be noticed by anyone who still
might be by the gate, they used a back
exit, driving off through narrow winding
country lanes. The children “oohed” and
“aahhed” at almost everything— even if
it wasn’t very novel. Finally, reaching the
secluded green stretches of Windsor Great
Park, they all tumbled out and spent an
hour there picnicking before coming home.

—

—

Two

days later, Eddie kept his promise
about showing Liz a real old English
pub. They’d been up in town talking
over the details of the film, when suddenly,
on the way home, Eddie slowed the car
apparently in the middle of nowhere and
pulled into a driveway.
“We’re here,” he announced.
?” asked Liz in
“Where
what

—

.
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—
she was old enough for a pub. And she
hadn’t had a chance to visit one on her
other stays in England. Eddie was glad
he was able to show things to her, to delight her with new sights, new scenes, new

he turned over and

as they went. Smiling,
went to sleep again.

.

.

.

.

.

surprise.

“Your pub.” He pointed

in barrels beneath the bar, Eddie explained. Small round tables filled up most
of the room, although there were booths
around the edge.
But Eddie was as pleasantly surprised
as Liz at how calm and almost uninterested the “regulars” seemed to be in
them. It made Eddie and Liz feel almost
like they belonged. “That fellow right next
to us doesn’t even seem to know who we
are, or if he does he certainly doesn’t
care,” Eddie whispered playfully to Liz.
He’d been referring to a very proper,
business gentleman in a dark striped suit,
who was sipping sherry.
Ten days later it was time to go to the
Van Cliburn concert. Liz dressed in a black
and white polka-dotted dress, with a
matching hat, and with Eddie wearing a
light lounge suit, the two of them drove
into the heart of London to the impressive
new concert auditorium called Festival
Hall.
Here they heard their friend play.
As always. Van put all he had into it.
And from a box high above the platform
they listened intently as he performeci

—

works by Mozart, Chopin, Beethoven and
then a rather jazzy piece by Prokofiev.
And later they went down to Van’s
dressing room.
“Wonderful to see you!” Van cried as
they went in. But the room was already
so crowded that Eddie and Liz had to sit
on the side for more than twenty minutes
while crowds surged around the pianist.
“It was a wonderful concert,” Eddie told
Van when he finally returned. “Every time
I hear you play I seem to get something
more out of it.”
“Yes, we enjoyed it tremendously,” Liz
said, “though I must admit I liked it even
more when you played for us at Eddie’s
the

were more comfortable.” She

take off eighteen
to
“I’ve managed
pounds,” she said. “And it wasn’t easy!”
Remembering how she’d eyed his plate
piled up with meat and gravy and potatoes,
and then how grimly she’d looked at her
salad, Eddie chuckled. Life with Liz is
never dull, he thought, and slipped his
arm around her. Then he looked at his
watch. “Hey,” he said, “time to go. Ready,
darling?”
No, life with Liz

weeks

later, just

was never dull. A few
on the spur of the mo-

ment, they’d flown to Paris for the weekend and seen everything together.
When they returned to England, Liz
pulled his face down to hers and kissed
him. “That was lovely!” she said. “Just
like a second honeymoon!”
Eddie held her tightly to him. “No sec-

ond honeymoons for

us, darling,”

he

said.

“Just one. Our honeymoon will last thirty
years.” He kissed her again. “Just you wait
and see,” he said. “Just you wait and
see.

an Elizabethian-style building in front of them.
She was all wide-eyed when they went
inside, for, even though she had been
born in England, she had gone to the
States at a very young age long before

seats

laughed and Van laughed with her.
Eddie managed to smile a little, but the
thought of that house that was no longer
his home, and that had been his home for
so long, hurt him. But he wouldn’t show it.
He’d have to control himself.
“You look wonderful,” Van told Liz.

.

.

—ELAINE BLAKE

to

—

NEXT FOR Liz: COLUMBIA’S “SUDDENLY LAST
SUMMER,” THEN “tWO FOR THE SEESAW,”
SOON TO BE RELEASED BY UNITED ARTISTS.
Eddie’s latest record is the rca-victor
ALBUM CALLED “aS LONG AS THERE IS MUSIC.”

ANNETTE
Continued from page 58

and her brothers can have more
room, the old bedroom she’s leaving decorated in pink and usually strewn with her
clothes, books and souvenirs, the girls she
met as a Mouseketeer, slumber parties.
Like the slumber party she had just the
so she

other week.

Ten girls, some of them from the neighborhood, some from the Mouseketeers,
were spending the night with Annette.
They tried on each other’s lipsticks and
then they gathered around the record
player in the Funicellos’ modest living
room. So used to girl-talk that he didn’t
even hear it, Mr. Funicello watched television in the adjoining sun room.
Her brother Joey watched fascinated
as Annette, in pink and white candystriped pajamas, pushed her hair to one
side and then swooped a big wave down
over one eye.
“Gee, Annette,” he said, “you sure look
funny.”
In the mirror, Annette spotted Darlene
Gillespie’s blue shortie pajamas and called
out, “Darlene, what do you think?”
Looking up from a stack of records,
Darlene thought a moment. “Uh-uh,” she
said.

Annette brushed her hair back into the
curly bob she normally wears. “Hei'e comes
Mom,” she told Joey. “Guess it’s time for

you

to get off to bed.”

.”
“Can’t I wait till
“No.” Mrs. Funicello, hearing his plea,
put her hands on Joey’s shoulders and
pushed him gently toward the door. “And
take Mike upstairs with you,” she called
out after him.
“There are more sandwiches in the refrigerator,” she told An.

.

nette,
“if
you have some unexpected
guests. I’ll be next door in the sun room

gulp.

with Daddy, watching TV.”
“Thanks, Mom,” Annette said gratefully.
Then, as she reached for another piece
of fudge, her mother turned. “Better not
have any more of that,” she advised. “You
know what it does to your skin.”
“Annette,” called out Darlene, “if you’re
really not going to eat any more of that
fudge, how about passing it to me?”
Just then, Mary, another ex-Mouseketeer,
emerged from the kitchen, her terry-cloth
scuffs slap-slapping on the carpet as she
walked. In one hand, she carried a glass
of milk, and in the other, a long-playing
record album.
“Gollee,” she said, “will somebody please
tell me what this simply fantastic Frankie
Avalon record was doing in the kitchen?
I found it on the sink!”
A minute later, the bell at the front door

would ever have expected a business agent
to play cupid! But that’s how it had come

rang.

“Boys!”

Mary announced.

Jumping

up, Annette ran to the front
them in. “I bet they think
they’re surprising us,” she laughed to herself.
The other girls quickly forgot about

door to

let

Frankie Avalon and Fabian. They paired
Only Annette
off and started to dance.
still thought of a boy who wasn’t there.

Here he was, the very same Paul

Anka whose

records

W

violet, John Saxon (whom she’s never
met) long-distance phone-calls, practically
anything to eat, a brown rabbit with an
orange stomach and ears named Paul, and
an eighteen-year-old vocalist, also named
,

Paul.

“Annette,” Paul’s agent had said, “I’d
to present Paul Anka. Paul
Annette.”
Annette extended a trembling hand and
hoped the nice-looking boy didn’t see her
like

.

.

.

adored.

Who

about.
Paul’s agent had called on her about
She’d told him she
a business matter.
liked Paul’s records, and the agent suggested an introduction. And now here they
and, of course,
were
she and Paul
the business agent, too.
Southern California is cool at night, and
a breeze from the canyons of Hollywood
Hills whipped her skirt as she walked
Courteacross the yard to Paul’s car.
ously, he opened the door.
Analytically,
.

.

.

.

.

.

she considered him.
“I believe he’s a little bit shy,” she concluded. “He’s hardly said a word so far.”
Luckily the agent was expansive.
“Well, kids,” he said, “I thought maybe
we’d go over to some place on La Cienega
Unless there’s somewhere
for dinner.
else you’d rather go?”
She had no preference. With most of
the boys she knew, she ate dinner at hamburger stands.
“That sounds good,” said Paul, expertly
cutting the car in and out of traffic. “Just

anywhere

will be fine with me.”
so the evening had begun, a chaper-

And

oned dinner.
hat is an Annette?
She’s thrilled
the color
(“simply thrilled”) by:

she

When

they

were having

dessert, the agent stood up. “Excuse me,”
he said, “I have to make a telephone call.”

Then Paul had an

idea

and he leaned

across the table.

“Annette,” he said coaxingly,

somewhere
go

“let’s

together, just us.
Could
Palladium for dancing?

to the
love to take you.”
“I’d love to go,”

go

you
Fd

she said.
“I really
would.”
The agent wasn’t slow to take a hint.
They dropped him at his apartment, so
they could go on to the Palladium alone.

'h/WllMC
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Colored lights flecked the mammoth dance
floor on which dancers moved to the
music of Harry James, and moving with

rolled her in dancing classes.

Still, it took
the self-confidence she could muster to
see her through those first weeks in the
Mickey Mouse Club.
The morning after she appeared on
television for the first time, she wanted
to skip and run along the street she was
so excited. It had been fun, she admitted,
seeing herself on the monitor. The other
Mouseketeers were so nice, and the director was so pleasant.
He’d even confided
to her that he, too, was timid, and this

all

them were
“Having fun?” Paul wanted to know.
“Mmm,” she nodded. It had been a wonherself and Paul.

—

derful evening.
Dancing at the Palladium was the beginning of something pretty important to
Annette, the way she feels about Paul
Anka. There’ve been crushes before
the big thing with Lonnie, the really mad
crush when she first joined the Mouseketeers ... a much-publicized crush on
Guy Williams that was simply a case of
hei'o-worship he didn’t even know about
it ... a few brief “passions” for Studio
City and North Hollywood High School
but, for the past few weeks, the
boys
crush on Paul Anka has been the biggest
thing of all.
After the first date at the Palladium, Paul
visited her home several times, had dinner
with the family. And since he’d been in
New York and England, he’d written and
telephoned.
Flopped across the bed, reading and
rereading his letters, she remembers dancing at the Palladium, circling lights, the
Paul.
music of Harry James
He’d given her a necklace (“with a real
cultured pearl”) and a zoo of stuffed animals.
Her favorite was the brown and
orange rabbit named Paul, and although
she knows it won’t go very well with her
bedroom in the new house, that’s where
.

.

.

had helped her through some bad moments.
“I wonder if the kids saw me,” she
thought.
She noticed that two boys were already
at the flagpole, ready to hoist the flag.
The bugler, whose quavery notes always
made some of the kids snicker, was carefully removing the shining bugle from its
case.
Almost time for the home-room
bell, she thought, walking a little faster.
Groups of kids were still lingering in
the playground, but she hardly noticed
them. She was too intent upon reaching
her room before the bell, on hearing what
the kids had to say.
Suddenly, though, she became aware
that some of them were pointing toward

—

.

.

.

.

it

.

.

her.

will stay.

room,” she says, “is going to
be done in eight shades ... all violet.
I’m just mad about violet. But I’m going
to keep my rabbit there anyway.”
When friends tease her about Paul, she’s
not embarrassed. She freely admits he’s
the boy she likes best of all.
.

A

the

dislikes:

;

.

.

.

remembers the boy who almost made her
cry at school.

She had

just

made her

television debut

and was still attending
North Hollywood Junior High School. At
as a Mouseketeer,

twelve, she was still timid, but not as
painfully so as when her parents, to help
her get over her shyness, had first en-

stare.

Usually when people stare at Annette, it’s because she’s pretty and she’s
an actress. But there are other reasons.
There was the night of the Mouseketeer
party, for instance. Lonnie was staring.
Just a few minutes earlier, Annette had

been radiantly happy. Dancing with
Lonnie was a dream come true. Annette,
at twelve, was in love.
Luckily she was
in love with Lonnie, a fellow Mouseketeer,
so she got to see him practically every
day.
And tonight they were at a party

i

Red, blue and orange balloons bobbed
on strings across the ceiling. Girls, in
dresses as bright as the balloons, bobbed
about the dance floor, their escorts looking very serious in dark suits and ties,
as they tried to follow the music.
On the refreshment table, in a cut-glass
bowl, slices of lemon and dots of cloves
made islands in the pink punch. What

matter if there was no orchestra? A record
player blared “Dance With Me, Henry,”
and the Mouseketeers and their friends

danced untiringly.
“Gee, Annette,” Lonnie whispered,” you
dance better than any girl I know.”

“Do you

think so?” she asked,

really

glowing.

“For a long time,” he pursued, “I’ve
to tell you how much I like you,
but I’ve never had a chance before.”
“I like you, too, Lonnie,” she said softly.
The music grew faster. Annette, her
lithe figure swaying, kept pace
cheeks
pink, eyes sparkling.
She’d never had

wanted

.

.

.

more fun.
Then
suddenly
rip.
Her dress had split from sleeve to waist.
Her slip was showing in the worst possible

her.

Frantically she glimpsed an expanse of pink nylon and lace exposed
through the gaping bodice.
The pink in Annette’s cheeks turned to
crimson.
Wildly muttering excuses, she
began to edge off the dance floor.
“Annette,” Lonnie called after her, completely baffled, “what in the world is
wrong? Where are you going?”
Annette backed away, shaking her head.
“I can’t dance anymore,” she said firmly.

.

.

.

.

.

.

place.

Everywhere there were mouse ears and
pointing fingers. The red-headed boy ran
along beside her yelling, “We are the merry
Mouseketeers.” She fought back her tears
as she began running for the sanctuary of
the school building.

“They’re mean,” she

sniffled,

fumbling

in her shoulderstrap bag for a tissue. “Maybe,” she tried to tell herself, “maybe they
.”
don’t really mean to hurt me
.

.

But she could never really convince herself of that, and from then on, till she
started going to school at the Disney studio,
she avoided crossing the school yard when
there were lots of kids there.
She was

frightened when anyone began to look her
way and whisper.

Her Stolen Moment

of Sin

just stand here.”
Scarlet-faced, she prayed

“I’ll

he wouldn’t
guess what had happened.
Standing by the wall, she pressed her
elbows against her side to hold her dress
together.
“It’s kind of cool, isn’t it,” she said finally.
“Cool!” Lonnie exclaimed. “I’ve never
.”
been so warm
“Maybe,” she suggested, “maybe you
.”
could get my coat
What is Annette? A girl sixteen
a girl with a crush ... a girl whose parents
insist upon being introduced to her friends
... a girl who’s allowed to date only on

.
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who

People

by:

and made mouse ears. It was contagious.
Other kids imitated him. Someone started
singing the Mouseketeer song, and others,
whooping with merriment, pointed toward

.

color
maroon
(“It’s such a dull color,” she says.
“We used to have a car that color and
it never ran right”)
an overdose of classical music (“’Though a little is all right”);
shoes that are too tight; washing dishes;
people who are loud and impolite; people
who hurt others
When she thinks of impolite people, she

nnette

definitely were.

What could be the matter? Surely her
shoes matched. Had she put her skirt on
backward or something, she wondered.
No, everything was all right.
She was nearly abreast a knot of boys
when she caught the word “Mouseketeer.”
A red-headed boy laughed raucously.
“Annette,” he bawled. “Annette.”
And then he put his hands to his head

“My new

.

They

S

embarrassed

he’s

September TRUE
newsstands.

.

.

.

.

Friday and Saturday nights.
She hates doing dishes
she sometimes forgets to pick up her clothes
.she’s wild about chocolate but knows what
it does to her complexion
she answers
the phone the minute it rings (it might be
Paul)
and on Sundays she’s usually
.

.

.

.

.

.

in

.

.

.

.

.

.

church.

She doesn’t
especially like
good
can

mind
them

lessons, but doesn’t
either.
She’s not a
swimmer but adores the beach. (“I
dive, though,” she says.) She goes

swooney over records (Fabian, Avalon
and especially Anka).
She’s a bundle of dreams, blushes, and
enthusiasms. Could she be defined in a
word? Oh, easily. She’s an Annette!
The End
SEE ANNETTE IN “tHE SHAGGY DOg” AND HEAR
HER RECORDS (FILM AND DISCS ARE DISNEY).
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KOOKIE ?
Continued from page 35
blushed.

I

was

I

early.

my

Long before

alarm had rung that morning, I was up,
pulling on dresses and throwing them
off again. Nothing seemed right for the
I wanted to look. Finally, Mom came
and looked over the havoc I’d created.
“Where do you think you’re going,
Sandra?” she asked. “To an Academy

way
in

Award

event?”

To an Academy Award event. ... I
used to dream about things like that
back in New York, when I was just going
to school. I’d dream about sailing into a
party in white mink and diamonds and
“Hello, Cary. Hi, there, Clark
how are you?” And, believe
it or not. I’ve never met any of them,
even to call them mister, since coming to

saying:

.

—

.

.

Oh, Greg

Hollywood. But
“No,”

I

I

have met Edd Byrnes.

told my mother, “I’ve got to
at the beach and I haven’t a

meet Edd
.”
thing to wear
“You have a million things to wear,
and you’d better hang them all up again,
before you leave, too,” she answered.
“Why don’t you wear those new white
shorts and your shaggy, striped sweater?”
“Mom! You’re an angel!”
And that’s what I’d put on. But even
after trying on everything else first. I’d
.

.

arrived at the beach early.
on,” Edd said, “stick your whole
foot in the water. Look, it doesn’t hurt
still

Cnii fli/A

uJi/Jd

“Come

a bit.”

protested, but when he took
and led me nearer the water,
I did. I plunged my whole foot in and
nearly fell in all the way.
He saved me. “Hey!” he said. “We can’t
have you sopping wet, now, can we?” But
next he looked into my face intently.

“No,”

I

my hand

Then, with his eyes very close to mine,
he said, “No, I think you’d be pretty
that way, too.”
Too ... I could have hugged him for
saying that.
“Now, let’s be dancing shadows,” I suggested, taking both his hands and pulling

him away from the water.
“Dancing shadows?” he started to say,
and then Edd looked where I pointed.
There were two foreshortened shadows
holding

boys reveal tbeir
honest opinions on:

DATING AFTER
HIGH SCHOOL

hands, looking as
though they were waiting poised to
whirl off in a fandango. “What a kookie
idea!” Edd laughed.
Then, all courtly gentleman, he circled
one arm around my neck, and smiled
his biggest smile. “Miss Dee,” he said,
“will you conga with me?”
the

in

sand,

—

—

Never before has a magazine dared to
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“I will,” I said, and right away we fell
into a short conga-line, with me behind.
“Oh, look!” I cried, pointing down to the
sand. “We look like a couple of Koala
bears a
with a baby on her

—

Here’s the most helpful magazine for
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shaggy sweater looked

furry in the sandy shadow. We did a
fast conga all over the beach, till my heart
got out of rhythm.
It began doing the
cha-cha-cha, and I guess Edd’s did, too,
because he said, “Let’s flop down on the

of
all

is

exhausted.

all

beach-mattress a while, and I’ll tell you
what the stars have in store for you.”
Even the mattress was toasty-warm
when we plumped down on it. It felt
good just to lie there and relax, with
Edd’s arm across my back, and with the
surf

Edd

lapping

gently against
began my fortune with:

the

shore.
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I
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shaded my eyes with one
hand and looked over at Edd. In one
bound, he was standing up. “Wait,” he
said, “we haven’t even played ball.”
He picked up a huge, multi-colored
beach ball and began batting it around.
“Come on, Sandra,” he called.
I jumped up and ran over to him, and,
for a while, we raced all around the
beach, tossing the beach ball back and
forth. Then it was time to go. But, just
before I was ready to take off in my TBird, he said:
“By the way, Sandra,
don’t be surprised if you see a story I
did for a magazine, listing you as one of
the ten most fascinating women in Hollywood.”
“Me!” I shrieked. Then, having recovered
my poise, I said, “I won’t,” and hoped I
sounded nonchalant. But, when I got the
car around the corner, I practically went
One of the ten most fasoff the road
cinating women
Then he had noticed

have fun. One girl started to play the
piano, and we started singing. But when

Sitting up,

I

.

.

.

stuffed

all alone.
in an overthere, right

not saying a

and say hello
he suddenly
myself begin

have

doesn’t

to

stare, I
and talk.

Only,

T

Edd and
and that
Or

so

stag or date, what-

wasn’t

it

wo days later I saw Edd again. He’d
won the Photoplay Gold Medal award

“Hello to you, too,” Edd said, smiling.
congratulations on your award!”
“I don’t really believe it yet,” I man-

“And

aged finally.
Looking around

amount
at

the

of

me

activity

in

kind

people

at

the

enormous

the NBC studios,
milling around,

of

you get

more
more pages

thought she raised her eyebrows a
little,
but there were so many people
around that she just went on serving
shrimp to everyone. It was Susie who
had to tell me that Edd is Kookie, on

anyway,

compliment
away.

call
.

.

and that these
someone Kookie,
I

thought

I’d

Pretty soon the kids began to

own

in
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it
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days,
a

in

PHOTOPLAY

it’s

wither

I

I

roots of
hand, or

I

Edd went home by

himself.

A

few days later, I saw Edd at the
beach that one time, and that was all,
except he had said he’d told a magazine
I was fascinating, a fascinating woman,
so maybe, maybe
Just in case, I decided to keep my fingers crossed.
.

.

Two days later Edd called.
was concentrating on my textbook,
so I was sort of half-hearted when I said
hello.
Then he said, “Hey, this is me,
Edd Byrnes.”
The book fell to the floor and I sat up
worked!

t

I

I

straight.

“Would you like to go to a party
Wednesday?” he asked. “Unchaperoned by
Photoplay this time.” He laughed.
“A party?” I felt kind of stunned. I
had never really believed crossed fingers
could work.
“Yes. Frank Sinatra’s giving a dinner
at Puccini’s restaurant; then we’re all
going on to a special showing of his new
picture, ‘A Hole in the Head.’ Would
you like to go with me?”
“You mean,” I began rather stupidly,
“without Photoplay?”
Bursting out laughing, he said, “Yes,
just with me.”
“I’d love to,” I told him, and flew down
the stairs to tell Mom.
On the afternoon of the party, I didn’t
said
have to go to the studio, but
I
spent more time “working” at home.
Again, my room looked as if a cyclone
had hit it. Mom just stood in the doorway, shaking her head.
“Well, I can’t think of anything else to
suggest,” she said finally. “I just hope you
think of something to wear before Edd
gets here.”
At last, I did. I settled on a champagne
satin dress with an empire waist. With
that problem solved, I hopped into a
luxurious bubble bath and tried to relax.
Of course, it was useless. There were

Mom

more bubbles inside of me than out.
Edd arrived promptly at seven-thirty
and I thought I would be able to go right
down, but then I smeared two nails and
had to do them over again. Why is it
something like that always happens?
While I was waiting for my nails to dry,
could hear him talking with my mother.
My, he has a nice voice!
When my nails were dry, I was almost
afraid to go downstairs. I had waited so

On

it seemed, that the bubbles started
over again.
And then it wasn’t bad at all. As soon
as I saw him, looked up into his nice,
warm eyes, everything was all right. I
didn’t feel shy any more.

long,
all

When we

Sale September 3rd
I

mix and

my

I

is

he

I

when you

your

The Monthly Record

Marcia’s
Chips, came over
then and wanted to be friends, so I pulled
him into my lap and petted him. That’s
what I was doing when Edd walked in
in a blue suit, tie, everything.
If he was embarrassed to be dressed
differently from the rest of us, he sure
didn’t let it show.
“That’s Edd Byrnes,” Marcia whispered
to me, “he’s Kookie!”

screen,

'em

•

fun.
dog, Mr.

—

— count

•

Mark Damon. Then Tuesday Weld and
Diane Baker came over to sav hello, and
then Will Hutchins almost stepped on me
when he walked across the room, and

P

PHOTOPLAY

in

—

I stared at her. Then I said, “He
not. He’s not a bit weird. He’s well,
looks very nice!”

I

for being the most outstanding newcomer and so had I ... I mean, he won for
the boys and I won for the girls.
“What are you doing here?” I blurted
out, before I knew what I was saying. “I
mean, hello.”

We piled into my T-Bird right after
work. Susie wore black slacks and I had
on olive-green ones, with a pink turtlenecked sweater and a rather cool-looking
black leather jacket I’d talked my mother
into buying for me, after I saw someone
wear one in a movie. At the party, everybody was dressed the same way. Even
Evelyn Pain, who looked more like she’d
just come from a college campus than a
magazine office, was dressed in powder
blue slacks and a matching sweater.
Everybody but just everybody was
there. Susie and I sat down on the floor
with Molly Bee and Nick Adams and

was

Edd looked at me. “What’s the matter?”
he asked, looking puzzled.

.

I

it

knees beginning to shake. “Oh,

.”
.

hair I said, “Please hold my
won’t be able to take one step.”
He took my hand in his big, strong
one, and held it tight, and then we were
on, and everything was all right. It was
more than all right, because he held my
hand.
When the program was over. Photoplay gave a party for everyone, but there
were lots of people and cameras, and Edd
and I only got to say a few words to
each other. Then Mother and I left, and

gether.

—

.

it?

“Hello,” he said.
“Hello,” I said.
And then the party was over.
I had said hello to each other
was all, that was the end of it.
thought.

wanted, and, since I hadn’t any
for that night, I decided to go
alone. But at lunch that day I was talking to Susie Kohner, and she asked if I
were going to the party. I said yes, and
she said she was, too. Then we said at
the same time, “Are you going alone?”
When we discovered that neither of us
had made dates, we decided to go to-

oh!

no.

“My knees,” said, “they feel so weak
—suddenly. — ” and blushing to the

—

bother dressing up,” she said.
“We’ll all be in slacks and pedal pushers.
Just run a comb through your hair and
come on over after you get off from the

—

my

feel

thought. But he could come over
It wouldn’t hurt him any. I mean, would

buried my face in Mr. Chips’ fur, and
then Marcia’s voice cut into my thoughts.
“Edd,” she was saying, “Fd like you to
say hello to someone awfully nice
Sandra Dee. Sandra, this is Edd Byrnes.”
Looking up, way up, I tried to smile
at him. His smile was certainly warm
enough and it didn’t end with his lips
either. He smiled with his eyes, too.

“Don’t

was

Edd was

I

—

it

He

blush.

to

today will be lucky for me, or maybe
something awful will happen.
It turned out to be lucky. Marcia Borie
was giving a party for Evelyn Pain, the
editor of Photoplay, and she asked me
to come.

ever
plans

that

room from me,
word.
I do wish he’d come over
to me, I thought. Then
looked up at me, and I felt

The first time I saw Edd in person
was last February. Friday the thirteenth,
to be exact. I remember thinking, maybe

studio.”
She also said

saw

I

sitting up straight
chair. Just sitting

across the

.

before!

looked up,

He was

.

.

me

I

and at all the lights, I began to feel worse
and worse.
“You know, I’m scared,” I said.
Then the director, Nick ’Vanoff, pointed
to Edd and me standing behind the curtains, and said, “Okay, you’re on!”
“Oh, no ...” I whispered, and I could

in

New

got to Puccini’s,
in the middle of

I

felt

my

as

if

dreams
York—only now they were in

were back

”

chair in that blue suit and tie, simply
staring into space so stuck-up that
“Me! But I wanted to talk to you, only
only you didn’t look very friendly.”
“Oh, Edd,” I said, not looking at him.
I’m a little shy, you see.”
“It’s just that

technicolor. Everybody I’d ever dreamed
of was there. I could hardly breathe, much
less eat, just for looking around me at
all the glamorous stars. Then I saw Frank
Sinatra, and he was headed for our table.
I practically choked.
“Hi, Edd,” Frank said, “how are you?”
“Fine,” Edd said easily. “Sandra, I’d
like you to meet Frank Sinatra. Frank,

—

patted my hand. “That makes two
of us, Sandra,” he told me.
Edd, shy? I didn’t have time to take
this in fully, because he stopped in front
of a record store in Beverly Hills.
We didn’t play any records in the store.
The jackets were so beautiful that we
spent all our time just looking at them.
And then I spotted the album from “77

He

is Sandra Dee.”
Just like that!

Dinner was soon over—much too soon, I
and we went to see Frank
Sinatra’s new movie. Then we just drove
around a while. It was a beautiful night.
Each star seemed to be trying to outshine

—

thought

others.

And

Sunset Strip.”
“Look, Edd,”

was a crescent

there

either of us said anything for some
time,
and then we both started
talking at once.
“That party the first one ” I began.

—

“The

first

Then we

time I saw
he began.
both laughed. “You start,” I

the man wrap it up.
got in the car, he gave

He

Then when we
it

to

me.

me home

slowly, as if he
were as reluctant as I was for it all to
end. The stars seemed brighter than ever,
the moonlight was beautiful, and the
radio was playing softly. Then, suddenly,

“No, you.”

We

laughed again.
“Wouldn’t you ever have talked to me,
Marcia hadn’t introduced us?” Edd

asked.

one with

looked at his watch. “It’s getting
late,” he said. “Guess we’d better go.”
But he picked up that album and had

said.

if

cried, “there’s

He

—
you— ”

—

“Wouldn’t I ” I stopped, and began to
laugh again. “Why, that’s exactly what
I wanted to ask you. I don’t think you
even saw me until she dragged you over
to me.”
“I most certainly did!” he protested.
“The first person I saw when I came into
the room was a little blonde doll in a
pink sweater with a white dog in her lap.”
“But that was me!”

I

sat

drove

up

straight.

That was Edd’s voice I heard on the
radio: “Kookie, Kookie, Lend Me Your

Comb.

He

.

.”

.

off, but I wouldn’t
hear it,” I said. So
he began to sing louder than the radio,

let

tried to switch

him. “No,

trying to

let

drown

it

me

it

.

know. And you just sat there on the
floor, as if you wouldn’t give the time of
day to anyone much less me.”
“I did! What about you sitting up in that

—

.”
Universal-International star.
was my turn to be embarrassed,
try to switch the station.

tiful

and
to

.

.

it

But Edd pushed

my

hand away. “You

really are,” he said, “do you know that?”
I blushed and said nothing.
We were home by now. Edd led me
up the steps and into the house. “It’s
hard,” he said, “to realize you’re a glamorous star to millions of people, when you
know you’ve only just graduated from
school, and you’re still getting up in the
morning with the same face, the same
voice you’ve always had. I know,” he
added, “because sometimes I find it hard

remember I’m Kookie.”
“Yes,” I said and smiled, remembering
the girl at that first party, “you certainly

The End

are!”

know

polite to let the lady have
I’d like to add a postscript. Sandra is one of the loveliest girls
I’ve ever met. She’s refreshing in a town
where too many girls are blase. She’s a
big star, but I’d have liked her and asked
“I

the last

it’s

word but

her out if she worked as a secretary or
a schoolteacher. She’s fun to be with,
an easy conversationalist, looks great in
whatever she’s wearing, is a good sport,
has a sense of humor and such enthusiasm for living that it’s catching. Wow,
this is the longest speech I’ve made in
quite some time ... I think my onscreen TV personality would have summed
up the whole thing in one concise phrase:
Sandra man, she’s the ginchiest !” edd

—

SEE SANDRA IN U-l’S “THE WILD AND

out.

Then, just before we got home, the an.”
nouncer said: “And now a word for.
and he mentioned a suntan preparation
for which I’d done a commercial. The
next thing I knew he was saying: “And
here is Sandra Dee, the excitingly beau-

“I

—

to

I

your picture right on it!”
“I know,” he said. “Heard it yet?”
“No. I don’t know where I’ve been,
but I didn’t even know it existed.”

moon.

N

—

—

this

the

—

.

THE IN-

NOCENT,” THEN WARNERs’ “a SUMMER PLACE.”
WATCH FOR EDD IN “YELLOWSTONE KELLY,”
AND THEN IN “sAVAGE STREETS,” (BOTH FOR
WARNERS) AND FOLLOW HIM ON ABC-TV “77
SUNSET STRIP,” 9:30-10:30 p.m. edt on Fridays; don’t miss his WARNER BROS. RECORDS.
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Continued from page 43

maybe one day soon he

will be here with

you.”

“But I want to see him now,” insisted
Perry, his large deep brown eyes opening
wide. “Why isn’t he here with us like he

boy

look out on a cloudy, grey afternoon. She
shivered slightly, thinking how much

autumn

seemed than
like a June afternoon. Turning around
again, she glanced over at Perry and
sighed. It was so hard to explain to him
that she’d separated from his father and
that they’d even had preliminary divorce
proceedings and that from now on he
would only be seeing his father on certain particular days and occasions. Because Perry depended on his father so,
and at every opportunity would speak
about him and about the things they had
done together.

more

like

late

it

As she looked at him, it occurred to her
again how long his hair had grown. He
hadn’t let anyone cut it since Vic had left
home almost eight months ago, and now it
almost reached to his shoulders.
“Perry,” she began
kneeling down
near where he sat in his car. “Why don’t
you let Mommy cut your hair? It may be
a long time until Daddy can do it again.
He’s very busy now working hard.”
“No! Daddy do it!” answered Perry,
with anger in his little voice. “Daddy
,

—

it!” And
this certainly was
true. For, ever since Perry had been old
enough to have his hair cut, his father
had taken him regularly into the pale blue
bathroom of their Los Angeles home, sat
him on a high table, and made him laugh
as he snipped at the wavy dark locks
until they were short again.
Vic
wasn’t about to do it any more.

always do

Now

“Please darling

“You

Pier.

hair like
you.”

can’t
that.

—just

for me,” insisted
go around with long
Everyone will look at

“No, please, no,” pleaded Perry, putting
one hand up to his head as though to
save his hair.
Pier sighed and sat down in an armchair. What was there to do? She’d tried
everything. She’d never forget that awful
day when she’d even attempted to take
him to a special children’s barber
.

.

.

had been a beautiful, warm sunny
day in March, that day in Los Angeles
when they’d gone to the barber. As
soon as they neared town. Perry had begun to jump up and down on the car
seat, excited that he was being taken out
“like a big boy.” She hadn’t told him
yet that they might be stopping in somewhere for him to have his hair cut. Bet

I

cause earlier that morning, over the telephone, the barber had insisted it would
be better if Perry knew nothing about it

window. “Oh

gasped,

turning

to

all.”

Mommy,” he

said,

but he really

didn’t understand.
They turned the corner

and then went
through a doorway, past a sign which
read “Children’s Beauty Parlor,” and into
a large room crowded with boys and girls
of all ages.

“Look

over there. Perry, at those
horses!” she said, pointing to a long line
of picturesque high-chairs, carved and
painted like wooden horses on a carousel.
In each sat a small child, with a white
towel about his neck, and behind each
chair stood a white-coated barber with
a pair of scissors.
On Perry’s face

was a look of bewilderment.
As they stood in the doorway, a tall,
grey-haired man came over towards
them. “Mrs. Damone?” he said. And she
nodded. Then he pointed to one of the
high chairs at the far end of the room,
which had just been left empty, and
beckoned for her to bring Perry over
there. But, as she picked him up, she
felt uneasy. He was unusually quiet.

He

didn’t make a move
a towel around

the man
shoulders,

when

wrapped

his

but, when the barber came back holding
a pair of scissors in his hand. Perry suddenly screwed up his face and started to
scream. With his fists clenched, he lunged
out with both arms, trying to push the

man away.
“Stop

Stop

it!

it!”

he

cried.

“Daddy do

it!”

Perry,”

“Please,

hand gently on

said

his

Pier,

shoulder,

putting

a

“he won’t

hurt you.”
“No!” screamed Perry. “No!”
Pier looked around. The noise Perry
had been making had attracted the other
children’s attention and now they were
all staring at him.
“I
don’t
know what to do, Mrs.
Damone,” the barber was saying. “Usually, once we get them in these chairs,
they think it’s so much fun that they
forget all about us and the haircut.”
1

She

know what

didn’t

“Mommy

.

.

.

to say.

Mommy,

don’t let him,”

Perry cried, clutching her arm.
for Daddy.”

“Okay

“I

wait

.

.

.

drove

.

off.

“It’s

all

If

only that

Holding onto her hand, he hopped and
skipped by her side as they walked along
the street, pulling back at every opportunity to peer into shop windows. Then,
suddenly, he stopped quite still. “Look!”
he said, pointing to a little grey elephant
I

.

for

“SOS

her just

wasn’t

till

much

later in the
to forget.

day

M

seemed

ommy! Mommy!” The sound

of Perry’s

brought Pier sharply out of
her thoughts. She looked up and
voice

saw that he’d gotten out of his toy car
and was standing over in the corner by
the door to his bedroom. He wanted her
to

—

.

That day Pier hadn’t been filming and
she’d told the nurse, Abbie, to take
the whole day off she would look after
Perry.
“What about the two of us going to the
beach for the day?” she suggested to
Perry as soon as the nurse had left.
“Mmm,” he answered, his eyes lighting
up. And he began kicking the legs of
his chair with excitement.
Humming softly to herself. Pier went
through into the bathroom. She slipped
quickly into a bathing suit, pulling a
loose cotton wrapover over it. Then she
took Perry by the hand and they walked
along the corridor to the room he shared
with his nurse. There, she found his
so

—

and put them on him,
duck be-

trunks

bathing

collecting his large rubber toy
fore they left the room.

Once down on the beach, she looked
around for a secluded corner, where
Perry could build sandcastles and be
quite safe, and then stretched out next
to him on a towel. But it wasn’t many
minutes before he began pulling at her.
“Can I go in the water?” he asked, sounding so coy that she had to smile.
“Yes, of course, darling.
in with you, though, because

I

can’t
can’t

come

swim.
But I’ll take you down to the water and
you can splash about on the edge.” She got
up, took him by the hand and they went
running down across the sands towards
the sea. When they reached a shallow
bank where gentle waves lapped over and
over and then ran back again to the
deeper ocean. Perry waded in happily.
But he had only played in the water
a few moments before he said, “No fun
without Daddy. I want Daddy.”
“He’s away in America working and
singing for Perry,” she answered, as she
always did when he asked. Someday, she
thought, he would have to know the
truth but now he was definitely still too
young to understand. There was such a
lost look on Perry’s face that Pier herHis father had always
self felt lost.
taken him swimming.
Then, before she knew what he was
doing, he threw back his little head and
started running down the beach. “Perry!”
come back!”
she called. “Perry
He didn’t answer. He just shouted,
“Daddy
Daddy!”
She hurried after him and then her
I

—

.

.

.

.

made him run
a

.

.

.

like Vic.
it

.

Pacific”) when Perry had shown
how much he missed his father.

hair.”

But

.

book, a tiny pair of bathing trunks, tossed
in a corner of Perry’s room, caught her
eye. They made her remember something
she’d been trying not to think of
made her remember the day in Las
Palmas, in the Canary Islands, not so
many weeks ago (she’d been on location

footsteps slowed.

open it.
She got up and opened the door, smiling as she saw him scamper in and climb
onto the bed. Reaching up to a shelf on
the wall, he took hold of two picture
books and brought them down. 'They
were both stories about his favorite charBa Ba the Elephant and Zephire
acters

suit.

.

.

ing across the seat and putting one arm
around him. “No one is going to touch
you. We’ll wait until Daddy can cut your

new navy-and-white
.

.

.

right, darling,” she said, lean-

that Perry

.

Monkey. He held them out to her.
“Read to me
read to me, Mommy?”
he asked, looking hopefully up at her.
“Yes, all right.” She sat down on the
bed, and he curled up next to her, eager
for her to begin. But, as she opened the
the

.

okay,” she said softly. Then
she turned to the barber, and said, “I
.”
think we’d better leave
Picking Perry up from the chair, she
kissed his cheek, trying to calm him.
But he was still whimpering when they
.

until he got there.
“Perry get new toy?” the child asked,
as they slowed and turned into a parking lot.
She laughed. “Yes, darling,” she said.
And, bringing the car to a halt, she got
out and walked around to let him out as
well, thinking how smart he looked in his

hair

p

them

of

“Yes,

... he

will be,” said Pier
softly, placing the milk on a low coffee
table and going over to the window to

will be

Mommy!” he

.

look up at her. “For Perry?”
They bought the elephant and then,
quietly, trying not to let him see she was
worried, she said, “Perry, I want you to
be a very good boy when we go into the
next shop. There are going to be a lot of
other children in there, and I want to be
proud of you. I want you to be the best

always was?”

“He

.

off.

man who, from

She had seen what had
For he had stopped by
the back, looked exactly
my Daddy is here,”
as he threw his arms

“Daddy
she heard him say
.

.

.

around the man’s legs.
But when the man turned around, and
Perry saw that it wasn’t his father, he
flushed a deep red and put a finger up to
his mouth. Then he began to cry softly,
brokenly.
Pier reached him at that moment, and
she bent down to pick Perry up. Holding
him very close to her, she said, “No,
it’s not Daddy.” Then, turning
darling
to the man, she explained, “My son
thought you were his father. I hope you
will excuse us.”
“That’s quite all right,” he answered.
“Is there anything I can do? Your boy
.

.

.

seems terribly upset.”

—
no thank you,” said Pier.

“No ...

And

she took Perry away, speaking softly to
him, trying to comfort him. “Daddy’s
only away because he’s singing for Perry.
He’ll be back soon,” she said gently. But
the look of complete hopelessness on
Perry’s face made her want to cry.
She carried Perry all the way back to
the hotel, put him quietly to bed, and
then read to him from his favorite Ba Ba

come

to

her

when

it

did

You eon swim, walk in the
rain, weep at the movies,

M

.

.

.
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Pier smiled weakly and, looking back
down at the book, finished the story. But
she couldn’t help thinking about how
much Perry talked about his father. He
seemed to talk of nothing else these days,

•
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SEND today for

worried her.

Finishing the story, she tucked him in,
and kissed him good-night. Poor little
fellow, she thought. For weeks now, he’d
been refusing to eat except to have “eggs
over easy” like his father always had,
and spinach “because Daddy likes spinach.” She’d taken him to doctors in Los
Angeles, doctors in London and doctors
in Las Palmas, but they hadn’t been able
to help. She’d talked with friends who
had boys of Perry’s age, but they didn’t
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“I Get

know what to tell her.
He seemed to be pining so much — always asking why his father never played
him any more on the guitar; never
sang to him or read to him when he went
to bed; never took him to “that big park”
(the golf course) to sit him in a caddy’s
basket and wheel him around the course
while he played.
And whenever Vic’s
voice came to them over the radio, singing
one of his latest songs. Perry would always run to her and shout, “It’s my

.

“Dork-Eyes" keeps brows

start

it

.

CAN’T HAPPEN! “Dark-

reading?” Perry interrupted
her thoughts again.
“I’m sorry,” she said softly.
And he snuggled closer to her. “It’s all
right. Mommy,” he said, “but please
don’t look so sad.” Then, in one of those
amazing spurts of understanding children
sometimes have, he added, “I miss Daddy

and

.

looking “featureless” at the
beach. Water makes mascara
run— with “Dork-Eyes" this

Waking sud-

Mommy, why

that “born-

and keep

denly, she heard him crying in his crib.
“Where’s my daddy? Where’s my daddy?”
he was saying over and over again.
Running into his bedroom, she picked
him up and tried to comfort him. But it
was a long time before he fell asleep again.
She knew she had to do something. She
couldn’t go on letting Perry feel so lost.
But what? What could she do?

ommy

The Swim Test!

Dare Any Other Eye Make-up to Make

down and

calmed

book until he had
fallen asleep. Sleep did not
so easily that night, and,
finally, it did not last long.

We

$200 for

to

He knew

daddy!”

his

father’s

voice

so

well.

Lately, he’d begun to draw pictures,
and he’d tell her, “This is my daddy.”
She’d been surprised at the way he’d

drawn the

faces with curly hair

—

his father’s and
in the unusual
eyes. .

—just

like

shaped the eyes exactly
shape of his father’s

that?"

DON'T feel as if your
If you would like to nicike up to $200 in your spare
time between now and Christmas, here is your opportunity. We are looking for one person in each community to become a Friendship Counselor. The work
is pleasant and dignified, and does NOT require

door-to-door selling.

So Easy

we ask is that you are known and have a comfortable place for visiting with friends and neighbors.
Good artistic taste is helpful, but no special experience
is necessary, and you can work when you like.

A Job You

.

.

.

over that afternoon
When she opened the door she gasped
and her hands flew to her face. For there
stood Vic laden with boxes and packages
so big she could only just see his face.
“Vic ... I ... I didn’t know
why
.” she stuttered in surprise.
“May I
may I come in?” he said in
a small voice.
Pier stood back to let him pass, not
.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

knowing quite what to say. And then, as
he walked into the living room. Perry
saw him from the bed, and the boy came
running over towards him shouting,
“Daddy
Daddy. It is my daddy!” And
.

.

Will

Be Proud Ofi

Friendship Counselors help folks keep in touch with
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She heard the doorbell ring and so she
left
Perry’s pale blue
bedroom and
walked back through the living room
to answer it, wondering as she went
who it might be
she couldn’t remember having invited anyone to come

.

just doing

Blvd., Chicago
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YOUR NEEDLEWORK

he clung to Vic’s legs, struggling to be
picked up.
Then Perry noticed that Pier was crying.

“Mommy

.

.

.

why

are

you crying?”

he asked, not understanding how such a
marvelous thing as his father’s arrival
after so long could make anyone want to

Send twenty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay Needlework,
P. O. Box 123, Old Chelsea Station, N. Y. 11, N. Y. Add 5(1: for each pattern
for 1st class mailing. Send additional 25<j‘ for Photoplay’s Needlework Catalogue.

cry.

nothing,” said Pier, embarrassed
son’s question.
Vic sank into a chair and Pier knelt
down beside him while Perry climbed
onto his lap, wrapping his small arms
tightly around Vic’s neck.
As the boy clung to his father, an unspoken question seemed to pass between
“It’s

by her

Vic and Pier.

“Are you home for always, Daddy?”
Perry asked. But he didn’t stop for an
answer. Instead, he climbed quickly down
from the chair and disappeared into his
mother’s bedroom.
A few moments later he came back
with a pair of scissors. “Daddy cut my
hair?” he asked.
Vic laughed and Pier laughed with him,
but the laughter caught in her throat.
“He hasn’t let anyone touch his hair
since you left,” she explained, “and don’t
think I haven’t tried. He keeps saying, ‘No,
Daddy do it.’ ”
“I know, I know,” Vic said, as he began
snipping away at his son’s dark hair, “a
child needs his father.”
Pier looked at Vic, and then she looked
away. “But
“I haven’t gambled in a year,” Vic said
softly, “not even when I was singing in
Las Vegas for a month. Not one dollar.

Heather Sears (you can see
her

in

Golden

sew

“The

Columbians
Virgin’}

holiday

begins

gifts

for

family in August. “So

I

—

to

her

can

Pier.”

mail early,” Heather laughs.

Pier nodded, but she did not speak.

...

“And your mother

I

will

try,

promise I will. After all, she’s
Perry’s grandmother. Pier?” He did not,
perhaps he really could not, finish the
darling.

•• ft

t

'

I

question.
But Pier reached out and took his hand.
“Yes, Vic,” she said, “let’s try. I think

^

.

it

Ji'

will

work.

has

It

to.”

.

.

They both looked

at Perry.

7046

“He needs someone

SIZES

said, and
tightly.

2—10

Pier

held

to play with,” Vic
Vic’s hand more

And

then the boy had the answer to
“It looks like I’m back for
always and always. Perry,” Vic told him.
Perry beamed, and, through her tears,
his question.

so did Pier.

Then Vic began unpacking the parcels
he had brought with him. There was a
magnificent electric train with fifteen
different parts! for Perry; for Pier, an
exquisite ruby and diamond leaf brooch
with earrings to match. And they began
to talk about the future and about how
they’d all go back to the States together
(although Vic would have to fly just a few
days earlier for singing engagements he’d
already made) and when they arrived

—

—

671 — Mixer-cover
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your

protects
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Directions,
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7398

for
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doll
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in sizes

State

size.

embroider

with 9 motifs 6x7 inches. Color chart,
directions

for

this

baby-shower

gift.

they’d stay in New York for a few weeks
so that Vic’s parents could see Perry
they hadn’t seen him since he was six
months old. They talked, too, of another
child that they hoped they might have
soon.
That night, for the first time in eight
months, Vic tucked his son into bed.
“But, Daddy, I’ve still got to say my
prayers,” Perry told him, as Vic was
about to put off the lights.
So Vic watched as Perry climbed out
of bed and knelt on the floor and said
as he always said “God bless Mommy.
God bless Daddy and make Perry good.
God is great, (jod is good. And thank
.” he stopped and, turning
you God for
his head around to look up at his father,
added shyly, “for Daddy coming home!

—

—

.

793
p

— Crochet
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this

Make

colorful

afghan

trips, football
it

now

for

in

games.

the

fall.

Make Daddy
boy

— always!”

.

stay,

and

I

will

be good

The End

PIER RECENTLY SIGNED WITH ROULETTE RECORDS, AND Vic’s, OF COURSE, ARE COLUMBIA.
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thought had just struck him, “You know,”
most people are lucky to have loved deeply once in their lives and I’ve been lucky
enough,” he said, “to have loved twice.
“Believe it or not,” he went on, pointing
his pipe at me to emphasize his own astonishment, “nine years ago I was at the end
of my rope. I had a wife ... a home
a family, and suddenly I felt as though I
had nothing, after Emily she was my first

—

.

,

;

.

EXCLUSIVE NEW COMFORT CONTROL
Zip top down, zip bottom up, roll up and slip
on like hosiery. Smooth power elastic gives as
you sit, bend, stride. Never “rides up”. Never
feels too snug even after a big meal patented
Comfort Control adjusts to all positions from
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— died.
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tight to loose, in seconds, without disrobing.
Wears longer, holds shape because you never
have to yank it on or off. Washes beautifully;
drip-dries fast. White only. Measure waist,
hip, tummy with “}Iip-Eze” off, then on. See
inches vanish! Money Back Guarantee.

was very young when I fell in love
with Emily McNair. I was studying acting
at the Neighborhood Playhouse in New
York and Emily was a student there, too.
We started dating immediately and we
were together almost every day for nearly
“I

I

I

—

.
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two years. Then I went into the Army and,
as soon as we could manage it, we were
married. That was in December of 1941, a

spif/eams

DA-1 spencer

month

r

TO REDUCE 4 INCHES WITHOUT

to remember.
was a time when all the world
seemed to be falling apart, being destroyed
by a war, families being torn apart. But
even if the world’s future was uncertain,
ours was not. We were in love, we married;
always, we
we would be together
thought. We never dreamed how little time
we were going to have.”
He drew a deep breath, then went on.
“I was accepted for Officer’s Candidate
School and our first child, Nancy, was
born just before I went overseas. I didn’t
see the baby or Emily for the next two
years. I spent the war in Europe, finally
“It

.

.

.

.

.
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it

it
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still

difficult

for

me

to

talk
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LEARH AT HOME IN ONLY

paused, bending over towards a big
glass ashtray and concentrating on knocking the ashes from his pipe. I couldn’t
see his face. Then he said, “At first, I
brooded because I missed her being there
with me, and then, because of my faith
and belief in the fact that life does not end
with death, I was able, after a while, to

things out. It took me two years to
really understand that I had a responsibility to make a new life for the children and
for myself, too ^for Emily’s sake as much
as for ours.
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him Skipper
lives seemed

than anything we’d ever
know. Six months later, this happiness was shattered.
“One day our doctor called me into his
office. I had no idea Emily had even been
to see him. He tried to be kind, but what
he told me, secretly, was that she was
seriously ill. ‘She has a sickness for which
there is no cure,’ the doctor said. ‘She has
only two years left to live.’
“Emily passed away in 1950. And even

about
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“From the very beginning, ours was an
extraordinary marriage. We were so terribly in love that we lived only for each
other, thought only of each other. It was
just one of those relationships so incredible that well, even when we did have an
argument, which was almost never, we
were so in love that neither of us could
bear hurting the other. We’d wind up defending each other’s positions until there
Efrem

return

Atlantic

Jves, now you can destroy unwanted hair

separated.’

was no argument
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returning to the States in early 1946. I
remember thinking, as the ship pulled

homeward,
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thought the answer was to try to
pick up the pieces of my life by throwing
myself completely into acting, and for the
next few years that seemed to be enough.
“I

Then

I

met

Steffi

.

.

.

.
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always remember that night, December 15, 1955 just a few days before
‘Fallen Angels,’ the Noel Coward play
I was in, was to go on the road for its preBroadway tryout. Rehearsals broke earlier
than we’d expected that night, so Billy
’ll

—

I

Windom, a fellow in the cast, and I had a
few hours to kill between dinner and a
party we had to go to later on that evening.
“
‘Like to meet a couple of cute girls?’
Billy had asked, and then, I guess because
he was afraid I’d say no again, he headed
for the phone before I could answer. Ten
minutes later we were in a cab on our way
to some apartment on the East Side. Billy
gabbed away enthusiastically. ‘Linda told
me her roommate isn’t too happy about us
coming over. Seems she’s working around
the apartment and isn’t dressed for company, but I told her I’m not company and
you won’t really mind how she looks.’
“I paid the cabbie as Billy searched for
the right apartment number. We walked

up and BiUy made four hard raps with
the brass knocker.
“

‘We’re here,’ he shouted.
“When Linda opened the door, I could
see a figure, barefooted and wearing jeans
and a wrinkled cotton blouse, sitting on
the living-room floor.
“
‘My roommate, Stephanie Spalding,’

Linda announced.
“She looked up briefly, said hello and
then went on busily polishing a pair of
riding boots that looked almost as big as
she was.
“
‘No wonder she was upset about our
coming over,’ I thought, as I walked over
and sat down near her. Her hair was sort
of tousled, and she had freckles on her
nose and a couple of smudges of black
polish on her cheek. She didn’t have any
makeup on and, looking at her, I figured
she could be about fifteen.
“Billy kept teasing her, asking why she

was working so hard on her boots. ‘I’m
polishing them for a hunt,’ she finally
burst out. ‘I’m going to one out on Long
Island tomorrow.

love horses,’ she added,
suddenly beaming, and from then on she
seemed to forget that she was angry with
us. She chattered for a while and then,
in the middle of a sentence, stopped and
leaned forward. ‘You know,’ she said
slowly, ‘all day long I’ve had the funniest
feeling that I’m going to get hurt tomorI

row.’
“I tried to

when she

make her laugh about

insisted she

it,

but

was sure she was

going to be thrown from her horse, I asked
she didn’t just stay home. ‘Because,’
she answered shyly, ‘I guess you can’t go
through life hiding from things because
you’re afraid of getting hurt.’

why

“

right then,’ I said, ‘just to show
faith I have in you. I’ll bet you
fifty cents you come through all in one
‘All

how much

we knew

for the party.

‘It’s

it,

we had

to

leave

been a long time since

I’ve had such a good time talking to anyone,’ I told Steffi, and from the doorway,
I called, ‘Don’t forget our bet.’
“
‘You’re on,’ she said, laughing.

“I thought about her when Billy and I
were talking at rehearsal the next afternoon. ‘I wonder if Steffi’s all right?’ I
asked. ‘Woman’s intuition,’ Billy scoffed,
and we both laughed. But when I got
home that evening, the housekeeper met
me at the door. ‘A lady phoned around

r

80

has ever been more welcome.
“That night, I was working at the studio
for a while, before going over to the
Gershwins, when I received a telephone
call from my landlord.
“
‘Look here,’ he said, angrily, ‘a big
package has just arrived at your house
and you’ll have to come right over and

rom that night on we were together
almost constantly. Although Steffi and
I had never actually discussed my first
marriage, I found out later that Billy had
told her a little about EmUy and the chil-

sign for

F

dren, and that, somehow, Steffi had understood everything. But I was still pretty
worried that first time I took Nancy and

Skipper to meet her. Nancy was twelve
then and Skipper was only nine. I remember walking into the restaurant, with each
child clutching one of my hands, and
thinking, ‘I’m even more nervous than
they are.’
“Steffi was waiting for us at a side

and after we sat down, there was
sort of a shy silence I think Steffi felt
table,

—

—

the shyest and no one quite knew how to
break it. Suddenly, Skipper stopped playing with his napkin, looked up at Steffi
and gave her a big smile. From that mo-

ment

on, Steffi’s place in their lives, as
well as in mine, was taken for granted.
“Shortly after, on the twelfth of February, 1956, Stephanie and I were married
at the Episcopal Church in West Hartford,
Connecticut. The next day we moved into

my

apartment, and Nancy and Skipper
came to live with us. We didn’t go on a
honeymoon because Steffi felt the children
had been without a mother for nearly six
years and she didn’t want to let another
day go by without their feeling part of a

complete family again.

“The following December, Josh Logan
asked

me

to test for a role in ‘Sayonara,’

and when I went to Hollywood Steffi flew
out with me. I didn’t get that part, but it
did lead to a Wariiers’ contract and a
starring role in ‘Bombers B-52.’
“Since it looked as though Hollywood
was going to be our home for the next
few years, Steffi and I started househunting. We finally found a place in the
Hollywood Hills section and arranged to
move in on New Year’s Day, less than two
weeks away. The studio wanted me to
start work right away so Steffi had to go
back to New York alone and arrange for
the move.
“It was the Saturday morning before
Christmas when I took her to the airport.
‘This should have been our first Christmas
together,’ I kept saying, ‘and I’ve been
looking forward to it so much.’
“Steffi slipped her hand into mine and
said softly, ‘I know. I have, too. But at
least the children will have one of us with
them,’ she reminded me, ‘and it won’t be
too long before we’ll all be together again.’

vitation

“
‘I

it.’

can’t,’ I

answered, ‘I’m tied up here.

You

accept it.’
‘Not me,’ he said, ‘I don’t want to be
responsible for it.’
“It was almost time for rehearsals to
end, so I explained my problem to the
director and rushed over to the house. As
I drove up, the landlord met me at the
“

door.
“
‘Okay,’
“

‘In

thumb

j

I

said sharply, ‘where

is it?’

there,’ he answered, pointing
in tbe direction of the den.

his

“I pushed open the door with one hand
and was halfway into the room before I
realized what had happened. There in the
middle of the floor was a big Christmas
tree all decorated with balls and lights and
with Christmas packages heaped under it.
I just stood and stared until I heard a
giggle and, turning around, saw Nancy,
and Skipper, and Steffi!

“After we’d stopped laughing, Steffi said
wanted us all to be together for our

she’d

Christmas and had rushed back to
New York and packed up our furniture,
rented the apartment and taken Nancy
out of school all in time for them to fly to
California that morning. And when she’d
told the landlord

he’d not only agreed to let her into the
house before January 1st, but had suggested the way of getting me out to the
house without ruining their surprise. Later
Steffi remembered to tell me that she’d
been so afraid I’d spoil things by going to
Nevada for Christmas that she’d called my
sister and made her promise not to let
me come and see them.

has taken place since that first
holiday in Hollywood. I’ve made more
pictures and, of course, wound up
playing Stuart Bailey every week on ‘77
Sunset Strip.’ On the eighth of October in
1957, little Stephanie was born, and since
then we’ve moved into this rambling
ranch-type house.
I
guess I should
mention that in addition to my wife’s
fondness for horses, we’re both crazy about
the entire animal kingdom. At the moment, our family consists of three healthy
children, two horses, seven parakeets, a

A

lot

turtle

and

my

wife’s latest possession, a

come

“

my

her plane

in Nevada
there for Christmas,’ I said, and

‘Maybe

I’ll

call

sister

and go
encouraged me.
“My hotel room seemed even lonelier
after she’d hung up, so I went out for a

Steffi

long walk.

When

I

got back,

I called

my

and invited myself for Christmas.
‘Oh, Ef, what a shame,’ she answered,

sister
“

four o’clock,’ she told me. ‘She didn’t leave
her name but she said to tell you that

‘but we’ve arranged to spend Christmas
with some friends. How about coming out

she won the bet.’ I knew right away what
she meant, and grabbing for the phone, I
called information and got Steffi’s number.
T was thrown,’ was all she said. I asked if
she felt good enough to have company.
When she said yes, I rushed out of my
apartment and headed right for her place.

for
“

New

Year’s

have

weekend

my own

instead?’

family then,’ I told
her and, murmuring a Merry Christmas, I
hung up, feeling like a lost soul. A little
later that night I got a call from my
friends, the Ira Gershwins, asking me to
spend Christmas Eve with them. No in‘I’ll

,

>

i

j

i

j

before.

“I believe sincerely that all love begins
with God, and that every one of us, having received the precious gift of His love,

whom

we want
chooses in turn those with
to share that love. To me, love means caring for another more than you care for
yourself. And I believe this gift of love is
a continuous force, a force that began

when time began — that has no

ending,

from us to those
around us, always. Love is what all human
beings exist on; Without it, everything else
that goes on reaching

is

meaningless.”

[

i

what she was planning,

worse.

at the airport until

!

—

had disappeared from sight. I kept feeling
more and more depressed, and when Steffi
called the next day and told me her plans
for the children’s Christmas, I felt even

waited

'

'

first

black bantam rooster she calls George, who
follows her around like a puppy.
“Being married to Steffi has made my
life complete again. It has also taught me
that within every mature human being
there is the God-given capacity for an
infinite amount of love, and that because
of this, the love for those who are taken
from us does not diminish, ever. I have
learned that a new love is never a substitute or a replacement for one that has

“I

piece tomorrow.’

“Before

“On the way over in the cab I tried to
think what I could bring her, and then
when I got to her house I ran into a store
and bought the first thing that’d popped
into my mind. Minutes later, I arrived at
her door, carrying a beautifully wrapped
bottle of Sloan’s liniment!

The End

FOLLOW EFREM’s ESCAPADES ALONG ABC-TV’s “77
SUNSET STRIP,” 9:30-10:30 p.m. edt, Fridays.
NEXT movie: “savage STREETS,” FOR WARNERS.
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an hour aliead
you mean—
—
“Yes,
mean. Would

FABIAN
was a minute or two; it could have been
a lifetime) there was nothing else. It was
as though I were floating. No, I couldn’t
be floating, I must be in a motorboat.
There was a definite beating somewhere

my

chest.
Then there were the butterflies in
stomach. And then there were those eyes,
those fantastic, deep blue-green eyes
They were the ginchiest! But, above the
high singing in
ears, I heard a voice.
Those eyes had a voice. I mean, whoever
those eyes belonged to had a voice.
“I’m Fabian,” the voice said.
Of course, it’s Fabian, that’s why this
this whatever it is, I thought. But I said,

my

.

.

.

my

—

—

“I’m speechless.”
And he laughed. “No,

I

really

mean

it,”

he said.
“So do I.” Maybe, I thought, if I can
look away. I’ll be all right. With all the
will left in me, I forced myself to concentrate on something else besides his
eyes. My gaze settled on his chin and I
noticed that my pulse let up somewhat.
I

cleared

my

throat.

“Oh, of course!” I told him. “It must
have slipped my mind.” Slipped my mind,
I laughed to myself. All week long we
had talked of nothing else. We is me and
Flossie. I have a steady boyfriend, myself,
but I’d promised Flossie, who works in
the filing department and who just graduated from high school, that I’d definitely
arrange for her to meet Fabian.
“But you
until
weren’t
scheduled
eleven-fifteen,” I said to Fabian. I looked
at my watch. “It’s only
” and after I’d
said it I wished I could have stopped the
words in mid-air.
“Ten,” he said. “Yes, I know I’m early.
I didn’t think you’d mind.”
“No, of course I don’t,” I managed to

—

say.
I

down.”
knew everyone was tied up
“Uh,

sit

meet-

in a

ing so I said, “I’ll show you around, interview you.” But as we walked back to
my desk, I knew better than to look at
him.
“That’s nice,” he said.
I started looking around on my desk.
“I used to have a steno book,” I muttered,
still searching.

He picked it up. “Is this it?”
right there in front of me.

was

It

neaking a look at him, I saw that he
was smiling, “Go easy on me at
first, will you?” he asked. “All this is
new to me being interviewed, things

S

—

like

that.

I’m just a

scared.”
I looked him straight in the eye for a
moment. “You’re scared!” I said, and
thought. I’m petrified. Then I had to look
away. Those eyes. They talked. I couldn’t
look at them long enough to know what
they were saying, but my conscience
said. They’re not good for you. Taking a
deep breath, I told my conscience. Go

away

little

now!

“Well,” I said, “do you want to look
around the place first, or be interviewed?”
By not looking at him, I found I could
be quite brisk, quite efficient. Only, why
was I twisting and twisting a lock of my
hair? I couldn’t seem to stop.
“Why don’t you show me around first?”
he suggested.
^ said, still not looking at him,
a
“but I’d better get someone to mind my
phone. Wait just a minute.” I picked up
the telephone. “Give me Flossie,” I said
to the switchboard operator.
“Filing,” said a cool voice.
“Flossie,” I said, “it’s me.”

“Tobi,” she said, “is

— did

it

schedule.”

I
you please mind
telephone while I show him around?”
She groaned. “Darn it!”
“Listen,” I whispered, “he’ll have to
pass right by you. On the way to Evelyn’s

he’ll have to walk right in front
of you.” I lowered
voice still more,
so Fabian couldn’t hear. But I whispered
so softly that even Flossie missed it, and
I had to repeat myself. “Make a list of the
questions you want to ask. Otherwise,”
I warned, “you won’t be able to ask him
office,

my

any.”

There was a pause. Then: “Oh.”
hear her gulp. “Well, all right. I
tell

you what

.

.

.?”

I

finally

“Not now, Flossie,”
now!”

I

could

— Did

I

wore?”
I

said.

name.”
Keeping my eyes down, I told him my
name. “Tobi,” I said, “Tobi Simon.”
He reached out and shook my hand.
“Whew!” he said, grinning. “Things are
sure busy around here. Girls have been
walking back and forth and up and

—

down— ever

since

got here.”
I could feel my face turn beet red. “It
isn’t usually this bad,” I told him. “I think
there’s a virus going around. Or something.”
Or something like Fabian, I
thought, and started to lead him out of
my office into the rest of Macfadden’s
offices. Right outside the door, we bumped
into three girls. Two I recognized, but I
don’t know where the other one came
from. I’d never seen her before in my
I

life!

“Have you met Fabian?” I asked.
Three smiles broke out simultaneously.
“Fabian?” they chorused. “Why, no, I
don’t think we’ve had the ” And then,
when they met his eyes, all three were
frozen. Their hands stopped in mid-air.

—

Their smiles looked painted on. Their
eyes had the funniest, glassiest look in
them. And none of them said another
word.
As we went on through the hall, Fabian
observed, “Boy, that must be some virus!”
“Oh, it is,” I agreed, “it certainly is.”
Another crowd of girls was waiting by
the water cooler. But this group was
better prepared. Shyly, they held out
little bits of paper for Fabian to autograph. We will never get this tour over
with, I thought, if this keeps up.

W

e continued walking down the hall
to find Claire Safran, our managing
editor,
but then, as we passed
through the reception area, where the
walls are hung with big framed portraits
of movie stars, he stopped and looked at
each one.
“Guess I’m a real movie fan,” he admitted, turning to me.

“Honest?”

squeaked.

I

“Sure, I’ve been buying movie magazines for years,” he told me, “and I know
all about the stars.”
“Did you ever get to meet any of them?”
I asked, finding my voice again.
“Uh-uh,” he said, shaking his head.

“But maybe
Hollywood

this

summer, when

Fm

in

Boy,” he said, his eyes all
lit up, “that’s going to be the greatest.
Imagine
Hollywood! I’m going to make
my first picture ‘The Hound Dog Man,’
for Twentieth and I only hope I don’t
.

.

.

.

.

—

.
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“Please, not

After putting the phone back on the
hook, I stood up. Only, I couldn’t feel my
legs under me. “Shall we go?” I asked,
but no sound came out. I cleared my
throat and repeated my question; this
time my voice boomed.
“Sure,” he said easily, “let’s start the
tour. Say, you haven’t told me your

—

goof.”

“You

he
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in the region of

of

“Uh

won’t,” I said quickly. I looked
around me then. “Well, that’s it, I guess.
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”

You’ve seen it all.” And Fabian and I
started to walk back toward Evelyn’s

the pile, “I heard

office.

“It’s the most,” Fabian agreed, “and it
couldn’t happen to a nicer guy. I only
wish I could see more of Frankie. But
we’re both so busy. We hardly ever get
a chance to get together any more.
“Last time I had a chance to talk to

walked on a

we

as

more and then,
where we

little bit

passed the

have a phonograph and

all

ords we’re going to review,

new

recsaid, “Let’s

the
I

—”

He

go in here.”

but

There were two chairs, facing each
other, and I took the one facing the door.
After opening my steno book, I gripped
my pencil real hard, and then I looked
up at him. Those eyes again. I gulped.

that. It seemed
sat down on
pop this man, insisting I could sing. It went on so long,
even
was convinced I ought to try
to sing anyway.” 'Then he laughed. “So
the last time that I called into the house,
‘Mom that crazy man’s here again,’ she
said, ‘All right, go with the crazy man.’
And I did and, well, here I am!
“Well, anyway. Bob owns a place in

Suddenly,

was
I

what

realized

I

I’d

done.

—

moment Fabian must have read my

(I only hoped he couldn’t do it all
the time.) Because he opened up his
girl?
wallet and took out a photo.
heart stopped. What would I tell Flossie?
It’d break her heart if she knew he had a
girl. But I felt good again when I actually
saw the picture. It was a snapshot of
Fabian and his family his father, and
mother, and two brothers, and himself.
“That’s Mom,” he said, pointing proudly
to a small, pretty woman, “and that’s
Dad he’s on the Philadelphia police

My

—

—

His name is Dominick Forte and
hers is Josephine. That’s Tommy, my kid
brother
ten years old, although he’d
”
slug me if he heard me say ‘kid brother.’
For a moment Fabian’s smile faded as
he pointed to the other boy in the photo.
“And that’s Robert. He’s thirteen. Recently he had a serious operation on his

—

Philadelphia,

.

.

But

spine.

Soon

he’s getting better.

he’ll

be playing football with me again.”
He smiled again. “And that big lug at
the end
that’s me.”
“Is there anything you specially like?”
I asked, and then, blushing, I added quickly the first thing I could think of.
“In
.

.

food,

mean?”

I

“My

.

favorite food

“What?”
“Meat ball

meat

is

ball

soup.”

he repeated. “It’s
mother can make. She
takes these tiny meat balls and puts them
soup,”

something only

my

—

broth she won’t tell me how
she makes that, it’s her secret but the
results (3)
the results
the very end.
“Say,” he said, pointing to an album
(4)
cover sticking
out from among a pile of
other records, “isn’t that Frankie Avalon’s
in a special
.

.

—

.

.

.

.

new one?”

“Mmm,”

I

answered, pulling

it

out of

—

—

won/

fo

read

stories

about

(list

At that moment

(

saw

Flossie

—

FAVORITES?

(

2 ).

.

.

.

.

The features

I

the

like besf in this issue of

( 1 ).

(

3)

( 2 ).

(

4)

PHOTOPLAY

—

W

had been talking. I’d
through the stacks of
records. Finally, I found the one I’d
been looking for. “Look,” I said, holding
up his new album, “Hold That Tiger.”

are:

been

rifling

“Let’s play it.” I suggested.
First he blushed and sort of shook his
head “no.” But then, when the record was
spinning around, he began to sing along
softly to the music. For a moment it was
as if I weren’t there, as if Fabian were
all alone with the music. And as the

album was spinning to its end and the
music got a little tricky, then Fabian did
something especially exciting with his

The real Fabian, the in-person
Fabian, slowly swung his arm upward
and then across his body, with his thumb
and index finger pressed together and
the other three fingers folded into his
hand. His eyes, those hypnotic bluevoice.

size, and
whole face lit up as if someone had
thrown a spotlight on it. It was his famous “death ray” look and gesture. And I

green eyes, seemed to double in
his

thought

When

I

was going

to faint.

song was over, Fabian
dropped his arm, flushed, and apologized.
but
“I’m a ham,” he said, “I’m sorry
music always does something to me.”
“Me, too,” I breathed.
Then I put on his single record, “Turn
Me Loose,” and Fabian stood up and
smiled at me. Before I could protest, I
the

.

.

.

was in his arms and we were dancing.
Fabian was dancing with me. Heaven.
But then Flossie brought me out of the
clouds. She was standing in the doorway, her eyes blinking, her face an unnicely
contrasted
becoming green it
with the new white pleated skirt she
was wearing. Her hands were on her hips
and her foot was tapping not in time to
the music. I tried to signal with my face

—

—

As he said this, he looked up at me,
and then, suddenly, I could feel the floor
giving out from under me. The last thing
I saw were his eyes. The last thing I heard
was him saying, “I mean, this is one awful

Age.

virus!”

Address.
9-59

Paste this ballot on a postcard and send it to Reader’s
Poll, Box 1374, Grand Central Station, New York 17, N.Y.

Fabian

hile

—

movie, TV or recording stars):

(T.

2 ).

in

—

—

Jersey that’s where we’re moving to i3
only seven miles from Philly, and that
even if I was crazy about my new home
and school, I’d never forget the old gang
and could always drop back and visit.”
“Yes,” I said, “of course. Uh ” I looked
down at the blank pages of my steno
book. “Do you and Frankie talk about
girls?” I asked, thinking of Flossie.
“Sure,” he said. “Frankie and I always
talk about girls. And we agree completely:
we both like quiet girls. Natural girls.
Neither of us can stand girls who wear
tight slacks, toreador pants or shorts.”
I made a mental note to tell Flossie
not to buy those toreador pants we’d seen
in the store on the way home last week.

that this wasn’t my fault, that I couldn’t
help myself. But either she didn’t catch
the signal, or she simply didn’t believe me.
“It seems a shame to end this,” she said,
her eyes boring into Fabian’s back, “but
it’s eleven-thirty and
Fabian snapped off the phonograph
switch and turned to face her. He was
smiling and his eyes were all lit up. I
think he liked what he saw. But Flossie!
The piece of paper with all the questions
on it she meant to ask him fluttered to
the floor. Her face changed from green to
white, and her eyes looked glazed, hypnotized almost. Then, slowly, she crumpled
up and fell in a heap on the floor.
“My goodness,” Fabian gasped as he
bent over her, chafing her wrists, “get me
some water for this girl. That sure is
some virus going around here.”

ACTRESS

).

Nome

I

doorway. “Come on out,” she motioned.
I shook my head, indicating “Not now” to
her, and finally, she disappeared.
“You know what?” Fabian was saying.
“Some people spent more on one paper
that day than they’d spend on newspapers
in a month. I didn’t have such a tough
schedule that day, but Frankie his was
murder! But there he was, right beside
me, doing his bit for the kids. And with
all the crowds, teenagers and grownups
as well, and the photographers, and the
rush and noise, we managed to have a
longer conversation than we’ve had in
months. About the neighborhood we’ve
grown up in together, about the gang we
knew, about South Philadelphia High
School. Things like that.”
Again, I saw Flossie’s head poking in
the door, and again I shook my head at
her, and she left.
“I
told
Fabian
continued,
“Well,”
how sad I was to be leaving
Frankie
(3)
Philly in the fall, how I almost broke up
(4) last day of school when I realized I’d
the
probably never see my classmates again.
But Frankie brought me down to earth.
He pointed out that Haddonfield, New

ACTOR
(1

—

Frankie Avalon and I stood out on the
corner of Thirteenth and Market streets
in Philly, selling papers to help the handicapped kids.”

WHO ARE YOUR
I

The Chancellor Room, and

his place sponsors a charity to help handicapped children sends them to camp,
things like that. The charity’s tied up with
Inquirer’s
‘Newsboys
Philadelphia
the
Day’ June seventeenth so on that day

force.

.

my

I

Mom

I

mind.

A

always think

as though every time
front steps, up would

alone with Fabian!

all

smiled.

“I didn’t

couldn’t think of a thing to say. In

that
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It’s

him we were both selling newspapers. Did
you know Frankie and I have the same
manager? Bob Marcucci. He’s a great guy,

office

little

the other day.

great.”

“Gosh,” I said, “I almost forgot. I’m
supposed to be interviewing you.”
“Sure.” he said, “shoot.”
But J '"uldn’t think of a single question.

We

it

—TOBI

SIMON

WHILE WAITING FOR FABIAn’s MOVIE DEBUT IN
twentieth’s adaptation of “the hound dog
MAN,” LISTEN TO “HOLD THAT TIGER !” HIS
LATEST HIT ALBUM FOR CHANCELLOR RECORDS.

—

”

JUDI

It was a big party, the room was decorated in bright colors, the women were in
their loveliest formats, the men in dinner
clothes.
There was a real fiesta-type atmosphere about it. Barry and his date
were obviously having fun, but suddenly
I felt that someone was staring at me.
That someone was Barry. There he was,
sitting at one end of the table, all dressed
up and looking much too handsome, with
a beautiful girl at his side, and he kept
looking at me!
But the most irritating
thing of all was that I couldn’t help looking at him, either. I didn’t want to look
By the
at him, but, somehow, I had to.
end of the evening I felt like a child. I

AND BARRY

Continued from page 39
It was like those waves being drawn
back to sea again. Barry, his arms stiU
around me, leaned back to look into my
face. Then he brushed my hair back with
one hand. “Judi,” he said at last. “Judi?
Let’s make it a good afternoon. Let’s try
At least, let’s try.”
to be a little happy.
I took a deep breath and tried to smile.

“All right,” I said then, but my heart
Tell me why this
begged, Barry, why?
is happening, why it is over, and it will be
Or, at least, it will be a little
all right.

didn’t like feeling this way, and I blamed
I don’t like
Barry for
loss of poise.
him, I told myself. I don’t like him one

my

better.

But I could not say it. I
myself ask that question.
we do?” I asked.

could not

make

“What

shall

“What would you like to do?” he
“I
What would I like to do
”

—

.

bit!
I was still feeling a little foolish about
“making eyes” at Barry several days later,
when I got a message that he had phoned
and would call back. He kept calling back
and I kept missing his calls. I didn’t un-

said.
.

.

I’d

like to turn the

I’d like to
clock back.
have never met you. No, no, I don’t mean
that. “I why don’t we sit in one of those
rowboats over there and pretend like
we used to ” my voice caught, but I
forced myself to go on, “pretend we’re in
the yacht we dreamed about going to
Costa Brava, or or anywhere. Why don’t
we do that?”
“Fine,” he said, taking me by the hand
and leading me to the group of boats,

—

—

—

—

—

bobbing on their moorings. “What will
you have?” He bowed ceremoniously. “A

—

red one, or a white one, or
I pointed out a
“Let’s take that one.”
rainbow-coloi’ed rowboat.
Someone had
Every
really enjoyed painting that boat.
conceivable color had gone onto it. Barry
helped me into it, and we sat down facing

each other.
“All right,” he said, and assumed the
serious pose that was part of the game,

“now, where would you like to go?

Por-

tugal?
The Riviera? Or, how ’bout up
the Amazon?”
“Anywhere,” I said quickly, “anywhere
will be all right with me.”
For today I
was acutely aware that the boats weren’t
really going

anywhere.

They weren’t go-

ing anywhere today, or tomorrow, or ever,
as far as we were concerned.
“You’re not in the mood for this today,
are you?” he asked. “You’re not enjoying it.”
“No,” I said. “No.”
“I’m sorry,” he told me then, and I knew
be was saying he was sorry for a lot of
things, a lot of things more important
than whether or not I was in the mood
for a make-believe voyage.
But his being sorry didn’t make it any
easier. If anything, it made it even harder.
Because, if he were sorry, if he really were
truly sorry, and I believed he was, then

why?

we saw each
having gone together for a

This was the last time
other,
year.

after

first time I saw Barry I didn’t think
twice about him. Not really. ... I
was aware of him before we met. I’d
seen him on screen in “Peyton Place” and
thought him attractive, extremely so. But
the first time we met, last year on the
night of the “South Pacific” premiere, we
were both dating someone else.
My date that evening was Floyd Sim-

T

he

mons. I’d had to work late and couldn’t
attend the premiere, so Floyd picked me
up at eleven and we went straight to the
Beverly Hilton Hotel, where the studio
was giving a party. We were seated at a
table with a few other couples, among
them Barry, whose date was a beautiful
actress, also under contract to Twentieth.

derstand my
looking back

attitude at the time, but
realize that deep down I
probably wanted to talk to him very
much, but was fighting it because I felt
his
“type,” the tall, broad-shouldered
Adonis type, didn’t make a very stable
companion. Also, I think maybe I was
afraid he’d sweep me off my feet if the
I
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“Fine.”

“Ah

.

.

.

that’s nice.

.

Listen, Judi, I

.

do some publicity work for the studio together next
week. Don’t you think it would be a good
idea if we went out first and sort of got
acquainted?”
“Not particularly!”
“Oh
well, I just thought it would be
better if we spent some time together
then it would be easier on the photographer when we actually shoot the pictures.”
I just sat there.
Let him talk, I thought.
Finally, he said softly, “Look, how
would you like to go to the beach this
Sunday? You don’t have to stay long. I’ll
bring you home any time you say.”
.

.
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phone rang, and it was Barry again.
“Say, haven’t you gotten my messages?”
he asked. “I’ve been telephoning you all
week!”
“Yes, I know.”
“Well, well
how are you?”
.
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day, a TV rehearsal came up and it
slipped my mind entirely that I had made
a date for 10 a.m. until I got home and saw
him there. He’d been sitting there waiting for two hours. When I tried to apologize, he wouldn’t let me.
He said he
realized it must have been something
important that detained me and let it drop
right there.
His attitude was so unexpected, I couldn’t say a word.
I threw my beach towel and stuff in the
back seat of the car and off we went. We
stopped for lunch. Again I gave him a
difficult time.
I guess I had a guilty conscience for having acted so badly, when
he turned out to be so sweet. To cover

my own

embarrassment,

I

decided to

make

him even more miserable by pretending
something I’m not. When we sat
down to order lunch, I started talking
about all sorts of things that really didn’t
to be

me— superficial things— how much
enjoyed parties and how I just couldn’t

interest
I

wait to go to a big premiere the following week. I kept rattling on, hoping I’d
get him mad enough to be angry with me,
but he just sat there so good-naturedly
that I finally sighed, dropped the act arid
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—
my

defenses and took a good look at Barry
Coe. I liked what 1 saw.

Hours later, when he took me home, we
both knew something wonderful had happened. That day at the beach was the
beginning.
We became a steady item. What did we
do during those 361 days of steady dating? A lot of things. We went to shows,
parties, took long drives, went fishing,
water skiing, boating, surfing. Sometimes
we were with lots of other people, but
mostly it was just the two of us. It really
didn’t matter what we did, where we
went. The only important thing was being

My

together.
folks live
and, except for the time

up

in

Oregon

when my

sister

and I shared an apartment, I’d been alone,
on my own. Then I met Barry and I
wasn’t alone any more.
From the very beginning, we had so
much in common, the same likes, dislikes,
hobbies, attitudes, careers. I think maybe
it was more that we shared the same dislikes, than likes, that cemented the bond.
Neither of us really enjoy big parties and
making the Hollywood social scene. We
both love sports, the outdoors, just being
able to walk down a beach, or ride in on
a wave, or skim over the water on skis,

with time standing stiU and no worries
about being seen or making an impression
or caring about anything except being
with each other.
We enjoyed just talking for hours and
hours without letup, about life, what we

wanted

talking philosophy, discussing
everything under the sun. We took up
painting, and I was interested in Barry’s
pet hobby, photography. He loves it and
typical date,
takes marvelous pictures.
.

.

.

W

e celebrated the New Year together,
and 1959 started out as wonderful as
1958 had ended. We were pretty busy

sheer

heaven. We’d leave the city about seven
Barry would pick me
in the morning.
up, we’d stop and have breakfast and buy
a newspaper and he’d give me half, and
we’d sit in the restaurant like an old
married couple, he with the sports page
and the editorials and me with the woman’s section and the gossip columns. Then
we’d get into his car and tell each other
what we were reading, laughing at silly
We’d keep driving until Barry
items.
spotted a background or something that
looked interesting.
Then he’d stop the
car and we’d take fifteen minutes getting
all his paraphernalia out of the trunk.
Like a director, he’d pose me, picking a
daisy, or climbing a fence, or looking out
We’d stay away all day
at the horizon.
and come back in time for dinner. We’d
stop at a market and

buy some steaks and

We’d usually go back to his place
because he has a whole special developer
and darkroom setup.
While I made dinner, he’d pull out all
the rolls of film and start the developing
process.
We were both such nuts, we
couldn’t wait to see what he’d shot. He’d
develop the pictures, then let them dry,
then print them and then, as if that
weren’t enough, we would make the job
professional by following through on the
last step
mounting the works of art on
stiff paper matting.
Sometimes we’d stay
up until three or four the next morning
until his living room looked like a picture
things.

—

gallery.

Many times, instead of going out, we’d
just stay at home and talk.
didn’t
need the stimulation of bright lights and
crowds. We’d talk and talk about lots of
things, like owning a boat someday and
how we’d furnish it we never went into
details about a house but we did dream
knew exactly what color
of a boat.
it would be and we’d plan imaginary trips
in it.
Sometimes we’d try and make up
names for all the children we were going
to have you know, crazy things between
two people.

We

—
—

We

—

maybe

wa.^

trying

me

working, but still we kept seeing each
other all the time. Barry did two pictures
practically in a row, and I was busy with

something, but that he
couldn’t quite get out the words. It was
a v/eird, strange feeling. At first I thought
maybe I was being overly sensitive or
intuitive, but, being honest with myself,

my

I

and January slipped
February and March and April. And
At the end of April there
all was well.
was a lot going on. My older sister Mab
had set her wedding date. We were to
be attendants. Mab and Stan and Barry
and I had become quite a foursome. It
television work,

into

was fun planning things to help celebrate
the coming event. Then, on April 23rd, I

home

my

grandfather
had passed away. I went home to Portland. Oregon, for the funeral, to spend
some time with my family. I was gone
for a week, and during that time Barry
got a call from

me

called

at

that

home, sometimes two and

three times a day.
of those phone calls
detected a difference in him. He
pleasant and very considerate over

was during one

It

that

I

was
our

loss

and

yet, inside

me,

I

knew some-

to tell

knew

that Barry and

I were too close
by something that
if I had an unseen
couldn’t put my finger on what

for me to be deceived
didn’t exist. It was as

enemy. I
was wrong.

When I got back to Los Angeles it didn’t
take but a few seconds after I saw Barry
to know that I had been right, there was

We

a change in his attitude, a difference.
talked about a lot of things and we left
a lot unsaid. But I was afraid that it was
over.
Two days after I came back from Portland, my sister got married.
Barry was
the best man and I was her maid of honor.
She was radiant with happiness, but, as
I stood at the altar with her, my eyes met
Barry’s. I was glad that it was customary
to cry at

weddings.
Just before the
ceremony, he had finally put it into words.
.

.

.

“Judi,” he’d said, “it’s over. You know
and I know it, so let’s not talk about it.
But there is one thing I want to do. Maybe it’s crazy, but I want to do it. One
last thing to bring us full circle.
Judi
let’s go to the beach
again, and let’s
pretend that nothing’s happened. Let’s
.’’
pretend.
And so we had come to Paradise
Beach, to our beach. We sat in the rowboat that was never going anywhere. We
held hands, and we looked at the sea.
But I couldn’t laugh. I couldn’t even
it
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Barry

said,

almost

red in the face from swinging me around.
Suddenly, I laughed. Everything he did,
he did with such intense concentration, as
if it were a matter of life or death.
I

laughed until he set me down, and I lay
weak with laughter on the sand.
“.
We could carve our names in a
heart again,” I said then, looking around
me, “if you could find a stick. And we
Oh there’s
could build another castle.
.

.

.

a perfect stick!”
One last time,

.

we drew

.

—

the heart and

put our names inside of it. One last time,
we shaped little rooms out of the damp
sand. Then we waited for what had al-

ways happened to happen again. Each
wave came a little closer than the last,
until the big one that, in one sweep, destroyed our castle and erased our names.
They would never be entwined again.
Why? I will never know.
I

JEWELRY

try,”

want to remember you happy.”
So I tried. “You always wanted to be
a dancer,” he said. “Pretend you’re Pavlova,” and he boosted me in the air. “Point
your toe!” he said exasperatedly, getting
fiercely. “I

The sun had

shivered.

was a

chill in the air.

now,” Barry

“I’ll

set,

and there

take you

home

said.

And

that was the last time I saw him.
the ragged edge of hurt is gone. I
don’t sit home alone any more. I go places
and do things. Once in a while, though,
I hear a song or see something that reminds me of when we were together.
Then I ask myself. Was it really love? I
know the answer. Yes, it was love. Then
Well, if it was love, shouldn’t
I think.
that have been enough? And the answer
is:
Sometimes even love is not enough.
For marriage, you need a combination of

Now,

so many other
we had them

wrong.

things. ...
all.

Now

I
I

thought once

know I was
The End

Beat,”

BARRY COE CO-STARS IN TWENTIETH’S “a PRIVATE’S affair”; he will also be seen in
judi
paramount’s “but not for me.”
MEREDITH IS UNDER CONTRACT TO CBS-TV FOR
THEIR NEW SERIES, CALLED “HOTEL DE PAREE.”

MARGARET O’BRIEN
Continued from page 29
the shop, Bob,” she explained seriously to
her fiance. “You know, it’s bad luck for

you
til

me in my wedding dress unHer voice became faint; no matter

to see

.

.

how hard

she tried she could never say
“our wedding day,” without choking up.
Her fiance, a tall, sandy-haired, goodlooking young man, put his arms around
her shoulders and, kissing the tip of her
nose, he looked down at her reassuringly.
“I’ll wait till our wedding day,” he smiled.
“Do you think it will ever come?” she
said eagerly. “Ten days. It’ll never come.”
“Anything worthwhile takes time,” he
answered her softly, for this was their
“I’ll see you tonight,” he
special secret.
promised.
The bridal shop was empty when she
entered, except for a young girl with her
mother, sitting on the sofa. I wonder if
they can tell I’m going to be a bride, she

show it.
Most girls plan their wedding all through
But she had
their growing-up years.
It
was
never done this, she thought.
strange. Except for acting, she had never
had another dream. She’d never had time
thought.

to think

ago

I

wonder

if I

not until a year
she’d started seeing Bob Allen

about love

when

.

.

.

He’d never even asked her to marry
it
would have
scared her to death! They’d just sort of
drifted into it. She had been dating three
or four boys rather steadily, and then,
without a word between Bob and her, she
found herself saying no to the other boys,
and just going with Bob. He was enough,
he was everything.
She heard a door swing open, and the
fitter bustled into the showroom, followed
by his assistant, whose hands were full of
tapes and pins, and a salesgirl holding the
wedding dress as if it were a cloud that
might blow away.
“Magnifique!” the fitter said.
again.

him— he probably knew

He

held up the short full- skirted dress,
spreading out its big cape collar. Made of
Italian cotton faille, it was a Simonetta,
and it was meant to be worn with the high
tight gloves that looked like sleeves, and,
of course, the tulle veil.
It is truly beautiful, she thought, taking
the dress from him and going with the
But then,
salesgirl to the dressing room.
after she had slipped into it and looked
into the mirror, she couldn’t help feeling
Perhaps it
suddenly, unexpectedly, sad.
was seeing the other girl with her mother,
perhaps it was just a feeling that every
girl wants to share this moment with some-

one close to her. But no matter how
hard she tried, she couldn’t help feeling,
I wish Mother could have seen me in my
dress.
I just wish she could have lived
long enough to see

made

for you!” the fitter
when she returned to the showroom.
few minutes and it will be perfect.”

“It
said,

“A

was

it.

just

She smiled; she felt that way, too.
“Will the bridesmaids be here this morning also?” he asked.
She shook her head. “No, they’re coming this afternoon,” she told him, thinking
how lovely Anna Maria Alberghetti and
Bob’s teenage sister, Jean, would look in
their champagne-colored gowns. But she
smiled Maggie, her cousin, would be the
proudest one of all. Ten years old and
maid of honor! How happy she had been
when she’d asked her.
Handing the fitter the very last pin, the
woman assistant stepped back. She shook
her head admiringly. “What a beautiful
bride you will be,” she said.
“Oh and
your engagement ring it goes perfectly
with the gown.”

—

—

—

—

“My fiance designed it,” Margaret said,
touching the ring two pear-shaped diamonds, with baguettes, forming a butterfly
on a platinum band.
Margaret smoothed the skirt of her dress
as she added, “Oh, and we’re going to
Hawaii on our honeymoon.”
“Fine,” the fitter said. Then he looked
“Ah,”
at the hem of the gown critically.
he murmured, “we are done!”
As she stood by the wrapping desk,
watching the salesgirl place the gown in
tissue paper and then close the box over
it, Margaret thought of the hundred-andone things she still had to do when she got
home. She would have to hurry if she
wanted to get them done before Bob came

—

Send

for This

FREE

tonight.

he raced up the stairs to her apartment and unlocked the door. Then
she walked swiftly through the offwhite living room she’d designed herself,
past the panelled den done in rattan and
red, and the green-and-gold papered TV
She was glad
room, to her bedroom.

S

Style Book

Bob liked the way she’d decorated the
apartment, because this was where they
would spend their first year together, while
he finished his course at the Art Center.
Next year they planned to go to New
York, where he’d begin his art career
with some advertising agency and then,
maybe, they’d come back west some day,
and build a house at the beach. Bob would
design the whole thing himself, just as

—

he and his dad had planned their new
house. It will all be along simple beau-

MONEY

on the
SAVE
latest styles in dresses

He

loves simplicity, he loves beauty ... Will he love my
wedding dress?
Taking it out of the whispering tissue
paper, she hung it on the closet door in
Oh, it is beautiful, she
the bedroom.
thought. It’s perfect.
But, once she’d hung it up, she could
think of nothing else to do. She’d thought
she had to hurry home to handle so many
tiful lines,

she thought.

and
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perfect order. It didn’t even need dusting.
The only thing wrong was that it was

there,
straightening the perfume
bottles on the dressing table. Then, with
a sigh, she sat down, feeling more alone
now than she had that day eight months
ago when she was told her mother was

38 to 60,

Tafftjta

last-minute things, but now they seemed
to have evaporated. Everything was sorted
and ready to pack. The apartment was in

empty.
Turning from the gown, she walked
around the bedroom, touching the redfrocked Oriental geisha dolls she’d brought
back from Japan when she’d made a pic-
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Then, shock had dulled her sense of loss.
But now when everything should be so
perfect, when there should be no room
for anything but happiness there was no
one to share it with her here, now.
She felt her eyes begin to fill with tears.
I shouldn’t be crying, she thought.
That’s
not the way it’s supposed to be.
But
Mother should be here with me. For a
full minute, Margaret stared at the large
photograph on the wall without really seeing it. Then, holding back her tears,
she focused her eyes again, and looked at
the little, pigtailed girl she had been, calmly chatting with President Truman. Mother
was so nervous that day, she remembered.
And so proud. She’d have been proud now,
too, Margaret told herself. Mother had
liked Bob from the very beginning.

Kaeus

City S, Mo.|

—

—
—

that time. Bob had been dating
Natalie Wood, and she’d been a blind
date for his best friend. She hadn’t
been able to think of a word to say that
whole first evening, she remembered, and
had been angry with herself when she got
home. But Bob had called her shortly after
t

A

^

that, to

her surprise.
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—

him. Mother?”
And suddenly
she’d blushed.
Sitting down beside her on the dressingtable bench, her mother had pushed back
her bangs. “Yes,” she’d said, “I do like
him. He’s not like the others. He’s levelheaded. He’s a good boy.”
How much she cared for Bob, she was
to learn quite suddenly one day. She’d
dated him constantly and learned to depend upon his sound judgment, his quiet
strength. But it was that day at the beach
that told her everything she wanted to
know, that told her this would be forever.
It had started out like any other day.
A hot sun beat down on the sand, forcing
them to race into the water often, to cool
off. Standing uncertainly at the breaker
line, she’d tried to make up her mind to
dive into the next wave and follow Bob.
Then, feeling suddenly reckless, joyously
But she had not
reckless, she’d dived.
The wave caught
dived deep enough.
her in its angry curling motion and tossed
her over and over again, finally pushing
her up toward the beach. Her arm was
scraped and bleeding, and for a moment
she lay there choking and exhausted. But
the next wave was bearing down upon her,
and she tried frantically to jump up and
run away from it. Then, just as she realized
there would not be time. Bob swooped
down upon her. Picking her up as though
she were a doll, he carried her to safety.
In a way, it was such a little thing. She
had been in no real danger. The wave
would have ducked her again, maybe
roughed her up some more, but that would
have been all. Yet she had been scared.
The sea had looked so huge, so menacing, and Bob, in his act of saving her,
had suddenly seemed a giant god, who
would let nothing more harm her. He
had gotten his first-aid kit from the car
and cleaned off her arm, all the time scolding her for taking chances. Looking up
like

his

seeing

eyes,

— she

M
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concern- and
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knew then

loved him.
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personality hidden somewhere, and I want
to be the first one to see it!”
In a way, his words had proved prophetic.
Although he had gone into the
Army and been stationed in Germany for
two years shortly after that, he had given
her confidence the few times she’d seen
him. While he was away they had written
to each other just friendly notes and
then he had come back.
But he had been different. “I don’t understand it,” she had told her mother, as
she brushed her hair at the dressing table,
“he’s the same, and yet so changed.”
Her mother had set the bedtime glass of
milk down on the table and smiled. “I
think he’s grown up, Margaret,” she’d said.
“Yes. That’s it. He’s a man now. He
talks about the future, what he’s going to
do with his art, things like that. He do

into

w w

V'

sour cream curdled.
Finally, the night
before the dinner, she thought she had it

you

u. S. SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
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“I can’t believe anyone’s that quiet,” he
told her.
“You must have a scintillating

Drug and Cosmetic Countei

other had been so very happy when
they’d told her. And now now she
would never see the ceremony. I
miss her most of all now, Margaret thought.
At times like this a girl needs her mother
most. There are things I need to know,
things I meant to ask. There was never
time enough
Big things and little things too
like
how to make beef Stroganoff ... an elegant-sounding dish that her mother had
said was really easy. She wanted to ask
Bob’s family to dinner, to show them what
a good wife she’d make Bob and she
didn’t know how to cook. She even had
trouble with coffee. It always tasted like
dish water. For several days before Bob’s
folks were to come to dinner, Margaret
experimented with the Stroganoff. Once
she burned the onions. The next time the

—

.

—

.

.

.

—

.

.

The night of the dinner Bob came earlier
than his family. “I’ll help with the hors
d’oeuvres,” he suggested, looking around.
“The the hors d’oeuvres?” What hors
d’oeuvres? she asked herself, but then
she remembered she had a whole box of
crackers and some cream cheese.
She
could top the cheese with olive slices, and
that would be all right.
Then Bob’s sister Nita and her husband
arrived.
They’d double-dated a lot with
them, so that would make tonight easier,

—

Margaret thought. “I’ll set the table, so
that when Mother and Dad and Jean get
here, everything will be ready,” Nita said,
and began laying the rose-patterned china
and the silver out on the snowy table
cloth.

Then the bell rang again. Margaret slid
the flank steak she was slicing into slivers
back into the refrigerator, pulled off her
apron, and went to the door. She smiled
at Mr. and Mrs. Allen and at Bob’s teenaged sister, and admitted she was a little
nervous.
With Nita’s help the Stroganoff, rice
and salad were finally served. But during
the meal, Margaret didn’t say more than
two words. Then, at last dinner was over.
Nita helped her clear the table and stack
the plates in the sink. She was humming
to herself.
How can she hum? Margaret
wondered, feeling even closer to tears.
She carried the serving dish of Stroganoff
over to the disposal and started to empty
it.

“What are you doing?” Nita asked, catching her arm.
“Well, it’s awful. I’m throwing it out,”
she said.

“But it was fine! You just made too
much, that’s all. I think you must have
doubled the recipe or something.”
Margaret shook her head. “No, I tasted
it.
It was awful,” she said.
And then
the story of how she had lived on Stroganoff for the past few days came out.
Nita burst out laughing. “I don’t blame
you for being sick of it,” she said. “After
four nights of it I’d hate
to us and we loved

new

it,

—but

too

it

was

it.”

It was hard to believe.
Had it really
turned out all right? When Bob and his
mother came into the kitchen and seconded
the motion, Margaret finally broke down
and believed it.
The sun was fading from the room now.
Margaret watched the square pattern of
light change to a rectangle that grew
narrower and narrower. Then the light
was gone. Still, she could see the shimmering shape of her gown hanging on the
door. Next week, she thought, I will meet
Bob at the end of the aisle in that dress.
Filled with happiness and excitement,
she stood up and took the dress down,

holding it against her. It is beautiful, she
thought again. But I wish Mother were
here to tell me that. And then she realized
something wonderful. Though there had
not been time for her mother to teach her
to cook, or to advise her on this gown, her
mother had given her something infinitely
more precious. There had been time for
her mother to teach her to wait and then
work for what she wanted, a “secret”
she now shared with Bob. Her mother had,
indeed, given her the “secret” of happiness.
Margaret turned on the lamp. Her wedding dress sprang into sharp focus in the
mirror, and, behind it on the wall, her
mother’s picture smiled. But tears came
once again into Margaret’s eyes. Oh,
Mother, she said, clutching the dress to
her, if only you were here, then everyThe End
thing would be perfect.

—

—

MARGARET WILL SOON BE SEEN WITH SOPHIA
LOREN IN paramount’s “hELLER WITH A GUN.”

“Thanks. And how was the furlough?”
In answer, the soldier just rolled his eyes
heavenwards.
And then he heard a sergeant yell:
“Hurry up, you guys, the film’s about due!”
“Hurry up and wait.” That was another

ELVIS
Continued from page 54

How

SHORTHAND
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as he passed it, made himself look at
the sunlight and shake the mood from
himself, for his father’s sake.
Already on the table, covered with a
white napkin, was a plate of hot biscuits.
He sat down, spreading his napkin on his
knees, and poured some cream in his coffee. Then Grandma Presley, a calico apron
over her cotton house dress, hurried in
from the kitchen with his plate.
She sure knew what he liked and the
way he liked it. The bacon was so crisp
it broke at the slightest touch; the eggs

dow

—

were turned over

slightly,

but bi'own and

frizzled along the edges. In front of his
plate was a dish of strawberry jam and,
just in case he felt hungrier than usual,
a slice of coffee cake.
“What time is it?” he asked, after a
few minutes of concentrated eating.
“Ten to,” his dad said. “You’d better
get going. Say, any of the boys coming
home with you this afternoon?”
“Yeah. Four of ’em, I think. Grandma
knows. Maybe we’ll play a little baseball.
Chew the fat tonight. Things like that.”
“Fine. Guess I’d better pick up a couple
this morning
extra cases of Coke at the
when I go over to Friedberg for the mail.
.”
Boy, if this fan mail gets any heavier
He fixed his father with a stern eye.
"Now drive carefully, you hear?”

PX

.

.

His father nodded, not speaking. The
accident was still fresh in both their minds.
So fresh that instead of talking about it,
they looked for ways to avoid the subject.
Checking his pockets as he rose, he
pulled out his car keys and headed for the
door. “Oh, I almost forgot. I’d better take
the Cadillac, so there’ll be room for the
guys. You mind using the sports car?”

he light blue Cadillac he’d bought sec-ond hand from an American Army
captain ran well and, even at a slow
pace (for him), it reached the camp gate
at exactly seven-fifteen. Good, he thought
to himself, fifteen minutes left till roll call.
A half-hour later, bending over the
grass that looked as if it had been manicured instead of cut, he began gathering
up odd bits of cellophane wrappers,

T

—

matches, stray leaves all part of policing
the area, his regular 7:30 to 8 a.m. chore.
“If it don’t grow, pick it up,” was the

Army’s slogan.
With a mock frown, he

two
“Wish you guys
would be more careful where you toss
called out to

of his friends passing by,

things.”

'

“Look who's

“Who

talking,” they kidded back.
keeps messing up the joint with all

those kids wanting autographs?”
He grinned, but said nothing. The cracks

were good humored, meant in fun, this
he knew. There were no more of those
dead silences and curious stares.
He had a neat pile of crumpled cigarette
packs and candy wrappers when, “Hey,
soldier,” came a yell from a jeep, “get up
off that ground. We gotta check our ’quipment.”
“What’s with this inspection?” one of
his buddies muttered under his breath. “If
I polish my rifle and helmet one more time,

they’re gonna dissolve!”
Elvis had to agree, he thought. He’d already scrubbed and repaired his jeep until
it purred like his Caddy. And his belt and
helmet and rifle, too. Well, like everybody
said, that was the Army!
“Hi, El,” a soldier greeted him, pounding
his back so enthusiastically he dropped the
rifle he was cleaning. “Just got back from
a furlough and I heard you made corporal.
Say, that’s great!”

Army

slogan.

After they’d marched, single-file, into
the auditorium, they sat for fifteen minutes
before the title came on. But when it did,
Elvis sat up straight.
This two-hour film was like no other
he’d ever seen. No cowboys galloped off
in all directions. No pretty girls smiled

in

SHORTHAND

No Symbols

into young men’s arms. It
like the standard Army films
he’d seen. It was a lesson in how to keep
alive at the front, how to disguise, camouflage, yourself and your weapons for night
patrol.
He watched a jeep roll by, covered with
leaves and branches, painted olive drab
and yellow and brown to blend with the
surroundings. Not far down the road a

and melted
wasn’t even

land mine was buried.
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— No Machines

By Barbara Thomas

Oak

then he hit, For an
instant, the jeep simply stopped dead in
The
its tracks; then came the explosion.
whole sky was alight with it. Bouncing
high in the air, the jeep turned over and
burst into flames as a soldier crawled out
of the wreckage.
And Elvis bent his head, covering his
eyes with both hands. He couldn’t look.
The scene had brought death starkly home
to him, with all its ugliness, all its emptiness. It took him back to that night not
long ago when he’d thought his father
had been killed.
closer ... closer

Learned

I

any other evening.
Bobby West and Lamar Fike, the
off like

buddies he’d brought over fi'om the
States to keep him company, he’d polished
off one of his grandmother’s delicious
meals. His dad. feeling restless, had said
he thought he’d take a drive around the
countryside.
Grandma and the boys were all sitting
around in the cheerful living room and,
getting out the guitar his father had given

j
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him on Christmas, he began strumming it
and singing a few songs. Then the boys
switched to records, and somebody said
how about a little refreshment. He got up
to check the pantry, since Grandma had
gone to bed, and thought of home of
how Mom used to do this, and how things
could never really be the same without

—

her.

Did anyone, he wondered, remember
him back there? He wondered it the kids
still wanted to hear him.
Colonel Parker
said they did. He'd gotten a letter just
that day. “You’re already signed up for
a dozen movies; for T'V, too,” he’d written.
But he felt he had to see, to know for
himself. Not until his discharge would he
really know the answer.
“March 24, 1960,” he said aloud, “it sure
seems a long time. It seems a hundred
years away.” He laughed suddenly to
himself and, pushing his way through the
dining-room door, yelled, “Come and get

Coffee and doughnuts.”
Then the phone rang. Funny, it sounded
different loud and almost frightening in
the quiet night in sharp contrast to the
records they’d been spinning.
One of the boys moved toward the

!
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!
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phone, but something made him shake his
head and say, “No, I’ll take it.” With so
many strangers aware of his telephone
number, he usually let someone else take
charge of the doorbell and the phone,
but this time he picked up the receiver.
“Hello?” he said into the mouthpiece.
“Mr. Elvis Presley?” someone asked.
“This is the Bureau of Police.” The voice
was gutteral, heavily accented. Elvis
struggled to hear him, to understand what
he was saying.
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“On the Autobahn ... an accident
car overturned
Vernon Presley
Gripping the old-fashioned telephone so
tightly he could feel his hand beginning
to perspire, he shouted into the instrument.
“Tell me,” he asked, “tell me
From far down in his chest he could
feel a scream beginning to well up, fighting to rise to the surface, to take over.
.
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father’s been in an accident.
Dad, he thought. Dad
and he strug-
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something together, something warm and
and almost almost like what he had
known with his mother.
And now, was this being taken away
from him, too? To lose both father and
mother in one short year
his whole
body felt drained, numb with shock.
Then, as if from a great distance, he
heard the gutteral voice again; “Herr
Presley? Herr Presley, are you there?”
He heard the officer jiggling the phone.
Forming the words with great effort, he
answered: “Yes. I am here.”
“Herr Presley what I meant to tell
you, what I have been trying to say
your father, sir, he is all right. Shaken
up. But all right.” And then the voice
added, “Could you come and get him? The
car, it is not so lucky. A total wreck. I’m
.”
afraid. How he escaped alive
Elvis made no comment as he took
down the address and dropped the receiver back on the hook. Finally, turning
to the others, he whispered, “He’s alive.”
They looked at him without underrich
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gled for control. The room seemed to fade
before him ... a mixture of antiques and
modern furniture, the soft, thick rug. The
guitars and tape recorder and record
player. The piano
when his eyes
rested on the piano, the room stopped
spinning. Time stopped. On the piano sat
the one photograph in the room, a photograph of his mother before her illness.
Not quite a year ago.
had been
taken from him. Suddenly there was no
one to listen, to advise him about the million big and little things that made up his
life.
And so, slowly, falteringly, he had
turned to his father, as his father had
turned to him. They had begun building
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“Dad,” he said, nearly collapsing. Then
he forced himself erect again, reaching
with effort into his pocket for the car-keys.
Stiffly, like a sleepwalker, he moved out
of the door to bring his father home.
New
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he became aware of the
camera grinding behind him, of the
darkened room, the old and flickering
before him. His dad had not suffered

radually

film

a scratch. Like the soldier climbing out of
the burning wreckage of the jeep, he had

He had

lived.

The

lived.
on.

Even with his eyes
he could see the pattern of light
and dark, the changing of scenes. It still
seemed strange to sit in a movie with a
bunch of guys without a girl. What, he
wondered, will the girl I hope to find one
day and marry what will she look like?
It didn’t really seem to matter any more
how she looked, the way it used to.
film

went

closed,

—
—

Whether she was a blonde, brunette or a
redhead didn’t matter, as long as she was
truly feminine. And she’s got to be real.
Not a sophisticated girl pretending to be
something she isn’t. That’s not what I

want.
Will I ever find her? he wondered. Will
ever find the kind of girl I want? Opening his eyes, he saw “The End” flash by

I

as lights

He
know her
himself. I’ll know

came on

sharply, blindingly.

blinked and tried to smile.

when
her

I

if

see her, he told
she’s two blocks

After

smiled.

the

all,

I’ll

away. Then he

Army

says

twenty -twenty!
Patiently, he joined the slow

line

one

the

Grandma’s

of

pick-up

Saturday

lunches. The chow in the mess hall wasn’t
bad, but he knew he was lucky not to
have to eat it three times a day, lucky to
be able to eat breakfast and dinner at

home.

When he got to the Caddy, Red was
already there, his gangly length leaning
against the front bumper. “Exercise, that’s
what I need, man,” he said. “Those pushups barely warm me up!”
Smiling, Elvis waved to three more GI’s
approaching on the double. “Hey, everybody made it,” he said. “Let’s get this
show on the road. I’m as hungry as a
bear on the first day of spring!”
The house was quiet in the summer
afternoon, its dark-red shutters on the
second and third floors closed against the
heat. The ones on the first floor were
closed, too, but they were seldom open
anyway. They were too much of a temptation to curious strangers who strolled by
from time to time. He spotted the white
sports car, its black leather upholstery
gleaming, standing in the driveway just
inside the gates. Dad’s home, he thought,
as he parked the sedan at the curb and
led his guests up to the side door. Although there was a front entrance, nobody
except strangers ever used it.
“Stow your gear upstairs,” he said. “You
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can put it ni my room, and we’ll sort it
out later.”
The four bedrooms in the house were
all occupied. He had one to himself, and
Dad and Grandma each had a room. The
fourth was shared by Lamar and Bobby.
But the fact that they had no guest rooms
didn’t bother anybody. Whenever he had

briefly,

“Better let the boys go first,” his father
suggested quietly.
He turned back to his guitar while the
four soldiers trotted outside into the
street, where they began a leisurely game.
Bobby followed them out and looked
carefully around. Traffic was lighter than
usual for a Saturday afternoon. A few
people strolled by, but that was all.
“Okay, El, the coast looks clear.”
Elvis propped his guitar against the
wall, ambled out the door and into the
street. He had only caught the ball once,
when several small boys appeared from
nowhere, armed with the usual pencils.
Tossing the ball to Red, Elvis obligingly
signed his name. But the strollers were increasing, too, from two or three to what
was rapidly becoming a crowd. “Elvis,”
they called. “Hello, Elvis!”
Smiling, he waved briefly, then disappeared into the house again.
For a few minutes, the others continued
to throw the ball back and forth. Then,
as the crowd thinned out and the street
began to look normal once again, the boys
followed him inside.
“It’s a shame,” Red said. “You can’t
even have a little ball game.”
“Nothing to get shook up about,” he
grinned and, picking up his guitar again,
sank down into a chair. “There’re so
I’ve
many good things in my life
learned a lot about them this past year,”
he said, and, as his eyes moved from the
photograph of his mother, coming to rest
on Dad, he added: “And they’re more imThe End
portant than a ball game.”

through the shutters.

PARAMOUNT HAS REISSUED “lOVING YOU” AND
“king creole” so you can see them again,
AND RCA victor’s THE KING’s RECORD LABEL.

guests, he always knew that somehow
they’d find a place for everybody to sleep.
And if there were lines in front of the
two bathrooms in the mornings, he didn’t

mind that, either. He knew how much his
GI pals, lonely and far from home, appreciated just being in a I’eal house, with a
family and home cooking. They weren’t
looking for luxury, and hospitality to him

and Dad

— and

Mom — had

to

never been

a matter of the size of their house or the

number

W

of its rooms.

hen

he’d changed into slacks, a
bright red shirt and a snappy blue
jacket, he headed for the kitchen.
Sandwich makings were already on the
table, along with a big pitcher of milk
and a pot of coffee. The refrigerator
bulged with ice cream and soft drinks.
Helping himself to bread and ham, he
added a thick covering of sauerkraut. He
topped off the sandwich with a huge bowl
of ice cream, dripping with hot-chocolate
sauce, and then, sighing contentedly, he
went into the living room.
“Come on, El,” Red urged, “give us a
song.”

He picked up

his guitar, strumming it
and then started to put it down
again. “Aw, come on,” he said. “It’s too
nice a day to stay inside. Let’s go out and
toss a baseball around a little.” He peered

“Nobody around.”

DICK CLARK
Continued from page 67
through the living room, along with the
ones from the local American Legion and
V.F.W. posts, but I’d still have to make
that call.

my

Maybe one

of the reasons for
slight
(?) case of jitters was that I didn’t know
if the girl I’d decided to call would even
recognize the name Dick Clark. I’d sat near
her in class for all of two months, and
even though we’d smiled and said hello

every day, I was
she might crush

still

me

shy enough to think
with a “Dick who?

you must have the wrong number.”
she seemed to have a friendly personality, and I somehow felt she’d be an
ideal companion for one scared fellow on
Sorry,

Still,

.

.

.

My mother interrupted here. “It’s very
easy for your father,” she told me. “He
just has a way of reading faces. And, son,
it’s written all over yours.”
It was quite a night for me, and I guess
I turned and tossed in bed for at least an
hour, running through the details again,
that’s why the making of my
date is still so vivid in my mind. The
rest of the event’s kind of hazy, although
I do remember I enjoyed the date better
than the play.

and maybe
first

my own

thought

I

Eddy.

was

I

was just about
heard from Duane
him about some of

ordeal

the greatest until

I

telling

the things I’d dragged up in my souvenir
searching, and it started him off about his
first date in Arizona. Duane was born up

Corning, New York, and when he
reached his teens the family moved out to
Arizona. It was the start of a new life for
in

his first date.

Duane, and new friends, of course, went

Sure enough, when she answered the
phone she sounded just as pleasant as I’d
imagined (hoped and prayed, too) she
would be. Just my luck, I thought as we
began talking, she’s probably got a date.
No, she hadn’t, and of course she’d like
to see the show. She loved shows, and it
should be fun to see the people we knew
in school parading around as other people
on the stage. While the perspiration formed
under my collar (it was November), we
talked on and on about nothing
absolutely nothing. But the date was made, and
you can’t know how great I felt. I’d broken
the ice
without any help. A push?
Sure, but in the end I’d done it myself.
This was the first
the toughest
and

with

look how easy it was, I told myself as I
put the receiver back on the hook.
When I went back to join the family I
was almost strutting like a peacock. Dad
was still grinning. “I’ll bet you’ve got a
date for the show,” he said.
“Sure,” I replied, “how’d you know?”

could help.
“Well,” Duane continued, “I hadn’t been
playing too long, but anything I could do
to help was fine by me. Then they threw
me off balance with ‘Get yourself a date
and come along.’ ” Since Duane had been
so busy just trying to learn where the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

easy to

new crowd

move

of fellows

right in with

and

a

and take
with your old

girls,

where you left off
gang. “They all seemed real
up

right

Duane

way
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had its happy moments,
and one of them came soon after the Eddy
family had settled down. “A group of the
fellows at school were going to hold a
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and soda shops were, he
hadn’t quite had the time to get a rundown on the local belles. He sure had to do
some quick research and, practical guy
that he is, he soon found out that one of
the fellows in the crowd had a sister, and
the sister hadn’t been invited to the cookout
yet. Duane decided his best approach would be through the brother. “I
figured I’d better get his O.K. first, because, you know, some guys don’t like to
have their sisters and brothers on the same
parties with them. Guess they figure the
family spoils the fun.”
The new friend gave his O.K. as long as
Duane would do the asking himself. Since
Duane barely knew the sister by sight, he
had to figure out a way to get to know her
better before inviting her.
“Well, most girls are interested in popular music,” Duane continued, “so I got the
sheet music of some of the top songs and
headed for my buddy’s house ... to see
his sister. I knew he wasn’t in, but I hoped
she might be there. I knocked on the
door, guitar in hand, and she answered it.
No, her brother wasn’t home, but if I
cared to wait for him, I could sit in the
glider on the porch.
“So, pretending to be real casual about
the whole thing, I sat down and began
strumming the guitar and playing some
of the songs I knew best. Then I started
to pick out the melody of the newest one.
Well, she’d gone back in the house right
away, but pretty soon the door opened and
she came out to listen.”
After a bit, Duane told me, the object of
his intentions remarked about his being
new around town. Duane agreed. She
allowed as how she liked the guitar. Duane
said he loved to play it. She thought it was
real fun to sit outside and sing and play
all the old favorites. Duane spotted the
opening and shot in fast. “Why, that’s what
I’m practicing for,” he told her. “We’re
having a cookout and afterwards we’ll all
sit around the fire and sing.”
Duane knew he was on the right track
the way her interest quickened, but he
didn’t want to move too fast. They chatted
away for a few minutes, and then he heard
the words he’d been waiting for, “I’d love
to go to something like that,” she said.
“Well, gee, why not come along with
me?” Duane said, as if the idea had just
come to him. And before he could even
strum another note, his offer was accepted.
“I was so keyed up,” Duane recalled, “I
don’t think I hit a right note for the rest
of the day. When her brother came home,
he sat down with us for a few minutes
while I tried to play. He soon got up and
went inside, muttering that he didn’t see
why I wasted my time with a guitar, maybe
I should try the piano!”
school, church,

.
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ost of our early dates are
in our own crowds. Paul

Anka’s first
an exception. This talented
singer-composer met “her” exactly where
you’d expect him to in a music shop.
One day after school, he was rifling
through records in an Ottawa, Canada
store, when he noticed a Perry Como
album he’d been wanting for a long time.
It seems that a young girl had her eyes
on that album, too, and it was the only
one left.
Rather than hurt her feelings, Paul politely told the clerk he would wait for a
new shipment. As he was leaving, the girl
smiled and thanked him, telling him the
album was a birthday present for her
older sister. Paul began chatting with her
about records, and he soon found out her
tastes were very similar to his. She also
happened to live in the same direction he
did, so as they walked home together he
told her all about his ambitions to become
a singer and learn to write his own songs.
“The nicest thing I can remember,” Paul
date

is

—
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made with-

related, “is that she didn’t laugh at me. She
told me she thought it was wonderful, that

should keep working hard and that I
could be successful. We were just in our
early teens, but I was very impressed
with her sincerity. I was glad I had let
her have the album.”
On the way home, Paul remembered
that a friend of his was having an end-ofschool party during the coming weekend.
He asked a few questions that let him
know his new friend didn’t have anything
planned for the weekend, and then began

I

to set the groundwork for
He told her about his pals,

an invitation.
and how, they
all liked music and records, and he could
tell she was just as interested. Then he
told her, “I think you would like my
friends. I’d love to have you meet them.”
She stepped into the velvet trap by replying that she, too, would like to meet
them. “How about Saturday night?” Paul
asked breathlessly. “We’re having a little
party with records and dancing.” She gave
him a smile that told him she’d like to.
There was a hitch, though.
Wouldn’t he like to come in and see
her record collection? She knew her
mother would like to meet him. What’s a
fellow to do? “So I went in and met the
family,” Paul said, “and when she told her
mother I’d invited her out Saturday night,
I knew I was being given the once over.”
When he knocked at the door the night
of the date, he was relieved to find himself
being greeted as if he were an old friend.

By that time Paul felt he really was, because he had passed two tough tests in
one day
the date and the family.
.

.

.

he family also entered into the first date
of Dion (of Dion and the Belmonts). In
York City, Dion tells me, it’s kind
of difficult to do anything without someone
finding out about it. He found that out on

TNew

Some of the fellows were
standing around one summer evening and,
as fellows do, they started wondering
about what they were going to do on the
weekend. Well, if you saw Ernest Borgnine in “Marty,” you get the idea: “What
are you going to do, Marty?” I don’t know,
what are you going to do? “I don’t know,
let’s do something.” What?
Well, after the “What?” there’s usually
a long silence. One warm evening Dion decided to break it by getting himself a date
for the movies. “What, are you nuts?”
and similar questions stirred the air on
his first date.

Belmont Avenue.
“Nope,” Dion assured his buddies, “I’m
getting a date.” Hours later, at home, he
began to think maybe he was off with the
heat. Who would he date? The next morning at breakfast, the family noted that he
wasn’t singing and playing around as usual.
He felt it himself. It was almost as if he’d
taken a dare. Dion hadn’t had a date before, and now he’d put his word on the
line in front of the fellows. He had to go

through with
giving

him

it

the

eligible girls in

if

he didn’t want them

razzmatazz.

New York

is

The

list of
pretty long,

knew this one had to be
special, since all the fellows

but Dion

body

be watching.
This is where the family comes

Mom

Pop

— and

somewould

in.

You

sometimes
brother and sister can be pretty good
critics. Dion realized this, so he just began to drop the names of various girls he
knew, just to hear the response. It started
on Wednesday, so time was short, and
Dion says it must have sounded as if he
were rattling off the names of train stations, he was going so fast. Something was
wrong with each name he mentioned. He
started to worry and was afraid he’d have
to go along with someone the gang could
really needle him about. “I guess I saved
one name till near the end, though,” Dion
recalls. “She was the girl I think I must

know.

and

—

I

I

have had in mind when I mentioned a
date in the first place. I was afraid to mention her name because I was scared some'

,

'

1

t

I

i

i

I

I

one would criticize her. I didn’t want
anyone to find anything wrong with her,
because to me everything about her was

when I couldn’t stand the
suspense any longer, I said I had met,
let’s call her Mary, at the store that day.
For the first time no one came out with
anything critical. The family liked her. I
knew the guys must have, too, and I knew
I sure wanted to take her out.”
Romance has a strange way of working
out, for on the way to the swimming pool
the next day, Dion found himself strolling
along with his intended first date. She
certainly was innocent of any suspicion
that the fellow with her desperately hoped
she would be at his side Saturday night.
Later that afternoon, spotting a moment
when she was sunning herself at the side
of the pool, Dion sat down and joined her.
“Now’s the time,” he told himself, and before he knew it the question was out.
“Would you like to go to the movies with
me Saturday night?” The answer: Yes.
When Dion went back to the crowd, the
fellows were still debating plans for the
weekend. “Include me out, fellows,” Dion
told them, “I’m taking Mary to the movies.”
“You’ve got a date?” was the astounded
perfect. Finally,

reply, in chorus.
“I sure have,” Dion told them. “In fact, I
might have a date lots of Satui’day nights
from now on.” And he did. But the first
one was the most fun to make.

j

a long stretch of road between Louisiana and New York, but James Reed
Clanton has traveled it by train, plane
and car. But the first time he made a date,
he wasn’t much of a traveler.
“My first date was hectic, because it was
almost a blind one,” Jimmy told me. “One
of my buddies and I had met these two
girls at a high-school football game, and
we thought they were very nice. So nice,
t’s

I

I

i

we wanted

in fact, that

to see

them

again.

We

asked them if we could walk them
home, and after some cakes and sodas we
dropped them at a real nice house not too
far from our own neighborhood.
“A couple of weeks later,” Jimmy continued, “we met them again at a com-

munity dance. They were terrific dancers,
and we really had a lot of fun. Time came
to go home again, and we walked them to
the same house again. Things were really
going swell, we thought. About a week
later, my buddy called me and told me he
had a date with this one girl, and he suggested that I take out the other one. Sure,
I thought, we’ll have another good time.”
Then Jimmy had another thought. “How
could I get in touch with her? I’d forgotten
how to spell her last name, so I figured I
might as well stop by the house and ask
her in person. When I rang the bell, her
girlfriend came out. She knew why I was
there, but did she have a surprise for me.
Her girlfriend was all set for the date, she
told me, but this wasn’t her house. She
lived out of town, about fifteen miles away!
All I had to do was pick her up at eight
o’clock Friday night.”
The only trouble was, Jimmy didn’t have
a car. What problems fellows can have. He

PHOTOGRAPHERS' CREDITS
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was desperate. Here he was

in on a date
he really hadn’t formally made, and he had
to go through with it or his name would
be mud. Buses to the other town ran about
once every two hours, there weren’t any
trains, and certainly no helicopters. Things
really looked dim.
Then his buddy came up with a solution: “Why not have my girl invite her
friend over for the weekend?” The idea
was passed along, accepted, and waiting
at the bus station late Friday afternoon
was one Jimmy Clanton, anxious as ever
to help a young lady with her suitcases.
“She was wonderful about it,” Jimmy
now recalls. “There I was, worrying myself to death about how I was going to
meet her, and what do you know? She
saved my life by coming to meet me. We
had a week-end date, and I got a ride home
for her on Sunday and went along to meet
her folks. It was one of the longest and

best

— dates

—

I’ve ever had.”
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told

he’d been that someone
else might have asked her first, she was
flattered. And when he told her he’d been
getting a busy signal all night, she laughed.
He couldn’t understand why it was so
funny until she told him her father had
just finished sending her little brother to
bed for being bad. Jimmy wanted to know
what he’d done. “Oh,” she explained, “he
thinks it’s funny to take the telephone off
the cradle, and he did it again tonight. We
just can’t break him of that habit!”
Say, I’ve been rattling off here just from
one small card in the souvenir box. Guess
Bobbie will have to figure out another
way to get rid of those valuables. Or
maybe I’ll just haul the box over to my
little corner at the Photoplay office!
Your
letters have already started bulging out
of that file cabinet they gave me for my
very own, so maybe this is a good time to
ask ’em for a second one.

See you next month.

& Winter
Catolog

Foil

.

savings and all guaranteed.
Your money back if you are

I

cold January night, Jimmy was anxious to set up a date for a school dance. He
just couldn’t seem to get near the phone
at home. Someone was either calling in or
calling out. Jimmy hadn’t been too sure
he’d be able to go to the dance, so he’d put
off getting a date. All the other fellows
must have latched on to all the local
lovelies by this time, he thought. But after
classes that afternoon, a girl he knew had
remarked that a certain brunette he admired hadn’t been signed up yet. “That’s
my chance,” Jimmy thought, and dashed
home for the phone. Busy signal. Dinner.
Phone: busy signal. Then the Darren phone
started to get tied up. Jimmy couldn’t
understand how anybody could be so
long-winded. He rushed next door. Phone:
busy. Man, how long can a guy stand this?
Finally, when he figured that every dateless guy in the class must have been talking to his intended, Jimmy heard that
most wonderful of all sounds, the ring on
the other end of the line. Her father answered and then called Jimmy’s hopedfor date to the phone. Almost as soon as
his name was out, he blurted forth the
reason for the call. “Why, I’d be delighted
to go” is still a phrase that’s music to

One

ears.

,
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Philadelphia friend, Jimmy Darwasn’t transportation that caused
his first date to linger in his mind. It was
the telephone and that old demon, the
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sparkle to

all

your

dinners.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES—
OR MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
1

I

Bartholomew Homsc, Inc., Dept. PH-959
205 East 42 St., New York 17, N. Y.
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Send

me

a

copy

of

h'AMILY-FAVORITE

MEAT COOK BOOK.

paperbound,

enclose
$2.50 hardbound.
I
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(please print)
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CITY

STATE

$1.00

model

Dick Kallman, the very

is

pop

of a

you

be,

singer, who’s

supposed

to

be taking music lessons from elderly Hugo
in the darndest tene-

sneaks about tbe balls snooping into every-

body

family

else’s business.

fill

that

flash

first

girl

I

j
I

20th; CINEMA-SCOPE,
de luxe color

_

,
Holiday
for Lovers
,

V'v''/

Why

book

not

fare, fun-filled tour

Lynley and
romantic

your.self

and watch

on

this low-

sisters Carol

John get their men in
America? Parents .lane

St.

.lill

Latin

and Clifton

Webb

think

they're

ity

gap. Scenes

on the screen

naval hero.

Two

Pavan as a

and Erin O’Brien

as an impatient Virginian. But his true love

in the paperbotind
edition and only

today

looks like a beauty queen,

still

Carol, but they reckon without the ingenu-

shore loves has he; Marisa

Only $1.00

is

and

“Miss

neglected

much

now moviemen with
make a laudable, if un-

Stack as America’s

is

book

clothes

former

American

of the

with a star-jammed cast headed by Robert

bargain at the meat counter and then
find a new and interesting way to
serve it

exciting

a

doing a good job ebaperoning wide-eyed

Hollywood, but

successful. effort

Here

of

—dowdy

Morris,

WARNERS; TECUMrama, technicolor

friends.

price

Universe,”

Wyman
rltltl

from your schoolbook

I

family

his best madcaji tradition.

Revolution has been pretty

The

— Carol

.Satchmo. but contemporary musicians such

Don't you be satisfied with old-fashioned methods of preparing beef,
lamb, pork and veal. Today’s new
that

de-beautifiers

bifocals

ment house you ever saw, where something’s always going on. and everybody

add vayour meat

dishes

wood

Haas, Carl’s neighbor

-

taste-tantalizing

little

actress Barbara Bel Geddes)

John

amaze your family and

naive

curiously

this

his daughter

dishes.

of

in

movie. Even under those standard Holly-

Opposite her

Danny Kaye

film. Listen to the heart-

to

to all

youngsters

im

a couple of apjiealing

his

who

there is no need to serve your
family the same old humdrum dinners
night after night. Now there are new

riety

Be Loved

to

Keep an eye on

probably won’t believe a word she says.

and watches
grow into a charming teenager (Tuesday Weld, with him below left)

Now

to prepare meat.

V

off-

as

and better ways

Born

family

on his hot cornet, and now he does an

beat, too, as

ADD EXCITEMENT
AND GLAMOR
TO ALL YOUR DINNERS

Franklin,

and thougb she’s sweet as can

touching story on

on cooking, Demetria Taylor

Ben

Nichols has jilayed just about everything

screen recap while

Edited by an authority

—

as

donald Carey as Patrick Henry.

the background. Alain

in

has long hair and lashes and

Coburn

Charles

spot

Bette Davis as Catherine the Great, Mac-

the fighting ship he steers through

some

Army,

of the U. S.

Sgt.

Dad,

Carol

)

And

.

ing about whether

wby

tell

the

person of

we’re

Mom.
worry-

seriously involved

plot,

so

)

.

.

.

long as Nico

Minardos. “a Brazilian beatnik,” accordis mixed up in it.
(Nico
was once married to Debbie Power.
While you need more than a couple of

ing to Clifton,

dates to

make

a

of the

most spectacular sea battles ever

sure you’ll take to

filmed.

Among many

fairy tales.

familiar faces, you’ll

while

Jill’s

the

right with

man” (Paul Henreid

with “an older
but

in

Gary Crosby (below

double wedding, we’re
it

all

as a kid takes to

family

remembering how she charmed us

Sadness Hits: The

entire town,

on her

was saddened by the death

visits

here,

heimer, whose husband

is

For Your Information:

my

and

crutches

I’ll

be

off

‘"Tony,”

in just

cut in from

heard

.lanet giggle here,

But when

Saw Jerry Lewis

it

a

"

— the

comes

to

my

A

I

overheard a Iriend

It

Ineatli

.say to

and

liedd

Paramount

Debliio Reynolds

as hecominfily a

liair

1011

woman, considering

the

.

These come-as-you-woke-up heatnik parties are the
rage in Hollywood. But after the party,

among

fad

lipstick

young

girls.

pink outline on her

laint

Dee’s combination
and the other
I

.

.

that.

‘Tbe

after

I

my TV

begin

Fly,’

awful,” he moaned.

and

tell

is

my

Al which

Mineo, whom

I

suspiciously like

it

to

shortened

a

Why

middle name.”

it

“My

I

is

it’d

plained.

“Now,

I

investigated a

woes

will

Kim Novak

con-

men.” But

curi-

Riebard
hi

Quine,

own-head.
its

.

One

a

is
1

.

.

he

fingers over the

Damone — Pier
false

Angeli
move and

re-

the

shatter to bits.

I

ford’s new' album. "

.

.

my

“But
said.

.

think

.

Darin

hin

Man

.

.

has the greatest beat, best

the

young singers

type

his

of

Bobby and Fabian
aie battling for roles in "fhe Most
movie
the
Courageous Game,”
Dick Clark is producing this summer. Their reason? The big boost

Sal

today.

as a

.Sal

I

timing and sense of rhythm of any
of

having name

chose

f he

—

name is .Salvatore Mineo,
one day when I W'as about eleven and
real

Both

Dick gave both

Crosby

of

’em.

.

.

.

boys, hitting the road

and

the public’s fancy with tbeir night-

crowd of teenage girls on the corner of
I found they were clustered around

club act, have nicknamed Lindsay,

.

.

.

the youngest

Edd Byrnes,

in

signing bits of paper and every once in a

while, at the request of one of the girls,

usually

doesn’t

more, but Edd, of course,

is

combing

his hair.

even notice movie stars

Kookie.

any-

“Don’t worry,” Tony said. But
till

I

I

did

—

saw him hobbling about with Janet.

a

J he

When

wish I’d stuck with Salvatore.”

Wilshire and Beverly,

This town

wondering

Swings”? It's great just like the
news that Pete’s becoming an
American citizen alter all these
For my money, Bobby
years.

“it

not write

called?

another bongo drum,

Roberto

to

of us

Snappers: How about Peter Law-

spotted cairying a package that looked
still

.

love dark

dream could

“Personally, I’m holding out for

real

.

director

union.

be too long for a theater marquee,” he ex-

decided

I

”
I

Ara Hedison, which

name you want him

name,” be told me.
I

change

series, ‘Five Fingers.’

trouble too. “I’m beginning to be sorry

but

to

said,

Al Hedison’s a famous name,”

“Tliey want to change

David, which

“No,” Al

wants

Small

one frosted

lipsticks,

asked.

that the .studio

just

It’s

name before

I

.

medium
Vie

America on Wilshire Boule-

of

go-cart.
a

Sandra

like

I

end.

town’s crossing

A1 Hedison looked forlorn when

“Overdrawn, chum?”

isn’t

is

.

Bank

ran into him at the

vard.

Although

two pale pink

of

plain.

lips.

.

latest

Talbot, for instance, w'ould he twice as lovely with even

wed

all

Bergman’s

Ingrid

fided. “I

Susan

si)ooky.

It’s

I

.

ously enough, Kim’s favorite date,

agin the no-

Ftii

legally

is still

if

the idea. Then, with her typical
.

.

.

.

evi-r

at

.

in a golf

lot

Rossellini has

" time ago.

honesty, she replied, “I think you have a point there.”

off.

see Jerry, I’m surprised at what

I

.

at a

might have helped.” For a long minute, Dehhie stared

— hands

really handsome man he is. Rut the way he seems to grow more and
The Italian court s ruling that
more nervous has his ])als worried.

wlieii

it

I

1

... Frankie Ava-

dressing-room and the set of ‘Visit to

recent Beatnik party: “I wish yon had dressed as

-

smartly and worn your
I

my

cauglit

I

I’m sure

’

i

luggage and even share his

touching his guitar

she

round Town:

—
called

Achilles tendon.

Each time

Planet,’” he explained.

I

”

It’s

his coat, tote his

riding around the

“Saves time between

Guess part of a beatnik party is saying whatever s on you!
mind. But when a friend spoke out frankly to Dehhie-—Wow!

Tony Curtis answered
We’re going ahead with the shooting
few weeks.” “He broke a tendon,
nothing,

the upstairs extension.

lon says you can borrow'
wallet.

said, practically shouting into the

I

it’s

foot on the set.

.lanet

all

Man-

B.

the publisher of Photoplay.

phone, "what happened?” "Oh,
calmly. “I hurt

Ruth

of

and the only brunette

the quartet, ‘‘Old Mysterious.”

.Seems

Lindsay

likes

to

keep

his

comings and goings

to himself. In-

cluding dates with

Sandra Dec?

P

9.1

Kirk Douglas and Anne came

Share party as cowpokes.

to the

—

TV

Jottings: It really hafipened honest! A Los Angeles judge
warned a brash defendant: ‘’Remember, young man, this is not a
Perry Mason courtroom. Sometimes, our district attorney wins a case.”

Raymond Burr
judge home

that

chefs.

.

Now

.

.

started

roared when

while

is

hairpy to have

Henry Fonda and Afdera

hack.

And

"daid” by a gunman next season.

Your

t avorites

alioiM that since
to

some

you

in

the

of

:

Movie fans are

tlie

I'm surer

loyalest.

Queen

people you've missed seeing on the screen.

on where they are and what they're up

let's

to,

To

begin

do on

chot

at tbeir

Tone

left

a

big ranch out

wealthy family

in tlie valley.

Niagara

in

.

.

TV

One

Eric Fleming told

me

liit

Big

jaw.

—

.

.

.

so

the

jokesters

say,

owns

Beverly

Hills.

beauty,

Corinne

a

great

does

own

.Still

valuable property in the com-

and

munity

campaigner

is

for a

an

.

enne ever

.

tlie

to

prominent actors as
//

Stewart,

Bob Cumniings and Mary had

their

way, we’d
the

screen.

delightfully

Hollywood

"kookie"

bered. too.

ing the years as they come.

"gray hairs!

94

but

What

a

for

to

her

privacy to drive her

hang onto Jean of the

.

"Look,' she

.

divorce

from

[iroducer

.

saiil.

pointing to her head,

after that old all-over

brown!

’

doesn't Hol-

Jane Powell?
She needs a good movie right now
Tuesday
and movies need Janie.
to

.

.

.

Weld’s two years younger than Fabian, her co-star in “Hound Dog Man,”
but

many light
Wonder if he 11
my opinion, Paul

experience

in

she’s

ever catch up. ... In

after

welcome change

Why

:

mitted her shyness and long-

hard

retired to Carmel.

Personal Peeves
lywood wake up

years ahead of him.

Lookmg back, I rememsomething Barbara Stanwyck once told me about welcom-

Frank Ross, Jean
p

voice,

tried

Jimmy

famous aunt.

anybody’s

be

finally per-

ing

from

the

such

Fred MacMurray

and Cary Grant,

all eat carrots.

comedi-

appear on

co-starring with

screen,

And Roz

his.

Russell doesn’t look old enough
to

.

finest

Gable doesn’t look

to

commemorate the Hollywood
of the past, the present and
Jean Arthur,
the future.

who was

I’m not telling anybody’s age, but

ardent

museum

shot

Newman
great

—

if

could

become an

John Kerr
acloi

in

all-time

only he avoids those artsy-

craftsy pitfalls. ...
is

Do you

agree that

the most unappreciated

Monty Clift
Tony Perkins the

Hollywood,

weariest and

who needs

a

new

plain

Watch out

for

Steve Mc-

rushes and the

first

or Alive.”

.

.

.

he'll

“Rawhide's”

reared and kicked him in the

Douglas Fairbanks
Jr., and later married Doug's e.x-wife, Juan Crawford.
Still later, he wed Jean Wallace, now Mrs. Cornel Wilde.
He now divides his time between stage and TV.
On a "77
Sunset Strip” episode, Doris Kenyon made a rare appearance in her old world of cameras and lights. One of the
loveliest of the silent-screen stars, Doris now lives a quiet.
ha[ipy lile in her beautiful Beverly Hills home.
Corinne
.

be

Sheriff Dillon,” they

the rest of his vacation behind a bandaged face.

F.ric sjient

paused

Griffith,

.

off

day of his vacation, he met up

mediately became the good friend of

.

herself

first

LI. and gain experiHollywood hard. He im-

.

busies

who promptly

that on the

long enough to graduate from Cornell

ence on Broadway, and then

.

Dead

Fraii-

.

Falls,

.

kill

look at the

vacations from “Wanted:

with an olT-camera horse

—

—

marriage

invite

studio optioned this brand-new father for a movie a year, which

fill

witli

lovely Frances Dee, a former Paramount star. I remember when
Charles Boyer, then a newcomer from France, was her devoted swain.
Instead, she married Joel McCrea, and with tlieir sons
.Jody. David
and three-year-old Peter they celebrated twenty-five years
of

‘'Never So Few.”

in

I’ll

taken care of the rumors

demands, would

"Y'ou

wrote, “and we'll shoot up the town.”

ever

tliaji

your Hood of letters l)egan asking whatever liappened

story. “I think

Virginia,

wife,

fans have

because of his contract

Jim,

that

him the

Ray, who’s one of our town’s great

estranged

his

with little-theater work.

The Lawn

told

Gunsmoke's cleared away, Jim Arness has

that the

dating,

I

to dinner,” said

start

in

the

one

movies?

f

|;

—
On

Run:

the

I

bought the wfldest cowboy

—

I

could

shirt I

Russell,” he
a western.”

in
I

split

“Wonder why nobody’s

said.
I

never like this,” he admitted. ...

were

Head” party

sat

near Clark Gable, and, not four feet away, there was

in the

examide,

at Puccino’s, for

winter?”
that,”

I

that

Henry Fonda. “When Frank Sinatra gives a party,”
Jack Oakie explained, “nobody wants to miss it.”
.

At the annual play presented

the Buckley Scliools,

Ity

.

Bob Young and Bill Bendix, poring over a program and arguing over wliich of tlieir offspring really had
top billing. And Bob Cummings, walking up the aisle
to join his Mary, stopped to remind me, “Sara, don't forget
found

to eat those health foods.” I

see Bob.

.

.

.

And

promised

— hut then

didn’t I predict that

—

ter that

.

on TV, play
I

Dot Malone would

finally

for real at the Buckley School.

isn't

“It’s

just

likes

just

a

])ut

to

bet-

show-

rhumba
“It's

in.

warm.”

get

to

looked around

it

how thoughtful Joan and her husband,

greeting and, nmiemhei ing

A1 Steele, had been

late

how cold the
came over to

marry Jacques Bergerac?

movie.

to

me how

tell

me

London,

in

I

decided

the

didn't care

I

Julie Payne, John’s lovely teenage daughter,

was.

.set

“She'll he great,

excited she

likely to steal this picture.

to

is

Jerry

director

"

Sue Carson, added

ing to

be working

Wald

said,

in

her

and then,

first

point-

confidentially, “but there’s the girl who’s

Just wait

till

you hear her make with the

Brooklyn accent.” Jerry, whose wonderful “Johnny Belinda" had
crying

maze

all

“Make you

magazine publishing

me

laughed and led

Evans weie
Hyer and J
him, in one

never like this,” admit Milton Berle and Rul/i.

But

away.

art

I said,

“but

Cal York’s Jottings:
Friends are hoping the

trial

his wife, after five years, will

Dean Jones

separation between

do just what Dean himself hopes

it

Gordon “Tarzan” Scott and his
Vera Miles, are moving to separate jungles.
Terry Moore’s
Mormon wedding to socialite-businessman Stuart Cramer caught the
we

agree.

.

.

.

of a

new

.

.

.

theater in Tel Aviv, to he

to

feud with

landed

Anna Magnani,

Joanne Woodward,

.

sweep

of his

hand,

dissatisfied,

fill

a sheet of pajier with a sketch

he ciumhied the jiaper and tossed

Martha Hyer, who knows

collector

that

down and

she was caiefully jnessing out the creases.

it

Jean well

retrieved

it.

{Continued)

I

Look Back

I'emember the

I

:

music,

the

spirits as I

lilt

still

of the
of

lift

the

stepped on a

in

his

named

New

after

Mike Todd.

in

to

in 19.30

watch two newcomers,

Jeannette
of

.

.

MacDonald

Philadelphia

and

.

York, he immediately began

co-star

Paramount stage

.

Liz Taylor donated $70,000 for the completion

When Marlon Brando

Jerry

.

mate,

town by surprise.

make you

.

marriage,

especially at his age,

to

and

”

.

left,

ought

will

Help us work out our present problems.
After ten months of
Barry Sullivan filed suit to divorce Gita Hall. At the time
of their marriage, Barry announced, “It was all pretty silly.” And,
.

1

it

Diane Baker an d Bob
Martba
a more real than reel love scene!
around direi-tor Jean Negulesco, watching

deseives his reputation as a fine artist, bent

As

asked, nodding

over to a corner where

clustered

woman. Then,

home?” he

Didn’t you start as a newspaperman?”

luacticing

liig

feel at

me

across the

complete with desks, ty[)ewriters and

office

“Mmm,”

the inevitable paste-pots.
a little nostalgic, too.

of a

me

through the late show the other night, led

of wdres to the set.

at the

“New York was

I

Joan, from

to see

her set dressing-room, waving a

do every time that

I

it

was

we do

Steve

way

great

a

“Oh,

— she works

“I

how'

Ireland,”

in

Bendix and Bob Young, both dads

way.”

Hope

ing

Bill

set cool

during

place

Hope laughed.
Joan Crawford

a

“Does

over.

asked.

I

keep the

1

take

picture

the

as I continued to run into old friends all

doing

corner

a

in

off

rhumba, waved me

“New York was

“Hole

of

Hope

Lange and Stephen Boyd, who

ever cast her

the

“The Best

shivered.

I

I

and

door

the

of

set

Everything,”

remembered his words
month long. At

I

the

onto

Roz

could almost hear his mind perking. Later,

a canape with Milton Berle.

through

stepped

—

that

landed Kirk Douglas as a dancing partner. “There’s

Month: When

of the

Set

wear to the Share party, an annual charity shindig
had a western motif this year. And it worked

find, to

“The Fugitive Kind.”

also co-starring, has stayed friendly with both

Tolcanos, but fingers are crossed all over town.

Maurice Chevalier of
France, make their debut
in “The Love Parade.”
It made stars of Ijoth of
them,
really

hut

Jeannette

found her niche

teamed with Nelson

in

Eddy

the public’s heart

when she

“Naughty Marietta.” The
woild adored their romantic duet and redheaded Jeannette and blond Nelson repeated it in “Rose Marie,”
“Maytime, “New Moon.” “Bittersweet.
Jeannette made
in

’

’

pictures with

other leading men, hut the public always

expected her

to

return

to

Nelson

— where

she belonged.

when she married Gene Raymond, fans groaned
wdth disappointment. The dream of Jeannette and Nelson
as lovers on and off the screen was shattered.
Today,
she and Gene emerge from their Pacific Palisades home
to take occasional llings at night-clubs and TV. And in
otber bomes across the country, late-sbow fans keep sighing
over the perfect pair, MacDonald and Eddy. CAL YORK
In 1937,

—

Why doesn't Hollywood put comic Jack

Oakie back to work?
95

Honeymooning

Brigitte, looking

“new”

in

a brown wig, forgets her wedding tears as
she gambles with Jacques. Stakes?

Wish
They’re

off to

rapher’s hand;

—

Kiss.

Luck

Brigitte

a harried start

A

Brigitte bit a photog-

Papa Bardot grabbed a photographer’s

camera, threatening to whack him with

it,

then turning

on the Mayor of Louveciennes, Fernand Gullaume;

“Too many photographers, too few
the

Mayor

to jjerform

the rites

his lines during the

and was so shaken that he blew
ceremony;

tears to giggles. Brigitte, 24,
f

96

cooed in

police,” he accused;

declared he wasn’t going to turn into a boxer

St.

this

changed

Brigitte’s

and Jacques Charrier, 23,

Tropez, even while he had his appendix out!

BB

—

this

is

her

own hair—seems happy.

Great to be young! Great to do whatever you want, whenever you want!
Millions

Worn
Tampax®

S'

do exactly that.

internally,

it’s

internal sanitary protection

is

the

made

,

.

millions of girls

who use Tampax,

modern way!
only by

Tampax

Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

TAMPAX
SO MUCH A PART OF YOUR ACTIVE LIFE
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WITH

OZ

BRECK SHAMPOO
$1.39 Value

SPECIAL BEAUTY OFFER
Both mothers and
shampoo. A creme

!.

Shampoo and

rinse

A

Breck Creme Rinse

CREME RINSE WITH

A BRECK

SHAMPOO

Breck Creme Rinse helpful when combing their hair after a
rinse takes only a minute and eliminates snarls, tangles and fly-away hair.

little girls find

2.

Apply

Enjoy Breck Creme Rinse
OZ,

-

Creme

after

wUh a $1.00

Rinse

3.

Rinse with clear water

your next shampoo;

bottle of

it is

4.

Hair combs out easily

5.

Newsoftness and lustre

helpful in the care of dry, brittle hair.

one of the Three Breck Shampoos - for dry, oily or normal hair - both for $1.00 plus Sifed. lax.
Copyright

1!^ by John

H. BrccYJiW.
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Amazing New-Kind-Of

A

Up

Perfect

Line - Evervtime!

Beauty

experts and smart women are going
“wild” over Hazel Bishop’s ingenious new

ULTRA-MATIC*

Lipstick!

It’s

the

first

that en-

ables you to automatically shape or re-shape your
lips perfectly.

And — without

Simply remove the
ULTRA-MATIC Lipstick cap and click it on to
swivel base. Instantly, you have a long lipstick
that you hold like a brush or pencil. This gives you
—for the first time — the feel and balanced-control
you need for a perfect lip line — everytime!

PAT.

PEND •tm REG.

more glamorous lips— today,

Nail Polish

with any of Hazel Bishop’s stunning

Cases that look and

feel like

also
refill

new Evening

solid gold.

Only

35^^ extra

get

Newl Hazel Bishop

New! Hazel Bishop
Compact Make-Up

New! Hazel Bishop

Liquid-Creme Make-Up
''

Built-in

you can

use your Hazel Bishop Lipstick as a click-in

ALL PRICES PLUS TAX.

riewi Hazel Bishop

7-Day

Hazel Bishop’s amazing new ULTRA-MATIC; comyour favorite Hazel Bishop Lipstick.
“No-Smear” Type or Extra-Creamy “Formula 77.”
And in this season’s smartest, newest shades.
plete with

FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS

a brush!

HERE’S THE SECRET!

So, for lovelier,

Lipstick Gives You

base coat

This All-in-One

make-up

j
I

gives you extra-hard,

never cakes, streaks,

diamond-like finish

or turns orangey! Applies

that resists even the

like

hardest knocks!

like liquid

powder. Clings

make-up!

/HAZEI-,

Never looks masky!

SlSHOR

Never feels heavy
Uqui(l

'

.'I

Make-Up

Eye Make-Up

/

amazing No-Smear
Type eye beauty aids
3

or

greasy! The only make-up

^

(mascara, eye pencil,

i

that covers your skin

eye shadow) that won’t

without smothering

smudge,

it!

run, or rub off!

I^ecori)
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GLAMOROUS

U/tMahte/ wfo po)o
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WOMEN
AN EVENING WITH LERNER AND
LOEWE starring Roliert Merrill,

APPLAUD...

,laii

Pliil
Harris. ComLoewe are feted with a
two-piece LP featuring some of the niftiest
tunes from their big Broadway and Hollywood hits: “My Fair Lady,” "Gigi,”
“Brigadoon,” “Paint Your Wagon.” RCA.
ANYWHERE I WANDER: Rod McKuen.
Deeca’s latest find is young, blond Rod

Jane

Peerce,

Powell.

posers Lerner and

McKuen

Mathis, the DeCastro Sis-

Sands, Johnny
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you don't

if

Wine,” and

than

own bouncing "Jump

NEIL SEDAKA.

the gentle

for

flip

rocker, “Kisses .Sweeter
his

Tommy

who’s written songs for

"Neil's

.«ays,

He can

talent just busts oul all oxer.

sing

xvithout an aceom)janinenl, he's that good.”

And

sing

RCA.

here’s Neil in a neat collection.

forget

her.

Lady's bittersweet interpretations of

"PH

lier

blues

the

ever

will

Never Smile Again,”

Home’’ are heartbreakers. M-G-M.
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Page.
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yon want
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the
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both
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when
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summer.

who were

mighty quick
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set
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not
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know how much
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for
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last
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Johnny
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let

—

at
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cream sodas and
Six-footer Gardner McKay

the U.S. plugging his

deluxe size 59c plus tax
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after a record-breaking tour across

also available in giant

milkshakes.
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hit

walk
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of

beauty

tall

—

five

taller

inches

tall)

advice

to

gals,

than

you

are.

know

it,

gone out with gals xvho

I taught them to stami
and they never thought about their
height again!”
Frankie Avalon prom-

were very short, but

tall,

.

ises not to get

the early 1960’s.
to

.

.

married until some time in

khaki in

off

coming your way on a rock ’n’ roll beat.
Most popular teen foods. Mark Damon
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fun.

talk

and, before you

else,

you'll feel tall. I’ve

take

America,”

in

lhan anyone

told me,

him? Drop him

Restive,

“the

as

teenager

proportioned

,

it

you’re only four feet eleven, walk

who might be
Rumor has it

When

.

Boulevard, Hollywood, California.

Watch
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.
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1st is

radar

their

in

Tommy’s R & R

to

stopped by to catch him.

for the

played

.Sands

wasn't only the young

It

they kept hollering for more.

“October

.Star-

clappin’ and stompin’. All

moms and

the

everywhere.

percus-

the street as though you were taller

folks

leading

orchestra

the

woodwinds and
Capitol package makes

if

light

stores

Stokowski.

some music saxxy

Even

there this

at

A Good

"It’s

down

"kooknik''

a

roof cave in at the Waldorf .Astoria's

drug

of

pat-on-the-back treatment.

a

all

roundup

a

In

tunes

and

me

kookie.

Available

to

Come

The good word: Edd “Kookie” Byrnes
tells

IR

Me

Not for

"It’s

Say" and “Baby, Won’t You Please

BACHELOR CORNER: man

I

and Orches-

Ellis

dead now, but nobody who heard

THE ORCHESTRA.

Ll[i.”

Dick Clark

BILLIE HOLIDAY. Ray
tra. Billie’s

Anybody

got any ideas as

the lucky miss?
Elvis,

who’s

.

.

due

.

Flash!
out

of

March, might get a “good be-

havior” release around Christmas time.

Enter National Book Club’s

^

100 000.00 GA$H
,

YES! ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS!

JUST FOR SOLVING “GOLD RUSH" PICTURE PUZZLES
YOU CAN WIN A FORTUNE IN CASH!

—rr

L.S swHi
I

ThP^ie Gold

Rush Names

mz
Coupon Below

.

It

"letter

Look

"N

“PP^,,

two puzzles on this page for a few moments. Can you solve them?
because there are no tricks or gimmicks to trip you
a straightforward, honest challenge to your skill and common
sense! Yes. skill and common sense are all you need to solve the puzzles in this
wonderful GOLD RUSH Game
offering you loads of exciting action, hours
of fun and pleasure
and a chance at any one of 150 great cash awards
totaling $100,000.00! There’s no red tape when you enter
no long wait for
payment of prizes— this is a quick action contest!

You
up.

at the

should be able to

.
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NATIONAL BOOK CLUB,

Nothing but

.

.

.

NOW!

.,,,,,

.

BOX

.

.

GLEN COVE,

110

INC.,

N. Y.

.

Paste Your Answer-Coupon On Postcard or Mail

And make yourself eligible to win a
much as $5,000.00 along with the First

in

Envelope

All prizes paid promptly in full. Enter nosv!

fabulous promptness bonus award of as
Prize of $50,000.00 ... a grand first prize total of $55,000.00
largest cash first prizes ever offered in puzzle contests!

.

.

.

one of the

PRIZES PAID PROMPTLY
YEARS $223,000.00 AWARDED
FROM NATIONAL BOOK CLUB CONTESTS
IN 4

Give Yourself A Chance To Win

MAIL COUPON TOOAY

I

I

$5,000,00 PROMPTNESS

|

661

I

National Book Club, Inc.
Box 110 Glen Cove, N. Y

My Answer

to Puzzle No.

(PLEASE PRINT)

1

is:

n

want full particulars about the National Book Club’s $100,000.00 "Gold
Rush” Game. Please mail me FREE the Official Entry Forms, Rules and First
I

In just 4 years. National Book Club contests have awarded $22.5.000.00 in prizes!
That’s a whale of a lot of money! But this new National Book Club game, with
its additional $100,000.00 in prizes, will boost that grand total to an amazing
$.123,000.00! If you are 18 years of age or older and live in the U. S., Canada, or
a U. S. Possession, you are eligible to enter this fabulous contest. It is sponsored
by the National Book Club, Inc. All judging will be conducted in an impartial,
impersonal manner to assure absolute equality of opportunity to all. All contestants will receive exact information on the outcome of the contest
including names of all winners, plus correct puzzle solutions. All prizes will be paid
.

promptly, in

full,

IN CASH!

.

Series of Puzzles,

——

Name

——

Address

.

City

Zone

State

—

AWARD

—
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WIN AN RCA STEREO
Pick a song for Louis and Keely
After one of their .smash jierformances at

Prima invited us
"I'irst

off,”

private life)

music

will

politics.

to

Keely

a musical
(.Mrs.

spoke out,

always have

‘’let’s
its

terest

Keely

to

it.

lair.

like

Keely and Louis have a

gift for

each of you.

critics.

more

discussions,

in,

"1

added,

ol

1'hey

I'hey

to say.”

that's

more

in-

love

the

teems’

oiien-

doors to

music until after they've listened

their

minds they don't

something even before they hear

it.”

The Primas kept sending and we stayed
to

them.

dead pan through

And though Keely
it

all, I

stayed

think even she was

we knew what was hapwe were working out a contest to

Act”

l)ug

hy

Rohei

Check ‘"How

you?

hit

Graham

t

Paris,

«

to

us

less, tell

why you think

First

piize

a

is

revolutionary

beauty,

with

a

Irom

new
all

sides.

sotind great on

of

at

you

Vour monaural records

will

it,

too.

.Secorui prize?
A $25 package of seven
albums Keely and Louis have recorded. Third-

winner will have his choice of a $10
package of three albums by Keely or Louis.
But wun, lose or draw, everyone who enters
prize

the contest

from

about the kind of

Pick a song you like or think would be

a

that

lid

come

records can

.stereo

Keely

will

and

Louis,

plus

autograjdied
in

Contest deadline’s September
to

charm

receive a good-luck

Keely National I'an Club.

say-so

It's

becomes a second speaker so the sounds

photos and free membership

a

BCA

new

removable speaker

pening,

give everybody

stn h

it's

Victor Portable Stereophonic Victrola.

excited when, before

song they'd like Keely and Louis to record.
Acting

words or

a great song for their kind of music-making.

those

don’t (dose the

make up

Keely and Louis to harmonize on
(remember their out-of-this-w orldville version
ol “That Old Black Magic”?). In twenty-five

l>erfect for

like

It's

“and

the

in

Pop

it.

But some of the older folks aren’t as

tuned in

BOOK NOOK

face

proves there is!”

rnindedness.

any kind

gab session.

Everybody's got something

1’he
it

Louis

Louis Prima

“Yeah, man,” Louis chimed
good.

and

Smith

Keely

Co|iacahana.

the

Louis-

the

3()lh.

Keely and Louis, Photoplay, 321

Write

.S.

Bev-

erly Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.

lio's

trained Lucille Ball, Shirley Temple, Steve
Forrest, other top performers.

give you all the basics
a show-biz career.

and

Hollywood:

(.ahbages” hy Vii

His hook will

you're looking for

Slated for Broadway
“Hard Hearts Are for
Putnam, the he.aitwarm-

.

.

.

tuMlobfo

{yojopoyj

about a lamily of raggle-taggle

novel

.ng

if
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gyiisies.

Wait'll you

Vanya, who sleeps on the
coat.

...

If

a quizzical

hall

.

lloor in a

“Wake Up, Stupid”
.

.

mink

you go for humor that cocks

eye at the world, you'll have a

with

Harris.

meet Aunt

Bound

hy

Mark

to he a big best seller:

"Barbara Greer” hy Stephen Birmingham
(it’ll

make

a hit movie, too).

Everything,

the story says, isn’t always as hunky-dory

seems on the surface.
“The Little
World of .Stephen Delaplane'’ features the
us

it

.

writings

of

popular

the

.

.

.San

Francisco

who tells you about his rovings
round the world. ... If you liked Harry

ALBUM OF THE MONTH:

|

GATHER ’ROUND.

For your forever-collection,

f

Tennessee Ernie Ford sings a dozen beautiful folk

i

Old Ern, who hits like “Sixteen Tons” on his
rumbling blues numbers, has gathered ’round him
a bunch of top-notch instrumentalists and a groovy
girls’ group wdio make mighty heart-sweet music,
Ernie’s a standout, ’specially on ones like “Look
tunes.

Down,” “Freight Train Blues,” “The Night Herding
Song,” and “Left My Gal in the Mountains.” Capitol,

columnist

Golden's “Only
of the

same

in

in

America,” there’s more

“Two Cents

Plain.”

i

f
1
f
i
i

g
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Good Hoosokecplng

spoon. (If purchased separately, they would cost $27.50.) Plus the beautiful,
extra-large storage chest in blond or

This limited-time ofler

is

COMMUNITY name

and easy

care.

finish at

no extra

cost!

available at your jeweler’s or silverware department

now, so choose your favorite

famous

mahogany

COMMUNITY
and

is

pattern today!

Each bears the

quahty- crafted for a lifetime of beauty

Budget terms available.
Melrioom* Sterling

crafted by

Community*

ONEIDA SILVERSMITHS
makers

Sllverplate

Oneldacraft* Stainless

Oneida* Din netware

of distinctive tableware
tsAoeuAfiits

OP ONeiOA

ONBiOA. n. V.

© i9d9. cnetOA

Get
Here

all

NOW

this

while special offer lasts!

a wonderful opportunity to

is

own

a complete set in

FINEST SILVERPLATE, now with 6 extra serving

only $89.75, the price of a 52-piece service alone!

adding piece by piece
in the

same

.

.

.

you’ll

tablespoons,

1

butter knife

same time:

spoons (for soup or

and

No

mismatched

have everything in the same

beautiful pattern, all at the

forks, 16 teaspoons, 8 place

COMMUNITY, THE

pieces! 58 pieces in all

1

fine

— and

silver

or

Community

8 place knives, 8 place

dessert), 8 salad forks, 2

sugar spoon.

Plus the 6 most wanted additional serving pieces free: serving ladle, serving
fork, pierced serving spoon, pastry server, salad serving fork

and salad serving

‘7
live

for
love!’'

pleased her to know her husband was watching

But she always

came

wasn’t

and hurting inside!

back... to remind

man enough

him he

to break away!

C«ntury-Fo
Ofesents

A JACK CUMMINGS Production
starring

CURT JURGENS
a„a

MAY BRITT
"the

BLAJE
W9
with

THEODORE BIKEL

Directed by EDWARD
Screenplay by NIGEL

DMYTRYK
BALCHIN

Cl N1 E tvl/\Sc=OPG
COLOR

by

DE LUXE

•

Stereophonic Sound
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ms eye

capture
his
heart!
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LIZ
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& EDDIE

JAMES GARNER
MARILYN MONROE

DEBORAH KERR
ROGER SMITH &
VICI

MOVIEGOERS

AMERICA'S

EXCLUSIVES
27 Photoplay Tracks
29
38
42

Down

What's Happening

OVER

FOR

About Their Baby

the Truth

to Liz

YEARS

FORTY

by Kate Stupp (Eddie's Mother)

& Eddie

Nobody Ever Seemed to Want to Love Me
by Jim Hoffman
What She Couldn't Tell the Doctor
by Charlotte Dinter

ARTICLES AND SPECIAL FEATURES
by Mary Culver
30 After a Year of Silence
by George Christy
32 Forty-eight Hours to Live

SHAW

CAROL LYNLEY &
BRANDON de WILDE

34

First

JOHN WAYNE

44

“Daddy, When Will God Bring

DOROTHY MALONE &
JACQUES BERGERAC

47

The Day Dorothy's Secret Prayer

SANDRA DEE

SO
52
75

*'You’it

Never Guess

.

This

Really Your

Life,

DICK CLARK

Love

Is

by Brandon as told

Is

to

George

My Baby
Was

Brother?”
by Brianne Watson
by Milt Johnson
Answered

by Ronnie de Salvo os fold

.

Christy

fo

Marcia Borie

by G. Divas

Dick

Hollywood Story Book Homes

BEAUTY NEWS FROM HOLLYWOOD -FALL 1959
NOVAK

KIM

DEBBIE,

KIM &

55
56

Make a

58

Copy a

60
62
64

Enjoy the Fun of Being a

Fresh Start This Fall

Like
You, Too, Can Be a Beauty .
Marilyn, Debbie, Janet, Doris or Kim
.

New

.

Look from the Stars

SANDRA
DORIS DAY

(Jolor your Hair

MILLIE

PERKINS

6
12

Nestle Colorinse glorifies your
natural hair shade with glamorous
color-highlights and silken sheen.
Colorinse also removes dulling soap
film,, makes hair easier to manage,
unbelievab ly lovel y! 12 colors that

..shampoo out!

Monthly Record by George
Readers

35((

68

Your Needlework

101

Inc.

Who

Are Your Favorites?

PhotoPlay Page

NEWS AND REVIEWS
16
18

Hollywood For You by Skofsky

Go Out

to

a Movie

22

NESTLE COLORTINT

Do

Are You Guilty of These Glamour Goofs?

29?:

Nestle Colortint intensifies your
natural hair color OR adds thrilling
NEW color. Colortint also blends-in
gray hair to youthful new beauty!
More than a rinse but not a permanent dye-- Colortint lasts through 3

Woman

the Stars

106

NESTLE COLORINSE

shampoos! 10 fabulous shades.

Way

YOUNG IDEAS

so EASILY • IN MINUTES
WITHOUT BLEACHING OR DYEING

rinse in.

Exercise the
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Don't try to brush bad breath

away— reach

for Listerine!

Bad Breath

Listerine Stops

4 Times Better than Tooth Paste!

—

your teeth Listerine is for
your breath. Germs in the mouth cause most bad
and you need an antiseptic to kill germs.

Tooth paste

is

Always reach

No

tooth paste

the

way

for

for Listerine after
is

antiseptic, so

breath,

you brush your

no tooth paste

Listerine Antiseptic does ...

on

kills

contact,

teeth.

germs

by millions;

Listerine stops bad breath four times better
than tooth pastel-nothing stops bad breath
as effectively as the Listerine Way.

^

... Your No.

1

protection against

bad breath

.

3

forKEUEF of COIDS MISERIES
and SINOS CONfflSHON.
.

^evo/uHohary

%
%

3 -layer tablet

CRITICAL

ARMS

HELPS DRAIN

OFCOLDS
TVFECT/ON

SIMS CAVITIES
^ Relieves Pressure, Pain, Congestion
^ Works Through the Bloodstream
^ Reaches ^ Congested Areas
^ Shrinks Swollen Membranes
^ Restores Free Breathing
^ Reduces Fever
^ Controis Postnasal Drip
For new blissful
congestion ... try
In

relief of colds miseries

DRISTAN

relief of body aches and pains due to colds... plus
an exclusive antihistamine to block allergic reactions often associated with colds. And, to help build
body resistance to colds infection, DRISTAN contains Vitamin C— actually five times your daily minimum requirement (in one day’s dose).

No

ordinary colds medicine... whether in liquid,
any other form... can benefit you in the
same way as DRISTAN Decongestant Tablets.
tablet or

and sinus

Decongestant Tablets.

Millions of people have already found

DRISTAN, you get the scientific Decongestant

ful relief

most prescribed by doctors... to help shrink painmembranes. You also get
a highly effective combination of Pain-Relievers for

with

C

EXCLUSIVE! DRISTAN

exclusive 3-layer tablet discovery
which for the first time makes it
possible to unite certain medically-proved ingredients into one
fast-acting uncoated tablet.

.

.

.

DRISTAN.

,

BEFORE. Sinuses and nasal pas-

AFTER. All nose and sinus areas
decongested and drained
free,
comfortable breathing restored.

bliss-

6r-—

sages clogged with germ-laden
mucus... responsible for so much
colds suffering.

new

and sinus congestion
You can, too! Get DRISTAN

colds miseries

Decongestant Tablets. Available without prescription. And... imporfawt... accept no substitutes.

fully swollen nasal-sinus

PAIN REtlEVERS

from

is

the

Theres Nothing Like DRISTAN^ Decongestant Tablets!

f
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continued

music to sigh by
The

classical pianist in eons to set

first

the girls sighing

was Van Clihurn. Now,

it

he rattled
low

Browning, twenty-three,

foot-plus, with
la

brown hair

six-

combed

that’s

a

Kookie. Like Van, he’s a good-looker (at

was the

that

least

John visited

Photoplay
John’s

my

staff’s

the day

verdict

corner cupboard

in

the

but

he

concert

pianist,

yes;

pop music. “I'm nuts about Doris Day,

loves

practicing — hours and
—he’s reading Agatha Chrisisn't

hours each day
tie

on which the quiz be-

list

or whodunits or digging into a sirloin

steak.

What

does he do on dates?

He

loves

weepy movies or dancing the cha-cha

at a

juke joint or driving through the countryside in an open convertible.

offices).

a

a

off

based (answers are upside down).

When John

looks like there’s a second one.

He’s John

is

Come

October, John will tour the U. S.

and appear

in every

major

city. He’ll

play

Frank Sinatra and Kay Starr,” he told me.

Mozart and Rachmaninoff, but he hopes

But he also admitted that he

this won’t scare the gals

girlfriend after she told

him

to play

split

him she

with a

didn’t like

town,

Bach.

"What’s wrong with playing Bach?” he
asked.

meet music

why

away. He’d like to

when he comes to your
drop by and visit him backto tell him George sent you.

fans, so

not

stage? Be sure

“You know, some very popular songs

have come out of classic themes.

.

.

Here

WHAT POPS DID THESE BECOME?

Tuesday Weld’s

Judy DiBuono,
Bost, Peggy
Riva, Michele Giannini, Babs Gustin and
Marcie Cenkner, all of whom wrote in for

Mary Jo

to

tip

Barbara

Palone,

advice in restyling their hair to satisfy

phony pony!”
Tuesday explained that she owns several ponytail hairpieces and uses them to
the boys, is; “Get yourself a

atop her head, as a

sit

down her back milkmaid
1.

Chopin: Fantasie Impromptu

2.

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 6

just straight

Lalo: Symphonic Espagnole

4.

Schubert:

Symphony No.

“Nobody

Rachmaninoff

Piano Concerto No. 2

:

Wedding

Grieg:

7.

Leoncavallo: Mattinatta

in

but

jitterbug.

to

thought

I

you’ve

Borodin: Prince Igor

tack
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THE MONTHLY
RECORD CHECKLIST

IT

WAS

1.

And how!
Kookie
Hip

Wow
Smith. (Dot)

Skip and Flip. (Brent)

Arthur Lyman.

(Hi-Fi)

.

.

.Bouncy

I’m with you
i

SWEETER THAN YOU. Ricky Nelson. (Imperial)
ANGEL FACE. Jimmy Darren. (Colpix)
MY HEART IS AN OPEN BOOK. Carl Dobkins Jr. (Decca)
FORTY MILES OF BAD ROAD. Duane Eddy. (Jamie)
THERE GOES MY BABY. The Drifters. (Atlantic)
TABOO.

.

Dreamy
Ooh

A

honey

Neat

Good boy
Look out

Ummm
Smash

was

much

what a
she wants
of

Was

It

mean

guy who goes for
when Doris Fleischbraids for

including Audrey Hep-

tagged along.

I

— from
—

$7 only

•s

Tuesday

raffia

to

I

How

staff

to

a

saw everything

hair pieces, fun for |2

complete green wigs.

said, the ponytails

And

were realer

can our readers get hold

on
“Send on

information

suggests;

pins.”

to impress a

to

life.

my

the matter

who makes chignons and

than

was

with short hair does when

burn, invited the girls on the

of

red

in such a rush I didn’t

thought, I

girl

lots of top stars,

showing,

I

saidi ‘Tuesday, I think

long hair. That’s why,
er,

lightheaded

beat.

be frank. I’d never given the

there

A BIG HUNK OF LOVE. Elvis Presley. (RCA)
RAGTIME COWBOY JOE. David Seville. (Liberty)
LIKE I LOVE YOU. Edd Byrnes. (Warner Bros.)
SMALL WORLD. Johnny Mathis. (Columbia)
BEI MIR BIST DU SCHOEN. Louis Prima and Keely
LONELY GUITAR. Annette. (Vista)
HUSHABYE. The Mystics. (Laurie)

was the

it

a dance and

felt

I

down with enough bobby

it

will

I

to

dropped something.’

hairpiece! I
8.

wasn’t me,” she

it

went

I

when my partner

Trolhagen

6.

knew

ever

went on, “until

8

it

crown around her head.

started
5.

sometimes

style and, to dress up,

sometimes, she makes a braid and uses
as a

3.

pony

braid hanging
style,

this?

Mrs. Fleischer

their letters to

me.”

Radiantly beautiful
.

.

.

forever

The diamond rings you choose for your
engagement and wedding have a special
meaning — a foreverne.ss. For these are symbols of your love, chosen but once— cherished forever.

When

you

Rings, yours

select

is

For Keepsake

is

diamond

diamond— flawless, with

and magnificent

color

of

Diamond

the engagement ring with

the perfect center
fine

Keepsake

the perfect symbol of love.

this

superlative

reflect full brilliance

Only a

cut.

quality

and beauty

.

.

.

can

and

give you that wonderful feeling of pride

and

satisfaction

always.

Genuine registered Keepsake Diamond
Rings are not sold by

all

jewelers

— only

by authorized Keepsake-Starfire Jewelers
(listed in the tjellow pages). Choose from

many

distinctively beautiful styles, each
permanently registered and guaranteed for
your protection. From $100 to $10,000.

Are You Sure of the Etiquette
of the

^

Rings from left to right:
175.
CAMBRIDGE Ring $500. Wedding Ring 125.
VISTA Ri
100 to 2475. Wedding Ring 12.50
KENNAN Ring $150. Wedding Ring 75. All
rings available in yellow or white gold. Prices include Federal Tax. Rings enlarged

~

to

show

~

details.

®Trade-mark
A. H,

POND

~

Engagement and Wedding?

Keepsake’s valuable new booklet, “The Etiquette of the Engagement and Wedding,” gives
expert advice on the announcement, parties and
showers, trousseau, invitations, attire, gifts, the
ceremony and many other details. Another
booklet, “Choosing Your Diamond Rings,” gives
interesting arid helpful facts about diamond
quality, value and styling. For both booklets,
send 25<t with name and address to: Keepsake
Diamond Rings, Syracuse 2, N. Y.

r

registered.

CO. INC.

— PRODUCERS OF KEEPSAKE

AND STARFIRE DIAMOND RINGS
11

Your Letters To The Editor:

Dear Alice:
wonder what popularity means

I

This is a problem that a lot of our girl
friends have. We’re all fourteen and just
starting to go out on dates. What we want to
know is, what should you do when you’re out
with a boy for the first time and he takes you
to a movie you’ve already seen?

Beth, Ruth, Jeannie and Sue
Dallas, Texas

Dear Beth, Ruth, Jeannie and Sue:

When
tell

he suggests a movie, the idea

him the picture you’d

like to see.

is

to

But

if

you feel too bashful, see it again. Just be
sure not to give away the plot!

Dear Editor:
My
to

Margie said I should write
maybe you could help me.
mixed up, but good, and I don't know

best friend

you and see

I'm

all

if

to do. You see. I’m just crazy about this
boy who’s in the 10th grade with me and I
know he likes me. His friends are always
telling me he does. Well, this boy sits a row’
ahead of me in English Lit and every time
1 look over at him, he’s staring at me with a
kind of dreamy look. But when 1 catch him
he pretends he’s reading something from the
blackboard. And he’s always following me
home after school, even though we live at
opposite ends of town, and sometimes at night
1
see him riding back and forth on his bi-

what

cycle in front of my house. Even my father's
noticed him. Bruce, his friend, said he tried
to ask me out one time but before he could
I started talking to another boy and he just
walked away, kind of sad and unhappy. But
honest I didn’t even hear him and when I
found out I was so mad I could have cried.
Now I'm sure he thinks I don’t like him.
What can I do to show him I really do?

Cindy
Canton,

Ohio

Dear Cindy:
what have you done? You
To start with
know, little things like saying “Hi” when he
walks into English class could make him feel
awfully good. Don’t be overfriendly and
don't sound too giggly. Be casual.
Another tip that is almost “sure-fire” is to
notice little things about the boy like a wild
pair of desert boots or maybe a good grade
in math. Or if you’re shy, tell it to his friend
and let him pass it on.
If he’s still too shy to ask you for a date
why not inafter your friendly advances
vite him and some of the other kids over to
your house some Friday night. Subtly (re.

.

.

—

—

—

member!) make him
him to help with the

feel

important

—invite

records.

Is

the pretty blonde-haired girl in your school
who’s captain of the cheerleaders and who
seems to attract boys and girls without even
trying? Well, we can’t all be like that, can
we, and maybe it’s a good thing, too. In a
few years she may lose that secret formula
and not know how to make people like her.
And that’s where just about all of us who
have faced this problem and found an an.swer have an advantage.
(Look at Janet
Leigh, Doris Day, Kim Novak.) Knowing
how to make friends is a skill, and once
you’ve learned it, you’ll never be without
friends again. But to acquire this skill you
must be very harsh and critical of yourself.
I think you’re very wise and mature in refusing to date boys who would jeopardize
your reputation, but did you ever ask yourself why the “nice” boys don’t ask you out?
Being pretty isn’t the only way to get a
date. It’s a big help, but if you look down
the movie line next Saturday night, you’ll see
that it takes more than just prettiness. Why
not stand before a full-length mirror and answer these questions. Do I attract the wrong
kind of boys because of the way I look? Do
I wear my sweaters and skirts too tight? Do
I try to look older than sixteen? Do I put on
it

too

much make-up

Are my

hair,

my

or

is

skin,

he’s not with a girllriend, he’ll stop and
talk to me. But he’s never asked me out.
How can I get him to ask me for a date?
Ellen F.
If

to you.

Evanston,

Dear Ellen:
Since you want to date, not debate, better
find a boy who speaks your language. You
know the old saying: You can lead a horse to
water but you can’t make him drink

Dear Evelyn:
I don’t know what to do about my parents.
I’m thirteen-and-a-quarter years old but they
treat me like my baby sister. They won’t let
me do anything and I don’t think it’s fair. I
can hardly ever go out at night and even
on Saturday nights I'm always the first one
to have to go home. How late do you think
I should be able to stay out for a Saturdaynight dance?

Joan W.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

my lipstick too dark?
my nails in good con-

From what the boys have told us
(Mark Damon, Frankie Avalon, Fabian, Bob

dition?

Evans), they like a girl to have a clean, fresh
(soft pink shades of lipstick and nail
polish; clean, shiny hair; neat and young

look

clothes

that

are

friendly,

It
seems,
be sweet and

fresh-looking).

.summing up, they want

girls to

and not aggressive. Some

girls

Hirt a little but I don’t really think

any

may

Sandra Dee

girl

ever "caught” a boyfriend unless he’s
been trying to catcb her first. Don’t you
agree? So instead of chasing after dates, why
not start chasing down some hobbies and interests. How about church and school activities? Try making friends with another girl.
You’ll begin to learn how to get along with
others and there will be two of you to pool
ideas. You'll soon find that as you become
interested in new things, people will become
interested in you. But you’ll never be really
happy, Alice, unless you learn that you can
.
be lonely even in a big crowd of people
that real popularity can mean being liked by
just one very special person. If you know
that, then you won’t mind waiting a few
years to be popular with /lirri.

Dodie Stevens

has

.

.

Dear Editor:
Even though

my mother

all

never

my
let

were dating,
go out with boys.

friends

me

always told me to wait until I was older.
guess she wanted me to be one of those
sweet sixteens who’s never been kissed. Well,
I am, but I’ll be 17 next month. Don’t you
think it’s time I could have my first date?

Dear Joan;
Sandra Dee says 11:00, and only on weekends. Molly Bee says 11:00. Dodie Stevens,
who’s fourteen, says she

only you could help me, it could change
whole life. I’m sixteen years old and I’ve
never had a date and I don’t know how to
get one. I’ve watched how other girls act and
it doesn’t seem to work for me. The only boys
wjio pay any attention to me aren’t very nice
and I don't think I should go out with them.
1
want so much to be popular but I want to
be good, too. I’m so lonesome. I don't have
many girl friends either. I’m not very pretty.
Alice R.
If

Miami, Fla.
12

Sally
Camden, Maine
Dear Nearly Seventeen:
Tell your mother we think you’ve got a
point.

Dear Evelyn:
I

have a crush on a boy

—

when we’re out together somebody will make
some wise remark, and he gets terribly embarrassed and then gets mad. Tommy told

me

me a lot but I’m
me out because

afraid he might
of this. I don’t
mind being taller and I want us to keep on
dating because we like all the same things,
like dancing and football and pizza, and
there’s no one else I think is even nearly as
nice as him. I don’t mind being taller, really,
but how can I show him it doesn’t matter?

he likes

stop asking

Linda
Newark, N.

neighborhood.

J.

Dear Linda:

You

—because

can’t

it

matters

to

him.

Chances are before too long he’ll gain on you
anyway. In the meantime, a few suggestions:
wear flats; stand straight up never slouch;

—

avoid new crazy hair styles that pile the hair
high and make you look taller; and watch
out for bold colors. Sometimes they can exaggerate height. But most of all, make him
feel he’s the

m my

can’t go out.

been dating a boy for a whole year
my 14th birthday and it’s been
wonderful except for one thing. I’m two
inches taller than Tommy and sometimes
I’ve

ever since

I

my

still

Dear Miss Pain:

.She

Dear Miss Pain:

111.

most fun

to

be with.
( continued )
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NEW

TONI

]^Q.]y[ix

ONLY PERMANENT WITH
A NO-MIX NEUTRALIZER
THAT’S DOUBLE -RICH, TOO!

NO MIX ... NO MESS!
Snip

off the tip

.

.

V0W

Toni’s neutralizer
no mix

is

already mixed.

Drop by drop,
neutralize.

neutrajia

you'

No more

drenching.

DOUBLE-RICH
Only Toni
with doublerich neutralizer

puts Hidden Body
in your hair. It holds

any hairstyle
(curly or smooth)

no other
permanent can.
like

P.S. And for very young hair, there’s
Tonette Children’s Permanent.
It has its own No-Mix Neutralizer.
P

continued

Open

Letter to

Dan

Diiryea

confidentially

Mr. Diiryea, T would very much like to
hank you for Iieiug so very uire to your
fans and myself. Every letter T've written

I

you has been airswered personally. T Iiold
a \pry Idgli respect for you and 1 believe
\ou lo be one of Hollywood’s finest actors.
Tbough Eve never met you, I think you
must be a very wonderful person.
1 would also like to thank Earl Holliman,

I'm a young man of
seventeen who is inter.

lames Arness and Audie Murphy for letters
received from them.
Jerry Hoi.i.ow.w

though I’ve also
appeared in several offBroadway shows. Perhaps
some of you readers will

Love Them!

recognize
feet

tall

my

me

.

37 Granite St.
Brooklyn 7, N.Y.
our story on page 38 Ed.

—

send

Dear Audrey Hepburn lovers: Please
me any pictures of her you’d like to

give

away

.

I

.

.

or trade.

Peter Willis
15 Fairmont Ter.

my guy

But some of his movies make

.

— and see

stand exactly six
and weigh one-hundred-and-sixty.
face?

love Sal

He’s

.

years,

Shreveport, La.

I

cry

Toni Marple
East Central Ave.
Atkins, Ark.

Jersey City, N.J.

them are great in every way
T d go to see them every day.
If all the stars I had to choose between
ben .Sai d be king and I'd be his queen.
He makes you feel great with just one look
Sal’s number one. iji my dream book.
All of

Dear Ed Our pack’s been doing some
buzzing about this Confidentially bit and
we’d like to lay the question: How’s about
if us fireflies send in snapshots of ourselves
when we write? Should make a real blaze
on this page if we all get together and show
how we glow. Dig it?

.

I

Now

Jim’s a "Maveiick”
Not really ihough.
Only on his 1 \' show.
Ho t like himy Well, wow!
When I see him holy cow!
lie’s handsome, maidy. cute and trim
Man, oh, man, I really like him.
is

his

I

I

Do

watch him on “Sunset Strip”

Pete’s a
bis

I
I
I
I

“Lawman”

TV

I
i

show

He’s a fine “deputy”
guess you know.
He's twenty-three
.\nd really suits me to a tee!

.

.

.

—

hese actors don't ride in llashy cars
list because they're movie stars.
bey're not conceited
You can bet.
I'hcse fine stars I'll never forget!
I

I

Brenda iMcDo.nald
Atlanta, Ga.

i
I

I
I

I

I'm surprised nobody has thought of making Emily Loring’s romantic mystery novels

I

into movies.

I

College Point, N.Y.

I

I
I

Ideal

i

My

ideal family

Steady

boyfriend- -Tab Hunter

Dee

I

Best friend

-.Sandra

Father
.Si!,tPi'

-Robert Young
-Jane Wyatt
-Debbie Reynolds

Brother

-Roger .Smith

Giandfather

-Burl Ives

Giandmother

-.lanet

Ernest

ambition

is to

an actor and
work real hard

I

Aunt
Uncle

-Rosalind Russell
-Cary Grant

Champagne

Covington, La.

Fabian fans can “join his team” by
writing to:
Fap.ian International Fan Club
Box #234, Planetarium Station
.

.

.

was

first).

who

it.

.

Why

not write

me?

Charleston,

W. Va.

movie

six years old

when I saw' my
The reason? I'd like

.

.

.

1

would like to increase my collection
and clippings of Paul Anka.

of pictures
to

make

Faye Emshoff
Route 1, Box 102

those

are unbajipy happy.

sure like a pen pal from

Brenham, Texas •

Jr.

182 South Street
New York .38, N.Y.

Td

N.Y.

.

I've

Ernest Riley,

...

24,

4006 Venable Ave.

at

since

I

Grey

to

New York

one day I hope to live there.
Now let me tell you what I’m like: I love
horses, boys, dancing, food and money, and
though I haven’t made up my mind yet, I’m
thinking of becoming an interior decorator.

... As president of their Canadian national
fan dull. I’d like to inform everyone that
“The Diamonds” have 'a new address:

The Diamond.s

City, because

Dorothy Gray
1476 8th Ave.

San Francisco,

Calif.

i

"Guys and

I

Ari.ene

Carol Quisenberry

to act in a

that's

in

plan

wanted
f

interested

2039 W. Haddon
Chicago 22, III.

did.”

I

I

are

horses.

become

... I’m a young boy of eighteen and my
name is Akhtar Jamal Batla. I would very
much like to correspond with American

I

Gaynor

B.

U

I
I
i

Mother

p

and friends would be:

who

Attention Kathryn Grayson fans: We
welcome new members of any age. We
feature many photos and articles about
Kathryn in our club journal, “The Katy-

My

est

I

I

I’m a girl of sixteen

.

.

I

Phyllis Dunn

.

.

and would like to correspond with boys and girls

.

is

Ben N LTTE

6133 Yoho Dr.
Alexandria, La.

New York

N. Mil. Riv.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Riley, Jr. and I’m nineteen years old.
great-

I

have thought of Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. as
the hero but can’t think of the heroine yet!

SlIE

Pkwy

5521

... My name

I

Go, Producers!

Jerry Lee Lewis Fan Club of America. For
full information, write:

Merrill Horn

I

I

.

write about.

I

I

.

... Anyone interested ii' writing to a girl
who likes everything connected with this
magazine? Drop me a line. I’m sure we’ll
find many ideas to exchange and much to

I

I

Attention Jerry Lee Lewis Fans. In-

.

terested in “the great ball of fire”? Think
Jerry’s the end? So do I, and that’s why
I’m inviting you all to join the National

on the front burner. So

like, it’s

I

I

T.et’s

ice

.

.

Frisco Flames

—

really drool.

On

:

your celluloid via the long and airy,
only don’t blow your jets if it doesn’t make
a round trip, cause everybody’s heels are on
fire in this cave. (In other words, we welcome your pictures but, being awfully busy,
cannot promise their return.)
EDI)
cops! El).

name

He’s alias “Kookie,”
II you know what I mean.
He’s a real gone cat
He’s really a dream.

.

file

He’s real cool.

When

.

— The

—

Edd Byrnes

.

If anyone would like information about
Deborah Kerr, I’d be more than pleased to
help. So do write me:
Erhard Ulbrich

.

.

ested in the field of acting. I’ve been a professional
model for two

I

I

.

iiMiiMjiir{iiiiiiniiiiijiiMMiiiiMiMiMiiiiuMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirriiiiiMiiiiiiMMiiiiiJiiiiiiiiijiiiiMiMiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiirMiiriMini

Dolls” about movies,
stamps, sports and magazines.

music,

P.O. Box 220, Station
Toronto, Canada

I’ve just graduated
from high school and my
hobby is boat-making,
though not long ago I
sang on television and
.

.

.

won

several contests. I'm

planning a trip to
A ork, Albuquerque

New
and

Galveston. I’d sure like lo
get acquainted with friends in these cities.

I

Ak.htar Ja.mal Batla

Monty Arlo

I
=

2/78-E, P.E.C.H.S.
Karachi. (W. Pak.)

3717 East 28th

TillinilllllMIIIMIIHIIIIiniillMIMIMIIMIIIIIIIMIMIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIHIMIItlllllllMIHIMMIM

Q

Tulsa, Okla.

Iseley
St.
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—

Remember who Frank was gunning
for

as

Who

the

baddie in “Suddenly’’?

Starred ?

Can you

tell

me

if

Frank Sinatra had a

part in “Suddenly”?

IjArry

Brooks

Laramie, Wyo.
Yes,

Frank Sinatra played the lead in this
He was a ^'professional killer” who

movie.

had been hired for the biggest fob of his
career; a $500,000 job
to assassinate the
Ed.
President of the United States !

—

Old Movies
There are several old movies that I think
would make excellent television series. “The
Dolly Sisters,” the movie in which June
Haver and Betty Grahle starred as singing
and dancing sisters, and "Mother Wore
l ights,” would he wonderful as a series or
a special night-time musical show. There
could be no funnier comedy shows than a
series like “Mr. Belvedere” or “Cheaper By
the Dozen.”

Oh,
movie

I’m

not

through.

There’s

another

which Robert Young played a
minister from Baltimore and Shirley Temfde played his mischievous teenage daugbler. I think it was "Baltimore Escapade.”
Mrs. Pat Chambers
in

Mobile, Ala.
Tali,

Blond, Coodlooking

There’s a

tall,

blond, goodlooking

cream
y^u “night cream’’ moisturizing under your make-up

new

man

in

Hollywood who has been my dream man
for a long time. I have seen every one of
his pictures and I think he’s just great.
Some time ago, we had a Cerebral Palsy
Telethon here in Miami and I got to meet
my dream man.
He was even more wonderful than I
thought he would be. He was so nice and
friendly to everyone. He stayed on stage
all day talking to people and working to
raise funds for this wonderful cause.
What’s his name? Peter Graves, naturally.
Judy Carrady
Miami, Fla.

Write to Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 E. 42nd
New York 17, N. Y. We regret we cannot
answer or return unpublished letters. To start
St.,

bringsf

kind of

all

day!

t.

Creates an all-day "moisture reserve.” At last a cream that goes
beyond superficial smoothing
that
.

.

.

actually controls the moisture level of

your skin under your make-up. At the
same time, it normalizes your skin's
protective chemistry all day long.

Prevents under-make-up dryout!
Protects your skin against sun and wind
—the drying effects of make-up itselfl
Your skin stays soft and dewy all day.

Leaves a smooth, no-shine

finish.

Pond’s Moisture Base is greaseless.
Your skin never feels sticky, make-up
never cakes or streaks. Transparent, it
can’t conflict with any make-up shade.
For a lovelier face, smooth on New
Pond’s Moisture Base every morning.

Use

it

for nighttime moisturizing, too.

Ponds MoistureMOISTURIZER
Base

NEW GREASELESS UNDER-MAKE-UP

fan clubs or write stars, contact their studios.
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THAT’S

IIOLLVWOOO
FOR VOU
BY SID^EY SKOLSKY
Success worked better for

T ony

than anyone else

can think

I

of.

Dodgers. Then he turned to his companion (female), saying, “I wonder

much

they’d cheer as

if

Kookie!

.

.

Our

.

me?”

for

Mike

old friend

New

Curtiz interviewing a

Face: “I

can make you what you can never
he.”

Paul

That’s a big

hunk

of autograph, but I get a

funny feeling when

Fabian

I see

name.

s

Anka was driving along

.sel

Strip with

to

Paul

...

Anka

ilon’t

1

Boy.”

sing “Lonely

think there’s anything as

who

lonely as an actress

leaves a

party saying, “I must hurry

know

I

Errol Flynn has suggested

Humbert

may be
I

.

.

it’s

Liz Taylor

.

a cat on a hot tin roof, but

she giggles. ...
ever

and

“Lolita,”

in

not a bad suggestion.

It

seems that when-

meet Sandra Dee,

perfume or sampling

know any
proved as much
don’t

of

Humbert

himself for the role of

success

she’s

buying
...

lipstick.

who has

actor

I

im-

as a person because

Tony

as

Curtis.

Doesn’t Fabian sound like the

.

.

.

name

my

because

J^iin-

radio on, listening

tlie

dog’s

home

alone.”

all

.

.

.

Glenn Ford’s contract stipulates that
he doesn’t have to wear make-up.
.

.

.

The

hunk of real glamour
in months is Patricia

best

to hit this

town

She’ll make a noise. ... I
Tab Hunter is underrated as
an actor. Sue me! ... At a small
party, playing games, Tuesday Weld
was asked to make a short and quick

Crest.

think

remark about logetherness. Tuesday
said, “just think what a wonderful

|

!

|

,

j

of a race horse to

Holliday
If

your

tan’s fading,

Tuesday has an

idea.

male.

you?

.

.

Judy

an indoor

strictly

is

.

fe-

Her only outdoor sport

hunting antique shops.

Lawford often

.

.

.

is

Peter

the driveway

sits in

Monica beach house.

of his Santa

This keeps tourists for the beach

from parking

there. ...

don’t recog-

the screen?

is

.

.

.

does Brigitte Bardot think she

—staying

away from Hollywood

—Ava Gardner?
These are great days.

An

actor

can be a beatnik with a beard

at

and work in Westerns during
the day. ... I think Dean Martin
has only begun to come on. ... 1
night,

Rock watches
16

his weight, hut

must he stare?

heard

Edd

Byrnes

.

.

.

when he looks
“I could

cheering

the

.

.

.

and

lot

than that!”

tired.

...

I

Sinatra

himself on

put on a

still

And Deborah Kerr?

few pounds.”
“I thought

at

spoke more distinctly

I
.

.

Jayne Mansfield

.

doesn’t like to be caught

•

rates a

book.

Know what Frank

Of course, sometimes

I

my

doesn’t object to talking about himself.

to see them.

Lana

is.

in

Burt Lancaster likes to talk a

says

Who

p

bankbook

hefty

j

j

fortune, which she

make-up on.

I like

they could

I’m for Lana Turner making a

actresses without their

nize them, but

if

get together.”

like to see

I

make

tan freckles would

have

looking

difficulty recogniz-

ing Ricky Nelson when he
his mother, Harriet.

.

.

.

isn’t

with

bet

Kim

I’ll

Novak wishes her romances were
way they are in the movies:

the

Jerry Lewis

al-

happy ending.

.

.

.

the

ways appears as if he had just left
someone and is on his way to meet
someone.
Will Marriage Spoil Nick

...

can’t

I

Adams?

seeing

recall

G.

E.

Marshall give a bad performance.
.

Bing Crosby should be proud of

.

.

... If you
David {Richard Dia-

Gary, and vice versa.

want

find

to

mond)

Janssen

Krujja)

Mineo, go to “La Scala,

and

Goodevening.”

them

You’ll

If

discover

•

•

•

fit!

in a booth, tossing initials at

each

other

Game.

.

.

I’ve seen,

—playing

of the photos

appears that Yul Bryn-

it

guise from

When

Movie

the

From some

.

ner wears a hat as

if it

process

Bobby

were a

servers.

Darin

told

dis.

.

—she

is in this

me

No

Debbie Reynolds

Tammy

how

replied, “That’s

town.

hit.

.

one walks.”

it

.

.

.

getting tired of

is
.

.

starlet

Googie Schwab, “You’re driving
crazy”^

the

you robbed a bank
you couldn’t buy finer

(Gene

Sal

.

Janet Leigh

is

our most underrated glamour.
I’m informed that

watches his figure as
Britt

watches hers.

objections.
.

.

.

cap

Bill

Rock Hudson

much
If

rather watch

I’d

May

as

there’re

no

hers.

Holden always leaves the
toothpaste

off his

tube.

.

.

.

Shirley MacLaine’s big fat success
pleases me.

Hollywood

.

is

.

.

John Cassavetes,
a

rich

you what
newcomer
“Hollywood is like

“I’ll tell

like,” said

woman who

buy everything and

how

it

doesn’t look

can afford to

does. Yet some-

good on her.”

That’s Hollywood For You.

this girdle, you’re armed for any-*
thing, eiren the slinkiest sheath! Reason:
twin cross “ over panels in front slim
your hips, yet leave you free. Spiral
boning, no-roll top gives you fabulous
comfort too, at a fabulous little price:
just $7.95! Get FLIRTATION WALK®by

With

BRA SHOWN: FLIRTATION BRA. $2.95

BES'i
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GOOD

EXCELLENT
VERY GOOD

They Came

to Cordura Columbia; cinemascope, bastman color
What with those big mountains and burning deserts,

1/ FAIR

this

looked like

But

it

wasn’t

Actually,

brute.

a

it’s

boys (see

was going

drama

top).

left

Then

it

to

be another typical Western.

— not even an “adult” one, as they say on TV.

there’s

that tries to separate the

Van

men from

Heflin’s one of the boys

Tab Hunter, who’s

and

self-centered

the

he’s a

and am-

bitious; Richard Conte, a not-too-bright veteran with a chip

on his shoulder; Dick York, a farm-boy looking for adven-

movie

and Michael Callan, a very religious boy. Then, of

ture;

Gary Cooper, an officer who in his earlier
was pretty much what you’d call a hoy. Rita

course, there’s
fighting days

Hayworth

is

great in this. She doesn’t play the usual glamour

woman who

kind of bitter

role. Instead, she’s a

but her pet parrot and a liquor bottle.

What’s on tonight?

has nothing

takes place in

It all

1916 during the Mexican-American border wars, when
Pancho Villa’s raiders were around. To sum the whole thing
up, this picture will leave you somewhat drained, what with
all the tensions. But it’s different
and it’s good.
famili

—

The
to see the best!

Look for

Devil’s Disciple
u.a.
V'VV'V Burt Lancaster and Kirk Douglas are getting to be
old hands at both producing and acting in movies. This time,

these new pictures

what they’ve come up with
the

at your favorite theater

is

a witty, fast-stepping film about

American Revolution. But don’t put away those history

books before you see

Even though
England,

is

it,

because

supposed

was filmed

it

character

it’s all

in old

this is sheer entertainment.

1777

to take place in

in

New

England, and the only historical

Gentleman Johnny Burgoyne, played by Eng-

land’s Laurence Olivier.

hew

Olivier tries to

the line of

G. B. Shaw’s theme, despite his American co-stars:

(with Olivier, bottom

left)

an engaging rogue

is

Kirk

who

isn’t

King George III, and Burt’s a peace-loving
preacher. Where lies the dilemma? Well, it seems Burl’s
wife, played by Janette Scott, has a yen for action and finds
afraid to sass

herself gravitating

toward Kirk. As you might guess, she

ends up with a choice of two men. and although the finale
is

more Lancaster than Shaw,

the

film

is

rousing good

entertainment.

family

Blue Denim

20th, cinemascope

V'/Vv' Here’s a picture

that’s likely to

keep

many

parents

worrying about something most teenagers
have known about all along
the fact that nice kids can gel

awake

all

night,

.

in trouble, too,

.

.

and when they do,

their parents are the last

people in the world they’d think of turning

to.

As two Subur-

ban Heights youngsters who have experimented with sex too
far, Carol Lynley and Brandon De Wilde can see only two

ways out
for me,
ents.

—

I

This

either

unwed motherhood

or the abortionist.

As

couldn’t blame the kids for overlooking those paris

—the one

Carol’s picture

that’ll

make her

a star.
ADULT

p
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Supphiti^

HANK.

V'/V This

is

EASTMAN

l!-l.

background of

that is set against a

and even

if

likely to

go buy popcorn

the treatment’s a

COLOII

movie

hrsl time EngJaiul lias sent over a

llie

big-city racial tension,

naive in spots, you’re not

little

middle of

in the

The murder

it.

of a beautiful student has detective Nigel Patrick baffled as

he

trails

streets

Africans and West Indians through seamy London

few tourists ever

see.

The shocker

his discovery of

is

own department. Mixed-up

race prejudice in his

as

may

it

seem, the characters are good and convincing, the pace

almost break-neck and the style distinctly American, jazz
score and
good one

The

Essentially, this

all.

whodunit

a

is

a jiretty
adult

Scdpef^^Otll

Some

— and

at that.

metro-eoedwan-maveh

time or other,

would happen

if

it

seems

to

me,

wonder what

of us

all

we met somebody who looked

ourselves. That’s what

happens

to a

exactly like

bored English school-

teacher (Alec Guinness)
of a

as he walks along the waterfront
shabby French town and suddenly sees his own face

The

materializing out of the gloom.
is

Frenchman whose

a debonair

tfouble,

life is

turns out,

it

rather full of prob-

lems. Perhaps too full in the end, so that the whole affair

never quite lives up to

its

dramatic opening, despite a cast

and a host of Old Vic players.
you can always count on Guinness

that also includes Bette Davis

But
to

off-beat

it’s

— and

be Guinness.

adult

Koseniurx

|

This

is

ilms-around-the-avorld

GERMAN. ENGLISH TITLES

IN

up such a fuss

the picture that kicked

at the

Venice Film Festival when the German Foreign Ministrv
violently objected to

anyway,

it

make Rolf

it

will

A

satire

its

being shown there. But

Thiele

(director)

name

a

on post-war German decadence,

“atmosphere,”

it

seems to give

once you’ve seen

was about. It
Tiller) from

tells

a

it,

you’ll

understand what

remember.

to

much

has so

it

weird

off a

evil

glow, and

all

the ruckus

Rosemary (Nadja

of the dubious rise of

decoy for a band of thieving street-singers

(their sassy ballads recall such

“Mack

was shown

it

ran off with the Italian Film Critics Award, and

the Knife”)

to

“Threepenny Opera”

a reigning courtesan, with

hits as

enough

tape-recorded confessions of powerful merchants to keep her
in sable for life.

sure, for

That such a

Rosemary was

life

cannot

a real person,

last

whose

long

we

are

story could

only be told after death. Although the remaining characters
are supposed to be fictitious,

German tycoons have been

putting up quite a holler. If the shoe

not be

much

of a pretty

fun for them: for us,

macabre way of

believed. See

it!

it’s

fits,

this picture

may

an engrossing glimpse
must be seen to be

life that

adult

PADDED FRENCH SECRET,
adds curves

via

contours, feels

big photo,

soft-as-life stitctied-in
lil<e

it

5.95. Frencli Secret, top, molds a's
c’s firmer,

molds

foam

belongs. Nylon lace

b's to perfection via

fuller,

foam

frames. Nylon lace 5.95. White and colors.

For store name, free figure booklet write Olga,

Dept.PH109,7915

Haskell,

Van Nuys,

Calif.

MOVIES

WOMAN TO WOMAN

even draw for the

continued

Ths

Mummy

some Christopher
most of his time

mummy

the

gaunt and grue-

Dracula

(

Lee spends

I

wrapped up (he’s
remake of a famous

Chris does get

horror classic.

out

of

***************

wraps long enough

*

handsome Egyptian priest, in a
way back, to 2000 B.C.! It’s
the archaeologists who spring him, after
4,000 comfortable years, when they
flout an ancient curse and untomb his
princess (lucky Yvonne Furneaux). She
lands up in the British Museum, so
self,

Qiiestiom

*

on becominff
a woman

t
*

!

started

on

their

monthly days.

Why

former

his

—

w'e’re all set

******)!•**»*»*)(.*»«
Q. My friends have already

to play

a

flashback

iimwered

**

up for a sequel.

Take a Giant Step

lmfeu

and afraid, curious and
and a Negro in a white

Johnny Nash (below

right with

Dee)

His troubles are

to have their
9 or 10 years; some

not until 15 or

world. In a splendid acting debut, singer

Ruby

16. There’s no set rule.
depends on individual growth and
development. If you haven't started by l6,
however, why not see your doctor?

to

Q. Must

feel blue at certain times

the family, to balance his enjoyment of

month?

the soft nature of girls with his puzzling

It all

I

of the

A. As you
you

learn

more about your monthly

"blues” are only
don’t give in to them.
Take your mind off yourself— T)o things you
enjoy doing. Get into loose clothing
cycle,

will realize that

temporary. Just

Feel free. Smart girls won’t wear anything
that binds on those days. They prefer wear-

Tampax because
unfelt when in place. It

ing

it’s

invisible

How

such a hoy.

learning to know, trust and

accept himself, to

new
from

death in

face a

physical hunger for them.

adolescence

maturity

to

giant one, and though

never quite

make

it,

The

should
act on a date
during my period?
I

A As you would any other time of the
month. Your naturalness and discreetness
will prevent embarrassment. Be sure to
change your protection as often as necessary. Keep extras out of sight in your hand-

lots

boys

sometimes do.

is

the

of parents
like

Johnny
adult

The Big Operator

^

you

If

—

TECHNIRAMA,
TECHNICOLOR

music’s sweet and

loud and the scenery’s

fine.

and

the

die

laughing

at

like

your dish.

bag. You’ll appreciate Tampax® because
it tucks away in a tiny purse. You’ll like
it,
too, because it prevents odor from

forming.
lines

Q.

Banishes other

telltale

signs

and bulges. Ends chafing, too.

When can

I

start to use

Tampax?
A. Every normal girl, married or single,
can use Tampax as soon as she is completely matured. Its use is approved by
doctors. Girls usually
friends tell them of its

turn

to

it

after

many

advantages.
As a new user, you will quickly learn how
easy it is to insert and change. And how
dainty, too. You’ll especially like the way it
keeps you feeling poised, confident as on
any other time of the month.

—

Why not

try

tion? We'll be

send you a trial package
together with
our free booklet on monthly problems. Just send
10<t. {stamps or silver) to cover mailing costs,
to Department A, Tampax Incorporated,
Palmer, Mass,
{'mailed in

p

20

Tampax internal sanitary protechappy

to

a plain wrapper)

—

substance,

in

in

here’s

only novel ingredient’s a

Its

union boss (Mickey Rooney) who soon

shows he’s
a

just another stinker without

Steve Cochran’s an upstand-

cause.

Mamie Van Doren

foreman,

ing

simple

wife and,

his

everyone knows,

as

crime stops paying when humble Amerfamily

20th; cine.m.ascope.
DE LUXE COLOR

Private’s Affair

WV

Everything about this

tom-made

— maybe

that’s

affair is cusits

trouble.

There’s star-sparkle in Sal Mineo and

Terry Moore (below
by’s

more

more

tine Carere

^so

forced

left).

likeable than ever

it

lovely.

seems

gets

it

rolling.

Gary Grosand Chris-

But the

plot’s

take forever to

to

maneuver Barry Coe

into the

fix

that

But the people are aw-

fully nice to look at.

family

That Kind of Woman
par; vistavision
Under the fashionable frankness of
this World War II drama beats a soft
and sentimental heart. Tab Hunter gives

'^V'v'

See Naples
hair-raising

performance since “Battle Cry”

as a naive paratrooper

with Sophia

Loren

Mario Lanza and Zsa Zsa
to act at each other in an

at

who

falls in

love

sight

and

first

won’t be dismayed, even when he learns

about George Sanders.

.

Gabor trying

metho-loldwyn-mayer

your movie menu high

and low

violence

his best

For the First Time
W)/ Come on in the

spectacle of

family

step

and

helps them forget a
difference in days of the month.

Q.

is

universal:

a

von Koszian).

little tale,

A

monthly periods

.

.

an affecting

All in all,

artists

bewildered

.

Worst
former

just a

when lady-charmer Mario meets

icans finally get fed up.

'/'VV Imagine yourself to he a boy of
sixteen, lonely

flame,

gentle deaf girl (Johanna

family

haven’t I?
A. Some girls may begin
at

up

all

in this

)

rKtuMcoLou

ti.i,

v'y'V' Britain’s ghoulish,

*

of World’s

title

Listener. Zsa Zsa ends

surprise, as Sophia

of

woman

You’re in for a
shows Tab what kind

that kind can be.

adult

—

B

^V''/ VEKY tOOD

EXCELLEM

^

tool)

A

AI(t

I

;

—ADULT

F

— FAMILY

HOLIDAY FOR LOVERS— 20th;

NOW
For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the
months indicateil. For full reviews this month,
see contents page.

A MURDER— Columcourtroom drama, shrewdly
directed, James Stewart defends Ben Gazzara,
accused of killing a man who allegedly raped
Sejttemher
his wife (sexy Lee Rcmick). (A)

ANATOMY OF

hia: In a startling

THE— A.A.,

CIRCUS,

BIG

Techniwho's sabotaging
Vic. Mature’s show. Rhonda Fleming, Red Buttons, Kathryn Grant, Gilbert Roland and David
Nelson all keep you guessing. (F) September

V'V'V

Hurry, hurry

color:

see

to

Webb

Clifton
(

are their nice, puzzled parents.

September

F)

V''/V'V HORSE SOLDIERS. THE— U.A., De
Luxe Color: Fine John Ford action film pairs
John Wayne and Bill Holden as feuding Union
officers on a mission down South, where they
Towers.

(F)

the—

fisherman,

big

September

capture

Constance

V'V^V'V'

MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT— Colum-

hia:

his

Our Oscar-money’s on Fredric March for
wonderful portrayal of a lonely widower

in love with

Kim Novak, young enough
Warm,

his daughter.

V'V'y'V'

realistic.

(A)

to be
August

NORTH BY NORTHWEST— M-G-M;

Technicolor: Only Hitchcock
us shiver and laugh at once, as
James Mason’s spies chase ad man Cary Grant
and Eva Marie Saint does some chasing of her

CinemaScope,
could

make

JUDY GLYLR,
High

September

own. (F)

V'V'V'V

Cin-

emaScope, De Luxe Color: Carol Lynley, Jill
St. John invite you on a happy man-hunt in
romantic South America. Jane Wyman and

PLAYING
V'/'/V'

Eddie Hodges. His nosy relatives— Edward G.
Robinson, Thelma Ritter. (F)
August

uena

Panavision, Technicolor: A dazzling
spectacle illuminates the beginnings of Christianity, with Howaril Keel as St. Peter. John
Saxon and Susan Kohner provide the romance.

NUN’S

V’V'V'V

(F)

Technicolor: Visually and emotionally breathtaking! As a nun who becomes a nursing sister
in the Congo, helping doctor Peter Finch,
Audrey Hepburn outdoes berself. (F) August

September

worked for other

Now, every time
thank

1

V'V'V

I'lVE

PENNIES,

VistaVision, Technicolor:

PORGY AND BESS — Goldwyn,

THE— Paramount;
Listen

the heat,

to

Danny Kaye plays jazzman Red Nichols.
The heartbeat's in his love for wife Barbara
Bel Geddes and daughter Tuesilay Weld.
as

cleared

—

kookie
Carolyn Jones, prim Eleanor Parker. His son
gold cast topped by Sinatra. His girls

BIG OB BRAT OR, THE-U-G-U.

Directed by
(.'liaiics Uaas: Little Joe Braiiii, Mickey Rouiiey;
Bill (jibsoiL. Steve Cuchraii; Mayy Gibson, Mamie
Dureii;

Mc.lfee, AJel

Oscar
'I

urine;

Ray

Daiiluii; Fred
Cliff Ileldoii, Jim Backus;

li''et:::el,

lid'ieard Branitcl, Jackie Cuogaii;

Slim Claybnrii,

Ray Anlliuny; Bert Carr, Ben Gage; Alice

Ait'*

Afee, Ziva Rodanii.

BLUE DliNIM — JUth.

Directed by Philip l->iuiue
l)eWiUle;
Janet
Malcolm Bartley, Macduiiald Carey; Jessie Bartley, Marsha Hunt; Lillian Bartley, Nina Shipman: Lrnic, Warren Berlinger; Brofessor Willard, Vaughn Taylor; Axel,
Arfliiir

Bartley,

Willard,

C'arul

Buck

l.irHiidoii

DLVIUS piSClBLE, THE—V.A.

Directed by
Guy Hamilton: Anthony Anderson, Burt Lancaster; Richard Dudgeon, Kirk Douglas; Gen^
eral Bnrgoyne, Laurence Olivier; Judith Anderson, Janette Scott; Mrs. Dudgeon, Eva LeGallienne; Major Sivindon, Harry Andrews; Laivyer Hazokins, Basil Sydney; British Sergeant,
George Rose; Christopher Dudgeon, Neil McCallum; Rev. Maindeck Pershotter, Mervyn Johns;
William, David Horne; Essie, Jenny Jones.

FOR THE FIRST T/A/K— M-G-M.

by Rudy Mate: Tonio Costa, Mario Lanza;
Gloriape Vadnua, Zsa Zsa Gabor; Ladislas Tabory, Kurt Kasznar; Christa Bruckner, Johanna
von Koszian; Albert Bruckner, Hans Sohnker;
Leopold Huebner, Peter Capell; Angelo, Renzo
Cesana; Alessandro, Sandro Giglio.

MMY THE— U-1.

]\IU
hisher:

emaScope. Technicolor: Rich, juicy
ilrama plunges Rock Hudson and Jean Simmons into a fight over California vineyards
during prohibition. (A)
August

Eden; Louise Wright, Terry Moore; Jim
Gordon, Jim Backus; Macintosh, Robert Denver;
T. Chapman, Jessie Royce Landis;
Col. Hargrove, Robert Burton; Major Hanley,
Alan Hewitt.

ROSEMARY—F'ilms-Around-the- World. Directed
by Rolf Thiele: Rosemary, Nadja Tiller; Fribcrt,
Peter Van Eyck; Horst, Mario Adorf; Hartog,
Carl Raddatz; Bruster, Gert Frobe; Walter, Jo
Herbst; The Student, Horst Frank.

SAPPHIRE — Rank-C-L

STARVES
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED,

,

by

Terrence

PRIVATE’S AFFAIR.

Directed by
Raoul _WaIsh: Hrry Morgan, Barry Cue; Luigi
Maresi, Sal Mineo; Mike Conroy, (lary (’ro.sby:
Marie, Christine Carere; Katey Mulligan, TLir2Uth.

works

it

ists,

and

is

prove

clinical tests

HOW

CLEARASIL

it

really works.

WORKS FAST

Directed by Basil Dear-

Hazard, Nigel Patrick; Mildred, Yvonne
Lcaroyd,
Michael
Craig:
David,
Paul Massie; Mr. Harris, Bernard Aliles; Mrs.
Harris^ Olga Lindo; Dr. Robbiiis, Earl Cameron;
Paul pade, Gordon Heath: Patsy, Jocelyn Britton; Sapphire, Yvonne Buckingham.

1

.

Penetrotesp/mp/es. ‘Keratolytic’ actiou

Mitchell;

softens,

SCAPEGOAI THE~M-Cj‘M.

growth ol the bacteria that can cause
helps prevent
and spread [dinples
further pimple outbreaks!

flisv'^olves affected sLiii tissue so
medications can penetrate. Encourages
quick growth of healthy, smooth skint

2. Stops bacter/o. Antiseptic action stops

,

Direclcil by

Ro-

.

Hamer: John Barrel, Jacques de Gtic, Alec
The Countess, Bette Davis: Bella,
Nicole Maurey; Francoise. Irene Worth; Blanche,
Pamela Brown; Gaston, Geoffrey Keen; Aristide,

bert

Guinness;

3. ‘Sforves* pimples.

.

.

O il -absorb iug

action ‘starves’ pimples

remove excess
works fast
pimples
helps

Peter Bull; Dr. Aloin, Noel Howlett.

.

.

.

.

oils

.

.

dries uj),

that

‘feed’

to clear pimples!

TAKE A GIANT STEP—V.A.

Directed by
Spencer Scott, Johnny Nash;
Hemsley; Christine, Ruby Dee:
Lem Scott, Frederick O’Neal; Carol, Ellen Holly;
Violet, Pauline Meyers; May Scott, Beah Richards; Rose, Royce Wallace; Poppy, Frances Foster; Bobby, Dell Erickson; Tony, Dee Pollack;
Giissie, Frank Killmond; Johnny, Joseph SonP’hilip

Leacock:

Grandma,

Estelle

Alan, Sherman Raskin.

THAT KIND OF WOMAN — Paramount.

Di-

by

rected by Robert

Rossen; Maj.

'Floats’

Out Blackheads,

Di-

Thoma-s Thorn,

clearasil softens

and loosens blackheads so they float out with
normal washing. And, clearasil is greaseless,
stainless, pleasant to use day and night for
uninterrupted medication.

Proved by Skin

Sidney Lumet: Kay, Sophia Loren;
Red, Tab Hunter; The Man, George Sanders;
Kelly, Jack Warden; Jane, Barbara Nichols;
Harry, Keenan Wynn.
rected

THEY CAME TO CORDVRA—CoXnmhm.
Directed

John Banning, Peter Cushing; Kharis,
Christopher Lee; Isabel Ananka, Yvonne Furneaux; Mulrooney, Eddie Byrne; Stephen Banning, Felix Aylmer; Joseph Whemple, Raymond
Huntley, Mehemet, George Pastell.

Hides pimples while

the new-type scientific medication
especially for pimples. In tubes or new squeezebottle lotion, CLEARASIL gives you the effective
medications prescribed by leading Skin Special-

CLEARASIL

den:

essa;

Directed

it

Cinfamily

Lynley;

Class.

way

the

for

conifdexion.”

SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL' MEDICATION

MINE— U.l;

Elizabeth

OF CURRENT PICTURES
Van

IS

bara

CASTS

Clearasil

my

myself.

like

lumbia; Todd-AO, Technicolor: Sidney Poitier, Dorothy Dandridge as the star-crossed
lovers and Sammy Davis, Jr., as their tempter
stand out in Gershwin’s classic. (F) September

THIS EARTH
V'V'V'V HOLE IN THE HEAD, A— U.A., De
Luxe Color: Funny, touching film with a solid-

girls

look in the mirror,

1

Co-

September

(F)

Plymouth

'T scrubbed and tried all kinds of
remedies, but the bleniislies stayed.
Tben I heard bow well Clearasil

THE— Warners,

STORY,

Vista:

Senior,

School, Plymouth, N. H., says:

300

Specialists! In tests on over

patients, 9 out of every 10 cases were

cleared up or definitely improved

while using clearasil (either lotion or tube). In Tube, 69j^ and
98j*. Long-lasting Lotion squeeze-

Gary Cooper; Adelaide Geary, Rita Hayworth;

bottle, only $1.25 (no fed. tax).

Sgt. John Chazvk, Van Heflin:
Lt.
'William
hozvlcr. Tab Hunter; Cpl. Milo Trubcc. Richard
Conte; Pvt. Andrezv Hethcrington, Michael Callan; Pvt. Renzichausen, Dick York: Col. Rogers,
Robert Keith; Arreaza, Carlos Romero: Capt.
Paltz, James
Bannon: Col. DcRosc, Edward
Platt; Mexican Fcderale, Maurice Jara; First
Correspondent, Sam Bufiingtun; Second Corres-

Money-back guarantee.
At all drug

pondent, Arthur Hanson.

counters.

LARGEST-SELLING PIMPLE MEDICATION
BECAUSE IT REALLY WORKS
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Party Time: Janet Leigh was

a

She wore her hair clipped

dream walking,

short, with the gray frankly

crowding out the golden brown, “the way Tony
it.”

Tony

Curtis,

more

as an

ankle.

And

cane,
days.

noticed,

I

at

Jimmy McHugh.

the garden party for songwriter

likes

carried a cane, but

still

ornament than a prop for his injured
in his so-snug trousers,

sharp jacket and

Tony looks more London than Hollywood
Saw Jack Benny, and I tiever cease to

these

think

s boss that a friendlier man
Martha Hyer applauded like mad as
Page sang “I Can’t Give You Anything But

when

meet Rochester

I

never lived.
Patti

Love. Bahy,” but

I

thought

And

sort of wistful.

the

were lovely Irene

attention

Goddard, who was
Paradise”
like?

Dino ivon
here.

know what Jeanne was whispering about

t

“You

till

he reads

I

TV

in

town

se(]uence.

A

few days

Boh Wagners are tip-toeing
nursery these days. “We want to have

imaginary

bahy some

a

at

Nat was

like a

Kim Novak

neon sign, blinking “I love you.”

.

.

ly,

When

.

Kim,

lems

— white— and

all

ironed out. there

nothi tig to stam

don’t take

enough

!

He

told

me

proud-

interest in the house. But.

seen everything

shop!

—

till

I

found myself

Harry Drucker, who’s been

at a

there.

Why

don't

we

thought

I’d

snipping at Hollywood

heads for years, was opening a new place.

Granville

1

party in a barber

I

see her in

Bonita
more movies?

spotted

own

s

behavior.

The rumor

.

s

their

in

I

Kim

Except

\\a\.

unpredictable
•.

I

Dick’s flivorce pioh-

^vith

.

gift

a T-bird. is in a

bride’s color

‘You say

of

Dino’s Jeanne told me,

Jeanne moaned, “they weren’t our trees!” ...

|nedict

I

marry. Dick’s

they'll

to

Meet.”

who caught

look. I’m having these eucalyptus trees cut down.’ Only.”

and director Dick Qiiine wind up “Strangers

When We

Beverly-Hilton

—they were the wives

“Sara, you’ll never believe what Dean did

day,” Boh told me, and the gleam in his eye as he looked over

in

McKay

of his show.” she

later, at the

Ronald Reagan and Dean Martin.

through an

and Paulette
“Adventure

for an

party for “Porgy and Bess,” the gals

everybody’s eye weren’t stars

Flashes: The

Dunne

title

looked

really stole the

“What’s Gardner

asked her. “Like the

laughed. ...

it

never believe the boner Dean pulled” she told me.

II

'

Buddy Bregman

two gals who

of

the

Hope Lange
Don Murray at op-

month had
and

posite ends of their marital ties.

Then Don showed

up

the

at

days

in

a

three

studio,

row. to lunch

w ith Hojte and their friend
Steven Boyd, her co-star

Bonita Granville and her Jack
celebrate

22

—

in a

beauty parlor!

in

“

I

he

Best

thing.” That

of

Every

ended

-

that.

Tony's

still

using that cane, but

“British look.” JaneTs

new look

is

now
“the

iTs just part of his

way Tony

likes it.”

'7

Hunch: Are John Saxon and Vicki Thai
married?
to

I’d

be willing

bet they are.

I

saw

Ross

Vicki at producer

Hunter’s pool-side party for Sandra Dee, and

and

frocks

old

discuss business.”

And

welcome anytime.”

.

.

ust radiated

warmth

“Come

Vicki,

on,

it’s

time to go,” his tone was
the world

for all

of

house.

plan

a

like a

of the

could be wrong.

I

.

.

When

I

for everyone to drop

.

his

Racers,”

found

I

is

me

to

to

had

that something

George,” Efrem explained,

Sara,
is

he didn’t insist upon

if

a pet rooster Steffi found!

“Richard Diamond”
it

by

Efrem

Later that same afternoon,

double-checked the rumor that

would quit

Bur-

were too close to

then Clint added quickly, “But you’re

Zimbalist and Stephanie admitted

.

“We

over a tomato salad in Warners’

sleeping in our bed.” “George”

and happiness and the
change was startling.
Later, when John said,

that

me

became too easy

and smart

combed-on-the-run look.

—

“It

lovely green

hair-do had replaced the

Jim MacArthur’s told Joyce his
secret, but he wont tell us
yet.
But just wait’ll he gets back home.

the studio,” Clint told

Green Room.

Walkers have moved from

far out in the Valley.

A

drab

j

home

to a

dress

nize her.

She

Jottings: The Clint

come between them. “His name
“and I wouldn’t mind so much,

almost failed to recog-

print

TV

bank

David Janssen

series to star in

“The

David and Richard are

just isn’t so.

moving to another network, NBC-TV. Bob Evans is the
“The Racers,” and he’s as smouldering-eyed in it
as he was as a movie matador.
“I’ll be a father this spring,”
Nick Adams told me, completely taking my mind off the
rumor that Nick’s friendship with Bob Wagner is cooling.
just

star of

.

.

.

I’ll check that for you next month. ... I hope his hit tune,
“Hawaiian Wedding Song,” is giving Andy Williams ideas.
He has us all moaning the blues now that it seems he’s not

planning a winter show to follow up those wonderful ones he
all get on the “We Want Andy All
Year ’Round” bandwagon and see what happens.
When
Alice Lon, departing the Lawrence Welk show, said, “It
wasn’t the same happy family it used to be,” didn’t it remind

did this summer. Let’s

People in the News: I know how much Pat Hardy and
Richard Egan want the baby they expect in January, so
when I heard she’d almost lost it, I called Pat. “All two-andnow,” she told me. “Thanks for
Wynter shopping for baby

a-half of us are fine
.

.

Dana

Spotted

.

calling.”

.

.

.

you of Arthur Godfrey’s former “Friends”? {continued)

and that’s why Greg Bautzer’s beaming.
was sad but not surprised about the David

things

...

I

Niven
ness

Rumors

separation.

have

months,

been

of

whirling

nobody

although

their

unhappi-

town for
knows what

about
really

between David and Hjordis.
Can’t wait to run into Jimmy Stewart now
that his promotion to Brigadier General in the
the trouble

is

.

.

.

Reserve Air Force has come through. I’ve been

working almost as hard on

my

fancy salute as

Jimmy worked to get the “general” tag.
The house Eddie Fisher bought in Las Vegas,
.

to

establish

was sold

in

.

.

residence just before his divorce,

no time

flat.

Here and There: I hurried over to see Pat Boone on the
set of his new picture, “A Journey to the Center of the Earth.”
“The children have the measles again,” he reported. “Last
year it was the German type, and now it’s the red measles.”
Pat told

me

that he’s

after this.

“No

singing at all?”

“not a song.” Don’t
.

.

.

“I really

going dramatic in the next film
I

know how

asked. “Nope,” he answered,
I

feel

about a songless Pat.

wanted her,” Sal Mineo told

Kohner was

signed to play his wife in

me

Susan
“The Gene Krupa
after

Norm

Siegel,

our coast

it

Virginia couldn’t have been

more

surprised

if

12th-birthday

her

Strip” motif. Actually,

came through

only as a co-star.

all

really did want Susan, and maybe not
Paul Anka did such a good acting job
in “Adam and Eve,” the bosses asked him to write the theme
music, too. And with his new “Lonely Boy” album a smash,
Paul has reasons for being happy. And Annette Funicello’s
one of them.
James MacArthur, filming “Kidnapped”
in Scotland, writes, “I know what they wear under the kilts.
Can’t wait to get back home and tell you.”
.

.

.

cake,

which had a “77 Sunset

makes me think Sal
.

Edd

Byrnes had popped out of

Story.” There was a look in his dark eyes as he spoke that

.

edi-

and Rookie planned
all, and Norm’s daughter

tor,

Edd

the door, like

mortals. He’d delayed a

trip

to

San Franeisco

to

bring Virginia (right) her
gift

—a

tricky

coin purse.

.

Ronald Reagan’s Nancy
had all the heads turning.

Memories of a Summer Past: Dehhie Reynolds and

Tab Hunter

meeting on the beach at Waikiki. “It was really
hy accident,” Tab told me, “but wait till you hear the album
that came out of it all.”
Rick Nelson and Molly Bee
playing gin rummy on the beach, with Molly winning, winning, winning. Didn’t anyone ever tell her you can win more
hy losing?
Evelyn Rmlie, 9, and Eddie Hodges, 12,
.

.

.

having a

continued

.

.

first

date at Ocean Park.

“We

ate

cotton candy,” Evelyn sighed, “and never got

Around Town: The

hamburgers and

home till

eight!”

day after his long-

came through, Jeff
Chandler bought a diamond ring. Wanna bet it’s for Esther Williams? ... A
delayed

divorce

GI back from overseas told me Elvis
Presley runs a regular private loan office.

“A guy in our outfit can borrow any
amount he needs from El,” he said, “and
he hands

over with no questions and no

it

And you know something? He’s
never lost a dime yet.”
Diane Baker
waved to me from the set of “The Best
interest.

.

of Everything.”

“I’ll

day as a junior

in

.

.

never forget

Van

my

first

Evelyn Rudie's

INuys High,” she

whispered. “1 was handed a le.xthook and

when

I

across

name

opened
the

it,

saw

I

leaf,

fly

it

.

blond for his

.

.

TV

role

.

.

(If

.

the

Dwayne
Many

on “The

be paid .$100 a week extra for

Gillis,” will

and upkeep. Zowie, for

the bleaching costs

go pea green.

that

much

loot. I’d

Question of the month: when Millie Per-

kins honeymoons with

Dean

trousseau be green corduroy

—

Stockwell,
like

her whole

will

most of her wardrobe?

Cal York’s Jottings:

Look Back: From
at

Warners’,

1

He seemed more
there

was

a

House

of Mirrors.”

the day in \9'S9 when he first showed
was struck hy handsome Stanley Morner.
a lootball captain than a Ijaritone.

snnniness al)out

him

his

that

pals

and

(Doris

Day, J aek Larson. Jimmy Lagiiey among tliem took
to instantly. Once tlie studio changed his name to Dennis Morgan and let him run tlie gamut from musicals
to dramas, the public cheered him in over twenty-five hits
as varied as ’‘Kitty Foyle,” “’The Desert Song" and “God

Dick Clark, who has

who’ll finally figure her out.

know

of Elvis’s

some

that

his cast of

in

“Because They’re Young,”

femme

their hair sideburn-fashion in

.

.

Did you

.

fans are planning to trim

honor of

his return? It’s

my

guess that after two years in the barracks, El would rather be

welcomed home by
movies,

marriage
I

really scared me,'’’ she

the

Tuesday Weld
may be the one

at the

up

“Some of the rides
when he got lost in

had, scribbled

‘Norma Jean Baker.’”

Hickman, who must go

date was a scream.

confessed, “but you should’ve seen Eddie

doesn’t ring a bell, just turn to page 32.)

Loves of Dohie

first

refuses to discuss Brigitte’s

Jacques

to

And have

Charrier.
\ou

... In Hollywood for another try

girls!

Mijanou Bardot

heard

song

the

Slieariug

(»e<»rge
wrote lor

vounger

llie

I

Is

My

Co-Pilot.”

Son of

a

Wisconsin lumber-camp owner,

in Waukesha and
woodland trails till his voice coach
switch to the music trails (Chautauqua, radio,

Dennis graduated from Carroll College
labored

on

urged him
vaudeville)

to

Dad's
that

led

to

Hollywood.

Twenty years

later

Dennis on a four-

finds

acre La Canada estate,
swimming
with
his
three kids or, on cook's

day

off,

doing

dishes

with wife Lillian Ved-

Now TV

der.

his old films

him a

TV
r

fans of

have made

star on his

series,

"21

Bardot

?

le’s

I

her, hu tthe

j

just loves the

never met

azz pianist

name.

and

suspension

took

with

off

Mickey

London and the
“Too Hot To
Handle.”
How come
“Ask Any Girl” was

to

movie

.

the only

.

.

American

pic-

ture entered in the 9th

Earl Holliman

International Film Feslival

in

part of the answ^er
Berlin’s “Silver

be able to

metlal

good to
welcome him

YORK

.takes

still

it

easy.

Berlin? Guess
is

star

Shirley MacLaiiie, who won

Bear” as best

for best wife, Shirl

Holliman’s over
you’re-w'ell note

24

.

NBC-

Beacon

— CAL

.

re-

considered that threat-

ened

Street.” It's so

back.

.

Jayne Mansfield

actress.

would win

MCA,

.593

if

there were a

that, too.

.

.

.

Earl

him a gladMadison Ave.,New York,N. Y.

his hepatitis.

c/o

Why

And

not send

You

.

.

.

beautiful in beige!

Angel Face makes

all the difference!

On

the

left,

it’s

Pink

Angel Face. On

New Cosmetic Discovery ! Now

the right,

it's

Ivory

Angel Face.

you can

nagically cliange yonr skin tone to go with

any fashion
/lost

fabulous beauty fashion since Pond’s

reated tbe first compact

mgel Face with

makeup — new

cosmetic-silicones!

Now you

can change your skin tone to
without
loking artificial New Angel Face is a nesvkind

lake any fashion color llattering

—

color!

Pond’s discovery of cosmetic-silicones gives
soft, subtle shades never jjossihle before
prevents the moisture in your skin from
changing them. No darkening or discoloring!
Wliat’s even more remarkalfle, cosmetic-silicones actually capture light, to give your skin

you
.

.

.

!

foundalion-and-powder. With cosmeticyou can make dull skin blush, sallow
kin go golden-pink, flushed skin turn pure
f

’licones

vory

— in

the touch of a puff.

New

a lovely radiance, a natural beauty.

See the 8 new Angel Face shades. Choose
two, three or more and discover

ways you can look

lovely,

how many

day and night!

ctce- by Pond’s

New

soft, subtle color

.

.

.

new

velvety

smoothness in one swift, sure makeup
that is foundation-and-powder in one. In
Luxury Compact with 2 IK gold design.
1.25 plus tax

vive

la difference!
since even sisters

have different needs, there must be two dramatically
different types of hair control...

only Helene Curtis SprayJVet gives you a choice ofsister sprays!

oneforfirm control
If

you want

the feel of
silky-soft curls

.

.

.

the confidence of
no sticky film,
no flaking
.

if

If

you war

.

you want

the ease of restyling
with just a quick comb
tres jolie! choose

vour set htld wf
'vindproof obstin^y
the beauty 6f
no dulling ickiness,

no

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SUPER SOFT SPRAY NET

flakin:

you wantBie only
never-drooBiair spray
if

in the work!

magnifiqueShoose

.

.

REGULAR SraAY NET

I

I

gowns and accessories
by Saks Fifth Avenue

©

1959,

HELENE CURTIS INDUSTRIES.

IN'

W

light

hen

Eddie Fisher emerged from
the gynecologist’s office in

Harley Street, there was a

She wore a simple sweater

drizzle.

over her loose blouse and a

arm

Eddie’s

and

Taylor

Elizabeth

full skirt,

her

encircled

waist

and

protec-

tively.

But her face was strained and almost as

No crowds

gray as the London weather.

milled around to find out what the doctor

had

told her;

and only one photographer

saw them and snapped

their picture.

Neither Eddie nor Liz would look up.

They stared

came down

they

at the steps as

them, and at the sidewalk as they walked

Then, just before Eddie helped

to their car.

“He

her into the car. Liz said,

That

lose weight.

But shortly after
flew to Paris

—

says

and Eddie

Liz

that,

A

for the day.

just

must

I

important.”

it’s

news-

The doctor had been so kind, so reassuring, but Liz’s face still showed
and Eddie left his office. Hardly noticing the light
London drizzle, Liz ivas grateful for Eddie’s hand at her waist.
the strain as she

paper reported that she was ignoring doc-

“She had a

orders.

tor’s

feast

Bank restaurant today,” and

it

at

a

Left

went on to

every bite she had taken, implying she

list

“craved” certain exotic foods.

“Oh,

yes.

Look

at

There’s no

wrong

close friend

question

how much weight

she’s

about

examined Liz

honeymoon

the obstetrician

just before she left

was before they

Now London
into

the

left

on her

reports

Is

Liz

And
All

28

that,

they

Liz and Eddie
after

wdll

all,

say

is,

is

is

throwing

“Suddenly Last

picture,

there any truth

now? Only

But

America!

Summer.” Tension on the
able.

who

said the published statements

about her “condition” are inaccurate.

herself

it.

put on. She

before.

From New York,

that

says,

But close friends have been

right.”

all

is,

A

she pregnant?

Is

as

set is unbeliev-

to

the

know
it

rumors
for sure.

should be.

we want

children.

In a pub, they tried to cheer up. The people seemed friendly and they
didn’t stare, except perhaps to notice that Liz

was exceptionally

pretty.

PHILADELPHIA;

Eddie’s mother tells

Would

wife.

Would

—

olher

really like her?

I

Liz like

me?

We

had

I

wondered.

to like

each

for Eddie’s sake, if for no other

reason.
I

almost sure I’d like her, after what

felt

she’d said to

me

long distance.

the night

Eddie called me

“Mama,”

she’d said, her

voice

warm and

come

to

time.

I

Vegas

want

sincere, “I

at least a

to get to

Over and over,

I

want you

to

week ahead of

know you. Mama.”

repeated those words,

trying to recapture the friendly feeling

From

the

W

first,

/

found Liz

full

of surprises.

told myself,

atching the dark, mysterious desert

whiz by,

1

wished the train would

—

slow down, stop

then

I

wished

would hurry up. In a few minutes
meet Elizabeth Taylor for the

and

they’d left with me. “Stop worrying,”

in a

I

would

first

few days she would be

it

my

“Eddie loves

Liz.

you. Liz and you love Eddie.

It

I

He

loves

will

come

off fine.”

The

window

train

saw

I

was stopping. Through the

my

—and

son, his bright eyes, his

who could only be

time,

big smile

son’s

Elizabeth Taylor. {Continued on page 70)

a girl

what’s really happening
to Liz

and Eddie

After a vear of
¥

silence, in her
first

interview

with Photoplay,

Deborah Kerr
“I

savs:

have learned to
”

live

from dav to dav.
J

i

Conlinued on page 12

)

what would you do

if,

like

Roger Smith’s wife

I

Vici,

you were

told

your husband might have only

HOURS VO LIVE
R
to

oger Smith lay so

still

on the hospital bed that

it

seemed as

he were no longer breathing. Several times, Vici leaned closer

her husband. The silence around her seemed complete. But then

she heard the choking gasp
as the silence
It

.

.

.

And

was four o’clock

—

terrifying in itself

—

yet not so terrible

she breathed again, herself.
in

She had taken the room

the morning.

adjoining his. The doctors said the crisis would

come within

next forty-eight hours. In forty-eight hours, they’d said, we’ll
if

if

the brain surgery

“Now

there

we can do

And
that

is

the

is

was a

success, or not

.

.

the

know

.

no more we can do,” the doctors had

said. “All

wait.”
waiting,

the

not knowing,

was worse than anything

had come before. Each honr seemed (Continued on page 96 )

by

GEORGE CHRISTY

33

a tender look,
a

tease,

the touch of his

hand

40^-

"'w'

secrets

you

re never

wetinqs you never

Knew

could have...
continued

¥

T

by

BRANDON deWILDE
GEORGE CHRISTY

as told to

Y

ou couldn’t say

our

see,

But

I

as

I

was kissing her

—

Dunne

Philip

was our

was a movie

first kiss

know

it

me we were

and

told Carol

that

first

kiss that

in love.
kiss

—

You

anyway.

for director

mysterious

something

and strange was happening inside me, something

I

was somewhere between
leaving

was

my

first

movie

tion of

what was

to

in the center of

• • •

SO

night

I

Maybe

excitement

and

(it

all

was a premoni-

come.

later,

my

it

It

and a sweat,

kiss), dizzy-eyed

at the knees.

Because a while

finger on.

a chill

me shook up from

wobbly

summer

my

couldn’t quite put

it

all

hit

me smack

heart, and, suddenly, one

knew, {Continued on page 67

many

promises

to

make

so

many

things to

discover

so close
that two

equals one
37

JAMES GARNER

says:

As a kid

IVOBODT

WER

SEEMED
TO WAXT

TO EOVE ME
W

hen her husband got that “far-away” look while
ping his soup, Lois just ignored

it.

sip-

But when he only

picked at the chicken and dumplings, then she knew something was definitely wrong. Usually he’d say: “If Aunt

Ruth tasted your dumplings, she’d swear she’d made them
herself.”

But now Jim wasn’t saying much of anything.

From

long experience she

knew

that the only

way

to

handle Jim’s moods was to wait them out.

The trouble was

that

by JIM

Jim Garner

just

{continued)

HOFFMAN

39

•That’s

didn’t
ing.

know how

How

communicate what he was

feel-

does a fellow show eomplete happiness, com-

plete satisfaction?

ing

to

why what I have

By grinning

like

some gushy, mushy words? By

an idiot? By spoutlifting

right

—there

rounded by the warmth and love of
yet in a sense

room

sur-

his family;

and

in the

he wasn’t there: he was comparing the

By

with the sad; the golden present of this August 17th,

the other

and whirling them around and around and around?

tell

all

present with the past; the good with the bad; the happy

arm and Kim up on

Someday, Jim thought, he\l

Oh, he was there

much

Greta out of

her high chair and swinging her over the chandelier?
hoisting Lois up on one

today matters so

1959

—the

third anniversary of his marriage

—with

meaningless years before he met Lois. Those

Greta and Kim, “Watch out for guys like the one

I

aim-

lost,

used to he.” Lois would laugh, but

k

the

’<

.

.

j

useless years that strung back to the time he

less,

five years old, when

was

he was convinced no one loved him

first

or would ever love him, no one cared or could ever

the years to

about him.

.

He

.

.

didn’t really

remember

his mother’s death.

seemed that one day the world changed, and

He

his

It

just

home

That’s

—

come

that

when George changed,

place.

On

Oklahoma, he danced with Kim. He didn’t want her

his

Homecoming day

in

to feel

a convenient pal. His

many

times in

no one loved him. no one cared

George when he was three years

became an empty, frightening

stood alone in

way he was

time, he felt the

care.

.

had never been alone, and, for the

the house where he

too.

old.

He’d

invented

Then, George was

mother {Continued on page 103)

to feel left out, the

way he used

to.

“What
She

beats me,” the voice said, “is

isn’t sick.

She doesn’t have

won’t be any picnic, either.
It

was a young

It’ll

to

why

have

hurt.

So

she’s doing

it

this operation.

at all.

And

it

—why?”

voice, masculine. It carried clearly through the

corridors of the hospital.

It

yards away, and hearing

it,

room

carried into a private
a

woman moved on

a few

her bed and

opened her eyes, blinking in the early morning sun.
She heard another voice,

And

a laugh.

“What

by

softer.

“They say she wants a baby.”

for? She’s got {Continued on page 93)

CHARLOTTE DINTER

43

Three-year-old Aissa asks her father,

"Daddy, when

is

John Wayne

God going to

by

bring
C

ut!”

said

me my baby brother?"
the

director,

and

immediately

the

crowds of soldiers broke up. John Wayne low-

ered himself

waved

down from

his horse and, smiling broadly,

to a little girl in a yellow slicker

who’d been

watching a scene from “The Horse Soldiers” with wide
eyes.

“Hi, honey,” he said as he walked over to her.

“We

go home now?” his three-year-old daughter

Aissa asked, looking up at him.

“Not
coffee.”

BRIANNE WATSON

yet,” he said, “but

come

on,

buy me

a

cup of

(continued)

As

they walked across the set

John groped

words

for

to

“Sure, Daddy,” she said smiling, and they

walked

She

tried to stretch her

little

little

like Pilar,

When
let

question

girl's

he thpught, although Pilar

it

Her father hadn’t noticed

that she’d fallen

now he turned and

for her until she caught up.

they reached the coffee stand, he

her pick up a container of coffee and hand

to him.

“Mmm,

me.

46

much

legs as far as

unable to keep up, she

stopped. “Wait, Daddy,” she said, “wait for

behind, but

answer his

always said, “Her eyes are like yours, John.”

off together.

she could but finally,

where Pilar was waiting,

to

trees,”

“Thank you,” he

it’s

said, taking a sip.

good. Let’s go over under those

he suggested. “You can

me how you

stood waiting

and

tell

She looks so

this

morning.”

liked

{Continued

sit

in

my

watching
on

page

lap

me
87)

—

—

Halfway around the world from the whispers “What’s Dorothy waiting for?
Why doesn’t she get married?” Jacques slipped a simple ring on her finger.

—

T hey’d

eloped, but

Dorothy was grateful her mother could be with them

to

hear

Rev. Fr. Carmelus Orlando pronounce the words, “Till death do you part.”

A

t

the sound of footsteps in the hotel corridor, Dorothy

pulled her silk wrapper closer around her and ran
to

the door.

But before she could open

it,

she

thought, reaching for her lipstick brush, or

her breath.

A

heard the steps padding past her room and continuing on.
It’s

getting late, she thought.

For a moment, she paused

Why

at the

to catch sight of the messenger.

don’t they hurry?

open window, hoping

The Hong Kong

streets

were already crowded. They take advantage of the morning coolness, she thought. Then,

walking back to the

wedding. The thought of
It

it

I’ll

be

made her

a light rap at the door.

The

Malone?” and she heard

lipstick

brush dropped from

her hand, clattering to the floor, as she rushed to answer
it.

For

a half -second, she

paused

to pick

it

up.

Then

“Later,” she told herself, opening the door a few inches.

A young

girl in a slim

Chinese sheath, her shining black

hair pulled back, held out a large cardboard box.

the third time in the last ten minutes, stared at

you,” she smiled.

its little

late

catch

was only a half-hour away.

voice called softly, “Miss

bureau, she picked up the slim gold wristwatch and for

hands. Almost seven-fifteen. I’d better hurry myself, she

48

my own

for

“1

am

late.” the girl said.

“I

went

to

“For

your mother’s

room

first

“Fm

by mistake.

truly

1

sure she didn’t,”

hope she did not mind.”

Dorothy answered, fumbling

nervously with the string tied around the box. She cut

and the box

the knot

the floor.

fell

open, tissue paper rustling to

She carefully folded back the paper and took

out the full-length, white lace wedding dress. “Oh,” she

breathed,

“it’s

beautiful.” Then, as she

saw the

girl start-

ing to leave, she called out, “Wait, don’t go yet.
it

won’t

slip

to

muss her

and makeup, she put on the long white matching
and then the dress

down over her

mirror. “Oh,

itself.

As she smoothed

its

slim

it’s

hips, she turned slowly before the

perfect,” she whispered.

“They worked on

it

all

“Thank you,” Dorothy
brought another dress

night,” the girl told her.

hugging the

said,

to be

married

she saw the model of this one

“We

.

.

in, a

girl.

She had

Dior, but

when

.

wish you much happiness,” the

girl

smiled from

at her

watch again.

the doorway.

When

fit.”

Tying a scarf around her head, so as not
hair

Maybe

length

Its

the girl

left,

Dorothy looked

hands seemed to be racing. She

She mustn’t be

late,

not today

fluffed the

wispy

veil

Almost ready, she thought.

of her scalloped pill-box hat.
.

.

.

{Continued on page 98)
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.

YOU’LL NEVER GUESS

WHAT HAPPENED
me

to

after

my

story

appeared in Photoplay.

A
''Dear Sandra,

saying:

Salvo

.

.

.

here's

My

what I look

letter

name

came for me,

is

Ronnie de

like.

I saw your story

Sandra, can I take

you

to

our senior prom?"

But wait a

better tell

you what came next.

or you'll never believe

it! (Continued on page loo)

sec,

Ronnie

u

1 1

i >

It

iS/jyour
life,

DICK

CLARK
We knew
was going
and we
tell

was going

it

on “This

to be

just

knew

him about

it.

that

to

happen

Is

Your

—

that

Dick

Life,”

somebody would goof and

The whole

thing, of course,

is

supposed to be a deep secret to the guest of
honor, and once Dick had been chosen, no one was

supposed

to

even mention his name. Poor

Bobbie Clark

.

.

.

avoid her husband.

for three weeks she tried to

“You know how

I

{continued)

.

by G.

DIVAS

vC

MUUUUiJXStMiUt^
Seated: Dick, his son Dickie and wife Bobbie. Standing:

52

Wit l|J|^«-«4 tLLJki. M

'n*fc!U

Andy

Grass, Julia Clark,

tltfUtH U»».li«UtlUU«

ti

«M1 H

»*

JU* uiir«. ft f? H

* 5

Tony Mammarelia, Frankie Avalon, Fabian, Connie Francis, Andy Williams, Lew

i

^

«>»

ff

'-

Klein,

’

^

^

1

David

Seville.

DICK CLARK
am,” she

said, “I can’t

even keep a secret about Christmas

presents.” But in the end

beans,

it

was

.

.

.

but

Fabian was slated

little

wasn’t Bobbie

it

let’s

who

spilled the

begin at the beginning.

to fly out to the

plane with Dick and his

and we got a

continued

TV

producer,

Coast on the same

Tony Mammarella,

nervous when we heard about

“Now,

it.

Fabian, be careful,” we told him. {Continued on page 90)

From the day he was
November 30, 1929,

born, on

Richard

Wagstajf Clark started his parents

on a guessing game

—what would
n^xt?

do

their

youngest

When

he started in at school in

son

Mount Vernon, New York,

an-

—

other question was added what
would his teachers say about it?
Dance maestro Arthur Murray,

who used

to baby-sit with Dick,

played the game, too. But from
her very

first

double-date with

handsome junior from A. B.
Davis High Dick owned the

the

—

front half of the Green Hornet,

her date

owned

the rear

—Bar-

bara Mallery wasn’t fooled one
bit. She knew what was next. He
wanted a career in broadcasting
he was headed for Syracuse
.

.

.

University.

.

.

.

and he was

boy she was going

54

to

the

marry.

BEAUTY NEWS EROM HOLLYWOOD -EALL 1959

mak^'a fresh
this fa

start

f
i

E

very

woman

can be beautiful,” says Rich-

ard Smith, 20th Century-Fox make-up
artist,

“if

make-up and learns

“The

has

she

patience

hurry up the busi-

stars learn early not to

it.

They don’t

her

to stress her best feature.

ness of improving appearance.

about

with

slap on

They take time

make-up and

lipstick

and go out and face the world; they make an
of applying cosmetics. This

is

art

particularly im-

portant in giving the eyes the proper framing.

“Each

star

own

uses her

favorite

cosmetics,” he continues, “but she

beauty

is

brand of
particular

about how, and especially how much. Beginning
with the foundation, the make-up

is

kept thin.

Marilyn Monroe capitalized on her
striking

emphasized

blondness,

it

Nothing detracts more from a woman’s beauty

by

than obvious make-up.” Another star tip? Think

do and wearing eye make-up for
an even more dramatic contrast.

of your mirror as

if

it

were

really a

camera.

changing

her

little-girl

hair-

a
be
can
Debbie Reynolds looked
girl next door.

way every

girl

Now

like the

she looks the

wants to look. She’s

by playing up her fresh
beauty, emphasizing her wide eyes.

done

it

too,

you,

Y ou

never saw Janet Leigh’s

real beauty

by

—

it

was hidden

Her simple
makes everyone aware

all that hair.

style

of her face

and of her

eyes.

i.

Doris
her

Kim Novak
be pert

just wasn’t

— but

that’s

meant

what her

to

old-

eyebrow line did for her.
Her new eye make-up plays up
the romantic look meant for her.

style

Day

tried a

lipstick.

new and

Results:

better

way

of putting on

friendly smile replaces pout.

.

DEBBIE

FLOWER-EYED

IS

HAS A NEWBORN SMILE

Debbie has lovely deep-set eyes

Everyone loves Debbie Reynolds’

and she plays up

smile

flower

their

She uses a warm brown

look.

eyebrow

pencil

and

shade to line her upper
she extends with a

so spontaneous. Deb-

it’s

being

says

a

smiling

girl

Because

Debbie’s

makes you more aware of your

interested in the

lid,

which

mouth. Using a brush, she out-

it.

Deb-

two shades of

green eye shadow at once

—

light

spring green blended to emerald.

lines

in flag red,

fills it

in

with the same shade and then hlots
it

with powder. After a minute

she blots again, reapplies lipstick.

way

Sparkling clean,

brushed

curly style
frill

of

bangs.

copy

highlights

her

set off

is

many

she wears

its

daily,

in

the

is

that so

we were very

of us also have,

same

mouth

hair

same brown color

the

little tilt.

bie sometimes uses

bie

—

HAS ALUN-ORDER HAIR

simple,

with a gay

See Debbie in

(

M-G-M’s“It Started Witha Kiss.”)

a
new

KIM

For Kim’s look, use a charcoal-

Kim Novak

gray pencil to sketch

smile

Line your

lids

violet liner

and

try a

mascara
.

on

tip

shadow

—blending

up and out from your

lashes, then

brows.

with deep blue or

a misty lilac shade

blue

in

lashes.

your

in

—and

Use

Smiling

violet.

is

upper

man wants

amusing

a lipstick brush

cate the

upper

always wears a secret
every

know what

it

them and your

lower lashes with misty

HAS MOONLIGHT HAIR

HAS A SECRET SMILE

MISTY-EYED

IS

to

With

her.

you can dupli-

same provocative

effect.

outline

your

slightly,

lip

in a rosy pink, exag-

gerating the smile corners. Fill
in

with a light pink or mauve.

Kim’s hair makes you think of

moonbeams, not

just because of

the color, but because of the soft

easy

style,

about

copy

to

hair

if

look

is

4 inches long and has

enough

curl

hold the face-

to

framing halo. Brush, brush, brush
to get that

cloudy look. (Kim’s in

Columbia’s “Middle of theNight”)

from

the
SANDRA; BLOTTER EYES
Sandra

has

round,

dark

(called the “blotter look”)

a very dark
cil

eyes

and

brown eyebrow pen-

furthers the effect. She com-

pletely

outlines

—the

dark blue

her

line

eyes

with

narrow

at the

inside corner, wider at the out-

side corner.

She uses a stormy

blue shadow and black mascara.

HAS SOFT, TOUSLED HAIR

HAS A SAUCY SMILE
Just as she likes the effect of outlined

Sandra

eyes,

likes

her

mouth rimmed

in a bright color.

For

she

mouth with
fills

outlines

her

brilliant orange,

then

instance,

in with a lighter

shade such

as orange ice, or dark red with
light pink.

For glossy look, add a

dab of cold cream or Vaseline.

Sandra’s

soft,

tousled hair

life.

looking

The

just

and for your own

perfect for her

busy

is

secret to its always

perfect

that

is

doesn’t part her hair,

“and the

wind combs

it,”

“helps give

that tousled look.”

it

says

July Photoplay told

stars

Sandra

how

Sandra,

to set.

(See Sandra’s story on page 50)
'T

being

of
fun

the

enjoy

T
feel

wo hours

to

a

date,

special

match

like

—so

go and heHl arrive.

and for a

from head

one hig

feeling

toe

to

“wow!”

all-over

It's

to

you’ll

—

try

a

Hollywood glamour bath. Doris Day (you
can see her in U-I’s “Pillow Talk”

remember,

you how, but
You’ll need

more than

just

I

shows

splurge.

a

this

water.

Stack your bath booty in a basket or on
a

tray.

First,

water softener

a

—everyday

baking soda or dream-scented bath
or bubble bath.

They

Here we say, make

it

HoO and

soften the

work the same magic on your
special

—

oil, salts

skin.

Soap:

a kookie color

perhaps, a favorite scent or a soap with a
special purpose.

erously

before

Face cream: Slather on gen-

you

steamy action of the water
the

treatment

Pumice stone:
heel

help

will

much more

that
to

tub

the

get in

erase

—the
make

effective.

foot calluses

bumps. Lotion: hand lotion

will

and
do,

but you’ll probably want to investigate the
lovely

scented-and-soothing

types

for

all-

over skin care. Powder: bath talc eases the

way

for your clothes

when you

you smell as flowery as you

Now

feel.

from the minute you

for directions:

go into the bathroom,

dress, helps

start thinking

and

act-

ing in slow motion; step into the tub and
slink

down

—your chin

resting on the water

— inhale deeply, exhale slowly. An

Ip should

be reaching you from the other room. Close

your eyes and think about the look in his

when he

see you for the

first

time tonight.
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5 MINUTE
»POT EXERCISES FOR

The

at least 7
est

do
stars

secret of a star’s

part)

"

less

"

more than

more than

calf.

spot

exercises

before

the

exercise

If

bust,

you

your daily bath.

You’ll look and feel better in a month.

the

TUMMY
THIGHS

not

don’t measure up, do five minutes of these

HIPS

way

is

than bust, hips (at wid-

not over 2"

thigh about 7

hV

good figure

weight, but proportion: waist should be

.

mE

OF THE MOST EXCITING WOMEN IN THE WORLD ROMI
:

LSA MARTINELLI

is a glamorous and gifted actress, wife of a handsome
ung Roman count, and mother of a lively one-year-old. In her teens she was
top-flight fashion model in Paris and New York. Recently she won the top

acting award at the Berlin Film Festival. “I often feel tense,” she says, “but I
must never look it. ’ She uses Pond’s Cold Cream to deep-cleanse and moisturize ... to ease away tension lines
“My skin stays soft and smooth all day long.”
.

.

.

ELSA MARTINELLI

^hes busy...

as

it

moisturizes as
pore.

yet she’s beautiful

And

it

cleanses and freshens every tiny

this richer

long after you tissue

. .

cream goes on moisturizing
it off.

"Plumps up” the skin

can smooth out. Your skin will
stay soft and smooth. See it come alive and glow
with an exciting new beauty
like Elsa Martinelli’s
Use Pond’s Cold Cream to beauty-cleanse at night,
to moisturize under make-up all day.
cells so tired lines

—

she uses Pond’s
IVOff'.’

says: “Pond’s beautifies

cleanses!” Yes, this fabulous cream deep-

POND’S COLD CREAM IN STUNNING

NEW DESIGNER

JAR:

Biting

1.

you

7.

lips.

you

did

Twisting hair. Don’t

the

Millie

your

realize

world

Perkins,

you’re

20th’8

Did

2.

Picking at your

it?

Nervous?

tell

8.

frantic.

Don’t

Eagle squat.

front

of other

nails.

show

One

3.

foot in

9.

looks best.

“Anne Frank,” shows you 9

habits

Biting nails. Try wearing

gloves

it.

Book

cil) in

men

hate.

till

you can

stop.

(or beads or pen-

mouth. Uh-uhonthis.

How do you

score?

I

THE MOST EXCITING DEVELOPMENT
Arfcarved
"Evening Star"t

IN

DIAMOND RINGS

IN

OVER 50 YEARS!

Unlike any ring you've ever seen before. Artcorved has freed your

from

its

deep

setting,

allows

it

to float delicately

diamond

on your finger

like

the

Engagement Sets
first
toESION PAT. APPLIED FOR

Engagement
Dia.

Wedding

Ring

$550

Ring $ 55

star of evening.

It's

than

you ever thought

you

this

beautiful from every angle, looks bigger, brighter
possible.

Only Artcarved's

excitingly different design. You’ll

fine artistry

could bring

be so proud of your Artcorved

Engogement Ring $400

Wedding

Ring $ 10

Engagement Ring $350

Wedding

Ring $ 10

Artcorved "Evening
Sfor" Engogement
Rings ovoi/ob/e from

$250

to

$10,000.

Evening Star

ring, sure of

its

value, too. Artcarved's unique nationwide Per-

manent Value Plan guarantees
ring’s

at

full

current retail price,

any time

..

out the U.

if

in

writing that

you ever wish

you can apply your Artcorved
to,

toward a larger Artcorved

.anywhere, at any of the thousands of Artcorved jewelers through-

5. A.

Guaranteed

See

for color, cut, clarity, carat weight, too.

Look for the nome
Artcorved stamped inside

Artcorved Evening Star today. At authorized Artcorved* jewelers only.

the ring, on the log
and on your Artcorved
diamond ring guarantee.

write Dept.

P-29,

J.

R.

Wood

&

Sons,

Inc.,

216 East 45th

St.,

N.Y.

17,

Or

N.Y.

Beloved by brides for more than a hundred years (1850-1959)
RINGS ENLARGED TO SHOW DETAIL. COPR. 1959.

J.

R.

WOOD

« SONS. INC.

A
^RCQ.

U. S. PAT. OFF.
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Modess®

.

.

.

sheerest luxury

.

.

.

perfected

protection. Regular, Junior, Super.

Box of

12, 45(*; 2 for SQfS.
5

tampons you

can trust even on ”first”days. Regular, Junior,
Super. Box of 10, 49)5; 2 for 97(5.

1

f
j

<
)

Modess® Tampons ..

*

Teen-Age by Modess®. Slim, extra-absorbent.
Dainty pastel cover. Box of 12, 45{^;2 for 89(5.

Meds® Tampons ...

pink luxury napkin with
a deodorant. Box of 12, 59^; 2 for $1.15.

49^; 2 for

97(5.

Coets®.

quilted cotton squares

Modess

for cosmetic use.

Serena®

iil

.

.

.

soft,

so soft, so comfortable,

so safe. Regular, Junior, Super.

.
.

Belts

.

.

.

tailored for perfect comfort

"^anTpoos

with any napkin. 39(5 and

50(f.

Box of 40,

45^; box of 180. 95^.

2.5(5;

Box of

.

10,

perfect

.
.

box

of 80.

—

.

FIRST LOVE
Continued from page 36
deep down inside me, that Carol was
girl and that I was in love.

How

my

I know it?
maybe I ought

did

to go back and
our story from the beginning.
The first time we met was backstage at
the Cort Theater on Broadway. My mom
knew Carol’s mom, and we had all stopped

Well,

tell

by the dressing rooms
of the cast
bello.”

members

Mom

to say hello to some
of “Sunrise at Campo-

introduced Carol to me, and
all we said was “Hi” and “So long.”
Months later, I saw her again, during

costume fittings for “Blue Denim,” which
Carol had done on Broadway. Carol and
I were both shy, and it was almost as if
we had never met. We said “Hi,” stood
there and looked at each other and finally
walked away. I didn’t know what else to
say, and I guess she didn’t either.
Then every day during rehearsals (and
also during the shooting)
some of the
cast would sit at a long lunch table in the
Twentieth commissary; Carol and Warren
,

Berlinger

(he

and

movie)

plays
myself.

my buddy

in

Sometimes

the

Betty

Lou Keim, who’s gone steady with Warren for

W

many moons,

joined us.

e

But

of horseback riding.
“If we get off early

from shooting today,” Warren said, “why don’t we go out
to a stable and ride a little?”
I decided that was my chance.
So I
gulped and took a deep breath because
like most every fellow, I’m still afraid of
asking a girl out for the first time, in case
she turns me down.
“Say, Carol,” I ventured, “how about

—

coming with us?”
She paused a moment, too. I looked
away from her soft blue eyes that look
about to cry any minute. Carol’s face has
such a wistful expression that when I
look at her sometimes my throat seems to

up

tight.

“Okay,” she said meekly.

Later Carol
confessed she had hesitated because she
grew up in New York City (I grew up
in Baldwin, Long Island)
and
didn’t know how to ride. But she wanted
to come along because she thought we’d
have fun.
Wouldn’t you guess, we didn’t have time

nearby

to

go

horseback-riding?

Our

shooting

lasted until supper time.
The sun had
shuffled off into the west of the California sky when we left the studio, and
we all decided it would be too late for
a date at the stable.

“How
how about having dinner with
me on Saturday night?” I managed, almost
.

.

.

.

.

.

well, I liked

.

it!

We

had dinner that Saturday night at
the Farmers’ Market. Both of us ordered
barbecued beef, and what I remember
about that evening especially (other than
how nice it was to be out with Carol, just
the two of us) was her politeness.
The
way she said “please” if she wanted salt
or pepper, the way she said “thank you”
to the waitress after she served us; the
way she ate without rushing. A guy doesn’t
always get a notion to observe everything
about a girl until he’s suddenly alone
with her.
sensed her fear of people.
strangers smiled or glanced at
her, even pointing their fingers sometimes because, well, let’s face it, Carol’s
had quite a modeling and acting career
since she was ten-and-a-half she tried to
be courteous and smile back. But then,
immediately afterward, she’d blush and
look down at the floor.
If there’s anything that can melt a guy,
it’s a blush, so help me.
So I said to myself,
“Gee, maybe you can help her get over
her shyness.”
Me, I’m such a ham!
Probably one of the biggest in the world.
Maybe that comes from having both parents in show business. I like to brag about
my Broadway play and “Jamie,” the TV
series I starred in.
I’m always standing
tall, telling people I just grew an extra
inch and, like Kookie from “77 Sunset
Strip,” I have a mania about combing my
hair (but don’t most fellows, nowadays?).
After dinner, Carol asked if I wanted to
go over to their cottage and watch TV.
“Sure,” I said. But, honest, we didn’t
watch much television. Once we started
talking we just couldn’t stop. We decided
to “analyze” each other, and we told each
other our first and later impressions. We
got to know a great deal about one another that night, because even though
you’re just discussing impressions, you
both have to agree or disagree, so you
each find out what the other’s really like.
Maybe it was that crazy Saturday night
“analysis session” that picked up Carol’s
spirits.
At least I like to think so, beut

1

also

B When
—

—

talked about the film, of course.
I often found myself looking at
Carol and not uttering a word. I enjoyed looking at her. Not just because
she had dreamy blue eyes and cornsilk
hair, but because she always looked so
neat and clean. Even if Carol wore blue
jeans they looked as if they’d just been
washed and ironed. And her face had
a wonderful scrubbed glow. I liked seeing
her smile or nibble at her food. She was
on a diet, and she ate plenty of fresh
garden salads. I could tell she liked to
talk, but she was reserved and afraid to
push a conversation along. So I did my
level best to keep the talk flowing when
I could.
One lunchtime, Warren, Betty Lou and
I were talking about horses and the fun

close

planned anytnmg for over the weekend."
All night I kept wondering where I
would take her if she said yes. Bright and
early next morning, right after we finished with the studio make-up man, Carol
came over to me and said, “Brandon, it’s
all right for Saturday night.”
That was the first time she said my
name aloud to me. Oh, she’d said things
like “Wasn’t Brandon wonderful in that
.”
last scene?” or “But Brandon just said
to Betty Lou or Warren at the commissary
table.
But now she spoke my name to
me, looking right into my eyes, and I

.

choking on the words, afraid Carol would
say she was busy.
“Oh,” she said, not looking at me, “I’d
like to, but I’ll have to tell you for sure
tomorrow. I don’t know if my mom’s

—

—

cause from then on Carol and I felt so
comfortable together that we told each
other lots and lots of things. She admitted
to me that she hadn’t really started to date
till she became sixteen, and that before
we’d gone to dinner that night she’d only
had about twelve dates in her whole life.
We found out we were both nuts about the
movies; we agreed Chinese chicken with

almonds was one of our favorite dishes;
we both nodded yes to good music with
vocals by Frank Sinatra sandlot baseball,
books (she’s wild about poetry and I hate
it, but we both love Thomas Wolfe’s novel,
“Look Homeward, Angel”)
When a guy and a gal get to feeling
comfortable with each other, well, gee, it’s

—

—

the greatest feeling in the world!
And
every day after lunch we would take long
private walks.
You see, we didn’t have
much time to date formally because we
were so busy memorizing lines for the
next day’s shooting. Also, we had to go
to bed early because “first call” at the
studio is around dawn. But we had lots
of time to talk.
I told Carol how I used

to

make puppets ana tnen charge

the kld»

in the neighborhood a penny each (for
the polio fund) to see the shows I put
on. And she told me how when she was
nine, and her brother Danny was seven,
they’d gone all alone on the subway to
see the Empire State Building. Then they’d
gone to eat in the restaurant where her
mother worked as a waitress, and one of

her customers had seen Carol and suggested she’d make a good model.
Carol
told me she’d been so happy for the
chance to make some money, because
they’d been having a hard time of it ever
since her father left them when she was
two.

Once you

get to

know someone

well,

though, you can’t help but have a few
scraps.
I
figure that’s probably a sign
that people like each other.
Otherwise
they wouldn’t waste time fighting or arguing.

One afternoon Warren and

I came across
of flour bags in the prop room.
got a dual brainstorm. “Let’s have a
flour fight!” we shouted. So we lifted the
big bags outdoors and started throwing
handfuls of the stuff at each other. Warren
and I were covered with flour from head
to toe. We must have looked like ghosts.
Carol was watching us make fools of ourselves, so at one point I threw some flour
on her, too just for kicks; and she threw
some back at me. Then she found a

a

bunch

We

—

rubber hose on the back lot, hooked it to
an outside faucet and sprayed both Warren
and me.
Well, I guess you know what happens
to flour when you mix it with water.
Warren and I were suddenly covered
smeared is more the word with flour
paste, thanks to our lady fireman, and we
couldn’t stop laughing.
We looked like
bleached gingerbread men.
Anyway, I
thought then, Carol’s learning to get out of

—

herself.

Another time Carol and

I had an arguscene should be
played, so she took a hard-boiled egg and
cracked it on my head “for being so contrary and not compromising.”

ment about the way

a

M

aybe you think we’re crazy, but this
is how we got to know each other.
Ours wasn’t a lovey-dovey friendship
with spooning sessions in a parked car
that suddenly blossomed into something
more important. What’s more, I never
even kissed Carol until the script called
for it that morning.
Carol and I just had fun. We wrote nutty
notes to each other, and she’d tease me
about my grammar and I’d joke with her
about her spelling. And if I talked to her
too long on the telephone (Carol says her
ear hurts if she gabs too much on the
phone), she’d call me Endless.
Then the day came when the film shooting was over, and I had to return to New
York. That last day we had together on
the Twentieth lot, we just pretended
wasn’t leaving. We had lunch, as usual,
the commissary, and we went on a
private walk. We explored the lot, wandering through old horror-movie castles
and dusty mansions from long-ago movies.

I

at

And that night, after we said goodbye
and I kissed her tenderly on the lips, I
went back to the Chateau Marmont
where I was staying and told myself,
“You

fool you! You’re going to miss her
What are you going to do in
like crazy!

New York all
We wrote to

by yourself?”

each other, of course. But
always have the same bounce
and personality as people. So I counted
the days until I would see her again. When
she wrote she was returning to New York
for a weekend before flying to Winthrop,
Massachusetts, to visit her maternal grandmother, I sent her a telegram, asking her
letters don’t

for a date.

:

YOUR NEEDLEWORK

The next day I received a return wire.
read; “Uh-huh To Date. Can’t Wait!”
Her telegram made me feel like someone special. I was all puffed out because
It

me

she’d told

Send twenty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay Needlework,
P. O. Box 123, Old Chelsea Station, N. Y. 11, N. Y. Add 54 for each pattern
for 1st class mailing. Send additional 254 for Photoplay’s Needlework Catalogue.

Andra Martin

of Warners’ “Yellowstone Kelly”

“Why do I sew? Two

reasons: expecting twins!”

she couldn’t wait, that she
looked forward to going out with me, too.
You see, although Carol and I had a ball
in Hollywood, we never took each other
for granted with the “going steady” bit.
We both believed we were young and
going steady wasn’t fair. How can a guy
and a gal know they really like each
other unless they’ve gone out with others?
The day Carol flew in I had the jitters.
My heart pounded so hard I could hear it.
That was probably my first real clue as to
how I felt about her.
She called me after she and her mom
had unpacked, and I went over to their
apartment to pick her up. It was midafternoon, but she was dressed up in a
pale lavender summer print dress that
made her hair look like antique gold.
And she wore that delicate flowery cologite
that smells as pink and clean as she looks.
I took her to Central Park, where we
went rowing; we ate ice cream cones; we
walked hand-in-hand to the zoo and made
faces at the caged animals.
Then we
took a bus to the Tiptoe Inn for dinner.
The waiter asked us if we were brother
and sister, and we had a long laugh over
it. We still laugh about it, for that matter.
I ordered rare roast beef for Carol and
chopped sirloin steak for me well done!
That’s one thing we disagree about.
Afterward, we walked along arm in
arm along Central Park South. We were

I
1
i
I

i

!

'

—

walking on

summery

air,

on clouds,

in

that

still

felt so good to
I decided I’d tell her.

be
with Carol, and
After I spoke, Carol smiled her slow
smile, nodding her head thoughtfully,
which meant she was glad to be with
me, too.
We sat on a wooden bench in the park
near the Fifth Avenue entrance, and we
watched the lake turn silvery and purple
in the deepening dusk.
I was going to
suggest a play or a movie, but we just
sat there, staring into the purpling dark
and turning every other minute to look
at each other.
Finally I leaned over,
right in front of the summer people in
shirtsleeves and bareback dresses, and
kissed Carol on the cheek because I just
couldn’t help myself.
The moon, a full circle of ivory, looked
down at us through the black leaf-lace of
the park trees, and I made a wish on it.
Then and there I knew something imtwilight.

It

portant had happened to the two of us. We
had missed each other, yes, but now that
we were together we were so happy, smiling and laughing and looking into each
other’s eyes and wondering what the
secret was.

knew

I

the secret in

my

eyes.

was in love.
Her eyes held the same secret, and when
she put her head on my shoulder, I almost
I
didn’t want this
stopped breathing.
moment to pass. I wanted to hold on to it.
For, suddenly and silently, the two of us
weren’t sitting in Centr^ Park, but on
I

top of the sky.

I

We

sat there, the night breezes drifting
gently, our eyes shining in the soft gleam
of the streetlamps, and we basked in the
happiness of first love.
Finally I looked up at the grinning face
of the man in the moon as it rose above
the treetops. “Look,” I whispered to Carol,
“I’ll

knew about us even before
And then she did a surprising

bet he

we did.”
thing. She reached
on
P
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doll has

ball-gown

for Pi/o" or

9 patterns for

— everything.

Santa. Transfer

is

also wall decor.

my

up and placed
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j

j

a kiss

The End

forehead.
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BRANDON IN
FOR 20th, carol teams
“blue denim,” GARY CROSBY IN “HOLIDAY FOR
LOVERS,” FABIAN IN “hOUND DOG MAN.” BRANDON NARRATES “PETER & THE WOLf” ON VOX.
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liere’s an cciqucite book tliac gives you ilir coircct
answers to toda 3 ’’s social questions. In this book, Elsa
Maxwell, the famous hostess to world celebrities, tells you
exactly what you want to know about good manners. Here
\ou find important suggestions on good manners in restaurants
in church
on the street and when
in the theatre
you travel.

xVi last

—

—

—

—

Elsa Maxwell’s stimulating book is different from the usual
dry-as-dust etiquette volume. It’s gay! It’s up-to-date. It’s
just chockful of the tv pe of information v ou can put to
immediate use. It brings you a thorough social education,
that will enable you to live a richer, happier

life.

Good manners are one of the greatest personal assets vou
can possess. Good jobs, new friends, romance, and the
chance to influence people can be won with good manners.
Ladies and gentlemen are always welcome
anywhere.
The encouraging thing about good manners is that an 5'one
can possess them.
.

.

.

ONLY

$1.00 The price of this book that puts you at ease
no matter where you are costs only $1.00. And we pay the

postage!
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Funeral, The Funeral at Home.
Burial, Mourning. TRAVEL-

E.
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1

MAXWELL'S

While we were driving to the Tropicana
where these two generous kids of
mine had arranged accommodations for

AND EDDIE

LIZ

Hotel,

me

Continued from page 29

fit

stories,

curred

Almost before my feet were down on the
platform he had his arms around me and
was kissing me. We joked back and forth
like we always do when we meet. No

how

matter

Sonny Boy

long or short the separation.

what I’ve called Eddie
from the day he was born) and I always
(that’s

get off to a good start with a laugh-fest.

But

only took an instant. Then
“Mom, meet your daughter-

all this

Eddie

said,

to-be.”

found

myself looking into a truly
but there was so much
more to this young woman than a face.
Her eyes were deep and true with her
happiness, and their message to me was
very plain. “I love your son. Let’s be
I

beautiful

friends

face

—good

—

ones.

Mama.”

Liz went right into

my

the grandest lady in

for

all

the

one of those silent minutes ocwhen everyone suddenly seems

talked out.

Or maybe we were just being thoughtful,
all at the same time. At any rate, it was
during this quiet moment that Liz’s hand
found mine and pressed it warmly.
My hand squeezed hers back, and something in me wanted to sing. But I’m no
singer. I wondered when I’d hear Sonny
Boy sing again. He must be singing better
than ever, I told myself.
Liz is the nicest, finest, most down-to.

.

.

thought. Just the girl I would
to give me for a daughter. I
don't care who says different: who preearth

girl, I

want Eddie

M

y room at the Tropicana overlooked

the pool.
Eddie’s room was right
across the hall.
“Do I like it?” I said when Eddie and
Liz were showing off the set-up. “It’s
gorgeous. I’m speechless.”
We talked in my room for about an hour.
Liz showed me the sketch of her wedding
dress. Only her mother, the designer and
I had seen the sketch.
“I’m so glad you’i'e here, Mama,” Liz
said before she left.
Eddie took her home, and, about an hour
later,

he came back and knocked on

my

do gossips know so much?
satisfied with now. In

light outside. I was
in bed but I said I wasn’t too tired to talk.
He sat down on the foot of the bed. I
listened.
He was looking to the future,

the exchange of Eddie’s and Liz’s glance
love. The kind that charges the air.

with more conviction than ever before. His
eyes, always straightforward, were serious

dicts all sorts of ugly endings for tonight’s

happiness.

How

was more than

I

was

heart.

that has nothing to do with careers or
ambition, selfishness or fat dividends, only
with a man and woman being fused
powerfully together.

door.

It

was getting

now — right down

to their depths.
As a
child he’d often given me those serious,
long looks. But he had been a little boy
then; now he wa^ a man.

Wiser and more understanding. I thought
back to two or three years ago. The time
Mr. Blackstone, Eddie’s great friend and
manager, told me, “Eddie knows what he’s
doing. He makes wise decisions. Nothing
spur of the moment. When he’s thought it
over and decided, he’ll give his all to support the decision to success.”
Others had said it. And they’d testified
to Eddie’s feeling against untruthfulness.
He said to me now, “Liz is honest. And,
Mom, she’s generous. It’s with her whole
heart, always.”
“I know. Sonny.” Again, I thought back
a few years. I remembered how a year
had gone by without a card to Mama for
her birthday, Easter, Christmas, or for
Yom Kipper and the other holy holidays.
If you’re a warm, gentle girl in love with
a boy like Eddie a boy who wants to give
pleasure and surprises and happiness to
his mother back home, and if you’re the
wife of that boy, if you’re not being deprived of a thing, you try to cooperate
with his wishes. If he’s busy and he depends on you to get off a card with a nice
message for Mother’s Day, you don’t disappoint him.
The “in-law” doesn’t mean there’s no

—

and Eddie wrote me

all about Crown House, the castle they rented while they
England. Mike, Chris and Liza were a little tired from the trip, they
told me, but they soon perked up when they saw the miles of corridors they had

Liz

were

in

to play hide-and-seek in. I still get a

explained to her children that

I

was

warm

their

feeling

when

/

remember how Liz

grandmother, too, as well as Carrie’s.

feeling.

After nearly a whole year had passed,
got to feeling sorry for myself, and
during one of Eddie’s long-distance calls,
I blurted out something that sounded too
I

injured.

—

—

“My birthday Mother’s Day not even
a card or a picture of the children,” I said,
and I could have bitten off my tongue.
Here Sonny Boy was

calling

thousands of miles away and

I

me from
was com-

plaining.

But I’m human. When the flowers were
delivered to the door the next morning,
I sat down and looked at how beautiful
they were and

I cried.

Pink rosebuds and

tiny orchids in a milk glass container.

The

card said, “Merry Christmas, Happy Honaka. Happy Yom Kipper, Happy Easter,
Happy Mother’s Day, Happy Birthday.” It
was signed. Sonny Boy.
I am being honest. Eddie Fisher is my
son. He likes to remember people he loves.
Liz is good at taking the time to write
cards.
left my room at the Tropiwas up high and strong over
Las Vegas. The last thing he said was,
“Mom, I’m right across the hall and if
there’s anything you want ?” He gave me
three phone numbers Liz’s private num-

Before Eddie

cana, the sun

—

—

ber and two others, in case I should have
trouble reaching him. He was busy, finishing up his engagement at the Tropicana
and trying to get the wedding date settled

I slept tintil afternoon. I didn’t have to
call Liz she called me. That day, other

—

from London

after they got there.
daughter could have made a mother
feel more welcome. She came to the hotel
and we sat and talked about our two
families and about the wedding. She told
me that she and Eddie had decided to be
married in the Rabbi’s Chamber, but as it
turned out, they were married in the
Temple Beth Sholom.
Then we talked about how wonderful
it was going to be for Eddie and me to see

days,

TV & MOVIE

No

Brand new stars and
brand new pictures!
PLUS your favorites!

Eddie’s little girl, Carrie.
“Carrie calls me ‘Gam Ma,’ ” I said. She
would arrive with her nurse, Aggie, the
next day. Then I said I thought that it
was good of Carrie’s mother to send her
to Vegas to us for two days.
“Oh, Eddie’s so excited about having
Carrie with him,” Liz said. And we smiled
at each other, both happy that Eddie was

happy.
Carrie arrived the next day in charge of
Aggie, who is young and capable and devoted to both Carrie and Todd. Todd is still
too young for trips away from home
schedule, so I didn’t get to see him.

and
But

understood.
Carrie is a child to make a grandmother
proud and happy. Aggie asked her, “Carrie,
what does your father do?”
“My daddy sings!” sang Miss Carrie
I

Fisher.

She was wearing a little playsuit with
around her pretty little legs and
arms, and she looked adorable. “Would
you like to go with Gam Ma?” I asked,
and she slipped her hand in mine. Everyruffles

one looked at her because she’s Carrie, just
her own self.
That afternoon Carrie went swimming
with her daddy and with Michael and
Chris, Elizabeth’s sons. Eddie played with

them

afternoon.

all

“Why

prcsle

water wet?” asked Carrie, and
Eddie tried to answer. He didn’t ignore
any of their questions and neither did
is

STAR GANOIDS YOU’LL TREASURE

Elizabeth.

“Who is that lady?” Michael asked.
Liz put one arm around her children
and the other around me and said, “My
mother

is

your grandmother, but

Mom and

Eddie’s
... so this

is

this is

I’m going to marry Eddie

your grandmother,

too.”

hat evening Carrie and Aggie went to
hear Eddie sing. I’d planned to go to the
show the next night with Elizabeth, her
family, and a party of guests, but Carrie

T

wpnt

Gam Ma

go now.”
I had to rush to get dressed.
Aggie put
Carrie in a little silk print with a white
background, white shoes and socks. Her
hair was brushed to a gleam.
“Gam Ma can’t compete with you,” I
laughed, “but this way she can hear your
said, “I

to

daddy sing twice.”
There were chairs for us, right up front.
Carrie sat on my lap for a few minutes.
But, after the show had started, she kept
swiveling around and looking. Then she
stood up on my lap and asked out loud,
“Where’s my daddy?”
“There’s my daddy!” she said when he
came on. He’d started to sing but he

—

stopped to laugh.
This tickled her and she got a little bit
pleased about her star billing. Her daddy
saw her feet jumping up and down in my
lap and he said to her quietly but firmly,
“Now this little girl, will she please sit

—

down?”
So Carrie did. She’d learned that the
show must go on.
It was an evening to remember. After
Eddie

sang, the orchestra leader lifted
Carrie onto the stage. Her daddy held her
up to the mike and she said hi to everybody. She was delighted about the whole
thing.

Eddie

“Ladies and Gentlemen, 1
want you to meet the lady who is resaid,

3. Alan Ladd
9. Esther Williams

11.
15.
18.
19.
22.
25.
33.
34.
51.
56.
57.
66.
74.
78.
84.
86.
92.

105.
109.
110.
121.
128.
135.
136.
139.
140.
141.
145.
147.
148.
149.
150.
175.
179.
180.
182.
185.
187.
192.
194.
198.
202.
205.

Elizabeth Taylor
Frank Sinatra

Rory Calhoun
Peter Lawford
Burt Lancaster
Dale Evans
Gene Autry
Roy Rogers
Doris Day
Perry Como
Bill

Holden

Gordon MacRae
John Wayne
Audie Murphy
Janet Leigh
Farley Granger

Guy Madison
Damone
Dean Martin
Vic

Jerry Lewis
Tony Curtis

Debbie Reynolds
Chandler
Rock Hudson
Debra Paget
Dale Robertson
Marilyn Monroe
Marlon Brando
Tab Hunter
Robert Wagner
Russ Tamblyn
Jeff Hunter
Charlton Heston
Julius La Rosa

Jeff

Lucille Ball

Jack Webb
Richard Egan
Jeff Richards
Jean Simmons

Audrey Hepburn
Gale Storm
George Nader

Ann

Sothern
207. Eddie Fisher
212. Grace Kelly
213.

James Dean

214.
215.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
233.
235.
236.
240.
241.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
249.
250.
252.
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254.
255.
256.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.
268.
269.
270.
271.
272.
273.
274.
275.

Sheree North

Kim Novak
Natalie

Dewey Martin
Joan Collins
Jayne Mansfield
Sal Mineo
Shirley Jones
Elvis Presley
Tony Perkins
Clint Walker

Pat Boone
Paul Newman

Don Murray
Pat Wayne
Anita Ekberg
Corey Allen

Page
Lawrence Welk

Patti

Dean
Buddy Merrill

Larry

Hugh O'Brian
Jim Arness
Sanford Clark
John Saxon

Dean Stockvvell

Warren Berlinger
James MacArthur
Nick Adams
John Kerr
Harry Belafonte
Luana Patten
Dennis Hopper
Tom Tryon
Tommy Sands
Will Hutchins
James Darren
Ricky Nelson
Faron Young
Jerry Lee Lewis
Ferlin

Husky

Dolores Hart
James Garner
Everly Brothers
Erin O’Brien

Sandra Dee
Gentle
Robert Culp
Michael Ansax*,

276. Jack Kelly
277. Darlene Gillespie
278. Annette Funicello
279. David Stollery
280. Tim Considine
281. Nick Todd
282. Johnny Mathis
283. David Nelson
284. Shirley Temple
285. Pat Conway
286. Bob Horton
287. John Payne
288. David Janssen
289. Dick Clark
290. Yvonne Craig
291. Carol Lynley
292. Jimmie Rodgers
293. Guy Williams
294. Frankie Avalon
295. John Gavin
296. Lee Remick
297. Diane Varsi
298. Joanne Woodward
299. Teddy Randazzo
300. Paul Anka
301. Peter Brown
302. Edd Byrnes
303. Joni James
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St.,

304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
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312.
313.
314.
315.
316.

Jock Mahoney
Jim Franciscus
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.
John Smith

M7.

Charles Bronson

318.
319.
320.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.

Fabian

Lloyd Bridges

John Russell
Gene Barry
Chuck Connors
Geo. Montgomery
Craig Stevens
Steve McQueen
Conway Twitty
Ty Hardin

Roger Smith
Tuesday Weld

Dion
Bobby Darin
Steve Rowland

Ken

Miller

Connie Francis
James Broderick
Eric Fleming
Clint Eastwood
Gardner McKay
Connie Stevens
Millie Perkins
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Meet my mother.”
sponsible for me
Every pair of eyes in the room said to
me, “Your son is proud of you and he loves
.

.

.

you very much.”
I was sure
of it before then, but it
made me happy to hear it again.
The next night Eddie sang a song for
both mothers. Elizabeth’s mother and father
were there that evening, and Eddie looked
right down at Mrs. Taylor and then at
me, back and forth, and sang “My Yiddisha
“This is for both my mothers,”
he said before he began.
Mrs. Taylor looked at me. “I hope you
love Elizabeth. We love Eddie,” she said.
We smiled at each other. She and Elizabeth’s father are friendly, fine people.

Momma.”

And I got to know them better on
Mother’s Day. the Sunday before the
wedding. Elizabeth had us all for dinner
her brother and his wife, too. Her ranch
home in Las Vegas is comfoi-table and
homey. The cocktails were good and the
turkey was delicious.
I
hadn’t spent a
Mother’s Day with Sonny Boy in twelve
years and it meant a lot to me. Liz and
Eddie gave each mother a bouquet and
other beautiful things. My handbag of
petitpoint and beads. I’ll treasure all my
life. And then I found out that they’d arranged a trip to Florida for me, to visit my
daughter Eileen. Everything was done,
the tickets bought nothing for me to do
but go to Florida for this wonderful, sur-

—

prise
after

I

visit
left

with

Eddie’s

youngest

sister

Las Vegas.

There was nothing I could have wished
more on the turkey wishbone and
Eddie and Liz had thought of it days ago.

—

for

A

present for Mother’s Day.

he wedding took place on May 12th.
Carrie had gone back home. Elizabeth
and 1 had played gin rummy in the
dressing room at the Tropicana while we
waited for Eddie’s show to be over. Her
parents and I had become friends. I had
met Elizabeth’s children Michael, Chris
and Lisa. Now this was the day when Eddie and Elizabeth were to begin their

T

—

together.

life
I

dressed in

my

beige lace, and thought

many thoughts, wished many wishes, hoped
many hopes for them. I thought of Mrs.

wishing, hoping for our children, too. For
their children. For as much happiness and
joy as life will grant to them.
No man ever had a bride more beautiful than Eddie’s bride. Elizabeth’s eyes
turn the color of anything she wears. Her
eyes cannot be described. They are more
beautiful than beautiful. Above the soft
folds of her avocado green chiffon, they
were green as two fabulous gems. In her

going-away

outfit they turned back into
blue harmony with the silk print dress of
shrimp shade, with the smart gray coat,
the straw hat banded in the same print as
the dress and coat lining.
Elizabeth wore no jewelry with her wedding gown. She and Eddie exchanged plain
gold wedding bands. Eddie was Eddie.
Neat as a straight pin in dark suit, dark
tie, and white, white shirt. Except that
Eddie looked and acted happier than I’d
ever seen him.
I think I have never seen two happier
people than Elizabeth and my son.
Since they have been in London, they
have telephoned us in Philadelphia several
times. The last time they called I was
worried about an illness in the family.
Elizabeth happened to speak to me fir^t.
She saiq, “Mama, are you all right?”

Then Eddie came on and I told him
about the illness and being worried. He
said, “That’s funny. Liz bounded in here
an hour ago and said, ‘What’s Mama’s
number in Philadelphia, Eddie? I want to
call her. I have a feeling something is

my

—

life.

“This is Debbie,” the familiar voice
began. “Carrie and my mother are with
me. We were coming to see you but I’m

The other day I received a birthday
package The card said, “All our love
Eddie and Elizabeth Happy Birthday.”
In the package was a gold charm inscribed to Sharon, newest grandchild in
the family, except for Sande the little boy
who was born July 5th.
Elizabeth had admired my bracelet in
Las Vegas. She had said, eyes bright, “I
am also going to send you a charm for
Michael. Chris and Lisa.”
For a moment after she said, “Lisa,” she
hesitated. Then she shook her head and
smiled, as though she were thinking too

so busy

far ahead.

we

wrong.’ So

you tonight.”

called

daughter to have such intuitions and feelings. Their call from
London helped me a great deal through
weeks of worry, and now everything is all
It’s

a

like

right in the family.

received another
I

call

about this time.

From New York.

.

.

.

“Couldn’t you and the girls come to New
York?” she said. She meant my daughters,
Eddie’s sisters.
“I’ll

see,”

—

—

smiled, thinking what a wonderful
I
future they would have together.
KATE STUPP AS TOLD to Marta Robinet

—

said.

I

“Carrie had a nice time with you in
Las Vegas, but you ought to see Todd.
He’s such a nice little boy.”
I
said, “Well, I saw a picture Eddie

NEXT FOR Liz: COLUMBIA’S “SUDDENLY LAST
summer” and u.a.’s “two for the seesaw.”
Eddie’s latest record is the rca victor
ALBUM CALLED “aS LONG AS THERE IS MUSIC.”

DEBORAH KERR

times a week from England. What enormous phone bills they’d been having!

At tea-time
“small talk.”

he’ll
never write us again,”
said. “Not after you forgot to
drawings in it.”
post that letter with all

Melanie would say tonight, as she did
every night, “And what did you do today.

bet

“I

Frankie

my

Deborah

T

interview she has given
us in more than a year. The interview
took place in her home in California,
his

is

the

first

the same one in which we visited her last
time. It was a Friday afternoon at four
o’clock. The weather was as beautiful as it
had been a year ago at this time.
Then, the house had seemed full of
happiness and the voices of children. The
morning was hurried pleasantly so. Upstairs a little girl’s voice shouted. “I can’t
find my lunch box,” Melanie called. “I can’t

—

anywhere.”
have it. It’s in here,” her mother
answered back. Then she turned to her
other daughter, Frankie, and said, “There
you’re all neat and shining.”
wriggled
down from her
Frankie

find

it

“I

—

mother’s lap, almost tripping over the
family dogs. Duffy and Tonton, and ran
over to the window. “I thought I saw
him,” she said. “The postman’s coming!
Do you think he’s brought a letter from

Daddy?”
to

72

of

I

Taylor, dressing in her navy-blue lace,
lovely with her light hair and young, attractive face. I knew she was thinking.

{Continued jrom page 30)

p

haven’t had any pictures until recently. I had spoken to the nurse, Aggie,
about it in Las Vegas, explaining that I had
nothing but magazine pictures.
“Now I have the pictures you sent,” I
told Debbie. “I thank you very much.”
She repeated she hoped the girls and
I would come to New York. The following
Sunday I got another phone call. M-G-M
calling for Debbie, the operator said.
“Mrs. Stupp, what time will you be arriving in New York?” the voice asked.
I said I was very sorry, but there was
illness in my family and I couldn’t possibly go to New York, but I appreciated
the invitation.
So, contrary to reports, Debbie and 1
haven’t had a meeting and visit together.
I’m blunt and I’m honest. I’ll admit the invitation stunned me. On the other hand,
I have lived long enough to know that hard
feelings are wrong. It’s better to forget.
My grandchildren I cannot forget. I love
them. I want to see them and know them.
I have a bracelet from Sonny Boy. It’s
gold, very simple, very meaningful. There
are four charms on it. One is inscribed
Penny, Debbie, and Skippy. They are my
grandchildren.
Another
Steven,
says,
Bradley and Mindy. They are my grandchildren. The third says Carrie and Todd.
The fourth says, Gil. All are my grandchildren the new branches on the tree

had.”

“Maybe,” Deborah said. But Tony hated
write. Instead, he called them several

laughed.

“Aren’t

I

forgiven

they

“A week!”

the child said.

—

“You

forgot

it

making

Mommy?”
If

Deborah

said,

wouldn’t stand for

yet?”

practiced

“Nothing,”

Melanie

it.

So Deborah would have

to

say, “Well,

whole week that’s a long time.”
Melanie came running into the room
then, her blond ponytail bouncing as she
reached for the lunch box Deborah held
out to her. “Here you are,” her mother

nothing much. I finished a good book and
painted a little. Played with Duffy and
scratched Tonton’s stomach. Then I gar-

said.

a lovely day,” she’d tell them.
It was a lovely day, almost a perfect
day; almost a perfect life. Yet, three

for

a

As
school bus honked.
Deborah opened the sliding glass doors
leading into the garden, the girls hurried
Outside,

the

dened a while. The sun was delicious.”
And she would stretch and sigh. “It was

lift-

months later, while Deborah Kerr was in
Vienna making a picture, she surpised
her friends and fans. She separated from

“Goodbye, Mommy,” echoed Melanie.
“Have a good day.”
Deborah stood and watched them go,
and then she sighed. Everything was
peaceful again. Her day was her own till
the school bus returned that afternoon,
and the children tumbled out of it. They
would have tea around the huge, marbletopped table, and Frankie would have
hers half-milk. Melanie was learning how
to be a lady. She curled her little finger
and took her tea with lemon.

her husband, Tony Bartlett, after nearly
thirteen years of marriage.
“We are trying to work out our problems,” she said at that time. “I hope we
can do it. But we have not been happy
.”
for a long time
Soon after that, she discovered that
Tony had flown the children to England.
There, he had put them under the protection of the British court, so she could
not take them away with her. After she
saw that pleading with her husband did
no good, Deborah fought to get her chil-

out, both dogs

yapping right behind them.

“Goodbye, Mommy,” said Frankie,
ing her face to be kissed.

.

.

—
dren back. But that did ne good, eithw.
ow, a year has passed. Only a few days
before, Deborah received her final
decree. Even the house looked different. For one thing it was quiet.
The chimes of the doorbell echoed deep
within the house. Then there was a sharp
click of high heels on a polished floor and
the door was opened. A woman stood in
the doorway. She was tall, five feet seven,
with red hair falling softly about her face,
and the green dress she wore was open

N

.

at the neckline.
“Come in,” she

.

.

said softly, “I’ve

been

expecting you.” She held out her hand
almost timidly and then showed the way
into the Long Room, where a chair near
the large picture window faced the ocean.
She picked up a book from the chair. “I
was reading while I waited for you,” she
said, and we both sat down. “It’s a volume
of Garcia Lorca’s poems. I love to read
Lorca. He ” She broke off, looking around
the well-kept beauty of the room. “Do
you like it?” she asked, but she didn’t
wait for an answer. “I used to like formal

—

things, classical furnishings. But they’re
so cold. I used to like Botticelli, for
instance. But now I’ve discovered the

warm—so

impressionists.
They’re
so
.” Her voice trailed off.
alive
.

.

lovely

a

“It’s

seems awfully

house,” I said, “but it
Don’t you ever get

big.

lonely in it?”

“Lonely?” she asked, tilting her head to
one side, considering. “No,” she said, “I
don’t

think

so.

At

not

least

working on a picture as I
paused then and looked

when

I’m

am

now.” She
around her.

“Well,” she admitted, “it is big, I guess.
Too big
now.
“As soon as I finish the picture. I’ll go to
England. I made sure there would be
time. We’ll spend two weeks together
the children and I.” She did not say anything for a moment. But she smiled as
.

.

.

Meet Your Family
Just

— sometimes
— and try

bed for ten minutes

I’m especially tired

if

my

day

fifteen,

to plan
so that I can get everything into
I

that I want to. Of course,”
ruefully, “I never manage to.
it

she said

meet their family and friends. Here
your favorite stars
are some of the stars you will meet, person-to-person, in this
picture-packed album:
.

.

.

NEW SEASON, NEW SHOWS—Leslie

ner McKay • Roger Moore •
Stevens • Karl Holliman •

Nielsen • CardGeorge Kader • Connie

Adams
Dwayne Hickman
Nick

•
•

Jackie

Cooper • Tuesday Weld •
Robert
Stack • Gigi Perreau • June Allyson • John Cassavetes • Bill Lundigan • Burt Reynolds • Jan Brooks
• Robert Palmer • John Smith.

THE RHYTHMAIRES—Ricky

Nelson • Elvis Presley •
Connie Francis • Jimmie Rodgers • Bing Crosby •
Lawrence Welk • The Lennon Sisters • Annette Funi-

“But during breakfast I try. I usually
have it at six a slice of toast and juice
and gallons of tea. Tea’s what keeps me
going. Oh,” she said, “would you like some

me

• Sufc •

of

now?”
She rang for the maid. “Mary, would you
bring in some tea, please?”
tea

to
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WEST—

HEROES OF THE OLD
Chuck Connors • Jack
Kelly • Hugh O'Brian • Rex Reason • Clint Walker
• Ty Hardin • Rory Calhoun • Peter Breck • Richard
Boone « Will Hutchins • James Arness • Clint Eastwood • Eric J'leming • Gene Barry • Robert Culp •
Guy Williams • John Russell • Peter Brown • Steve
McQueen • Robert Horton • Dale Robertson.
HOSTS WITH THE MOST—Dave Garroway • Bill Cul• Ernie Ford • Bud Collyer • Groucho Marx •
John Newland •
George de Witt • Ronald Reagan
Marvin Miller • Johnny Carson • Ed Sullivan • Art
Linkletter • Steve Allen • Jan Murray • Bert Parks
• John Daly • Ralph Edwards • Jimmy Dean.

GUFFAWS—Gale Storm • The
Nelson Family
Danny Thomas • Kathy Nolan • Dick
Crenna • Walter Brennan • Jerry Mathers • Patty
SMILES, CHUCKLES,
McConnack

Donna Reed • Bob Hope •

•

Lucille

Ball
•

Davis

ADVENTURE ’ROUND THE CLOCK—Raymond

pounds for this role, but
certainly worth it.”
“The clothes in the picture ” her arms
spread out and then hugged in close to
her, “ the clothes are simply stunning.
Fifty costumes can you imagine? I get
to wear fifty outfits in ‘Beloved Infidel.’ I
play the columnist, Sheilah Graham, you
“I’ve lost twelve

Burr
• William Hopper • Barbara Hale • Roger Smith •
Efrem Zimbilist Jr. • James Franciscus • Suzanne
Storrs • Tom Tully • Warner Anderson • Lloyd Bridges
• Dane Clark • Ray Milland • Darren McGavin •
John Bromfield • Frank Lovejoy • Lee Mandn • Alfred
Hitchcock • David Janssen • Jack Webb.

—

—

Frank Sinatra • Bobby Darin • Pat Boone •

•

Frankie Avalon • Fabian.

and Desi Arnaz • Bob Cummings • Ann B.
Robert Young • Jack Benny.

she said, smiling,

it’s

cello

len

—

Turning back

of

edition

brilliant

RADIO ALBUM, This sensational album is produced by the
editors of TV Radio Mirror. Now you can visit the homes of

time for

time my alarm clock rings. And that’s the
only time I have to myself. I lie there in

Picture-Packed Album
published — a
and glamorous
TV-

in this

though she were already there, already
with them. Then the smile faded. “After
that, I have to go to Australia to make a
picture. It’s for Fred Zinnemann. He directed me in ‘From Here to Eternity.’ ”
She smiled. “There never seems enough
all I want to do.
“You know, I have to get up at fivethirty. Or rather,” she said, “that’s the

Favorites

—

ONLY

50^

AT NEWSDEALERS

or mail coupon with 50< today

know.
“Oh, I’m very glamorous!” she laughed.

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE.
205

Paul

St.,

New

INC., Dept.

WG-1059

York 17. N. Y.

ALBUM

1959. I

close 50c.

NAME

George Montgomery,
Bob Wagner, Desi Arnaz.
(clockwise): Joanne Woodward, Dinah
(clockwise):

Newman,

Wives

42

Send me TV-RADIO

ANSWERS TO PUZZLE
ON PAGE 106
Husbands

E.

Shore, Natalie

Wood,

Lucille

STREET

Ball.

new

•

new

•

new

CITY

.STATE

en-

—

I

get to play opposite Greg Peck, an
old friend of mine whom I’ve never acted
with before for one reason or another.”
Mary brought in the tea service just
then, setting it down on the low marble-

“And

I

topped table. “Thank you,” Deborah said.
She lifted the silver tea pot and began
pouring. “One lump or two?” she asked,
and, as she turned, I thought she had never
looked more handsome, with a maturity
that was feminine yet strong.
She passed me a cup of tea with lemon
and then sat absently stirring for a moment. Then she let her hands fall into her
lap. She sat looking down at them, long,
slim hands, and. for the moment, curiously
still.

a wonderful role,” she said, “but
making any picture
for that matter is hard work. And I do
mean work! You wouldn’t believe what
my day is realty like,” she said.
"It’s

making the picture

—

I

—

laughed. “Everybody thinks a movie

star’s life is a lark.”
“I know,” Deborah

said.

Then she

sat

back and began ticking off the minutes of
her day on her fingers. “I go over my lines
while I’m having breakfast,” she said.
“Can you believe it? Then I turn on the
radio to get the exact time, and then, reluctantly, I start to do the last minute

my

for herself. Anything goes with her, even
to starting a feud with an important star.”
She took a deep breath and smiled. “We’re

up

to lunch now,” she said, laughing out
loud at the expression on my face. “While
I eat the cottage cheese and an egg I go
over my lines again—maybe try to get in
a hand of solitaire. I was just laying out a
hand when my director, Henry King, came
in to talk about the next scene. I put aside
the cards and we decided to do the scene
just a little differently.”
For a while she talked about the movie,
and then she said, “After lunch yesterday
I got a chance to relax for a few minutes.
Herb Rudley and I sat around and we talked
about our children. His girls went to the
same school my daughters did. It’s the
same school that Sheilah Graham’s daugh-

Wendy went

ter

boiled egg and cottage cheese.”
She frowned a little and then brightened.
“After that I climb into my car it’s a white
Thunderbird and drive to the studio,

school

—

where Peg Shannon,

my

because I’ll be in Australia in the fall for
‘The Sundowners,’ ” she said, turning. “I
may have to sell the house. It’s too big

me.
“The end of a day on a movie set isn’t
the end of a day for an actress,” she said.
“Even though there were no rushes to see,

for

make up my

rushed

my

my

my

neck, ears and hands. Freddie
Simpson, our property master, comes in for
some last minute suggestions, and Willie
May Neal, my wardrobe girl, gets me into
my outfit and then we’re on. Finally.
“It could all be for just one fast scene
of us walking from the administration
building onto a set. That’s what it was
yesterday. Herb Rudley, who’s playing a
movie producer, is escorting me (Sheilah
Graham) to the set to watch the star whose
acting I’ve maligned in my column. We had

—

to walk through a typical outdoor movie
scene: they had a couple of camels—
steered as far from them as possible extras
in Indian costumes. East Indian, girls in

—
pink tights and can-can costumes— to make

look as colorful as possible. Fortunately
we did it in one take. Then I went back
to my dressing room to play a game of
solitaire, but I just got the cards laid out,
and then it was time for another scene.
it

“And make-up has

to be put on all over
and costumes and everything to do
all over again, and then we’re on again.
The next scene I did with Karin Booth,

again,

who

portrays Janet Pierce. Instead of
barring me from her dressing room for
having written an unflattering paragraph
about her, the producer takes me on to
the set to watch a scene she’s doing. He
feels this will prove to me how wrong I
was, how good an actress Janet Pierce is.
After the scene the producer introduces
her to me. She is furious that I’m on the
set. Looking coldly at me, she says, ‘Tell
me. Miss Graham, how did a girl as pretty
as you are get to be the biggest witch in
Hollywood?’ And I, though stunned, come
back with, ‘Not the biggest. Miss Pierce.
The second biggest.’
"Myself, I’d die a thousand deaths if
anyone spoke to me like that. But, as
Sheilah Graham, at this point in ‘Beloved
Infidel,’ I am fighting for survival as a
columnist, and am able to cope with it,
however hurt I am. Sheilah is fighting the
only way she knows how, to make a name

A

and the sea.
ship was passing.
girls will probably be going to
in England for this year at least,

cliffs

“The

hair-stylist, aldressing
ready has the kettle boiling in
room for some more tea. While she’s setting
hair, I drink tea and listen to soft
music on the radio, and, after that, Del
Armstrong,
make-up man, comes in and
does
face, and then Maureen MacDermott, the body make-up girl, comes in to

my

I

Tucking her hands into the pockets of
her dress, she stood up and walked over
to the glass doors. For a moment she looked
out at the gardens. Then she moved back
to the picture window and stared out at
the

—

And Herb and

closed.

eyethings: see that I’ve remembered
lashes, my lunch
which is usually a hard-

—

to.

laughed a little about sitting there at the
school applauding our various children on
all the Christmas Carol days. May Days
oh, all the school functions.” She laughed a
little now, remembering, and then her face

I

lot of things to do. With so
in this film, I didn’t have
for all the fittings necessary, before

still

many
time

had a

outfits

So the stand-by car
over to Bill Thomas’s fitting

starting the picture.

me

rooms and I had a first fitting on two more
gowns. Then I went to my main dressing
room to have my hair washed so it would
be fresh for the next morning’s work.
“I was sitting there late yesterday evening,” she said, “glad the day was nearly
over, and while I was under the dryer I
dealt out a hand of solitaire. There were
two aces to take off right away, and a red
queen to put on a black queen. But just as
I was going to play, I heard a voice over my
shoulder. I turned around to see one of the
new hairdressers. ‘Boy,’ she said to me,
‘you’ve sure got the life.’ My mouth opened,
but I couldn’t say a word. Then the girl
who washed my hair came back and took
me out from under the dryer. I never did
get to play out that hand. I bet I’d have
won, too!”
“What do you do when you come home
at night from the studio?”
“Do? I eat my supper, take off my makeup and fall into bed at ten o’clock. After
all,” she said, “from five-thirty in the
morning to ten at night that’s a long day.
“When you talk to people all day, no
matter how interesting they are, it’s a
blessed feeling to be quiet and alone, if only
just before you go to sleep.”
She smiled. “My grandmother’s like
that, too,” she said. “Both my parents are
dead, but Grandmother’s ninety-five and
she lives in Sussex all by herself. She absolutely refuses to have anyone live with
her. Ninety-five!” she marveled. “And she’s
still peppy and writes the most beautiful
letters. I saw her right after New Year’s
this year, and though she’s a bit crippled
with arthritis now, and has a woman come
in to do the cleaning and cooking, she
tosses her out as soon as the heavy work
is done. She likes living alone,” she said,

—

surprised as she said it.
like to see the summer
house?” she asked suddenly. Smiling, she
said, “You’ve been sitting a long time.”
Along the flagstone walkway, the flowers

looking at

little

“Would you

—
abundance. A riot of color
mostly reds led toward the summer
house and contrasted with the gray of the
cliffs just beyond.
The outline of the

grew

in great

—

freighter
Sitting

was

still visible.

down on one

of the benches, she
said, “It’s lovely here. It seems a shame,

but

I

suppose

must

I

sell it

.

.

.”

I

he sun shone directly on the house
now, picking up the green of the ivy
climbing its white walls. Just within
the glass doors was the piano, closed now.
Beyond the piano was the round marbletopped table where Deborah and I had
taken our tea. Usually, she takes it there
alone now.
The wind from the sea was blowing her
hair and tossing about the leaves and blossoms on the Bougainvillaea vine.
She
pushed her hair back, but it did no good.
“Do the children still borrow your
clothes and pretend they’re actresses now
as they used to?” I asked, remembering
how they play-acted the last time I saw
them.

T

She stared off to sea for a moment. The
ship had passed below the horizon. Now
there was only an unbroken line of blue.
She sighed, and then smiled. “Of course
they do,” she said. ‘"They have lots of my
things in London, especially my old hats,
and adore dressing up. They’re crazy about
horses now, too, and are busy being horses
day long. You know, pretending to jump
fences. Things like that. And they can ride
all

wonderfully. But not me. Thank goodness
I don’t have to ride a horse in ‘The Sundowners.’ I just have to drive a wagon.”
Reaching into her pocket, she withdrew
a couple of hard peppermints. “Want one?’’
she asked and, when I shook my head, she
popped one into her mouth. “Those are
wonderful kids,” she said then. “You know,
when I lost the Academy Award to Berg-

man, Melanie and Frankie made one of
their own for me. It was a hand-drawn
award, showing a laurel wreath, and the
lettering on it was: ‘to the most wonderful
and beautiful mother in the world.’ It
made me want to cry. The girls had gotten
a gold seal and a blue ribbon, and it looked
as official as the Lord Privy’s seal of
London. I’m having it framed and I’m
going to hang it alongside my three Academy Award Nomination certificates.”
Then I asked her what else the future
held for her. “I’ll have my holiday in
England with the girls,” she said softly.
“Then I’ll do my picture in Australia. Beyond that ” she lifted her hands, then
“
it’s diffilet them fall into her lap again,
cult to plan too far ahead. The important
thing is what is best for the girls, and I’ll
fit in around that.” She gave me a level
look then. “You know,” she said, “my children’s and my relationship hasn’t changed
at all any more than it does if one sends

—

—

—

one’s children to boarding school all year.”
After a moment of silence, she stood up
and smiled. “Besides, it’s not something
I have to decide today, this minute, is
it?”

moment when the sunthrough the vines was gone.
The sea breeze was stronger now, with a
hint of coolness in it. She shivered, and
then she smiled. “If was good of you to
come,” she said, her voice brisk again.
We walked around the front of the big
white house together. When we reached
my car, she gave me her hand. “Goodbye,”
The mood

of the

light struck

she said. “I’ve liked talking to you.”
From the car I watched her walk back
up the path. Just at the door she knelt
down, plucking a single flower from one
of the plants. For a moment she held the
red blossom against her pale face. Then
she stood up, pushed open the heavy door,
CULVER
and entered the house.

— MARY

WATCH FOR DEBORAH IN 20th’s “bELOVED
infidel” and warners’ “the sundowners.”

.

.

.

.

like

a king

while you are

young enough
to enjoy
in

it

.

.

one of these

fabulous

homes

HOUSES
ROMANTICA ...

LIKE

THESE START AT $18,000 ... AS

you are romantically attached to the gracious
charm of the past, including colonial columns and Strauss waltzes,
and wont to combine it all with everything that modern science
this is your home!
can bring to the joy of living
The deluxe model home, pictured below, has a full-length colonial
If

.

.

.

Architect

.

.

.

C.

porch, a covered aivd an open patio, barbecue, two-car garage
ond large indoor swimming pool (heated and filtered). Also
big kitchen, colonial living room with fireplace. Separate dining
room. 3 or 4 bedrooms, IVi baths and a romantic library balcony.
.

Budget and deluxe models: $22,000

Chadburne Shumard,

A.I.A.

This

.

.

to $36,000.

model

built

by Trenton Home Builders (N.

The wonderful story

of

Yes, you caa live like a KING
and your wife will be a
QUEEN, when you build your STORY BOOK HOME
designed for you by a non-profit home-research organization
.

.

.

.

NEW ORLEANS

Cantilevered second floor balcony and French winroom, 3 or 4 bedrooms, covered patio barbecue and
Large kitchen, dining room and living room, and large
2-car
indoor swimming pool (heated and filtered). Budget and deluxe models
$20,000 to $25,000. Optional indoor pools $4,800 extra when added.

dows.

.

.

REGENCY

—

Large living room, dining room and kitchen, plus big
basement game room and handsome family TV room with fireplace.
Separate 3-bedroom and bath children's wing and master bedroom
and bath. Covered patio-breezeway with built-in barbecue and 2-car
garage. Standard and deluxe models with (20 x 40) oversized swimming
pool $27,000 to $38,000.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Family
garage.

.

.

established by leading manufacturers of building mate-

a more complete and wonderful
homes that are built to last and grow in value!
In your Story Book Home you can live in comfort and

rials

and appliances to develop

way of

life

in

pride and bask in "sunny” climate all year ’round. You can
even swim in "tropical moonlight”
lush, warm and lazy
every single night of your life, summer and winter.
You can loll around in complete privacy in the soft, caressing
water of your own big indoor heated pool before you go to
bed
.And then
the deep sleep of a man and woman
whose lives are full and wonderful.
These are the Story Book Homes now available to any
successful young American working man who wants more
for his family than any king could have had a few years back.
Read the thrilling story of this new young family-man’s
paradise
that you can afford today, or build in easy steps
for tomorrow. The following pages tell the whole wonderful
story. And you can get complete plans for $1.00.

—

.

—

—

.

—

*Costs of land and land improvements are extra. See back pages
of this section for nearest model home in your locality.

20TH CENTURY

Magnificent living room and separate dining room.
Large kitchen, basement game room, handsome family TV room. 4 bedwith children's wing separate.
rooms, 2 baths and powder room
Covered patio with barbecue. Standard model with indoor garden or
pool optional $26,000 to $27,(X)0. Deluxe with garden or oversized
(20 X 40) heated indoor pool $28,000 to $34,000.
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

I

J.)

AS $22,000 WITH INDOOR SWIMMING POOL*

LITTLE

FUTURAMA

Built on a warm, moisture-proof, "monolithic"
foundation with the "cellar" upstairs in a masonry tower ... a
huge "chimney" with many flues that vent out, not just furnace
gases, but all of the exhaust from kitchen, bathrooms and laundry! All utilities are housed in this soundproof masonry core.

This

model

built

.

.

.

by Allen Brothers, Fairhaven, N.

CONTEMPORA

living room with handsome
Huge family and TV room sur-

Deluxe model, shown here, has vast
fireplace, shoji-screened entrance.

magnificent scientific kitchen with formal dining, overbeautiful indoor swimming pool (heated and filtered).
4 or 5 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2-car carport (or garage).

rounds

looking

J.

Large indoor pool, covered patio and barbecue with
garage. Huge kitchen, living room, separate dining room, 3 or 4
bedrooms, special balcony mezzanine off large family TV room. 2'/2
baths. Deluxe modern version of the Romantica shown at left above,
$28,000 to $32,000. Budget model with some rooms slightly smaller, no
breezeway garage, but complete with heated indoor pool, $22,500.
.

.

.

2-car

ENTRANCE TO FUTURAMA.
cently

simple

exterior

of

This

great

home
dignity

of

the

and

future

has

hospitality,

a magnifi-

with

its

mas-

chimney and glowing fireplace showing through wide floor-to-ceiling
window-wall. Yet from the road, there is complete privacy for the den
and the more intimate end of the living room, where sofas and chairs
accommodate large gatherings. Huge, exposed natural beams make
this house look as strong and durable as it truly is! This wonderful new
and better kind of home comes in budget, standard, and deluxe models
with prices ranging from $18,000 to $38,000 complete with air-conditioning and large indoor deluxe swimming pool. (Land extra, of course).
sive

ABUNDANT VILLAGER

For the young married couple who want
.
everything ... as fast as their income increases. Start with 2 bedrooms
and 1 bath and expand to 5 bedrooms and 2 baths. Do your own panelling and painting. Budget and deluxe models $16,000 to $24,000. 2
bedrooms with pool only $22,000 ... or get deluxe 5-bedroom, 2 baths,
heated and filtered indoor pool ... all for less than $25,000.
.

.

TOPSFIELD ... A traditional colonial that originated in "garrison" and
pioneer days in Topsfield, Massachusetts. Deluxe model with indoor
swimming pool (heated and filtered); 3 bedrooms, IV2 baths, beautiful
living room, modern kitchen, cozy dining room, huge closets and full
basement. Budget and deluxe models $18,000 to $25,000 with indoor
pool. Remember, your lot prices vary and are extra.

icn

deroruicd by Donnn Oail Slaiitt

LOOK THROUGH this charming colonial dining room
ROMANTICA Story Book Home, and you'll see portions
living

niture

room with
from

its

of

the

beautiful

of the spacious

romantic balcony and cozy open fireplace. The lovely furEthan Allen line, the Aquamarine wall paint by

Baumritter's

Dutch Boy, and the handsome fixtures by Lightolier ... all contribute to
the old world charm of the Romantica, so happily combined with the
latest marvels of science. It is this delightful "marriage" of the old and the
new in this liveable house that makes it the ultimate in gracious living.

THE MASTER

ROMANTICA

of

the

furnished

in

true

fashion

colonial

and

BEDROOM
is

Baumritter.
of

floors

by Schumacher
The serviceable

beautiful

Flexachrome

vinyl asbestos floor tile blend perfectly with the decorative

scheme;

yet they require only a damp mopping occasionally to keep them
spotlessly clean.

BEAUTIFUL
room
tica as you look
charming colonial

THIS
the

living

PICTURE
of

the

shows
Roman-

down from

the
balcony. Notice

unusual wood beams exposed
Flintkote's
3-way
roof
beneath
deck which insulates as well as
decorates this lovely home.
the

I
MOTHER CAN PREPARE DINNER,
and

watch

children

swim

from

spacious kitchen of the Romantica. Handy to barbecue grill, the
kitchen is complete with Westinghouse appliances, including huge
24" oven. It is virtually wearproof, with Formica bar front and
Flexachrome
The
tops.
counter
this

vinyl-asbestos

floor

only damp-mopping.

tile

requires

THE HUGE modern living room of the Futurama. Nearly 16 feet
so long it accommodates 2 large groups of people at either end!
Notice the massive exposed beams and the lovely decorative effect of the

HERE

IS

wide,

it

is

3-way roof decking. Three inches thick, this wonderful
product eliminates 3 or more building operations and helps make
this magnificent living room possible! A curtained picture window provides an optional view into the equally huge family room and 12-place bar!

ceiling,

Flintkote's

scientific

I
THIS

AHRACTIVE

DEN

the
Futurama model can also serve
as a guest room when desired. The
ceiling and window wall trim are
Dutch Boy's Desert Gray, and all
other walls, interior of closets,
doors and trim are painted with
Dutch Boy's Avocado paint.
in

THE MASTER BATH, compact, but
complete with glass-enclosed
shower stall and floor-to-ceiling
Formica wall-tiles of camellia and
white sequin pattern. Easy to keep
immaculate. Mirror gives daylight
view of smart bedroom shown in
night scene (right). Incidentally,
this bedroom and bath of Mother's
is immediately accessible from her
kitchen. And remember, it's just one
jump from the swimming pool!

THE

MASTER

BEDROOM

\
in

the

Futurama has all the elegance
of your own private villa on the
Riviera
for you can step out
of the
room, right into your
.

.

.

own warm and

filtered

swimming

Imagine the luxury of an
early morning swim for Mom and
Dad, or a relaxing night-time dip
... in complete privacy, unhampered by bathing suitsi
pool.

THE STARS OF HOLLYWOOl
Not even movie stars or millionaires can
more luxurious or thrilling life than
you can in your fabulous STORY BOOK
HOME.
For the STORY BOOK HOME is not just
a shelter like so many houses. It’s a family
kingdom where all members of the family
together when they
can work and play

FREE on the "PRICE
Starring

N.B.C.

—

want to

Check

be, or quietly alone if they prefer.

The lounging and
huge

in

Husbands will recognize the value of
Flintkote Seal-Tab hurricane-resistant roof
shingles,
3-way roof decking, double
insulation,
and fireproof Van Packer

WIN A STORY BOOK HOME*

live a

Bill

IS

RIGHT"

NETWORK

newspaper for

local

chimneys with round, factory-made flues.
And in many of the furnished model homes
you will enjoy the beautiful drapes by
Schumacher, the lovely furniture by Baumritter, the colorful carpeting and rugs by
Cabin Crafts, and lamps and fixtures by
Lightolier. And inside and out
the houses
are lastingly protected and beautified by
the world-famous Dutch Boy paints.

Cullen

time.

*Standard model Romantico or Futurama
with indoor swimming pool, $27,500.00.

entertainment areas are

comparison with houses of equal

—

price.

This

is

in the

large

accomplished by not wasting space
bedrooms, which are compact, with
double closets. Master bedrooms

have the equivalent of 4 regular closets.
Hall space is held to a minimum or eliminated entirely.
Yet the pool, living and family rooms
together give you luxurious spaciousness
found only in houses costing $60,000 to

$80,000!
that all Story Book Homes
double-insulated and much stronger
than most other houses built today. Thus
their design, and proper use of the newest
and most durable materials, make them far
better investments for your money.

And remember
are

SEE

YOUR NEAREST

IT’S

VACATION-TIME EVERY DAY!

too, that the indoor pool adds
tremendous resale value to the house itself.
Visitors are overwhelmed by the luxury of
these first truly all-year-round "estates”! It
is June every day in a Story Book Home.
Yet the extra cost of the pool
even in
the deluxe Story Book Home (financed at
interest)
is less. Jar less per year, than
the average family spends for a few short
weeks of vacation!
The extra health and happiness that the
heated indoor-pool assures are worth almost as much as the house itself. It makes
each home a marvelous place to entertain. It

—

6%

—

keeps the younger generation at home,
more capable of controlling their own
social life. In many Story Book models,
you can build the house now
add
the pool-wing later!
.

.

.

COST

For the next several weeks, the leading
builders (in or near the larger cities across
the nation) are holding "open house” in a

Nalplex rolls-on or brushes-on so smoothly
a child could do it. And clever do-it-yourself men can install their own Flintkote
Tile-Tex asphalt tile or Flexachrome vinyl-

model Story Book Home. These builders
the certificate "Story

Book Home AUTH-

ORIZED BUILDER”

signed by the archi-

asbestos floors. Many builders offer to
construct these homes and let the owners
do most of the "finishing.”
The new wonders of science also make
possible your own indoor swimming pool.
The interior walls are moisture-proofed
with a marvelous plastic (polyethylene)
sheet
and there is a special ceiling of
expanded
polystyrene
that
insulates,
decorates, and controls moisture perfectly!
No humidity problems in these swimming
pool homes. You make your own healthy

Homes

tect and officers of Story Book
Inc.,
a non-profit organization established by
the leading manufacturers of the finest

and foster the building of
homes. No builder is the authorized

materials, to plan

homes

builder of these

and

displays

Story

unless he is certified
Be careful. These
will have many imi-

.

sign!

this

Book Homes

tators.

No

homes even

closely duplicate the
all of the topquality materials in these Story Book
Homes. For instance, the double insulation, the special roof decking, the moistureproofing are positively not combined in
any other houses. The beautiful and durable
Flintkote Flexachrome vinyl-asbestos floors
are easy to clean, require no waxing.

other

wonderful features and

BREEZEWAY between the ROMANTICA and its two-car
garage is the ideal spot for a steak "cook-out” or a casual drink
and gives you and your family a delightfully cool and sheltered place
in which to relax and entertain. It's so handy to the snack bar and
pool, too, located just inside the doorway shown at the right of the
barbecue and grille. Enclosed with screens and glass jalousies, this will
also make a perfect "Florida" room, opened in summer; safe from insects. In winter it becomes an extra family room.
.

.

.

.

.

climate. When you want moisture added to
the dry, heated winter air, you simply open
(just a crack) the sliding glass door to the
pool. To shut out moisture, you keep the
door closed. Furniture never dries out
one minute, swells up the next. Doors
and drawers don’t stick or bind. And your
own sinuses and nasal passages don’t dry

out and become irritated.

Kitchen appliances are by Westinghouse
and the kitchen snack bars and table tops
are protected by gleaming and scuff-proof
Formica. And new Formica Wall Tiles,
from floor to ceiling, provide a beautiful,
grout-free and easy-to-clean surface in
the bathrooms of these care-free homes.

THIS SPACIOUS

WAY DOWN

By using Dutch Boy Nalplex paints you
can easily save a lot of money. Because

have been carefully chosen for their ability
and integrity. They, and they alone, display

better

Remember,

"OWNER-FINISHED” CUTS

STORY BOOK HOME TODAY

Read more and

see

more on

the color

pages that follow. Send for a complete set
of plans. Then list your old house "for sale”,
and you’ll be on your way to a new, happier
life
now possible for almost any success-

—

ful

young working man and

YOU ARE READY FOR ANY OCCASION

in

this

his family.

spacious family room of

the equipment and room (16' by 32') for
any type of fun or entertainment. Drinking fountaini Separate matching
freezer and refrigerator units by Westinghouse. You can serve a casual
drink or snack or a formal dinner by condlelight. And as you dine, your
guests will envy the romantic shimmering waters of your own indoor
the

FUTURAMA.

For

"tropical lagoon."

It

has

all

And what a room

pool to themselves while Mother and

for the youngsters! A snack bar
Dad relax in the living room.

and

MORE THRILLING

lANT LIVE A

LIFE!

SERVE A SNACK OR DRINK

.

.

.

or even

a complete meal, at this
beautiful
and serviceable snack
bar in the family room of the
Futurama.
Facing
kitchen
the
range,
oven
refrigeration
and
units,
the
bar seats 11 to 12
people and is covered with gleaming and durable Formica. The bar
front is Formica,
too,
and unmarred by children's scuffing feet.
And the Formica front is designed
to match perfectly the wood grain
of the kitchen cabinets. Overlooking the 32-foot indoor swimming
pool, the family room is a paradise
it

for

children

them

lets

friendships

roaming
fun
it

foi

from the air.
panels which

Ceiling

is

decorate,

by

protected
insulate,

moisture-proof

polystyrene

and won't condense moisture.

BOTH THE FUTURAMA AND ROMANTICA

feature ample children's bedplay area during the daytime and
convert to two bedrooms at night, thanks to Novafold plastic folding

rooms

which

provide

one

large

home.

of
it's

Mother and Dad,

too,

for

the

cocktails

perfect

place to
and to entertain
or
informally at

room {also
bedroom also opens
onto the pool, and the pool's large Thermopane doors (with
screens for summer) open onto the patio at side of house and

see

front

page,

onto the back lawn
little
or no

require

as seen from the family

section).

this

in

The

master

the rear. All Story Book

work.

Filtering

Water requires no changing

to

Home

indoor pools

and cleaning are automatic.

be purer than drinking water.

This feature of Story Book Homes was voted the most popular
by thousands of women who were polled. And Mother has only one
area to clean instead of two. Folding walls lock closed at night.

walls.

For

own

And

formally
dinnertime.

VIEW OF FUTURAMA POOL

their

Instead

either

LOOK THROUGH from the rear of the ROMANTICA, and you'll
gaze across the beautiful, heated indoor swimming pool typical of
every indoor pool in every Story Book Home. Airtight Thermopane
doors furnish complete protection from the elements and prevent
condensation from the pool. A two-speed fan removes humidity

ages.

all

their fun.

at

to find

provides

have

of

build

EASIER HOUSEKEEPING AND MORIH
.

.

•

with

NEW

Formica* Wall Tile
is a brand new
the revolutionary

Here

"way

It’s

new Formica Wall

bathrooms.
Tile with
a smooth, gleaming surface that enhances the
beauty of bathrooms and other areas, assures long
wear, and saves cleaning time and work for Mother.
of' life” for

BOOK

In all STORY
HOMES, the kitchen table
tops and bar areas are lastingly protected and
brilliantly decorated by Formica as well as the
wall areas surrounding them. You see them
beautifully illustrated on this page and in other
photographs taken in various rooms of the
"Romantica” and "Futurama” models.

T/?e bathrooms with the

‘*wife-time” guarantee!

TILE FROM FLOOR TO CEILING
.
and the beauty of it all is so easy to maintain. Formica Wall Tile is
smooth fitting — that means no grout lines to scrub
and its satiny finish

LOOK! FORMICA WALL
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

won't water spot. A damp cloth removes dirt, grime
restores its original
.
.
beauty. Notice the Queen Size squares (10" x 10") for extra beauty, cleanirig
ease, extraordinary decorative possibilities. With Formica, its beauty is permanent its cost surprisingly low. The pattern is gray and antique
.

—

the Story Book Home kitchens, not only the counters, but the bar
are mar-proof Formica in wood grain colors to exactly
match the grain and color of the builders' cabinets.
In

fronts

'

Isabel Barringer who
ANOTHER FLOOR TO CEILING FORMICA BATH ..
chose the lovely Formica Wall Tiles states "Rarely have I ever found it so
easy to achieve such beauty with a product that saves so much work for
the housewife."
.

Choice of beautiful colors.
82

NO

Grout

.

Enduring Formica!

lines to scrub.

ATTRACTIVE, LONG-LASTING FINISHES

Dutch Boy Hydrangea Pink

is

the

subtle

backdrop for

The colorful surprise on the balcony above

.

and carefree color

is

Nolplex

all

this

Aqua

spacious
.

.

.

room

living

Suntan

in

in

the

the family

"Romontico" model.

room beyond.

through the house— with

Dutch Boy Paints
Book

wall colors live happily ever after, thanks to Dutch
the famous acrylic-latex paint that washes brandnew again, time after time. All the beautiful Dutch Boy colors
for Story Book Homes were chosen by Isabel Barringer, the
famous decorator, and applied by expert painters. But, confidentially, you can get the same handsome results yourself with
Dutch Boy Nalplex. Color spreads on like velvet. Brush and
roller marks vanish in thin air. And that paint-y odor just isn’t
there. All in all, you’ll like Story Book living with Dutch Boy
Nalplex.
Stoty

Boy Nalplex

Dutch Boy Starlight Blue
serene dining
living

room

is

is
largely responsible for the mood of this
the "Romantica" model. Hydrangea Pink in the
the pleasing companion color.

room

—

Here’s a chart of the beautiful colors Isabel Barringer selected
for the exterior of the two Story Book Homes and for the rooms
shown in the photographs on this page. Your Dutch Boy dealer
has a wide range of exciting colors to make your Story Book
Home come true. You’ll find him listed in the Yellow Pages.

in

ROMANTICA
Exterior

All Siding

Shutters
Interior

Living

Room

Bright White
Charcoal Gray

Hydrangea Pink

Aqua
Dining

Exterior

Room

All Exterior
Flat Paneling

Overhang
Interior

Dutch Boy White combined with muted Seasand create a pleasing freshness with remarkable stamina in the living room of the "Futurama"
model. Nalplex washes perfectly, remember.

Living

Room

Starlight Blue

House Paint #110
House Paint #168
Nalplex (Intermix)
Nalplex #72-73
Nalplex #72-73

FUTURAAAA
Redwood Redwood

Stain
Woodcote #23-52
French Blue #51 118 House Paint
White
111 House Paint

Seasand
White

Nalplex (Intermix)
Nalplex #72-11

NALPLEX
A PRODUCT OF NATIONAL LEAD

COMPANY

A'

I

1

C

Carefree beauty in materials high-styled for every

STORY BOOK HOME...
from

FLINTKOTE — the

FlINTKOTE

manufacturer of America’s

broadest line of building products
MORE COMFORT AND ECONOMY

IN

Van Packer® Chimneys and

sealers • Insulation roof deck, sheathing,

by

the

beautiful
tile.

in

Flexa-

Patterns styled

top color consultants to match
any room. Takes barely a whisper

nation's

any decor
of

with
floor

work— a damp mop

to

keep

it

spotless.

Registered trademark. The Flintkote

Company

YOUR STORY BOOK HOME WITH THESE FLINTKOTE BUILDING PRODUCTS:

Roofing and Siding • Tile-Tex® flooring •

EASY LIVING FLOORS
chrome® vinyl-asbestos

®

wool and

ceiling tile

•

Flues • Foundation coatings • Flintar®

Insulrock® • Flintrock®

TOP ROOFING PROTECTION

YEAR

Shingles.

and

with Flintkote's SEAL-TAB®
Seal-Tabs are self-sealed by the heat of the
sun to make a sturdy, weather-proof roof hurricane
winds can't budge. They have rich-looking, double-thick
tabs in a variety of handsome pastels and blends.

fire

'ROUND
insulation

Gypsum

COMFORT
products.

driveway

Products.

with Flintkote siding

Exterior

wall

made

and weather-resistant asbestos-cement

sheets

is

of
flat

backed by layers of Stalwart® Insulatand Flintkote Insulating Wool.

ing Sheathing

|

SEE

STORY BOOK MODEL HOME!

your nearest

Where model name and model address are not given, check with

the authorized

builder listed for tnodel being built a^id completion date.
ARKANSAS
John

BryanI & Sons Lumbor Co.,

E.

inc.

East Lawrence Street
Batesvilte,

Arkansos

Vernon E. Pittman Const. Co.
1326 Eastwood
Fayetteville, Arkansas

IOWA

FLORIDA
Hugh Edwards, Inc.
27 N. W. Tenth Avenue

G.

C. C.

E.

714

S.

Platts

and Sons

Jefferson

Gainesville, Florida

Mason

Model: Futuroma

Model: Romantica
Address: 75 Kentucky Court

Address: Libby Heights
1201 N. W. 34th Terrace

Iowa

City,

Mason

Iowa

City,

Gainesville, Florida

MISSOURI

KENTUCKY
ILLINOIS

CALIFORNIA
2865 Forist Lane
Merced, California
Model: Romontico
Address: Harris Acres
973 Arizona Drive
Merced, California
L

&

M

Enterprises

John A. Walser, Inc.
4050 Westport Road
Louisville 7, Kentucky

3900 Block
Peoria, Illinois

Snoroda Corporation
P. O. Box 241
Auburn, Maine
Model: Romontico
Address: Mople Ridge Development
Webster Street
Lewiston, Maine

Lake Villa, Illinois
Model: Abundant Villager
Address: Banbury Village

Charles W. Roberts

A.

3427 San

800 Ogden Avenue
Downers Grove, Illinois
Model: Futurama
Address: Dutch Creek Woodlands at
Johnsburg on Fox River near
McHenry, Illinois

Wacker Construction Co.
6353 Palm Drive
Carmichael, California
Model: Futurama
Address: Capricorn Drive
Northridge Woods
Heights, California

Citrus

COLORADO
Werner Livingston Construction Co.
1617 Marion Street
Denver 18, Coloraflo
Model: Contemporory Romontico
Address: Applewood Grove
Corner Zinnia & Willow Lone
Denver, Colorado

:ONNECTICUT
The Drazen Lumber Company
85 Washington Avenue
North Haven, Connecticut
Model: Futuroma

Rood

North Haven, Connecticut
Model: Romontico
Address: Corner of Welch Rood
and Stonford Lone
North Haven, Connecticut
Finneron Weston Builders,

J.

Erickson Construction Co.

Ozier Construction Co.,

315 Van Doren Street
Champaign, Illinois
Model: Futuroma
Address: Summit Ridge
2410 West Bradley

Chompoign,

Inc.

7 East State Street
Westport, Connecticut

Model: Futurama
Address: Hollow Tree Ridge
Boston Post Road and
Hollow Tree Ridge Road
Darien, Connecticut
Model; Romontico
Address: Burning Tree off
Stanwich Rood
Greenwich, Connecticut

Humphrey

Model: Romantica
Address: 2400 West Bradley Avenue

R

Home

Quincy, Illinois
Model: Futurama
Address: Lyn-Mar Subdivision
Route 2
North 12th Street
Quincy, Illinois

Woukegon,

Sleepy Hollow Land & Development Corp.
Route 72
Illinois

Model: Romontico
Address: Sleepy Hollow Manor
Route 72
West Dundee, Illinois

Square Builders
4004 Auburn Street
Rockford,

Illinois

Model: Romontico
Address: Berkshire

Hills

Subdivision

4225 Cushman Rood
Rockford,

3 miles to Clarksville Pike, right
Clarksville Pike 1 mile to Beaverbrook.

on

Illinois

Homes Corporotion

Joseph Chopdeloine & Sons, Inc.
154 Pondview Drive
Springfield 8, Massachusetts
Model: Regency
Address: Pinewood Drive
Longmeadow, Massachusetts

George C. Krewson, Jr.
Sea Ranch
Mognolia, Massachusetts
Model: Romontico
Address: Kettle Cove Acres
Universily Lane
Manchester, Massachusetts

Neil Scala

Moore Realty
3 Diehl Road

30 Victoria Drive
Meriden, Connecticut
Model: Futuroma
Address: Brownstone Ridge

Avenue

Allen

Trust

DELAWARE
Gordy
Gordy

Enterprises,

Inc.

Bldg.

Wilmington Manor
New Castle, Delaware
Model: Romontico

H, J. Hoevel,

Address: Llangollen Estates
223 Gordy Place

New

Castle,

Seoford lumber

4800 S. Fellows Road
South Bend 14, Indiana
Model: Futurama
Address: 4825 So. Fellows Rood
South Bend 14, Indiono

Thoreou Road
Lexington, Massachusetts

Boston, Mossachusetts

Delowore

Company

Seaford. Delaware

Piccadilly Construction

Model: Romontico
Address: Nanticoke Estates

Box 105,

River

Road

Seoford, Delaware
Contact builder for dote
of completion.

Company

19
Indianapolis, Indiana
Model: Romantica
Address: Avalon Hills
R.

R.

6310 Mocofuck Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana

Model: Romantica
Address: Kings Village
81 Twin Brooks Ave.
Middletown, New Jersey
Model: Futuroma
Address: Kings Village
72 Woodland Drive
Middletown, New Jersey
Barcon Associates,

Inc.

159 Moin St.
Chathom, N. J.
Model: Romantica
Address: Highland of Chatham

Van Houten Avenue
Chatham Township, N.

J.

D.

-3
J-

Interhaven Ave.
North Plainfield, N.

Inc.

J.

Model: Romantica
Address: So. Branch Neshanic Rood
Branchburg, N. J.
Neor Ffemington
Contact builder for dote of completion.

Livingston, N.

32897 Roehle Street
Warren, Michigan

Livingston, N.

Norman
Donto Builders, Inc.
Model: Futuromo
Address; Beloiro
Flint,

R.

D.

1,

J.

Luthman, Builder
Box 171

E.

Market, New Jersey
Model: Abundant Villager
Address: South Rondolphville Rood
New Market, New Jersey

New

Woods

Pierson Rd.,

J.

Model: Romantica
Address: 7 Coventry Road

Building Co.

Estotes

West

of Fleming

Michigan

Manor Construction Co.
Model; Cottage Colonial
Address: Princeton Monor
136 Randall Road
Princeton, N. 4.
Princeton

2524 Hoevelwood Drive
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Model: 20th Century
Address; 2535 Paulding Rood
Hoevelwood, Fort Wayne

JERSEY

Alton Brothers, Inc.
596 River Road
Fair Haven. New Jersey

Hobart Homes, Inc.
7 Country Road

MICHIGAN
Amos Roe

Lake View Lumber Co.
L'Anse, Michigan

Inc.

NEW

Houston Lumber & Supply Co.,

from Meriden, Connecticut

McCracken Homes

Paquette & Son, Inc.
132 Bridge Street
Manchester, New Hampshire
Phil A.

R.

Rustmor Estotes, Inc.
1248 Tremont St.

LoPortc Lumber & Coal Co.
1719 State Street
LoPorte, Indiana
Model: Futuroma
Address: Glendale Subdivision
East Lincolnway
LoPorte, Indiana

Inc.

W. Diane Drive
Keene, New Hampshire
Model: Romantica
Address: Maple Acres
Keene, New Hampshire
Contact builder for dote of completion.
5

Wharton, N.

Lexington 73, Massachusetts
Model: Romantica
Address: Burnham Farms

Winfield, Illinois

INDIANA

Company

The Arthur D. Crane Co.

Model: Futuroma
Address: Tilton's Winfield Knolls

Model: Romontico
Address: Laurel Pork
BloomRetd, Connecticut

Inc.

Road
Maryland
Model: Romontico
Address: Beaverbrook
Route 40 (Edmondson Ave. Extended)
to Route 29, take 29 approximately

MASSACHUSETTS

Illinois

West Dundee,

Tilton

Maryland

Ellicott City,

Rochelle, Illinois

Bloomfield, Connecticut

left off

Silver Spring,

2 Beaverbrook

Builders

Construction

4440 Sunnyslope Avenue
14, Nebraska
Model: Romantica
Address: Sunny Slope 2nd
4312 Ridgeway Road
Omaha, Nebraska
Futuroma
Model:
Address: Sunny Slope 2nd
4404 Ridgeway Road
Omaho, Nebraska

Pako Homes,

Model: Cope Cod
Address; 12701 Springtree Drive

Illinois

^2

NEBRASKA
Howard Lorsen

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Moryland

Silver Spring,

Town & Ranch Homes,
Ri’Doro

Address: Somerset Acres West
8714 Mission Rood
Kansas City, Missouri

Properties

12701 Springtree Drive

100 East 4th Street

Green Acres, Inc.
99 Wintonberry Ave.

Model: Romontico
Address: 2322 Ravenview Rood
Pot Spring

Illinois

Champaign,

The Dulaney Corp.
19 West Ponna Avenue
Towson 4, Marylond

Timonium, Maryland

Avenue

4550 Main Street
Kansas City, Missouri
Model: Romontico

Omaha

MARYLAND

Inc.

Willard R. Shields, Inc.
821 Greenwood Avenue

Address: Patten Heights
Mill

Libertyviile, Illinois

Warwick Addition

Construction Co.

& Murphy

Magill

MAINE

Cross Country Homes Corp.
Route 1, Fox Lake Hills

•

Glendale, Missouri

North Brookdole Place

Long Beach, California
Model: Romantica
Address: 4189 Bouton Drive
Lakewood, Californio

Ventura, California

Model: Romantica
Address: Glen Elm Drive

Peoria, Illinois

Model: Romantica
Address: Brookcrest

5200 Orange

Luis St.

Jenkins Construction Co.
19 Briarbrook Trail
St. Louis 31, Missouri

Cole-Freeman Builders
431 So. Broadway
Lexington, Kentucky

Abreco Realty, Inc.
6731 N. Mt. Hawley Road

Compbell

R. T.

Von Wagoner

208 Addison Street
Alpena, Michigan
Model: Futuroma
Address; South Side
Alpena, Michigan
Contact builder for date of completion.

Leonard Building Company
Blanc, Michigan
Contoct builder for dote
of completion.

Grand

Property & Insurance Exchange
116 West South St.

Model: Romontico
Address: 439 Terhuno Road
Princeton, N.

New

Kalamazoo, Michigan

Essex

Von

Model: Futurama
Address: Laurel Ridge

Deilen Homes, Inc.

Green Hills
Temperance, Michigan

J.

Rees-McChesney, Inc.
Old Eagle Rock Avenue
Fells,

Lourel

Jersey

Avenue

Roseland.

New

Jersey

See Coupon for ordering plans on next page.

0

Home

Trenton

Builders

Wynnewood Company

Clark Brothers
Oberlin, Ohio

Corl Jacobelli
Trenton, New Jersey
Model: Futurama
Address: Hampton Hill

Crown Road

off

Pennington Road
Ewing Twp. 5 miles
north of Trenton, N.

J.

WedgewQiod Acres
256 Belvidere Avenue

K. R.

Washington, New Jersey
Model: Romantica

Vermillion,

New

Washington,

Ohio

Jersey

Zimmerer

Avon

Developer & Builder
Box 55
Cedor Grove, N. J.

Paul K. Solon, Inc.
3301 E. Golbraith Rood

J.

Cincinnati 36,
.

NEW YORK

Dongon

Edward M.

N.

Wonder Hemes

Y.

2710

Y.

Pinebeit

1009 Sycamore Circle
New York
Model: Romantica
Address: Harris Hill Manor
Route 17E
Elmira,

TENNESSEE
W. D. Jemison & Sons,
2306 S. Parkway East
Memphis 14, Tennessee

R.

Strickland, Inc.

Cherry Valley Road

Brooklyn

Portlond 6, Oregon

Earnest

3411 New Boston Rd.
Texarkana, Texas
Model: Romantica
Address:

PENNSYLVANIA

Querolo
118 Eider Road
Islip, New York

Pittsburgh, Penna.

Laurinburg, N. Carolina

Hardy^Harvey, inc.
700 North Queen Street
Kinston, North Carolina
Moore-Fonvieile Realty Co.
106 N. Second St.
Wilmington, N. Carolina

Brownwood Second Addition
118 Wildwood Drive
Texarkana, Texos

Address: 218 S. W. 9th Street
Premont, Texas

Model: Romontica
Address: Country Side Manor
1131 Country Side Drive
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Homecraft Builders, Inc.
2116 N. W. Military Drive
Son Antonio, Texos
Model: Romantica
Contact builder for dote of completion.

Company

D. *2
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Inc.

Box 1064

Seiby-Lankford

William

P.

Haase

Haverford, Pa.
Model: Romantica
Address: Glenhordie Form
Thomas Road, near Walker Rd.
Chester Co., Valley Forge, Pa.

OHIO
Bond-^Ville Builders

37 East Morket
Akron, Ohio
Model: Futurama

Travis

745 Castle Blvd.
Akron, Ohio

Company

VIRGINIA

Homes, Inc.
210 Peach Drive

Address: Park Height's Estates

Building

2210 Morgan Ave., Box 5308
Corpus Christ!, Texas

200 Fawn Lone

Leigh Bartin

615 South Jefferson St.
Roonoke, Virginia
Model: Romantica
Address: Chapel Forest
Lockridge Rd.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Drive

B.

Harris,

Jr.,

Builcfer

1106 Brai>don Ave.,
Roanoke, Virginia
Model: Romantica

S.

W.

Address: Crenshaw Court

Road

Martinsville, Virginia

Model: Regency
Address: Alexandria, Vo.
Contact builder for dote
of completion.
fi. Weber, Controctor
3269 Warwick Rood

Denbigh, Virginia
Model: Romantico
Address: Shore Pork
No. 1 Widgeon Circle
(Denbigh Station)

Newport News, Virginia

WASHINGTON
& Valdez
14212 Lake Hills Blvd.
Bellevue, Washington
Model; Futurama
Address: Loke Hills
Bellevue, Woshington

Washington

Model: Futurama
Address: Eastmont

2228 Merchant Way
Everett, Washington

WEST VIRGINIA
Storybook Heme

R.

Edsonciay Construction

Associated Realty of Laurtnburg,

& Company

Gearhart Construction Co.
Route 1, Box 284
McAllen, Texas
Model: Contemporary

Aino Building Company
4156 Library Road

NORTH CAROLINA

J.

Everett,

Dantonio & Dungan Const. Co.
320 E. Yondetl St.
El Paso, Texos

St.

4515 S.E. Fronklin
Milwoukee, Oregon

Clifford H.

Dogwood

Maynard Construction Company
7424 Broadway

Bornes, Builder

Model: Futurama
Address: Vista Cascade Add.

New

York
Model: Romantico
Address: 100 Lyons Road
Camitius, New York

E.

10143 Hedgeway Drive
Dallas, Texas

Nose Construction Compony
S.E.

221

Portsmouth, Virginia
Model: Romantica
Address: 209 Dogwood Drive
Portsmouth, Virginia

Bell

TEXAS

OREGON
1606

Inc.

Model: Futurama
Address: 3991 Lakemont Drive
Forest lakes Subdivision
Memphis, Tennessee

Miles West of

La Duca Builders, Inc.
98th St. & Porter Road
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Forrest H. Long, Inc.

L.

836 Valley View Drive
Vermillion, South Dakota

410 Terrace Place
Norman, Oklahoma

York

Road

Urup Construction Company

Normandy Park

Address:

Hills

Stratford Rd.
Richmond, Virginia

Lester Bros., Inc.

Franklin St.
Vermillion, South Dakota

Box 462
Norman, Oklahoma
Moidel: Romantico

Gomble & Berry

Address: Stratford

Trents Ferry

SOUTH DAKOTA

Co., Inc.

Builders, Inc.

10 Stratford Hills Shopping Center
Richmond 25, Virginio
Model: Romantica

Lynchburg, Virginia

Model: Romantica
Address: Ridgecrest Addition

Norman Lumber
105 W. Eufaula

Edwards

Columbia, South Caretino

Lawton, Oklohomo
Model: Futuramo
Address: 1509 North 47th
Lawton, Oklahoma

Meadowt

Norfolk, Virginia

& Co.

Beltline Blvd.

Lawton Home B.uilders Corp.
223 Koehler Bldg.

New City, N. Y.
Model: Romantica
Address: Sickletown Rood
Strawtown Heights
New City, N. Y.

New

McAlister

Soles, Inc.

OKLAHOMA

Strawtown Heights

Elmirb,

T.

Columbio, South Carolina
Model: Futurama

Contact builder for dote
of completion

KrantZ'Rustmonn Builders
Strawtown Heights
New City, Rockland County, N.
Model: Futurama
Address: Sickletown Road
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J.

5896 Youngstown-Worren Road
Niles, Ohio
Model: Futurama

Hilts

Island,

Model: Futurama
Address: Lorkspur Court
Larkspur of Kempsville

SOUTH CAROLINA

Address: Foxhall

1070 Arterial Highway
Binghamton, N. Y.

Marcellus,

Schuler, Inc.

Monsfield, Ohio

Booth & Son

Two

Ohio

Model: Romantica
Address: Southern Estates
Belmar Drive

Inc.

Model: Romantica
Address: 179 Naughton Avenue

Clifford C.

1103 Willowbrook Rd.
New Castle, Pennsylvania
Model: Romantica
Address: Chapel Knolls, Pulaski Rd.
New Costle, Pennsylvanio
Model: Futurama
Address; Chapel Knolls, Pulaski Rd.
New Castle, Pennsylvonia

1481 Middle Bellvilie Road
Mansfield, Ohio

Hills

Staten

Zeigler Bros. Construction Co.

Ohio

Cincinnati,

Stoten Island, N. Y.

Dongon

Lake, Ohio

Model; Romontica
Address: Wyoming Meadows
613 Healherdale Drive

Avalon Park. Inc.
2854 Hewlett Avenue
Merrick, Nossou County, N. Y.
Model: Romantica
Address: Avalon Park
2854 Frankel Blvd. (Ave.)
Merrick, New York

Beochview Manor,
37 Minna St.

First of Beover Corp.
Northern Lights Shoppers City
Baden, Pennsylvania
Models to be built at:
Con-wall Monor
Conoway, Penna.
North Sewickley
Indian Park Estotes
(Near Beaver Falls, Pa.)
Check with Builder

Model: Romantica
Address: 32363 Lake Rood

Inc.

Norfolk, Virginia

Penn Volley, Pennsylvania
(Lower Merion Twp.)
Contact builder for dote of compleHon

Evenson Co.
142 Portage Drive

Address: Brass Castle Road
E.

Merlon, Pennsylvania
Model: Romantico
Address; June Road

Lee Chase Builder
150 Bell Street
Chagrin Falls, Ohio
Model: Romantico
Address: 109 Dale Road
Hemlock Hills
Chagrin Foils, Ohio

and Wombie Realty,
6917 Riddick Street
Byler

370 Montgomery Avenue

1646 N. Olden Avenue

Roanoke, Virginia

Builders, Inc.

c/o Hobart Ritchey
77 Twelfth Street
Wheeling, West Virginia
Model: Futurama
Address: Witligerod Addition

Willow Road
St.

Clairsville,

Ohio

WISCONSIN
& Sons
1967 Hillview Drive
Green Boy, Wisconsin
Model: Futurama
Address: Forest Glenn
Green Boy, Wisconsin
Clarence Pierquet

Pioneer Builders, Inc.
5501 West North Ave.
Milwaukee 8, Wisconsin
Leslie Markovich, Pres.

Towne & Country

Builder's Association

412 Brood Street
Beloit,

Wisconsin

Model: Futurama
Address: Evergreen Park
75 Murphy Woods Rood
Beloit, Wisconsin
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for each set of plans you select . , . J
and mail to the Story-Book Home!
Architects, Princeton, N. J.
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Continued from page 46

outmodes clumsy rod applicators

As soon as he’d eased himself into a
chair, she snuggled up to him and began
to chatter. “All those horses!” she said,
her eyes widening again.
He laughed. Then he said, “Oh, Aissa,

your hair’s come down.”
She held out the ribbon

to him. “Daddy
she said.
For a few minutes he struggled with the
bow, then he gave up. Holding his hands
up for her to see, he apologized, “My big
fingers are too big! Besides,” he added. “I
Then, to
like your hair down, baby.”
fix,”

divert her, he said, “I have to get back
set soon, but maybe there’ll be
time for a horseback ride first. Would you
like that?”
Aissa said yes, but he noticed she could
“Sleepy,
hardly keep her eyes open.
honey?” he asked.
She shook her head, no, and tried to
keep her eyes from shutting, but it was
no use. In a moment, he thought, she’ll
be asleep. Poor baby, it’s so hot here.
He snuggled her closer and he could feel
her drifting off. Sleepily, she murmured
something. He leaned down and kissed
her little nose. “What did you say, Aissa?”
he asked.
Stiffling a yawn, she said, “Daddy, tell

on the

me, when is God going to bring me my
baby brother?”
“Your baby brother,” he repeated dully,
wondering how to answer her. But then
he saw he didn’t have to not yet for
Aissa was sound asleep.
As he sat holding his little girl, he remembered how happy he’d been when
Pilar had told him there was going to be
another baby. The first thing they’d both
said was, “Wait till we tell Aissa!”
“You’re going to have a baby brother,”
he had tried to explain to her.
“Oh, John,” Pilar had whispered, "how
do you know it’ll be a boy? What if it’s

—

—

She’ll be disappointed.”
He’d laughed. “I just know,” he’d said.
(Somehow, he always thought of babies
as being boys he always had.)
But then he remembered the day she’d
come from the hospital. She had lost
the baby they’d looked forward to so
much. There was an emptiness about the
house, he recalled, the kind of emptiness
that only comes when a member of the

a girl?

—

family is missing. It seemed to penetrate
everything they did, yet, strangely, they’d
found it difficult to put their feelings into
words.
Finally, he had held Pilar to him and
said, “Don’t worry
we’ll we’ll have
another,” not knowing how else to comfort her. God is good, he felt. God has
.

.

.

—

been good to us.
And then Pilar had asked quietly, “What
about Aissa?”
It was because of Aissa that they could
talk about it at all. To her, a baby brother
was something wonderful, something to
ask question after question about. Only
now they found it hard to answer those
questions. They could talk about it between themselves, but they had not been
able to bring themselves to tell Aissa.

New,

reall y

waterproof
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his parents would
Then, shaking his head

to rid himself of that thought,
bered the day his brother had

T

he remembeen born.

hat day, his father had stayed home.
He hadn’t gone to work at the drug-

store at all. They were living in Winterset in Iowa then, he remembered, and
everybody had been busy all day long.
They had hardly even noticed him, as
they ran back and forth with hot water
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—
and towels. Somebody, he thought,
taking an awful lot of baths.

is

Late in the afternoon, his father came
out of the little room that had been John’s
room when he was a baby. “You have
a baby brother,” his father told him, and,
taking his hand, led him to the kitchen.
“Have a glass of milk,” he said, “and we’ll

your new brother.”
Slowly sipping his milk, John listened
to every word his father said about the
baby. He didn’t tell his father he had
known the baby would be a boy, because
he didn’t want to interrupt. But he had
known. How could it have been a girl?
A girl couldn’t play cowboys and Indians
with him, and he wanted to play that and
all sorts of other games with his brother
as soon as he came.
toast

When John

finished his milk, his father

Come, do you
want to see him?”
The boy could only nod and tiptoe down
the hall. When his father opened the door,
John wondered why the room was so
dark. Then, a few feet from the metal
“His name’s Robert.

said,

he stopped, blinking his eyes to see
inside. But he’s so little, he
thought. He can’t run outside with me
now. I know he can’t.
crib,

what was

He began scuffing his feet impatiently
on the rug. Then he turned curiously to
“They’re a little small,” his
father said, seeing John’s puzzled look.
“But they grow. Takes time, of course,
but he’ll be out playing with you before
his

father.

you know

You’ll see.”
Still feeling a little disappointed, John
turned back to the metal crib for another
look. As he moved closer to the crib, he
decided the baby was rather wonderful,
at that. Each tiny fingernail was perfect,
he saw. And the eyelashes? He shuffled
closer and took hold of the crib’s metal
it.

Then it happened.
Sparks shot up from the crib. “Look!”
he said to his father. “Look now I know
where he came from. He came out of the
rail.

—

sky,

where the lightning

His

father

sounded
didn’t

is!”

mumbled

something that
but John
what that meant. He hardly

like “static electricity,”

know

heard him. And, from that moment on,
he knew there was something very special
about a baby brother. He was sure baby
brothers came with sparks and bolts of
lightning straight from heaven.
Not long after Robert was born, the
whole family moved to the Mojave Desert.
The doctor had told John’s father, “The
desert climate will be better for your
health,” and so they had moved. John
liked it there from the very beginning. It

—

—

was there he’d learned

to

ride.

Robert was older, he taught him to

When
ride,

too.

They’d had such fun together, he remembered. It wouldn’t have been half as
good without Robert. This was why he’d
felt Aissa should have someone in the
house to play with, too. He had often told
Pilar that Aissa should have a brother.
He remembered galloping off from
imaginary Indians and rustlers with Rob“Thpy’re trying to surround us,” he’d
say, and they’d ride off together along
the rocky, dusty path to the little schoolhouse in Palmdale, California. It was an
eight-mile ride, but, because they were
being “pursued,” they were never late for
ert.

school.

Twice a week they stopped off
school at the Palmdale general

after
store.

There, they picked up a sack of groceries
and staples and then galloped home. But
one day, when they weren’t expected home
for another hour, they decided to play

cowboys and Indians.
That afternoon, as he jogged out

of town
with his share of supplies tied to his back,
he said to Robert, “Let’s pretend they’re
trying to ambush us.”

“Fine,” said Robert, and so, when they
to a sharp turn around a high cliff,
they bent down close to their horses’
necks, pretending there was a gang of
outlaws just around the bend.
“Watch out,” he called out to Robert,
“these hombres mean business!”
Then, as they rounded the bend, he dug
his heels into Jenny’s sides and, screaming warlike chants, suddenly swerved off
to the right, just at the point where the

came

bad men would most

likely

have caught

him and Robert. “Fooled

’em,” he shouted.
all the backways in that part of the country, he wound
his way in and out of the brush and rocks,
with Robert right behind him. Every

Confident that he

knew

scrubby palm, every mesquite and every
jack rabbit represented an enemy. If he
sighted a lazy rattlesnake, that was an
especially bad outlaw.
Finally, having
twisted and turned and ridden hard for
several miles, he pulled up.
“Think we lost ’em, Robert,” he said

“We can

rest now.”
Robert drew up beside him. He was
breathing hard, but he was smiling. Then
his face changed. “Where do you know
where we are?” he asked. “I never saw

—

this part of the desert before.”
“We’re all right, Robert,” he said. “I
know every foot of this country.” His
chest swelled with pride. “Don’t forget,”

he added, “you’re with me.”
But then he looked around him. The
countryside did look strange. He wheeled
Jenny around, glanced east, then west.
Which way was home? He began to feel
a little frightened. The path home seemed
to have been swallowed up. The more he
stared at the vast wastes of land for a clue
or a landmark to guide him, the more
lost

he

felt.

Then Robert spoke

again. “Are you sure
we’re all right?” he asked. But he only
looked a little worried. After all, he was
with his big brother, and his big brother

had never
Looking

failed

him

before.

Robert’s face, John saw
how much his brother trusted him. “We’ll
go this way,” he said, his voice far more
confident than his heart. “Come on,” he
said, “we’re going home now.”
into,

And, somehow, he had led Robert

in

exactly the right direction. After that
experience, he felt he was really a cowboy.

coughed and he held her closer to
It’s funny, he thought, as he
watched two kids on the set shoot
imaginary guns, mimicking a scene from
“The Horse Soldiers,” all boys like to play
cowboys, I guess.
He’d learned to shoot a real gun when
he was ten at a party!

A

issa

him.

—

“Like to come to my birthday party tomorrow afternoon?” his classmate Liza
had asked, as they ran down the steps of
the school in Glendale, California, where
the family had moved after his father had
given up trying to eke out a living from
the parched Mojave land.
“Gee, yes,” said John, “I’d love to come
to your party, Liza. But can I bring my
brother Bob, too?”
“Sure,” Liza said, tossing back her blond
braids. “I’ll see you both at my house
about three.” And she’d skipped off down
the street.

The next afternoon, John and Robert,
dressed in their best suits, arrived at Liza’s
house just as the nearlsy church clock
struck the hour. Most of the children were
John’s age, and Robert kept close to his
brother, looking shy and small. All around
the yard were balloons and paper lanterns,
and, in one corner, there was a huge table
crowded with all sorts of cake, ice creams
and candies.

fF atching Aissa

tell the make-up lady about her “horsie ride” John and Pilar
exchange a look of gratitude that it takes so little, really, to make her happy.
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“Come on. I’ll introduce you around.”
Liza took them both by the hand and led
them to a large group of children. Soon
they were having a wonderful time.
Then someone suggested playing a kissing game, and all the children lined up
boys on one side of the room, girls on the
other. But just as they were about to start
the game, one of the older boys spotted
Robert, whose head barely reached the
shoulders of the boys standing on each
side of him.
“What’s he doing here?” the older boy
shouted. “Make the little jerk go away!
He’s just a baby!”
John wasn’t quite sure what a jerk was,

”

but he didn't think it was a compliment.
going to insult his brother in
front of him! He marched out of line and
punched the boy on the nose.
“You can’t talk about my brother like

No one was

he

that!”

But no one

said.

else

seemed

We
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TRIAL SIZE pkg. of “Dork-Eyes" with directions,
Black
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Light Brown
check shade
I

TRIAL SIZE
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and

“DARK-EYES” COMPANY, Depf, P-109
3319 W. Carroll Ave., Chicago 24, 111.

;

Address-

the horses were. “This one.” she said,
pointing to a black stallion. “I want this
one to ride
He has the nicest eyes and
the longest hair of all. And he looks like

John laughed. “Of course, he likes
you,” he said.
As he lifted hei' up and placed her

'Dark-Eyes'' contains no
aniline dyes. Light brown,
brown, black.

Yeor's supply $1.25
at leading drug, dep’t
variety stores.

—

Don’t you

sticky, beady look
more brittle, breaking
hairs — no more tired looking
smudges under eyes.

— no

•

She giggled. “Took a nap.” Trying to
smother a huge yawn, she giggled again.
“How about a ride on that big black horse
now, like I promised?” he said, and seeing
that director John Ford was getting ready
to begin shooting again, he added, “We’ll
make this a quick one okay, honey?”
“Sure, Daddy,” she said, wriggling down
from his lap and running over to where

too.

Lasts until hairs ore replaced

No more

you, honey?”

me and likes me,
Daddy?”

Eyes” colors, doesn't coot.
every 4 to 5 weeks.

was stirring in his arms. “Daddy,”
she said, blinking her eyes against the
harsh sunlight, “where were you?”
was here,” he said, “but where were

so.

.

and lashes NATURALLY
soft, dark, luxuriant ALL
DAY, ALL NIGHT. “Dark-

issa

think

.

“Dark-Eyes” keeps brows

his medicine.”

he knows

in the

ot the movies,

—

happened, she said firmly,- “I’m sorry to
have to say this, but you and your brother
will have to leave.”
Feeling hurt and misunderstood, John
took his brother home. But he was not
beaten yet. He went straight up to his
room, found his air rifle, and slipped
quietly back to Liza’s house. Commando
style, he crawled onto a nearby roof, aimed
carefully, and peppered every balloon and
paper lantern in the yard with BB shots.
When he was satisfied that he had exploded all of them, he clambered down and
went home to tell his father and “take

“I

weep

and keep that “bornbeaulifui” look, with
“Dark-Byes” . . . ovoids
looking "reofureless” at the
bench. Water mokes mascara
run with “Dark-Eyes” this
CAN’T HAPPEN! “DorkEyes” is not a mascara

The yard was soon a shambles. Children
were screaming and fighting and knocking
over chairs. Then Liza’s mother came out
and shouted for them to stop.
When she was told that John had started
it all, she took him off to one side. Before
he had a chance to explain what had really

A
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securely on

the hoi'se, he squeezed her
“Look how big you are,”
he said, looking up at her and smiling.

hand a

MAKE MONEY

little.

“Bigger than
She looked

I

am
down

now.”
at

him and

giggled.

“Then you’ll have to be a good little boy,”
she said, “won’t you, Daddy?”
He held her around the waist with one
hand and led the horse around in a wide
circle with the other. Then he said gently,
“Aissa, about that baby brother
But she wasn’t listening, he saw. She
wasn’t even thinking about a baby brother
any more. She was looking over toward
the shade trees and waving. He squinted
against the sun and followed her gaze.

A book everyone
should have. It is
obligation.

Dept. 5910

that his little girl would one day
find the answer to her question by herself.
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DICK CLARK

—”

—

As everyone who’s ever visited Hollywood knows, it’s a pretty small town when

Then the opening bars of “A Boy Without a Girl” sang through the studio and
as the music faded Frankie Avalon appeared, saying, “Ralph, I’ll always be
grateful to Dick for the faith he had in
me
he’s been a counselor and a good
friend. He even led Fabian and rpe to a
career in motion pictures
“How did you plan all this without my
even knowing?” Dick started to ask as
Frankie shook hands with him, but he
was interrupted by a voice:
“You were born in Mount Vernon, New
York, on November 30, 1929, and christened Richard Wagstaff Clark. How you
grew up to become, at the age of 29, the
Dick Clark who’s liked and respected by
millions of teenagers. I’m sure your mother
and father can tell us and here they are,

comes to keeping a secret or avoiding
someone. So “This Is Your Life” set up
an elaborate plan to keep the Clark family
it

Continued from page 54
“Don’t say anything you’ll be sorry for.”
Even after our fifth call, person-to-person
from Photoplay to Philadelphia, Fabe was
pleasant as ever. “Please, stop worrying
about me,” he kept assuring us. So finally,
we did and that’s where we made our
first mistake.
As the jet flagship took off for Hollywood
that beautiful, clear Monday evening, all
three fellows settled down for a cozy trip.
“Gee, Tony, isn’t it strange?” Dick asked
as he fumbled with his seat-belt. “Why’d
they have to pull us out of Philadelphia
so early? The TV panel show isn’t until
Wednesday, and as for the movie, all

—

.

.

.

Columbia wants to do is talk.”
Our boy Fabian didn’t even crack a
smile. He bent down and scratched off an
imaginary spot on his cream-colored
loafers.

you know how

it is, Dick,” Tony
trying not to look at
Fabian. “When you’re making a movie,
the studio wants to be sure all the details
like we do
are ironed out in advance
on the ‘Bandstand.’ It saves time when
you start shooting.”
“I guess so,” Dick answered, only half
convinced, and started flipping through a
week-old copy of “Variety.”
The first three hours went well. Fabian
slept. And maybe the weather should be
blamed for what happened next, for somewhere over Colorado the plane started
playing hide-and-seek with some rain
clouds and the roll woke Fabian up. Soon
he and Dick had a game of cards on.
Tony was sitting in front of them, glancing at a magazine and half-listening to
the conversation behind him.
“Cleaned out of matchsticks again,”
Fabian said, leaning over the back of

“Well,

broke

in

glibly,

.

.

seat.

stewardess for some.”

Then he heard Fabian asking Dick,
“Have you spent much time in California?”
“No,” came the reply. “We were there
last year when I was at the Hollywood
Bowl. Whew,” he whistled, “talk about
hectic trips!”

“Hmm,” Fabian muttered,
on

his

“When

cards;

then,

concentrating
absent-mindedly,

are Bobbie and the baby coming

out?”

Tony froze in his seat. Dick didn’t know
program was bringing Bobbie and his

the

parents out for the show.
“Who? Bobbie?” Dick asked. “She’s not
coming. It wouldn’t be worth it for so
short a time, I thought I told you
hey,
you knocked the matchsticks on the floor.”
And luckily his head disappeared under
the seat just long enough for Tony to hit
Fabian frantically on the head!
“Yeah,” Tony chimed in. “Why would
Bobbie want to bring the baby all the way
out to California just for three days?”
.

p

he rest of the

ment.
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trip was gloriously (for
us) uneventful, and finally the plane
circled over the dazzling lights of
Hollywood before gliding onto the runway at Los Angeles International Airport.
Dick was first to leave the plane, and as
he stood at the top of the ramp, he called
back over his shoulder, “Hey, you guys,
isn’t this great? You can feel the hum of
Hollywood as soon as you step off the
plane.” Then he added wistfully, “If only
Bobbie were here.”
What Dick didn’t know was that very
soon, Barbara, two-year-old Dickie, and
his parents would walk across the same
airfield and feel the same buzz of excite-

T

Bobbie might be.
“How about stopping by my room for
half an hour and going over the schedule
for the next two days, Dick?” Tony asked
as they went up to their rooms at the
Sheraton West Hotel.
“Gee, Tony, I’m so tired,” Dick answered, yawning uncontrollably. “Do you
mind if we hold off till tomorrow?”
“O.K.,” Tony said with a smile. After
all, it was 5 a. m., and there wasn’t much
danger Dick would sleep-walk six miles
across town to the Roosevelt Hotel, where
his family would soon be checking in.
For the next thirty-nine hours, with
little time out for sleep, Tony juggled
with Dick in one hotel and the rest of the
Clark family in the other. At one point

Dick was beginning

become annoyed

to

at

Tony’s evasiveness.
It

was Wednesday morning when Dick

.

“Got any more?”
“Not again,” groaned Tony. “Ask the

Tony’s

separate, and Tony Mammarella was the
key to the plot.
One of Tony’s jobs was to keep Dick
busy and away from the places where

decided he wasn’t to be put off any longer.
Every time he’d asked Tony for his schedule, there’d been a different excuse.
“What’s the matter with you, Tony?”
he finally asked, rather sharply, as they
walked through the NBC studios, presumably on their way to the panel show.
“For the last three weeks I haven’t been
able to pin you down about any of the
details of this trip. It’s not like you to
“You worry too much, Dick,” Tony interrupted as he swung open the confer-

—

ence-room door.
But Dick went right on. “You usually
have everything planned to the last minute. What’s the matter, boy? You’re slipping.”

“Believe me, Dick, everything’s working
out all right,” he answered as he introduced him to Dr. Willard Robinson, principal of Airport Junior High School in
Los Angeles, who’d agreed to go along with
the hoax by pretending to moderate the
discussion.
The rest of
Connie Francis,

the

panel-members

—

“You thought you were here to be a
but actually, Dick
guest on a panel
This Is Your Life.”
Clark
.” Dick started to say
“Did you know
to Dr. Robinson, who had been at his side.
But when he looked around, the whole
“panel” had already disappeared, and he
was alone on the stage.
As if from a great distance, he heard
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ralph Edwards saying: “Dick Clark

.

.

.

star-maker, America’s numberspokesman for the
one disk jockey
great, wholesome majority of American
emcee of two television
teenagers
shows with a combined weekly audience

musical

.

.

of

.

.

.

.

.

—

from their home in Utica, New York
Richard A. and Julia Clark.”

A tall,

distinguished-looking

man

started

walking toward the center of the stage,
stopped and stretched out his arm to a
tiny woman, dressed in a simple blue cotton dress, who hung back a little. He took
her hand, slipped it under his arm and
together they walked toward Dick.
“Mom!” Dick cried and rushed over to
kiss her on the cheek. She gave him a
nervous smile. “We finally got her on
television,” Dick said to his father, “but
it’s not even my show.”
“Well, sir,” Ralph Edwards asked, “how
does it feel to be the father of Dick
Clark?”
Mr. Clark laughed. “Back in Utica, when
Dick first went on the radio, he changed
his name to Dick Clay so he wouldn’t be
confused with me. Today, when I go into
an office on a business appointment and
announce myself as Dick Clark, the receptionist usually stares at me as if to
say: ‘Who do you think you’re kidding?’
Even my old friends kid me about it. I
was at a sports banquet about a year ago
when Mel Allen, whom I’ve known for
years, came over and let himself be introduced to me. Then with a perfectly
straight face, he said: ‘Dick Clark? This
is Dick Clark?
Boy, you certainly look
”

younger on television!’
Turning to Mrs. Clark, Ralph Edwards
said: “You must be very proud of your
son.
Tell me, what sort of interests did
Dick have as a boy?”

Andy

Williams, Frankie
Avalon and Fabian were already there,
and for about forty minutes before the
telecast, they “warmed up” by discussing
the influence of music on teens today.
Then Dr. Robinson took them through a
side door into NBC’s Studio 3 and led
them onto the stage where a long table
was set up.
As Dick sat down and pulled in his
chair, he noticed something was wrong.
“That’s crazy,” he said, turning to Andy
Williams. “Look, there aren’t any microphones on the table.” Looking up, he
added, “And there aren’t any overhead
ones, either. Somebody must have goofed.”
But before Andy could think up an
excuse, there was a rustle in the audience
and smothered laughter as a familiar
voice announced;

.

.

.

.

.

some 50 million Amercans.

.

.

.”

nd as Dick sat there, the past became,
for the moment, his present.
He was seven years old and kind of
small for his age. Relatives always said
he resembled his father but got his height
and bounce from his mother. He outgrew
Mom on the first point but never on the
second. Nor did he ever outgrow the special understanding that always existed
between them. Maybe it was because she
always kept her word ... no matter what
happened.
Like that April afternoon, twenty-two
years ago, when his second-grade teacher
came to call. He wasn’t feeling very
bouncy that day, as he leaned over the
upstairs banister and tried to imagine
what was being said behind those closed
living-room doors. His grades were pretty
good, but he and his pals kidded around
a lot, and sometimes they got carried
away and overdid it.
At his mother’s call, he carefully walked
downstairs step by step, not in leaps of
three or even four the way he usually
did, and entered the room slowly, trying
to decide how things had gone. One thing
he knew for sure, it wasn’t about smoking.
A short time before, his mother had
been alarmed to discover some halfsmoked cigarettes under his bed, but she
knew from experience that the greatest
temptation to a boy is to forbid him to do

A

.

.

.

something. Instead, she made a bargain
with him. He had her permission to smoke.

—

!

but only when a member of the family

was

present.

He mumbled

a greeting to his teacher
sat down on the edge

and went over and

the chair farthest from her.

of

He was

watching his mother out of the corner of
his eye, and when she passed him a cookie
and smiled, he knew everything was all
right. This was just a social visit. He’d
done nothing wrong.
He nibbled through one cookie, then
another, trying to follow the talk for a
while, but it was pretty dull ... all about
grownups. And then he got an idea. He’d

mother.
Wriggling deep into the oversized armchair, he poked around in the side pocket
of his brown corduroy knickers until he
found a limp cigarette that was slightly
bent in the middle, like a stovepipe, from
being carried around for weeks, and stuck
it
in his mouth. Switching to another
pocket, he fished out a soiled packet of
matches and elaborately lit up.
By this time conversation in the room
had stopped, and both women were watching in ominous silence. But the small boy
casually smoked on, alternating each puff
with a bite of cookie. Slowly, the teacher
straightened in her chair and, with lips
drawn tight, swung around toward Mrs.
Clark and waited for an explanation. Her
son was waiting, too.
After a moment, Mrs. Clark cleared her
throat, carefully put down her teacup
and leaned forward: “Won’t you try the
cookies, too?” she asked the teacher.
Her son smiled happily to himself and
stubbed out the cigarette. He never smoked
again he still doesn’t today.
test his

—

M

and Mrs. Clark never knew what
new escapade Dick would dream up.
There was the year they went on a
cruise, leaving him in the care of his aunt.
rs.
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Dick’s tears
older brother

but wanted

to be. Brad was tall and
strong, an outstanding athlete though
quiet, almost shy. And above all he was

very gentle and understanding. Like all
brothers,
they
fought
hard between
themselves, but stood together against
everyone else sometimes even against
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Woman Tortured

moved out

that same afternoon.
dried quickly after his
Brad took him aside and
told him about the family of rabbits that
had just moved in down the street. Somehow Brad could always make him feel
better. He was everything Dick wasn’t

chickens

downy

cream hair away the beautiful way.

No one, including Auntie, knew quite
how it happened, but one day Dick persuaded her to buy him some baby chicks
and converted .the Clark sunporch into
one of the most modern housing projects
any chicken has ever known. When the
Clarks returned, they were greeted by a
whole family of fully grown chickens,
who were flapping around Mrs. Clark’s
new wicker furniture. Despite the eloquent appeal of their youngest son, the

for that faint

fuzz on the face,
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their parents. With all the wisdom of his
five additional years. Brad could always
help Dick, whether it was to convince him
that a broken heart was worthless and that
there were dozens more even prettier
girls in the world, or that one Dick Clark
was quite a guy and should be proud of
himself and work hard to accomplish

something

big.

And when Brad went

into the Air Force
even more of a hero in his
brother’s eyes.
Dick began to depend
more and more on those short furloughs
and on the letters Brad sent him, first
from a camp in New Jersey, later from

he
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a secret air base in England.

Then came that cold, gray December
morning, two days before Christmas, 1944,
and the telegram from the War Department. His parents tried to soften the blow
but they couldn’t.
Brad was dead.
All Dick wanted was to be alone. He de.
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cided he would work hard to make something of himself, that he would prove
himself to his dead brother.
Today, Dick believes that without Bi-ad
he would never have had the courage to
tackle the difficult broadcasting field
and without his dad and his wife he might
not have had the perseverance to stick out
the rough years.
By the time Dick was a junior in A. B.
Davis High, he had discovered his love of
radio through his activities in the speech
.

.

.

and dramatics club, and he had found his
future wife through part-ownership of an
old jalopy named The Green Hornet.
Dick and his good friend, Andy Grass,

saved up money enough to
buy a car Dick owned the front half,
Andy the rear and the only way they
could both have the car on the same night
was to put the two halves together and
double-date. That’s how Dick met Barbai'a Mailer y.
It
was Halloween night, October 27,
1945, and everybody was going to the big
party.
You know, the kind of party

had

finally

—

—

where you duck for apples and try to
fly around the room in a sheet
not the
most romantic kind of evening. Dick had

—

Snow”

is still

summer.
Mrs. Clark’s brother had bought Station
in Utica, New York, and had asked
Mr. Clark to run it for him. This was
Dick’s big chance to learn about radio,

WRUN

and for many summers thereafter he hung
around the station doing whatever errands
and odd jobs he could. In the fall he
entered Syracuse University as a Business Administration major, but most of
his life was centered around the shows
he ran on the school’s FM station. Weekends he would hop into his 1934 car and
drive 300 miles to Maryland, where Bobbie
was attending the State Teachers College.
Finally, to save wear and tear on both
Dick and the car, she transferred to
Oswego College, only twenty miles from
Syracuse.
By the

time

Bobbie

graduated

from

and Andy was taking Bai-bai-a, who had
admired Dick for a whole year, even
though she was a sophomore and he didn’t

college, Dick had successfully auditioned
for Roger Clipp, manager of Philadelphia’s
Station
and a friend of Mr. Clark’s,
and had been given a job as a television

know her very

staff

a date with a cute blonde, Diane Ruffano,

WFIL

well.

But it didn’t take Barbara long to know
what she wanted, and that night, after
gotten

}

.” and carefully tucked away
to marry
the box of Whitman’s Chocolates that Dick
had won that night and had given to her.
.

Today
their

it’s

many

.

on her finger, he whispered: “I’ll make
it up to you, I promise.”
With a radiant smile, Bobbie answered,
“I don’t mind ... I have everything now.”
But Dick repeated stubbornly to himself, “I will; I’ll get you another ring,
more beautiful than this one.” For he

brimming with souvenirs from
dates.

took Dick a

little longer (all of two
months) to realize how much he liked
Bobbie and to ask her out. It was to the
high school Snowball Dance, and “Let It

It

announcer.

n June, 1953, seven years after they had
first met, Dick and Bobbie were married.
The bride was beautiful in a
white lace dress and a filmy tulle veil,
and as Dick slipped the plain gold band

home from

the party, she
wrote in her diary; “This is the Ijoy I want
she’d

had been so busy those last few weeks,
winding up his old job, traveling to Philadelphia to discuss his new one and getting
ready to move, that he just hadn’t had
time to get Barbara’s wedding ring. So
at the last minute she’d had to go down
to the local jeweler and buy her own.
Their married life was just as hectic.
They had a two-day honeymoon before
Dick began his job at WFIL. If the first
year of marriage is the hardest for most
young couples, the Clarks had an even
bigger problem. As a schoolteacher, Bobbie had to leave the house at eight each
morning, while Dick worked from one to

one of their favorite songs.

After that night, Andy and Dick changed
partners permanently, and a couple of
years later Andy and Diana were married.
(Andy is little Dickie Clark’s godfather.)
By spring of his senior year, Dick and
Bobbie were officially going steady, and
they .stayed that way even after the Clarks
moved from Mount Vernon to Utica that

ten

at night and, except for Sundays,
their one common holiday, it was a matter
of catching each other on the way in
and out of the house.

But Dick never forgot that second vow
he’d made on their wedding day, and three
years later, two weeks after Dickie was
born, he came home one night and tossed
a big stack of household bills on the
kitchen table. He insisted Bobbie stop
cooking dinner and go through them right
away. Bobbie sat down, with Dick standing at her side, and started going through
each envelope. When she got to the fifth
one, she felt a funny lump, opened it and
found a wad of tissue paper. Inside was
a diamond wedding band. Dick took her
hand, removed the gold ring she’d had
to buy for herself and slipped the new
one onto her finger. Bobbie has never
taken it off.
By that time Dick was building “American Bandstand” into one of the most
popular television shows in the country.
Today, a lot of people think Dick was
an overnight success, but it isn’t true.
At 29, he has already spent thirteen years
leai'ning and working in the broadcasting
field.
He knows what a tough business
it is
and maybe that’s why he’s done
.

.

.

so much
people.

D

ick

to

help

other

talented

young

was brought back
to “This Is Your

to the present,
Life,” when he
heal’d Connie Francis say;
“Dick had everything to do with

back

my
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been singing since I
was eleven years old, and nothing had
happened. Then Dick took my record,
‘Who’s Sorry Now?’ and played it every
day for thirty days. In two months it
was the number-one record in the country
all because of the push he gave it.
It
makes no difference to him who you arc,
it’s how you are that counts with Dick.
He’s a beautiful man, and we all love
success, Ralph.

ON

SA.1L.E:
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o

At a party given by “This Is Your Life”
after the program, Bobbie sat sipping coffee at a table with Dick and some of the
program’s guests.

“You can’t imagine how relieved I am
that this whole thing is over,” she told
us, then laughed. “I didn’t know whether
I felt more like Cinderella or Mata Hari
these last two days. Every morning I’d
get a little schedule showing when I could
leave the hotel, and a long black limousine would be waiting for me at the door.
even had to wear dark sunglasses in
I
drove past some of our friends,
who might recognize me and tell Dick
they saw me on Sunset Boulevard.”
Then, with a mischievous look, she
smiled over at Dick and said: “You know, I
almost felt like a celebrity’s wife!” The End
I
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everything in the world already,
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star, she’s got a brilliant husband, she’s
rich ... so you tell me: Why should she
be so desperate to have a baby?”
On the bed, the woman stirred restlessly,
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trying to focus. Someone was talking
talking about her. She tried to place the
voice, but her mind was fuzzy. Was it
Arthur? Arthur had said something like
something— But it wasn’t Arthat
thur. Then who was it? And where was
she?
Propping herself up on her elbows,
.

.

.

—

.

.

.

Marilyn Monroe opened her eyes fully
and looked around.
And knew where she was. This was
not the silk-sheeted, king-sized bed of
her East 57th Street apartment, but the
spare, sanitary outline of a hospital bed.
The walls with their pastel paint and
cheerful pictures belonged to the fortydollar-a-day room she and Arthur had
chosen for her stay here. And “here”
was the Lenox Hill Hospital in New York
City.

Slowly, she let herself sink back onto
the pillows. The clock at her bedside said
ten o’clock. She’d been lying here for an
hour and a half, ever since she finished
checking in shortly after eight that morning, and she’d fallen asleep. Or perhaps
they’d given her something to make her
sleep. She couldn’t remember. She’d been
dreaming, and then that voice had come
through the door. It must have been a
young doctor. Or an intern. It didn’t
matter who it had been.
His words still hung heavily on the air.
“She’s got everything in the world already ..." so why is she so desperate to
?”
have a baby
They hung there like echoes, echoes of
other voices, wondering, asking, advis.

ing.
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Arthur’s voice: “Darling, you don’t have
go through with this, you know. There’s
.”
no guarantee it’ll help us have a baby
Her business adviser: “Why don’t you
consider adopting a child, Marilyn? Lots
of people do, especially movie stars. Why
should you be so anxious to tie yourself

for

FREE

to

.

down with
Her

.

.With

your Friends,

and Classmates

a pregnancy?”

friend, worried: “Listen, kid,
you’ve had two miscarriages already, and
someone once told me it’s really three.
Aren’t you scared? Don’t you think maybe you’d better quit trying?”
Her mother-in-law: “Of course, I know
how you feel. But an operation is no

Need more? 60

girl

.”
joke, darling. I know
Good voices. Kind, loving voices, talking good sense to her, telling her over and
over that she didn’t have to do this, didn’t
have to offer her body to the surgeon’s
knife, to the fear before the operation
and the pain and the weakness after.

Sometimes she had been on the
point of giving in. But always, something
had stopped her. Always she had heard
another voice, out of the past, long gone.
She heard it now in the hospital room,
clearer than the anxious echoes, louder
than the words of that young doctor
shrill,
unbeautiful voice, clogged with
tears, choked with desperation
the voice

—

—

of a child:

“Someday, when I grow up. I’m going
to have a little girl of my own. And I’m
.”
never going to leave her, never. Never
.

.

voice, out of the past.
She’d tried to tell them about it. Arthur,
because of his love and his sensitivity,
understood partly. The others listened
sympathetically and then shook their
heads, reminding her that all that was
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A

bad

child. Headed straight for the
arms.
They needn’t have worried. She learned
early not to laugh. Or to be happy.
It took her longer to learn not to hope.
She clung to hope like a shipwrecked
sailor to a raft. When the other children
children who had homes and toys and
folks of their own tormented her, her
brown eyes snapped fire:

devil’s

LAST-MINUTE NEWS
When

—

in

from Diane Jergens
began to

his second separation
less

than

a

year of marriage

we asked

look permanent,

—

Brown about

Peter

it.

easy to be happy, so easy to love,” he

“It’s so

—

“You

My mama

just wait!

coming

is
.

told us, “but not for us, not for

Why?

proud,

Peter’s

Diane and me.”

ambitious,

Diane’s more serious, steady.

it

looks as though

She comes to see me
She loves me.”
why don’t you live with her?”
The brown eyes would grow hazy. “Because
because—”

every
“So

— every— sometimes.
.

the day-by-day strain proved to be too much.

.

.

.

.

.

he had said those words for the first
time when she was six. Six years old,
standing on a chair at the sink, with
an apron much too large for her wrapped
around her middle. She was washing
dishes. She had washed them since she
was four years old; people didn’t believe
She had washed
that, but it was true.
dishes and scrubbed floors before her fifth
birthday, and now it was automatic; her
little hands, wrinkled and red from the
hot water, moved in the suds without her
even watching them; and if hot, salty
tears splashed into the water, that didn’t
make the dishes any less clean. And over
and over she repeated her vow, her prom-

S

ise to

the future:

“Someday, I’ll have a little girl of my
own. Someday.
She had learned that day that her
mother would never take her home with
’’

.

.

her.

She had learned that, in every way that
she was to be alone forever.
There wasn’t even anyone to tell her
who she was. It was years before she
knew her own identity, and then it came
to her in bits, pieced together from the
mattered,

taunts of other children, the curious probing of grownups, words and phrases spoken a little too loud, so that the wondering
child overheard them and finally understood.

was illegitimate. The name she
Norma Jean Baker, was her mother’s
name. Her father’s name she never even
knew. He had left her mother, it seemed,
before that warm June morning in 1926
when she was born in the charity ward of
She

bore,

a Los Angeles hospital

94

left

her and never

bothered to inquire what had become of
child. No one else bothered, either.
No one came with toys and satin carriagecovers to peek through the nursery window; no one touched her but the nurse
who gave her a bottle, and her mother,
who held her daughter and wept.
“The sins of the parents shall be visited
upon the heads of the children,” the
grownups whispered. And she came to
know what that meant, too. Other babies
have been born out of wedlock and have
never known it. Some have grandparents

his

P

—

raise them tenderly and well. Some
are adopted by people whose empty arms
reach out to them with love.
But Norma Jean’s grandparents were
not available. Her father’s parents never
knew of her existence. Her mother’s parents had died in mental institutions.
And her frightened mother, alone in
the world except for this tiny, wailing
baby, could not bear to give her up forever, for adoption. She would, she decided, put her into a foster home until
she got some sort of job that would take
care of them both. Then she would come
back for her baby. They would build a life
together
some time.
to

—

.

.

.

So Norma Jean went to a foster home.
A family was paid to care for her. They
received so-much a month for their trouble and the child’s expenses. Love wasn’t
mentioned in the bargain. You don’t purchase love for so-much a month.
At the age of twelve days, Norma Jean
began her exile.
hey weren’t bad people, this depression-hungry family that took her in
for the poor twenty-five dollars a
month her mother offered. It was just

T

that love wasn’t in the bargain. Or
patience. Or even kindness.
Lying in the padded box that served as
a cradle, Norma Jean looked at gray, set
faces. When she cried, when she stretched
out her baby arms for comfort and tenderness, angry, harsh voices echoed around
her. Later, she came to understand the
words the voices said, and to remember

them:
“Noisy brat

.

.

.

.

up

a

sinner

like

her

.”
.

.

She grew a

older, and understood
seemed she was headed

little

a little more. It
straight for hell.

“Norma
You bad

away from
The Lord

Jean, get
child!

that drawer.
will punish

Norma Jean, the Human
crying!”
She went on hoping, and dreaming. She
would shake with excitement, knowing
her mother was coming for a visit. This
time, this time, the miracle would happen. Her mother would sweep her up and
fill
her arms with presents. She would
say, for all the world to hear: “Look. This
is my darling little girl, and I’m taking her
away with me.” But it didn’t seem to happen. Instead, her mother would arrive at
the door, a tired woman with haunted
eyes and wisps of red hair sticking out

— she’s

beneath her hat. She would hold Norma
Jean’s hand as she walked her down the
block, treated her to an ice-cream cone.
And then she would be gone again. Slowly,
Norma Jean would trudge into the house,
to her chores. All day she would be slow
and miserable; by evening she would have
“sinned” a dozen times. Those nights she
would lie, trembling in the darkness, waiting for God to strike her down with lightning. Once she pulled the sheets over her
head when a storm broke over the city.
“Mama,” she whispered in the dark, fighting her terror. “Mama, come now!”

No one came.
She went on dreaming. She watched
the caresses other children received and
imagined her mother giving them to her.
She pretended the occasional secondhand doll, the worn-out hand-me-down
dresses she wore, were presents from her
mother. She learned to read, and in her
dreams she was the heroine of the fairy
tale, the princess with golden hair, the

enchanted child. One day at home she
draped a sheet ai'ound herself and played
at being the queen of the glass mountain.
Suddenly a hand descended.
“Norma Jean! What are you doing?”

The sheet came tearing

off.

.”
“Playing
“Wickedness,” her guardian cried. “Playacting, sinning. Bad, bad girl!”
.

And the hand came down hard— and
again— and again.
The next day her mother was due for
another visit. Norma Jean waited, nursing
her bruises. In a way she was glad she
had been beaten. Now, wait till her mother
saw. Wait till she heard. She’d take her

away now, for sure. Norma Jean
her few pitiful possessions together
and took up her post at the door.
Her mother arrived. Norma Jean ran
to her. “Look! Look what she did to me.
She hit me. Look
Her mother bent to see and then
child

you!”

put down that doll. It
doesn’t belong to you! You’re going to
grow up a thief, and be put in jail!”
They weren’t trying to be cruel. They
believed what they said. Their God was a
God of wrath, and children were not exempt from His rage. When Norma Jean
was three, they made her take a vow
never to smoke, drink or swear. If they
could have included laughing in that vow,
they would have. For what right had
Norma Jean Baker, with no folks but a
wicked mama, no home but strangers’
houses, no future at all, to laugh? Or to

“Norma

.

.

“Wicked child
“Gonna grow

Ma

.

“Hey, look!

Bean

over now. But it wasn’t over, not for
Marilyn. And yet she couldn’t make them
see it. How could she, any more than
she could climb down from the bed now
and go out into the hall and cry out to
that young man, still wondering why she
cared so much: “You don’t know what
kind of a little girl I was. You don’t
.’’
know how important it is to me
No, she couldn’t do that. Wearily, Marilyn closed her eyes. Her blond hair matted
on the pillow beneath her, but she didn’t
notice. She lay motionless and alone.
And she remembered

.

“I do. I do, too.

livewire;

true that oppo-

It’s

sites attract hut, for these two,

a

to

.”
take me away in a big, big car
“Yah, you haven’t got a mama!”

Jean,

be happy? She was always getting into
mischief, always wanting to play instead
of going to church three times every week,
sometimes not coming till she was called
two, three times.

tied

—

straightened

been a bad

up.

“Well,

you must have

girl.”

The child broke off, staring. Her skinny
grew rigid with fear. “Mama, she hit
me. Aren’t you
mad at her? Aren’t
you going to take me away?”
Wearily, her mother shook her head.

face

.

.

.

“Baby, you’ve got to stop asking me that
every time. I can’t take you away. I can’t.
I
I’m not well, Norma Jean. My head
feels funny all the time. I can’t even stay
.”
with you today, I have to lie down
Incredibly, she was turning away. Norma

—

.

.

”

”

.

ORPHAN-

Jean’s voice rose, unbelieving. “Don’t go.

with yellow letters that spelled

Don’t go.”

Her mother walked faster. “You stay
you hear? You’ll be all right. I’ll
come back soon. Be a good girl. I’ll come

was a new wound, a terrible
one. She started to scream. She tried to
hold on to a tree. Her little feet kicked
out and her voice rose, piercing, as the

back.”

woman

here,

The

child

dropped the

bundle of

little

clothes. She stood clenching her tiny fists
until the fingernails bit into her hands.
And in that moment when she stood there,
using all her small strength to keep from
screaming in that moment, she gave up

—

hope, all dreaming. She turned and
walked into the house.
Over the sink of dishes, with her tears
all

AGE—that

dragged her toward the door.
“I’m not an orphan. I’m not. I have a
mother. I do have a mother!”

——

— —

S

he looked up.

Arthur stared down at

“Would you like to talk to the
doctor? Are you in pain?”
What is pain? How could she explain
her.

Her voice droned on. “Yes,” Marilyn
said every now and then. “Yes. Thank

her pains to the doctor
That she was sent to twelve homes before she was sixteen and still no one ever
held her like a mother, comforted her,
gave her advice or confidence? Tell him
to cut her open because she didn’t have
the baby that might have saved her first
marriage, made when she was sixteen to
a boy she didn’t love because she thought
at least she could have a home and family
of her own? Tell him she was crying
now because her second marriage, to Joe
DiMaggio, fell apart, too, without a child
to hold it together, and because becoming
Marilyn Monroe, beautiful and famous
and rich, and having half the world in
love with her hadn’t filled her empty
heart? Tell him that when she met Arthur
Miller she had thought at last her life
would be complete, that having his love,
sharing his life, joining his religion, would
give her what she had longed for and
missed for all those desperate, lonely
years. That she had everything now that
a woman could ask for and life was still
imperfect because that childhood vow

you.

was

falling unnoticed, she
forget:

would never
“Someday,

own

.

made

have

I’ll

a

the

vow

she

baby

of

my

.

To receive

all the love she had wanted,
be held as she had never been held,
cherished as she had never been. Her

to

baby.

Her

future.

street below the Lenox Hill Hoswindows, the New York day wore
on. Trucks scraped and squealed down

n the

I

pital

Women hurried by, heels clickChildren on their way home for lunch
shouted and laughed. A nurse’s aide
strode briskly into Marilyn Monroe’s
room and stopped suddenly at the bed.
The woman said kindly, “It’s nothing
unusual to be a little depressed the day
before an operation. You just concentrate
on how wonderful it’s going to be when
the street.
ing.

it’s

over.

all

You

just

—

I will.”

But the

inside were coming too
now, and the memories with
them. The jumbled, tortured, mixed-up
memories from the past
A whisper: “You know Norma Jean
said she was going to kill herself? Imagine
a child of seven talking like that. Got to
watch her careful. She might go nuts like
her grandparents did.”
A sneer: “Look at her awful grades
from school. The teacher says she’s so shy
she won’t even answer questions when

tears

fast to stop

.

.

.

she knows the answers!”
Her mother’s voice: “Listen, honey, I’ve
found another place for you to stay. No
hastily “not with me. But I think you’ll
like these people. They work in movies,
as extras. They’re kind of fun. You go to
them next week. No, I can’t take you my.”
self. I’m not feeling good

—

—

.

.

She went to the new people. They were
“fun” or would have been, for any other
child. They were bewildered because she
had no toys, knew no games so they

—

—

They taught her to play
dance a hula, and they
gave her an improvised doll made of a
whiskey bottle. The change was too great,
tried to help her.

gin

rummy, and

to

too sudden, for the eight-year-old. Again,
she took to lying rigid and sleepless at
night, waiting for the Lord to destroy
them all with flood and fire, as she had

been taught He would.
And then someone told her that her
mother was sick. Sick how?
“Well, her mind is kind of tired, honey.
So they’re putting her in a hospital to

—

rest.”

She had heard enough to know what
that meant. Her mother had gone insane.
She hardly had time to digest it before
they told her the rest. There would be no
more money for Norma Jean’s board now,
and therefore she could not stay. She only
nodded, accepting that,

Why

should
anyone want her, a skinny, homely, bad
child, unless they got money for her? Nobody had ever loved her. She knew that,
and by now it hurt no more than an old,
almost healed wound.
But the sign over the building the social worker drove her to— the black sign
too.

.

.

.

.

—

—

him

that on the day
she knew, three years ago, that she was
unfulfilled. Tell

pregnant with Arthur’s child, she thought
she would explode with joy and on the
day she lost the unborn baby, she wanted

—

to die of grief. Tell

tortured

him

of the

and

months of

then

the second
pregnancy and then the end of that one,
even more horrible than the first. The
terror that crept over her, the fear that
she would never bear a Isaby, that she
couldn’t and the sense of hideous failure.
She had failed the little girl she had
been, promising that someday she would
be to a baby all that no one had been
waiting,

—

—

to her.

Tell the surgeon all this?
“No,” she said again. “No I don’t want
to talk to the doctor.”
Arthur held her hand for a moment.
She knew she was loved.
On June 24, in the morning, they took

—

Marilyn to the operating room. They
wheeled her in on a cot, and she stared
up, seeing the blinding lights in the ceiling, and then the face of her surgeon,
bending over her. “You’re not nervous,
are you?” he asked.

“No,” she said.
The operation began.
When it was over, they left her to sleep
for a while. She opened her eyes after an
hour.
The sun slanted into the recovery room,
making a patchwork path on the floor and
across the sheets. Putting her hand on one
square, she closed her eyes and prayed.
They wheeled her back to her room.
The cart moved down the halls and the
young doctor who had stood outside her
door so many hours before, paused to look
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She heard a voice say something about
a successful operation.
Another an.”
swered, “She can have her baby
His voice seemed to carry clearly at
least to her. This time for Marilyn Monroe
there were no echoing voices of the past,
no cry of that little girl. This time, she
closed her eyes and she slept.
.
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at her.

.

exhausted.
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HOURS TO LIVE
Continued from page 33

an eternity. She opened her eyes. A small
spot of light from the night lamp picked up
the bandages on Roger’s head. His hands
were folded limply on the crisp hospital
sheets. There was a heavy ache in her
throat. She swallowed hard. No one could
have dreamed any of this would happen.

was only two weeks ago

t

I

sitting

—Roger,

she

—

and

that they were
the children,

Tracey and Jody at the breakfast table.
They all laughed over the funny faces he
made as he told them about his crosscountry bus tour with the other young
players for “The Young Philadelphians,”
and even when Tracey excitedly spilled
corn flakes all over herself, everybody
thought it was pretty funny. And to add to
his homecoming, he found out his recording of “Beach Time” was picking up speed
with disc jockeys everywhere.
“You know, honey,” he told her over his
second cup of coffee, “Fm so happy I married you!” And he pursed his lips together,
pretending to kiss her, long-distance, across
the table.

“Maybe

Fll take the tape-recorder with
to the studio today,” he said. “I think
Fll listen to some playbacks in the dress-

me

room between takes.”
He went to the den and picked up the
heavy machine he was so proud of (hadn’t

ing

he spent hours building

When he

himself?) and
under the cum-

it

staggei'ed to the kitchen
bersome load of it.

kissed Vici goodbye,

Tracey

yelled, “Daddy, Daddy, give me a kiss,
too!” And Roger leaned over and kissed
his young daughter, all the while lugging

the
“

awkward machine.
Bye for now,” he

called

and walked

“Roger,” she whispered as she leaned
close to him, “you’re home. You’re here
with me, Vici!”
“Yes. darling,” he told her. “But I can’t
miss the bus. We’re leaving Chicago now
for someplace in Indiana. It’s our next
stop.”

was then

t

I

that the doctor arrived

and

they must rush him to the
They took him by ambulance

told her
hospital.

to St. Joseph’s Hospital in Burbank. He
began to complain of a throbbing headpain. All day she waited at the hospital
for the doctors’ diagnosis. What she didn’t
know was that it was to be the first of
many days that she was to live within the
white walls of hospital rooms. Finally the
doctor came out. “It’s just a pinched nerve,”
he told her. “Go home now, and get a good
night’s sleep.” But she stayed until the
buzzer rang to signal the end of visiting
hours. She told Roger she’d be back early
the following morning. He had said not to
worry, “Fll be all right.” But she was
frightened. He seemed not to be able to
focus on his surroundings. Just before she
left, he mentioned again that he had to
make the Chicago bus.

“What

are you crying about, honey?”
he asked, looking puzzled. “You know
about these tours. It’s part of my job
and anyway, we’re only going to Indiana.”
The following morning he was better and
the doctor said Roger knew now where he
was. “But w’hy am I in a hospital?” he
asked her. “What’s the matter with me?”
Before she had a chance to answer, he
winced and let out a groan. “Vici,” he
cried, “there’s a terrible, terrible pain in
my head.”

Then she

told him about his
couldn’t remember any of
couldn’t even remember having

fall,

but

it.

He

he

blacked

out.

The doctors gave him heavy sedation and
on Friday they were sufficiently pleased

out the front door onto the concrete driveway. Usually she waited at the door to
wave to him as he drove by in the station
wagon. But that morning, Tracey’s shoe-

with his recovery to say he could go home.
“We’re going to have such a wonderful
summer together,” Vici said, as she drove

tying, and Vici turned and
leaned over to knot them.
At that moment, she heard the scream.
“Someone’s hurt,” she told Tracey, never

glad

all

don’t

know how frightened, how
when you were so sick.”

laces

needed

dreaming

it

might be Roger, never sus-

pecting the strangled voice was his.
Running to the doorway, she looked out
on the street and then screamed at the top
of her lungs. Roger had fallen. He lay in
front of the white-frame garage, a planter
box of green shrubs at his side. “Roger,
Roger,” she yelled, rushing to him, but he
was unconscious; blood trickled from the
corners of his mouth.

Neighbors came running toward her from
all directions, but she couldn’t stop calling his name. “Roger, Roger, it’s Vici,”
she kept saying. A couple of the men from
next door helped her carry him into the
house that, only a moment ago, had been
so full of joy. Then she ran to the tele-

phone and called the doctor.

As she waited for the doctor, she hardly
listened as a neighbor who had seen the
fall tried to tell her what had happened.
“He was holding the tape-recorder,” the
woman’s voice said. “Then he tripped. As
he was falling, he clutched the thing
against himself. His chin came down on
the machine very hard, and when he
landed on the driveway his neck snapped
back sharply.”
But Vici could not

listen.

“Can you hear

me?” she was pleading. “Roger, can you
hear me?” For a while he lay silent, his
face ashen. Then he opened his eyes, and
she thought. Oh,

it’s all

right.

He’s going

to be all right. But he was mumbling
something about Chicago and catching the
next bus.
He was imagining he was still on tour.

Roger home

I

felt

this

fi’om the
is over.

hospital.
“Fm so
Oh, darling, you

helpless

He reached over and touched her hand
on the steering wheel. “I know, honey.
It was probably worse for you than it
was for me. They kept me half-asleep
most of the time.” Then he smiled. “Come
on now,” he said, “no more thinking about
it.
We’re going to have fun and be happy
Just like before.”
the top of his lungs

again.

He sang at
way home.

On Tuesday he
to film
series.

all

the

returned to the studio

show

the opening

of his fall

TV

She called him at work that morning to
how he felt “Fm okay,” he said, but,
when she saw the black studio sedan pull
into their driveway after lunch, she knew
something was wrong.
She ran and helped the driver pull him
out of the car, and from the stunned expression on his face, she knew he was in
agonizing pain again. He couldn’t even
see

smile.

“Vici

.

.

.”

“Fm

halting.

His voice was hoarse and
nauseous, dizzy.
Call the

doctor!”

They rushed him

Hosfrom a

to St. Vincent’s

“Did Mr. Smith ever suffer
head injury prior to this?” the doctor
asked. Suddenly she remmebered an accident Roger had once described to her, and
she told the doctor about it.
pital.

my

walked on
know what

hands, and when I didn’t
else to do, I started climbing to

f

the top of the building. When I reached
the roof, I fell about twenty feet and
landed smack on my head.”
She pictured him in blue jeans and a
plaid shirt delighted by showing off King
of the Mountains and then falling from
his perch his throne to the little girls’
feet. And they had laughed then, because

—

—

didn’t

'

—

f

—

j

,

^

seem

serious.
But ever since, whenever he bumped his
head, he blacked out. In the park once,
during one of their first dates together
a picnic he leaned back on the grass and
somehow he hit his head on a rock. It was
nothing serious, but for a few minutes he
went into a complete fog. He talked, but
he didn’t know what he was saying, and
when he snapped out of it, he couldn’t
remember a thing. But he passed it off
as “a mild form of amnesia.”
The next time he hit his head, during a
game at the University of Arizona (he had
a football scholarship there), the doctors
told him he had a brain concussion.
“I was out of
head for three days,”
he’d told her one day when they were
it

J

—

—

J

;

”

^

[

?
i

|

my

‘
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sharing old memories. “And I was never
allowed to play football again!”
She remembered, too, asking Roger if
he thought he should use a double on “77
Sunset Strip,” but he’d refused. He did all
the fighting the part called for; he took
every fall.
why had the doctor wanted to know
about all this? Vici wondered. Did he suspect something, some previous damage to
the brain? “What is it. Doctor?” she
asked. “What’s the matter?”
“Fm only asking,” the sober-faced,
white-haired doctor answered her, “because we can’t seem to get to the bottom
of Mr. Smith’s trouble. Why the pain persists and increases
” He never finished the
sentence; instead, he asked other questions
about Roger’s past, his parents. Then he
excused himself and left Vici to the nagging anguish of her own imagination.
The next morning she arose before sunrise, made arrangements for a neighbor
to look after the children and drove to the
hospital in the blue station wagon.
It was a sunny day, and the doctor’s
news lifted her spirits. The diagnosis was
a “pinched nerve plus whiplash”; and Vici
.

.

j

‘

j

.

'

—

felt relieved.

“Whiplash,”

the doctor explained, “is
the snapping back of displaced muscles. That’s what happened after
your husband’s chin hit the tape-recorder.”
When the doctor assured her he would be
all right, she scolded herself for having
given in to the morbid and terrifying
thoughts of the night before.
Again Roger was released but this time
he was cautioned to stay at home.

what we

call

—

o sooner had she settled him comfortably in their airy bedroom with the
than he began to
apricot walls,
scream.
“Vici, Vici,” he cried, choking on the
words. “It’s worse now worse than ever!”
She picked up the hard black receiver of
the telephone and dialed the doctor, who

N

—

immediately ordered him back to St. Vincent’s for more X-rays. None of the staff
diagnosticians could understand why his
pain persisted until ...
Late that afternoon, as Vici waited for
the X-ray results, she read him the afternoon newspaper. Then, as she paused and
spoke to him gently, she noticed he
couldn’t move his arm. It was absolutely

^

‘

.

rigid.

“Roger,” she said, “are you all right?
Shall I call the doctor?”
But he couldn’t speak. His tongue was,
thick, and all he could manage were thej

.

H

e

was
first

“I

when he’d had that
back home in Arizona.

six or seven

accident

was showing

off,”

he’d told Vici

during their courtship, “to two girls who
lived on my block. I did somersaults and

^

whimpering sounds of an infant.
pj
Dear God, she prayed. What’s happening ^

—

—

him? What’s happening? With only one
thought in mind, she ran down the hospital
hallway, past the young student nurse to
the stiff-postured Head Nurse, and she
to

demanded to see Roger’s doctor.
“My husband can’t move his arm,” she
screamed hysterically, “and he can’t even
talk to me. What’s happening to him? I
I’m his wife!”
have a right to know
The Head Nurse tried to calm her, but
.

.

.

she couldn’t.
“I must see the doctor!” Vici insisted,
and at last the Head Nurse paged him over
the loudspeaker. When the doctor turned
the corner and headed for the main desk,
she ran to him. “Tell me what’s the matter with my husband?” she begged. “I

must know! He

can’t speak

—or

move

What if they couldn’t help Roger.
All she could think was: How will I tell
the children, how can I tell them their
father is
She would not face the word, even in her
mind. But she could hear Tracey asking,
“Where’s Daddy, Mommy? I miss him. I
successful!

.

.

want him

.

come home!”

to

How

could she answer her child? Would
she say, “Do you remember our canary,
the one that left us and never came back,
the one Daddy said went to heaven? Well,
.”
your daddy
I mustn’t think of any of these things,
she told herself. I must believe he will be
all right. I must trust the doctor. I must
.

believe

.

.

.

.

his

he prayed

For a long moment he peered over his
eyeglasses at her. Then he said gently,
“You must try to be patient. We’re sum-

all through the long hours of
the operation, and now, as she sat holding his hand in hers, wishing life
would flow from her pulse into his, she

moning the best brain

murmured

arm!”

specialist to help
in the next few hours.”
She waited on the sunporch at the far
end of the hall while the specialist examined Roger. It was there they told her
what was wrong. They said the latest
X-rays had shown a blood clot on Roger’s
brain. This was what had paralyzed his
arm and his lamyx. As she stood there
twisting her handkerchief into a tight little
ball, she suddenly wanted to tear it to
shreds.
us. We’ll

brain

operation,” one of the doctors went on, “or
else there will be permanent injury and
possibly sudden death.”

—

She wanted to scream, “This can’t happen to us it can’t! This can’t happen to
my husband!”
But she didn’t say either of these things.
She fidgeted with her damp handkerchief.
“And if you operate?” she asked finally.
“If we operate, there is still the chance
that it will do no good.”
There was nothing more to say. She
found herself nodding helplessly when
she was asked if she would sign the neces-

—

sarv release papers.
“May I ” she began,

—

Her head throbbed

so,

go to him?”
she could scarcely
I

The doctor nodded. “But only for a
moment. He must be prepared immediately
for surgery. Every minute counts.”
She was frantic. Her heart was pounding terribly. But when she went to him,
she spoke gently. Holding his face in her
hands, she whispered, “I love you, darling.
Everything will be all right.” And she
kissed him. But he was still rigid. His eyes
looked at her unseeingly.
A nurse came, asking her to step out of
the room. “The doctor suggests you wait
until after the operation,” she said, “before notifying Mr. Smith’s parents.”
Her mind was a jumble of disconnected
thoughts. The children? What will I tell
them? I can’t tell them anything. I must
face this alone, completely alone. But what
if
what if I am always alone
Suppose
When the doctor brought the release
papers, she scribbled her permission to go
ahead with the operation, and she wished
with all her heart she could break down
and cry. But the tears where were they?

—

.

.

.

—

They

wouldn’t come. They had been
shocked far back into a cavern of fear in
her heart.
“How soon after the operation,” her

was muffled, “will we know
it’s been a
success?”

voice

“We

won’t be able to

if

.

,

.

sat

by

—

his side,

waiting for the crisis to arrive and pass
waiting for him to look at her and see
her again, really see her.
“I’m here, my darling,” she whispered to
him. “I’m here with you. Don’t be afraid.

We’re together.
“I love you,” she whispered softly. “I’ll
love you always
always.”
If he didn’t hear her, surely God did.
She could feel His presence. He strengthened the love in her heart as she waited
for the hours every hour was an eternity
.

—to

.

.

—

pass.

The sun was setting on the second day.
She watched it sink, and thought. It’s not
much longer. The forty-eight hours must
be nearly up.

And

then she wished she had

them back, to wait through all over again.
What if what if these were the only hours

—

her and her husband?
“Roger,” she repeated over and over
again, “I love you.”
And, then, for a second, she thought he

left to

had made

—

sound something rasping,
incoherent. She wondered if she were so
a

that she was imagining it, dreaming,
hoping against hope
Catching her breath, she leaned closer.
.

.

.

“What did you say, darling?”
There was only silence, dead

—

.

.

.

Again, his lips moved slightly.
For one moment the doctor stood silently
looking down at Roger, then he asked her
to leave the room.
“Why not sit out on the sunporch?” he
suggested. But she waited just outside the
door, knowing this was the moment of
decision. It

seemed

like

tell,”

And then what? Supposing Roger
No, she couldn’t think such things. She
tried to push thoughts like that from her
mind, but she could not. Supposing, after
the forty-eight hours, the operation wasn’t
.

.

.

HOW TO

TURN EXTRA TIME

woman who

For the

“Your husband will recover,” he told her.
“The crisis is past. But his recovery will
be slow.”
The crushing weight lifted from her
shoulders. She wanted to rush into Roger’s
room and hold him in her arms, to tell
him all the things they would do together
tomorrow. But she could not see. Her
eyes were filled with tears, and at last
she could cry.
The End
ROGER SMITH CO-STARS IN WARNERs’ “77 SUNSET STRIP,” ON ABC-TV, 9:30-10:30 p.m. edt,
FRIDAYS, WHILE VICTORIA CAN BE SEEN IN
THE COLUMBIA MOVIE “thE CRIMSON KIMONO.”
LISTEN TO ROGER ON WARNER BROS. RECORDS.
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hours later when

the doctor came to her. She closed her
eyes and waited for him to speak.

MONEY

INTO EXTRA

silence.

me, darling Vici,” she whispered.
He didn’t speak clearly, but her heart
knew what he was trying to say. Uv
Uv ... he mumbled, his pale lips barely
moving.
Wasn’t this what they were waiting for,
this sign of life? She pressed the doctor’s
buzzer. Roger answered me! she kept repeating. He did! He spoke to me! The doctor came into the room and she told him,
“He can talk! He spoke to me! Listen!”
“It’s

—

the doctor
said evenly, “for forty- eight hours.”
Forty-eight hours! Forty-eight hours to
live!

soft words.

For hours now she had

tired

“may

hear, or think.

if

S

know

“We must perform an emergency

—
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everyone
please help me to be
everyone else ... I’d like to marry

DOROTHY MALONE

.

crowded

way through

he sky had turned leaden, and the rain
on the car windows made a blur of the
buildings leaning crazily against each
other. “My dress,” she thought, “it’ll be
ruined.”

“Here we are, miss,” the driver announced finally, wedging through the traffic to pull up in front of the little white
church, “what time is it?” she asked.
The driver checked his watch. “Ten to

he told her.
She
Five minutes late, she thought.
opened the car door, but then, looking
helplessly at the rain still pouring down,
eight,”

she hesitated, uncertain.
A young boy ran out from the crowd
that had packed itself into the narrow
church portico, offering her his umbrella.
“Thank you,” she smiled, ducking under it.
As she hurried toward the church door,
she lifted her white skirts so they wouldn’t
be soiled on the short flight of steps.
Inside, all the seats in the church, and
even the aisles, were taken for the eight
She foimd
a.m. Students’ Sunday Mass.
her mother, in a hyacinth-blue lace dress,
waiting just inside the door.
“The dress was late,” she explained,
Have you
hugging her. “And the rain
seen Jacques?”
“Yes, he looks so handsome,” her mother
smiled. “Are you all right, dear?”
“A little nervous,” she admitted, giving
her mother another hug.
“I’m so glad
you’re here with me.”
And then she was walking down the
aisle with her mother, going slowly past
the palms that bordered the polished
wooden pews. Jars of ginger flowers filled
the little church with their sweet fragrance,
and Jacques, looking very serious in his
dark blue suit, seemed very far away. It
seemed a long, long distance to the blue
and white altar screens where he stood
waiting for her. She had waited so long
Standing side by side, they faced the
.

deep voice answered. “My
Jacques Bergerac. I know we’ve
.”
never met, but
“Weren’t you at the premiere last
week,” she asked, remembering the tall
man who’d stared at her across the theater
lobby.
He’d seemed so sure of himself
“Hello,” a

name

.

.

.

Am

.

.

“Why, yes,” she agreed. “I think I’d
like that.”
“Fine,” he said. “There’s a little restaurant in Beverly Hills that . . . Well, I’ll
you all about it when I pick you up.
seven-thirty all right?”
“Yes,” she said. “See you then.”
That night, when the waiter had brought

tell

Is

them
After the marriage service, Dorothy had
left.

She made

it

as,

with

Jacques’ hand on hers, she cut the wed-

moon

trip to

Honolulu, she heard the

in Jacques’, re-

airline

hostess say,

Mrs. Bergerac.”

“Welcome aboard,

And weeks

later, at the

party Arlene Dahl and Fernando

Lamas

gave for her in Hollywood, she still
glowed at the words, “Mrs. Bergerac.”

cups

little

steaming

of

Turkish

he

confessed, “I could hardly
breathe all through that phone call. I was
so afraid you’d say no, that you’d think
I was being
well
fresh.”
She smiled at him over the candle that
glowed in a thin glass cylinder. “What
coffee,

ding cake. Then, beginning the honey-

peating after the priest: “I, Dorothy Malone, take you, Jacques Bergerac, for my
lawful husband, to have and to hold, from
this day forward, for better, for worse, for
richer, for poorer, in sickness and in
health, until death do us part.”
Then, as she and Jacques knelt on a
prie-dieu covered with white silk brocade,
she heard the priest say, “I join you in
.” He sprinkled them with
matrimony
holy water, and when the priest had
blessed the ring, too, Jacques slipped the
simple band on her finger.
The Nuptial Mass continued, the voices
of the students filling the church as they
sang, “O Lord, 1
Not Worthy.” Taking
her hand again, Jacques pressed it tightly
in his. He hadn’t been so far away after
all, she thought. And as the familiar hymn
rolled through the church, she remembered
another little white church halfway around
the world, the Church of the Good Shepherd in Beverly Hills, where she had gone
so often to pray. She remembered the
secret prayer she had whispered there.
“I truly believe there is someone for

.

.

Church?’\

hand

.

night?”

just one wish

right

.

then, blit now
“Yes, yes,” he answered eagerly. “We’ve
been at so many places together, but nobody ever seems to introduce us.” He
paused for a moment, as though rmcertain
of whether to go on.
Then he asked,
“Would you have dinner with me
to-

asked, “Dorothy, will you take Jacques,
here present, for your lawful husband, according to the rite of our Holy Mother, the
“I will,’’ she whispered.

is

.

.

Reverend Father Carmelus Orlando as he

f

ceiver.

.

.

She put her

.”

never married?” She was
beginning to dread interviews, knowing
that same question would always be asked.
Annoyed, she’d changed her mind about
the shopping trip she had planned and, returning home, had found her mother’s
letter waiting for her. But she’d only read
it halfway through when, sighing, she put
it down again.
The interviewer’s question
had brought on this strangely empty, discontented mood, and reading of the weddings and new habies back in Dallas only
made it worse.
She began to wander aimlessly about the
room, fluffing up the pillows of a creamwhite armchair, moving a porcelain figurine back to its proper place on the
eighteenth-century
bending
commode,
down to pet her silky Afghan hound when
she noticed he seemed to be catching her
nervousness. And then the phone rang,
breaking the silence sharply.
“Hello,” she said, picking up the re-

T

.

.

Why is it you’ve

the

streets.

.

.

er thoughts whirled back to that Jime
day, just a little over a year ago. The
day had gone badly. At lunch, the
interviewer had asked confidentially, as
though it really were just between the
two of them, “Dorothy, you’re so different.

It was only a short drive from the hotel
to St. Teresa’s Church, but Dorothy sat on
the edge of the back seat of the roomy
two-tone Fairlane, leaning forward as if to
its

like

.

H

Continued from page 49

help the car edge

.

.

made you
“Maybe

.

call

.

.

.

.

me?” she asked

you

softly.

me,” he
answered, “but, you know, you can tell a
lot about people by just watching them.
I

watched you

won’t

.

.

.

and

believe

I

wanted to know

more.”
“I caught you at it,” she teased, “last
week at the premiere.”
And then,
“Did you?” he laughed.
covering her hand with his, he said seriously, “I come from the Basque country,
and in the farmhouses there they hang little
strips of paper from the ceilings. There’s
perfume to attract the flies and glue to

hold them.

In a

woman, beauty

is

the

perfume and charm and interest are the
glue.
There aren’t many women who
have both
like you.”
Disconcerted, she withdrew her hand,
lifting the cup of coffee to her lips.
But
when she put it down, her hand trembled,
making the cup clatter against its saucer.
.

.

.

n the months that followed, they were
together constantly. She felt as though
she were on the edge of discovering
important.
something very
She was
Dorothy Malone, a tall sunburned girl from
Texas. She’d never thought of herself as

I

—
You had to be sure. Once before,
come so close to marrying.
The wedding invitations were already
printed, and she’d left Hollywood to go
home to Dallas and marry a doctor, a won-

Stars were the people she herself
watched playing love scenes on the big
movie screens. And he was Jacques Bergerac, handsome and worldly, and, as
everybody said, the most eligible bachelor
in Hollywood. Secretly, she was glad that
his marriage to Ginger Rogers had been
outside the Catholic Church. That meant
he wasn’t really a divorced man, and
the Church wouldn’t forbid her marriage

thought.
she had

a “star.”

derful man whom she’d known for several
years. But once back home, in the midst
of planning the wedding menu and having
her dress fltted, she’d realized the time
was wrong, that it would be a mistake for
both of them if she married him now. It

him if
She didn’t want to put a name to the
feeling that was growing stronger every
time she saw him. Not yet.
When Jacques flew down to South
America to join them on their trip, she
to

.

.

.

wasn’t her career and

man.

wasn’t another

it

was

just that she wasn’t sure of
herself, she wasn’t ready.
And so she’d
come back to Hollywood
alone
It

.

.

.

.

.

.

caught the question in her mother’s eye
and looked away. And when she’d come
back to Hollywood, there’d been more
questions. Her friends had only hinted at
them, but the newspaper reporters came
right- out with what they wanted to know.
“Has he asked you to marry him?” the

unmarried.
This time, she had to be sure, both for
herself and for Jacques.
She’d waited a
year. It had to be as the priest had said,
“till death do us part.” But finally, when
there’d been this picture for her to make
in Japan, neither of them wanted to wait
any longer. They were sure. They eloped

reporters asked.

to

of his convictions. He dresses beautifully
and always correctly, but he’s not at all
obsessed with looks or clothes.” Listening
to herself saying those words, she felt detached, as though it were really someone
else describing Jacques. That’s only part of
it, she wanted to interrupt, there’s so much

going up to her.
“I just couldn’t help it,” she said, “I was
.” Then, as Jacques leaned
just so happy
way over to kiss her cheek, she said, “The
cake’s in Father Orlando’s apartment. It
.”
looks lovely.
And champagne
.

.

you

home
still

life

feel that

as

much

as

you

do.

all ready,” Dorothy said,
cut the cake.”
And thinking about the future she and
Jacques had planned, she felt her eyes

Do

way?”

when we

with

guess it runs in our
family,” she laughed, and then, catching
Jacques’ puzzled look, she explained, “I
think I’m going to cry, too.”
“Let’s go outside,” he suggested, “just
for a moment.” His strong arm circled
her waist as he led her through the church
door and out onto the top step.
“The rain’s stopped,” she cried. “Look,
fill

Jacques that kind of man?” they

asked.

For a moment, she didn’t answer. Then,
slowly, she explained, “In this business,
a man should be free to enjoy the fruits
of his success and discover his full capabilities alone.” And then she added, “I
don’t think Jacques is ready to settle

the sun

tears.

is

“I

— MILT

shining.”

down.”
It

was

so

.

have a wish

“I

“for

“Yes.”
“Is

.

.

“Miss Malone,” they continued, “you
once told us you wanted to marry a man
who’d like to settle down, who’d appreciate

.

A

“Never,” she answered, smiling.
“What do you like about him most?
What makes him your favorite date?”
“He has strength and tenderness, humor
and common sense,” she told them. “He’s
an excellent horseman, a gourmet, and a
man with that rare quality, the courage

.

.

-men.” Dorothy heard the last note
of the students’ song fade away. Then
the organ was playing alone, the
Wedding March from “Lohengrin.” As
Jacques’ arm tightened around her waist,
she leaned her head against his shoulder,
smiling up at him. “Happy?” he whispered as they walked back up the aisle together, arm in arm.
“Oh, yes,” she breathed.
She saw her mother standing to one
side, her head turned so that nobody
would see her dabbing at her eyes.
“Oh, you’ve been crying,” she laughed,

sisted.

.

.
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$1.00 pair. American Mills, Dept. 679, Indianapolis, Indiana.
FASHION
$20-$40 profit evenings.
No delivering or collecting. Beeline Style Shows are Party
Plan sensation Samples furnished Free. Beeline Fashions,
In

DEMONSTRATORS—
1

Ben senv ill e

11

Illi

TEAR OUT THIS

nois.

Ad, and mail with name, address for big

home needs and cosmetics for Free Trial, to test in your
home. Tell your friends, make money. Rush name. Blair,
Dep t. 185CT, Lynchbur g Va.
box of

,

EARN EXTRA MONEY
Free sample

kit

selling Advertising Book Matches.
furnished. Matcncorp, Dept. WP-109, Chicago

32,_j]l noi s.
i

60% PROFIT COSMETICS. $25 day up. Hire others. Samples,
Studio Girl-Hollywood, Glendale, Calif. Dept. 16910H
PIE'CE-LIKE STAY-At-Homeworkl No Doorbell Ringing!
Box 1450, Pasadena, Calif.

details.

Securall,

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
ATTEND BUSINESS SCHOdL At Home! Save

time and

of attending classes. Prepare for secretarial career
typing, shorthand, business procedures, bookkeeping.
Write for catalog. Wayne School, 2525 Sheffield, Desk SA-5,
C hicago 14.

expense
in

COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare time with
62-year-oId school. Texts furnished. No classes. Diploma.
Information booklet free. American School, Dept. X774,
Drexel at 58th, Chi cago 37 , Illinois.
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA at home. Licensed teachers.
Approved materials. Southern States Academy, Station E-1,
Atlant a, Geor gia.

MONE Y MAKING OPPORTUNITIES

BUSINESS &

$3.00 HOURLY POSSIBLE assembling pump lamps Spare
Time. Simple, Easy. No canvassing. Write: Ougor, Caldwell
Arkansas.
1
MAKE BIG MONEY invisibly mending damaged garments at
home Deta s Fre e. Fabricon, 624 0 Broadway, Chicago 40.
EXTRA CASH! CLIP newspaper items. Write; Publications*
Box 47787-A, Los Angeles 47, Californ ia.
EARN EXTRA CASH! Prepare Advertising Postcards. Langdons. Box 41107PW, Los Angeles, 41 California.
,

saved

I

my

MARRIAGE

il

.

LOANS BY MAIL

BORROW $50 TO

women

$600 For Any purpose. Employed men and
years to repay. Write for free

eligible. Confidential. 2

loan application. American Loan Plan, Citv National Bldg.,
Dept. CWM-9059, Omaha 2, Nebraska.
BY MAIL. $"l00-$600 Anywhere. Air Mail Service.
Postal Finance, 200 Keeiine Bldg ., De pt. 63T Omaha 2, Neb.

BORROW

A

spade

is

"My True

on the radio program
you frank stories about
hates and fears, their loves

called a spade

Story.” It brings

—

about their
and passions. When you hear these dramatizations,
you may easily recognize some of the problems that
are keeping you from finding happiness. So listen to
these emotion-packed stories.
Each one is taken
right from the files of True Story Magazine.
real people

Tune

in Every

Morning

to

"MY TRUE STORY”
National Broadcasting

Company

STAMP COLLECTING
TERRIFIC STAMP BARGAlNl lsrael-lceland-Vatfcan Assortment-Plus Exotic Triangle Set— Also Fabulous British
Colonial Accumulation— Plus Large Stamp Book— All Four
To Cover Postage.
—DeSendPC,10cToronto,
nada.

Offers Free
Corporation,

Empire Stamp

Ca

.

POEMS WANTED IMMEDIATELY

lor Musical Setting and
Recordina. Free Examination. Rush Poems. Songcrafters,
Statio n, Nashville Te nnessee.

Ac klen

,

FOREIGN &

U.S.A.

JOB LISTINGS

AMERICAN OVERSEAS JOBS.

High Pay, Men, Women.
Transportation Paid. Free Information. Write: Transworld,
Dept. 19B 200 West 34th St., New York 1.

PERSON AL A MISCELLAN EOUS
FREE WRITERS CATALOGUE giving manuscript
Write, Literary Agent

Mead, 915 Broadway, N.

markets.

Y. 10.

SONG POEMS WANTED
To be

set to music.

Send your poeroe today

P

for free

examination]

How

Am

pt

MUSIC & MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

live with her child's hurt?
Read "Mommy, Why
October TRUE STORY Magazine, now at your newsstand.

can a mother learn to
I

Different?"

in

J.

1112

CHAS. McNEIL,

MG

Wilshire

(A..

B.

Master of Music)
Santa Monica, Calif.

99

.

And do you want a regular corsage
or one for your wrist?”
“Td like a wrist band, thank you, and
my dress is pale blue with embroidery

SANDRA DEE

to get.

Continued jrom page 50

over it.”
“Blue?”
That was my favorite color.
“Oh, yes,” I said then, “how tall are you?”
This probably sounded like a funny question, but it was important to me. I didn’t
want her to be taller than I was.
all

BE YOUR OWN
MUSIC TEACHER
Free Book Telling How Easily
You Can Learn Piano, Guitar. Accordion.
ANY Instrument This EASY A-B-C Way

Send

For

T'^OW

A

EASY to learn music at
tiresome
“exercises."
No
STAHT RIGHT OUT playing

IT'S
home. No

teacher. Just

could. Our pictured lessons make it easy as A-R-C to
learn to play popular music, hymns, classical and any other
music. On easy-pay plan, low cost! 1,000.000 students including famous
Star Lawrence Welk. (Our 61st year.)

TV

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOK. Find out why our
method can teach you quickly, easily, inexpensively. Write
for .^6-page illustrated Free Book. No obligation. Menfavorite instrument.

Just mail

coupon todayl (No salesman will

call.)

SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

U. S.

....

Studio A20I0

..

FREE BOOK

Port Washington. N. Y.

I

SCHOOL

S.
OF MUSIC
Studio A20I0. Port Washington, N. Y.
Please send me your 36-page Illustrated Free Book.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).
Have you
Instrument
Instrument?

r U.
I
I
•

I
[

Name.

I

|
i
I

.

(Please Print)

Address
City

^

Zone.

.

.

I

.State

j

ui
TO THE WRITER OF BEST SONG SELECTED EACH MONTH

We compose music. Furnish records and copies.
Bldg, at Hollywood BWd*
uiuAnn TiiumiiTUA Markham
lesi cosmo st. Dept, d

Send sons poems.
lAi

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS

Hollywood

28. California

said goodbye.

brought from home.

an

my

read that her favorite colors were blue,
lavender and silver. When I made arrangements to rent my tux, I asked for a
blue dinner jacket and black pants.
Then I’d read that her two favorite sports
were ice skating and horseback riding.
I didn’t know a thing about either of
them.
But I decided there was less to
learn about skating, so I boned up on
figure-eights and a few skating terms.

.

.

my

Then, before I lost
nerve, I sealed the letter and dropped
it into the nearest mailbox.
All I had to
do now was sit back and wait for an
answer. I knew she’d get the letter because one of the girls in class lives on
her block, and she’d given me Sandra’s
home address. (I didn’t tell her why I

wanted it.)
The whole idea had come to me the
night before. Since I’ve a yen to be in
show business myself someday, I’d been
reading the latest issue of Photoplay. I
was leafing through the magazine when,
suddenly, a pair of beautiful brown eyes
looked right out at me. One line on the
page especially caught my eye: “I’ll graduate this June and the only thing I’ll
really miss is going to a senior prom.”
Then the idea hit me. 1 could come to
Sandra’s rescue. After all, even though
she went to school on the Universal lot,
her graduation would be on the same night
as mine some of the studios have this
sort of arrangement with our school so
that meant she was actually a member of
my class, and why shouldn’t she go to

—

Gray Hair
Brush It Away-Look Years Younger
It’s easy with Brownatone. Thousands praise its natural appearing
color. Instantly tints dull, faded
or gray hair to lustrous shades of
blonde, brown or black. Safe for
and your permanent. Lasting—
not wash out. 75^ plus taxfree

sample

bottle. l^Iailed

natural color of your hair.
217, Covington, Kentucky.

ENLARGEMENT
Photo

you/>

'From Famous Hollywood Film Studios
^Just to get acquainted, we will
I-Smake you a beautiful 5x7 silverl^tone portrait enlargement of any
ll^napshot, photo or negative. Also
\Ube sure to Include color of hair.
\Veyes and clothing and get our
..-^bargain offer for having your en^WjBjJJilVVLVv'^^Sement beautifully hand-colored in oil and mounted in a
T ms PHOTO
RECEIVED sloo handsomc frame. Limit 2. Enclose 10c for handling and mailing each enlargement. Originals returned. We will pay .$100.00 tor
children’s or adults’ pictures used in our advertising. Act NOW! U.S.A. only.

HOLLYWOOD
7021

FILM STUDIOS. Dept. F-663

Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

NURSE
INJOY STEADY PAY EVERY DAY AS A

Enjoy security, independence and freedom
from money worries. Earn up to $65.00 a week
in

good times or bad as a Practical Nurse.

LEARN AT HOME
IN ONLY 10 WEEKS
—

Age, education not important
in a few
short weeks you should be able to accept
your first case. Mail coupon today.

POST
Room

GRADUATE
9FI09-I31

S.

SCHOOL

OF

NURSING

Wabash Avenue, Chicago

3,

Illinois

wasn’t until after I’d mailed the letI began having serious doubts
about what I’d done.
Fortunately, I
hadn’t told anyone about it, except my
mother, who promised to keep my secret.
If Sandra didn’t answer my letter, or
turned me down, it would make me look
like an awful drip if I’d already told
It

ter

that

everyone I’d invited her.
Ten days passed without an answer to
my letter, and I’d just about given up
hope. But when I phoned home one aftI could tell by my mother’s voice
that something good had happened. Then
she told me a letter from Sandra Dee had
arrived and I flew home like a cyclone
whirling through a prairie. I made it in
ten minutes flat. But after rushing into
the house and picking up the pale pink
envelope, I opened it very slowly.
loud whoop answered the question
in my mother’s eyes.
“She’s coming!” I
shouted. “She said yes!”
Then I went into my room, closed the
door and sat down on the bed. 1 was
going to take Sandra Dee to the prom.
But then I began to get kind of shook up.
What would we talk about? Would she
have a good time?

ernoon,

My

The next afternoon I spoke to Sandra on
the phone. She sounded warm and wonderful and very down to earth.
“Hi, this is Ronnie de Salvo. I
well,
thanks for your nice note. I sure am glad
.

you can come

-State-

.

.

I

—”

am

I,”

.

Such

.

.

brilliant

dialogue!
I

she said.

didn’t

“And

answer your

letter sooner, but I wanted to be sure I
could definitely go before I wrote you.”

talked a

little

longer and then

it

It was almost like talking to
easier.
a girl I mean, like any other girl.
“What color’s your dress?” I asked. “I

—

mean, so

Now

I’m a natural-born worrier, so I
statistic I could find on
Sandra. If only I’d been given a quiz on
the history of Sandra Dee, I’d have made

memorized every

A

plus,

for

sure.

For instance,

I’d

he days flew by until finally it was
P-day.
That day everything went
wrong it was a nightmare! I put
brown polish on my shoes by mistake and
they looked as if they were ready for the
junk pile. I spent two hours shining my

T

—

family’s T-bird, lent to me for the evening,
before I realized the car kept getting
duller. Finally, I looked at the can and saw
that I’d been using some kind of floor
wax. I had to start all over again.
When I went to pick up my clothes, the
jacket was two sizes too large. Then a
small miracle happened, and the man
found a blue jacket that didn’t come down
to my knees.
After that I went for the
flowers.
I’d ordered white roses.
They
seemed more special than a regular orchid
or gardenia. But when I walked into the
florist’s and took one look at the corsage,
I
almost had heart failure.
The roses
were in one big messy clump, surrounded
by a few dead leaves, and the ribbon
looked as if it had been left over from an
old Christmas package. There was nothing to do but pay him, so I did. Then I
got into the car and drove around until I
found another flower shop. I went in and
practically got down on my knees, apologizing for not coming there in the first
place. I explained that this was the most
important date in my whole life and that
he just had to help me. He understood.
In a few minutes, he’d arranged the roses,
removed the leaves, added some lilies-ofthe-valley, trimmed the flowers with white
lace and tied on a beautiful blue satin
ribbon.
I dashed home and started to get ready.

I’m sure I’d have decapitated myself if I
hadn’t been using an electric razor. But
by 7:30 I was dressed, had passed family
inspection and was on my way. I’d given
myself thirty minutes to make the trip
to Sandra’s house, although I knew it
would only take about fifteen, because I
wanted the extra time to rehearse what
I’d say.
Maybe I’ll start off by talking
about skating, I thought that should
break the ice (no pun intended!). Suddenly, I noticed the clock on the dash said

—

I looked around and realized I’d
taken some wrong turns. I was lost. But,
after circling around for twenty-five minutes, I finally found the address Sandra
had given me. It’s customary for a girl
to keep her date waiting, but me being
twenty-eight minutes late that was ridic-

eight.

“Gee, Ronnie, so
really, I’m sorry

was

Address-

100

i'

—

our prom?

We

Name-

City

ily/

“I’m five foot four,” she said softly.
“Gee, that’s great. I mean. I’m
five foot eight and a half, myself.”
We talked a little longer and then we
I said,

far as, “Dear Sandra,”
then I was
stuck.
Finally, I wrote a letter that sounded
almost right, so I transferred it to a piece
of
mother’s stationery, which I’d
.

simple pieces. Thdusands now play who never thought they

tion your

sat in Physiology II class trying to concentrate on answering the questions to
a quiz on heredity, but my mind wasn’t
on cross-pollination or hybrids. Somehow,
I finished the quiz and then sat staring at
the ceiling and thinking about a letter I
was trying to write to a girl I’d never
met.
dozen times I started and got as

I

I’ll

know what kind

of flowers

—

grabbed the
flower box, ran up the driveway and rang
the front doorbell. Zero hour had arrived!
ulous!

I

parked the

car,

—
A

pretty young woman opened the door,
smiled and said, “I’m Mrs. Douvan, Sandra’s
mother. You must be Ronnie.
Please come in.” She had such a bright
smile that I walked through the door
feeling as if it were old home week. She
led me into the living room, but Sandra
wasn’t there. Then I heard a voice behind me.
I’m Sandra Dee.”
“Mr. de Salvo, hi.
She called me mister! I walked over to
her, clutching the flower box for support
She smiled
as if it were a brick wall.
when I gave her the flowers. Then she
opened the box, and her eyes grew wide.
“Oh they’re perfect,” she said, and I

—

good inside.
While she put on the flowers, I had a
chance to really look at her. She was the
most beautiful girl I’d ever seen. Then
she went in to get her wrap, a white fox
one, and, when I helped her on with it,
I realized that all my worry over whether
or not I should buy elevator shoes had
been for nothing. In my ordinary shoes
I was still taller than she was.
As a matter of fact, at that moment I felt about
felt

six-feet-flve!

W

e were driving toward Beverly Hills
where one of the girls in my class
was giving a pre-prom party. I turned
the radio on softly.
band was trying to beat the heat by playing a winter
song. This fit in perfectly.
“That’s one thing I miss about living
in California,” I said, nonchalantly, “not
enough places to go ice skating. I just
love to skate, don’t you?”
“I hate it,” she answered.
I gulped.
She must have heard me swallow, because she sort of turned around in the
seat and looked at me.
“Sandra, I might as well tell you, I’ve
spent the past two weeks reading every
story ever written about you. To tell the
truth, I’ve never ice skated in my life but
I read that it was your favorite sport

A

and
I
She started
.

.

.

.

.

.”

to laugh, not at

Then she turned a

me, with me.

more toward
me, leaned against the seat and said,
little

that you’ve confessed, it’s my
spent the past two weeks
worrying about what to say to you! I’ve
been wondering if the kids would like
(3)
me
honestly, I was scared to death
about tonight!
And, by the way, don’t
(4)
believe everything you read about me.”
In a. few minutes, we were parking in
front of(1)Barbara Wolf’s house.
I could
tell that Sandra was still a little appre-

“Well,

now

turn.

I’ve

.

.

.

hensive, so I said, “Don’t be frightened,
The kids are as anxious to see
that you have a good time as I am.”
She smiled and took a deep breath. The
moment we got through the door and she
saw how informal and nice everyone was,

Sandra.

she seemed to relax.

The

in parhadn’t been
worried about the guys taking to her
but other females, that was a different
story.
Several girls told her how happy
they were that she was graduating from
Uni, and how glad they were that she
could come to the prom. A couple of the
girls even briefed her on the routine for
graduation exercises and told her where
to pick up her cap and gown. Before long,
Sandra was laughing and chatting as if
she’d known the kids all her life.
At 9:30 the party broke up. We all
headed for the prom, which was being
held at the Rustic Canyon Club. Sandra
and I got back into the car and I drove
down Sunset Boulevard toward the beach.
As much as I was happy to see her with
the gang, I relished being alone with her,
just talking. Frankly, I was amazed at
how intelligent she is, how readily she’s
able to discuss every topic. A lot of girls
get lost once there’s more to a conversation than what they’re going to wear at
the next dance or who’s going steady with
whom. But Sandy and I talked about
everything politics, books, art, music
with very little mention of her career, or
movies. We got around to discussing
more personal things, and I mentioned I’d
originally come from New Jersey.
She
told me she was born there, too as if I
Then she began telling me
didn’t know!
something about her life, before Hollywood; about her family; how close she is
to her mother; how much she’d loved her
ticular

were nice

to her.

girls

I

—

—

stepfather, Mr.

much

my

she

felt

folks, too,

fo

read

stories

about

(list

(

2

AC NEC ARE*
Medicated

• Hides blemishes, covers

evenly
• Fights infection with potent
antibiotic action
• Penetrates pores faster with;
exclusive million-bubble^
action.

Available at
your drugstore
Ideal for

nce inside the club, we checked her
wrap and made our way through the
crowded foyer into the ballroom.
There were over a thousand people at
the dance and. conservatively speaking,
Sandra met and shook hands with at least
half of them! She was so down-to-earth

O

*Trademark

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size

S X 10 inches

on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
Same

price for full length or bust

form, groups, landscapes, pet animals. etc., or enlargements of any
part of a group picture. Original is
returned with your enlargement.

SendNoMoney 3for$l 50
Just mail photo, negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your enlargement,
gmaranteed fadeless, on beautiful double-weight
portrait quality paper. Pay postman 67c inus
postage— or send 69c with order and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offer. Send your photos today.

FAVORITES?
TV or recording

men—

no perfume odor

—

movie,

Foam

for prompt triple-action
relief of acne symptoms

do after graduation and, oh, everything.
guess it seems funny that as we drove,
all dressed in formal clothes on our way
to a gay school dance, we should discuss
such serious things as life and death and
how we felt about them. I wanted to
keep on driving and driving and never
stop but we had a prom to go to!

ACTOR

ProtesslonalArtStudlos,S44S.Maln,Dept.

39M,

Princeton, Illinois

stars):

ACTRESS

(1)

again with

I

WHO ARE YOUR
want

Enjoy clear skin

Douvan, and how terribly
I told her about
his loss.
and about what I hope to

(2)

I

'

Rip Van Winkle

(1)

)

(

The features

I

Couldn't Sleep with

2)

(3)

Nagging Backache

(4)

Now You can get the fast relief you need from
nagging backache, headache and muscular aches
and pains that often cause restless nights and mis-

like best in this issue

!

of

PHOTOPLAY

erable tired-out feelings. When these discomforts
come on with over-exertion or stress and strain —
you want relief— want it fast Another disturbance
may be mild bladder irritation following wrong
food and drink — often setting up a restless un-

ore:

!

(3)

(4)

comfortable feeling.
For quick relief get Doan’s Pills. They work fast
in 3 separate ways 1. by speedy pain-relieving action to ease torment of nagging backache, headaches, muscular aches and pains. 2. by their soothing effect on bladder irritation. 3. by their mild
diuretic action tending to increase output of the 15
miles of kidney tubes.
Find out how quickly this 3-way medicine goes to
work. Enjoy a good night’s sleep and the same happy
relief millions have for over 60 years. Ask for new,
large size and save money. Get Doan’s Pills today 1
:

Name

Age

Address
10-57

Paste this ballot on a postcard and send it to Reader s
Poll, Box 1374, Grand Central Station, New York 17, N.Y.

.

KNOW HAD

YOU’D NEVER

and sweet that even those few kids who
had thought she’d act like a stuck-up
movie queen clustered around her. After
a while, she whispered to me her feet
hurt and asked if we might please sit
down for a while. I took her arm and
steered her over .to a corner and we just
sat listening to the music.
The band was

I

PSORIASIS
For 26 years psoriasis sufferers have learned that Siroil
tends to remove unsightly
external crusts and scales. If

,
'

lesions recur, light applications of Siroil help control
them. Siroil won't stain
clothing or bed linens.
Offered on 2-weeks-satis
faction -or- money - refund-^

ed

playing slow tunes, alternating with current rock ’n’ roll favorites and, of course,
a few cha- cha-cha’s.
When one of the fast numbers came on,
I took her hand and said, “C’mon, Sandra,
let’s dance.”
She kind of clung to her chair as she
said, “Ronnie, would you mind if we
waited for a slower tune?”
“Aw, c’mon,” I coaxed, “this is the

basis.

FREE

Write for new

BOOKLET,

by
REGISTEREDPHYSICIAN.
It

written

answers 30 most'-ask^

questions about psoriasis.

AT ALL

r

Santa Monica.

Oept.M-99
Please send nre your

I

new FREE

]

Calif.

|

booklet on PSORIASIS.
|
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I
*

I
I

Please Print

ADDRESS
I

I

A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
School of

,

the key to your success! Complete High
home, licensed teachers. DIPLOMA AWARDED.
Approved materials furnished.

Is

^

Southern States Academy,

Station

Atlanta

t-23,
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OLD LEG TROUBLE
may

Easy to use Viscose Applications
heal many old leg sores due to venous

congestion of varicose veins, leg swelling or injuries. Send today for a FREE
and No-Cost-For-Trial-plan.

BOOK

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago 2. Illinois
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money back — Lowest
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Florida Fashions

LATEST STYLE
FREE CATALOG
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Be Fashion Right — Be Fashion First.
Save on Everything to wear for
the family — write for FREE CATALOGS. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
FLORIDA FASHIONS, Dept. 5902
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Colonial Drive, Orlando, Fla«
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Ring
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Corn Pain Stnps
Gone, Forgotten in a Jiffy .
Corns Soon Lift Right Out!
Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads not
only give super-fast nervedeep relief ... ease new or
tight shoes but also remove
corns one of the quickest
ways known to medical science. Alsosizes for Callouses,
Bunions, Soft Corns.
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Sandra

to wait while I got the car,
insisted on coming with me.

I but she

dance

ing

.

very

my

SIROIL LABORATORIES, INC.

i

told

up.

basic steps and, in another ten minutes, we
were doing well enough to go back to the

“I

.

.

know how

STORES

we gave

Up the hill we chugged, and I’m sure
her high heels didn’t help any. This time,
when we got back in the car, she didn’t
wait to ask if she could take off her shoes,
she just did. We drove back out Sunset
again, both a little beat, and for a while
we just listened to the radio. Then James
Darren’s record of “Gidget” came on, and
I could tell she was blushing, but I didn’t
say anything. I just pinched myself and
thought I’ve got Gidget right here in
person
it was too much!
Then we started talking about graduation ceremonies and things, and she told
me how thrilled she was that as part of
her present her mother was giving her a
trip back to New York
solo—the first
time she’d been allowed to travel alone.
She said she was all excited about seeing
some of her family in the East, and her
friends, and just going shopping and see-

greatest.”

DRUG

who had called came. We stood in line
nearly an hour. It was really hopeless. I
felt awful.
I kept wondering what guys
like John Saxon or Edd Byrnes would do.
But Sandra was such a good sport about it.
She stood there in line, talking calmly and
not in any way acting upset or mad because she had to wait. At ten minutes
to one, when they announced over a
megaphone that it would be another forty
minutes before the next show would begin,

first

whole

I felt

more

knew

well. I’m
to lindy.

school
life

dance

I’ve

been

to

in

.”
.

.

awful.

tactful;
how to

afraid I don’t even
In fact, this is the

I
I

should have been a
just

little

assumed everybody

dance to rock ’n’
“Sandra, would you mind if

roll.

I showed
you how?”
She shook her head and smiled. I led
her out on the terrace and told her to just
stand and listen to the music for a few
minutes. She has a great natural sense of
rhythm, but she didn’t know it. So I
pointed this out to her, showed her a few

floor.

After a while, we got something cold
to drink and I took Sandra into the anteroom where the faculty sponsors were
sitting.
She met my teachers and the
vice-principal,

and everyone was capti-

vated by her. At 11:30 we decided we’d
better get going so we could make the
next show at the Crescendo. Before we
left, she said goodbye to as many of the
kids as she could, and all of them told her
how much they’d enjoyed meeting her.
To say the least, she’d made a huge hit
with everybody.
Back in the car, she leaned against the
seat and said: “Would you mind very
much if I took off my shoes?”
I laughed
now I knew we were good
friends.
Off came the shoes, her wrap
and the wrist corsage, and she relaxed. I
leaned over and opened the window on
her side, and as we cruised along, talking

some

plays.

When
it was time to go home.
reached her driveway and stopped the
car she laughed and said, “It’ll take me a
while to get all my junk together.”
She started searching for one shoe that
had slid under the seat; she picked up
her stole, her flowers, her evening bag
and an assortment of things she’d scatFinally,

I

tered on the front and back seats. Then
she kept putting the wrong shoe on the
wrong foot and suddenly we both got the

—

giggles.

When

in.

you again.”
Mrs. Douvan
I walked her to the door.
came out and asked me in, and I sat down
for a few minutes while Sandra took off
her shoes again and went to get some

inched along the boulevard
until we saw “Crescendo” blazing in big
neon letters above the names of Mort Sahl
and the Four Preps. Around the club was
a line of nearly three hundred people waiting to get

—

We

—

and listening to the radio it was just
great.
But on Sunset Strip there was a
jam.

.

she had everything under conshe just sat there for a moment. Then
she looked at me and said, “Ronnie, I
really
had a wonderful time. Thank
thank you for everything.”
you
“Sandra, maybe, when
I was so happy.
you come back from New York, if you
have time, we could see each other again.
We could go to Blum’s for a soda or to a
show or something, because I really enjoy
talking to you.”
being with you
I’d love to see
“I feel the same way.

—

traffic

—

.

“The poor

souls,” I joked.
“That’s the
no-reservation crowd. We’ve got a table
already, so there won’t be any problem.”
I couldn’t find a place to park close by,
so I let Sandra off and rode up the nearit
was almost as steep as a
est hill
mountain. When I ran back down to meet
her, she was standing quietly at the end
“Follow me,” I
of the line, just waiting.
said, trying to elbow my way through the
Finally
crowd, but we couldn’t budge.
we worked our way up to within fifty feet
of the doorway, and I was just about to
suggest she wait for me while I checked
with the doorman when I overheard a
girl behind us talking to her date.
“I thought you said you made reservations!” she said impatiently.
I did!” he repeated frantically.
“I did!
.”
“I called ten days ago
After polling a
I had a sinking feeling.
few more couples, I discovered that every-

—

.

.

trol,

.

.

.

.

.

water for her flowers. Mrs. Douvan asked
I
if I’d like something cold to drink.
was really dying of thirst but I said no.

me
It

was

late

and

want

didn’t

I

to overstay

my

welcome. Sandra came back into the
room then, and she and her mother
walked me to the door and thanked me
again.

was

It

my own

after

two when

I

walked

into

make any
As
noise, but Mother heard me anyway.
I walked down the hall, she whispered,
house.

I

tried not to

“Ronnie, did you have a good time?”

was perfect, Mom.”
hung up my pale-blue jacket and put
Monday they’d
slacks on a hanger

“It
I

my

.

.

.

have to go back. By tomorrow, the whole
evening would be just a memory. But I

knew that as long as 1 lived my
prom would always stand out as a
night in

my

life,

senior
special

thanks to Photoplay.

—RONNIE DE SALVO

Seems on prom

AS TOLD TO MARCIA BORIE.

all the clubs make unlimited reservations, because usually half the people
never show up, but that night everyone

SEE SANDRA IN U-l’s ‘‘iHE "WILD AND THE INNOCENT,” THEN WARNERs’ “A SUMMER PLACE.”

one

had reservations.

night

JAMES GARNER
Continued from page 41

would call him in for some cookies, and
he’d unlatch the screen door and hold it
open carefully so that George could come
in. He and George would stand by the
oven while his mother piled cookies on a
plate. And he’d say, “Go on, George. Take
lots of cookies.
'There’s plenty.”
And of
course his mother would have to dole out
an extra share for George.
Now George became his only friend and
he would talk to him as he’d once talked
to his mother. Not that there weren’t loads
of others around; there were; his father,
but

somehow

his

dad was always busy

at

the store, and too tired at night to spend
much time with him; two older brothers.
Jack two years older, and Charles four
years older, but a five-year-old younger
brother seems like an infant and is treated
that way when you’re seven and nine. It
was only to George that he was able to
pour out the secrets that were in his heart.
The wonderful home his mother had made
for them in Norman, Oklahoma, became,
for him, just a house.

—

—

Aunt Leona and Uncle John took him in
after his mother died. They did their best
to give him love and understanding, but
somehow he always felt like a fifth wheel.
Having George with him helped. There
was the matter of vegetables, for instance,
especially spinach. When he left the greens
at the side of his plate. Aunt Leona
pleaded, but to no avail. Then she devised
a system: “I’ll put the vegetables in the
ice-box for you,” she said. “When you’re
hungry, boy, just help yourself to the
vegetables you’ve left.” And it worked, or
at least she thought it did. Every day the
vegetables disappeared from the ice-box.
What Aunt Leona didn’t know was that
he was giving them to George, who fed
them to Ginger, Jim’s mongrel pup, who
ate everything.

was while he was living with Uncle
John and Aunt Leona that he was told he’d
It

He

down

a whole flight
of stairs. He was unconscious, and needed
many blood transfusions to bring him back

almost died.

to

fell

life.

Somehow,
help.

mit to
George.

this time George wasn’t
and this he wouldn’t

—
anyone—he

After

all

couldn’t

really

any
adsee

What he needed, he knew, was a
person to come into his room, to
gather him up in her arms, to hold him
close. Then everything would be all right.
What he needed— but he never could put
real, live

this into

words

— was his

mother.

W

hen he was eight, he was given a second mother. Not quite like the first,
but a mother nevertheless. His father
married again, and once more the Baumgarners were a family living under the
same roof. For a brief time he thought
someone cared for him, loved him, but the
marriage didn’t work out, and for the second time before he was ten years old, he
lost a

mother.

All this time he went to school, but he
hated it. In the classroom he was just another fellow, one of many. So he hid behind a big propped-up textbook, reading
comics or talking under his breath to
George, or dreaming he was in another
school, where he was the only student, and
all attention was focused on him, where
the teacher always looked like his mother.
For a short period when he was in the
third grade he almost liked school. The
teacher happened to be another of his
aunts, Mrs. Ruth Stogner, and she went
out of her way to interest her nephew in
school work. He found that learning could

be fun when somebody cared about how

you were doing. But he couldn’t spend his
whole life in the third grade and, when he
passed on to the next class, he returned to
comics, George and his dreams.
Soon his feeling about school turned to
hate.
This was somehow tied up in his
mind although he couldn’t put it clearly
in words with what was going on at
home. The trouble was that there wasn’t
any one place he could call home. He was
always being “farmed out” to one relative
or another. In school and out, he never felt
that he belonged. All this came to a head
one day when he was well into his teens.

—

—

His high-school English teacher asked the
class to name the author of “The Scarlet
Letter.” No one’s hand went up and the
teacher snapped, “You’re a bunch of stupid
kids.” He just couldn’t sit still and take
that.
“You are here to give us the answers,” he said to her, and then got up and
walked out of the class.

At thirteen, he was definitely on his
own. He flitted from odd jobs to still odder
jobs, always looking for something exciting, something more challenging that he’d

A GREAT ALBUM OF

LOVESONGS SWEET

really like.
But work was like school:
dull and meaningless. He knew that other
people existed; he liked some of them and
sometimes almost believed that they liked
him, but no matter how helpful or friendly
someone might be to him, he usually ended
up feeling that really none of them
cared what happened to him one way or
the other.
There was the time his high school was
competing in the finals of the Oklahoma
State Championships. At the end of regulation play, the score was tied; in overtime,
he was fouled while driving in for a basket
and was given two foul shots. He stood on
the free-throw line and threw up the first

—

What a Difference a Day Made
Always

Hello,

think it’s my
guts to say so.

fault,

Had

To Be You

Get the Blues When It Rains
Be Seeing You • Say It Isn’t So
More Than You Know
I’ll Remember April • Fools Rush In
I

I’ll

Great
backing by
Nelson Riddle

ST 1239

(stereo)

T 1239

or

goal.

When his
the others didn’t even exist.
teammates gathered around him to console
him, he broke away and ran across the
court. He stood in front of a wall and hit
it again and again with his bare fist until
he broke his knuckles. And even the pain
in his hand was not as deep as the thought:
They hate me for losing the game. They

It

AND LOVESONGS SAD

He

The team had lost. But in his own mind
he had lost. It was his personal defeat, as
if none of the others had made errors, as if

Young Lovers

The Nearness of You

—

missed.
Then, taking a deep
breath, he fired the second shot. The ball
rimmed the basket and fell out into the
arms of an opposing player, who dribbled
down the court and scored the winning
shot.

•
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COLD SORES
FEVER
BLISTERS

but they haven’t the

From that day on he never touched a
basketball again.

N

ow, looking up from his plate, he said
aloud, “How silly can you be?”
“What did you say, dear?” Lois

asked. “I

was

just talking to myself,”

he

FORMATION OF A
COLD SORE OR

answered. Then she saw that her husband
staring down at his plate again.
In 1944 he and a friend from school, Jim
Paul Dickenson, decided to join the Merchant Marine. Life at sea was adventurous,

was

.

.

but somehow even adventure was empty.
It wasn’t quite what he wanted, either. So,
as soon as he hit shore after a long trip,
he hitchhiked back to Norman.
His dad, who was hopping about as
much as he was, happened to be home at
the same time. He was on his way to Los
Angeles, so Jim went along for the ride. In
California he enrolled at Hollywood High,
but, following his run-in with the English
teacher, he quit after three-quarters of a
year. He made a lot of money for a time
posing in bathing suits, but got bored and
gave it up. Then he tried his hand at
working as a gas-station attendant, but
soon quit that, too.
to Norman and another
crack at high school. For once, he made

Back he went

good grades, because they wouldn’t

let

him
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play football if his marks weren’t above
average. But, when he injured his knee
in a scrimmage, that was the end of that.
No more football, no more high school. He
joined the Oklahoma National Guard, reinjured his knee playing football, was
operated on and received a medical discharge.
The years that followed seemed to blend
together;

working

.
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SALE
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Only *1

ofa

working in Texas oil
odd jobs in Oklahoma.
.

.

was wounded
later,

fields,

.

.

And
.

he made light of it
was being chased back

in battle,

saying:

“I

eight miles behind the lines when I got hit
by a piece of shrapnel. I won’t go into a
detailed description of my wound, so let’s
just say I couldn’t sit down, and spent
the rest of my time in service sorting
mail.”

—

What he

— because

he knew it
he tried was that
little about death and a lot
about life in Korea. He learned this the
day he was wounded, in an engagement
with the enemy outside the town of Chipori, where eighty-nine of his buddies, out
of a team of 125 men, lay dead after the
fighting was over. On the way to the hospital at a place with a crazy name, Yong
Dong, things that had never made sense
before began to fall into place. None of
this was coherent at the time: he was too
feverish and wracked with pain to really
didn’t say

would sound
he learned a

hammy

if

—

But what it finally boiled
was this: There must be a reason
why I came out of this alive not to drift
like I did before, not to just knock around,
think straight.

down

but
Thousands of women find speedy relief from
the physical distress of irregular, scanty, or
painful menses due to functional disorders by
taking HUMPHREYS “11”— a safe, gentle, nonhormonal, truly homeopathic remedy. At all
drugstores. No prescription needed.

at

searching
always searching
for a
job he would really like, for a place he
could really call home, for someone who
would give him the love and security he
had not known since he was five years old.
He almost welcomed the call from his
Oklahoma Draft Board. He was the first
draftee in the state of Oklahoma to be
taken for the Korean War.
During the fourteen months he served
in Korea as an infantryman with the Fifth
Regimental Combat Team of the 24th Division, he learned for the first time in his
life what the word “team” really meant.
On the battlefield you had to care about
your buddy, and he about you. The alternative to caring was death. But when he

to

to

—

do something. What that something
didn’t know, but he was going to

drop

in once in a while to have a few gallons of gas put in his old jalopy, and
they’d become friends. Paul told him that
he wanted to be an actors’ agent, and they
made a strange spur-of-the-moment pact.
Whoever became rich and famous first,
they agreed, would help the other. So he
climbed the stairs to Paul Gregory’s office
to see if he would remember.
Not only did Gregory remember, but he
kept his word. He gave Jim an acting job
in “The Caine Mutiny Court Martial,”

which he was producing on Broadway.
Not that Jim said anything on stage; he
was one of the judges who sat in the
courtroom for two hours and didn’t speak
a word. But officially he was John Hodiak’s
understudy (although in more than 500
performances he didn’t play Hodiak’s role
once)

But what mattered was that he was dosomething he liked, something he
cared about. His foot was in the door; perhaps it would open.
It did open
slowly ... an inch at a
ing

.

Bit

time.

.

.

in

roles

a

television

series,

“Cheyenne,” and small parts in two mov-

—“Toward
ies
He

The Unknown” and “The

And then light, defithrough the door, when he
played Marlon Brando’s pal in “Sayonara.”
But as his paychecks became larger and
more regular, he made another discovery.
Girl
nite

Left Behind.”

light

It wasn’t enough to care for something,
you had to care for someone. What good
were busy days when the nights were lonely? What use was good fortune when there
was no one to share it with?
There’d always been girls, but he found

that while he could talk at them, he could
never talk to them until he met Lois.
One day he was lonely and all alone
and the next day someone was there. The
someone was pretty, petite, dark-haired
Lois Clarke; the day was in midsummer
of 1956; the place was beside the swimning pool at Jess Kimmel’s house in

were

There

Hollywood.

about

twelve

kids in the pool and they were playing
a game called “monster of the deep.” He
was the “monster” a six-foot-three-inch,
200-pound monster— and they were trying
to pull him down into the water. They’d
climb all over him and he’d shake them

—

off like flies.

.

.

.

And

then suddenly he

was he

saw

make it his business to find out.
One day, he was walking down LaCien-

There was a sadness about her, a penmade him want to go to her
immediately and take her in his arms
and comfort her.
Then from under the water, one of the
kids forced him down to the bottom of the
pool.
When he came up, laughing and

ega Boulevard and happened to look up
and see “Paul Gregory Productions” on an
building window. Seven years before,
he’d been working as a gas station
attendant, Paul Gregory was jerking sodas
Gregory would
at a nearby drug store.
office

when

her.

siveness, that

gasping for

air, his

eyes quickly returned
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edge of the pool.

to the
there.

She was

still

He swam

to the side of the pool,
braced his arms on the edge, looked up at
her for a full minute, and then said

“Hello.”

They talked together for two hours. He
found out that she was divorced, that there
was no one else in her life, and that he
loved her.
Almost instantaneously, he
knew he loved her, that she was the someone he’d been searching for.
He found out why she was so sad. Her
eight-year-old daughter Kim was lying
Children’s Hospital, the victim of a
polio attack
She was so worried about
her child that she could hardly speak
of it.
But he talked to her about the
girl, tried his best to comfort her.
It
didn’t seem the proper time, somehow, to
ask her for a date. So he spoke quietly
to her, and listened to what she said, and
felt a great sense of happiness and contentment welling up inside him.
Then some of the kids in the pool
splashed water on him. He dived in and in
a few moments the monster had routed his
tormentors.
But when he swam back
to the edge, she was gone.
It wasn’t fair to call her.
She was too
upset, too worried about her daughter.
But by the end of the week, he couldn’t
stand it any longer.
He’d been invited
to a party on Sunday; he called his host
in

and asked him

to invite Lois, too.
finally came.
On the way to
the party he mumbled to himself a kind
of a prayer, “Let her be there.
Please,

Sunday

her be there.”
And she was there.

let

He

entered

the

crowded room and saw her immediately,
sitting alone in a corner.
She saw him
as soon as he saw her and in a few
seconds he was at her side.
The words poured out. Kim was better.
The polio attack was not as severe as had
first been feared, and Kim would be out
of the hospital very soon. Then shyly they
talked about each other, and they talked

—

to

each other.

Before they parted at the

end of the evening, they made a date to
meet the next evening.
They met the next night
and the
next
and the next. And one evening
they had known each other less than two
weeks he pulled his car over to the side
of Mulholland Drive, turned to her, and
said, “Lois
Lois, will you marry me?”
She said, “Yes.”
Despite parental objections “he has no
money and little prospects” they were
married, on August 17, 1956, in the judge’s
chamber at the Beverly Hills City Hall
less than six weeks after they’d first met
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

—
—

.

by the swimming

.

.

pool.

N
all,

tal,

that he had won the mother he
had the problem of winning over the
daughter. At first he babied her. After
she’d just come home from the hospishe had some difficulty walking, so he

handled her gently and with great pa-

RETARDEO CHILDREN
CAN BE HELPED

just couldn’t get through

One day Kim came home

INTERNALLY!

was having at school. He tried to find out
what was bothering her, but she wouldn’t
Babying didn’t work; patience
tell him.
didn’t work; so finally, in desperation, he

You Simply

blurted out; “I can’t stand this; please
say something— anything.” But she said
nothing at all.
Then he did something he never thought
he’d do, that he didn’t even feel he had
the right to do.
He took her over his

knee and spanked her.

She

didn’t

Can’t Offend
No other method
dares

.

.

cry,

For quick, safe, sure, ’round-the-clock
freedom from odors of strong food,
alcoholic beverages, smoking, etc., take
wonder-working, pleasant-tasting

.

word.
ran out into the street and he sat there
looking at his hands, feeling that he’d lost
her forever
But fifteen minutes later she was back
in the house, laughing and happy.
She
told him all about what had been troubling
her at school and nodded in agreement
when he gave her his advice. Later, he
found out what she’d done after she’d run
out of the house.
She’d visited all the
neighbors, telling them with great glee and
great pride. “Jimmy spanked me.
My
father spanked me.”
.

.
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reach. Can’t upset the stomach. Trial
size at

Drug counters only
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"ENNDS®
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Somehow, some way — and what man
how a girl’s mind works?

SHORTHAND in

understands

the fact that he’d spanked her meant, to her,
that he really loved her.
That he was
really her father.
Not so long after this, the door to

make

this claim!

whimper
she didn’t say a
When he was through, she just

she didn’t

SPEEDWRITING shorthand. 120
words per minute. No symbols; no machines.
Uses ABC’s. Learn at home or throuerh
classroom instruction. Lowest cost. Over
500.000 graduates. Typing available. 37th
Year. Write for FREE booklet.
Famous

fame

and fortune opened all the way: “Maverick.” But another event made him even

55 W.

happier:
the birth of their daughter,
Greta Scott Garner, at St. John’s Hospital
in Santa Monica, on January 4th, 1958.
Now he was doing something he really
wanted to do for a wife and two daughters
he loved.
It was eight months later, on September
20th, 1958, that the image he had once built

Dept. 310-9
42 St., N. Y.

of himself as the lonely boy, the rejected boy, the unloved boy, was shattered
completely. The people of his home state,

Oklahoma, had proclaimed September 20th
as “James Garner Day,” and he flew there
with Kim to take part in the ceremonies.
Lois had to stay in California, where she
was recuperating from a siege of pneumonia.
After the parades and the speeches and
the hoopla at Oklahoma City were over,
he went on to Norman to visit his relatives;
his grandmothers, aunts, uncles,

^
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and one of his brothers. As he
talked with them and ate with them, he
suddenly realized that they weren’t treating him like a celebrity, like something
special, but like a boy who had come home.
cousins,

.

.

And

sitting

Aunt Ruth’s

there in

house he suddenly discovered a secret the
secret he’d been searching for all those
years. To be loved, to accept love, to recog-

you must know how to give love,
you must be willing and ready to love.
Now he looked across the table at Lois
and smiled. “May I have some more
chicken and dumplings?” he asked. Lois
smiled back and filled his plate. She passed
the heaping dish to Kim, who passed it to
her father. As it went by Greta, the baby
banged it with her spoon and gurgled.
nize love,

Then they
“I’ll

know

25 embossed, deep-sunk, panel-edgewallet photos 2 V2
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somehow
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.”

it. But somehow
and here he stopped talking
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.
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and started eating again.
Lois watched him. Later
later when
Kim was watching television and Greta
was in bed
later he’d tell her what he’d
been thinking. She’d waited this long;
she’d wait a little longer.
The End
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Panavision. Technicolor: k ilazzling
spectacle illuminates the beginnings of Christianity, with Howard Keel as St. Peter. John
Saxon and Susan Kohner provide the romance.
Vista:

(

Septemhcr

F)

BLUE DENIM— 20th,

CinemaScopc:

Disturbing story shows that nice kids can get
in trouble, too. As Suburban Heights youngsters, Carol Lynley and Brandon De Wilde exIieriinent with sex too far. It's Carol's picture
the one that'll make her a star. (A) October

DEVIL’S

V'V'V'V'

DISCIPLE,

THE— U.A.:

Based on G. B. Shaw's play, a witty, fast-stepping film about the American Revolution,
holsters the colonists’ cause with Kirk Douglas
and Burt Lancaster and puts Laurence Olivier
in charge of the redcoats- Rousing entertainment. (F)
October

FIVE

PENNIES,

THE— Paramount

VistaVision, Technicolor: Listen to the heat,
as Danny Kaye plays jazzman Red Nichols.
The heartbeat's in his love for wife Barbara
Bel Geddes and daughter Tuesday Weld.
(

September

F)

FOR THE FIRST TIME— M-G-M: Technirama. Technicolor: Come on in the music’s
sweet and loud and the scenery’s fine. On Capri,
Zsa Zsa Gabor ends up just a former flame when
Mario Lanza meets gentle Johanna von Koszian. Affecting little tale. (F)
October

—

^V'y'V PORGY AND BESS— Goldwyn.

Co-

lumbia; Todd-AO, Technicolor: Sidney Poitier. Dorothy Dandridge as the star-crossed
lovers and Sammy Davis Jr. as their tempter
stand out in Gershwin’s classic. (F) September

PRIVATE’S AFFAIR, A— 20th; CinemaDe Luxe Color: Sal Mineo and Terry

Scope,

New!

Moore have

star-sparkle; Gary Crosby's likChristine Carere’s lovely; Barry Coe's
handsome. But a forced plot hampers nice people. (F)
October

able;
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that
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»

4

movie doesn’t quite

Protects your skin against sun and wind
—the drying effects of make-up itself!
Your skin stays soft and dewy all day.

day!

up

Offbeat

to its

TAKE A GIANT STEP— U. A.: In a
splendid acting debut, singer Johnny Nash is a
boy of sixteen, a Negro in a white world, still
facing universal troubles as he takes the step
from adolescence to maturity. (A)
October

finish.

Pond’s Moisture Base is greaseless.
Your skin never feels sticky, make-up
never cakes or streaks. Transparent, it
can’t conflict with any make-up shade.

WOMAN—

Paramount,
iYi/lY THAT KIND OF
VistaVision: Under the fashionable frankness
of this

World War

II

drama heats

a soft

and

sentimental heart. Tab Hunter's a naive paratrooper who falls in love with Sophia Loren
then learns about George Sanders. (A) October

For a lovelier face, smooth on New
Pond’s Moisture Base every morning.
it

live

(

all

Leaves a smooth, no-shine

Use

THE— M-G-M:

dramatic opening, when Alec Guinness as a bored English
schoolteacher meets Alec as a debonair Frenchman. He and Bette Davis hold your interest.
October
A)

kind of g reaseless foundation cream!

cream” moisturizing under your make-up
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i/i/

for nighttime moisturizing, too.
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THEY CAME TO CORDURA— Co-

lumbia; CinemaScope, Eastman Color: Different sort of film that happens to have a western
setting, on the Mexican-American border in

Ponds Moisture Base

When

the story's tensions separate the
the boys, Gary Cooper sees V^an Heflin as a brute. Tab Hunter a careerist. Ignoring
glamour. Rita Hayworth's great. (F) October
1916.
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still

I

I

there’s

O’Brian

WOMEN

is

though,

hitn,

I

like Fabe’s honesty:

one thing a singer should be able

do

to

is

speeding upward.

.

.

could, you know'. She’s gotten by big without

1

met him.

Now

that

admitting he can’t sing. Flowever.

—sing
.

.

!

trying to break the fingernail-biting habit.

racing fan w'hose career

APPLAUD...

named Fabian, although

don't believe there’s a person

have met

.

.

.

.

.

Hugh

(

fV yatt

Earp

|

Steve McQueen’s a

Will acting spoil

Kim Novak?

... I wonder what Pat Boone
ever did with those white sneakers. ... To me, Shirley MacLaine is in there acting
even when she is sitting quietly.
How' does Cary Grant do it? I believe Cary
looks better in “North by Northwest” than he does in his early movies on TV.
It

.

Grant took Florida

.

.

Ponce de Leon never

like

it.

did.

.

.

I’m

.

rooting for Lauren Bacall to be a big hit in the Broadway

show, “Goodbye Charlie.”
the Hills of Beverly.
is

a place

.

.

at

money

.

.

1

miss Bacall while wandering

Shelley Winters bellows Hollywood
can’t even

at the

fight

.

.

Stewart as an Air Force big-wig?

production

have a friendly

“Money isn’t everything,” admitted
least when you have it, you don’t have
Speaking of Jims, how about Jimmy
.

Jim Garner, “but
troubles.”

.

woman

where a

with her husband.

.

major

.

.

.

With

the heavy

TV

studios, they look like motels, with

and checking out pracwonder if Milton Berle and his Ruthie
ever be accepted one hundred percent by The Clan.

actors, directors, writers checking in
tically overnight. ...
will

I

.

To me, Doris Day
Fabian? ? ?

I

is

.

.

a puzzlement, representing (continued)

didn’t

really

believe

it

till

/

met

him.

Dig Jimmy Stewart
as an Air Force VIP.
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also available
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Available
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at

and drug
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stores
INC.,

variety

everywhere.

NEW YORK

•
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MONTREAL

.

and you
married a

man from
the

FBI...

.

.

So you were often on the move. Indian murders
in Oklahoma. A spy chase in New York. A killing
in Chicago. You couldn’t call it dull. And the
fact was,

your kids loved

it

.

.

You didn’t celebrate when Congress passed the
law that enabled your husband to carry a gun.
And you didn’t sleep the night he went after
deadly public enemy John Dillinger — or all the
other nights with all the other hoodlums
.

.

You never got rich. You were often scared and
alone. But you had something that made it all
work. Something called love. And it turned out
to be a wonderful

And now it has

life

.

.

turned out to be

a wonderful motion picture!
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Glorify your eyesevery day... it’s easy
fun and flattering

George Hamilton IV

is
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And

shy
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to me,

1

find I’m

still

hard thing

that’s a

Jaye P. Morgan and Jane Morgan.

And now

Minnelli.

to do,

man! ...

that I’m about to

confused. ... For that matter

—quick

I

tell

like

used to mix up
you they’re cleai
can you tell me

—

about the The Four Lads, The Four Preps, The Four Aces. Fore! ...

many

believe

Sandra Dee and Dodie Stevens should go out on double
dates with their mothers. Don’t think I’m way out. Mamie Van Doren and her

KURLASH EYELASH CURLER
with exclusive automatic

I

j

refill

of the teen stars like

attractive
.

.

.

1

ma

used to date as

think the

New York

sisters.

.

.

.

Tab Hunter

man who

publicity

is

a better actor than credited.

suggested Joseph Welsh to Otto

“Anatomy of a Murder” deserves a raise and a mention.
name is Nat Rudich.
Blonde Barbara Nichols sa\'
she d like morning better if it came later in the day.
The Duke often selects
the clothes for his Mrs. John Wayne.
The New Tell- All Trend: Anna Maria
Preminger

I

Here

EVENING EYES EYESHADOW

s

for the judge in

the mention: His

.

.

.

.

just a kiss of Iridescent color

.

.

.

.

.

,'>150

Alberghetti didn’t try to keep the fact she had her nose fixed a secret. You’d he

surprised at the

wrong.
lash

LASHTINT MASCARA
comb & mascara applicator

I

like

Recommended
in

one

SI 50

number

most rock

of

Sinatra’s

listening:

“The Steady Game.”
become famous enough
.

.

glamour

girls with

’n’ roll. It isn’t

.

.

.

.

it’s

Don’t get

me

the lyrics. ...

“No One Cares” and George Hamilton IV

Hollywood

is

a place

to be recognized,

know who he

bobbed noses.

the music that’s awful;

where an actor

and then

start to

will

work years

^

t<>

wear dark glasses so

That’s Holly wood for you.

no one

will

Will

be Clan membership for Dorothy Toivne? Frank and Dino seem to like her.

is.

KURLENE EYELASH CREAM
for lustrous eyelash loveliness

Sloo

.

TWISSORS
scissor-handle tweezer
75<t

p

it

FOR BEAUTIFUL EYES
At your favorite drug or cosmetic counter or write

The

Kiirlash

Co.. Rochester. N. Y.
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NEW LIQUID LUSTRE-CREME

Now you can

IS

HERE!

shampoo...

Set with plain water...and have
natural looking curls!

lively,

e/\^
starring

in

‘THE BEST
OF EVERYTHING"
A Cinemascope

Picture

Released by 20th Century-Fox

Produced by
Jerry Wald Productions, Inc.

Color by Deluxe

MARTHA HYER, one
her lovely blonde

of’

Hollywood’s most beautiful

liair sliinier

and easier-to-manage.

always asks her hairdresser for a Lustre-Creme Sliam|)oo l)ecause
hair?
don’t you see what Lustre-Creme can do for

stars,

Why

Lusire-Crtme

FOR CURLS THAT COME EASY— HERE’S ALL YOU DO:
Shampoo

with

new

Liquid Lustre*Creme.

Special cleansing action right in the

ricli,

fast-rising lather gets hair clean as you’ve

ever

had

it

yet leaves

it

blissfully

manage-

Contains Lanolin, akin to the natural
keeps hair soft, easy to set
without special rinses.

neveir dries

exclusive

other sliampoo

new formula

— unlike

liair

any
so manageable

to set

with just plain

— leaves

any hair-style is easier

and

able.

water. Curls are

oils of the liair;

right back after combing.
flick

leaves

left soft

silky

hoM

—

—

it bfiauhfies

Set — with just plain waterl

An

it

YOUR

—

in liquid,

(ot'oM or oreat*\!

— spring

Waves behave,

smootlily into place.

4 OUT OF 5 TOP MOVIE STARS USE LUSTRE-CREME SHAMPOO!

Purely Personal: Molly Bee turned
twenty, but she was acting like a teenager
love

in

her birthday

at

holding

party,

hands with agent Jerry Weintrauh.

Rock Hudson may
reads

but

here,

it

peeved

not kjiow

.

.

.

till

he

Debbie Power

is

it

him. She claims Rock snapped

at

Tyrone Power,
now

pictures of the late

before they went to Spain, and

Rock

just

she

Maybe those “serious” rumors scared him
away, but Rock needn’t worry. Debbie’s

can't find

to get the negatives.

most frequent date these days

Loew
.

.

.

Jr.,

Arthur

is

Liz Taylor’s one-time steady.

Carol Lynley and Brandon De-

Wilde made such a nice couple for a
while, but now Carol seems more interested in Micbael Enonomoni, a young
re going to find at a H oily wood party. For instance,
was Connie Stevens, smiling like she’d swallowed a canary. And there were
George Nader and Martha Hyer, picking up right where they left of} months ago.

You just never know what you

film cutter.

there

than Brandon and

Seems

feeling very

and

teen.

go of each other’s

olds

through

may buy

didn’t

let

hands

all

the

tem pole.
the

in

“But

I

.

.

didn’t say

Lance teased.

rumor has
no hurry.

—

“We

—

Nader

with

.

hear

Luau.

she’s now
Debbie Reyn-

.

much,

so

she

house there. And for her par-

wedding anniversary, Debbie

Harry Karl

wasn’t there himself,

Around Town:
lywood

in

is

my

Every bachelor

in Hol-

trying to wangle a date with

Hank Fonda’s

believe
about

is

lovely daughter, Jane, but

Sbirley MacLaine’s brother,
Beatty, has the inside track

—

Warren

so far.

.

.

.

Producer Ross Hunter, who’s planning

each other as we
we’re getting

to

Spotted

make you cry

trait in

as hard at his

Black” as you did

of Life,” has

Sandra Dee

at

new “Por“Imitation

in that one, too.

looks as though that twosome

“I must say. Sara, I’m proud of her, but,”

may he starting up again.
Connie Stevens, sip])ing pine-

he winked, “I almost couldn’t afford to

it

.

.

.

hire her, she’s going ahead so fast.”

apple punch, was smiling like
P

.

but he sent champagne.

me.

George
Martha Hyer and
.

31st

.

took them to the island setting of the

laughed, hut

“Don’t

why
.

a

.

means

that

if

Honolulu

liked

.

which spring,”
Lance

it

like

that’s

married.”

ents’

change Lance,” she

trying to
said.

told

Jill

Jill

anything you

are

party

“We’ll be married

.

spring,”

I

.

only recently turned six-

going on thirty -two?

hy Jules Stein
he’s
head man on the MCA to-

given
the

wonder

Jill St. John
Lance Reventlow

ways

looks like Carol’s

it

grown-up these days.

Tuesday Weld

party News:

he’s older in his

someone with a big secret. “Lliuh,” she shook her head at me.
“I can’t tell you
yet.”

—

.

.

.

Desi Arnaz’s car jumped
hit three poles and took out 20 feet of
metal railing. “I don’t have a scratch,”
off the road,

Lance

is

date for their

long

Jill

and teasing about setting a
marriage that I wonder just how
John’s beaming look will last.

so vague

St.

Desi told

me when

I

called to check.
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NEW

Eye Make-Up
Won’t Smudge! Won’t Run!
Won’t Rub Off... Ever!

Luminous eye lids—
Hazel Bishop Eye

Yours! Luxuriant lashes— instantly!

Yours!

Hazel Bishop’s Ultra-Matic*
Mascara automatically curls,

instantly!

No

separates lashes!

water!

As

No

colors,

No

brush!

unpleasant odor!

and use

easy-to-carry

as your

shades of

lipstick! Striking velvety

black, brown, green, blue.

Only I.

Shadow smooths on

evenly, blends

no hard edges.
Keeps your eyes looking glamorous
all day long or all evening.
Stunning iridescent shades of blue,

in perfectly, leaves

Only

green, violet, silver.

Now at last— Hazel Bishop makes
lovelier

Yours! Beautiful

eyes— instantly! With the

first

it

$1.

brows— instantly!

Hazel Bishop Eye Pencil gives you
lovely, arching brows that “frame”
your eyes— make them appear larger,
wider. Goes on smoothlv with delicate
precision. Built-in sharpener.

Satiny shades of black, dark brown,
light

brown, dark grey.

Only

$1.

easy for you to have larger,

and only Eye Beauty Aids

guaranteedt to stay on and on. .heautifully!
.

Even when you swim, shower, rub your
rain, or cry at the

movies! Each in a stunning metal case that looks and

feels like solid gold!

*TM REG. ALL PRICES PLUS TAX.

New! Hazel Bishop
7-Day Nail Polish
base coat
gives you extra-hard,
diamond-iike finish
that resists even the
hardest knocks!
Built-in

eyes, get caught in the

Each only

$1.

tMONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

New! Hazel Bishop
Compact Make-Up

New! Hazel Bishop

New! Hazel Bishop
Liquid-Creme Make-Up

Ultra-Matic Lipstick

/#/
This All-in-One make-up

Never looks masky!

never cakes, streaks,
or turns orangey! Appiies

Never feels heavy or

lipstick gives

greasy! The only make-up

lip

powder. Ciings

that covers your skin

In “No-Smear” or Extra
Creamy “Formula 77“ types.

like

like liquid

make-up!

without smothering

‘W/

it!

Arnazing new-kind-of

you a perfect

line— everytime!

—

Spotted Jeannette MacDonald and Gene Raymond.

back

In

to

movies”

My

jinks

Opinion: No teenager would ever go in for the hisome older stars like Frank Sinatra and Steve Mc-

Queen

have been pulling.

Hunter’s

Where’s Jeanne Crain been these

have been right here

in

years? She and Paul

last

Hollyivood, making up for lost time.

“Later on,
I’d

want

I

Tommy

stopped by to wish

need

it.

“Thanks

said,

“but

another year.”

he’ll

at

iny life and say

Darren’s

.

Now

.

.

.

There’s only one cure for Tal)

one who

that description?

fits

.

.

.

Nobody has

yet

come

Jeannette MacDonald’s place in movies
Carlo Ponti may “love and protect” his wife Sophia Loren
right out of the movies if he doesn’t find better
and fewer
pictures for her.
May Britt couldn’t have been more
wrong. Won “Blue Angel” fame, lost husband, called it a tie.
fill

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

divorce

at

that
final,

is

be going ahead as planned and

marry Evy Norlund. I wish them
well, but you should hear what the
fiance Evy left behind in Copenhagen
has to say on the subject!
It’s good
to see Jeanne Crain pick up her career again, but I don’t blame her for
taking those two years out. “I had four
l)abies before the last one and never
had time to enjoy any of them,” she
said. “But Lisabette Ann was mine. I
.

wouldn’t even

hire

a

ways happening, but
prised

when

I

I

.

.

—

nurse

care of that baby myself.”

.

.

.

I

took

It’s al-

keep being sur-

run into a star

at

Yet that’s where
that’s

how

I

met

I

Ann Sothern

ended up

at

her Sun-

day barbecue. Ann’s daughter Tish,
who’s really blossomed into a beautiful teenager, led

me

side soda fountain

Above: When she heard the
her this year,

visit

I

Ingrid even more than
Left:

On

a rare

visit,

talk that

know

that

her court troubles.

all of

Irene

Pia wouldn’t

must have hurt

Dunne

gets a welcome.

such an

everyday place as a vegetable market.

and

”

luck in the army, but he didn’t

won’t be leaving for

I

‘Wow!’

.

loneliness

for coming, Sara,” he

least

James

back

to look

.

and that’s the right wife. But Tab says
she must love horses and tennis, be simple and unaffected yet
have a temper, and care nothing about a career. Know anyalong to

Hollywood Is Like That: “I want to be happy,” Tommy
Sands confided between shows at the Cocoatiut Grove.

“Come

coaxed. “We’ll even ban popcorn for you!”

I

over to the pool-

and we mixed up

the wildest concoction you ever saw.

Is

She Is Or Is She Isn’t

:

In case you haven’t been

Bergman

able to untangle the Ingrid
jig-saw, here’s

some

help.

The

to recognize Ingrid’s divorce

sellini

and say

she’s

still

marriage

Italian courts refuse

from Roberto Ros-

married to him, not Lars

Schmidt. Ingrid answers that

if

that divorce doesn’t

hold up, then neither does the one she got from
Peter Lindstrom, which means she was never

p

After that,

who could

eat steak?

.

.

.

Irene Dunne’s work with the U.N.
is

important, but

I

miss her in

films.

married to Rossellini in the first place. Clear?
Ingrid had Pia with her. After all the
talk that she wouldn’t visit, Pia did. {Continued)
really

But

at least

KOTEX and KIMLON

Smart
Life

is

girls

so wonderful

choose

— for a

better,

protects

new, more modern protection

— why miss a minute of

for your feminine protection

napkins

this

.

.

.

most

it?

girls

There’s no need to,
do.

if

you count on Kotex

You’re extra confident with Kotex

very good reason. Gentle Kotex has the Kimlon center which protects
longer

— gives

you wonderful assurance when you need

New

Kotex napkins

.

.

.

it

choice of most

most.
girls

are trademarks of Kimberly-Clark Corp.

I

Look Back;

wood
table

that

was during the lush

It

Jean Harlow and

and talked.

then

I'll

go.”

A

lunch

die young,” she suddenly prophesied.

'‘I'll

have one thing

‘"I

thirties in Holly-

sat aross the studio

I

accomplish

to learn or

and

in this life

few months later Jean was dead of uremic

poisoning and the town was stunned. As Harlean Carpenter,

Jean came

and

a year later shattered movie screens

Hollywood from her native Kansas City
around the globe
with her ungirdled performance in “Hell’s Angels,” one of

the

first

to

all-talkie movies.

As a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Checking The Rumors: “The newspaper columnists seem
to know more about it than I do,” Dorothy Malone laughed
when

I

called to check the

rumor

was pregnant.

that she

not true,” she said, hut her voice sounded wistful.

Taylor has slimmed down and
nant.

which Liz denied

Liz’s

shopping spree

all

.

.

“It’s

“Red Dust,” “Dinner at Eight,” and “Reckless” with
Clark Cable, William Powell, Spencer Traey
and Cary Grant. After two unhappy marriages, Jean
an,”

co-stars

sought security in mar.

Liz

riage to producer

rumors that she was pregalong, seem to be false. One clue:

at Dior’s.

the

And

speaking of

I

even

little

left

too wide a gulf between them.

Paul

few months

Berns was dead
by his own hand, leav-

later

that, what’s

ing a legacy of scandal

hear that

Pier explained,

A

Berns.

Eddie Fisher’s complaining Liz spends too
much money? ... As I had feared, the Pier Angeli-Vic
Dainone reconciliation didn’t last. Those ten months apart.

this

star,

Wom-

she acted up a riot in such movies as “Red Headed

and
girl

heartache

who

tried

to

the

so

des-

perately to find happi-

Actor William
Powell was her last and

Seems

ness.

Perry couldn’t bring them close again.

She died

greatest love.

before they married.

The Telephone Rings: Hall

Wallis, who’s as eager for

|

Elvis’s next picture as you are, phoned to

ready begun shooting

it.

Though

tell

me

he’s al-

the scenes with El will have

Hal already has reels and reels of
El’s army base, Frankfurt and all the other places in Germany that El has been to. El will play a GI and the picture
looks like it’ll turn out almost like a documentary of all his exto wait

till

his discharge,

periences overseas.

Dorothy Malone and Jacques Bergerac are denying those rumors but Vd be willing to bet they both wish they were true.

.

.

.

Efrem

Zimbalist’s lovely wife

Steffi

phoned from Encino to invite me to a party. But before the
evening came around, Steffi was on her way to the hospital
with hepatitis. Last time I talked to her, she was feeling much
better.
David Nelson, off to the Army, has been making
.

.

.

farewell rounds of studios, restau-

rants and favorite haunts, but dad

The Rookie Crowd:

Never saw anyone
look quite so gloomy as Fabian on “The
set, just after

Sandra Dee

to say she couldn’t

go with him

Hound Dog Man”
had phoned
to

Ozzie

Tommy Sands’ opening. Fabe was scared

to ask

another

he finally did. Then he confided that the
rector wants

him

to lose five

pounds.

I

just before

bedtime and

can sleep without

try.”

as

1

.

.

.

it.

a Beverly Hills

bed, a stove

in

know

seemed

Both the Jim

more

that

much

Jack Kelly’s

of the “Maverick” load,

and

her

his

his Laurel

also

Canyon

.

made

serious about this gal.

.

,

.

Hawaiian honeymoon, Margaret O’Brien phoned to say
she’ll

hideout.

met Asa Maynard.

;

carry-

Edd

if

I’ve got a

j

better.

mom

“Now

i

a bad

a lamp,” he said. But

Edd seems mighty
14

ing

“I’ll

Edd Byrnes

kid sister Joanne hadn’t visited and

p

.

to be feeling

And now

if

and he was hustling out of

wouldn’t have had even that

some order out of
While here, they

.

Jim should be able to get that ulcer
under control. It was giving him
much more trouble than anybody
Back from
wanted to admit.

into

lamp shop.

—and

don’t

will

time with their health lately but.
when I called their home, Lois

di-

“It’s

But,” he promised,

Bumped smack

was going

I

.

Garners have been having

rough,” he moaned. “I always grab a sand-

wich

rumors Rick

the

his older brother’s bach-

elor diggings.

such short notice, but

girl at

called to answer a big loud

“No!” to
move into

Things look brighter now than they have
in a long time for

Jim Garner and his

Lois.

all.

continue with her career after

“Bob wants me

to,” she said.

I

i

could have predicted so. {continued) I

vive la

d^erence!

since even sisters have different needs,
will

do

for

no

single hair spray

both — different control demands two tj^es!

only Helene Curtis ^arayNet gives you a choice ofsister sprays!

onefor soft control
Choose Super Soft for silky,
show-off curls that need control
as light as a tip-toe!

Without respraying, you can
comb-in a new style!
Such compliments — sweet music
Cross out the following:
stickiness, dullness,
flaking (ick!) forever!

oneforfirm control
Choose Regular for the only
hair spray in the world that’s
windproof, wisp-proof!
This day-long discipline
keeps every style looking like
a flawless

work

Put thoughts

of art!

of

stickiness, dullness,

flaking (boo-o-o!) out of
your pretty head!

REGULAR

SPRAY NET

wardrobe by
Saks Fifth Avenue

suppR s;f
SPRAY NET

!

Divided Families: Spotted
grocer’s, with
cart.

little

Anna

Kaslifi in a Beverly Hills

Christian Devi perched atop her shopping

With those brown eyes and heavy brows, he looks exAnna, who’s been seeing eye doctors about

actly like his dad.

those severe headaches she’s been getting, looked peaked.
not over the emotional shock that

her marriage to

Marlon Brando,

came with

now

she’s

Still

the failure of
in the

With Jock Mahoney on the team, what’ d the other ten men do?

middle

of another battle with him. Court orders are the weapons.

Cal York’s Jottings:

When Anna

tempt headlines of a year ago, Gia Scala made happier news

at all

sought one to restrain Marlon from popping in

hours

to see his son,

he responded with one that kept

her from taking Christian Devi to India as she had planned.

Remembering what a gentle, loving woman Dixie Lee
Crosby was, I can only wish that Gary Crosby, who loved
.

.

.

her so, would take another look at his battles with Bing and
ask himself

if that’s

the

way Dixie would have wanted

it

with her marriage to

TV

After those suicide-at-

Don

actor

Burnett.

.

.

Edd

.

Byrnes may have sounded glib and casual as he talked
to the record crowds who met him everywhere he went on
his “Yellowstone Kelly” tour.
strictly

way.

.

.

.

how

But

prefers

Those house-furnishing blues

finally

are

Edd’s

wasn’t easy.

it

you?” boy and

a “Hello,

that

it

got to

Carolyn Jones, who temporarily
fled

her manse, leaving husband

Aaron Spelling and a decorator
Gardner McKay
to carry on.
and Maria Cooper, Gary’s
.

.

.

daughter, are a steady item.

Tab Hunter

der what

She used to be

about that?
favorite date.

and Doris
new album

.

.

his

Rock Hudson

.

Day

are planning a

after the success of

The only

“Pillow Talk.”

their

Won-

has to say

person not happy about this
TJ he-men like Bob Horton, Rory Calhoun and Clint

Walker can handle a
Bob’s feud with

fight.

Ward Bond

But the town’s hoping
doesn’t go quite that far.

Jack Lemmon. His
home is within earshot
.

After that close

Roger Smith’s

night-club bouncer and also

ing out at the studio

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

building up his strength by work-

Clint Walker.
for

.

.

gym

with

The reason

that muscle-flexing

all

town

.

around

Steve Reeves and the

is

biceps he shows off in “Hercules.”
There’ll be a whole series of “Her-

cules” pictures made, but, sighs
Steve, “I’d rather

make

a west-

When Haya Harareet,
ern.”
the one-time Israeli marine who’s
coming your way in “Ben Hur,”
.

.

.

a converted oil field roustabout, fisher-

arrived in town, the person she

Ward Bond
man, prizefighter and aerial gunner.
of “Wagon Train” won his spurs on the U.S.C. footand I’ll bet Ward’s partner in the series,
ball team
Bob Horton, wishes he’d stop using them on him!

most wanted to meet was writer
Clifford Odets. Seems she ap-

Travel”

is

.

—

16

.

Giddap He-Men: Those Western TV stars are a
rugged lot. “Cheyenne ’s” (dint Walker, a one-time

.

p

.

brush with death,

was an honestto-goodness deputy in Nevada and “Gunsmoke’s”
Jim Arness is a former lumberjack.
“The
Texan,” Rory Calhoun a hardrock miner in Nevada, a cowlioy in Arizona and a logger in California
is one of the top gun and how-and-arrow hunters
around.
Dale Robertson of “Wells Fargo” won
28 letters at Oklahoma Military College and went
from private to first lieutenant in Patton’s army.
Jock Mahoney of “Yancy Derringer” starred at
football and Richard Boone of “Have Gun, Will

of their

practicing and he yearns for his
old-time quiet.

oil rigger,

is

Malibu

.

.

peared in repertory in his “Waiting for Lefty” in Israel.

lively in yellow!

Angel Face makes

On

all the difference!

the

left,

it's

Golden Angel Face. On

New Cosmetic Discovery! Now

the right,

it's

Blushing Angel Face.

you can

magically change your skin tone to go with

any fashion
VIost

fabulous beauty fashion since Pond’s

Ijreated the first

compact makeup — new

\ngel Face with cosmetic-silicones!

Now you

can change your skin tone to
nake any fashion color flattering without
looking artificial New Angel Face is a new kind

—

color!

Pond’s discovery of cosmetic-silicones gives
soft, subtle shades never possible before
prevents the moisture in your skin from
changing them. No darkening or discoloring!
What’s even more remarkable, cosmetic-silicones actually capture light, to give your skin

you
.

.

.

!

foundation-and-powder. With cosmeticsilicones you can make dull skin blush, sallow
|;kin go golden-pink, flushed skin turn pure
Nory in the touch of a pulf.
,)f

—

a lovely radiance, a natural beauty.

See the 8 new Angel Face shades. Choose
two, three or more and discover

how many

ways you can look lovely, day and night!

New

soft,

subtle color that clings!

Not masky cream, not messy powder
but sheerest foundation-aiid-powderin-one. In Luxury Compact with 24Kgold

—

New

0^^

ctce^ by Pond’s

design. 1.25 plus tax.

Dear Miss Pain:
I

know

lots of girls

telephone

just

to

Sometimes

stuff.

who
talk

call

up boys on the
school and

— about

they're

boys

they

date,

but not always. My mom says that a girl
should never call a boy, that that won't
make him date her. She says neither of my
older sisters ever did (at least not till they
were engaged) and they both got nice
husbands. But I don't know, it’s what the
kids I know are doing today.
Though,
even if I were to call one up, I wouldn’t
know what to say. It should be for something pretty important, I guess.

Dear Miss Pain:
What can you do when
first

with your moth-

Unless
important,

er.

them call.
Sal Mineo

it’s

let

As
said,

quoting a show-

business joke
agents

anxious
“Don’t

Mineo

It’s

Millie

The boys agree

Sal

pretty difficult to keep your guy
in line when you’re not getting any cooperation from the front seat.
fully.

Troy, N.Y.

Dear Millie:

that

develop Jekyll-Hyde personalities when out
on dates, so avoid a repeat wrestling match
by keeping away from “parking” areas. If
you have to, invent an early curfew or develop a ravenous appetite for a hamburger
or make it clear to your girlfriend before
you go out that you don’t want to end up
parking.
Choose your double-dates care-

tell

actors;
call

you’re out on your
date with a boy and you can’t think of
anything to say? I'm sixteen and a couple of
different boys have asked me out but I always say no because I just know that when
we’re alone I wouldn’t be able to say anything. Even when I think about it I start
shaking like a leaf and my throat gets all
dry and I feel like crying. My friends all
go out on dates (though not so often as
they pretend) and they say there’s nothing
to it. But I know it isn’t that easy because
even when a boy walks me down the hall
at school I just about have enough to say
to get from homeroom to biology
no more.
What would I ever do for hours?

—

us.

Jan
Milwaukee, Wis.

We’ll call you.”
It’s the boy who’s

supposed to have
book and your name will
once he knows you have his

Dear Jan:

that little black

never be in

it

number.

—

Dear Miss Pain:
heard other girls talk about this problem but it’s never happened to me before.
1
went out with this boy I've known for a
long time. We’ve gone to school together
I've

years and our parents are friends
always seemed so very nice. Anyway, we doubled with my friend, Gladys,
and after the movies drove around a while
and then my friend’s date, who was driving,
parked down by the lake. And, then, right
away this boy started wrestling with me.
Finally, I couldn’t fight him off any longer
so I got in the front seat with Gladys. I
was so scared when I got home but I didn’t
dare tell my mother. She probably would
for

and

It takes us girls a long time to learn that
boys, too, have many of the same interests
as we do. Schoolwork, jobs, football team,
music, clothes and the latest dance step.
So if you’re scared, remember if you can
talk to your girlfriends, you can talk to a
And to keep you from getting
date, too.
panicky on that first date, here are a few
tricks:
If
you have a choice, suggest a
movie. That’ll take up a few hours
let’s
hope he’s not the type who talks during a
movie!). This will give you something to
talk
about afterwards. Try double-dating
on your first date. Conversation is easier
with four people ... in fact, you’ll probably find yourself trying to squeeze in
equal time. But a real sharp girl does some
homework first. Discreetly find out a few
things about him. You can’t go wrong if
you start with cars! Line up some conversation starters, like: “Can you really repair
a car?” Or make him feel really important,
ask him how he knows so much about cars.
And remember, it takes two to talk. He’s
going to help carry that conversational ball,
too.
So just relax and have fun that’s
really what dates are all about.

five

he’s

have called his father. And now Gladys is
mad at me because her boyfriend got sore
that they had to take me home. Boy, I want
to be sure that never happens to me again.
.Marilyn S.
Albany, N.Y.

(

—

was stuck with him
early

.

P
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—

time for a change of friends!
I don’t think so much of Gladys or any girl
who won’t help a friend out of a difficult
situation
nor of a boy who won’t take
a “no” for an answer. But from now on,
be forewarned: even lifetime friends can
it’s

.

.

went out with a real square last weekend.
It was our first date and he asked me to
go to one of our community dances. I don’t
know why because he can’t dance and since
it was the kind of dance where you come with
a date there wasn’t much cutting in and I
I

I

had such

good-night real fast and slammed the door
after me. Then, on Monday, I saw him with
a real cute guy.
I
found out later that
they’re friends.
I’m just dying to go out
with him the cute one but all my friends
say he’ll never ask me, that creepy Harry
probably told him how awful I acted. Gafney isn’t such a big town and news travels
fast around here. 'What do you think? Do
I
stand any chance of getting this cute
boy to ask me out?
Susie R.
Gafney, S.C.

—

—

Dear Susie;
Being nice
and
should do

to

people doesn’t cost you

—besides being
— can pay

effort

off,

it

much

soipething

you

you know.

And

regarding Harry’s “cute friend,” only time
will tell.

Dear Evelyn:
Why

do boys always talk about their old
girlfriends when they’re out on a date with
another girl? It makes me so mad and all
my girlfriends, too. If those girls are such
sensations, why didn’t they take one of
them out instead of me? This hasn’t happened just once or twice, but lots of times.
never talk about other boys I’ve dated.
I
I don’t think it’s right to, and I
don’t think
it’s fair for a boy to tell me what a great
dancer Mary is, and how pretty Lucy is,

—

and, boy, what fun

Nancy

is

at

parties.

It

have a boy say those things.
It makes me feel so sort of dull but they
can’t think I am because they keep asking me
out. What’s wrong with these boys anyway?
Betty R.
Sacramento, Calif.

kind of hurts

to

Dear Betty:
think perhaps
boys usually talk
I

way

this

to

im-

and

press you

to

make themselves
feel

more impor-

tant.

—

it

But

I

agree

fair to

isn’t

you. Next time a

hoy

ing
“old

starts

talk-

about

an

girlfriend”

(and you can be

sure

it’s

only

would be out
Maybe

night.

I

“talk” or he

Dear Evelyn:

Dear Marilyn:

all

made him take me home
and when we got there I just said

an awful time

with her )

,

Annette Funicello

take a

tip from Annette Funicello: Whenever a boy
threatens to filibuster over another girl, smile
and say, “But I’m more interested in hearing
about you.” Do you know a boy who could
resist that topic?

{Continued)

I

dreamed

I

was a medieval maiden
The

past

was never quite

in

my

this perfect!

newest work of

art!

matde^rmbm
I’m a legendary figure in

FORM BRASSIERE

CO., INC.,

I
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Maidenform’s

Genius idea: petal-patterned circular-stitched cups,

underlined with twin elastic bands for custom
1959 MAIDEN

STAR FLOWER,

fit

and

blissful breathing comfort.

White cotton broadcloth. A, B and C cups.

A

collector’s item at 2.50!

NEW PALMOLIVE GIVES
continued

A

reader hopes Susan

Lest

We

not forgotten.

my

old scrapbooks,

Forget

Looking over some of
I

s

just ran across a picture of the late

Susan

Wliat a wonderful talent to have died
so young
to he forgotten so soon. I think
she was about as beautiful as anyone could
Ball.

—

try to he.
I

if

wonder

I

if

it

asked you

would he asking too much
Susan

to print a picture of

who may almost have forher great talent and winning per-

for those of us

gotten

sonality.

Carole Polumsky
Clarkstown, Wash.

Spellbound
I have just come back from seeing “Anne
Frank,” and I think it is a truly magnificent picture! I’m glad they didn’t put it
in color, for they would have ruined the
spell it put you in. I was drawn from my
theater seat and placed in the attic-house
where the picture took place. My clothes
were transformed to those of the war era.
My hag of popcorn disappeared, and in its
place, rationed food. I didn’t talk with my
neighbor, hut listened for the German pa-

trol cars.
It’s funny, hut the theater was like an
empty house. A deathly silence hung over
the place and seemed to capture us all.

And
that

the

Palmolive's rich lather contains-

No

drying detergents!

No

No grea^

irritating

cold creams!

deodorants!

You can give your complexion Nev/

Life

— leave

it

— with New Palmolive care. New Palmolive's mildness
far

more thoroughly than you’d dare

drying detergents!

20

No

to

do

greasy cold creams!

softer,
lets

fresher

you cleanse

with harsher soaps.

No

irritating

No

deodorants!

the sounds were terrifying! I don’t use
as a horror word, hut to describe
bombs, the patrol cars, the silence.

word

r

am

1

arf

uoiil'

Tlic.'i'

lull

a

faiii\

little

under the

still

spell

lor

me.

the jiiccan describe
ol

this is the only way I
congratulate director George Stevens
on ihi^ masterpiece!
ihink Dick Beymer's an exciting ncw
^lai and 1 ho[ie to see more ol him.
liiic.
il.

and

I

I

Anne
Baltimore.

more

Let's hdie
t/iitil,

A

your “fancy words.''

— En.

W

e

Info

I.illle

Hats

oj

pretty wonderful.

they're

Md.

off to

Warner Brothers

lor bringing

us the most outstanding movie ol the year
''riie Nun's Story.”
I
have already seen this great movie
luicc and loved every minute of it.
Audrey Hepburn was so convincing as
the young Belgian nurse who became a rum
and later left the convent after a seventeen\car struggle with herself.
And may I say that Peter Finch, who
played Dr. Fortunati, is a truly fine actor.

How about

a

information on him?

little

Mary Newcomb
St.

Sir

Laurence Olirier

Taylor

ill

in

Mo.

Peter Finch the

You

niif-ht

rc-

one of his first American
which he starred with Elizabeth
“Elephant Walk” or as the Slier-

nieniher him
moi'ies

calls

actor in the world.

fireiitest

Louis.

in

Watch

Peter Finch

slar.s

with A udrey Hepbii rn

Walt Disney's ‘'Robin
iff of j\ottinghani in
Hood.” He really achieved stardom on the
London stage under Sir Laurence’s banner
but he’s been everything from a Buddhist
priest’s

assistant

to

waiter,

rabbit

hunter

and newspaperman! As for vital statistics
Peter was born in London, England,
S' 1 1", has brown hair, hazel eyes and
married to the former Yolande Turner.

—

is

is

{Continued)
Photoplay. 20o E 42nd
N. Y. We reg,ret ive cannot
ansiver or return unpublished letter.';. To start
11

rite to

St.,

Readers

New York

Inc.,

17.

fan clubs or ivrite stars, contact their studios.

disappear (yoiir timmiy Imlge,
that is) with the exeliisiire Criss-Cress
ner belt: it crosses year middle twice for
doable control While foar side sections of
leu© elastic shape yoa beamtifiilly.. In finest
nylon with a vertical stretch satin hack for
this tiny price: $5.95. Get CRISS-CROSS by
it all

!

BRA SHOWN: ETERNAL YOUTH® S2.95

®
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confidentially
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= 'IMinMMinMIllMIMIMIMMMMlinMMIMMMMIMMIMMMIIMMlinilllMIMMIIMMIMMinillMMIMIUMIIllMMMIMinMMIMinilMIMMMMIMIIMMMMIMMIMIIMMIMIIIMIMMIMMMIMMilliMIIIIMIMMl E
I get my copy of Photoplay through a
generous friend residing in Florida.
I
should be most grateful if you would list
my name so as to enable me to get in toucb
with other readers. I am most interested in
music, exchanging stamps and letters.

I'm nineteen years of
age and for most of my
years I have been wanting to become an actress.

had quite a

I've

bit

of

experience in singing and
beauty contests.
In the fall I intend to
start dramatic school in
liopes of pursuing my career.
I
have blond hair and blue
5'4" and weigh 119 lbs.

M. Ashar
Govt.

am

eyes,

Peggy Barnes
273 Broadway
Bayonne, N. ,T.

made it impossible
enjoy myself. To make
matters worse, scrubbing, cosmetic
lotions, even a prescription didn’t
''Skin blemishes

me

for

seem
until

Nothing

tried Clearasil.

really

Got a problem
Seems I've got so many
my scrapbook that I haven’t any
room to put my favorites which are Jim
Garner and Elvis Presley.
I was hoping that maybe someone would
like to trade Pat Boone and Rick Nelson
pictures for pictures of Elvis and Jim.
Karen Feeley
845 N. East St.
Fenton, Mich.

worked

Now my friends

SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL

MEDICATION

STARVES
PIMPLES
Hides pimples while

works

it

the new-type scientific medication
new squeezebottle lotion, CLEARASIL gives you the effective
medications prescribed by leading Skin Specialis

when June was

lieginning her career,
The collection
includes four full scrapbooks, plus many
loose pictures, numbering altogether well
over 1000. I also have 55 actual photographs, 8x10 and smaller.
All pix and articles are in excellent condition and I will sell tlie entire collection,
including postage, for $5.
fore,

which

would

I

like to sell.

especially for pimples. In tubes or

ists,

and

prove

clinical tests

HOW

1.

it

a

little

girl

This

may

from

six

be

medications can penetrate. Encourages
quick growth of healthy, smooth skin!

ters

2. Stops bacteria. Antiseptic action stops

actress.

growth of the bacteria that can cause
and spread pimples
helps prevent
further pimple outbreaks!

blond hair and blue-grey
eyes, and have been in
Kindergarten one year.

helps

pimples.

remove excess

pimples

.

.

Oil-absorbing

.

.

.

works

.

.

oils

.

dries up,

that

fast to clear

you

life I’ve

Is

get,

I

^—

drug

all

let-

my

be an
long
have
to

in a

new

child star?

'f.

I

>1

have heard that one

was search-

boy to play
Huckleberry Finn in a
movie. Well, like most
mothers, I feel I have the
ing

for

a

He’s 11 years
has red hair and
plenty of freckles. He’s
a typical American youngster who loves
baseball, hates baths and combing his hair.
Fell in love with his teacher and will fight
at the drop of a hat. He’s had 18 months of
voice training and has a beautiful boy’s
soprano voice, however he captures his audiences mainly with just his face because he
looks like an angel with the devil in his
old,

eyes

Mrs. a. H. McConnell
2441 Wilson Street
Lorain, Ohio

Wichita

I

am

Mary Sue Posey

Falls,

2505 Booker
Rock, Ark.

Tex.

Little

very interested in Tony Curtis and

Debbie Reynolds. Anyone who has any

pic-

tures or autographs of either of these stars,
please write me:

Rebecca McKillips
P.O. Box 137
Natchitoches, La.

My girlfriend and I are great admirers of
Burt Lancaster and Yul Brynner.
Is there anyone in your country who
w'ould like to exchange photocards, porthese gifted actors?
SiGRiD Keller

Fuerth/Bavaria

REAUr WORKS

I would jump for joy if all you wonderful
teenagers who read Photoplay w'ould write
me. I’m fifteen and I love Fabian and Ricky
Nelson and of course Elvis Presley. Besides
writing letters I like to skate and do almost anything you can think of. I recently
learned to drive that’s my pet hobby.
So how' about it. all you guys and dolls
out there? Come on and drop me a few

St.

Leibnizstr. 7

LARGEST-SELLING PIMPLE MEDICATION
IT

i

7.

—

1305 Burnett

traits, etc. of

counters.

BECAUSE

I

of the studios

Vicki Conley

Out Blackheads,

while using clearasil (either lotion or tube). In Tube, 69^ and
98^. Long-lasting Lotion squeezebottle, only $1.25 (no fed. tax).
Money-back guarantee.
yX

but

anyone interested

pimples!

Proved by Skin Specialists! In tests on over
300 patients, 9 out of every 10 cases were
cleared up or definitely improved

otlier

wanted

'feed*

clearasil softens
and loosens blackheads so they float out with
normal washing. And, clearasil is greaseless,
stainless, pleasant to use day and night for
uninterrupted medication.

all

am

years old.

softens, dissolves affected skin tissue so

action 'starves’ pimples

At

645 No. Sierra Bonita Ave.
Pasadena, Calif.

different

.

''Floats’

Elizabeth M. Gilson

I

Penetrates pimples. 'Keratolytic’ action

3. ‘Starves’

Singapore

really works.

WORKS FAST

CLEARASIL

96, Albert St.

right boy.

have a collection of pictures of June
Allyson which date hack to 1945 and beI

SKIN-COLORED,

Robert Lim

!

pictures in

tell me I have one of the nicest
complexions in my school ”

CLEARASIL

wish very much to correspond with
of your American readers. I’ll promise
to answer all letters. Readers of either .sex
welcomed.
I

some

to

to help.
I

Printing Dept.

Kuala Lumpur
Fed. of Malaya

Western Germany, Europe

This

is

Anthony

a

picture

of

Gerard.

He’s
seventeen and is very
Besides
good looking.
being a good actor he has
We
a heavenly voice.
think if he were discovered, he would be a real

sensation.

Nora Lee Barkley
Arlene Bentley
J oRGiA Leah Ma,ter
Betsy Kildaire

Dorann Heckler
Nancy J. Belleview
206 South Haswell
Bryan, Texas
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THE 'LOVE-PAT’ LOOK

Face your world beautifully.

Because 'Love- Pat’
powder.

No

is

.

.

even on a moment’s notice I

complete make-up - not just pressed

other make-up gives you this exact blend of

foundation plus powder. There’s no fussing with extra
base,

and Revion

color won’t cake, streak or turn orange-y!

,

CASTS

THE UNINHIBITED
STORY OF A
CAREFREE BACHELOR
...A CAREFUL
CAREER GIRL...

OF CURRENT PICTURES
BLl'E AXGEL,

THE— 20th.

Directed by Ed-

ward Dmytryk: Professor immauel Rath, Curt
jiirjjens; Lola^Lola, May Britt; Kiepert, Theodore Bikel; Harter, John Banner; Rolf, Fabrizio
\lioni; Professor Braun, Ludwig Stossel;
Wolfe Barzell; Gussic, Ina Anders; Keiselsack,
Richard Tyler; Mueller, Voytek Dolinski; Brtcum, Ken Walker; Lohmann, Del Erickson;
ISmilic, Edit Angold.

BUT NOT FOR ME— Paramount.

Directed by
Walter Lang: Russell Ward, Clark Cable; Eleanor Brown, Carroll Baker; Kathryn Ward, Lilli
1‘almer; Jeremiah MacDonald Lee j, Cobb; Gordon Reynolds, Barry Coe; Demetrius Bacos,
'I'liomas Gomez; Roy Morton, Tom Duggan.

AND HOW THEY
LEARN THAT
PILLOW TALK

—

CRIMSON KIMONO, THE Directed by Samuel Fuller: Christine Downes, Victoria Shaw;
Detective Sgt. Charlie Bancroft, Glen Corbett;
Detective Joe Kojakii, James Shigeta; Mac, Anna
Lee;
Casale,
Paul Dubov; Roma, Jaclynne
Greene; Hansel, Neyle Morrow; Sugar Torch,
Gloria Pall; Mother, Barbara Hayden; Willy
Hidaka, George Yoshinaga; Nun, Kaye Elhardt;
Sister Gertrude, Aya Oyama; Karate, George
Okamura; Priest, Reverend Ryosho S. Sogabe;
Y oshinaga, Robert Okazaki; Shuto, Fuji.

NO FUN...
FOR JUST ONE!
IS

FBI STORY.

THE— Warners.

Directed by Mer-

LeRoy
Chip Hardesty, James Stewart;
Lucy Hardesty, Vera Miles; Sam Crandall, Murvyn

:

ray Hamilton; George Crandall, Larry Pennell;
Jack Graham, Nick Adams; Jennie (adult), Diane Jergens; Anna Sage, Jean Willes; Anne
(adult), Joyce Taylor; Mario, Victor .Millan;
Harry Dakins, Parley Baer; McCutcheon, Fay
Roope; U. S. Marshal, Ed Prentiss; Medicine
Salesman, Robert Gist; Mike (adult), Buzz Martin; Casket Salesman, Kenneth Mayer; Suspect,
Paul Genge.

IT

STARTED WITH A KISS-U-G-U.

Di-

rected by George Marshall: Sgt. Joe Fitcpatrick,
Cdenn Ford; Maggie, Debbie Reynolds; Marquesa
de la Rey, Eva Gabor; Antonio Soriano, Gustavo
Rojo; Gen. O’Connell, Fred Clark; Congressman
Tappe, Edgar Buchanan; Charles Meriden. Henry
(Harry) ^iorgaii; Congressman Muir, Robert
Warwick; Mrs. Tappe, Frances Bavier; Mrs.
Muir, Netta Packer; Major, Robert Cunningham;
Sally Meriden, Alice Backes; Belvah, Carmen
Phillips.

LOOK BACK IN ANGER — Warners.

Directed

by Tony Richardson: Jimmy Porter, Richard
Burton; Helena Charles, Claire Bloom; Alison
Porter, Mary Ure; Mrs. Tanner, Edith F2vans;
Cliff Lewis, Gary Raymond; Colonel Rcdiern.
(^len Byam Shaw; Mrs. Redfern, Phyllis NeilsonTerry; Hurst, Donald Pleasence; Miss Drury,
Jane Eccles; ICapoor, S. P. Kapoor; Doctor,
George Devins: Actor, Walter Hudd; Girl
A.S.M., Anne Dickins.

PILLOW

TALK~\3-\.

Directed by Michael Gor-

Brad Allen, Rock Hudson; Jan Morrow,
Day; Jonathan horbes, Tony Randall;
Alma, Thelma Ritter; Pierot, Marcel Dalio; Mrs.
Walters, Lee Patrick; Tony Walters, Nick Ad-

don:

Doris

ams; Harry, Allen Jenkins; Dr. Max^vell, Jay
Barney; Nurse, Mary McCarty; Marie, Julia
Meade.

POWER AMONG MEN— UN

Film Board, de
Rochemont. Directed by Alexander Hammid and
(Man-Luigi Polidoro: Documentary ; commentary
.ipoken by Laurence Harvey.

F—

YELLOWSTONE

/CELL
Warners. Directed
by Gordon Douglas; Kelly, Clint Walker; Ansc,
Edward Byrnes; Gall. John Russell; Sayapi, Ray
Danton: Sergeant. Claude Akins; Maj. Towns.
Rhodes Reason: Wahleeah, Andra Martin; Lieutruant, Gary Vinson; Corporal, Warren Oates.

[
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Answers to Last Month’s Puzzle
w

CO'STAP r»nO

Doris sings !

RANDALL

Rock sings!

!
'

<

Your heart sings !

RiTTER

“PILLOW TALK". "POSSESS ME”

"ROLY POLY"

.

"INSPIRATION"

/

WITH

MICHAEL GORDON

•
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m
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1
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1

Screenplay by STANLEY SHAPIRO and MAURICE RICHLIN

Produced by ROSS HUNTER and MARTIN MELCHER
IN

L.

5

NICK ADAMS MARCEL DALIO - JULIA MEADE
Directed by

A N
F T T e
0 6 A P
T

Eastman
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New

sunshine yellow

puts

puts
makes

In

in

hair easier to

New SHAMPOO PLUS EGG, by
it

your curls

NEW

hair

NON-SLIP

BOTTLE

manage
Helene Curtis, actually

leaves curls far livelier, far springier! That’s because
conditions as

your

shempoo

it

cleanses ... so very effectively, even limp hair instantly

new bounce-back beauty, new spring, new sparkle. Every curl
curlier, every wave is wavier. Only Shampoo Plus Egg rinses so fast,

gains
is

so clean.

And

highlights? Like washing your hair in sunshine!

p

Costs no more than ordinary shampoos.
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GOOD

EXCELLENT

VV'/

VERY GOOD

Pillow Talk

u-l;

CINEMASCOPE, EASTMAN COLOR

The New York Telephone Company does not

V' FAIR

officially

serve as a lonely hearts club, but in this slick, bright and

thoroughly winning comedy

it

Day and Rock Hudson)

(Doris

a party line. Doris, usually as

Rock, generally the solemn

mate as the

two of

wholesome

man

subscribers

its

as all outdoors,

left).

In

good

all

Michael Gordon keeps the atmosphere as

title

and

of action, both turn city-

and with sparkle (top

sophisticates here,
taste, director

gets

together by putting them on

inti-

“Pillow Talk” suggests and although the

some splitRock and Doris neatly together. You’ll
be surprised at Rock’s new flair for chuckles, letting him stay
on top of the situation with a pair of old comedy pros like
Tony Randall and Thelma Ritter around. With Doris as an
interior decorator, the movie has excuse for some handsome
and some hilariously ugly sets and with Rock a songpillows concerned are in two different apartments,

screen trickery brings

—

—

writer,

What’s on tonight?

it

introduces the hits you’ll be hearing: “Roly Poly,”

“Pillow Talk” and “Possess Me.” All the songs slide smoothly
into the action; in fact, the whole picture does.

to see the best!

adult

Look for
m-c-m; cinemascope, metrocolor
Started with a Kiss
Vv'V'V Onscreen, Debbie Reynolds has been kept in the blueIt

these new pictures

jeans-and-ponytail stage too long, so

at your favorite theater

it’s

refreshing to find

her turned loose as a mature comedienne in a movie that
hasn’t a thought in
sensible air to

how

it

it

all

but

to be a proper Air

car too

gaudy

is

funny indeed. Glenn Ford adds a

as he wrestles with his two problems:

Force sergeant although you own a

for a general

and how

to

be a happy husband

although your bride won’t share your bed. (See Debbie and
Glenn, bottom

left.)

pean charm to a film

Eva Gabor and Gustavo Rojo lend Euroadult
that’s full of good shenanigans.

Power Among Hlen

de

UN FILM BOARD.
rochemont; eastman color

VV'VV A powerful documentary made by

the United Nations
Film Board proves that fact can be as absorbing as fiction
and real people equally fascinating, although its chief aim is

more urgent. People of different nationalities, it says, can
work together to make modern skills serve humanity, and the
business of building or re-building is more exciting than
destruction. The message is not given in abstract words you
see it and feel it by watching villagers in Italy, farmers in
Haiti, factory workers in Canada and scientists in Norway.
And there’s a second idea, emphasized in a poetic commentary spoken by Laurence Harvey (of “Room at the Top”)
Not only can we work together we must, if we want to
;

:

—

survive.

family
( continued)

p

I
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The Inquiring Photographer
THE QUESTION
Everyone wants “The Best of Everything”

—

^but

‘‘THE BEST

everyone differs as to what

it is.

What’s your idea of

OF EVERYTHING” ?

WHERE ASKED
20th Century-Fox studios, Hollywood, during
the filming of Jerry Wald’s production of
“The Best Of Everything,” directed by
Jean Negulesco in CinemaScope and Color by DeLuxe.

Gregg,

Mike,
Executive,
played

Caroline,
just graduated
from Radcliffe,

young

actress,

played

played by

by

by

HOPE
LANGE

STEPHEN

SUZY

PARKER

BOYD
“I can’t

that

bottle, or

I've

till

provided you
don’t get too

may

I

involved.

not wind up
with the best,
but

I’ll

now it’s to be
part of the

There’s always
the danger of

producer -that
he’d as soon

committing

sure as

yourself in

Satan have the
most!”

Barbara,

may-

be in a girl,

tried everything.

“Last year I’d
have said to be
a part of the
theatre. But

“Escape. In a

answer

that

stop breathing
as let me go!”

weak mo-

ment.”

April,
secretary,

Mr. Shalimar,

secretary,

played by

played by

played by

MARTHA
HYER

DIANE

BRIAN

BAKER

AHERNE

publisher,

man

“A wedding

“To have the

a

di-

any kind, any

office

vorcee isn’t a
blank check to

place, just so
long as it’s

I’ve got, with

after-hours

Heaven

quick and

legal. If only I’d

dictation privi-

gotten by that
first date without giving my-

my

“Just one
to

whom

quickie

— who

won’t

think that be-

cause I once
said T do’ it

means that
always

self

away

leges.

with under-the-tableisfied

it’s

will.”

pinching.”

Dexter,

David

Amanda

man-about

Savage,

Farrow,

town,
played by

producer,
played by

played by

ROBERT
“Girls!
Is

there

editor,

LOUIS

JOAN

JOURDAN

CRAWFORD
“Creating for

“Success in

the theatre. I’d

business
the
feeling of pow-

use anything,
anybody, to
stimulate my
creative juices.

anything
else?”

A man in

position

isn’t easily sat-

—but

a little late
now.”

I

harem

I’ll

give them

—

er that comes

with

it.

It

makes up for
the bit

I

have

to play at night

everything in

to

return, short

I’ve got in the

of myself.”

daytime.”

keep what
p
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At one point in this mild romantic
comedy, Lilli Palmer resorts to a low

Look Back in Anger
On the evidence

given here,

it

s

hard to figure out what England’s angry
young men are angry about. But one
thing

is

sure: Richard Burton lives

up

wheeze about the man who
“very even-tempered always mad.

to the ancient

—

is

While he from the wrong side of the
and his long-suffering, aristotracks
from the right
cratic bride (Mary I he
side, snaji at each other, director Tony
(

)

I

Richardson’s camera roves around finding beauty

in

drab North England

a

town and taking the curse off the talk,
talk. talk. Claire Bloom plays Burton’s
mistress, but it is Gary Raymond, as his
unreasonably dev'Oted friend, who

most

s

the

Am

likable person in sight.

lt

pry ex-husband

trick

to

loose

from

presents

Lilli

Gable

Clark

new love, Carroll Baker.
the much younger woman

his

with a photo of Clark.

It’s

the Gable of

1935, one of his best years as a great
Holly wmod lover. That joke comes close
to being the movie’s oidy joke,

though

good many snickers are wrung out
of it. Always an intelligent actress. Cara

manage

can’t

roll

the

her part requires: but

charm

light

that

tale needs. (Lilli

this

has just the

brittle

backstage

and Clark below

The FBI Story

yy

dewy eagerness
Lilli

If\mii,a

w crners. technk

ot.o'i

For those who demand action, gun-

and explosions, agent James Stewand sidekick Murray Hamilton face
national enemies ranging from the ku
Klux Klan in the twenties to Red spies in
fights

art
2(Ith;

1

he Bine Angel

HOW DO YOU

a

left)

mold and
trait

beauty standards for the
“you” you'd like to be
.

.

Britt is the very picture

femme

fatale,

but she breaks this romantic

gives instead a reasonahle por-

small-time night-club

of a

tliese

tainer

May

old-fashioned

fine

(below

MEASURE UP?
Clieck

true

It’s

of

cinema-

scope, de luxe color

wdio,

enter-

accepting the proposal of

clearly defined

mouth

in

lighter-than-

to his fall

from

respectahility.

A

strangeness livens things.
pale

shadow

in soft

lashes fanned outward at the corners
almond look

for that

a

willowy waist to accent a rounded

hipline

0

On

confidence that won't leave
you even on problem days.
a look of

tbuse days,

do

as millions

do— use

Free from cumberfrom chafing
from revealing lines
and binding
from disposal and carrying
and odor
problems. Tampax helps you forget there’s
a difference in days of the month.
Worn internally, it’s the modern way.

Tampax and feel
some pads and
.

.

Tampax®

.

.

free.

belts

.

.

.

.

.

internal

sanitary

protection:

Super, Junior absorbencies,
wherever drug products are sold.
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Regular,

—

Invented hy a dnetnr
by tnillions of women

now used
28

before,

adu.t

yy TV

warners. technicolor

personalities are hot; westerns

are hot on

TV

;

so what

than to cram three top

more natural

TV

it

adds up

all

to jileasing fare.

The Crimson Kimono
If

\ elloti'stone Kelly

0

Miles produces children for Jimmv. Al-

though Jimmv’s been through

sea-blue to light

up your eyes

0

saga of the great fed-

For those who want tendei
sentiment and famih love, wife \ era

i

this
vmii.i

tang of

you're-used-to lipstick

•

fifties, in this

eral agency.

.

schoolteacher Curt .Jurgens, leads him

•

the

stars into a

earlier

onlv

this

whether

it

movie had

c(ihmri\

decided

wanted to be a murder

mystery or an interracial triangle, we
might have had a minor triumph here.
Victoria Shaw. James Shigeta. and Glen

—

three new attractive faces
add touches of imagination and

big-screen frontier thriller? They’re Clint

Corbett

“Cheyenne” Walker. Edward “Kookie
Byrnes and John “Lawman” Russell.

help

sympathy

What

times too slows but generally enjoyable.

you’ll find inside the theater is a

good, sturdy Indian-fighting yarn, family

A

to a story at times too fast, at

good picture for a rainv day.

faaiily

PAUL ANKA Co-Star

of

"GIRLS’ TOWN,” an

“You can always

tell

MGM

release

a Halo girl. .you can
.

tell

by the shine of her hair”

Revive the satiny sparkle of your hair
with today’s liquid gold Halo
So

rich even layers of dulling hair spray disappear

with the

first

sudsing

!

You’ll find today's

Halo

instantly

bursts into lush, lively lather. Refreshes the beauty of your hair

so completely, you'll never go back to heavy, slow-penetrating

shampoos. Yet, rich as

away
hair

it is,

quickly, thoroughly

and leaves

it

.

blissfully

.

liquid gold colored
.

Halo

rinses

revives the satiny sparkle of your

manageable.

Wsather:
All the
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news

that's hip

to print
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WATCH OUT FOR
CLINT EASTWOOD
Eastwood was doing push-

Clint

ups to the tune of Dixieland music
that blared

from

looked him up

his hi-fi

when we

own

pool-side.

at his

60,” the co-star of
58
59
CBS-TV’s “Rawhide” counted and

“.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

No wonder

Dodie’s blue.

one inch out of breath,

then, not

greeted us.

“I’m a bug about exercise,” he

“You

said.

happening

always

see, accidents are

to

me.

have to be ready.”

I

Eor instance, there was the time

was

Clint

Army and

the

in

hitch-

hiked a ride in a Navy plane. The
If

hat happened afterward bothered Clint.

plane crashed into the sea
Reyes,

Mae West

his

How

made

“Our doors at 20th are always
open to new talent,” says Dick Einfield,

who.

in

his

mid-twenties,

is

one of Hollywood’s youngest proher baggage through to California,”

added,

he
a

good

should

“she

speech

course

training in drama.
also

help

herself

An
at

have had

and

some

actress can

home,” Dick

“by mirror practice.”
Dick adds, “Whether it’s a job
or

audition,

bring

in-

along

good photos of yourself and a

re-

sume. Be sure to dress neatly, speak

up clearly and do not fidget. If you
have any questions, ask them. It’s
the best

way

I

know

to learn.”

Oakland,

in

all

well

he

bothered

“What

grinned.

me was

Up

really

the five-mile hike

ending his

give

it

some

cident

—

chow

line

had just been
coming so close

life,

he determined to

direction.

Clint’s

being

Another
spotted

ac-

in

by a Hollywood director

time

waved us
for

into the house. “It’s

lunch,”

he

should see the things
with

raw

vegetables.

said.

my

“You

wife does

Maggie’s

a

is

ping-pong champ? Or that Elvis

carries

his
.

.

money

folding

—

good singer
Frank Sinatra.

lon’s not a

one, like

his

in

Fabian says Frankie Ava-

.

he’s a great
I

agree.

.

.

.

Dodie Stevens has the word from
her folks that she can’t date

she’s

till

mind,” Do-

sixteen. “I don’t really

die insists. “There’s always movies

Huh?

or reading or music.”

Stretching his six-feet-four-inches,
Clint

Did you know Andy Williams
a

shoe?

until then, Clint

drifting, but after

talk

choppy

along the beach for help.”

to

BACHELOR
CORNER; man

“Those four miles weren’t so

bad,”

agree on Frankie?

right,”

California,

the

Do you

had

swim

to

way through

his

Point

—helped.

said,

terview

sea.

anyone checks

ducers. “But before

boy

a

as

the movies

off

pilot

didn’t have one.”

1

who’d learned

Clint,

in

so

Clint said. “But

to get

“The
he was

California.

If

.

.

.

you dig Brandon DeWilde, wear

cologne, he likes

Hunter’s
to

learn

him do

model.” he called over his shoulder,

That’s

“for bathing suits.” Natch!

spec,

it

your

it.

guy,

ice-skate.

on

when

.

.

.

And

if

you’d

Tab

better

You can watch

TV —

but not

till

he’ll

do the

NBC-TV

“Summer on

Ice.”

June.

[£

GOWN

BY

HOWARD GREER

(EWELS BY KENNETH BROWN, BEVEI

GOLDFIRE LIPSTICK SET
It’s

fashion’s blazing

new

look for lips.

.

.the Goldfire

Glow!

From

the deepest smouldering red to a cool golden flame

mix

yourself with

it

Red and
and gold

Max

cool iridescent
ignites

your

lips,

Factor’s incendiary new Goldfire

Golden

Frost.

The magic

*

A

S2.75 value! Contains Goldfire Red
Golden Frost lipstick, and dainty

lipstick,

Hi-Society mirror-case.

of red

kindles your smile to a silken flame

Bewitching new magic for your eyes!
Golden Frost Eyeshadow. .$1.25*
.

© 1999

Max
,

FACTOR A CO.

Factor

.

.

.

master of make-up artistry for 50 years.
1

*AI.L PRICES

SUBJECT TO TAX.

a
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Sometimes,

fast hits Shari.

it

How
a record is born

lucky seven.

Lloyd’s

Every song

with an idea,

starts

teenager songwriter Shari

Sheeley

and it has to be a new
one.
“Sometimes you think for
months,” she said, “or sometimes it
told

us,

just hits you. Like the idea for

my

new

got

that

‘Something

one,

I

Look what marriage did

wrote

—

in thirty minutes.”

it

for Sarah.

Next step

to

is

make

dig

a lead sheet of the words and music.
Then you hunt around for a singer
to match the song. Shari found Eddie Cochran for her song.

you’re lucky, you’ll do as well as

laughs, “the writer becomes less and

Sarah Vaughan did

less

platter chatter
Eor

cover of the month.

A Date With

Elvis:

Elvis

rocks

on

ten tunes you’ve never heard before

on

“Good Rockin’ To-

including

Ip,

a

lights-low

Saturday

party,

The Lour Preps’ latest album,
“Dancing and Dreaming.” ... If

ALBUM REVIEWS

“Milkcow Blues Boogie” and
“Baby, Let’s Play House.” Even the

He was

in

a

husband.

package

gonesville.

is

singer and the

single,

session takes eight or ten hours

sound of a wild guitar to Buddy
Morrow’s “Night Train” orchestra
and you’ve got all you could ask

new albums. She made ’em while

in

dance

music.

scraunchy; “Tequila.”

Especially

“Hong Kong

Blues,” “Third

Man Theme.” RCA

James Darren:

If

touring

out

add more names
fan

clubs,

to

Jimmy’s 2,000

well turn

time phono needle.

one doesn’t
in

Who

our

life-

wouldn’t

sign for Jimmy’s honey-dipped voice

on “Walkin’

My Baby

Back Home”

or “Sweet Lorraine”? Colpix.

more

sounding

We'll see.

.

Lloyd Price
it’s

this

England.

in

“When

re-

I

cord over there,” she says, “I come

.

.

is

a

hell.”

Did you know that
a seventh

more than luck

Wanna

like

that

son? But

makes

his “I

Get Married” a smash.

.

.

.

coming up? Skip
and Flip on “It Was I,” Jan and
Dean on “Bahy Talk,” Santo and
Johnny on “Sleep Walk.” Still tops:
The Everlys on “Till 1 Kissed You.”
It’s a mu"t for your collection.
Notice

all

the duos

the

band and keeping

ear tuned for the tiniest flaw.

before the

the

guiding

movie,

a

his

on the lookout for Connie Erancis’s

Add

the

itself,

the boss. He’s like the

is

of

director

driving

for

32

new

Shari

important.”

taught her to look as svelte as the

“Broken-Hearted Melody.” ... Be

in,”

At the recording session

A&R man

voice you hear on her

on

there

The
and

Big Band Guitar:

f

“From

band when Sassy sang
at an amateur night at New York’s
Apollo Theater and he’s the one who
in the

night,”

RCA

—
—and

demo

a

rough-cut record of the song

Album

I

from hearing the kids use the
it means something real
or ginchy. Once I had the idea,

expression
fine

Else.’

often

many

as

A&R man

as sixty takes

thinks

it’s

per-

fect.

Finally,

when

with pop bottles and

is just littered

coffee

says

the recording studio

containers
they’re

—the

ready

to

A&R man
“Master.”

Everybody heads for the cutting
room, listening to all the tapes
and watching them get jig-sawed together

for

the

best

final

version.

That’s the “master,” the tape or rec-

ord from which the actual records
be pressed. “After that,” Shari

will

said, “it’s

up

to the public.”

Sta-Puf rinses new fluffiness
into all your washables!
You’ll be

amazed at the softness that Sta-PuP Rinse restores to wash-hardened
add Sta-Puf to your final rinse, and bath towels fluff up almost

fabrics! Just

double
like

in thickness.

Ordinary woolen sweaters

expensive percale!

feel like

cashmere, muslin sheets

Blankets, chenille, terry cloth regain a deep-piled luxuri-

feel, corduroys and blue jeans lose that boardy hardness.
Sta-Puf does
wonders for diapers and baby things, eliminating irritating scratchiness. Clothes
rinsed in Sta-Puf iron easier, and much flatwork dries wrinkle-free, needs no
pressing at all! Be sure to use Sta-Puf Miracle Rinse in your next wash. You'll
find Sta-Puf at your favorite grocer’s.

ous

A.

E.

Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur,

Illinois

Automatic Washer shown

is

a Sears Lady

Kenmore

)
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ACROSS
1.

6.

A guy who's fresh on a dote (kookie talk)
Charles
"Whot'd
Soy" by
I

Negative
8. Today's discs
9. To dig him the most (past tense)
12. He's the "Lonely Boy"
14. Bandleader (init.)
15. Star of TV's "The Rebels" (init.)
7.

16.

"

Phil's

17. Their's

of Love."
is

"Cry"
Carleton,

Dot

Kathy,

and Jimmy.

DOWN
The sign

tells

all

on June Allyson.

1

.

2.
3.
4.
5.

This battle's a song

One

of

Andy

Williams' collection

Of "Cheyenne" fame
One (as Bardot would say it)
Brooklyn boy who wrote "Stupid Cupid"

Kathy Nolan

(poss.)

your monthly

10.

Afterthought (abbrev.)

in movieville’s

11. All right (abbrev.)

HOROSCOPE
you were born between Sept.

If

23 and Oct. 22, you share your
Libra sign with Deborah Kerr
(Sept.

George

30),

Nader

13.

The "king" himself

14.

Part of a

16.

Opposite compass points (abbrev.)

Answers

in

TV

going in for fortune-

telling sessions at parties.

checks Gypsy Fortune Cards to see
if

next month's issue.

tomorrow’ll bring love,

Can You Guess This

Star’s

Name?

(Oct.

cards,

7

)

Montgomery

,

(Oct.

Kathy,

Rita

Clift,

ly

you’re a Libra, you instinctive-

you have a tendency
others a

little

your own

charm

to

life,

think

attracts others easily

tic

and for

too

much

of

these

of a perfectionist).

artis-

Mood

and held hands there with a doll
wearing gold nail polish with
flecks in it! (Why not write and let

—

and very often marry family friends
or

childhood

If

country to Dick Clark’s Bandstand

home and family

sweethearts

Your lucky number’s

(

Denver writes he travelled across

al-

favorites.

Libras love the

predictions really mean.

you can’t find these Gypsy Fortune
Cards at your local store, write me
and I’ll predict where you can get
’em.) ... A high-school senior from

and you

music and romantic songs are

ways your

but

(sometimes you’re

detail

—

James Franciscus, “A new important friend.” Kathy promises to
report as soon as she finds out what

Your natural

have a keen eye for anything

be-

for

too much, neglecting

interests.

“A woman

you”; for Dorothy Provine,
“Follow any advice it’s good”; and
trays

take to the good things in

pals read the

what they said: For
“Change of mind”; for

here’s

Carleton Carpenter,

17), Dolores Hart

(Oct. 20).
If

or

can play, the cards are pulled out
at big parties or at small foursomes.

When Kathy and some

Oct.

money

headaches and, since any number

26), June Allyson

(Sept.

The gang

series

London
(

34

me everybody

tells

19), Inger Stevens (Oct. 18), Julie

Hayworth

P

Fad Alley

six.

—

early.
•oSv sjXjotfj

svM ays uayaz ‘uoujnj vuvq

me know what your

crowd’s up to?

J
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has Debbie gotten over Eddie

To romance whispers
‘T left all

my

out of Hawaii, Debbie laughs. But she does admit,

weariness in Honolulu and brought back so

memories."" For Debbie’s

own

many

lovely

account of what happened, turn the page...
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I

(Above) Arriving: Carrie, Debbie, Todd and the
nurse. “Carrie couldn’t take her eyes off the King.

was

all

He

dressed up in a traditional King cape and a

made of feathers. He also wore a broad smile.
Todd made up his mind he wouldn’t wear any leis.”

helmet

“Carrie was speechless. The King was there to greet us.”

T
plane,
offer

he afternoon in Honolulu was as usual

—a

bright,

hot one. As Debbie Reynolds, carrying Carrie

and followed by Todd and the nurse, carefully

made her way down

the landing steps of the air-

hundreds of fans and well-wishers pressed in

Bowers and

the Island

—gave

The King

leis.

them

—the

welcoming

a

oflBcial

salute,

to

greeter of

and Carrie,

blinking against the sunlight, waved back. Within minutes, the party,

father,

which also included Debbie’s mother and

was collared

in layers of

Debbie signed autographs
car

where the

children

leis.

she

until

were

I

want to do

is

whisked

off to

her island

home

first

real vacation in

sleep.”

despite the heat,

was hustled to a

waiting.

Debbie told a newswoman, “I’m so
decisions. All

And

tired

And

I

Looking

tired,

can’t even

make

with

that,

she was

for the beginning of her

nearly one hectic, emotional year.

{Continued)
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(Below) Signing autographs for fans
car.

“Nobody knew about our

who surrounded

arrival, yet

hundreds of

people were waiting for us in the hot sun. I was touched.”
(Left)

Then

/

“We

drove out

to the house. I slept

long hours.

got up and took a walk around the lovely garden.”

privacy and rest

At

first,

“It’s

heavenly,”

Debbie said as she was

shown around the two-story white brick
house.

The gardens were

—with

spacious^

high fence to give complete privacy.

a

Later

Debbie admitted, “There were times when

I

wanted to peek over the fence to see what was
going on outside.” But after their
days, Debbie, Carrie and
ble

first

Todd had no

becoming a part of the Honolulu

few

trou-

scene.

Eating poi at a Luau, water-skiing with Tab
Hunter, dancing with Bob Neal

.

.

.

the

sparkle was back in Debbie’s eyes. But

when

asked about Bob, she insisted: “There

is

—

romance

honestly.’*

no

{Continued\

^‘Everybody in Hawaii seems to have fun,
not dress-up fun, just casual, relaxed.

During the day, I lived in shorts. And
I never got to wear my evening dress.”

“/ enrolled Carrie

Todd went

and Todd

in

swimming

classes.

a big way. But Carrie didn't. She
preferred to play audience and watch from the beach.”
for

it

in

“We

shopped for records and sousaw Rick Nelson at a fair.”

venirs,

.

Hawaii

—

a place to

lose old memories

Debbie,

two weeks

after

. .

the

in

looked young and carefree.

sun,

“Why

not?” she laughed, with her

old bounce. “I have
bilities

—so

my

responsi-

with me—-Carrie and Todd
don’t have any worries.

I

do

I

when I’m away from them. Watching them playing

running over

over the place,

all

to give

caring for them

is

me

a

hug

wonderful.”

was a guess, though, who was
ing

care

.

.

.

It

tak-

whom, with Carrie

of

Fisher standing on Waikiki Beach

and

watching

Debbie

water-ski

From

the begin-

with Tab Hunter.

made

ning, she

it

obvious this was

no sport for her mother. Finally,
in desperation, as

Debbie skimmed

over a big wave, she stamped her

and commanded: “Mommie,

foot

Mommie,

get into that boat right

this minute,
this

do you hear? Right

minute.” As Debbie flew out

of Hawaii a few days later, bronzed

and glowing, she made no bones
about

The

it:

past was over; the

future looked good.

And

pretty obvious that she

it

was

was leaving

behind not only new friends but a
lot of old,

“Ann

(Right)

came

useless memories, too.

over.

meals at

We

home

Miller called

and

usually took our
(left)

or used the

patio to take the sun in, to read,

or just

sit

hack quietly and

rest.”

—

—

“Once something caught my line it felt like a whale 1 was glad I
was strapped down to my seat in the boat and not walking around
loose. This was one of the most wonderful parts of my vacation
.
I went fishing with my dad. We had three days of it. We were trying
for marlin but the marlin weren’t trying. It was all pretty rugged.”
.

,

by JIM

Steve
ing.

McQueen

HOFFMAN

stood outside the living-room window, watch-

His wife Neile

sat inside, with her

head and arms pressed

against the pane, waiting. In the middle of the room, the nurse
held six-weeks-old Terry Leslie and, in spite of the intense
heat, shivered.

The telephone was dead. There was no more

water to keep the grounds wet, to hold back the forest

The car wouldn’t

start.

toward the house from
smoke, rising 4,000

He

see the sun.

his wife again

had

tried so

Steve watched the flames circling in

The

all sides.

fire

feet into the air, so

blinked and tears

was nothing he could

do.

He

to

we can
at the

There

to his eyes.

looked through the window at

keep back

.

.

.

McQueen

“ There’s

lip,

dense that he couldn’t

came

“We’re trapped.

Biting his

was so bright and the

and then he was blurting out the words he

hard

Steve

fire.

”
. .

said.

nothing

do.

.”
.

he looked once more

at the fire-scorched lawn,

shade tree he and Neile had planted together.

into the house to his wife.

the open,” he told her. “It

“We’d

—

it’s

He ran

better get out of here

—

into

better that way. It’s not quite

as hot out there.”

The baby was whimpering. 6:30.

time for her

But there was no {Continued on page 106)

bottle.

It

was

45

Edd’s

Quazy
love

Quiz

“ARE YOU
KOOKIE, TOO?”

My

kookie’ll

chunk v

wear

jewelry,

belong to a fan club, send sick cards.
You’ll

Being

kookie

a

is

mind,

statf

play,

(with a blouse and weskit that match
more than each other). You’re so far
out. you’re in orbit. Are you my kookie?

like

’re
re

in

on Tues.
me,
it's

way

a

know how t-o waltz, read Photomake 1 + 1 equal more than two

of being

wanted, so every time
you’re out, you’re

My

kookie’ll

wear

hooded sweater,
fy

bangs

stick.

pink

going
more but

in

steady any
cry

at

movies

and dig big cars
I

do.

lip-

Kookies don’t

believe

you'll

a

fluf-

Molly

like

Bee’s, light

in.

You’ll

like

love

short raincoats, dark
eyes, small bandanas.

Kookies vearn

For

ways

—and
be kookie —turn

your
to

score

'

for
to

more

page 88

to look

Dee

Sandra

like

Debbie or maybe
like they are.

mv

kookie

wear plaid

You’re

and

ings

ankle

vou

if

evening,

at

patterned

dig

or
just

stock-

flat-heeled

You’ll

boots.

collect all of

Van

Cli-

burn and

Elvis,

wear your

skirts just

too.

below the knee, go on
a diet. In other words,

you're

hep

—

to

hip
a

— never

new

idea.

JOHN SAXON:

me

cut

It

Olamming

to the quick

when

I

heard her say-

the door behind him,

John Saxon took the steps two
at a

time and then, out on the side-

walk, stopped for a good deep
breath.

walk

He

to the

felt

great.

Even a

“BOY,

grocery store, which

he usually griped about to his

mom, seemed

a good idea on a

swell fall day like this.

He

took

a few steps back, to get a run-

ning

start,

and then leap-frogged

over the water hydrant in front

IS

HE

of his apartment building. But

when he looked up, John’s

then,

smile faded.

He

spotted a group

of girls standing on the corner

and he knew they’d been watching him. Suddenly, he felt big

STUCK

and clumsy and kind of foolish

jumping over the hydrant.

for
I

bet they think that’s real kid

stuff,

he told himself miserably.

The

girls

New

Utrecht High, and there was

were

in his classes at

one of them in particular that he

ON

thought was real pretty. Now, jam-

ming
ets,

his

hands deep in his pock-

he {Continued on page 92)

by

NANCY ANDERSON

HIMSELF!”

CONNIE FRANCIS and BOBBY DARIN

After reading

your

letters

about

my

love story

in Photoplay,

I knew

what

you

meant...

can

I

get

him back again?

1

1

ever

never thought I’d talk about

never meant

when the
Photoplay,

to.

story
I

this.

Certainly

But a couple of months ago,

of

my

romance appeared

in

confessed he was a famous teen

singer. I didn’t think

it

was

fair then to give

his

name, so

got so
so

called

I

him Tommy. After

many letters from you

all,

that

i

and they helped

much. But so many of you wanted to know

who

it

Was

was
the

I’d loved

boy

by

—and broken up

really

with.

{Continued on page 82)

CONNIE FRANCIS

as told to

GEORGE CHRISTY
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TONY FRANCIOSA

^

w® iM©m
T

ony Franciosa

sat at a

sidewalk cafe table in

New

York, sipping coffee

and talking about

acting

—a pro-

with a friend of his
ducer.

It

was a perfect au-

tumn day,
ness

was

a certain crisp-

in the air

—

it’s

the

kind of day that makes you
/ uias just sitting

there

feel

wonderfully

alive,

he

thought. He’d been married
to Shelley

j

ust six

months, he said. Suddenly as he spoke,

he noticed an attractive

woman walk

by.

She was

tall

and

willowy and the hat of black fox she wore was balanced

52

crown on her head.

like a

she

Isn’t

he

lovely,

thought as he looked at

And

her.

then

back

clattered

and

saucer,

down

at his

ing a blush

his

cup

into

his

he

looked

coffee,

coming

feel-

to his

face.

“What’s

matter?”

the

his friend asked.

“You’re

beet red.”

when she walked

Tony

by.

say

didn’t

any-

thing for a moment, then

he looked up to see
gone.

He

said,

“Well,

I

guess

staring at another

His friend started
but
I

—”

the girl

if

was

still

there.

stirred his coffee a couple of times

Tony
then

was going

I

She was
and then

was

woman.”
to

laugh

interrupted. “But

he

stopped.

to say that

He

he had

thought he would never look
at

another

woman

once he

married. In fact, he’d been
sure he would not.

He’d made that promise

to

/

looked

—twice!

himself one night at a party,

long before he and Shelley met.
just

A

friend of his had

become engaged, and Tony congratulated him

thusiastically.

“You’re lucky,” he

said. “Janet will

en-

make

you a wonderful wife.”

And

his friend

beamed and

said,

“Don’t

I

know

it?

We’re not getting married (Continued on page 112)

by

It

EVAN MICHAELS

didnt mean a thing

— or did

it?

“I

remember when,..”

PAT BOONE:

Only one living-room lamp was
turned on, casting a
light

soft circle of

around the deep-blue love
Pat had insisted they

seat that

bring with them from their old

house in Leonia. Nobody else had

wanted

to bring

“And now

it.

it’s

everybody’s favorite,” he thought.
It

was

so

deep the

hide-and-seek in

girls
it,

could play

and Shirley

always napped there while waiting
lor

him

to

come home

at night.

She was curled up there now.

He came up behind

the

sofa,

leaned over the back and looked

down

at her.

She was sleeping

one corner, her

feet

in

tucked under

the cushion and her head resting

on the arm. She doesn’t look a
different

from the

bit

(Continued on page 100)
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Here,

T

uesday Weld
told

Then

CBS-TV
she’s

pretty satisfied with myself. “'Isn’t this poetry

make

will

we’ll

series,

meet

one of the

her, since she’s

—over

Many
all

like

)

,

and

why

of

she’ll

don’t

alone there

.

I

.

.

my

—

1

bet I’ve

dead body.

(I’m Dobie on the

at rehearsal

“The Many Loves

wacky suggestion,

me

a fool of

myself twenty times

Dobie

Gillis,”

.

great poetry?”

I

crow. “Well,” she says sweetly,

“Miss Klamt,” Tuesday

“Dwayne went
“Well,”

and

I’d

I

to -Loyola

tells

—and

modestly lower

have had

my

my

lots

eyes, “six

She

Tuesday pouts. “I’m so unsure of myself

and

I

suddenly find

smiles.

“So are
me. After

“You must

poets,”
all,

I

no.”

off,

on poetry.”

more

degree, in Economics, but

come up with some
to school with

“.

her teacher right

knows

come

myself lugging seventeen books out to Twentieth.

56

and

.

—

units

stay for our poetry quiz.”
in poetry.”

quip, but secretly I’m pretty sure of

how much can she know?

[continued)

W hen T uesday’s teacher invited me to stay for
class,

Tuesday told her she’d be sorry, but

she only smiled. Tuesday said, ‘'You
believe

“This
I

is

never

it,

but

here,

ously, I’ve been to

finds a quotation she likes, she types

it

may

not

do anything for a gag.”

the oldest school in America,” she told me.

know when

Hardy went

Whenever Tuesday

he’ll

she’s kidding. “Sure,

and Rin-Tin-Tin!
seven schools and

.

.

Laurel and
.

No,

seri-

like this best.”

into her notebook. “Writing takes too long,” she told me.

TUESDAY and DWAYNE
continued

1

found out

I

got “65.”

— when she got “90” and
like

felt

I

crawling into

the nearest filing cabinet
I’d

“Well, anyway,”
of

when

saw

I

mixed Wordsworth and Emerson.
I

muttered, “both

them are Transcendentalists.”
Suddenly Tuesday’s face

know

lit

up.

1

the look: she hunts words like

a predatory animal. “It’s beautiful!”

she cried.

“What does

“‘Transcend
gan, but

I

—go

had

“But when

mean?”

beyond,”’

to look

Later, she teased,

the dictionary,

it

it

up

I

be-

for her.

“When you

read

you send me!”

it

comes

admitted, loading

to school,”

I

up those seventeen

books, “Tuesday, you transcend

me!”
If

I’d always

wanted

rame.

you’re smart,

to dip a girl’s hair in the inkwell. !\low that I

had

my

chance, there was no

As

I read her Webster’s definition of love I thought

she was out of this world, hut she suddenly shot

a superior look.
ly,

“When you

“you won’t have

I

to look

feel it,”
it

up in the dictionary!”

know I’m a con man

at heart,

think I’m pretty smart (hey,

once in a while a
along,

and

me

she said knowing-

girl like

I don’t feel so

it

and

I guess I

rhymes!), hut

Tuesday

will

come

smart any more.
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KIM NOVAK:

the one thing
by

GEORGE CHRISTY

lanche and Joseph Novak sat quietly
at

the long dinner table in the Begum’s

villa in

France. Mrs. Novak, in a silk

gown Kim had arranged
cially

made

to

for her, watched with folded

butler served the roast

lamb and the

Kim had

given

him

e looked
little at

hands

speas a

string beans with

almonds. Her thin, gray-haired husband
her in the tuxedo

have

sat across
last

from

Christmas.

up and smiled

Kim,

a

as if to say,

‘"Why so many forks?”

Kim

smiled

back,

and

they sat there listening to Cary Grant talk

about the Cannes Film Festival and Kim’s
royal reception there.

Everybody had cheered
(continued)
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I

could

never

tell

my father
I.'-'

—

KIM NOVAK
for her.
ter,

continued

The Novaks beamed with

their

smiles said

are, sitting

down

—can

insisted they

you believe

for supper

miles from home, and

come

to

it’s

no, dinner
all

Our daugh-

pride.

it?

Here we

—thousands

of

because of Kim. She’d

Europe with

her. “I

want every-

one to meet you,” she’d said on the phone, and Blanche

Novak had

burst into tears.

{Continued on page 90)

Kim had planned
carefully,

as

this

though

trip

so

Europe
|

were sort of a

gift^

she could

She took
have lunch at a restau-

give to her parents.

them

to

rant ’way atop the Eiffel

Tower
^

and

told them, “Look, there’s all

of Paris!” But she couldn’t help

wondering if all the fancy places
in Europe could ever make up
for all of the other times

.

.

.

PHOTOPLAY’S
first

decorating panel

tells

how you can —

ADD A
TOUCH OF
HOLLYWOOD
TO YOUR

OWN HOME
On

the following pages are two

a living

room and

a

bedroom

rooms-—

—designed

in line with the decorating ideas of

some

young Hollywood couples whose ideas
are realistic enough to

budget, too.

We

work within your

hope their know-how

answers the questions you’ve asked us

and helps you help yourself

to

their

Hollywood brand of at-home glamour.

THE PANEL’S RECOMMENDATIONS

decorating ideas

“BE BRAVE WITH COLOR," advise
acted on their

own advice

—using

the Jack Kellys,

Jack’s favorite and

who

remem-

bered-from-childhood color, watermelon pink, generously in
their

home.

We took their counsel —painted

composite rooms a stark white that best
blues, greens

ROOM

LIVING

the walls of our

sets off the brilliant

and golds of the furnishings.

“COORDINATE COLOR," add
from one room

Let the color flow

the Kellys.

to another, so that

piece instead of cut up.” Jack and

your home looks

May

all of a

used some of their

favorite pink in living room, dining room,

and kitchen-

—and

m

coordinated fabric colors throughout their home. Note that
the

bedroom and
and that

walls,

pletely

room

living

room shown opposite both have white

all fabric colors for

wedded, so

that

both rooms are com-

you could move any chair from one

into the other without disturbing the color

either living

room

or bedroom.

scheme

{Continued on page

in
81

)

BEDROOM

when your budget's modest

f

t

I

was

just four very

things that

make up

normal people talking over the

Of

their lives.

Frankie Avalon, music led
’cause this quartet

off.

course, since the

Andy Williams and

four were Connie Francis, Fabian,
I

listened

carefully,

knows whereof they gab. But

I

was

that table ought to be able to
that
I

would make good sense
didn’t

want

hard questions,

come up with some answers
to you.

to break in all of a
so, like a District

sudden with some

Attorney,

I

figured

could shoot an easy question that would get them

When

found a short space of silence

1

all

also waiting for a chance to switch the conversation

buzzing away.

over to the big topic you’ve been asking about in your

the conversation,

I

made my move, and asked Fabian,

“When you were

in

Hollywood {Continued on page 104)

letters

—going

steady.

I

figured

all

of us sitting around

1

in

J

What's pale and frothy as moonlight, billowy as a cloud, and speaks in a
whisper

—hut only when

it

moves?

The answer: a party

Made

dress.

of

delicate materials like tulle or brocade or of rustling taffeta, this season it's

a short formal, which
long dress can
goes,

it

and

is

lots

another

way

of saying

it

of places where a full-length can't.

makes boys think of you for what you

Lennon
Patterns.

Sisters

show you four party dresses

Reminder:

can go everyplace that a

It's

only eighty days

till

really are
to

—a

68

girl.

it

The

sew from Simplicity

the holiday season, so start

sewing now and avoid every rush hut the one he's going
More information on Simplicity patterns

Wherever

to

give you.

—Kathy (3015), Diane (3150), Janet (2512), Peggy (2961) —

is

on page

88

when a girl changes from
BOBBIE SOX to STOCKINGS

Petticoat in tiers of sheer nylon

gives

tricot

a

dress

the softer

fullness that’s news this fall.

or colors.

Cotton

White

Kayser Roth. S6.95.

bra designed especially

for teen figures has light

foam

contouring, adjustable straps to

wear

Lovable, $1.50.

six ways.

Garter belt

is

actually a junior

step-in girdle with patterned ny-

lon power net for light control

without bulk. Maidenform. $3.00.

Seamless hose, in proportioned
lengths,

comes

in

16 shades to

match any party dress. Reinforced
at heel

and

toe.

Hanes.

$1.50.

For where to buy, turn to page

70

88

ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING

JACQUELINE HUET

The devoted mother of a
and a popular television
personality. Her proudest television achievement
a special show for
jroung daughter, she

is

lovely, glamorous, busy!

also a successful stage actress

—

WOMEN IN THE WORLD:

PARIS

children which she writes herself! "I often feel tired,” she says, "but

keeps

my

I

must

Pond’s G)ld Cream acts almost like a 'tranquilizer’
skin soft and smooth through my busiest day.”

never show

it. I

find

JACQUELINE HUET

says: "Pond’s beautifies

cleanses!” Yes, this fabulous cream deepmoisturizes as it cleanses and freshens every tiny

as

She’s busy...

it

yet she’s beautiful.

she uses Pond’s

And

cream goes on moisturizing
"Plumps up” the skin
cells so tired lines can smooth out. Your skin will
stay soft and smooth. See it come alive and glow
with an exciting new beauty like Jacqueline Huet’s.
Use Pond’s Cold Cream to beauty-cleanse at night,
to moisturize under make-up all day.
pore.

this richer

long after you tissue

.

NOW! PONDS COLD CREAM IN STUNNING NEW DESIGNER JAR!

it off,

—

Artca rved

and
Fashioned for a lifetime
guaranteed for permanent value
.

Because

it’s

yow most precious possession,

you want

And now, thanks

.

.

makers, famous for 109 years. Even

if

you never

ex-

to

change your Artcarved ring, you’ll always be so proud

be!

For

having this proof of lusting value. Every Artcarved

this unusual, nationwide plan guarantees that —if

you

diamond ring

to be sure of your ring’s value.

ArtcarvecCs

Permanent Value Plan, you can

—

you can apply your Artcarved ring’s full
current retail price toward a larger Artcarved at any
time, as specified in the guarantee. You can do this
anywhere ... at any of the thousands of Artcarved
ever wish to

Jewelers throughout the U.S.A. This guarantee

is

backed by one of the world’s oldest and largest ring-

is

guaranteed and registered for color,

cut, clarity, carat weight. Prices are nationally estab-

lished— $75 to $10,000. Artcarved wedding rings are

made

of specially hardened gold to assure lifetime

beauty. Look for the
side the ring,

mond

name

Artcarved® stamped in-

on the tag and on your Artcarved

dia-

ring guarantee.

Beloved by brides for more than a hundred years [1850-1959)
Priemt of

CARMEL SET:

rmg$

sliown, eloekwi$»

Engogemant King $300.00. AIjo

from fop right

$2M»o

$400.

I.

Diamond Wedding Bug $100.00.

R.

Wood & Sons, Inc., Depi.

Bride's

Engagement Bng $200.00. Alio $75 to $1,200.
Bug $30.00. Groom's Bug $37J50.

EVENING STAR* SET: Engagement
Diamond Wedding Ring

Please send

Ring $500.00. Also $250 to $10,000.

;

•ivimss STsn dlsish rsiiNT afpliep

me

•

St.,

AMSTERDAM

New York
•

with traloabie tips on ring buying. Also

send name of nearest authorised Artcarved jeweler.
Ring $100.00.

Name

ron.

AddreM .

pnincs, suejEcT to eHsireE without kotice, include febekal tas.

RINSS ENLARSED TO

SHOW

DETAIL.

COPR. ISS9.

J. R.

WOOD t SONS.

INC.

City

17. N. Y.

ANTWERP

“siEDDiNe guide for rride and crook”

— a guide to wedding etiquette

$55.00i

OLYMPIA SET: GfOOra's Ring $42.50. Bride's Ring $37.30.
FAIRHAVEN SET Engagement Ring $200.00. Diamond Wedding

P.39, 216 E. 45ih

NEW YORK

WELLINGTON SET:

_Coimty or Zone^

State

1

HOW TO
DRESS AS

IF

MONEY WERE
NO OBJECT
“He loves the way we all

look,
j

And Fm

getting an evening

j

‘on the town’ as a reward! In

he said we can afford a

fact,

lot

more evenings

out,

,

now
j

that I’ve started sewing again.

Just think—even

if I’d

been

i

able to find a dress as beau-

and

tiful

as right for

this one. I’d

me

!

as

have paid more
j

for

than

it

I

spent making

all

three of our outfits!
|

i

“Of course, he thinks Fra

'

pretty smart to be able to sew
this well.

But the truth

one can sew

any-

is,

practically any-

thing with those marvelous
Simplicity Printed Patterns.

“My

girls are already

having

a lot of fun with sewing.

They’re actually helping

me

with their Holiday party
|

dresses.
styles

They picked out

the

themselves from the big
|

Simplicity Catalog.

And

they

have such definite ideas about
j

fabrics. It

won’t be long

bej

fore they’ll be sewing their
j

own!”

“My

i

party dress is Simplicity
Both of my dolls

I

style ^3130.

wear Simplicity

style

WITH

Simplicity
SIMPLICITY

PATTERN CO.

INC.

^3177.”

|

read tliese stories
to find out

how

love changed

three lives
m RITA HAYWORTH

I

# SOPHIA LOREN

^ AVA GARDNER

RITA

HAYWORTH

\V / alking out of the elevator of the midtown hotel,
”

’

Rita

smiled.

Hayworth tossed her hair back and

Her husband Jim came toward her quickly

and took her hand.

“Is everything

all

right?” he

asked, leaning close to her.

“Everything’s going to be just fine,” she whispered.

But as they started down the

steps, the reporters

and photographers, who’d (Continued on page 109)

Lush
Lasting?

Choose your favorite lipstick texture... in 16 fashion-fresh colors!

stick with

That’s

Name your color. A gentle frosty pink? creamy

A

brilliant

shock of orange?

A

winey red? Cutex makes them
the newest fashion shades
delightful textures.
Sheer Lanolin in the
striped Desi^er’s Case

.

.

.

marvelous staying power.

Cutex Sheer Lanolin. Or a
kiss of color so light you’ll

deep,

hardly feel

all in

Delicate.

it’s

there. That’s Cutex

and two

A rich luscious lip-

Sheer Lanolin or Delicate Lipstick
Northam Warren. New York

New Delicate in the
elegant Nugget Case

TH REATE

SOPHIA LOREN

T’ying
-*

the black scarf

more

tightly

around her hair and

wrapping the loose linen coat about her, the dark-eyed

girl

stood on the isolated platform and watched the Vienna-Rome-

bound

train

rumble

in the hot sun,
didn’t.

—but

off into the distance.

seemed

to

meet far

off.

The

tracks,

gleaming

But she knew they really

They went on and on across Europe, together

—

parallel

always separated by what seemed just the span of a hand

in the distance, yet

what was even wider than two outstretched

arms would be from where she

stood. {Continued

on page 94)

or your

eyes

MASCARA
R£II0¥£1
Contpiet^ly removes

Mascara..
lasses
TM£

color that
stays

!edv«s
soH smS teveiy

TKCONSe me

MASCARA REMOVER

on

i\’eU’

cream formula

.

.

conditions your lashes

39?
IRIDESCENT
EYE SHADDW
five exquisite

LIQUID

MASCARA

shades

59 i

/nr the natural looh

Waterprooj

JOO^^-/,

59? aho 29?

Now.

.

,

blencled-for-you,

bring slat dust to your glance

f.

fj7ti

AUTOMATIC
WAND MASCARA
T\''aierproo/

79?

eve-makeup hues that

—

!!Sjvv‘^-<T'wC'

NEW SWIRL-ON

AUTOMATIC
EYEBROW PENCIL
and
EYE LINER
accents broim and

discovered

just for you by Lashbritel

59?

So easy to apply, .such fun to use, takes just seconds.
Your Lashbrite look la.sts all day, and through the night.

alsa

CAKE MASCARA
Velvety for gala evenings!

39?
lids

29?

The most luxurious eye-makeup you can buy.
in fabulous designer cases!
at

your favorite Variety

o>-

Drug Store

WHO’D EVER GUESS YOU PAID SO LITTLE!
THEON

CO., 200

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK '10, NEW YORK

AVA GARDNER

O

ne of the big things Ava had shared with

Frank was

their hating for a party to end.

Dreading the moment when the clinking glasses

and gay laughter melted
stayed up

till

dawn

into

together

and the time when they’d have to
their thoughts.

silence,

—both

they’d

fighting sleep
lie

alone with

But there was no danger of

party’s ending too soon.

Everyone was having

too good a time, even Ava.

Frank wasn’t with

her.

this

It

didn’t matter that

[Continued on page 86)

!

mTERftAY Foam-contoured cups add glamour

to regulars

a Lovable bra

and in-betweens. Curved band for separation. White or black cotton. $1.S0

money in the bank

is

Here’s all the beauty, the

expensive bras

‘WS
evenly, give separation. Circlestitched cups shape to perfection. White cotton. $1.50

COSTS SO

LITTli

and

RINGLET Circular stitched cups, fully
3tay-n
you in beauty. Stay-flat
anchor band can never slip. White
lined, ring

or black cotton.

And only $1.50

Look for
IT

. . .

TO LOOK LOVABLE

•

fit

at only half the price

LASTIC LOVE Freedom-loving lastex
front, back, sides. Circle stitched cups
shape beautifully. Lined front band
adds comfort. W^hite cotton. $2

all these styles in colorful

The Lovable

and luxury of more

CIRaE-STiTCH Lastex front insel
i
. . . no-curl anchor band .
remarkable low price. White,
pink, blue or black cotton. $1

Lovable packages.

Brassiere Co., N. Y. 16

•

Sold in Canada and throughout the world.

.

DECORATING IDEAS
Continued from page 64

it,

“all the

—

or, as the Russells put
comforts of a living room.”

treatment with printed fabrics that enhance the Danish-modern decor.

YOUR FAVORITE PERIOD.”

“PLAN LIGHTING CAREFULLY,” advise the
Roger Smiths. They did, using modern
hanging lamps for most of the lighting in
their house, but also choosing one enormous table lamp for a conversation piece

man, and a rocker

“DECORATE

IN

say the Russells, “traditional or modern
but don’t be afraid to combine things from
both if they look good together.” Mrs.
Russell,

Jack Kelly and

May

tell

you about T.L.C.

to

“CARPET,” the Kellys suggest, “as many
rooms as you can afford to, in the same
carpeting.” It gives a home serenity, makes
one room flow into the other and you’ll
have less problem with floor-covering
when you move from an apartment to a
house or from a small house to a bigger
one you’ll be able to combine the carpeting from smaller rooms into a larger
carpet. Note that our composite rooms
have the same carpeting.

—

—

AWAY FROM WALLS,”

“PULL FURNITURE

say the Kellys, “and arrange it for easy
conversation.” Jack and May wisely placed
their living-room pieces around their fireplace, just as we have done in our livingsketch. If you haven’t a fireplace as
a focal point, try grouping furniture around
a window with a view, a painting or pic-

who combined a wrought-iron sofa

with wood antique pieces in her living
room, adds, “It takes a little imagination
and daring to combine things but, nine
times out of ten, it turns out well.” In our
composite living room, a baroque gilt
picture frame adds elegance to the modern
decor. So does the traditional tufted pouf
in front of the footboard of the bed, the
demi-canopy on a latter-day four-poster
bed, and the traditional self- patterned
fabric of bedspread and ottoman.
“Buy things that are easy to care
for,” advise the Russells, “and easy to
live
with.” With three children, they
know well whereof they speak. As in their
home, our composite rooms boast furniture
with an oil finish that resists stains, requires little polishing (and then only with
mineral or linseed oil); wool carpeting
with “a nylon face” that resists soiling;
plastic laminate surfaces on built-in bookcases, on tables and on all bedroom chests

make them

stain

and scratch-resistant;

upholstery fabrics have been “Sylmerized” against stain and soot damage.

and

all

“BUY FEWER THINGS BUT GOOD THINGS,”
advocate the Ty Hardins, “things you can
add to later on when you have the money
and the time

to

expand

in.”

They do

just

that in their Valley home. The bedroom
pieces shown in our composite room are a
fine example of this buy-one-piece, addmore-later decorating philosophy.
The
chests, dressing table, desk, and cabinets
(designed on a modular plan so that they
can fit and sit well together) can be bought
one piece at a time as you can afford them.
Later they can be meshed together to give
the desirable built-in look.

room

ture grouping or a
piano, TV, phono.

handsome music piece

“CHOOSE ACCESSORIES CAREFULLY,”
Kellys urge, “because they can make

the
all

the difference between a distinguished and
run-of-the-mill decorating job.” For their

early-American home, they scoured antique
shops for a pair of wonderful old Spanish
andirons, a fine old Boston rocker, and
their prized find
two beautiful old still-

—

paintings. The Kellys believe that “if
you choose these small things because you
love them and can see their value, others
seem to, too, and treat them as you do
with T.L.C. (tender loving care).” Every
accessory in our composite rooms from
pewter pitcher on the bedside table to the
paintings on all walls, was selected with a
discriminating eye to workmanship, design, and color and, most important, in
terms of what each would do to contribute to the modern decorating mood.
life

—

—

“PULL YOUR COLORS.” prompt the John
Russells, “from a drapery print you love.”
Their own hand-blocked draperies (beige
with green and burnt-orange touches)
dictated their happy choice of a beige carlight beige walls, green and burntorange upholstery pieces. Thus, in the
rooms shown here, the draperies (white
ground with blue, green, and gold accents)
inspire the colors used on walls, upholstery, acces.sories, and carpeting.
“Give the bedroom more use,” suggest

pet,

“DO WHAT YOU CAN YOURSELF,” Ty and
Andra recommend. “The money you save
can go into fine furnishings.” Ty painted
most of the walls in his home has made

—

good use of his small carpentry shop in his
back yard to build bookcases and a cubby
for logs near the living-room fireplace.

And

his lovely wife,

Andra Martin,

is

not

above “making my own draperies so that
I can use the money I save to buy finer
fabrics.” Note that the draperies in our
composite rooms are tailored require only
hemming top and bottom and can be put
up in minutes with automatic, inexpensive
pinch-pleating pins you can buy in any
hardware or department store. And our
built-in-look bookcases and log cabinet on

—

—

either side of the brick fireplace are a cinch
for any handyman and his gal.

In our composite
the living room.
rooms, all reading areas next to chairs,
behind the sofa, over dining table, and
near the bed are well-illuminated. Fixtures were selected for down-lighting the
book. Secondly, light bulbs are carefully
chosen for proper wattage. And finally,
lighting is wall-hung, ceiling-bracketed,
in

—

—

or on a light pole wherever possible, to
leave precious floor space for other things
—and to keep the fixtures safe from toddlers or guests who get carried away
during an Elvis record.

“CHOOSE DURABLE FABRICS.” Roger and
Vici urged, “especially for your upholstery,

because reupholstering is expensive.” In
our composite rooms, we used drapery
fabrics with a high Dacron content because
gives outstanding
fiber
that synthetic
dimensional stability in other words, they
won’t ride up or hang down after cleaning.
And our upholstery fabrics are rich in
nylon content to insure hard, long wear
as well as the brilliant coloring so characWhat’s more, these
of nylon.
teristic

—

fabrics are resistant to the effects of sun,
heat, mildew and other climatic conditions.

ROGER SMITH APPEARS ON ABC’s “77 SUNSET
STRIP,” FRIDAYS AT 9 P.M. EDT, AND ALSO RECORDS FOR WARNER BROTHERS’ RECORDS. VICTORIA SHAW CAN BE SEEN IN COLUMBIA’S “tHE
CRIMSON KIMONO.” YOu’lL SEE NICK ADAMS
IN U-l’s “pillow talk,” “the FBI STORY” FOR
MERVYN LEROY PRODUCTIONS, WARNER BROS.,
AND ON HIS OWN TV SHOW, “THE REBEL,”
SUNDAYS AT 9 P.M. EDT, FOR ABC. TY HARDIN
AND ANDRA MARTIN WILL CO-STAR IN THEIR
OWN TV SERIES, “bRONCO,” THIS SEASON, TUESDAYS AT 8:30 P.M. EDT, ON ABC. ANDRA’s ALSO
IN WARNERs’ “YELLOWSTONE KELLY.” JACK
KELLY APPEARS ON ABC-TV’s “MAVERICK,”
SUNDAYS AT 7:30 P.M. EDT.

SHOPPING INFORMATION
It

hen you’re following through on our

panel’s decorating ideas, look for these
labels:

LIVING

ROOM:

Furniture from The Peabody Collection
by l\ii bar<lsoii/Nem.‘^( bofT
(iarpctiiif: by Bigelow Bugs and Carpets;
Portable TV by Admiral:
l.ytespan by Idglitolicr:
Filigree panels l)y Oiiality

House Sbut-

ters:

Felldike dra[ieries of “Dacron” and ray-

on
Sofa covered
:

the
Hardins
“AVOID CLUTTERING UP,”
warn, “with knicknacks and fussy furniture.” To which they add, by way of
explanation, “That means beware of gifts
thank the givers but don’t feel duty-bound
to display Aunt Agatha’s antimicassar. Our
composite rooms achieve an air of clean

luxury from the very absence of things.
Sparsely but discriminatingly decorated,
they are dramatic without being cold,
thanks to bold color, the sculptured lines
of furniture, the warm tones and beautifully

matched grain

of the

wood

pieces.

“DRESS YOUR WINDOWS,” urge the Roger
Smiths, “in a manner consistent with the
period in which you decorate.” In their
Bermuda-modern home they chose simple

in DuPont stum nylon:
Cane arm chair covered in DuPont nylon
and cotton
Hi-Back chair covered in DuPont spun

nylon.

BEDROOM:
Furniture from the Colorama Group by
Sun Glow Furniture Industries;
Chairs by Ricbardson/Nemschoff
Phonograph by RCA Victor;
Clock-radio by RCA Victor;
Light fixtures by Lightolier;
Carpeting by Bigelow Rugs and Carpets;
Draperies of "Dacron” polyester fiber

and linen;
Chair and ottoman covered

Bedspread and

John and

his wife, “by making it part
sitting-room as we have done.” As in the

draperies in pale beiges, grays and white
to set off the bright colors of the furniture.

holstery fabric;

Russell bedroom, our composite bedroom
has TV, radio, and easy chair with otto-

Our modern

Simmons

living room and bedroom (see
sketches) get a clean-cut tailored drapery

in

nylon and

cotton
(louf of

DuPont nylon

up-

Beauty rest mattress and box spring by
Co.

teens. But how could it be right not to see
Bobby? All that night I didn’t sleep. And

CONNIE FRANCIS

becoming

I

Continued from page 51

attractions
Or Fi-ankie Avalon? Or Paul
Anka? It didn’t seem right to reveal his
name since we tried to keep our romance
private, but then some people found out
Neil Sedaka?

A

and

after that happened, I decided I
should clear it all up, that I should tell
you it wasn’t Frankie, or Paul. It was
Bobby
Bobby Darin.
.

And

.

.

Bobby. I know his name
linked with another singer’s

I still

been

has

like

And this is good. To see Bobby so
happy makes me feel content, because we
had so much together a relationship that
lately.

—

blossomed into something very special,
even after our romance ended.
I kept remembering the wonderful times
we’d had together. And then I would

remember the last time I’d seen him.
What really broke us up? A lot of things, I
guess. But mainly because Mom and Dad
wanted me

to

meet other fellows

— instead

of just going out with one. Still, I think I
could have convinced them that Bobby was
for me. But I never argued because Bobby
and I felt, deep down, that although we
were in love we might never ever be happy!
One summer night everything was over.
It
I

had been a perfect evening. Bobby and
were in New York and we had a won-

derful dinner at Leone’s. (I still remember Bobby saying, “Go ahead order zabaglione for dessert.”) Afterwards we walked

—

over to Birdland to listen to jazz. We
held hands along Broadway and even
with all those summer tourists around,
I
didn’t feel the least bit funny.
We
hardly saw the people who bumped into
us and brushed by. I was so happy. I felt
the two of us owned the world.
It’s too good to be true, I told myself.
Something’s going to happen to us. It
won’t go on like this forever the way I
want it to. But then I held onto Bobby’s
hand more tightly and I told myself it
would never end.
When he drove me home in his secondhand Chevy, it was long past midnight

—

too late.

I

But

I

set.

knew my
had

folks would be upno idea just how upset.
to blame because I didn’t

Of course, I was
them to say I would be late.
The car motor rasped and pulled away.
From the shadowy living room I heard
my father’s deep voice. “Connie.” He
sounded gruff. “It’s after two o’clock.”
I was so scared I couldn’t speak.
Then he came out into the hall and
snapped on the light. “If that boy means
so much to you that you can’t listen to us
.”
and live by the rules of our house
“Oh, Dad,” I pleaded, and I began to cry.
call

A. Prince Matchabelli gilds the lily with
Golden Autumn Bubbling Bath Oil, a
fragrant blend of woodland scents.

The

4-oz.

gold-topi)ed

flask,

$2.00.*

.

B. A golden baton of waterproof mascara twirls color
and curve onto the
lashes. Avon’s new “Curl ’n’ Color”
i.n
black or brown, refillable. $2.00.*

—

—

Crowning glory by Helena Rubinstein: Crowning Color Cream Hair Tint,
C.

a

new

self-timing lotion for

do-ing. Conditions as

it

home

bair-

colors. $1.50*

“I’m

.

.

.

I’m sorry.

have stayed out so

I

know

—

I

.

shouldn’t

But
“I’m ashamed of you,” he said, “and if
you want to make your own life, then I
won’t hold you back. But in my house
you must abide by what your mother
and I think is right.”
I couldn’t stop crying, and I looked over
at my father and saw that he was crying,
too. I rushed over to him and threw my
arms around him, and the two of us cried
late.

like kids there in the hallway.

D. Aiming

well-kept coif? You
can’t miss with the “Easy-Aim” lever
on Sbulton’s new 3-Way Curl Spray.
Weatherproofed and non-sticky, $1.50.*
for

a

E. Hazel Bishop’s new “Vivid Vivid”
Lipline lipstick flashes brilliance, adds

creamy
five

lustre

via

a

new formula.

vibrant key shades,

*plus tax

each,

In

$1.00*

Then, holding

me

back, he said, “I

mean

what I say, Connie. You’re my daughter,
and I love you more than anything in the
world, but I don’t want you coming in
at two o’clock in the morning.”

D

ad no more wanted me to be unhappy
than he wanted me to stop singing.
I

me

knew

that.

He was

just trying to

do what he thought was right.
He thought I was too young to see only one
fellow; that maybe I was cheating myself
by not going out with others during my
get

to

couldn’t stop crying either. Didn’t

Dad

Bobby? I kept asking over and over.
Did he want me to sneak out on dates
with him? I didn’t want to be sneaky.
I couldn’t be sneaky. I didn’t know what

like

to do.

keep on seeing Bobby. I
But a couple of days later,
I couldn’t believe him when he said, “Connie, I don’t want to see you any more.”
I looked at him. I couldn’t believe what
almost sick,
I’d heard. He seemed tired
I thought. There were deep circles under
his eyes and his hair was rumpled, as if
I

wanted

to

loved him.

—

he’d run his fingers through

a dozen

it

times.

“Why?”

I

asked.

my

career. I can move faster without you,” he said quietly.
“It’s

I
stepped back and nearly fell. He
reached out to steady me, and I could feel
his hand trembling. I was shocked. He
couldn’t mean what he was saying. I
looked into his eyes and silently begged
him to say it was all some kind of crazy
His
joke. But he didn’t say anything.
eyes were misty. He wouldn’t look directly
at me. He really meant to step out of my

life.

Maybe he was
for both of us.
You can’t turn

trying to

make

easier

it

But love isn’t that simple.
it off and on like that, and

one curt sentence can’t stop all those
wonderful feelings in your heart.
My girlfriend, who was standing with me,
saw and heard everything that happened,
and although she never tried to pry, she
couldn’t help but know about a lot of
things that went on behind the scenes in
the music business. She saw how miserable
I was without Bobby all through those next
few weeks. And one day she couldn’t hold
herself back any longer.
“Connie,” she said, her voice sympathetic and timid all at the same time, “I
know it’s none of my business, but everybody’s saying Bobby’s just not himself.
He can’t sleep, and he’s not doing any
work.” She said she always saw him at a
midtown drug store near his recording
studio.
I asked her if she thought I should go
and see him.
“I don’t know,” she hedged. But I could
tell she thought it wouldn’t be a bad idea.

didn’t say anything, but, later that
afternoon, I went into my bedroom and
put on the new shirtwaist dress I’d
been saving for a special occasion. It was
pink, with push-up sleeves. Quickly, I
ran a comb through my hair and then,
taking a deep breath, I headed for the
drugstore.
I was scared.
I didn’t know quite why,
but I was scared. What if he should
ignore me?
What if he sat there and
looked right through me? Or maybe he’d
simply tell me he didn’t want to see me

I

.

But

I

knew

I

had

to

.

.

go and find out for

myself.

When

I

walked

into

the

drugstore,

I

looked at the cosmetics in the showcase
and then sat down at the counter. Out of
the corner of my eye I spotted him in the
back booth. I didn’t want him to think
he had to talk to me. I ordered a lemon
Coke and no sooner had I taken a sip of
it than I felt his hand on my shoulder
and heard him say, “Hey, where’ve you
been keeping yourself?”
I couldn’t breathe for a moment.
Then
slowly so casually I turned and looked

—

—

into his eyes.

“Nowhere

“How

special,”

I

said.

about you?”
“Right here. In this Coke and candy
kitchen.” He smiled, but his face was
strained and white, and his eyes were
dark and sad looking, I thought. But I
could tell he was glad to see me. “Why
(Continued on page 84)
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him

to

— to

open up everything

over

all

again. Maybe it really would have been
better for us not to see each other, even
Don’t
if I was so miserable without him.
think about that, I told myself. Just be

glad you’re here with him.

Bobby

sat

you

— about

He

more

—

to me. “It’s been
can’t sleep. I don’t

“I

can do

I

forced

ourselves to

would we

them up, how

give

Maybe

he’d hate me.
Maybe I’d hate him. Oh, no, I told myself,
But somehow
I could never hate Bobby.

think about

is

tightly.

Then, “What are we going to do, Connie?
Either way we’re going to be
I didn’t hear him. What should we do?
I asked myself.
Should we say goodbye
again and go back to being lonely? I
wondered if maybe 1 should run off with
him, get married; he could open a record
shop and I’d look after our house and maybe some little kids.
But as he held my hands and I looked
into his eyes, I knew I was dreaming. We
were too far along in our careers. If we

down next

awful,” he said.
want to eat. All

song that had brought us together.
smiled a little, but he held my hands

the

don’t you come back to my booth and
talk?” he asked.
“
I picked
I can’t stay too long.”
up my glass of Coke and followed him to
the last mahogany booth in the drugstore. It was so wonderful just being with
him. It made me feel alive again. But
still I wondered if it’d been right to come

—

”

us!”

feel later?

“But what are we going to do, baby?”
he asked. “We can’t go one seeing each
other, can we? We both want our careers.”
“I know,” I interrupted.
“Yes,” he said.
“Oh, Bobby,” I cried, reaching out and
touching his hand, and he held it in both
of his hands. “I’ve missed you.”

we had to prove how much we cared
By waiting
for each other by waiting.
until the time was right for us to be together.
long will that be? I asked
myself. I knew the answer too long. Five
minutes would be too long.
Then some soft inner voice told me it
was time to go.
“Bobby,” I said, pulling
hands away
gently, “I hate to go, but I promised
.”
to be back

As I said this his face cleared. Now
when he smiled, his eyes smiled, too. He
looked down at his wrinkled sport shirt
and kind of laughed. “What a mess I

His hands lay empty, motionless on the
table. His eyes had a lost, hurt look in
them, and I couldn’t walk away without
saying, “But I’ll be back tomorrow.”

I

stared down at the table and made
rings on it with my glass. “It’s been

I felt

little

the

same

for me,”

whispered.

I

How

—

my

.

am,” he said. “I just haven’t cared about
anything since ” He couldn’t finish.
And I nodded. “Nothing’s the same,”
I told him.
Then we talked about how everything
had changed; he told me that he couldn’t
get himself to go to a movie without me
we’d both been crazy about movies and
I told him how every time I heard “The
Nearness of You” I had to run out of the
room. Because it was our song, the song
we’d first danced to at a party I’d had.

—

.

I ate dinner slowly, mechanibut I don’t remember what was
served. Afterward, I stared at the television screen. I watched four programs,
but I didn’t see or hear any of them. I
kept thinking about Bobby. Are we making a mistake we’ll always be sorry for?
I wondered. Maybe we shouldn’t cut ourselves off from each other so quickly.
Maybe we should try to make a go of our

T

—

hat night
cally.

romance and our

Maybe

careers.

it

would

work out, after all. Finally, I made up my
mind I’d leave everything up to him when
we met tomorrow. 'The next day I wore his
favorite dress, a white dirndl with pale
violets embroidered on it, and when I
walked into the noisy drugstore my head

was

light. I felt scared and faint, and I was
sure everyone could see it. These next few
minutes could change my whole life. Somehow, though, I felt whatever happened

would be

right.

This time I didn’t wait for him to come
to the counter and ask me to sit with
him. I walked to the back booth. He was
all dressed up.
He had on a white shirt
tie, and he was smiling.
“Hi, doll,” he said, standing up to let
me slide into the booth beside him. “You
wore the dress I like.” I nodded, smoothing the skirt as I sat down. He’d remembered.
“Boy, do I feel great. You inspired me
yesterday,” he told me. “I guess you^
or the thought of you always will. You

and a

—

know what? After I saw you,
home and wrote a new song!”

went

I

—

“Oh, Bobby, I’m so glad so proud,” I
whispered.
“I guess we’ll always have a spot in our
hearts for one another, won’t we, Connie?”
he asked.
“I think we made the right decision,”
he said, but he wouldn’t meet my eyes.
“I mean, I don’t think we’d be really
happy together, do you? There’d always
be trouble on account of our careers, and
I don’t think we could
or should have
to give them up, do you?”

—

Should

I

tell

him know

let

and

Should

the truth?

that

down

sat

him

—

I’d

walked

I

there

in

beside him, willing to go
No, I told myself.

anywhere with him?

—

it will just make it harder
for both
of us. For I saw now how hard it had
been for Bobby to say those things to me.
He wanted to be with me as much as I
wanted to be with him, but he was

No,

stronger than

I

was.

wanted to say so many things to him.
In a way, I even wanted to comfort him,
I

but
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and
never forget you. I I hope we can
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other,

is

I’ll

be friends.”
Bobby looked up.
touched my cheek,
it

was

over.

But

him. He was good.
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hair. I knew now
knew I’d always like
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How

set for the city

I

could anyone

started to slide out of the booth then,
and he stood up to let me pass. When we
were standing together, he said softly,
“Connie, don’t ever change. You’re wonderful.
And let’s always, always be
friends.”
I

I

nodded and then turned around, mak-

ing myself walk slowly, casually out of
the drug store and away from him, even
though I wanted to run.
The first time we met after that was
when we were both on the Dick Clark
show. Someone suggested that Dick introduce us to each other. For a moment,
I held my breath.
Our bygone romance was still a secret
at that time. So Bobby looked over at me
and said, “Gee, thanks, but Connie and
I
are already friends we’re real good
.

.

—

And

looked back at him and smiled.
funny, I thought, how things
change? Not too long ago, Bobby and I
were deeply in love. And now.
?
You asked me, could I ever get him back
again
? Sure, you can get your boyIsn’t

I
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I

it
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by Mary Morgan
need for a bulky applicator. At

last.

Dr.

Donovan had found the answer.
Dr. Donovan achieved a dainty, compact tampon, by designing it to be
compressed to one-sixth the size of its
original absorptive material. Upon contact with moisture,

sideways, adapting

it

gradually expanded

shape to the individual. In this way, the rate of absorbits

ency was governed by each woman’s
needs. Significantly, the tampon was designed to be stable in length— expansion
being sideways only — the secret of why
it fits without being felt.

All
to a

women have

faced this same intimate problem, hnt, thanks

Boston doctor, today’s daughter can now show mother
a better method than the older generation ever had.

Back in the days of the

first chemise,
a daughter might have worn her hair
clipped close and her skirts above her
knees— even if her mother frowned on
her “modern” ways.

troduced about a decade after disposable
napkins) did away with such pad problems as bulkiness, twisting, binding, as

But when it came to the question of
coping with that intimate, age-old problem of monthly sanitary protection,
most times daughter didn’t dare to be

method he ought

different.

ployed “tamponage” in his practice. This
medical principle of internal absorption,
he knew, was sound.

What mother

advised, daughter accepted. Perhaps because there was so
little choice in this particular field of
feminine hygiene.

But how different is the situation today. Now, more and more daughters are
finding that they can show mother a better solution to the problem of sanitary
protection than the older generation
ever had. A solution made possible by a
Boston doctor who saw the need for a
simpler method of sanitary protection —
one that would be perfectly comfortable.

And

herein

lies

the story of the inven-

new, more absorbent tampon that needs no bulky applicator.
tion of a tiny,

Pondering the problem of sanitary
some years ago, the late
Arthur B. Donovan, prominent Boston
doctor and obstetrician, decided that the
first step toward the development of a
new and better method was to examine
protection

the

kinds of sanitary protection then

available.

The most commonly used form

of
protection, at the time, was disposable
sanitary napkins. These were introduced
just after World War I and, of course,

were an improvement over the homemade pads that women had used for generations.

More advanced than this method,
however, was that of internal sanitary
protection. Applicator-type

tampons

(in-

well as chafing

This, Dr.

and odor.

Donovan

decided, was the

to pursue in his effort

to develop a still better kind of sanitary
protection. Like a great many physicians, Dr. Donovan had. for years, em-

absorption not only eliminated odor and chafing, it was completely
invisible. What’s more, it had already
proved to be a cleaner kind of sanitary
protection. What was left for Dr. Donovan to do was to design an ideal tampon.
One that would be small, comfortable,
easy to use— one that would assure
women of napkin absorbency, yet would
need no applicator. But this, the doctor
knew, was not as simple as it sounded.

Applicator-type tampons were made
absorbencies. Dr. Donovan’s
discovery simplified this problem with
one size — no larger than a lipstick— yet
proved 25% more absorbent than regular applicator-type tampons.
in three

'^ESTS

with doctors, hospitals, women
ages brought a response that
exceeded the doctor’s fondest hopes. Just
recently, a study was made at a leading
of

Chicago university

to test the absorbency
of this tiny tampon as against that of
other leading ones now on the market.
And the findings were most revealing.

Doctors found
definitely

answer. One that would eliminate the
bulky applicator entirely.

this tiny tampon to be
more absorbent than even the

super sizes of other tampons.

Internal

While other tampons were encased in
cardboard applicators in an effort to
solve this problem of insertion. Dr. Donovan was determined to find a better

all

to

The Campana Company was chosen
market this new product which has

earned the Good Housekeeping Seal of
Guaranty. (Wherever this Seal appears,
it means that replacement or refund of
money is guaranteed by Good Housekeeping if not as advertised therein.)
loclay. the

tampon

is

sold in drugstores

everywhere under the name of “Purscttes.” A whole box of “Pursettes”—
smaller than a package of regular-size
cigarettes

— tucks

you would

into a

tiny purse.

If

“Pursettes”— just
send I0',‘ to me. Mary Morgan. Box Y,
Batavia, Illinois and a generous trial supply will be sent to you.
like to try

As

^NE DAY, while analyzing the

problem for the millionth time, simple
logic suddenly gave him the answer. Why
not, he reasoned, develop a tampon without a blunt end. Why not taper the tip
for comfortable insertion.

This he did.

And

then Dr.

made another discovery.

A

Donovan

unique scien-

development enabled him to coat
tampon with a newly discovered material — an absolutely safe,
tific

the wife of a gynecologist wrote;
have always had trouble using tampons with cardboard applicators. But
“I

‘Pursettes’ are so easily inserted, there’s
no discomfort at all. ’’Said anotheryoung

woman: “The girls in my set are all
switching to ‘Pursettes.’ We’ve found
them to be more absorbent than any
other sanitary method.”

And

so

it

that as the news spreads,
today's women— both
single
enjoy a far better

is

the tip of the

more and more of

clear substance that acted as a prelubricant and gave added assurance of gentle,

married and
—
method of coping with monthly sanitary
protection. This invention has convinced
many a mother that a daughter some-

medically-correct insertion. This coating
dissolved harmlessly and eliminated the

times

knows

best.
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her to fear his hoofs. She simply sat up,
her hand to her cheek, and said over and
over again, “My cheek. How does it look?
What does it look like?”

HAUNTED
Continued from page 79
not very much. She and Walter
Chiari and dozens of other people had all
come down to a ranch outside Madrid to
laugh and drink and watch the horses being trained to go into the bull-ring.

At

least,

getting bored just watching
suggested, “Let’s try breaking the horses ourselves!”

They were

when someone

"Hey, Ava,” someone else called, “why
don’t you try?”

She slid down into the corral. She’d
never been on a horse in her life. She
would never admit she didn’t know how to
do something or that she was afraid; that

—

she was lonely.

A brown
“I’ll

and white horse caught her

eye.

try that one,” she said.

She moved toward the horse, ready to
rope him as she’d seen the others do, but
one of the men stopped her. “Don’t be sil“Let me put a bridle on him
ly,” he said.
for you.”
He held the horse and helped her up.
Then someone else laughed. “All right,
you’re on! For how long no one knows!”
The animal gained momentum, and she
was riding. The wind blew through her
hair and the animal moved beneath her.
She leaned forward to get close to his neck,
but suddenly the pony swerved to the
right, and stopped abruptly.
For an instant, it seemed she were sitting in mid-air. Then she felt herself being thrust forward over the pony’s head,
and she was falling. It was more like being forced to the ground than falling, and
when she hit the earth, she did not move
away from the horse. It did not occur to

hey

lifted her from the dust and supported her back to the fence. Someone
helped her across to safety. But she was
aware of none of this. “My face,” she kept
saying. “What does it look like?”
They gathered around her now, looking
at her face.
“It’s a little puffy, but don’t
worry. You’ll be fine in no time at all.”
But she knew. The color seemed to her
to have drained completely from her face
except for the spot on her cheek. It felt as
if it would burst at any moment. “No,” she
said, “I’ve got to get to a doctor immediately.
Please, will someone drive me to

T

Madrid?”
Everyone seemed to be talking at once,
and they were all saying the same thing.
“The party’s hardly begun. That swelling
will be down by morning. Come on, let’s
have some fun. Don’t break up the party!”
She forced herself to smile, and then
laugh. But she felt dizzy and afraid. As
she laughed, she heard the other laughter
her head; her own laughter at all the
other parties that had lasted to dawn. She
had laughed harder than anyone else,
played harder than anyone else. She had
become a famous movie star. But she had
never been able to leave behind the little
girl she’d been. The little girl who had no
shoes, whose hair was so unruly that pigtails could not trap it for long; the little
in

girl everyone laughed at and called “hillbilly,” but who was really a gypsy at heart,
one who knew she would always have to

roam, that she wouldn’t

—

fit

or belong any-

where unless she learned to laugh louder
than anyone else.
They would not take her to a doctor in
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She knew that. And if she forced
to drive her there, she would destroy the carefree, laughing image she
had created, and everyone would say,
“Why, Ava’s just a scared kid, and I al.” No, she would stay at
ways thought
Madrid.

someone

.

.

the party as long as she had to, only she
hoped it would not be too long. She hoped
it would soon be over.
And so now, after the ranch veterinarian
had cleansed her wound, she accepted a
glass of wine from someone, and laughed
at someone else’s joke, as hard as she had
ever laughed, trying to be a good sport. As

she laughed and drank and flirted, she
hoped desperately that no one would see
that she had never succeeded for all her
glamour and sophistication— in leaving that

—

scared little girl behind.
Several times that evening she escaped
from the room of tinkling glasses and brittle laughter and looked at her face in the
mirror. Late in the evening, she saw that
the whole right side of her face was horribly swollen.
She could hardly see her
right eye, and the pain was terrible. What
am I going to do? she kept asking herself,
thinking that if this beautiful mask, her
face, were destroyed, there would be nothing left
Except the tenant farmer’s
daughter, the hillbilly, the gypsy whom
.

.

.

—

no one would want in his caravan now.
That beautiful mask was the only one she’d
ever shown the world. She felt it was only
because of this that people had cared about
her. And she wanted to cry.
But then she heard them calling her. She
tied a chiffon scarf over her hair and most
of her face, trying to arrange

it

so that

it

looked glamorous, and went out to the car
with the others.
After what seemed hours, they reached
her house in Madrid, and, at last, she was
alone. Never before had she been glad to

FREE

be alone. She ran to the telephone, almost
falling over a sleepy servant, who was
standing there, rubbing his eyes, and sayWhat can I do for
ing, “Yes, Sehorita?
you, Sehorita?”
“Some coffee,” she said abruptly and
The telephone
picked up the receiver.
service was incredibly bad, almost as bad
as in France, but finally she got through to
Sir Archibald Mclndoe in London.
“I must have an emergency appointment,” she told the doctor.

T

H

was

^

.

YOU GET
THE MOST IN
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The servants helped her pack, and four

But now

know.

.

.”
.

When

she arrived in London, she hid in
a hotel room until it was time for her appointment with the doctor, seeing no one
except the bellboy, who brought her coffee
and the papers. Tbe coffee made her feel a
little less shaky, but looking at the newspapers was a mistake.
There were pictures of her falling from
the horse. The awfulness of the moment of
her fall had been caught for all time by tbe
camera. And she turned her eyes away
from the photographs, unable to look at
them. The owner of the ranch must have
sent them to the papers.
But who had

when you buy

.

.

.

.

did.

—

days.

days later she caught the plane alone. Hiding her disfigured face this time was a
heavy scarf and dark glasses. No one recognized her, and she was at once glad and
afraid. Would she have to go through life
like this always, wearing a scarf to cover
her face, so no one would recognize her,
with people whispering, “I think that’s Ava
Gardner? She used to be a beauty. She
used to have the world at her feet, you

.

.

Why had she done it? Why had she
gotten on that horse in the first place?
What had she been afraid of that someone
would laugh if she didn’t, as they’d laughed
at her when she was a kid?
She’d still been a kid when she’d first
seen Frank Sinatra. He was singing with
Tommy Dorsey’s band at a dance she’d

PHOIDPIAY

so calm.

.

.

Frank

His speech was so slow.
Methodically, he looked through his
appointment book, before he told her
she could have an appointment in a few
e

^
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—

“But ” she faltered and for a moment
could not continue. “How much time?”
she finally asked.
He spread his hands in a helpless gesture. “Who can tell? A month. A year
perhaps more.”
maybe two
maybe even
A year
longer. Suddenly, she felt more alone than
she ever had before. There was no one, it
seemed to her, who cared enough to come
Except maybe
to her, to comfort her

to in Newport News, Va. Like every
other girl, she’d had a crush on him. She’d
stopped in the middle of the floor to watch
him, listen to him, and her date had
laughed. “Look,” he’d said, “stop dreamhe wouldn’t give you the time of
ing
day!”
But that wasn’t true. Several years later,
she met him married him and he’d given
her the time of her life

gone
taken the pictures? She didn’t remember
anyone’s snapping them.
When it was nearly time for her appointment, she tied the scarf firmly so that
her face was concealed, and then swiftly
The examination began at
left the hotel.
once, and stretched on

and on

until

Ava

Then,
thought her nerves would snap.
the doctor snapped off the examining light,
and went behind his desk. He asked her
to sit

down.

But she could not. “What is it?” she
asked, standing in front of his desk, gripping the top of it tightly.
“It is a

my

haematoma,

he said.
produced by a
child,”

“That is, the swelling is
blood clot under the skin.”
“And?” Ava could not take her eyes

from

his face.
will heal

“And time
will heal

it.

it.

Nothing hut time
do, do not have

Whatever you

surgery!”

a 52-piece set

—

—

—

.

t

was

I was

.

.

She
at a party in Palm Springs.
a star by then and he wanted to

drive her home. “No,” she said, though
she didn’t want to say no. “You’re mar-

and

—

I never
marriage to Nancy is all over,” he
told her out there in the garden. And she
let him take her home.
They saw each other constantly after
that, and then when they were both ready
to break under the strain, Frank got his
divorce, and he and Ava were married. On
November 8, 1951, she looked at him and

ried,

“My

in
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whispered, “Till death do us part,” and
she meant it. And he repeated the words,
and she knew he’d meant them, too.
How then, did they come to part? How?
Because everything about them that had
brought them together so violently, pushed
them apart just as violently. Their tempers
were equally fiery, their feelings of insecurity equally as deep, only Ava’s made
her possessive while Frank’s made him
turn away from her to find new worlds to
conquer.
It was not like that in the beginning
though. Then, she would often bend down
and kiss him. “Never mind,” she’d say.
“It’ll be all right. We’re married and that’s
that matters.”
a while that was true.
Frank
couldn’t get a decent spot as an entertainer, but he didn’t let it show that it bothered him. He just went on following Ava
around, as she made movies and money,
all

For

until one morning she woke up and looked
at him. He looked different. He told her
he’d read “From Here to Eternity,” and
that the part of Maggio was perfect for

him.

formance.
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ut you’re a singer,” she said.
“I was a singer.” He lit another cigarette, inhaled too deeply and coughed.
She sat up in bed. “Maybe we should
get more sleep,” she said, remembering

B

someone’s saying that, when Frank got
eight hours sleep, he sang like nobody’s
business; when he got four or five he sang
like a nobody.
He brushed this aside. “I’m going to get
that part,” he said, “if I have to play it for
nothing.”
And she stared at him. She’d been perfectly happy, just having him near her, just
being able to see him and hear him and

—

reach out and touch him. But had he? He
looked desperate. After all, he was a man,
and a man’s supposed to be the breadwinner, but she hadn’t cared about that.
She looked at him and she knew that he
had cared
He went straight to Harry Cohn, then

head of Columbia Pictures, and told him
he had to have that part. Cohn promised

ARE YOU KOOKIE, TOO?

International

June of 1954 that Ava went to Nevada to
establish her six weeks’ residence.
On July 26th, the reporters waited, pencils poised, to get the story of her picking
up the decree. The photographers were
supplied with plenty of flash bulbs. And
the papers saved space on page one for the
event.
Only, there was no event. She did not
even come to town that day, nor the next,
nor the one after that. Then, suddenly,
she was gone, bound for Europe, and she
still was Mrs. Frank Sinatra.
She settled down in her house in Joraleja, a suburb of Madrid, making sure that
her time was filled with excitement, that
she was never alone. She did not see Frank
once that year, and only once the following year.
One night, she was home, alone. It was
midnight, and she’d asked that a print of
Frank’s latest picture, “The Man with the
Golden Arm,” be delivered to her home.
All by herself, she sat and watched the
picture all the way through. Then before
she could change her mind, she sent him a
cable, congratulating him on his great per-

nothing.

Then one day, everything changed. They
were in Africa, where she was making
“Mogambo,” when the wire came from Columbia, asking Frank to come back and
make the test. He whirled her around and
laughed with her. He was his old charming self, and she loved him.
She knew
she would always love him. So she let
him go halfway around the world to
make the fifteen-minute test, and when he
came back two weeks later, he brought all
kinds of presents for her, and he told her
how much he loved her, how much he
would do for her, once he got on top again.
But when weeks passed, and he heard
nothing about the part, only vague rumors
that someone else had gotten it, he grew
gloomy again, snapping at her, snapping at
everyone he saw.
Ironically, on a day when he was feeling

—

particularly

—

miserable,

the

cable,

telling

him he had the part, arrived.
A week later, he left for Hollywood.
Then, a few weeks later, Ava was taken off
location and flown to a hospital in England.

“A

severe case of anemia,” the papers

said. But it was much more than that. She
had lost her baby, the child she and Frank
had wanted so much. What would have
happened if the child had been born? she
now wondered. Would that have kept us

And that was all. She had seen her husband on the screen. She did not really
see him until the summer of 1956, when he
came to Spain to make “The Pride and the
Passion.” During the shooting of that film,
they saw each other often but never to
say hello. When she saw him, she smiled
and nodded and looked away, and he did
the same. She was his wife and she was

—

—

not his wife.

What

it

all

meant, she didn’t

know.
Then, one evening in a night club called
Zamba, she received a note from
Frank. She read it, smiled, and quickly
scribbled an answer. The waiter hurried
across the room with it, handed it to
Frank, and then stood by to see if there
would be another note. Instead, Frank
threw back his head and burst into laughter. Across the room they looked into each
other’s eyes for a long moment, but nothThey did not speak.
ing else happened.
They did not go to each other. But that
night it did not seem to hurt her much.
Another evening, when she was dining
at a restaurant with Ricardo and Georgianna Montalban, who were old friends of
hers, it did. Suddenly she stopped chatting
and eating. For across the room sat Frank,
with another girl on his arm. He looked at
the girl as if she were the only one in the
world, and never once glanced at her.
Her fork clattered to her plate, and she
pushed the food away from her.
Shortly afterward, Ricardo called for the
check and as soon as it arrived, they left.
How do you leave a part of your life behind you? she wondered. How do you
make yourself forget the past, and go on
into the future? Once, she had known the
answer. If you lose something, you replace it as quickly as possible. She had
done it when she lost Mickey Rooney and
done it again when her marriage with
Artie Shaw went on the rocks. But there
was nothing this time to take its place.
After months of soul-searching, Ava
gave up and filed for divorce in Mexico
not for a quickie divorce, but for one that
would be good all over the world in Spain,
for instance. “Why are you suddenly doing this?” people asked her, and she smiled
the

—

a

little.

“Suddenly?” she asked, lifting her eyebrows. “After four years, don’t you think
it’s about time?”

together?

She had not known then that this had
been the beginning of the end.
With the success of “From Here to EterIt
nity” came the end of the marriage.
had lasted twenty-three months and twenM-G-M announced the end of
ty days.
it in October of 1953, but it was not until

n July 5th, Ava Sinatra became Ava
Gardner again. Her maiden name was
restored to her, but she knew she
would never be the same again, no matter
how hard she tried. And she did try. She
said she’d try anything once but not an-

O

—

other marriage, not that.

“If I

were mar-

ried again

into a mirror.

For the

I

seemed forever

to her,

and the marriage failed, I’d wish
were dead,” she said one night at a gay
party, “or else, I’d kill myself!” There was
no doubt that she meant it. Her eyes were
almost black with pain
That afternoon, as she sat in her hotel
room, waiting for it to be time to go to the
airport and fly back to Spain, she thought
about what the doctor had said, and she
realized there was only one person in the
world who’d understand, who’d come runIt was Frank.
But
ning if she called.
somehow, she just couldn’t call him
When she got back to Madrid, she tried
to keep herself so busy that she wouldn’t
have time to think. But forty times a day
she caught herself looking at her face
And it never
anxiously in the mirror.
looked any better than the time before.
But she went on waiting for some signs
of improvement. And then she could put
off going to Rome to make “The Naked
Maja” no longer. Heavily veiled, she left
Spain for Rome. Stoically, she submitted to
the make-up man and, woodenly, she went
before the cameras, feeling naked without
her scarf.
When the first rushes of the film came
through, everyone said how beautiful she
looked in them, but she stared at them in
silence.
She knew that she still had that
nervous twitch in her eye when she was
tired, that there was a crookedness to her
mouth, whether she smiled or cried. She
knew, and no one could tell her that it
wasn’t so.
Then, at last, the year Sir Archibald had
told her to wait was over.
She flew to
London immediately, and went to his office.
After examining her carefully, he smiled.
“It is as I thought,” he told her.
“You’re
fine. Now you are ready for a minor opera.

.

.

.

tion.

.

.

Ten minutes

That

is all it

is all it will take.”
did take, when she entered
home the following day.

a small nursing

And twenty-four hours

later,

she looked

first time in what
she smiled at what

she saw. Except for a slight discoloration,
which the doctor assured her would last
only a few more hours, she was herself
again.
In July of 1958, Frank came to her in
Rome. This time, there were no guarded
This
glances or smiles across a room.
time, he took her with him all over the

and they laughed together and held
They raced around Rome until five
o’clock in the morning, and maybe
But then he was off again, gone
maybe
city,

hands.

.

.

again.

.

.

.

.

—a

guy who could love ’em and leave

’em.

And

because this idea was so powerful
it sometimes seemed that he didn’t
often get to do what he really wanted to
do. He left many things, tore himself away
from them, just to prove he could leave
them. He had something to prove to the
world and himself.
But she what was she trying to prove?
in him,

—

We

do not care! But why,
true, did they need to say it
so often to each other, in so many ways?
it.

were

this

Why did they keep protesting?
did they keep meeting again?
Maybe there isn’t any answer.

And why
Ava went

about her work, her play, making pictures,
having fun even if, maybe, it was empty
and Frank went about his business. But
the world is small. While she was in Australia, making “On the Beach,” he flew
down to sing at Melbourne Stadium.
When he came on stage, the lights

—

—

dimmed. Frank stepped forward, and Ava
he’d seen her. She was sitting in the
front row, a little to the side.
She was

knew

Why?

Perhaps because of the first woman in
his life, his mother, Dolly.
She was so
strong, so dominant from the very beginning, that maybe he’d set out to prove he
was a tough guy. No woman was going to
make a doormat out of him! He would be
a guy who’d as soon hit a man as look at

him

knew about
if

—

didn’t make any sense. None of it makes
any sense, she told herself. But the roads
they’d taken were such different ones.
She’d become an expatriot, an internationalist, a gypsy of the world. And he? He
was always on the road, too, but most of
his roads circled the States; Miami, HollyIt

wood, Las Vegas, New York, and always he
was suriounded by at least three of his
cronies. He seemed to need them, to need
the sense of protection they gave him, and
he never traveled without them.
We do not need each other! their actions
screamed across a world, so that each one

smiling.
“Hello, baby,” she whispered.
She looked up at him and listened as he
sang “All of me why not take all of
me
directly to her.
She tried to keep smiling, even though
she was remembering so many things
about him and her, and what someone had
once said about her. The woman had said,
“Ava is stunning. She behaves like a perfect lady
until she can stand it no longer.

—

.

.

—

Then she turns her back and runs down
the street like a

little girl.”

She pushed that thought away from her
and tried to sit there and listen to Frank.
But she could not make herself sit still another moment. Suddenly, it was too much
there were too many memories. She felt
as if she were choking. She stood up and
hurried down the aisle, stumbling a little
as she made her way out of the stadium.
She was the first one to leave. Behind her,
the words filled the air, “.
Can’t you see,
I’m no good without you.
.

.

.

.

— Brianne

Watson
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KIM NOVAK
Continued from page 62
Neither of Kim’s parents had ever expected such a wonderful treat. Of Czechoslovakian descent, they had lived in
America all their lives, anxious only about
and future,
children’s happiness
their
never dreaming of a pleasure trip to Europe for themselves.
a sunny
It was way back last spring
April morning that she had called to tell
them the news. Her mother was baking a
chocolate cake for company that night,

—

—

she’d said.
Kim smiled. “Are you sitting down?”
she’d asked.
"Wait a minute,” her mother laughed.
“Let me wipe my hands.” Then she asked,
"Why? Is something the matter?”
"I have wonderful news!” Kim said, and
unable to hide her own excitement, she

blurted out,

“How would you and Dad

like

go to Europe with me? The studio’s
asked me to go over to the Cannes Film
Festival.
I thought. Wouldn’t it be fun if
you and Dad could be my guests!”
Stunned, her mother had sunk back into
the red-leather kitchen chair next to the
telephone nook. All she could utter was a
weak, "Huh?”
to

Kim

really. I’m not kidding. Mom,”
“I made the air reservations this
said.
morning. We’re all going to meet in
York and fly by jet to Paris; then on to

"No

New

Cannes, and then I thought it would be
wonderful to visit Dad’s cousins in CzechoThen,
slovakia. Wouldn’t that be great?
we’ll fly to Italy and maybe England. The
trip’ll take thirty days, so you and Dad had

making

better start

plans!”

"Kim,” Mrs. Novak whispered
I can’t believe it!
daze, “I
I can talk any more now.
back in a little while.”
.

.

I

her

in

don’t think

I’ll

in the

newspapers back

in Chicago!

The Aga Khan, the Begum’s husband,
received his weight in diamonds every
other year from his Moslem followers until
the time of his death. And now they were
sitting at the same table with her.

you

call

After her mother had placed the telephone into its cradle, she picked it right
up again and called Arlene.
Arlene laughed into the phone. “Kim already told us. She called and made us
promise to keep it a secret until the reservations were completed!”
Then Mrs. Novak called her husband at
work and told him the news. But she still
can't remember what she served her guests
for dinner that night.
She was so happy
she couldn’t even think!
How often they had lead about the Be-

Mom looks really lovely tonight, Kim
thought, glancing across at her. And Dad
whom Kim remembered best sitting in his
easy chair with one slipper on and the
other lost, forgotten under the chair, reading his paper looked quite dapper in his
tuxedo. She remembered how he’d looked
when he took it out of its gold and white
box last Christmas. He’d looked sort of
puzzled and pleased at the same time. He’d
fingered the expensive black cloth and
very
said, “Why, thank you, Kim.
It’s

—

—

But what am

handsome.

I

going to do

with it?”
She’d wondered then if her impulse had
been right. When she’d been hurrying
around in the crowds doing her Christmas
shopping, she’d suddenly seen the tuxedo
in a brightly lighted shop window, and
she’d gone in immediately and bought it
for her father. But maybe it had been a
silly thing to do.
After all, what was he
going to do with it?
Now they both knew. He was going to
wear it at all the formal occasions here in
Europe. He was going to have a wonderful time wearing it, and he wore it well
almost elegantly.
Her eyes turned back to her mother
then, she saw that her mother was taking in every detail of the dinner party,
probably so that she would be able to tell
her neighbors back in Chicago all about it.
She was making mental notes of the pink

damask

table cloth, the individual crystal

bowls at each place with floating gardenias,
the centerpiece of milk-white orchids with
their violet throats but, most of all, she
saw that her mother was looking at the
beautiful ring the Begum was wearing on
her right hand.
It was the biggest diamond Kim had ever
seen. Certainly, it was the biggest one her
mother had ever seen; larger than a saltshaker cap, it shot off sparks of white-fire
with every gesture the Begum’s hand
made. All through the meal, even during
the dessert of strawberry mousse, Mrs.
She
Novak’s eyes were on that ring.
seemed to be trying to muster the courage
Once or
to make some remark about it.
twice, she actually opened her mouth and
seemed to be ready to speak, but then she
always stopped and tried to look away.
I wonder what she wants to say about

—

the ring,

Kim

said

—

much

that she’d never be able to be close
her parents again. She wondered if she
had, again, cut herself off from her mother
and father, just as she’d done when she
to

was thirteen

W

.

.

.

hen she woke up that February morning,

she

felt

.
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if something
happen. Then
was her birthday.

excited, as

wonderful were going

she remembered that

it

to

and Mom had promised
wear make-up. and
this was the day.
She awoke two hours
earlier than usual and experimented in
front of the oval mirror above the mahogany dresser in her narrow bedroom, with
thirteen. Dad
that she could

She was

its

wallpaper of tiny blue forget-me-nots.

The enormous

collection of

make-up

lay

over the dresser; she’d been buying it
secretly with her allowance from the fiveand-dime store in the neighborhood for a
long time. She loved the dark red shades of
lipstick and the fiery red rouges, and she
thought they would bring out more gold in
her hair.
Finally she emerged from her bedroom,
anticipating her mother’s ecstatic raves
over the breakfast table. But when she
walked downstairs and faced her mother in
their cozy, cream-colored kitchen, her
mother looked at her hard and said, “Kim,
honey, what’s the matter with you? You’ve
put on enough make-up for five girls.”
all

“This,’’

Kim

Kim was
.

—

—

dominate.
.

it

stiff as her own.
She remembered how she’d felt when
she’d first gone to Hollywood how awkward and out of place and she remembered, too, how it had been when she went
home to Chicago for a visit. She had looked
at the familiar rooms and furnishings and
she’d thought. Nothing’s changed. Everything’s the same except me.
And she’d
asked herself if, perhaps, she’d changed so

yourself.

of Sin

hoping

ably as

said firmly, “is the style!”

“I don’t know styles,
er said, “but I do know

Her Stolen Moment

herself,

to

would be the right thing. Kim had learned
that.
Too often, in the beginning of her
career she’d found that what she’d said in
all innocence were things she never should
have said. Learning what is correct and
what is considered a faux pas had not been
easy for Kim, and how much less opportunity her mother had been given to learn.
Kim glanced over at Cary. He was so at
ease. He talked and laughed easily and at
the right moments. Then she stole a glance
at the Begum. She, too, seemed perfectly
comfortable. But Kim knew that her mother and father, though they chatted and
smiled, were sitting with their feet flat on
the floor, and that their spines were prob-

maybe,” her mothyou don’t look like

Make-up should highlight,
Go wash it off, dear.”
crushed.

not

All those painstaking

hours of practicing with make-up night
after night in her bedroom, and now her
mother wanted her to wash it off.
“Listen,” Kim said, “I’ve been studying
all the magazines and I know everything
about make-up. But you! You don’t know
how to put lipstick on evenly. Sometimes
you don’t even wear it, and you look terrible. I don’t like walking down the street
with you!”
Sobbing, Kim ran to her room to look at
herself in the mirror, but the tears had
ruined her face.
The bright blue eyeshadow, the coal-black mascara, the scarlet
rouge had all run into zig-zaggy streaks
down her cheeks, and Kim, after seeing
herself in the mirror, rushed into the bathroom where she scrubbed her face with a
brush. Then, returning to her room, she
applied another heavy coat of make-up.
When she walked downstairs again, she
asked, “Well, is that better?”
Her father looked up at her and shook
his head. “It’s terrible,” he said gently. “I
don’t like the way you look at all now.”
Kim thought she was going to cry again.

but she wouldn’t let herself. Taking a deep
breath, she said, “I’ve never liked the way
you look!” And she ran out of the house.
The girls at school will like it, she told
They know more about these
herself.
things than Mom and Dad. But none of
A couple of them
the girls said much.
asked her how she’d put on the eyeshadow
and mascara, but that was all. Except that
by the end of the week she had a nickname. Everyone at school was calling her
C.C., and no one would tell her what it
meant.

Maybe

stands for some movie star’s
told herself hopefully, but she
didn’t really think it did. For one thing, she
didn’t think she looked like a star whose
it

name, she

name corresponded with

those

initials.

But

mainly, the girls just didn’t act as if they
were paying her a compliment of any sort.
Finally, after a month of name-calling, a
girl took her aside and said, “Somebody’s
tell you how terrible you look, and
might as well be me even if you hate

got to
it

me

—

for

The gang’s

calling you C.C., bestands for circus clown.”

it.

cause it
“Circus clown?”
“Yes. You look so clownish with

that

make-up!”
Kim found herself running down the
corridor and down the stairs and out the
door.
She ran down the street without

just

secrets.

But now, looking

at herself in the bedmirror, she realized she’d looked like
a silly clown all the time. And she thought
of one morning in particular when her
mom had refused to let her out of the
house because of the new, thick cupid’s

at

“I’m glad you admire

in

it?
Why, you’ve never even looked
your figure!”
But now, having been told what she,
herself, really looked like, Kim stood by

about

after

She glanced over at her father, who was
deep in conversation with Cary, and then
back at her mother, who was chatting happily with the Begum, and, for the first time
that evening, she relaxed and smiled

—

really smiled.

You’re not a bit like the Aga’s widow.
she said to herself, and you. Dad
you’re worlds apart from Cary but I think
you’re both wonderful, and so do these

Kim

scrubbed the makeup off that afternoon, and she never again
wore very much of it. She felt awful about
the way she’d treated her mother and father. She felt she’d never be able to make
it up to them
but she knew she’d never

Mom,

her room.
Had she made a fool of herself? How
often had Mom and Dad pleaded with her
to take it easy with the make-up?
Every
time they looked at her, it seemed. Only,
Kim hadn’t listened. What could a man
possibly know about make-up, and who
was her mother to talk? She was just a
plain Chicago housewife who thought
about nothing besides her kitchen and her
home, while Kim had pored over every

nd that was why the idea of bringing
them to Europe with her had seemed
such a good one. She’d thought they’d
have such a wonderful time; that she
would, too. But now, as she watched them
across the table, she wondered. Her mother
was still glancing at the Begum’s ring, and,

.

Then the dinner was over. Everyone
stood up, and Kim hurried around to the
other side of the table to where her mothMom, she
er and father were standing.

.

A

knew, had understood what was in her
heart for a long time but Dad, well, Kim
had never been able to tell her father how,
when she was a kid and didn’t know, she’d
been almost ashamed of him and how
very proud she was of him right now and
always would be.
The End

—

—

during a short pause in the conversation, Mrs. Novak plunged in.
“Your ring is so lovely,” she said in a

finally,

small voice.

“Would you mind

telling

—

people.

—

.

it.”

different.

her bedroom mirror, seeing for the first
time the hurt on her mother’s face and
the shock on her father’s and she thought:
But they were right all the time. They
knew what was best for me, and they
didn’t have to read all those magazines to

stop trying

“It

But what
carats, imagine that!
amazed Kim most was not the size of the
ring. What amazed her most was that the
Begum had said to her mother, “So we are
And Kim looked
alike, you and I, no?”
over at her mother’s plain wedding band
and shook her head. No, she thought, no,
they are not alike. They couldn’t be more

nice.”

stopping until she I’eached her house. And
then she rushed in and shut herself up in

she said.

Fifty

And Kim answered, “What do you know

either!

it,”

one of my favorites, too. So we are
alike, you and I, no? There are fifty carats

her mouth. She
remembered that morning and winced.
“It looks cheap,” her mother had said.
“It’s not the way the other girls do it.

it,

her ring.

is

bow Kim had drawn on

They look

She held out her hand and looked

pleased.

room

know
all

how many carats it is?” she asked.
Kim held her breath. She had no idea
how the Begum would feel about this sort
of question.
But the Begum seemed

fashion magazine she could get her hands
on, even using a magnifying glass on the
models’ faces to figure out their make-up
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JOHN SAXON

tried

be part of the gang, things were worse.
He had a terrqr of parties.

Why was

this? He didn’t know for sure.
just that every party he went to
to turn out to be a disaster, like
the first party he ever went to, a picnic
supper when he was still in grammar
school.
It was warm in Brooklyn that summer,
and everybody in the neighborhood used
to drag chairs out in front of the houses

was
seemed

It

how nice it would be if he could
stop and talk to them in that easy way
his friend Chuck always had with girls.
Why couldn’t he ever think of anything to
say? he wondered. And when he did think
of something, why was it always the wrong
thing?
Walking slowly down the block, he
stared hard at the pavement as though he
had to watch it carefully it might suddenly drop out from under hin* In fact, ht
wished it would. He just knew that when
he passed the girls they’d laugh.
And one of them did. When he got near
enough to the corner to actually hear the
whispers of the girls, one of them giggled.
Still looking down at the sidewalk, he
frowned, hoping he looked lost in thought.
Maybe they’d think he was concentrating
so hard that he didn’t see or hear them.
Then he heard another giggle and a
voice called out: “Hi.” And then we heard
her say, more softly, “He’s kind of cute.”
He sneaked a look at the girls from
under his lowered brows and turned away
again quickly. They were huddled together, blushing and giggling, but he knew
it was that special girl, the one he thought
was so pretty, who’d called out. She was
making fun of him. He’d looked at himself
often enough in the mirror to know that
no girl would ever call him “cute” and
thought

—

—

it.

Then when he

lonely.

to

Continued from page 49

mean

and was

on the sidewalk

to sit

steamy twi-

in the

light.

Never much of a talker even then, he
vriggled contentedly in his chair at the
s jpper table and swung his bare, brown
legs back and forth. By arching his ankle
downward, he could just touch the floor

with his

toe.

When

he’d been invited to the picnic
supper, he hadn’t especially wanted to go.

Why, he asked

his mother, should he go
eat supper with near-strangers when he
could eat perfectly well at home with his

family?
But she said,

“You go. Son. You’ll have
a good time. It’s nice you were invited.”
So partly eager, partly afraid he had

—

—
gone.

was

picnic

at the

“Why

called out

you take me with you?”
He wished he could think of something
smart to retort, but his mind was blank.
Suddenly, he plunged off the curb and
dashed across the street. As he jumped
across a rain puddle on the other side of
the gutter, he could still hear the girls’
don’t

laughter.

Just before he turned the corner, John
looked back over his shoulder, but a streetcar, clanging down the middle of the
street, hid the girls from him. He stopped
to stare into the window of a hardware
store, not really seeing the boxes of nails
and shiny hammers but only wanting to
give himself a little time to get over the
painful meeting, to let the lump in his
throat melt away so his voice wouldn’t

squeak when he asked the grocer, “And
can I have two cans of tomatoes, please?”
After a moment, he began to watch the
reflections of the neighborhood people
passing by in the hardware-store window.
And then suddenly he pressed close up
against the window. In it, he could see two
of the girls from the corner. He didn’t want

them

to see
didn’t. They

him again and,
were too busy

this time, they
talking.

When

they passed him, he could hear every word
they said. They were talking about him.
“Boy,” he heard one of the girls saying,
“is he stuck on himself!”
The other girl, the one he liked, nodded.
.’’
“Guess he thinks he’s too good for us
That’s not true! John almost said it
aloud. How can they think that? Speech.

he watched their reflections
appearing at the edge of the window,
he wished harder than ever he could
saunter up to them and smile and
lessly,

—

.

dis-

of a classmate.
dozen children had been invited
for fried chicken, potato salad, curled carrot strips and sandwiches, served at a long
table in the back yard.
He was nervous at first, but soon he
began to relax. Listening to the giddy

A

—

A

t
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chatter of the other boys and girls, he
thought, “Why, this is fun!”
“Knock, knock,” said one.
“Who’s there?” someone else responded.
A fat little girl with Shirley Temple
curls all over her head gave the expected
answer.
“Tarzan.”

“Tarzan who?”
“Tarzan Stripes Forever.”

The kids howled appreciatively at this
John among them. That year,
“knock, knock” puns were popular, and
John liked them as well as anybody. He
sally

.

.

.

knew a few himself. Gradually he ventured
into the coversation, forgetting all about
feeling shy.
“Would you like anything more, John?”
the hostess asked.
“No, thank you,” he said, just as his

just
say,

good.”

—

fourteen, John Saxon was shy and
miserable. He had no idea what to do
about it, so he avoided social over-

People, he was certain, would laugh at
the rest of his life. They couldn’t help
it. Every time they saw him after this, he
was sure they’d remember how stupid he
was not to know how to eat watermelon!
John, at eight, felt his entire future hinged
on one treacherous serving of watermelon.
Parties, he concluded, were a trap. Maybe
he’d never go to another one. And, for a
long time, he didn’t.
Girls
whose invitations he declined
nodded wisely to each other.
“You see,” they shared their feminine
insight, “he’s stuck-up. He thinks he’s
too good for us. Conceited, that’s what he

him

is.”

If

John didn’t know about these whispers.
he had known, they would have shocked
hy actors are no novelty. The truth is
that
of the most popular Holly-

S woodsome

stars

— including
—

Rick

Nelson

and Rock Hudson are timid. And John
Saxon came to Hollywood still feeling insecure. He had little confidence in his
ability to get along
He’d become so

and

“Hello.”
“It’s the other way around,” he would
like to explain. “I want to be friends. Honest. It’s just that
well I’m scared, I guess.
If you knew how scared I am.” he thought,
“then you’d really have something to laugh
about.”

ation.

home

He swallowed hard and kept on

“Where are you going?” she

lost its savor. John, as was
long-standing practice, was eating
watermelon with his hands, but everybody
else was using a knife and fork.
Watermelon with a fork? The thought
had never occurred to him. How stupid
he must look! The watermelon turned to
cotton in his mouth, and, for a dreadful
moment, he was afraid he couldn’t swallow it. He was overwhelmed with humili-

him.

The

walking.
again.

watermelon

his

mother had

told

him

to.

“That was very

With happy anticipation, he awaited
dessert.
Deftly, the hostess removed the paper
plates and brought the dessert large,
sweet, icy segments of watermelon. John
took a bite. It was good. Sticky, pink
juice ran down his fingers. He wiped his
hands on his napkin and took another

—

mouthful.

But just as he took his second bite, he
looked up at the other children, and the

with people.
used to his self-consciousness that it hardly seemed a problem. He found conversations with strangers
difficult, so, following the pattern of his
boyhood, he left strangers alone. If some
people found him unapproachable, it
couldn’t be helped.
In Hollywood, girls still looked hopeful
when he came into the room. Maybe none
of them said, “Hi!
He’s cute,” but more
than one pair of feminine eyes clearly
said, “Why don’t you take me with you?”
Still
trapped behind a wall of selfconsciousness, he didn’t see the invitation.
And he was lonely.
More than one factor broke down that
wall. The acclaim he received as an actor
helped. But so did an incident involving a
girl. She’s a pretty girl, naturally, but her
name isn’t familiar to anybody except her
family and friends. Let’s call her Susan.
When they worked together in a picture,
she in a minor role, he in the lead, she
was curious about what sort of person the
real John Saxon might be.
“I wonder if he’s conceited?” she asked

—

herself.

John, in turn, was conscious of all the
pretty girls on the set and especially of
this one He liked her soft voice and the
way her honey curls were swept up at the
back of her neck. He envied her the poise
with which she met strangers. He thought
it’d be fun to take her dancing, but he
wondered if she’d want to go with him.
Lots of other men seemed to find her
attractive, too. Some days she ate lunch
with two or three.
Noticing that a cameraman drove her
home regularly, he decided, “She wouldn’t
have time for me. I guess I’ll leave her
alone.”
Susan felt quite differently. She was disappointed. True, John was one of the bestlooking men she’d ever seen. He was a
talented actor, and the few times she’d
heard him take part in a conversation he’d
been witty and intelligent. But, she decided, success had gone to his head.
Discussing him with girls at the Studio
Club, she summed it up:
“He’s so aloof. Why, he barely answers
when I say ‘hello.’ He acts as though he
thinks he’s too good for any girl.”

“Well,” her roommate
shrugged, “I
guess that’s the way some boys are.”
“You’re right,” Susan agreed. “Men are
naturally vain, and John Saxon is the worst
of the lot. It’s a pity, though, because I’d
love to know him better, and I’ll never
get another chance. Before this picture is
over. I’m going to make him notice me
whether he wants to or not.”
The next day, he was leaning against a
table, watching the director guide two
players through an especially delicate
scene. He was so engrossed that he didn’t
even notice the girl at his elbow, and when
she spoke he nearly jumped.

TV & MOVIE
STAR PHOTOS
Brand new stars and
brand new prcturesl
PLUS your favorites!

said, “could you
help?
I
can’t decide
whether my lines in the next scene are
supposed to be funny or not. Would you
read them and tell me what you think?”
He studied her carefully. He’d been
around enough to know she didn’t really
need help with her lines. He thought back
to the girls on the corner, but this girl
wasn’t laughing at him.
“Sure,” he said, “I’d be delighted to go
over the scene with you. I’ve been hoping
for a chance to talk with you.”
Later, after they’d gone dancing together,
Susan admitted that she’d just been trying

Susan

Saxon,”

“Mr.

me

give

a

little
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to get his attention.
“I

thought you were terribly conceited,”
“but I was determined to make

she

.said,

one

last effort to

“And

know

you.”

thought you were so popular you
wouldn’t have any time for me. All the
time you thought I was conceited, I was
afraid to ask you for a date.”

T

I

he friendship with Susan

didn’t

amount

She later
and John heard

anything romantically.

to

went home

to Illinois

she’d married a high-school football coach.
But the incident amounted to a lot, beit helped John understand himself
and others, too. Remembering the episode,
he thinks the moral is obvious.
“It happens all
the time,” he says.
“People misunderstand each other, because
they’re both shy. It’s happened to me more

cause

PitESLBY

STAR GANOIDS YOU’LL TREASURE

than once
Somebody has gotten the
impression I’m conceited when actually
I’m just scared.”
Although he has licked his timidity
problem, he hesitates to advise others.
.

.

.

“Truthfully,” he says, “I don’t
how a person gets over fear. I just

5.

11. Elizabeth Taylor
15. Frank Sinatra
18. Rory Calhoun
19. Peter Lawford
25. Dale Evans
34. Roy Rogers

know
know

Doris Day
56. Perry Como
5

what happened

to me. I didn’t feel at ease
achieved recognition as an actor.
Recognition was like a blood transfusion.
It gave me drive.
“Of course, everybody won’t be an actor,
but recognition in any field has the same
effect. If you work hard and do well at
something, you’re a new person. It doesn’t
matter what it is you do well. It could be
ping-pong or knitting or doing the chacha-cha. Just as long as you do some-

until

I

thing.”

He has reversed his philosophy since the
days when his biggest ambition was to be
unobtrusive. Now, he recommends, don’t
hide. Do something, something constructive.

“The happy

result of doing something
constructive,” he explains, “is it shows you
aren’t just a pawn to be moved about by
other people. While they are affecting you,
you are affecting them.
“What a sense of power I had the first
time it dawned on me that I, too, could
have an effect, that people reacted to me.

The main thing
just stand there

I

had to learn was not to
run away but to do

— or

—

something.
“Sports,

social

the things
I used to dread, are more things to enjoy
now,” he marvels. “Life is grand. I don’t
read science fiction any more, because
real

life

is

more

contacts,

all

interesting.”

The End

John’s in u.a.’s “the unforgiven” and “cry
TOUGH,” AND DISNEy’s “tHE BIG FISHERMAN.”

Alan Ladd
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put down the doll furniture that she was
arranging for the hundredth time and
got up. The doll furniture had been carved
for her by her grandfather, and he had
painted it a lovely blue. Some day, Sophia
told herself, I will have a lovely house

THREATENED
Continued from page 77
That

is like us, Sophia thought; that is
Carlo and me. We can never be
together fully, completely, until the shadow

like

shame

of this

The car

that

lifted

is

was

from

us.

to carry her the rest of

way on her

secret and dangerous
journey drew up beside the platform. The

the

jumped

driver

out,

apologizing

his

for

and picked up her bags.

Then,
when she was settled in the car, they
drove off.
“We have a fine day for this,” he said,
lateness,

making conversation.
She nodded in agreement, but she did
not feel anything except the weight of
this trip she was making to Rome, where
she hoped she would in some way get the

answer she was seeking.
Had it been wrong for her and Carlo to
marry? She knew the answer to that,
Yes, it had been wrong.
But perhaps He would forgive
perhaps He would forgive and they could
have a child.
.

God

she

good,

is

She

told

hei’self.

.

.

Per-

know. The Church’s
feelings about her marriage had been made
very clear: excommunication. And the
laws in Rome were equally clear regarding what she and Carlo had done: two to
five years imprisonment for bigamy, if
either one of them returned to Italy. Well,
she was returning, and Carlo would join
her soon. They both knew there was no
point in running away. For if there were
a child now, that child would have no
name, just as she had never had one.
haps

.

.

.

?

didn’t

.

“Stuzzicadenti,

ma

come here!”

It

.

.

was Mam-

calling to her. Four-year-old Sophia

like the dolls have,
will be blue, also.

and

all

my

furniture
day, she

And some

sighed as she went to see what

Mamma

wanted, no one will call me “stuzzicadenti,”
either, for I won’t always look like a
toothpick!
in the living room, but Mamnot there. Neither was she in the
tiny kitchen. Finally, Sophia looked in
the bedroom. Mamma was lying in bed,
the sheets high over her swollen belly.
Mamma looked funny. Her face was wet
with perspiration. Her blond hair curled
damply around her shoulders. And her
hands were clenched.
“Mamma?” she said, hesitating in the

She looked

ma was

“You sick. Mamma?”
Her mother tried to smile. “It

doorway.

sickness,” she said.

“It

is

is

natural.

not a
It

is

Sophia, soon you will have a real
baby to play with, to take care of. You can
forget your doll-babies.”
The child’s eyes widened. “Soon?” she
repeated.
Her mother’s eyes closed, her mouth
twisted with pain. When the spasm passed,
she said, “Yes, soon soon. Run, get your
grandmother from the courtyard. Tell
her we must get to the hospital soon.”
Sophia ran down the narrow, curving
stone steps and out into the yard. Her
grandmother was talking rapidly about
the weather, the price of wine, everything
under the sun.
“Grandma, come quick!” she said, pulling at the woman’s skirts. “Mammina says
good.

—

—

to!

Quick!”

Her grandmother looked from the
to the

child

apartment building and then back

at her

neighbor. “Tell them to bring a
conveyance. It is my daughter’s time.”
And she ran across the yard and up the
steps, her shoes clattering behind her.
Sophia could not keep up with her.
Then they took her Mamma away and
she was sad until the day Mammina came
home again, a tiny, pink-blanketed bundle
in her arms. “See?” Mammina said softly,
lifting a corner of the blanket. “It is your
baby.” And Sophia could only stand there
and stare at the tiny eyelashes on the
closed eyes, at the tightly curled fingers,

two unopened buds.
Then a year later, when she was

like

five and
Maria could barely toddle around.
Mamma made them go to their bedroom.
She closed the door and told them to stay
there until she called them. Sophia looked
at her baby sister. “Were you a naughty
little

girl?” she asked, frowning, knowing that
she, herself, had not been naughty.

Maria’s eyes opened wide and then filled
with tears. “No, no,” she said, shaking her
head. “No, no.”
.?” Looking at the closed
“Then why.
door, Sophia asked herself why Mamma
had sent them to their room. Then she
thought she heard something. She moved
closer to the door. Yes, she heard voices
When she pressed her ear against the
door, she could hear a man’s voice, one
she had never heard before. And she
could hear her mother’s soft voice answering him, and then silences, long silences,
.

and the voices again.
Footsteps were coming down the hall.
Sophia backed away from the door and
kneeled down on the floor beside her
sister.
Little Maria was playing with
Sophia’s doll house, scattering the care“No!”
fully arranged furniture around.
Sophia said sharply. “The doll, yes. My
trucks, yes. But not that!”
Maria looked as if she were going to
cry, but then Mamma came into the room.
Maria’s face changed.
“Mamma,” she
cried, smiling and struggling to stand
up.

“Mamma!”

Sophia just stayed where she was, her
eyes never leaving her mother’s, her eyes
asking why she was being punished, shut
up in her room. But she said nothing.
Her mother tried to smile, but her lips
trembled.
She knelt down beside the
children and began patting their dresses to
fluffing their hair. She wiped
from Sophia’s cheek. “I want
you to meet someone.” she whispered.
“Someone special, someone very close to
me to us.” As if in answer to the question

tidy them,
a smudge

—

in Sophia’s eyes,

she said, “It

was

just that

wanted to see him first, talk to him a
little.
That is why I asked you to stay
here. Come, now let us meet him.”

I

—

Immediately, Sophia forgot her feelings
about being shut up in the bedroom. She
tucked one hand in her mother’s, holding
onto Maria with the other. “Hurry,” she
“It is special.
said to her little sister.

Mamma

says.”

Then they were standing in the
room. A big, handsome man was
on the

living
sitting

dark against the pink
smiling. His teeth were
very white. And

settee, his hair

drapes.

He was

very straight,

said simply, “Sophia

Mamma

.

.

.

and Maria

.”
.

.

The man smiled more broadly. “Ah,
it

is

possible? How they have grown! Like
in the garden!”
“Sophia, this is your father.”

weeds

ophia just stood there. He is not my
father, she was thinking, but she didn’t
it,
not wanting to be rude. And
anyway. Mamma looked so happy when
she looked at that man. Even if she was
trembling, even if her voice sounded funny
and whispery.
“Come to me, Sophia. Come to your
father,” the man said, stretching out his

S say
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to her. “See what I have for you?”
picked up a small wagon and a pair of
skates that lay beside him on the settee.
Slowly, forcing herself to take one step
and then another and then a third one,
she approached the smiling man. Gravely,
she took the gifts from him. Silently, she
let him rumple her hair, which Mamma
had just fixed. And then, unable to stand
there any longer letting this stranger
pretend he was her father, she fled from
the room, back to the bedroom. She cast
the toys aside and fell down on her bed.
Why does he say this to me? she asked
herself. Why does Mamma say it? My
grandfather’s my real father, I know he is.
A noise in the room interrupted her
thoughts. Maria had toddled back to the
doll house again, and was playing with the
little blue chairs, the little blue tables. But
somehow Sophia didn’t care any more.
She didn’t know why, but she didn’t

arms

lie

care.

When

the

man

left

and

Mamma

into the room, Sophia said, “Tell
that man really is.”
said.
“Your father,”
you, he’s your father.”

Mamma

came

me who
“I

EXCLUSIVELY A PRODUCT OF THE LUCKY SALES

CO.. INC.

told

—

“But grandfather
shook her head. “No. This man
is your father.”
Sophia thought about it for a moment.
Then she said, “But if he is my father, why
did he never come before? Where has he
been, and why did he go away again?”
“Because,” her mother said. “Just be-

Mamma

cause.”

And Sophia knew that her mother didn’t
know why, either. “You want him to stay?
You have invited him?” she asked finally.
Her mother nodded.
“And he would not,” Sophia said. “He
would not,” she repeated, almost to herself. “Then he doesn’t love us very much,
does he.” It was not a question.
But her mother said, “Oh, yes, he loves
If

it.

“All right,” she said aloud, “he is my
father and Maria’s, and he loves us.”
There was a sudden crash. Maria had
upset the doll house. A leg had come off
one of the blue chairs. Maria was crying.

Kneeling down to comfort her sister,
Sophia looked at the broken chair and
it doesn’t matter.
A toy chair,
should it matter?
For she suddenly understood what the
children in the street had been saying
about her. She suddenly understood that
her mother was different from their moth-

thought,

why

ers,

Good Honsekeepin;

He

does, believe me.”
he loved us, he would stay with us,
Sophia thought to herself. But she did
not say this, because suddenly she knew
her mother loved him, and that his going
away had hurt her enough already, without Sophia’s saying anything more about
us.

^'onoianwed by^

and that made

Sophia

“different,”

too.

he tried to pretend that everything was
all right.
She was good at this pretending. Mamma said it ran in the
family, for she had been an actress once,
a real one, she said. And she showed her
daughter a yellowed, crumbling clipping of
a beautiful woman with classical features
and long, shining hair.
“Me!” her mother said, poking a finger
in the center of the face in the photograph. “Before you came along.”
Eagerly, Sophia tried to read the words.
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Paramount

little stuzzicadenti.” She was proud.
She hugged Sophia to her. “But maybe
you will be what I could not, eh?”
Maybe
maybe.
Anyway, she could
dream. She, Sophia Scicolone, could dream
even though Scicolone was only a borrowed name, borrowed from the father
.

.

.

.

.

.

who

did not live with them.
after that the war came. World
War II, the “big” war. And there were
speeches and bombs and there was hardly
anything to eat. It was a bad time for
Sophia and her family, and she began to
wonder if there were anything smaller
than a toothpick. She was so hungry.
Then the “enemy” came. The Americans.
About thirty of them settled down in the
first floor of Sophia’s tenement building.
Wide-eyed, she looked at them. Why,
they looked just like people!

Not long

And they were wonderful to her. They
gave her candy and biscuits and coffee.
They lifted her up when she fell down,
and doctored her wounds. The enemies,
she decided quickly, were friends.
Her father, however, was another matter. From time to time he had come to
visit them, but when she was twelve, she
came home to find her mother crying. She
was sitting on the settee, rocking back
and forth with sobs she could not control.
“Mammina, you are sick?” Sophia
asked, touching her mother’s shoulder.
“Mammina, what can I do? Is there some-

presents for

Carroll

my

she
title

picture!

thing

— ?”

Her mother shook her head. “No.” she
said brokenly, “there is nothing. Nothing.”
And then, when she could stop crying,
she said, “It is your father. Oh, I suppose
1 am silly, but it is your father.
He has

married.”

Married? Her father

my

do

He had done
said.

When

— married?

But he

how

can he

she thought,

father,
this?

is

was nothing to be
married in a Church
nothing can change

there

it;

man

a

ceremony, no one

is

—

—

it.

For a while their house was like a house
mourning.
Mamma appeared redeyed in the mornings, and in the afternoons, when Sophia came home from
school. Mamma’s eyes were just as red.
But gradually things grew better. Mamma
had not forgotten; she would never forget.
But she had learned to live with her sor-

of
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goes on,” she said. “No matter
life goes on, my child.”
Day followed day and night followed
night and, as Mamma had said, life did
go on. Mamma hummed at her work.
Maria could run faster than Sophia by
now. Then one day Grandma said, “Sophia,
stand still!”
Puzzled, Sophia did as she was told.
“Why are you staring at me?”
“Life
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“Stuzzicadenti,

you

new name. Look

at

are growing plump in front!”
Sophia blushed. She had already noticed
that. The boys on the street had noticed,
too, and whistled every time she passed.
It gave her a funny feeling. She liked it
and she was embarrassed, as well. Mammina thought it was wonderful. She said
Sophia was beautiful, beautiful enough to
win a contest.
“Me? But you are joking, surely,” Sophia

you!

You

said.

“No, no.

I

am

quite serious.

Look, see

this newspaper? They are having a beauty
contest. 'They want to find the Queen of
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the Sea and her twelve princesses. You
will be the queen!”
Me? she thought, trying to tell herself
Mammina was only joking, and that she
fifteen. Too young, certainly, to
be a queen. But Mamma said, no, she was
not too young. Fifteen was the minimum

was only

age.
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“But what

will I

wear?”

There was

no money, and, of course, she could not
wear the patched dresses she wore to
school. That should settle it.
But it did not settle it. Grandmother
pointed to the pink drapes. “There is your
evening gown,” she said. “It will be beautiful.”

—

And it certainly was, but “What about
shoes?” Sophia asked, looking down at the
heavy brogans she wore.
Mamma frowned. Grandmother frowned.
Grandfather looked up from his paper,
took his pipe from his mouth and said,
“Let down the hem, then who will see
them?”

Nobody saw them. No one ever knew
that the beautiful girl in the daring, lowcut gown let it trail to the floor to hide
her ugly shoes. The judges stuck their
cigars or cigarillos in their mouths and
clapped as she walked for them, curtsied
for them, and showed them her lovely
smUe. And in the end, she was picked as
the queen’s first princess. She came in

lu&o&ig

Sandra, Elvis,
Liz, Annette,
Rick, Frankie,

Edd, Fabian

That she wasn’t named queen
didn’t bother her at all. Just to think that
she was the second most beautiful girl in
Naples was enough. And there was a
prize: forty dollars, two big pictures to
cherish of herself, and new wallpaper for
second.

the living room. It took the place of the
drapes as the finest thing in the room.
Cabbage roses and big, splashy green
leaves oh, it was beautiful paper!

—

he went back to school, well satisfied
herself. But Mamma was far
content. If Sophia had won one
contest, she could win them all. She could
even just think of it become a star in

S with
from

—

—

the movies!

“We will go to Rome,” Mamma said,
“and you will be the most beautiful girl
Of course,
in Rome as well as Naples.
you should have come in first in Naples.
Everyone knows

that!”

Before Sophia could open her mouth
to protest, her mother was busy making
plans, deciding what they should take,
what they should not take. Making decisions as rapidly as she chattered, Mamma had them in Rome before Sophia
knew what was happening.
They dropped their possessions in a
dingy little room and began looking for
work as soon as they arrived. “My feet
are sore,” Sophia said, stopping outside
one of the big studios.
“Never mind, darling,” her mother said,
“we will soak them tonight, and tomorrow
we will find work.”
Tomorrow came and they went on their
rounds again. But Mamma was right. This
day they did find work. They became
extras in “Quo Vadis.” It was wonderful

new
new
new
of your favorite stars

it

This

was

not.

Two

days

later,

—

—

.

.
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face to face with her father’s wife
on the set. They had the same last name,
so it was unavoidable that they should be
mixed up.
They were going to be paid. “Scicolone,”
the voice said. Sophia stepped up. Her
mother stepped up. But another woman
stepped up, too a pretty, dark woman.
“I am Scicolone!” the woman said, her
voice icy with scorn, her eyes hard.
The paymaster looked at his sheet of
paper. “There are three Scicolones,” he
said, smiling.
Sophia did not smile, nor did her mother. They took their pay
thirty-three dollars, a fortune!
and they turned away.
No, there was only one Scicolone.
After that, nothing seemed to go right
for them. They tramped the streets, but
no one wanted them as extras. They moved
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)
to an even dingier room and began living
on soup. Once in a while, Sophia got an
hour’s work as an extra. Sometimes she
modeled for cheap magazine illustrations.
Again, she was hungry. She remembered
the name “stuzzicadenti” and she bit her
lip.
She did not want to go back to being
a toothpick. For two and a half years she
worried about it, even though she was
filling out more and more. Even though,
occasionally, someone took her to a night
club and told her how beautiful she was.
It was at a night club, after she had
feasted on a full-course dinner complete
with Vichyssoise not minestrone that
the turn for the better came. There was to
be a beauty contest there that night. But
Sophia didn’t even think of entering it.
She was too busy eating dinner.
Then a waiter handed her a calling card.
“That man at the judges’ table wants to
see you,’’ he told her.
She looked at the man. An older man,
sort of pudgy, maybe, but what nice eyes
he had. “Excuse me,” she said to her escort, and she walked over to the judges’

BE YOUR OWN
"DRUG DETECTIVE"

—

—

table.

“You are not

man

the

said.

Why

in the contest.

His

name was Carlo

one of the biggest producers

in

not?”
Ponti,
of

did not think of
“I

“and

it,”

was

she could

all

to say.

have thought of it,” he answered,
I will put your name in right now.

Scicolone.”
Scicolone.
is
Sophia is Scicolone. The court had said so. But the world,
what did the world think? Sophia wondered. She put the thought from her. It
was over. It did not matter. There were
pictures to be made, things to be done.
And then, too, Sophia had realized she
was deeply, hopelessly in love.
Hopelessly, because she was in love
with Carlo. True, he had long ago separated from his wife. But he was still
married. He had been married in a Church
ceremony, and Sophia knew only too well
what that meant. Hadn’t she gone through
it with her mother, when her father married?
Oh, the circumstances were different, of course. But the meat of the
matter was the same. The Church recognized Carlo’s separation from his wife. It
would not recognize divorce. An annulment was the only thing it would recog-

Maria

will win, easily.”
didn’t win, but he asked her to
make some picture tests the following day

She

anyway.
“Good. Good,” Carlo Ponti said, sitting
behind his desk, his fingers tip to tip.
“You think so?” Sophia asked, and
waited.
“I think so.

Now.” He paused, picked
up and put them down,
swiveled around in his chair and squinted
out at the sun. Then he looked back at

some papers

“Now

will begin the diction lessons.
Italian is terrible.” His smile took the
sting out of the words. “Next English!”
There were so many “nexts.” After the
diction lessons, came Italian films. The
first one was for another producer, a semi-

Your

—

is

You

her.

poverty had to be told. Sophia told it.
With tears streaming down her face, her
hands twisting helplessly, she told the
whole world about her father.
“But he loves us,” she said. “I am sure
of that now. He is he is a man torn
between love for his children and his
wife’s hatred of us. That is what is hap-

When he gave his verdict, the judge
looked far from stern. He looked weary
and unhappy, and his eyes were warm with
sympathy. “Permission is granted. Maria

Sophia cast down her eyes and blushed.
“I

or one thing, Sophia so gained in confidence under Carlo’s guidance that she
no longer thought about being “different.” She found that she was able to
feel sorry for the “real” Scicolone, her
father’s wife.
She also discovered that
she no longer disliked her father. He had
made a mistake. Who has not? But there
was one last thing she had to do. Maria
had been dragged into court by her
father’s wife, over using the name Scicolone.
Sophia was determined that her
sister should be permitted to use that
name, just as she had been given permission to use it right after her birth. In
court, the whole story of the family’s

F

pening.”

all

Italy.

manage

other relatives soon followed. But there
were other changes.
Bigger changes.
Deeper changes. They did not show; they
were not surface changes.

—

documentary called “Africa Beneath the
Sea.” After that there were many. And
then there were the first American films:
“The Pride and the Passion,” “Boy on a
Dolphin,” “Legend of the Lost.”
Sophia and her mother moved out of
the back bedrooms into a sumptuous
apartment. Maria and Grandmother and
Grandfather came to live with them. The

ji

i

and why should she and Carlo exdispensation from the
a special
Church?
No, it was out of the question. Even
though Carlo loved her, too. Even though
nize,

pect

he said he
Finally, he

could not live without her.
to go away for a while.

had
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and that

settled

it.

It

was

They

true.

could not live without each other.
“God understands,” she said to him.
Then; “Do you think God understands?”
“No. No one can answer that,” she
whispered, and began to cry. “What will
we do. Carlo?”
“I don’t know,” he said.
Shortly after that, they flew to California. Sophia was to make “Desire Under the Elms.”
Sometimes she couldn’t remember a
word of English. “I’ve gone blank!” she’d
tell him.
He would smile and hold her hand
“When the time comes, you will
tightly.
be fine.”
And she was. But the real problem remained. “What shall we do?” she asked.
One day, he told her, “I am going to
Mexico when you go back to Italy,” he
said. “I will get a divorce.
My wife does
not object. She wishes us happiness. Then
we will be married by proxy.”
That is what they did. Only, they were
considered married in every country in
the world except Italy and Spain. There,
in their own country, they were outcasts.
If either of them returned to Italy, a jail
cell might well swing open
and closed.
And neither of them could receive communion or a blessing from the Church.
But she had said to Carlo before making
this journey, “We cannot go on this way
any longer, darling. I am going home. I
am going to see Mamma. If they ariest
me, well
And perhaps I can settle it.
.”
Perhaps.

|

shave lady?
don’t do

it!
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Cream

away

hair

(he heaiitiful way...
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he car drew up in front of the Scicolone apartment building. Sophia’s eyes
widened. A crowd was milling around
iinpatiently.
Then someone spotted the
car. They saw her.
“There she is!” the
cry went up. “It’s Sophia! She’s here!”

T
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was

as if they wondered what had
taken her so long. And all the time she
had thought her return was such a secret.
It

Reporters pulled the door open. Photographers snapped her picture. Then someone held a newspaper up for her to see.

“CHURCH RULES MARRIAGE TO
LOREN ILLEGAL! BIGAMY PROCEEDINGS BEGUN!”
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the headlines screamed.

and tears ran down her cheeks. She was
home.
The driver elbowed through the crowd
with her suitcases, and then she was going up in the elevator. When it reached
her floor and the doors opened, she stepped
out into her mother’s arms. “Mamma,’’
she cried, dropping her luggage and
throwing her arms around her mother.
Her mother led her into the apartment.
For a while they talked together about
anything and everything except what was
uppermost in their minds. The newspaper on the table reminded them of what
they could not speak about.
Mammina looked from Sophia to the
figure of Christ upon the wall, and then
she said, “Perhaps, my child, perhaps
.”
somehow you will be luckier than I
And they stared at each other across the
darkening room, stared helplessly across
the space of two generations, di-awn together by all of the happiness and the
unhappiness— they had shared. And Sophia
thought of the railroad tracks, glimmering
in the bright sun: how they were so far
apart, but how they seemed to meet in the
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distance;

how

truly

they
looked; and, without knowing why, she
felt her heart lift
just a little.
MARY CULVER
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.
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to travel so

and he wanted

Continued from page 55

day we were married, he thought, smiling
at her, even though her eyes were closed
and she couldn’t see his smile. By now,
they could feel each other’s moods. Shirl
had always said it would be that way and

Of course, it had taken time, but six
years? Shaking his head, he thought, Boy,
just doesn’t seen possible that we’ve
it
been married six years. Tenderly, he
reached down and smoothed back that
loose strand of hair that always fell over
his wife’s cheek.
And she opened her eyes and looked up
“Thought you were sleeping,’’ he
at him.
said as he came around and sat down beside her.

This was the part of every anniversary
that they looked forward to the most
late at night when they were alone, just
the two of them, and they could sit and
remember all the crazy and wonderful
things they’d done together. Now after
six years it had become a tradition. One
that I hope we never break, he thought to
himself, slipping his arm around her and

j
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way he always
in a secret.

••WHAT

.

“Happy anniversary,”

close.

relief

.

was mischievous when

Her smile
said, “I was thinking about the
you kissed me. Do you remember?

she
time

“Could I forget?” Pat groaned. “It took
me ten months to get up enough courage
to do it; I was so scared all the time you’d
get mad at me if I tried
Shirley laughed. “And

what was wrong with

.”
.

.

I

kept wondering

?ne!”

They had

told

each other this story so many times that
they almost knew just what the other

would

say.

“Somehow you always made me

Shirley Foley.”

She didn’t know many students yet and
she looked around so quickly her long
page-boy hair flew out and fell over her
Then she saw them. One of the
left eye.
boys in her class was waving, signaling
her to come over and join them, but she
hardly noticed him. She was looking at
the other boy, tall and good-looking, who
was leaning against the wall in an elaborate attempt to look casual, one foot
crossed over the other. She couldn’t help
but notice his feet he was wearing clean
white bucks.
As she walked toward them, she
thought. Gee, he’s cute, and then the boy
in her class was introducing them.
“Shirley, this is Pat Boone,” and then,
with a fiendish laugh, added, “He’s been
dying to meet you,” and took off down the
hall, as his friend looked angrily after him.
She didn’t even notice. “Pat Boone,” she
said and she thought maybe her voice
gave away her excitement. “I’ve heard you
sing,” she finally murmured, “and I think
you’re terrific.” Then she stopped, and she
could feel herself blushing. Why’d you
have to say that, she asked herself. It
almost makes you sound eager.
But she needn’t have worried, for Pat
was blushing, too. “Have you really?” he
.” almost stammering
asked. “Fm glad
in his eagerness to tell her, “I ... I just
think your dad’s one of the greatest sing-

—

.

to class. It

pool.”

new

he was a

said skeptically.

girl in school.

She had

David Lipscomb beS causetransferred
Even
her mother’s
to

just

illness.

of

day, she

mother

still

— so

had

a vivid

memory

beautiful and gay and

to-

of her
full of

She’d always been so pleased when
people said she had Mommy’s personality.

fun.

Her mother had been

a singer, too, like

her dad, and their house had been full of
music. Shirl had never even guessed that
for a long time her mother had been ill.
Then one day it couldn’t be kept a secret

any longer.

“Mommy

going to Chicago,” her falittle Julie and Jenny^ one
dark morning, “to be made well again.” But
she was older, so he took her aside and
said, “Mother is very sick, Shirl, and the
doctor says this is her one chance to get
better. A very famous heart specialist is
going to operate to see if he can help her.
But we won’t know for a long time.”
And in the meantime, he couldn’t take
care of three young girls himself. He had
is

ther had told

A

knowing what

nally, not

“Well,

I

guess

you, Pat,”
from him.

T
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]
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and suddenly he fell silent.
minute passed, then another, and

own swimming

—

100

cafeteria a little earlier that noon so she’d
have time to get an extra sweater and
then, as the door swung shut behind her,
she heard a boy’s voice shouting from the
other side of the corridor; “Shirley, hey,

ers,”

“I didn’t think you were tongue-tied that
day we met. In fact, I thought you had a
pretty smooth line,” she teased.
“Could anyone blame me?” he asked.
“The minute I saw you I knew I wanted to
marry you. It hit me just like that,” and
he snapped his fingers.

p

was alone.
Then came a cold, gusty January day
when the first big blizzard of the season
was blowing up outdoors. Shirley left the

feel a
tongue-tied,” Pat said, rubbing his
cheek against her forehead. “After all, you
were the only girl I knew who had her

little

“Hmmrrg” Shirley

to

time, Shirley

she was right.

.

much with

his musical show
spend as much time as
he could in Chicago with his wife. So he
boarded the two younger girls in a parochial school and entered Shirley as a
sophomore in David Lipscomb High
School. It was right in the same town, and
they saw each other often, but somehow
it wasn’t the same as when they had been
together in their own house. For the first

REMEMBER WHEN

I’d better

fi-

to do, she said,

be getting along

... it was very nice meeting
and slowly started backing away

hen, realizing she

was

leaving, he asked

to class and she answered,
“That’d be very nice,” and he did.
he reached the door to her Latin

to

walk her

When

class, he blurted out, as though he’d rehearsed it, “Shirley, would you like to go
out with me some time?”
“Yes, I would,” she whispered, and he
tomorrow
almost shouted, “How about
night?” And, not daring to say anything
because the blood was thumping so hard in
her head, she simply nodded her head.
On their first date they went sleigh
riding and, from that day on, they dated
steadily, several times a week. But it was
when her mother died, nine months later,
that she really began to know Pat. His
tenderness and understanding helped her
through it more than anything else. She
to her
still kept the letter he’d written
and her father. He could tell her in person
how he felt, but the letter was for her
daddy, too. After that, she started clinging more and more to Pat. He was always
there when she needed him.
When she was eighteen, she was baptized
.

into the

Church

.

.

of Christ, Pat’s

own

faith.

never pressured her into joining;
she
just answered whatever questions
asked him, and let her decide for herself.
He’d

,

^
j

^

j

^
<

.

x

and
They were to need that faith
their love ... in the days ahead of them.
It was in the fall of 1953, a few weeks
before they were to begin their first year
at David Lipscomb College, when her
father came home one night and told her
that they were going to have to move to
Missouri.
Somehow she
Springfield,
couldn’t talk about it to Pat when they
went to prayer-meeting, as they did every
Friday night, nor afterwards when they
walked across town to their favorite icecream shop. She couldn’t tell him even
when he kept saying, “You’re so quiet. Are
.

.

.

you all right, honey?” But later, when they
were sitting in the rear booth, almost hidden by the carved wooden frame of the
she began to cry.
“Oh, Pat,” she sobbed, “I’m going away.”
He stared at her, not understanding what
she meant.
“It’s Daddy,” she said, tears streaming
down her cheeks. “He’s gotten an offer of
seat,

a big radio show ... in Springfield, Missouri
and we’re all going to have to go
there to live
and Pat,” she whispered,
hardly able to speak, “I’ll never see you
again.”
He was stunned; he couldn’t move. All
he could think was, we can’t be separated.
We have so much in common. Shirley
really understands me
understand
each other. And we have the same plans
and dreams for the future. But most important, he knew, she loves me. Deeply,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

lastingly,

.

We

.

more than anything

else in the

world.

He didn’t know how long they sat there,
but suddenly he knew what they must
do.
“Shirley,” he said gently, “tomorrow morning, right after I’m finished at
the radio station, we’re going to be married.”

She looked

at him, then, realizing what
she bit her lip. “Oh, Pat, do

he’d said,

Mat BOYS Lite

you think we can?” she asked.
He had answered confidently, “Of course
we can,” but he knew she was right when,
a minute later, she said in a dull, fiat voice;
“We can’t. Daddy and your mother and
father will never let us
they don’t
even want us to go steady.”
His parents had said he had no right to
even think of marriage before he finished
.

.

college. That was probably true. But he
knew, too, that he couldn’t let Shirley go.
He knew that this was the one right
thing. “Well, then, Shirley,” he said, “we’ll
just have to elope.”

With a

startled look, she turned back to
the table and started unwinding her straw
into a long strip. Finally, in a little voice,
she said, “All right, Pat, but we’ll have to
tell

Daddy

really nervous when they went
to see her father. All three of them just sat
there. Finally Pat cleared his throat and

—

know Shirley
you. But I’m
love her
and I do very much.” Then, seeing how
trustingly Shirley was looking at him, he
said, “In fact, I’d like to take her away
from you.”
Her father just sat there a moment and
then he burst into tears.
“Mr. Foley

loves me.
not sure
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he following afternoon, September 4,
1953, in a little white frame church out-

side of Nashville, they said their wedding vows, their voices steady and sure
forsaking all others from that day on.

They didn’t need anyone else. They had
each other. Pat always had so much confidence that he made Shirl feel sure, too.
He said he’d take care of her and she believed him
That’s why she didn’t even hesitate once
they decided they should stop living with
his parents and go out on their own. They
.

finally

.
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it had a good college and because
a friend of theirs had a cousin who owned
a chinchilla ranch there, and Pat thought
that raising chinchillas might be one way
of making some money while they were
still in school.
They’d talked a lot about it, and then
one day he came rushing into their bedroom, waving a letter. “Look, Shirl,” he
said, “we can get a discount on the chinchillas two for $1,650. Isn’t that great!”
He was almost shouting. “Normally, they’d
cost $2,000.” Then he picked up a pad and
paper and started figuring.
“Let’s see,
we have a little money saved, and I can
work part-time at the farm and pay off the
balance. What do you think, Shirl?”
She was not too enthusiastic, but he was
so sold on the idea, he seemed to want it
so much, that, of course, she said yes.
And that’s how, three months after they
were married, they piled their most
precious possessions, including their first
wedding gift, a leather bible with “Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Boone” in gold lettering on
the cover, into a trailer behind their second-hand Chevy and headed for Denton.
They found a place to live, a small furnished apartment, but it was their first

because
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home and they

loved it.
Four nights after they arrived in Denton, he got home a little late and as he
parked the car, he noticed the apartment
was dark. He ran up the steps, two at a
time, and quickly unlocked the door,
wondering where Shirl was. He had something to tell her and he couldn’t wait.
When he walked in, he saw that the
little
square dining table was covered
with their good white linen tablecloth and
that two stubby blue candles stuck into
ink-bottle tops were burning.
My gosh
did I forget something, he
asked himself, as Shirley came up and
kissed him.
“Sit right down, honey. The steak’s
done,” she said.
“Steak?” He knew their budget didn’t
allow for that.
“Yes,” she answered, putting it on the
table and sitting down next to him. “I
thought this was sort of a special oc.

.

.

casion.”

“Hey, how’d you know
he asked incredulously.

“What job?” she

I

started

cried, “Pat, the audition

got the job?”
to

ask,

then

—you

got it?”
“Yup,” he answered, “and not just one
two TV shows a week.”
show, but two
Then he stopped and looked at her. “But
if you didn’t know, what are we celebrating?”
“Well,” she blushed, “I’ve wondered for
and I didn’t want to say anya while
thing until I was sure
but, well, we’re
going to have a baby.”
“Us!” he shouted. And then he added:
twenty -five dollars for
“Oh, I forgot
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

each show.”
“Fifty dollars a week?” she asked,
believingly.
“Pat, we’re rich,” and
whirled around the room.

unshe
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nd we were

rich,” she said

aloud now,

looking at her husband and at the
spacious living room of their handsome Hollywood house. “We may not
have had much money,” she added, turning to Pat, “and sometimes we couldn’t
even go to a movie, but we did have fun,
didn’t we?” And they both smiled.
“Even not having much money was a
game,” Pat added, and he thought back,
remembering how they’d hunt for gas
wars where the.y could get gasoline for
sixteen cents a gallon, and how he couldn’t
wait to get home to tell Shirl the day he

country store that sold
little-known brands of food that were less
expensive. And Shirley learned to make
hamburgers twenty-seven different ways.

found that

little

—

Hamburgers and cottage cheese that
was a big part of their diet that first year.
The cheese was a present from the dairyfarm owner who sponsored his television
shows. The man was so impressed when
he saw his young singer-announcer eating
his products right

on the air as part of the
commercial that he supplied the Boones
with fresh eggs, milk and cheese for the
duration of the show. What no one knew
was that he had such a hectic schedule
with classes, school activities and work at
the chinchilla ranch that he never had
time to eat before arriving at the studio.
Those commercials were really dinner
until he got home. Then Shirl would have
something waiting, and they’d sit up and
talk late into the night. When Cherry was

born, they felt they were the two luckiest
people in the whole world, so that when

the offer

TV

came

Arthur Godfrey

to join the

show, they weren’t sure what to do.

They had

so

much

already.

Was

it

fair

take a chance on a new career
and maybe jeopardize the things most important to them both? he often wondered.
But, as always, it was Shirley who made
him see that he had to do whatever he
wanted the most that was the only way
she’d be happy. So, one night, in a little
house in Denton, Texas, the lights burned
to Shirl to

—

and two thrilled but slightly worried
young people packed a bag for the disc
jockey tour that would wind up in New
York with him joining the Arthur Godfrey
late

gang.

nd

after that, things happened so fast
that it left them dizzy.
But with success came separation
and, to Shirley, a deep loneliness and the
knowledge that she could no longer count

A

on having her husband near her to share
each happy moment, to help her through
the

more

difficult ones.

Like that New Year’s Eve when he was
appearing at the Palladium in London and
she and the children were spending the
holidays in Nashville. Even now when
she thought of it, she got a sick feeling in
her stomach.
There’d been the sharp change in weather and both Cherry and Linda had gotten
colds. Just to be safe, she asked the doctor
to come by, to take a look at them, and
while he was there she said, “You might
as well check Debbie, too,” even though the

baby seemed fine.
A half hour later,

Debbie was be-

little

ing rushed to the hospital with pneumonia.
Afterwards, the doctor said, “Another

twenty-four hours and

it

might have been

too late.”

She stayed at the hospital as long as they
would let her, and soon after she got back
home, the telephone rang. It was Pat calling from London, and when she heard his
voice saying, “Happy New Year, honey!”
all her strength and courage left her and
she sank limply into a chair.
“How are the children?” he said cheerfully.

—

“They’re
“Do they
“Yes.

all

still

right,” she

answered.

have colds?”

.”
.

.

Then

a pause on the other end, as though
he could tell what was worrying her, and

he asked: “Not

.

.

.

Debbie?”

“Yes, Debbie, too,” she’d answered, trying hard to keep her voice from telling
him the whole truth.
“Are you all right?” he asked sharply.
“I’m fine, Pat, but I miss you,” was all
she’d let herself say.
After she hung Up the receiver, she could
only think. If Pat were here. I’d be all
right,

Debbie would be

all

right,

every-

thing would be.

That was just one time. People told her
that she’d get used to it, but she certainly
hadn’t. It didn’t get a bit easier. If any-

thing,

just got a little harder. ...

it

It

was

rough on Pat, too, so she always tried to
hide how she felt, but he knew. Just as
now, when he reached over and smoothed
out her clenched fist, he knew what she

was

feeling.
so miserable

We
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There were times, though, when it
wasn’t easy to smile, and one time especially, when they wondered if his career
was a threat to their marriage. It was because of a kiss. Once before, he had held
back, because he felt a kiss was something
special that should mean you love a person
deeply. He’d waited ten months that time
till he was sure. Then when he got the
movie role in “April Love,” and was told
there was a scene in which he must kiss
a girl, he had to make an important moral
decision,

avoids

“Dark-Eyes" keeps brews
ond lashes NATURALLY
soft, dark, luxuriant ALL
DAY, ALL NIGHT. “Dark-

body.

marry,

.

CAN’T HAPPEN! “Dork-

there was one little girl waiting, almost
hysterical with all the excitement. She
ran after her, pleading, “Isn’t there anything you can give me of his?” Shirley
searched frantically through her purse.
.” the girl said tearfully,
“Just anything
and then she’d found the parking lot ticket.
Riding home afterwards, she had that
secret little smile that meant she felt good
because she’d done something for some.

.

—

.

to

.

looking “featureless” at the
beach. Water makes mascara
run with “Dork-Eyes” this

—

comes

that “born-

"Dark-Eyes”

fans,” he laughed to
himself, “she’ll go out of her way to do
something nice for therti.”
He loved to tease her about the night she
was with him when he appeared on a television program. As they left the studio,

when

in fhe

at the movies,

beautiful” look, with

everything.
“I’m sure lucky that Shirley isn’t a
jealous-type person,” he’d said so many
times before. “She understands that interviews and pictures and fans are part of
more than
this business. And I think
anything she knows me, and she knows
she can always depend on me. In fact,

—

weep

rain,

be separated, he
thought, but it’s even harder on Shirley.
It takes an extra amount of devotion and
an extra amount of understanding on her
part. That was one thing he could always
her understanding about
count on
It’s

decOiid WALLET PHOTOS

OtSCO

thing?
a kiss means more to us than to
people,” Shirley had said to him,
but she’d also said it was his career and
the answers, as always, must come from

“Maybe

many

him.

He spent weeks struggling with the
question until he saw it clearly. He would
only be an actor playing a part. It had
nothing to do with the very special love
he had for Shirley. It was a decision he
made only when he was sure that Shirley
felt the same way, because he refused to
do anything that would hurt the one person who had given meaning to his life
not ev£n for his career.
They had solved that problem, but they
knew there would be others that that was
what life and marriage meant
taking
the problems along with the good. And
they both knew, deep down, that together
they could face and solve anything. Just

—

.

.

.

day someone had asked him how you
could build a lasting marriage in show
business. “We have a lot of unusual advantages and we have a lot of unusual
problems,” he had said, “but I think we’ve
got the big end of the stick. And I believe our youth, our intelligence, our
faith
and our love will see us
through.” And as he looked at Shirley,
sitting beside him on the blue love seat,
he knew he was right.
G. DIVAS
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summer, did you find the teenagers on
West Coast any different from those
around Philadelphia?” Cagey guy that he
is,
Fabian thought that over for a few
last

the

seconds before giving his answer.
“It’s hard to say, Dick,” Fabian replied.
“In many ways the teenagers on the West
Coast may seem to be different life out

—

more

there’s

much

maybe

casual,

’cause

so

out-of-doors. But when I
talked to them and got to know them, I
found out that the things that bother them
are the same things that bother my buddies
of

it’s

around home.”
“Things like dating?” I asked.
“Sure,” Fabian said, and he added, “First
they wonder if they’re old enough to go
on dates, and then it gets down to questions about the right age to go steady.”
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“Well, that’s what you and I are always talking about,” Frankie Avalon put
in. “I guess it’s what every fellow has on

“I thought marriage would be
talkjust the two of us together
ing and teasing, kissing, touching
and Jerry’s eyes holding
lightly

—

his mind.”

“And

—

nothing but tenderness

.

.

but

.

“It’s

any woman love a man who be-

came the town drunk? Don’t judge
until you’ve read “The Crying
a love story as touching
real as life itself. It’s in the
current issue of
Shirt,’’

and

TRUE STORY

another

issue

of
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ways,”

Andy

girl,

even

if

it’s

to
at
just to notice,
that she’s kind

”

T
I

TRUE

Magazine.

I

hen you think going steady’s not such
a good idea at any age?” was my

i

'

I

'

j

j

I

1

I

I

sold.

is

too young?”

I

asked,

“Boy, that’s a tough one,” Frankie said.
“But I guess you should have some experience in just dating before you decide
to go steady. And though some parents
have some pretty old-fashioned ideas on
the subject, I don’t think you should even
start dating till your mom and dad say
This might prove pretty tough
it’s okay.
to get, but if you decide to try sneaking
out on dates, you’re bound to get caught.”
brother, that means trouble,” Fabe
“I had a pal who was dating
one of the girls in the neighborhood and
we all believed him when he told us
his mother said he was old enough to
go on dates,” he told us. “We were a
little bit jealous, too, because every time
me or one of the other fellows would
mention it at home, we’d be told ‘You’re
Wait another year.’ And
too young.
that other year always turned out to be
‘next’ year.
“One time I had to stop over this
fellow’s house to pick up a football helmet,” Fabian continued, “and his mother

“And

:

—

next question.
“Uh-uh,” Fabian denied. “That’s not
what we meant. At least not what I
meant. I only said there were some drawbacks to going steady and a guy or a
gal ought to know about them before
taking the plunge.”
“But age is important,” Connie said. “If
you start going steady too young, then you
miss out on meeting lots of different boys.
have nothing to
It kind of means you
judge by.”

"How young

RUY YOUR COPY TODAY
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marriage.’

in a real disinterested way,
of pretty.”

Also in this great issue is a story
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November

little

“Some girls,” Fabian said, “even start
make a big scene if a guy just looks

Magazine.

STORY

‘A

like that in a lot of

agreed. “And from what the
kids I’ve been talking to tell me, they
stop going steady for some of the same
reasons that people end a marriage. You
know, a girl gets mad because her steady
starts taking her for granted and starts
dropping by without any notice. Or a guy
gets sore because his steady acts like she
owns him and blows her top every time he
makes a plan of his own. She thinks they
have to be together all the time and that
he ought to get her permission to walk to
the corner.”

mary’s dream of happiness? Why
did Jerry suddenly decide to solve
his problems with alcohol? Could

the

Connie added. “You know
told me her crowd calls

Williams

.

“TEENAGER IN A
SKIN-TIGHT DRESS

girl

going steady?

I

know now that couldn’t be
What happened to shatter Rose.

girls,”

what one

agreed.

She asked me what
was doing there, because, according to
her, I had gone to the movies with Bob.”
For once Fabe was stopped and didn’t
know what to say, because he knew the
buddy was out on a date. When he didn’t
answer at once, the fellow’s mother got
the idea fast. “That date was his last for
answered the door.

DICK CLARK

very long time,” Fabian assured us,
“and when his mother happened to mention
it to the girl’s mother, it meant the end
of her dating too. For a few years anyway,” he added.
“Well, suppose a fellow or gii-1 isn’t
allowed on dates and the rest of the crowd
are dating like crazy?” was my next quesa

for this much -traveled group.
“Two wrongs don’t make one right,” was

tion

Connie’s quick retort. “That happens a lot
if I can believe what I hear around the
country, but it’s still much better to work
on parents to bring at least one around
to the point where Dad and Mom will let

you have one little date.”
“Once you’ve had a chance to show
them that it isn’t harmful, but is a part
of teenage life, you’ll be able to gain their
confidence enough to be allowed to go
out on dates more often,” was the way

Andy Williams put

it.

hat “confidence” item plays a big part
in being allowed to go on dates, my
friends all agreed. It plays an even
bigger part, though, when the question of
going steady is raised, and you can bet I

T

raised

it

“Kids go steady for a lot of reasons,”
Frankie said. “One advantage to a fellow
in going steady is that it’s easier on his
wallet. If you keep taking out different
girls, then every date has to be a big one.
You have to impress the girl and that takes
loot.
If you’re going steady, then some
dates can be just taking a walk or watching television.”
“A lot of girls think there’s a big plus
in going steady because if she does she’ll
always have a date for any party or dance
that comes along,” Connie said. “If she’s
got a steady, a girl doesn’t have to worry
about the phone not ringing.”
“Fellows feel the same way,” Andy said.
“If

you’re going steady, you

You

know

you’ve

have to worry
whether the girl you want to take to the
dance is going to be free. And you don’t
have to plan so far ahead. If you’re not
got

a

date.

don’t

going steady with them, there are lots of
girls who insist on being asked out a

week ahead

of time.”
“In a lot of places,” Fabian said, “there
are last-minute parties all the time, with
the gang just rounding up all the couples
who are going steady. If you don’t have
a steady, you miss out on it ’cause the gang
figures you can’t round up a date in time.”
“I think the biggest reason a guy and a
girl go steady,” Frankie pointed out, “is
because they really dig each other. They
don’t want the other party to go out with
anyone else.
good friend of mine told
me he never really wanted to go steady
but he liked this particular girl and when
he started thinking about the possibility
of her going to a party with someone else,
he couldn’t stand it. He figured he’d better
ask her to go steady so he could stop

A

worrying.”
“One genuine rule,” Andy wisely noted,
“is that going steady has to be handled
with a light touch as far as everybody involved is concerned.”
“Boy, are you right there!” Frankie
broke in. “When I was about fourteen,
I walked home from school with the same
girl three days in a row, and the crowd
started kidding me about going steady.
My mom heard about it and was really
upset until I explained it was only an
accident that we happened to meet on the

way home.”

is too young to go
asked Frankie.
“According to Mom, it sure was for
Frankie Avalon,” he answered. “But then,
remember, it really was an accident and
I didn’t even have idea number-one about
going steady.”
“Frankie was going steady with singing
and sports,” his good friend Fabian assured us. “You know, speaking of going

“Do you think fourteen

steady?”

I

steady,” Fabe
the only ones

Don’t wish

you were a

BLONDE

went

who

on, “parents aren’t
can raise a little fuss

about it.”
“You’re not kidding there,”

Andy sang

.

Be one

out.
“Back home when I was in high
school, one of the stars of our basketball
team had been going steady with one of
the girls just about all summer long.

today!

he kept it up, but when
came around and he had
to practice, it used to cause one battle after
another. He wasn’t around to walk his
steady home. Practice came first, and
then after practice and dinner he’d have
to study, so he couldn’t go out in the
evenings. More trouble. It began to bother

During the

.

fall

basketball season

him

Everybody loves a blonde With
!
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again— or

bright

much

It worked,” Andy
“and we had a hot club for
the rest of the season. She turned out to
be one of his biggest fans, along with
being his steady date, and she practically
forced him to take extra practice to become an even bigger star in college.”

0

yw

can turn time-darkened hair honey

that in the first part of the
he would just go through the
motions out on the court, and a few times
the coach had to bench him.”
Andy told us that this problem wasn’t
merely bothering the fellow and the girl,
the entire school was suffering. Finally,
someone had the good sense to tell the
coach about it. He asked them both into
his office after classes one day and, in a
fatherly way, explained how much each
was suffering on account of what both
considered a lack of consideration on the
part of the other. He told the girl how
proud she should be that her steady
was given extra talent to star at basketball, and he urged the fellow to bring her
into the athletic picture more by telling
her all about the game, and helping her
to share his enthusiasm for it.
so
season,
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“You know what?

informed

T

hey’re

enough

lucky
of

that

them

to

someone
really

thought

discuss

it

openly with them,” Connie said. She
told us how so many young fans won’t
take their problems to their parents, faculty advisor, or another adult because
“adults just don’t understand.”
“That might be true about some adults,”
Connie admitted, “but there are so many
others who just hope and pray that their
teenage sons and daughters will give
them an opportunity to understand.”
“I agree with that,” Andy said. “So
many adults walk around with that worried look, and when you ask them what
is the trouble, they themselves don’t know
because they’re afraid to ask their teenagers anything.”

“Do you mean they think they might
be butting in where they aren’t wanted?”
Fabe asked.
“That’s about it,” Andy told him. “And
you know that the vast majority of teen-

way at all.”
“They really don’t,” Frankie said. “For
instance, a fellow might feel that he should
go steady just because everybody else is
doing it. He’d rather stay home and study,
or play sports, or even travel with the
fellows, but when the rest of the crowd is
going steady he forces himself to go sfeady,
too. If a fellow would sit down with his
dad. I’ll bet he’d be told not to worry
about it until the time comes when he
really meets the right girl and then he’ll
know he wants to go steady.”
“It’s the same problem that girls face,”
Connie declared. “You know, some girls
agers don’t feel that

—
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mature

at an earlier age than others. Then,
too, there are girls who mature later.”
“I think that’s
it’s hard to say what

wants to work towards the same goals
you do. That’s really a girl to be proud

age is right for going steady,” Andy Williams agreed. “But another reason it’s not

were really rolling along like crazy
there, but like all good conversations this
had to come to an end. I sure hated to see
it break up, because the points they were
covering seem to back up the points I’ve

why

of.”

We

a good idea when you are too young is the
physical side of the relationship. You know,

some boys

feel they can be freer with a
they’re going steady with.”
“Not all boys feel that way,” Connie said.
“But a lot of them do. And it takes a
girl who’s mature enough to handle the
situation so that she doesn’t go farther
than she should.”
“A girl who’s old enough to go steady,”
Frankie put in, “should realize that she
can’t use sex as bait. A fellow might go
out with a girl once or twice just because
she’s willing to neck. But he usually won’t
go steady with her for that reason. After
all, you can’t spend all your time in a
parked car. The most important thing is
that the girl is someone you can talk to

picked up meeting you and your parents
around the country. I hope Fabian, Frankie,
Connie and Andy won’t mind me letting
you in on this “top secret” conversation.
But with all of these recording artists together, you can’t expect everything to be

girl

;

I
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Neile touched Steve’s hand and he felt
the hysteria leave him. He must be strong
for her, and for their child. He must not
panic. Then, when they were out on the
lawn, he looked down at the things Neile
had “saved” from the fire and he wanted
to laugh out loud again.
“Call Steve Ferry next door and get
out you and the baby and the nurse,” he’d
told her earlier that afternoon when she’d
called him at the studio.
“It’s awfully big,” she’d told him. “All
through the hills, Steve. The fire’s only
eight blocks away.”
And he’d said, “Grab some money and
anything else you need and get out immediately! I’ll be home right away.”
What had she taken? Her Saint Christopher medal, which she hadn’t had time
to put back on after her bath, a silver
loving-cup and a little rabbit’s-head toy.
This was all she’d taken; no money, no
purse, no legal papers; just clothes for the
baby and three sentimental trinkets.
He reached out and took her medal, just
like the one around his own neck, in his
hands. The inscription on the front read:
“Saint Christopher Protect Us.” Oh, God,
he thought, and looked up to see the
flames coming closer and closer to them.

—
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$2.95

An hour—perhaps two— he reminded himself, that’s about all the time we have left

hardbound.
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suddenly, the wind should change
Turning the medal over, he read the
back of it. The same message that was
written on the back of his was on Neile’s:
“To Part Is To Die A Little.”
But we’re going together, he told himself,

if,
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trying to find some comfort, some peace in
the thought, but there was none. And then
he remembered, as he knew she was remembering, the day they were married
the day they found the Saint Christopher
medals in a little out-of-the-way store
near the church.
.
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been in New York, broke and outof-work, and she was far away in
California, touring with the play,
“Pajama Game,” as featured dancer, and
he couldn’t stand being without her. “I’ve
just got to marry that girl,” he decided.

H

e’d

of gas for his motorcycle.
He pawned his gold watch his last tie
with his home town. Slater, Missouri; his
last
connection with his great-uncle’s
farm. “They don’t make watches like this
anymore,” the pawnbroker had said, as he
examined the large old-fashioned pocketwatch in its burnished gold case. “They
don’t make men like the man who gave
it
to me,” said Steve, recalling vividly,
for a moment, the face of his uncle the
man who had made him get up at 3:30
a.m. to feed the cows, the man who had
insisted he go to school, even when he

—

—

is advice and help on EVERY page from the very
first to the two hundred and twenty-second page.
Help for the Baby. Help for the growing child.
But there is more than emergency help there is
PREC AUTION ARY help. And that is the most im-

P

17,

But Los Angeles was thousands of miles
away, and he didn’t have even the price

an uncontrollable spasm of laughAll this fire surrounding
ter shake him.
them and they couldn’t even warm the

Or
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hated to, the man who had used a hickory
switch on him when he shirked his chores.

The man who had been

strict

and demand-

but also the man who had tears in his
eyes when Steve had decided to leave the
farm at fifteen and make his way in the
world. It was then his uncle had given
him the watch, his most prized possesing,

and when the fatherless boy opened
the case and read the inscription inside,
he, too, had cried. “To Steve,” the inscription read, “who has been a son to me.”
sion,

“My uncle would understand,” Steve
thought, as he pocketed the money the
pawnbroker had given him. “He’d like
I’m sure he would.”
Neile
But the money from the watch didn’t
take him much further than Pittsburgh.
One of the motorcycle tires blew out. Then
the generator went on the blink and had
to be replaced. And there was always the
matter of the telegrams.
.

.

.

He had to keep in touch with Neile.
Postcards and letters would take too long
to get to her. Why, the way he was zooming along “on wheels of rubber and wings
of love,” as he put it cornily in one of
his wires he’d be in Los Angeles in no
time. Every place he stopped, he’d send
and the cost mounted up.
hei' a telegram
It was on the road past Pittsburgh that

—
—

—

he found he was down to his last few
He made this discovery just after
he’d sent a night-letter to Neile. He’d
scrawled “I love you, Neile” on the telegram blank thirteen times and handed it
over to the clerk on duty. “With your
signature, that’s fifty-three words,” said
the clerk. “Three over the limit. There’ll
be an extra charge.”
Steve counted his money and realized
he had just enough for the straight nightcents.

and not enough for the three extra
But 13 was his and Neile’s lucky
I
number. There had to be thirteen

letter

words.

love you, Neiles.”

“Excuse

me

for a

few minutes,” he told

“Hold the wire.

the clerk.
back.”

I’ll

be right

He went across the street to a drug store.
When the woman in charge wasn’t looking,
he picked up a clock from the counter and
walked towards the front of the store. On
the way, he ran his fingers through his
matted hair, trying to appear presentable.
When he stood before her with the clock
in his hand, he tried to seem innocent and
unsuspicious. “Please, ma’am,” he said,
“could I have a refund on this?” She
looked at him for a second, nodded her
head, and rang up No Sale on the cash

Then

register.

handed

she

him

$3.95.

“Thank you, ma’am,” he said, and headed
for the door. She called after him, “Come
back again sometime and have a strawberry sundae or something,” but he only
waved and went out into the street and
across to the telegraph office.

“Add

a P.S. to that wire,” he told the
telegrapher. “Make it read ‘Just proved to
myself I’m the greatest actor since Spencer
Tracy. Will tell you all about it when I
”
see you.’
The rest of his trip to California was
a fusion and confusion of endless highways, countless cheap hotels, and numberless fly-filled diners. His routine was almost always the same; He’d push his
motorcycle all day, stopping only for hot
coffee; he’d pull into a large town or city
late in the afternoon and head for the
nearest diner or small restaurant, where
he’d offer to wash dishes for a few dollars
and a meal; late at night, after the last
pans had been scoured and the last dishes
cleaned, he’d send a telegram to Neile;
and then he’d find the cheapest side-street
hotel and catch a few hours’ sleep.

F

he crossed into California and
stopped for a while to have his motorinally,

cycle overhauled. Here, for the first
time, he sent a wire that included a return
address; “Will you marry me? I’ve come
through 722 cities to be with you. Now
I’ll drive through smog and fire to be at
your side
always. I repeat Will you
marry me? R.S.V.P.”
Her answer came two hours later; “Yes.
Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.
Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Don’t Stop. Love.
Neile.” He counted each “Yes.” Thirteen.
And he smiled.
As per her instructions, he didn’t stop.
Steve barreled up to her house on his
.

.

—

.

cycle, in black pants and a black shirt,
all set to claim his bride. Neile’s mother
happened to be visiting. She took one

look

— she’d

never seen him before

said to her daughter,
get rid of it.”

He drove

“Whatever

— and

that

is,

a drug store and phoned
Neile from one of the booths. Her mother
answered. “May I speak to Miss Adams?”
he asked, in his best summer-stock British
to

butler accent. “Miss Neile Adams?” He
heard the mother’s voice off-telephone,
saying, “It’s for you, dear ... a man with
a most charming way of speaking,” and
then Neile was on the wire.
“This is the it,” he said. “It wants to

know

if

you’ll

Vine tomorrow
go with

meet

at Hollywood
at ten in the morning
it

and
and

marriage license?”
Mr. Cadwallader,” Neile
answered. “It sounds wonderful!”
Steve was so happy after he hung up the
phone that he went out to the post-office,
made out a money order for $3.95, and
mailed it to a drug store just west of
“I’d

it

to get a

love

to,

Pittsburgh.

A

few days later they were on the way
San Juan Capistrano to get married.
He’d borrowed a suit, sports car and
rnoney for the occasion. It had been all
right to pick her up at the stage door on
a motorcycle when they’d had their first
date in New York less than a half a year
to

but a marriage required something
dignified: a snazzy car, a shirt and
tie
the works. He pushed the accelerazoom.
tor to the floor. Along they went
Suddenly they heard sirens in front of
them and two state troopers’ motorcycles
He
criss-crossed on the road ahead.
brought his car to a screeching halt.
The officers came grimly to the side of
the car. “You were going so fast,” one of
them said, “that we couldn’t catch you.
We had to take a short-cut and head you
ago,

more

—

.

.

.
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was on the way back to their car
Mr. and Mrs. McQueen passed the

jewelry store. He pulled her back
to the store window and they both gazed
at two Saint Christopher medals, lying
side by side, off to one corner. Without

all

Biographies and Pictures

—

it

hour later, Steve McQueen and
Neile Adams drove up to the little church
in San Juan Capistrano behind a motorcycle escort of two state troopers. When
Steve and Neile were pronounced man
and wife, the troopers were their witnesses, and both claimed the right to kiss

that

GET:
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— andthemore —
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It

all
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talked of overdrive, generators
and spark plugs. By the time six minutes
had gone by, they were all good friends.

A

hits are playing.

the glamour,
ment of a Broadway opening night
brought to your home.

own. We’re on our way to San Juan Capistrano to be married.”
The two officers looked unconvinced so
Neile pulled the marriage license out of
her purse and showed it to them. Now
they looked convinced but unsympathetic.
Steve made a comment about their motorcycles, comparing their models favorably
with the model he owned. Somehow this
subject, motorcycles, was more important
to them than love. For five minutes, while
Neile sat quietly with an expression of increasing bewilderment on her face, the
three
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he baby whimpered again and Steve
pulled himself back from that happy
day he’d been remembering and looked
at his wife. Her eyes were bright with
tears. “Neile,” he said, drawing her to him.
“It’s the smoke,” she said and tried to

T

smile.

“Sure,” he said, turning away helplessly.
looked around him. On all sides the

He

mountains were ablaze. Laurel Canyon
Boulevard, over which he had driven a
few hours before, was now practically impassable. And even if he were willing to
try to make the attempt to get Neile and
the nurse and the baby away from this
danger, he couldn’t. He had no gas for his
car, and no amount of money could buy
him any now even if Neile had thought
to “save” any from the fire. She’d taken
the medallion, instead and his silver loving-cup that he’d won in the Santa Bar-

—

—

bara Road Race, the first time he’d ever
driven his Porsche in competition. And
here he was, Steve McQueen, the “great”
racing car driver, without a thimbleful of
gas in his car.
It was so like Neile to grab the lovingcup for him at a time like this. She had
never wanted him to race. But he loved
racing, and she loved him ... so she had
wanted to save the cup for him. If they
got out of this alive, he’d never race

again.

The only race he’d ever run that really
mattered was the race home a few hours
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the dead telephone. A helicopter buzzed
overhead and he ran out and waved his
hands and shouted for help, but the plane
flew off into the smoke. The nearest neighbor was about six blocks away, but now
the fire was there, too about six blocks
away. By the time he’d run there and
back the fire would be nearer. He’d have
gas, but what good would gas do when the
road out was a holocaust?
Now he looked at Neile again. She had
taken the baby from the nurse and was
trying to soothe her. But the child was
hot and restless and hungry. She doubled
up her little fists and screamed. Steve
leaned down and picked up the third silly,
sentimental thing Neile had “saved” the

before to save his wife and child; the race
he’d thought he’d won.
Right after Neile had called him on
the set of “Never So Few” at the M-G-M
lot to tell him the mountains were on fire
and he’d told her to grab some money and
take the baby and run, he ran to the
garage across the street and jumped into
his Porsche racer.
As he gunned the
motor and zipped out into the street, the
mechanic yelled after him, “Hey! You
.”
don’t have enough
But the roar of
the engine drowned the rest of the words.
When he turned into the road that led to
the canyon, he saw the smoke mushroomed
high in the air and, almost immediately,
he felt the heat of the fire. He shared the
road with fire engines, police cars, and
ambulances, all going in the same direction he was.
But it wasn’t what was going his way
that scared him, it was what he saw coming back: people hundreds of people
.

.

—

.

—
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born.

on foot and in cars.
Now he could see the smoke and flames
further up the canyon. And he could hear

A

homeowners calling to their
families, of firemen calling to each other,
and of spotters in helicopters overhead as
they blasted out orders to the firefighters.
He’d pulled up in front of the house
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and closer.
“Okay,” he said when she’d finished.
“Okay.
Let’s
get
going.”
So they
squeezed into the car his wife, his baby,
and the nurse and he’d turned on the
ignition and pressed the starter. Nothing
happened. Again. Nothing. He looked at
the gas gauge and began to laugh hysterically.
“For the
(3) “No gas,” he yelled.
first time in my life I’m out of gas.” And
(4)
then he realized that this was what the
mechanic had yelled after him when he
left

—

They went

into the house

wooden

rabbit in his pocket,

downstairs.
At 11:55 a.m., eighteen hours after
first brought her to the hospital, Neile
birth to a little girl, Terry Leslie.
minutes after the child was brought
her room, Neile wound the music

A

the garage.
(1)

toy

Orders or no orders, he ran into the
elevator; then he dodged past the nurse at
the desk and ran into his wife’s room.
He dumped the flowers on a chair and
bent down and kissed her. Then he put his
head beside her on the pillow. Her fingers caught his. Every so often she’d
squeeze his hand tightly; then she relaxed. During one of these periods of relaxation he reached into his pocket and
pulled out the wooden rabbit. He wound
its nose, and the sound of the lullaby
filled the room.
She smiled and closed
her eyes. In a few seconds she was asleep.
He tiptoed from the room and went

closer

—

little

can’t.”

—

.

the hospital, other fathers-to-be kept
leaving the waiting room to be with
their wives, but no one called him.

“Then why can’t I see her.”
“I have my orders,” she replied. “You

she hadn’t left. She’d tried
but the phone was
dead. Then, just before the radio conked
out, she’d heard a report telling all residents of the canyon to stay where they
were, that help was on its way. So she’d
hosed down the house until there was
no more water. Then she’d grabbed a few
things, as he’d told her to do, and waited
waited as the fire crept closer and
to call their neighbor,

%S0NGS’P0EM$

.

.

but they wouldn’t let him up. Finally, he
could stand it no longer.
“Nurse,” he said to the woman in charge,
“Nurse, is something wrong with my
wife?”
“No, Mr. McQueen,” she answered,
“nothing’s wrong.”

why

plained

.

five hours he sat there, his arms filled
with thirty dollars worth of red roses,

.

.

the rab-

tinkling,

For

and there were Neile and the baby and
the nurse
the baby clothes, the Saint
Christopher medal, the loving-cup, and the
little rabbit’s-head toy. After she’d thrown
her arms around him and he’d kissed her,
and after he’d hugged the baby, she ex.

the

air.

the voices of

BACKACHE

He wound

rabbit.

and

music-box
sound of “Rock-A-Bye Baby” filled the
The baby stopped crying, and Steve
thought back to the day that Terry was
bit’s

—

ADDRESS

wooden

little

and he jiggled

(2)
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he’d

gave

few
into

box

and played it for her. “It’s from Daddy,”
she whispered to her tiny daughter. “It’s

from your Daddy.”
The windup toy had run down, bringing
Steve back to the unhappy present. The
baby began to fret again, and Steve wound

up

it

again.

“Look,” he said, turning to his wife,
“there’s an old expression that God helps
those who help themselves. What good
am I here? They’re fighting the fire over
there.” He pointed towards the San Fernando Valley. “I can hear firemen’s
voices from here. Maybe I can help.”

He

joined the

main group

of firefight-

and during the next fifteen minutes
he worked with them. The trenches grew
wider
until finally they
wider
were so wide that even if the wind were
to shift again, there’d be no danger. Then
they packed their tools, climbed on the
engines, and drove off to fight the fire in
less dangerous areas.
Steve hitched a ride home with a neighbor, John Smith, who stars in “Cimers,

.

.

.

.

.

arron City” He lit a cigarette and said,
“Boy, I never thought I’d strike a match
again,” and they both laughed.
When they arrived at the house, their
whooping and hollering brought Neile running to the car. “It’s over,” Steve yelled,
as he swept her off her feet and into his
arms. “Il’s over. A miracle’s happened.

We’re

SAVE BY MAIL
-EARN MORE!
WHERE THOUSANDS

safe.”

SAVE MILLIONS!

They waved goodbye to John and carried the baby into their house and tenderly put her in the crib. Then they
gathered up the little rabbit toy, and the
loving cup, and the baby clothes and put
them in their proper places. “You know,”
Steve said to his wife, “I teased you a
little
while ago about the things you
well, I
wanted to save. But I think
think they’re the things I would have
.

.

SAVINGS
FINANCIALLY

INSURED

.

Plus the money, of course,”
he added, squeezing her hand gently.
saved, too.

.

.

.
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COMMERCIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
had ever really begun. One moment she
was laughing and watching the older children play hide-and-seek in the Brooklyn

SURRENDERED

streets.

Continued jrom page 75
been waiting all afternoon for her, too,
closed in. Notebooks waved in front of
her. Flashbulbs blinded her. She could
no longer see the limousine that would take
her to the airport and back to Yasmin.
Before the first reporter’s question hit her,
she thought, Yasmin will be so happy when

we

her

tell

.

.

.

“The conference

—”

the reporter looked

three-hour conference
it
all about?
Yasmin going to get a fifth of the Aga’s

at his watch, “that

Khan — what was

with Aly
Is

three billion?”
“No,” Rita said quietly. “I would never
ask that.”
“Well, what then?”
Rita took a deep breath. “Yasmin’s going
to be able to see her father whenever she
wants to,” she told them. “She’ll spend
several weeks with him in Europe then

—

he’ll

come

to

Hollywood.”

—

“But the money what about the money?” a photographer asked.
“If Moslem law will allow it. I’ll sign it
all away,” she said, taking a tighter hold
on

.Jim’s

arm.

There was a long, stunned silence.
Rita cut them off. “Yasmin may be a
princess,” she said softly, “but she is most
of all a little girl. She wants to see her
daddy.”

Another newsman whistled. “Why, it
must be over sixty million! It must be
enough to
Again Rita cut in. “The only one who’s
been hurt by all this legal maneuvering is
Yasmin,” she said. “She has her whole life
ahead of her. Why should Aly and I complicate it? And anyway, what is financial
sacrifice compared with sacrificing the happiness of a little girl? She misses Aly so
much. She needs her father ... I know. .”
She did know. She knew because she
had seen the happiness in Yasmin’s face
when she was with Aly. She knew because
she had come upon Yasmin crying only
a few weeks ago, because her visit with her
father had been postponed again. But most

—

.

—

.

—

she knew because she remembered
own childhood. She would never forget
how much she’d wanted a daddy who loved
of

all,

her

her,

simply

father

because she was his. Her
seemed more a dancing partner or

—

—

teacher than anything else.
She learned to dance when she was only
four. A tiny, black-haired, solemn-eyed
child, Margarita Carmen Cansino found one
day that her childhood was over before it

'The next, she

was confined

to the

apartment and made to dance for hours
the same step over and over again, so there
was no variety, no more fun in it.
“Practice, practice, practice,” her father
told her
and when he ran his long fingers
through his wavy, black hair she knew he
was upset “and maybe .some day you’ll be
okay. Not good, perhaps, but okay.”
She never believed she would be more
than just okay. Very early in her life,
she learned: If I work hard and dance
well. Papa will love me; if I play and am
not a good dancer, he will turn away from
me and talk about how he wanted a boy
anyway. What good is a girl if she can’t
dance and help earn money later? No good
at all, surely. I have to be what he wants,
she told herself, or he won’t love me.

—
—

—

was the beginning the beginning
was forced into for, she
reasoned, if even Papa did not love her
for what she was, then she had better become someone else, or no one would ever
love her. And so she practiced and worked.
At night she often cried, but during the

T

hat

of the life she
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small Mexican cabarets became routine.
Then, one day. Papa made her cry. Not as
she still cried at night but with happiness.
He said, “But Margarita, you are good!”
He looked astonished, as if he had never
expected to be able to say these words.
“Why, you are good enough to solo, baby!”
Bursting into tears, she reached out for
him. “Papa, you think I’m good? You love
me?” she sobbed.
He frowned. “What are you talking
about? Love you? Of course, I love you.
You’re my child, aren’t you? Now, stop
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nonsense for a dancer,” her
father said the day he told her she would
not be going back. “Why should a dancer
learn how to count more beats than a fandango has, eh?” He shrugged. “Anyway,
don’t worry. Papa will take care of you.”
She nodded. Yes, Papa would take care
of her, she knew, but only so long as she
was an asset to the act. So she worked
harder than ever to prove that she was
worth something. For deep inside she felt
she was worth nothing. It wasn’t that Papa
had told her that. He didn’t need to. It was
the unspoken bargain the bond between
them, and she would never forget it. Leaving Mama in Brooklyn, they headed for
California, and trips over the border to the

265 BEACON BLDG., BOSTON, MASS.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size

day she always worked. Then, when she
was fourteen, her father grudgingly admitted she might be good enough to be his
“School
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saying such silly things. There are more
important matters to consider.”
more important,
More important
Papa? she wanted to say. Then why have
.

.

.

—

But Papa was
worked so hard? Why
talking again. “I will take you to the
casino at Agua Caliente in Mexico,” he told
her. “You will try out for them. You will
be very, very good, you understand, and
they will hire you.”
So they left their little room in California
and went down to Mexico to the Agua
Caliente. There, she danced for the fat,
Mexican
who
balding,
cigar-chewing
owned the casino. She danced as she had
never danced before black hair flying,
castanets clicking, her heart beating wildly
with the rhythm and the owner said, “We
take her on. Four weeks we take her.”
“Papa! I did it!” she said excitedly as she

I

—

—
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hen, one night she got a phone call

a man named Eddie Judson. “I
just caught your act in a movie,” the
suave voice said, “and, baby, it was great.
Really great!”

from

She pulled the receiver away from her
ear and stai'ed at it for a moment. Then,
her eyes filling with tears, she said, “Thank
you,” and she felt for the first time that she
was great.
“I’d like to see you,” the voice continued.

.
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still it wasn’t right, wasn’t enough. She
turned her head away so that he could not
see her tears.
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wasn’t she his daughter?

that the producers
don’t really care about
that. I just want someone to care about me.
She was seventeen now. For thirteen years
she’d done everything Papa had told her,

I
don’t really
don’t want me.
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She must succeed.
“But Papa nobody wants me,” she finally told him one day, sitting on the edge
of her bed, massaging her feet. And, as she
said it, she closed her eyes and thought:

Ohio
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me.”

For him? Anything. Anything in her
power. She would dance and dance
But she only danced a little in two or
three movies, and that was all. Suddenly,
there was no more. Nobody wanted her to
dance, except Papa. And he wanted her to
dance in front of an excited audience, on a
glittering set, not for him in the dingy
rooms they took. After all, he often told
her, wasn’t he Eduardo Cansino, descendent of the greatest dancei's that Spain had

FREE
BOOK
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obligation.

—for
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Ed told her.
“A dancer should be

lean,” he said. “It’s
your tummy tucked in when
you’re hungry.” That Rita couldn’t argue

easier to keep

about.

She looked around her

at the glamorous
insisted they go to every weekend.
looked at the candlelight and the flow-

clubs

She

Ed

and her husband, and wondered: But
where is the romance? Where is the hapers

piness in being married, the peace of settling down? I am not a wife, just as I was
never allowed to be a child. What is the

good of any

One

extended

SCHOOL DIPLOMA

A HIGH

was not

But the four weeks were extended and
until they became two years.
Surely, that was something? “I’m taking
you to Hollywood,” Papa told her at the
end of the two years. “You will be a big

.

CO., Dept. S-H 11

Box 73, Newark, N.

it

enough.

with every $2 order
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he answered, his face

weeks,”

expressionless, his tone implying

handed over the reins to Margarita’s career
—and life. What he could not do with her,
Judson could, he told his daughter, and so
Margarita Cansino became Margarita Judson. Or rather, she became Rita Hayworth
She became a stunning redhead, instead of
a brunette. She wore the most beautiful
gowns, and couldn’t find anything in the
apartment to eat. But that didn’t matter,

But she shook her head. “No. I don’t
date,” she told him. It was true. Thousands
of men had watched her but always from
a distance, always from the audience. “Papa
doesn’t know you, does he?”

—

“No. But perhaps if I call him?” the
voice suggested.
“Perhaps,” she said doubtfully, but she
was almost sure she’d never get to meet

man. This man who sounded so adwondered what he was like.
Two weeks later she found out. He’d
called her father and overwhelmed him
with his knowledge of the movie industry
and he’d flattered him, too.
The man, Margarita saw, must be forty
years old. His dark hair receded at the
this

miring. She

—

forehead, but was a distinguished gray at
the temples. He had the beginnings of a
double chin, but it could harden into a set,
firm line, when he wanted something. And
he wanted something this time. He knew a
promotable commodity when he saw one.
Margarita was that commodity.

Eduardo

sized

Ed Judson up quickly and

of this?

night at the Trocadero she found

the answer. Howard Hawks saw her in her
beautiful gown and signed her to play a

femme

fatale

in

“Only

Angels

Have

Wings.”

When

she told her father about it, he
smiled really smiled. But he said, rather
casually she thought, “Oh, this makes
only the beginning, baby. You will do
better. With Ed behind you, you will do
much better than that.”
And she did. She made thirty-five pictures. She became Hollywood’s Love Goddess. She, who had never known love.

—

ne day she couldn’t take it any longer.
She packed up her beautiful clothes,
that by now hid a deeper hunger,
packed up the make-up that hid her
longing, and she left Eddie Judson.
She had only wanted to be loved for
herself. That was all she had ever wanted.
Even if it had meant buying it, she had
wanted it. From Papa. From Eddie. Well,
she hadn’t gotten it. But maybe, she
thought, maybe next time. For there would
be a next time. She knew that. There had
to be. After all, she was only twenty-two.
There was a next time. She dated a lot
of men. She tried to have fun. She even
became engaged to Victor Mature, but
when he was drafted she didn’t wait to find
out if he’d come back or not. Instead, she
married Orson Welles. With all those
brains, he wants me, she thought: Orson
wants me.
But very soon Rita found out that with

O

all those Israins Orson couldn’t make any
money. Again, she was supporting a man.
And, again, she could not do enough to
make him love her for herself. Not even

when she bore
as to her father

his child, Rebecca.

To him.

and Eddie, she was a not-

quite-bright girl to be exploited. And so a
second marriage fell apart.
What’s wrong with me? Rita asked herself over and over. She looked up at the
marquee after another premiere and
wanted to burst into tears. In every picture, she got her man. She was a celluloid
love goddess. As a real-life woman? She
was a failure.
To get away from this thought, she fled
to Europe. It was 1948 and she went to
Cannes. There, at a dinner party, she met
the man she felt would make all her
dreams come true. Here, at last, was a man

cared what she felt, who seemed to
love her only for herself. Here was an
honest-to-goodness prince charming: Aly

who

Khan.
After a transcontinental courtship, they

were married on the Riviera, May 27, 1949.
She thought to herself, I will never forget
that day as long as I live. The ceremony
was breathtaking, and, for perhaps the
first time, Rita was glad she was beautiful.
If her face and body had been what first
attracted this wonderful

man

to her,

then

she was happy that they were attractive.
“You are my princess,” Aly said when
the ceremony was over and he had kissed
her. “I adore you.”
And her heart was so filled with happiness that she could think of nothing else.
Except, during the moment she looked up
into her husband’s eyes, she wondered if,
at last. Papa might be proud of her. Have
done enough, worked hard
I
finally
enough, to rest now and be happy? she
asked herself. But she pushed that thought
aside. For two years she was wildly, wonderfully happy. Aly was so good to her.

so glad when their child was
born, and he’d been pleased that it was a
girl. “We’ll call her Yasmin,” he said, “if
you like that name.”
“I like anything you like,” she told him.
But that wasn’t quite true. Her prince,
after all, was a Moslem. Women were, well,

He had been

women—even

you were married to them.
“I could take four wives at once if I wanted
to,” he told her angrily a few months before their third wedding anniversary. “But
I haven’t, have I?”
They were quarreling about the women
he saw. They often quarreled about that.
if

Also, they fought about his gambling, his
constant need for friends fifty at a time
to be around. His going off and leaving her
while he explored new worlds. But Yasmin
loved her daddy, and Rita still loved Aly,
too, so she hung on. Even after Aly had
“borrowed” all her savings. For, even
though his father was the richest man in
the world, Aly often ran short before his
allowance arrived. She hung on even when
she heard more and more about Aly’s
romances. Even when she realized that, to
him, she was simply another desirable
woman, conveniently his wife; that on his
part it had only been physical attraction.
That, and no more. Again, it was not love.
He didn’t need her any more than her
father had, or Ed, or Orson.
So, one day, despite Yasmin’s tears, she

—

husband, too. “It will be all right,”
she told her child. “We’ll fix things so
Daddy can come to see you and you can go
to see him, honey. It will be all right.”
And Yasmin had been comforted. Rita
had not. How will I fix it? she wondered,
knowing that she must find some way.
Yasmin was not going to grow up as she
herself had. Despite all Aly’s faults, he did
left this

—

Yasmin for herself alone. And Yasmin needed to know this, just as Rita had
love

always needed

to

know it— and always

would.

She went back to Hollywood and began
making pictures again. Because of Aly she
was in debt, and she had to work hard. But
not so hard that she didn’t have a lot of
time to spend with Yasmin; not so hard
that she didn’t see how much the child
wanted her father; and not so hard that she
could kill her own loneliness.
It was at this point that she met Dick
Haymes. Very soon she discovered that he
needed her as no one had ever needed her
before. Terribly in debt, depressed to the
point of contemplating suicide, he clung to
her. He cried when she told him the reasons they should not marry, the reasons

wouldn’t work.
got to work,” he said. “Rita please
don’t say that!” He kissed her and held
her and lulled her doubts. And they were
married.
They moved into a rustic cabin and sat
it

—

“It’s

by the

—

fireplace and dreamed dreams and
told each other their love would last forever. But how can love survive when
into the dream move ex-wives waving
back-alimony bills; when into the dream
come process-servers and income-tax collectors and government officials who want
to push the man you’ve been dreaming
with out of the country? The dream died
quickly, but Rita did not move out of it

Dick was on his feet. Then she
packed up Rebecca and Yasmin and left.
Aly was still trying to get custody of
until

Yasmin

—

or, at least, to

get Rita to live

up

agreement to let him see his child
every summer. But Rita’s lawyer had advised against her complying until certain
other legal matters were settled. The legal
matters were primarily monetary ones.
“Yasmin is entitled to one-fifth of the
Aga’s estate,” the lawyer kept saying.
“But I don’t care about that,” Rita proto her

tested.
“It’s

lawyer

not your decision
said.

“It’s

to

up to the
enough to

make,” the
child,

and,

decide, you
since she’s not old
simply can’t throw away her birth-right!”
Well, he was an attorney, after all, Rita
decided. Probably he knew best. But it
hurt her to see Yasmin’s face when she
was denied yet another visit with her
daddy. “Next summer,” Rita would tell the
child, or, “Maybe at Christmas time, or for
your birthday. We’ll see.”
And then, gradually, Yasmin didn’t ask
any more. Maybe she’s forgotten, Rita
thought, feeling relieved. Maybe it wasn’t
as important as I thought. Maybe everything will be all right.
t

was Jim

Hill

who showed her

that

everything was not all right. Soon after
met him, on Christmas Eve of 1956,
her heart began to sing. He was a partner
in the Hecht-Hill-Lancaster production
company, for whom she was to do a part
in “Separate Tables.” He was also a good

I

she’d
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each other.

From that night on, Jim was no longer
a forty-one-year-old confirmed bachelor.
Rita was no longer lonely. From a basic
liking and understanding of each other,
they grew to love each other deeply. And
Jim loved Rebecca and Yasmin, too.
But even though he loved the girls as
if they were his own, they were not. And
they knew it. Yasmin especially.
“She should see her father,” Jim said.
Rita turned to him, her face puzzled. They
were flying down to Palm Springs for
lunch. It was the first time she’d ever been
on an airplane and not been afraid. Maybe
that was because Jim was flying it himself.
And maybe that was because he had just
asked her to be his wife and she had said,
“Yes, darling, with

all

my

—
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she had felt as a child, and she knew
Yasmin would never forget.
Her hand flew to her mouth. “What if
she thinks Aly doesn’t care any more?” she
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asked, her voice muffled, her throat feeling strangled. How could she think that?
she wondered. And then a voice within it
answered her: Why, it’s easy. Haven’t yon
always thought that about your father?
So, shortly after that she fired her
lawyer. “I’m Yasmin’s mother,” she said.
“I know what my little girl needs, and it’s
not money!” How well she knew that.
Holding tightly to Jim’s arm, Rita
walked down the hotel steps toward the
limousine.
Quietly, respectfully, the reporters cleared a path for her. Just as she
was getting into the car, one reporter
said, “But what will Yasmin think about
this twenty years from now?”
Turning, she said, “She’ll think how
happy she is. She’ll remember how much
we loved her.” And Rita smiled.

.

.

thought Yasmin had
“She hasn’t mentioned her father in
quite a while.” But then she remembered
“I
said.
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Continued from page 53

make

you know

girls.

it

a low whistle. He turned to him, frowning.
“What did you do that for?” he asked.
His friend caught him by the elbow and
pointed. “Who’s that?”
Tony looked in the direction in which
his friend was staring. There was a girl
tiny and blonde standing there, her head

—

thrown back, her eyes crinkled with
laughter. She looked fresh and vivacious.
“That’s just a girl,” Tony answered and
he realized he felt uncomfortable.
to

meet

her.

Do you know

her?”

Tony nodded, but he

said,

“Look

— what

are you trying to do? You just got engaged. Your fiancee’s right here. What do
you want to meet another girl for?”
“Come on, Tony,” his pal said, “don’t
give me a lecture.”
Tony led his friend over to the girl and
introduced them. She seemed to fascinate
his friend and he hung on her every word.
Tony left and went to get himself a cup
of coffee. I know exactly what’s going to
happen, he told himself. That guy’s going
to hang around that blonde all evening,
and then, when he realizes there’s nothing

be sorry.

he’ll

it,

But

down

ing real

“Was
“No

—

it

in the
worth it?”

she

it,

too.

There’s no future in
self.

it,

He was determined

Tony

that he

told

him-

was never

going to look at another woman once he
or married.
“Look,” his producer friend said, patting his hand, “it’s not as bad as all that.
Do you know what Cary Grant once told
me?” he went on. “If he sees a pretty
woman on the street he goes right up to
her and says, T’d like to tell you how
very nice you look today!’ ”
Smiling a little, Tony said, “Well, not
every man has Cary’s poise. Someone
like me would get a slap in the face doing

was engaged

—

that.”

friend laughed. “As Cary points
not that you look it’s how you
look at a woman that counts!
What’s
more, have you ever noticed that women
look at men, too? They admire a tie
or the set of a man’s jaw or a good tweed
suit. They look and then look away.”
It was true; women did notice other

His

out,

—

it’s

—

men but they seemed to do it differently.
When a handsome man caught Shelley’s
eye, she’d say, “He’s nice looking, all right,
but what a shame he’s letting himself get

and Tony would think it was
worth the effort to keep in shape, and feel

heavy,”
P

112

He remembered the bleak days of
pounding pavements, looking for another

‘I

good.
Shelley always made him feel the person she noticed was never quite as wonderful or as nice as he. When she looked,
she saw the total man the good with the

—

part in a stage play in New York, while
Shelley went to Hollywood to make a
movie. He’d never acted in front of a
movie camera in his life, and the whole
But Shelley called
idea terrified him.
him long-distance every night, begging
him to try, begging him to come to Hollywood for a screen test.
“It’ll
be all right,” she’d say. “You’ll

be

fine.

I

just

know you

will.”

him. She just wouldn’t
him, no matter what
stop believing
excuse he gave. Then one night she got
him to admit that, actually, he wouldn’t
mind being a movie star. He would kind
of like it only, well, he was scared to
try. What if he failed? What if the screen
test showed him up and made him look
terrible? What then?
Finally, after spending a fortune in
Shelley
telephone
calls,
cross-country
managed to convince Tony that at least
he ought to try. So he’d flown out to her
and taken the screen test, and he’d clicked!
Because of Shelley’s faith in him. She’d
known he’d do well long before he had.
Perhaps because women mature earlier
than men.

She believed

in
in

—

his coffee and looked at
“Oh-oh,” he said to his
his watch.
I’m meeting
friend, “I have to go.
Shelley for dinner.” He pushed back the
metal chair and stood up. “It’s been great,”
he said. “Let’s try to get together again

T

ony finished

maybe when Diane and
home from the country.”
.

.

.

Tony walked

to the

the kids

for the light to change. He was thinking
that maybe the country air was good for
his friend’s wife and kids, but that it
wasn’t such a great idea for her to stay
away so long. Then he remembered what
Diane was like and decided that, after all,

knew what she was doing. She was
the kind of wife who had her husband’s
best interests at heart and he knew it.
she

—

As he had grown, she had grown with
him. And, as long as their marriage continued to grow, as long as their main interests were the same with room for
occasional surprises so that nothing was
ever dull there was nothing to worry

—

—

about.

The

light

changed and Tony crossed the

street.
But before he got to the
side, another thought struck him.

other

What

about the man who looks in the wrong
way? he asked himself; or the man who
looks too long? What can a girl do about
that?

He

wasn’t thinking of himself now.

And

then, walking along the noisy, crowded
street all by himself, he grinned.
The best thing a woman can do with
a man like that is to surprise him. He’ll
expect her to be angry, he decided, just
as my friend expected his fiancee to flare
up over that blonde. But what a girl
should do is this: When she sees her
husband or boyfriend doing a double-

woman, she ought to tell him
taste he has. Well, that’s what
she ought to do, Tony thought, but then
how many girls could do it!
What most girls would do is throw
something at the guy even if it’s only
an icy glance or catty remark. But if a
girl could do that, Tony smiled to himself.
take over a

what good

—

I’ll
bet her husband would do another
double-take this time in his wife or girlfriend’s direction. Because he’ll wonder
why she didn’t get mad, and then he’ll
wonder if she cares about him any more
when she didn’t get jealous or anything.
So then he’ll start concentrating on her
completely, to make sure she does care,
and keeps on caring.
Tony was smiling as he swung into
the restaurant where Shelley was waiting
for him. He spotted her immediately, even
though she was seated in an inconspicuous corner. She wore her new suit, he
thought. If a woman would always take
as much time and trouble getting ready
for her husband or boyfriend as she did
when they first started dating, there would
never be any trouble. It would help, too,
if a girl showed how happy she was to
see a guy when they met. None of that
staring off into the distance while her
husband kisses her on the cheek. Now
is that romantic?
Not to a guy.
Shelley didn’t see him yet, because she
was staring at a tall, dark man on the
opposite side of the room. He had a sort
of matinee-idol profile. Tony marched up
to her table. “Shelley!” he said sternly.
Turning back, she looked up at him
and smiled that special smile of hers.
“Hi, darling,” she said, and then bent
closer to him. “See that man over there?”
she asked.

—
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am. But do you know what
I expected mv girl to get mad
all

col-

PHOTOGRAPHERS' CREDITS

Tony asked him.

But

would

himself.

dumps.

cry, or something.

of us

was understanding about everyand this got better as time passed.
Sometimes he didn’t even have to tell
her how he felt about something. She just
knew.
And after a while he knew that he
couldn’t live without Shelley. She was
the one who had persuaded him to go to
Hollywood and try making movies. She’d
had faith in him, when he’d had none in

he’ll

thought you were grown-up
enough to be engaged.’ That was all she
said, but it made me feel about an inch
high. I’ll never look at another woman
again.” He sounded as though he meant
said was,

time, married life changes, every-

body admits. When Tony and Shelley first met during rehearsals for

She

—

sure

learning.

thing,

don’t know what came over me,”
“Maybe it was prehis friend said.
wedding jitters or, I don’t know.”
“Well, are you still engaged?”
“I

He was

lapse first!”

I

happened?
and yell or

felt better.

wondered which one

“I

be sorrier
when his fiancee reads the riot act to him.
It didn’t happen exactly that way though.
The next day his friend called him, soundto

Y J ith

she

the Broadway production of “A Hatful of
Rain,” they fell head over heels in love.
They walked in the rain together and felt
dry and warm, because they were holding
hands. They dreamed of what it would
be like when they were married, and
promised each other that they’d take turns
serving each other breakfast in bed.
When it actually came to it though,
they discovered that it wasn’t very comfortable eating in bed and when the third
glass of juice was spilled all over the
beautiful blue blanket that had been a
wedding present, they gave up eating in
bed altogether. “Well, we didn’t know,”
Shelley said. “We had to learn.”
The next thing they gave up was staying up until dawn together. Yawning,
Tony said, “I guess I’m getting old. I need
my sleep. Shell,” and she smiled and said,

They stood watching her across the room
where some other girls were admiring her
ring, and then Tony heard his friend give

like

He

.

VV

bride.”

“I’d

.

\

—

sooner but
She wants to be a June

until June. I’d like to

— and

always ended up making
him feel that she was glad she was with
him. That was it. That was the difference.

bad

come

corner and waited

“I certainly do!” Tony said icily.
“He’s very handsome, don’t you think?
But, oh! I can smell his conceit from over
here!”
And Tony laughed. As he sat down
across from her at the table, he kept on
laughing.
“What’s so funny?” Shelley asked, looking puzzled.
“Nothing. Nothing at all,” said Tony,
but he thought, I’ve got the answer. It’s
so simple. Everybody looks it’s basic!

—

The End
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THE ONE MOTION PICTURE THAT CUTS TODAY’S WORLD TO ITS CORE!

A
woman’s
Career
is

loving...

man
who

a

corrupts
her love for
his

own

Career
gets hurt
the
it

—

way

hurts

hardest!

career
(xmJi

and co-starnng

JOAN BLACKMAN ROBERT MIDDLETON »NTH0Ny
•

'

jASritT

Paramount Release

news

All th e
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IS

CRASH CRADDOCK

Hiibhy

’em

likes

dijferent.

I

-WA.©

-p -p-!Tmsr-A.C3-Ei
lii\e

l

\

ou lieaid

liis (a)luiiil)ia

ret

‘Boom Boom Baby” backed
Destroy Me”? Then

old,

“Don't

with

for everyone's info. Crash

The youngest

-

hoy guitar since he was

who kind

some. husky, with lirown eyes and

gal

brown

things!”

hair.

Crash, wlio turned nineteen this
year, says

was the

quarter of a close foot-

final

game

ball

for

called
that,

a

Crash

he was

North

Greensboro.

at

Carolina, and
line

about his name: “It

tliis

1

crashed through the

touchdown!
ever
Bill.

I

I’ve

since.”

(

been

Before

six.

“1 always liked a shy. dark-eyed

hantl-

is

of thirteen children.

Crash has heen fiddling with a hig-

of agreed with

admits

who took him
to

the altar

works

in

Crash.

me on

The

one

out of circulation and

is

Mae Lanning, who

Greenshoro

at

Burlington

Mills, pairing silk stockings together.

“We

have a good time

ourselves.
says,

“and

being

just

We’re simple people,” he
that’s

how

I

w ant

my

sing-

ing to be, easy and down-to-earth.”

BACHELOR
CORNER; man
Check your

talk

lipstick next

time you

to the supermarket. That’s

go

Disney

Walt

discovered

where

songbird

When they take
Roberta Shore.
a break at “77 Sunset Strip” re.

.

hearsals,

.

Edd Byrnes

buries his nose

between the hard covers of “1 Was
a Teen-Age Dwarf,” a kookie book
about Dobie

all

Gillis’ girl troubles.

Dobie's on CBS-TV, too, played by

Dwayne Hickman.

.

.

.

Bobby Darin

confesses, “I go for a gal who’s will-

now and
museum, concert or
Roger Smith’s pet peeve

ing to try longhair things

then

—

ballet.”

.

.

people

is
.

.

a

like

If

.

.

who

tell

off-color

your guy’s

six

jokes.

feet

tall,

weighs between 180 and 200 pounds
and has a bit of acting ability, send

him over
to.

to 20th

Century-Fox pron-

He’s the guy they’re looking for

to star in

“The King Must Die!”

.

.

.

Paul Anka’s new nickname: Speed.

By the author

of ‘The

Man

in

the Gray Flannel Suit’

STARRING

RICHARD EGAN-DOROTHYMcGUIRE
AND INTRODUCING
A NEW YOUNG
STAR SENSATION

TRUYnONAHIIF
^

THE MOST EXCITING
ROUE FOR TODAY'S
TOP TEEN-AGE STAR

SANDRA DEE -ARTHUR KENNEDY

Constance ford- beulahbondi
Written, Produced and Directed by

You’ll

V\^ARNER Bros. First

in

hear the

hit

sloan wilson

from the novel by

DELMER DAVES
theme from

‘A

Music by

max steiner.

Summer Place’

Motion Pictures, Television, Music and Records
5

®f)e iWontijlp l^ecorb

ALBUM REVIEWS

continued

Gone Ape

Dinah. Yes Indeed! The
an old spiritual and
sings

it

The day dawns

title’s from
Dinah Shore

—and such standards

as “It

And

Depends on You,” “Sentimental
“Taking a Chance on
Love” like she’s never sung before.
.All

—

sounds
Don’t argue with Johnny October.

n’ roll

to Fats

Sweetheart, Aloha:

hours,

solid

WAPE

with the ginchiest rock

off

you ever heard

Domino

—from

to Jackie

When

citement” Wilson.

Here’s

Andy Williams

fourteen

for

Jacksonville, Florida’s

Capitol.

one for lovers.

mating

of the

call of a bull ape.

Journey,”

To You

5:30 a.m., to

at

the recorded sound

it’s

for station breaks, the signal

ex-

Elvis

“Mr. Extime
is

the

’

“Aloha” means “hello,
or “I love
"farewell,” “welcome”
A handy word to know. Cavou.

ape’s roar.

dence.

taken to dashing about dressed in

plains that

—

Station

mating

call,

hairy-ape costumes.
(ionio Swings:

Perry swings a golf
Inside, he does

club on the cover.
the

same

to

“Aou Came
Louis,
fai\,

”

a

Long Way From

want

If

you’re a

this one.

that they’ve

On sunny

days,

out to the highways to

stalk

thumb rides downtown for lunch.
What this does to traffic shouldn’t

The Fleetwoods are neighbors.

“Begin the Beguine.”

“Honey.”

you’ll

they

have been so

engineers

sent by this

”

happen in any man’s jungle.
Even the paychecks at WAPE are
decorated with ape-images and im-

St.

Como

RCA Victor.

printed with the thoughtful message:

“We would
this

so welcome your saving

check as a souvenir instead of

cashing it!”

The

station’s really

the way.

recent

stopped
a

Bobby sounds

like

I

trip

gone ape

all

them on a
down south and then

tuned

in

at a drive-in

to

movie.

To

see

revival of

“King Kong.” natch!

Jacksonville

digs

Jerry.

platter chatter
The llawaiians have a word

for

it.

[f

you’re the girl

who

sent her pic-

Johnny Restivo hut left off
her tianie and address, hurry and

ture to

He

write him.

flipped for the pic-

RCA hit, “Dear
Did
Someone.” just for you.
you know Johnny October used to
be an amateur boxer? He’s got a
wrote

ture.

his

.

.

.

knockout with his new' Capitol

and

in

Love.”

.

.

.

sin-

and “Young

gle: “Grovvin’ Prettier”

The Fleetwoods,

whose Liberty disc of “Mr. Blue” is
riding high, all hail from Olympia,

Wash. In

their teens, they play in-

struments by ear.
year-old

Bobby

Time” guy, does
tion of Jerry

Dinah digs the

oldies.

.

.

.

.

.

Seventeen-

the wildest imita-

Lewis

The Poni

.

Rydell, that “Kissin’

I’ve ever heard.

Tails do

all

their re-

hearsing while washing the dishes.
9

his

crazy

sound.

^'(‘w r(‘S(‘ar(‘h
lh(‘ riovv

Here's

shows Moon Drops

of rnoislur(‘ (o

how

this adviineed

gi\(‘

(*r(‘al(‘s

a reservoir

ol*

your skin a inn(*h fresher,

iT)oislur(‘...regiilales
finti(‘r

look!

formula

assures your skin of coutiuniii^ moi^lun*

and dryness:

that counteracts aging lines

Moon

Drops’ replaces moisture from

the outside

— aruX

heijts store

uj) inside.

il

This creates a reservoir ... a reserve
supply of

vital

moisture on which

your skin can draw
INo

at

Give your
.

.

made

other moisturizer ever

reservoir this evaet

.

any time!
creates a

aiitl .seienliiic

wtiv.

measure of moisture

skiti a full

the Timxitnum moisture

needs

it

Kai

ii.

-^.00

and 5.00 plus

lax.

Constant Moisture— Day and Night
'iMOOX DROf’S’ MOISTIIRE BALM. For

inten-slve

night-time moi.siurizing. Rich, yet so remarkably
greaseless your skin absorbs

it

almost instantly

’y)0O\ BROPS- iMOiSTtJRE FOUNBATION.

A

light,

protective base for day-time; gives a satiny finish

under any make-up.

FROM REVLON RESEARCH

-

.

.

.

MOO

SCIENTIFIC FORMULAS FOR WOMAN’S DELICATE SKIN CHEMISTRY

.
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PUZZLES
Fad Alley

iHil

could

hurt

Burt

Is

Grace.

sometimes

Connie Francis

tells

how

sleep -wig

make

to

a

you

bossy?

too

ACROSS
1.

He

sings of

Mary Lou

3.

The divine Sarah

5.

Our singer of the month (pictured)
He sings of "Morgen^'
Come up and see her
Bobby
He gives lessons in "Makin' Love''

10.
11.
12.
14.

DOWN
Kate’s

enthusiastic.

your monthly

1.

He has a

2.

She loves Porgy

4.

"World

5

First

.

with

"What'd

24tli

Say"

of Tolent" star

singer to

wear white bucks

Yvonne

7.

"Just Ask Your Heart," he says

8.

December 25th

13.

Star’s

you were born between Octol)er
and November 22nd. you’re a

Shake liands

Scorpio.

with

(init.)

to Christine Carere
Garry Moore's summer replacement
dig
You
his "Teen Beat" (init.)

Can You Guess This
If

I

6.

9.

HOROSCOPE

hit

(init.)

Name?
Gals are hiding their curlers

each

panicking

Tony

parties

—

yy

other

— and

pajama

at

stitch-’em-up-yourself

ith

To

happened

Franciosa (Oct. 251, Burt Lancaster

sleep-yvigs.

(Nov. 2), Katharine Hepburn (Nov.
8). Hedy Lamarr (Nov. 9). Grace

yvhen Connie Francis’ friends

Kelly (Nov. 12),

Kim Hunter

(

(Nov.

Nov. 20
If

15),

Gene

We found out hoyv
from Connie and we’ve arranged for

Tierney

lope to:

you’re a Scorpio, you're loyal,

—

N.Y. ...

St.,

Neyv York,

teen in Chicago writes

they’ve iny'ented a

new punch

spook

called

parties.

lime soda.

ou’re a Scorpio, you’ve a good

coming to you
Your lucky number is 9.

A

water” and

yvent

.

home

It’s

it’s

for

“syvamp

half-rootbeer, half-

.

When Johnny Saxon

to

Brooklyn, he found

.

out that, for big school dances, the

shoulder for crying on and your

guys wire their invites

friends are always
for advice.

George, Photoplay, Dept.

CC, 205 East 42nd

your enthusiasm.
If y

send a
stamped enve-

a free instruction leaflet. Just

long, self-addressed,

you can be hurt by a
friend. You like frankness, but you
may be likely to be a little bit domineering in love and romance. Still,
one of your most engaging qualities
is

first

are easy to make.

(Nov.

)

but look out

yvhat

discovered them, see page 50. Wigs

12). Jean Seberg (Nov. 13), John

Kerr

see

no.i

pig 'siang ojjag

gal lives next door.

—even

if

the

I

NEW

COSMETIC DISCOVERY

!

Now you caxi actually cliange your sldn tone
to go with,
Have you discovered the fashion genius of
new Angel Face? It’s tlie new sheer veil of
powder and foundation in-one that lets you
change your skin tone to make any fashion
color flattering! From now on, you’d no more
rely on one shade of compact makeup than
you would on one lipstick!
Pond’s discovery of cosmetic-silicones makes
new Angel Face possible. Cosmetic-silicones
create shades so soft and subtle tiiey can’t
can’t dislook artificial, heavy or masky
.

color

.

.

.

can’t turn orangey.

.

.

Choose your own

New

loveliest

shades

COSTUME-COMPLEXION COORDINATOR
COSTUME
COLORS

FAIR SKIN

ROSY SKIN OLIVE SKIN DARK OLIVE

POND’S ANGEL FACE SHADES
TAWNY

IVORY

NATURAL

NATURAL

ORANGES- YELLOWS

GOLDEN

GOLDEN

GOLDEN

BRONZE

GREENS-BLUES

NATURAL

IVORY

PINK

BLUSHING

BROWNS-BLACKS

PINK

IVORY

BLUSHING

TAWNY

REDS-PINKS

Buy new Angel

New!

NATURAL

TAWNY

BLUSHING

CtCC- l3y Pond’s

TAN

Case”
powder and ibunda-

Tlie fabulous "Fasliion

holding
WHITE-NEUTRALS

Face today!

any fashion color

tlie finest

tion in-one, $1.25 plus tax.

—

Why

does a

Kim?

fellotv love

For tvhy Ingrid^s

beautiful, see our story on

page 58.

THAT’S

HOLLVWOOD
FOR VOU
BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

When

1

ran into them at a party, Paul told

me

about Joanne.

all

I

never

I

Cary Grant and

believed

Rick Nelson would ever date the

same

but they have. She’s Yel-

girl,

low Bird, a showgirl
Vegas. ... Of

Rancho

at the El

the

all

new

actresses,

Tuesday Weld can he the biggest hoxoflice.

... By the way, did you know

that a

New

months

six

Hollywood? ... In the

midst of a party, Paul

me:

“I’ll tell

cjuit

acting, she’d

chologist.

become

If

told

she

a child psy-

think she’s studying at

I

home now.”

Newman

you about Joanne.

.

.

.

Robert Mitchum eats

onions for lunch

if

he has to plav a

love scene with an actress he doesn’t
particularly love.

.

.

.

Now

seems

it

Tony
poor

man

Ingrid

.

.

.

Bergman always looks

Why
.

.

.

“An unhappy
money will make him

thinks

man.” Which should qualify Tony
Judy

Garland’s

I

how fond

I

voice

get fonder

is

and

get.

never

she’ll

surpass Katharine Hepburn with me.
.

.

if

.

Fabian

is

a

good kid who looks as

he’s collecting autographs.

.

.

.

So-

phia Foren munches on raw hamburger

meat the way you do on candy.

I’m betting

what?

wee’ll

next

.

.

as

And you

.

know'

Avalon or Bobby

Kim Novak

usually wants

a fellow loves her because
star or for herself. Both,

Edd Byrnes speaks English

.

.

had been invented

six

months

I’m waiting for Barrie Chase
in a

.

.

.

movie.

And

Kim

for

make another movie.

ley to

to

Stan-

Please!

Lana Turner has made a fortune

by acting her age.

.

.

Milton Berle

.

NBC’s

says he gets along with

Robert Sarnoff,

Bing and Gary.

chief,

and son
Zsa Zsa Gabor

like father
.

.

.

adores the word adore.

.

.

.

One

thing

you can say for Jayne Mansfield and
her.

year.

.

if it

that

.

if

movie

ago by a jazz musician.

.

of another Frankie
.

Kim.

have a new Elvis

might even be Elvis instead

It

know

she’s a

for

fonder of Audrey Hepburn, but no
matter

to

dance

singing

of hope. ...

still full

Darin.

.

.

.

the Philosophers’ Club.

how

.

.

happy, until he meets an unhappy rich

Presley

if

.

a bigger star?

Curtis told me,

Eddie Fisher had never been
married to Debbie Reynolds.
Most
movie shorts are too long.
Someas

Bloom

isn’t Claire

Face slays new for about
in

between marriages.

prettier

is
.

.

there’s nothing subtle about
.

Errol Flynn told

Hollywood
married

money

an

until

actor

me

that in

shouldn’t

get

he has saved enough

for the divorce.

Hollywood For You.

And

That’s

!

1

!

In just one hour...you can safely, permanently change the color of your hair!

I

i

\

\

©

1959 Richard Hudnut

Unlike other hair colorings...*TRU-TINT’ self- timing action
shuts off automatically. You cant overtint
Any color! And in just one hour, from start to finish, ‘TRU-TINT’ gives you the
you want, for keeps. Not a temporary rinse, but permanent hair coloring, TRU-TINT’
covers
lets you change to any dazzling shade your heart desires, even from dark to blonde
easily, safely.
gray completely ... or re-creates your own radiant, young-hair color

Pick a color.
precise color

.

.

• Only ‘TRU-TINT’ has the
scientists.

Shuts

self-timing eolor control action

off at just the right time, automatically.

.

You cant

.

.

.

.

.

.

devised by

Du Barry

overtint with ‘TRU-TINT’

its own creme color developer. Brings each shade
peak of perfection, without prebleaching. Extra-rich texture means no messy drip.

• Only ‘TRU-TINT’ comes complete with
to its exact

•

Only ‘TRU-TINT’ has

•

Only ‘TRU-TINT’ has Exellin

lights

.

.

.

shampoo. No shampooing your

a built-in

.

.

.

conditions as it colors. Leaves hair with lively, lovely highwonderfully manageable. For a fabulous new hair
choose from ten glorious young shades of ‘TRU-TINT’ today.

shining with natural radiance

color, so true,

nobody knows but you

—

hair, before or after coloring!

.

.

.

‘TRU-TINT’ .. .used safely by over 1,000,000

NEW YORK

T)a^ajuw

PARIS

COMPLETE COLOR KIT-$2.25*
(Enough

women

for 2 Hair Colorings.)
*plus tax

!

SAMSONITE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

Look at this value! You save a healthy $3.00
when you buy this Samsonite Streamlite Beauty
Case for Christmas giving
own. This
look...

is

1

or for your very

the luggage that keeps

and the

in style

—

classic

its first trip

beauty of Streamlite stays

Sectioned tray for cosmetics and toilet-

ries lifts right out. Full-width

mirror for

full

viewing. Triple-strength construction means
years of good use. Don’t miss this Holiday buy
Travel-tough vinyl covering won’t show
tear... washes clean with a
cloth for years of smart traveling.

wear and

on a famous Samsonite Streamlite Beauty Case.

NEW LOW

PRICE

^14®=

Comes in four colors to complement
your costume Saddle Tan, Ebony Grey,
Hawaiian Blue, Rawhide Finish.
:

Samsonite Streamlite

©1959

Shwayder Bros.,

Inc.,

Luggage

Div.,

Denver. Makers of Samsonite Folding Furniture. Prices plus existing taxes.

In

Canada thru Samsonite

of

Canada,

Ltd., Stratford, Ont. Prices slightly higher

—

give just the bride a small, personal
like lingerie, or a lovely sachet, save

shower or when she’s

a

in her

it

gift

Dear Wendy:
Here are some

for

new home.

help define

rules that’ll

your territory: bread plate on the right;
water glass in front of you to the right;
salad plate on the

dear miss PAIN;
Can you help me out?

— but

nice

real

my

parents

only

I’m

— they're

fourteen

and

don’t you think a boy would think I’m

him

serious about

if I

want

my

parents to

meet him? My girlfriend says it sounds
like I was thinking of marrying him.

DEAR EDITOR:
been dating this one boy pretty steadily since last summer, and my girlfriend
Gladys says I should give him a present
for his birthday.

We

other very long

when

so he didn’t give

him

know

to

Dear Janie

who is getting married next month. The invitation
is engraved and down in the corner is

my

girlfriend’s older sister,

me

My

R.S.V.P.

written

means you have

My

know how.

mother

says

this

answer but I don’t
mother says I also have
to

to give her a gift.

—

Ginny

maybe

the

meet your parents? And
be painless: you

like to

introduce the younger person

to

one; the boy

.\n

easy way to

name

of the older

remember

is

— or

the

to

girl.

to say the

—

the older

“Mother (or
Mary), I’d like you to meet Bill.’’ The time
to worry, is when you forget his name!
the

girl

want

invitation

Write

A

formal engraved

DEAR EDITOR:

always requires a formal reply.

on folded notepaper

(never type!)

(either plain or with your

name engraved

Howyou'll

so

and

—

unable to accept)

is

Mr. and Mrs. John Allen’s
kind invitation for
Saturday, the second of January
Just because you’ve received an invitation

mean you have

guess because

I

sion, the table

accepts with pleasure
(or: regrets she

went to my boyfriend’s house for dinner to celebrate his mother’s birthday,

I

it was a special occawas all set with different
plates bread and soup and meat plates
and three and four different forks and
spoons. My mother usually only has one,
and sometimes an extra for desert. Well,
when we sat down I felt kind of nervous
because I didn’t know what to say to
Jimmy’s old uncle, who was next to me,

on the front flap) and follow this form;
Miss Virginia Smith

doesn’t

to give a gift.

friendly you are with the girl or her family.

my roll. A couple of
saw him reach for the
same roll before he noticed it was halfeaten. Then I realized I must have eaten
his because there was another one on the

And remember,

ever,

if

you attend

the

reception,

probably want to give something.
don’t

give

attend
a

gift

wedding,

the

depends

it

at their

you

whether

you

upon

how

I

started eating

minutes

later,

A

my

before the

other side of

to the girl at

her home;

I dropped my fork and got gravy
on the tablecloth and
oh, it was just
How do you know where your
awful.
food begins and the other person’s ends?

new address
wedding

it

to the

newly-

or in care of her

gifts are for the bride

and groom, they should be presents appropriate for both. However, if you want to

could scare a boy away, so think

gift

twice before giving one. However,

if

dated for six months,

right for

you

And

you’re safest

We

expensive.

quite

it’s

all

you’ve

him a birthday or Christmas

give

to

present.

the gift

if

think a book

is

is

in-

fun.

DEAR MISS PAIN:

plate.

I

got so embar-

rassed

.

.

mixed up or the boys I
can’t seem to agree

Either I’m

all

know

What we

are.

is,

who

goes first?

down

always goes

day night

my

date

that,

first

but

a

girl

at

the

last Fri-

—

down first and so did
we both collided and I fell
a man who was sitting right on
And how about doors? If I

I

started

— and

on top of
the

thought

I

the aisle

movies and places like

aisle.

to open one myself, I usually get
banged with it because he reaches out to
open it too; but if I wait, I usually find
start

myself standing, staring

at a

closed door.

Laurie
Peoria,

111.

Dear Laurie;
You’re

I

gift

after the wedding, address

parents. Since

If

entirely

sending a

in

wedding, address

weds

Portland, Oregon

on
right.

me

look too pushy.

to

first:

!

Dear Ginny;
Your mother's

like

I’d

Dear Sally:

introductions can

relax,

birthday

anything.

Mo.

you’re not thinking of marriage

boy would

person

Glendale, Arizona

City,

:

But, did you ever think

yet.

my

had

I

appreciate his taking

I

out, but I don’t

Since you’re only fourteen, don’t worry.

He knows

known each

haven’t

Sally

Kansas

an invitation to a Thanksgiving wedding and reception. It’s from

move.

first

I’ve

Janie

I’ve just gotten

And when

in.

the

The other night
didn’t know
I

when my date called,
how to introduce him to my parents.
They think they should meet a boy before I go out with him but I’m afraid this
might scare him away. Not that there’s
anything wrong with

safe cutlery rule:

make

in doubt, let the host
,

A

left.

on the outside and work

start

if

The

right.

rule

you keep on staring

your escort

is

ladies

at

that

first.

doesn’t get the point, then

still

— but make sure you’re too weak
yourself.
he
ceed — opening
try

If

it

he-man

feeling,

But

door and

it’ll

open

all

to suc-

likes that

kinds of doors.

.

P.S.

Look for your

We're sorry they

letters

can't be

here every month.

answered personally.

Wendy
Palo Alto, Calif.

Continued

.

c^KC.

continued
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My

one ambition

become an
blond
is

and photos.

blue

favorite actress

Deborah Kerr.

interested in

I

am

Vasudev

I’d like

as wonderful
actress as she is.

be

to

much

collecting stamps
twenty and studying in costing. Is there a boy or girl who would like
to correspond with me?

I’m

to

have

and

hair

My

eyes.

is

actress. I

Room

an

Greenwood,

I

would

Patel

Binghamton, N. Y.

Mahal

King’s Circle, Matunga,
19, India

I’ve just started

Miss.

bert, since she’s my favorite actress.
other stars’ pictures for them.

I'll

trade

Beth Long
21 Henry St.
Kings Park, L.

I.

Do you think there’s a
chance for me to get a
break in the movies? I
am five-years-old and I’m
in
Japan now. But I
might go to the States in
a few years. My mommy
and daddy say it’s okay
for me to be a movie
actress. I am 43" tall and weigh 39 pounds.
I have brown hair and blue eyes.

Anyone

star pictures.

collection of movieinterested in a specific

Carolyn Cosa
Rucker Ave.
Wash.

2111

“Georgia
Cracker” from the deep
South and would love to
have pen pals from everywhere. I live on a hereford ranch and plan to
make music my career.
I’m

a

real

Rua

Janice Eberle, Pres.
Gale Storm Fan Club
2632 N. 74

Wauwatosa

is

I’m

I

a girl of sixteen
desires a pen pal in

dancing, Rock
Cha, Cha, Cha,

etc.

Benita Soh
P.W.D. 24 Princess Road
Kuala Lumpur
Selangor, Malaya

Jamesville, N. Y.

Collie

dogs,

If so, please write to

horses

me:

Janice McNeile
Box 260 Mitchell Village

Morehead

City, N. C.

beg to express my
desire to correspond with
American college boys or
I

Some

of us guys serving on this desert
avidly read your magazine since it
keeps us posted on Hollywood doings and
the latest movies. Except for movies, there’s
nothing much here to pass the time, other
than reading. We’d appreciate it if some
readers would send us their movie magazines
and perhaps pin-up wall calendars for 1960.
We’ll gladly send view-cards in exchange.
island,

P.

so that I may establish new friendships,

my

Evelyn Rudie.

Mr. & Mrs. Emery Bernauer

Come on and join The Andy Williams
Music Bandwagon Fan Club. Dues, $1.00 a
year. You receive pictures and news on everything concerning Andy and his music.
Margaret Walke
Box 340 Rt. 2
Connelly Springs, N.C.

Attention Nick Todd fans: We’re now open
additional members. No fee. Only requirement is that you want to give Nick a
boost. Send stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Barbara Lyons, Pres.
3882 North 65 St.

for

Omaha
have 120 various sized pictures of
Tony Perkins and 30 of Montgomery Clift.

Turkish-American

Anyone

youth

Hi,

Rick

relationship.

VivT

We hereby grant permission to Eddie Richardson, 7514 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
46, California, to formulate and be President
of the only official fan club for our daughter,

English,

more about your
country and further the
learn

Hassan

Kadikoy, Moda Caddesi 122/124
Ses Apartimani
Istanbul.

14

Max Nazareth

c/o Cable & Wireless Ltd.
Bahrain, Arabian Gulf

girls,

improve

Sussex, Wise,

Roll,

’n’

fan

Judy Schaner
Route 1 Plainview

will

in

Jessica Wallace, Pres.
37 Water Street
Hallowell, Maine

interested in joining a Jill St.
club, write to me enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope:

the U.S.A.
I have black hair and
eyes. My height is b'lYo".
My hobbies are singing,

#3

interested

Christopher Lee
you want to join

Vilela, 307

am

who

Pat Beardsley
Colman Hill Rd.

Anyone

If

Anyone

— write— anyone, anywhere.
thirteen — like horses — like music.

and dancing?

official

America.

Wis.

write to:

John

Lil Cross
Colquitt, Georgia

Have pen

now an
of

13,

Sao Paulo, Brazil

I’m sixteen.

Route

Jr.

Wanted: members for a new Gale Storm
fan club. Dues are 500 a year. You receive
a membership card, monthly paper, official
club pencil and two pictures of Gale.

Fan Club
I would like very much to correspond with
American people interested, like me, in
movies and music.
Mr. Almo Maria

self-

Bear-Christiana Rd.
Bear, Delaware

There

Everett,

a

Richard Loose,

c/o Mr. A. Irwin Switzer, Jr.
Office of the Comptroller
HQ. U.S. Army Japan, APO 343
San Francisco, California

write to me:

star,

Rick Nelson Tri-State

information, write to me enclosing
addressed, stamped envelope:

Kathleen

my huge

Clearing out

a

Fan Club and would like new members from
Delaware, Maryland and Virginia. For full

any pictures of Claudette Col-

like

4,

Bombay

Emily Simmons
511 W. Henry

to join a fan club for actress-singer

Aithal

S.

No.

Want

Maureen O’Hara? Please contact:
John Kolcun, Pres.
15 Queen Street

Turkey

4,

Nebraska

I

interested

Nelson,

in

swapping pictures
or Fabian

Tab Hunter

of
for

these?

for a fan club? Want a pen pal?
exchange fads? Write: Confidentially,
Photoplay, 205 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Need members

Like

to

Lynne Dowling
70 Clermont St.
Albany, N. Y.

Continued

!

EXCITINGLY NEW!
EXCLUSIVELY YOU!
exciting

lipstick,

only

fashion? Then you are the fashion leader for

elegant, golden case.

slim,

of

in

lip

liner

and

when you apply

easily.

Greaseless,

it

it,

lip

An

original

in

can’t

smudge

tip

or smear.

is

is

in

the exclusive well and

pressed gently against your

Creamy

ball-point

lips.

color stays on!

women watch

to see what's

first roll-on

new and

color-in the

lip

on flowing color automatically. Takes the place

rolls

Fresh, flowing

action.

IIP QUICK’

other

QUICK’-the world’s

Richard Hudnut created IIP

every sense of the word! IIP QUICK’ actually

brush! The secret

as the rounded

whom

woman

Are you the

outlines,

color, stored

shapes and colors

inside,

is

released

lips, cleanly, quickly,

'Dp Quick’
The world's
by

first roll-on lip

color

RICHARD HUDNUT

Ordinary lipsticks can break off or melt.
‘LIP QUICK' won’t. It never gets messy,
never breaks. And it’s so easy to apply.
This flow/ing lip color can be used to
the very last drop! Lasts twice as long

as

lipstick.

form
‘LIP

Outline lips perfectly
in 1-2-3 strokes!

Now — just moisten
your

lips

Press

ing
lips together.

That’s

all!

Be

first \with

of lip color in

QUICK’— not
new fashion

Hudnut.

In

the

lipstick. It’s
in

first nev/

40 years. Say
the excit-

beauty by Richard

8 fabulous shades.

‘LIP

QUICK’

a precious

in

jeweler-design
case, $1.50 plus
tax.

M959

Retillatrle.

Richard Hudnut

15
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continued
Forty-three (Count ’em) Songs

Dear Hound Dog,
I’m Gonna Sit Right Down and Write
Just Because ... I
Myself a Letter
Like Your Kind of Love. Looking Back
I’ll Remember Tonight because All I
Have to Do Is Dream. I Heed Your Love
Tonight, so please Return to Me. With All
My Heart, I Gotta Feeling
It’s Only
Make Believe, but Doncha Think It’s Time
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Softly to Me? It’s Not for Me to
Great Balls of Fire! Why Don’t
Understand that Love Is Strange? Get

Come

to

Say.

l)ut.

They

down

a Job

Me

Lonesome Town and Send

in

I’m Available, and Singing the
Blues, so Don’t Be Cruel, but Love Me
Tender. Oh, Lonesome Me. I'd go Around
the World
For Your Lovle. Your Kisses
Sweeter Than Wine make this A Very SpeCatch a Falling Star
cial Love. Don’t
just write Love Letters in the tsand and
Wear My Ring Around Your Neck. I'm
Devoted to You. so give me A Lotta Lovin’
under this Blue Moon. Any Way You W^ant
Me. I’ll be Enchanted and remain a Teenager in Love. It’s no Twilight Time, so
Loving You. I’ll say Bye Bye Love.
for

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

—

Lynne Enerson
Viroqua, Wis.

Murderers’ Minuet
you be so kind as to tell me the
of the Boccherini composition played

Will

name
in

the Alec Guinness picture,

“The Lady

Killers’’?

Anne

B. Price
Lynchburg, Va.

String Quintet in E. Major!
to Fabian!
Ed.

—

listen

We

don’t only

Stuck in Philly

The one
star for

is

I

would reach up and grab a

Edd Byrnes.

go ape, kookie

I

and all that jazz over him. How' lucky
Sandra Dee is to get to meet him and go
out with

come

him. If

true,

could have one wish

I

be

that’d

it.

I

don’t

know

if

he’d dig me.

Ah, well,

this

all

wishing

is

hopeless. It

looks like I’m stuck in Philly with Erankie
Avalon’s, Eabian’s, Bobbie Rydell’s and
.lames Darren’s families!
I

Brenda Sue Kurman

drea

Philadelphia, Pa.

Suggestion: Ask your mom to join the PT
so she can get to know the parents and
Ed.
you could get to know the sons

—

.

Help Wanted
In the city of Chicago,
In nineteen thirty-three.
Was born a little baby boy
As cute as cute could be.
The years went by, as all years do
To him, they had been kind

What an exciting development Tou can see in a
flash why Twice-Over* is the world’s most fantastic
doubled elastic all the way round
elastic bra
!

t

p

And he found

I

Hear

nylon. Also in white cotton broadcloth, with circular

Mark Damon

C

cups, 3.95. D, 4.95.
for this

T wice-Over
U. S. PAT.

OFF. ©1959 MAJDEN FORM BRASS ERE CO., INC.
t

NEW YORK

16,

N. Y.

to

Hollywood

his

his records, then you’ll agree
He’s the cream of the crop.

Look
*REG.

way

mind.
But this cute boy can also sing!
Let’s help him reach the top!

(iurve-shaping cups in white or black embroidered

stitched cups. A. B.

his

With acting on

package

is this young man’s name
Talented as he can be.
But he could use a little help
From folks like you and me.

Kathleen Barrilleaux
Baton Rouge, La.

16

—

continued

Kookie Vs. Zimbalist
It

seems
Kookie

the

tliat

today’s

of

hit

TV

well-combed hair.
Well, this is one teen’s opinion on
What is and what isn’t fair.
I fear the feminine sex overlooks
Is

of the

The fact that Kookie is not
The only male on “Sunset Strip”

And
I

the only cat on the block.
when I read the stories today

find

That appear in most magazines.
That to mention a man named “Zimbalist”
to make a square of a teen.
protest the one-sided viewpoint
Of the conformist crowds that rage
That the charms of a man like Zimbalist
Date back to the Old Stone Age!
Do the habits and mannerisms of Kookie
Rank beside Zimbalist’s smile?
Does Kookie’s jazzy lingo
Impress, disturb, or beguile?
Let’s not exclude tbe lasting things
Is

I

For the momentary fad;
For me, it’s the realm of Zimbalist.
Leave Kookie to bis pad!
Incidentally, I’m sixteen and I don’t consider myself a square. I wouldn’t mind,
either, being challenged on my views.

Mary M.
Bristol,

Ever Think

.

.

.

Tenn.

?

Ever think the day will come when these
people would record these songs?
“Turn Me Loose” by King Kong
“I’m A Man” by Frankenstein
“Kookie, Kookie Lend Me Your Comb”

by Yul Brynner
Wait For You” by Teddy Roosevelt
“Tiger” by Captain Kangaroo
“I Go Ape” by Tarzan
“I’ll

Marian Seward
Camden, Mo.
Nope, we really don’t!

— Ed.

Boy or Girl?

My Mother-In-Law says she read Tony
Curtis and .lanet Leigh had a baby boy. I
thought it was a girl. Who’s correct?
Mrs.

J.

Kujan

Queens, N.Y.

Tony says

to tell

able

girls

little

A Smash

you,

— Kelly

“We

have two adorand Jamie.”

Hit

...and minim

the negative

produce a picture, I would
cast the following actors and actresses;
Leading Actress Sandra Dee
Leading Actor Elvis Presley
Supporting Actress Debbie Reynolds
Supporting Actor Roger Smith
Others in the picture would include:
If I

were

to

—
—
—
—

Rock Hudson
Clint Walker

Tony Curtis
Sal Mineo

Esther Williams

Rick Nelson
Barry Coe
,Iohn Wayne
.Tames Garner
Carol Lynley
Wouldn’t you say this picture would
turn out to be a smash hit?
.Sharon Lavish

Kansas

City,

Mo.

you sure know how to pick
’em. Seems to me, the only one missing
from this spectacular cast, ivho would make
it a sure-fire hit, is Lassie !
Ed.
Til say this,

No

retouching needed

( born to

sheath

!

My line

be worn with the new

dresses

sheath-ier,

Nylon power net with
styles in regular, long

.<

divine in Fris-kee

fall

fashions

!

)

Makes

skinny pants skinnier.

satin panels. Girdle or pantie

and extra-long

black and 4 heavenly colors.

From

sizes.

White,

6.50.
Look for

this

Fris-kee
REG,

U.'s.

PAT. OFF. ©1959 MAIDEN FORM BRAS5I.ERE

CO.'.

INC.

NEW YORK

16.

N, Y.

package!

continued
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becoming

Bring Back, Please!

attractions

One of the best movies
“Gone With The Wind”

A

ever saw was
starring Vivien

I

Leigh as Scarlet O'Hara, Clark Gable as
Rhett Butler and Olivia de Havilland as
Melanie.
The acting and music were superb. I'll
never forget “Tara's Theme” as long as 1
live.

Think Danny (right) looks

certainly hope they have a

I

like

Ty?

think

all

Cleveland, Ohio

Danny Convertini resembles

the late Tyrone Power. Don’t you?
Danny is a fine singer and actor and has
appeared in many U.S.O. shows here in

Down-lo-Earth

Detroit.

fortune

Detroit. Mich.

Keep

while

he

this picture

— Ed.

just

I

is

besides being

good singer.

a

who did?
Phil Pointer
Farmer City, 111.

set us straight as to

Sorry! The female lead in
fane Wyman. Remember?-

back.

want to tell everyone how down-toearth
and sincere

the leading female role in “Magnificent Obsession.” My sister insists it was not.

Could you

good
meeting
Avalon a
the

of

Frankie

Insisting:

keep insisting that June Allyson played

I

had

I

Bktty & Marie

Rita,

I

ot

Evelyn Jahnke

Look Alikes

We

remake

wonderful movie.

this

He

Charles Hawkins

digs Frankie.

DeSoto, Mo.

was

My Wish Came True
Some time ago, a motion picture was
filmed in the Napa Valley where I live. I
was very excited since I had never seen an
actual picture in the making. The picture
was Universal’s “This Earth Is Mine” with
Rock Hudson and Jean Simmons.

1

didn’t

get Rock Hudson’s autograph since I was
too shy to ask. But everybody was so very
friendly.
Then I had a thought. If they’re all this
friendly.

I’m going to write a letter to a

met in magazines and movies
Sure enough, two weeks later my letter was answered. I was so excited 1 could
hardly read it. It was from Sandra Dee, my

star that I’d

only.

Rock and Jane

in

“Magnificent Obsession.”

Itinerary
IMy idea of spending a day in Hollywood

would be

A. Traced with golden crowns,
ers,

Pond’s Fashion Case

ebony

Angel

contains

pressed

powder,

plus

in

puff,

com$1.2.5'^

B. Tall order of bath-time beauty,
Jergen’s apothecary jar of Bath Salts,
to use blissfully now, decoratively
ever afterwards.

Red Roses

A

big 17 ozs., I1..50*

Christmas: Yardley’s
After Bath Freshener for a
satiny finish, three plump cakes of
soap for a bubbly beginning, $2.25*
C.

for

to:

Eleanor Storzinger
Long Island, N.Y.
Annette
-A

— always

flips

im.”

Darlene Whorley
B.C., Canada

Loved Brandon DeWilde

p

fingertips,

every-

thing lor nicer nails. “Five Minute”
Set by Cutex, with manicure pretties,
plus a Sheer Lanolin lipstick, $1.49*

*plus tax

I

in

“Blue Den-

have his address?
Jackie
Pre.scott,

Brandon
dress

18

May

it

in

Beverly Hills, California.

— Ed.

they doubles?

.

.

.

Everyone thinks

my

son John looks like

What do you think?

Elvis Presley.

Mrs. Charles Wisloh
Brooklyn, N.Y.

We're more convinced he's a double for
Ed.
Neville Brand
.

Crawford
Ariz.

your letter if you adcare of 20th Century-Fox Studios,

will receive

— are

Another Look Alike?

I

E. Right

your

John

Neville

the Promising Vocalist for ’59
to

Add ress

at

a

— everyone’s darling, she’s so devine
— thoughtful and considerate
those
she’s met
T—
think she’s a pet
you why,
E — even though we’ve never met

E
T

any
day, with Revlon’s Roll-On Mascara.
f'ine-Line Pencil and Eye Shadow
Stick. All, in handy purse kit, $5.50*
for the holiday, or

many fans
when Fabian Sings “I'm

loved by her

N — nearly
Man”
N — named

tells

D. Eyes bright

You see, my one dream was to someday
make friends with a movie star. My wish
came true.
Patricia Bottleson
Napa Valley, Calif.

Breakfast with Debbie Reynolds
Swim with Kirk Douglas
Luncheon with Erank Sinatra
Shop with Kim Novak
Dinner with Paul Anka

flow-

ivory or

Face

lavorite actress.

¥ rite to Reader.<i Inc., Photoplay, 205 E. 42nd
New York 17. N. Y. We regret we cannot
answer or return unpublished letters. To start
St.,

fan clubs or write stars, contact their stindios.

!

Revolutionary 3-layer tablet for relief of

COLDS MISERIES AND
SINUS CONGESTION

HELPS DRAIN ALL 8 SINUS CAVITIES
fcritical
DR STAN Decongestant

areas of colds infection)

working through the
from colds miseries,
sinus congestion and pollen allergies, dristan
amazcontains: ( 1 ) The scientific
ing medical achievement
decongestant most prescribed by doctors. Reaches all
I

Tablets,

bloodstream, bring dramatic

relief

.

.

.

membranes

breathing.

(2)

.

.
.

An

REVOLUTIONARY 3-LAYER TABLET

.

DRISTAN

is the exclusive
3-layer tablet discovery
which for the first time

.

congested areas in minutes
sinus

.

.

.

.

shrinks swollen nasal-

promotes drainage

.

.

.

restores free

exclusive anti-allergent to block

^

^

ANTI-ALLEROENT
A PAIN RELIEVERS

'
]

^ makes

it

possible to unite

certain medically-proven
ingredients into one fast-

acting uncoated tablet!

allergic reactions often associated with colds, plus a

highly effective combination of pain relievers.

Rebody aches and pains due to colds, reduces fever.
(3) Vitamin C, to help build body resistance to colds
infection. For quick relief, get dristan Decongestant

lieves

Tablets. Note;

the fact

is

.

.

.

Today dristan

is

dristan
DECpN

widely imitated. But

the exclusive dristan Tablet formula

cannot be duplicated. Accept no substitutes

There's Nothin g like

DRISTAN^ Decongestant

Tablets

[il

BE YOUR OWN
"DRUG DETECTIVE”

YOUR NEEDLEWORK
Send twenty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay Needlework,
P. 0. Box 123, Old Chelsea Station, N. Y. 11, N. Y. Add 54 for each pattern
for 1st class mailing. Send additional 25^ for Photoplay’s Needlework Catalogue.

“The warmest way
greetings

made

is

to

send holiday

with something you’ve

yourself,”

She’s in Warners’

says

Vera Miles.

“The FBI Story.”

7012

— Embroider

Transfer, directions for 8-inch doll, pattern

the

house

pieces for 4 doll’s dresses and underwear.

trend. Transfer of twin pan-

7240

—

T(j thrill that little girl

on your

list:

in

the

a gift for

Oriental

7^2 X 21 inches. Color
charts and full directions.
els,

Get 6 Oz.

SPBCIAL

Bottle

BONUS FREE
with purchase

ofht

Family
of 16 Oz. ramiiy
Size

494

for.

BUY
p

TODAY AT YOUR VARIETY STORE,
SUPERMARKET OR DRUG STORE.

IT

for colds. sore throats. bad breath
Tl-lOHUBORATORIES.ST.LOmS.HO.

20

•

OAKUND.MUf.

— Put

7068

Applique

Yule
pattern

transfer of 7 heads

cheer
for

3

—

with

everywhere.

844

Santa

just two pieces plus ears. Pattern
pieces for 4 toys and directions.

caps,

and 4 holly sprays.

Stitch

a

cuddly

pet

’'j

^

.

ONLY BOBBI HAS

S

T Y LE

-

S

UPP0

RT TO SOFTLY HOLD

MODERN HAIRSTYLES

Bobbi’s three kinds
of curlers give

style-support
for the fliply
casual look of
“Social Whirl.”

-

For the new, softly
cf)ntrolled look of

''f

“Melody,” Bohbi

waves

in style-

support to keep it
trim and tidy.

Style-support is
the key to the lifted

<Town cap of

“Missy”— soft and young.
With improved Bobbi
it’s

simple as setting.

New improved Bobbi
waves in style -support
with the ease and softness of a setting
The only permanent with 3 kinds of
curlers
waves in the style you
want with the support it needs!
.

.

I

.

the new Bobbi Pin Curl
Permanent magic that lets you have and
hold a soft, modern hairstyle as never

Style-support

.

.

.

I

I

1

before! Bobbi’s three kinds of curlers
give each waving area the curl strength it
needs for modern styling. Bobbi’s so
easy! It’s self-neutralizing and there’s no
re-setting. Just

The

easiest

permanent

to give

yourself

1

i

ONLY NEW BOBBI GIVES YOU
ALL 3 KINDS OF CURLERS

t

40 CASUAL PIN-CURLERS
for easy, over-all softness in

6 LARGE
for areas

brush out natural-looking

waves right from the start. New improved
Bobbi — waves in style-support! Complete kit, only $2.00. Refill without
curlers, $1.50. Look for the bright pink box.

|

major areas.

SPONGE ROLLERS

needing extra body or

“lift”.

4/

-

6 MIDGET RODS
i

|

for curling

p

stubborn neckline stragglers.

I

|
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Career

wallis: paramount: vistavision

V'V')/V This film’s about actors

And

covered overnight.

—but none

Here’s a movie that steers around a
that old one about Cinderella

of

them

what makes the

that’s

of cliches

lot

—and

gets dis-

difference.

—-including
some-

finally arrives at

thing very close to the truth about this business of acting.

Anthony Franciosa, who can be more intense than anybody,
and Dean Martin, who can be more relaxed, team up to make
this point: There’s

no use trying

an opportunist unless

to be

One

you’re just naturally cut out for the job.
the other

isn’t.

Either way,

hard on the

it’s

of

them

is;

women who

love them, and that gives Shirley MacLaine, Carolyn Jones

bottom, with Tony) and newcomer Joan Blackman

(left, at

a chance to

chew the scenery. They do

You can

just fine.

it

thank director Joseph Anthony for creating as authentic

and convincing a picture as you’re ever

What’s on tonight?

^dult

Angry Man

Columbia

The

Last

WW

you’ve ever loved a book and worried about what

If

your favorite characters would look
to see the best!

Look for

is

at your favorite theater

on the screen, this

like

one time the movies do right by you. In the film version

Muni

of this best-seller, Paul

these new pictures

likely to see of the

theater-TV-movie world.

Sam Abelman,

Dr.

is

exactly

And

as this reader imagined him, cranky, yet wonderful.
if

he’s angry,

what goes on

him good reason. And even when he

gives

thing for them
specialists,

profitablv.

—except

like

TV

his

them

cater to

boyhood

in the

for Dr.

way high-priced

Luther Adler, do so

friend

Gerald Green, whose father

model

real-life

gets angry at his

you know, under that towering rage, he’d do any-

patients,

of a

Brooklyn slum around him

in the

is

rumored

producer (David Wayne) who

to be the

his

own novel

tries to

maneuver

Abelman, has adapted

the old doctor into a live documentary show, complete with

Two new young

drug-company commercials.
here

Avatching

nephew

(left,

are
at

Joby

top,

Baker,

with

who’s

actors worth

eager-beaver

the

and

Paul Muni),

Billy

Williams, the hoodlum.

Back

to the

family

Wall

We’ve come

v'v'v'v'

Dee

ELLIS: IN FRENCH: TITLES IN ENGLISH

to expect that,

if

the movie’s French

and

the chief characters are a husband, a wife and her lover,

then

it’s

a

comedy. Well, there

is

to

humor in
Oury cooks up

a certain grim

the elaborate scheme that industrialist Gerard

revenge himself on Jeanne Moreau and her charming

But

no-goodnik friend, Phillippe Nicaud.

funny

to the three principals.

As you

picture changing gradually, you

feel the

that

anything but

mood

of the

something

ter-

Edouard Molinaro
the young directors adding extra excitement to French

rible is

one of

know

it’s

going to happen.

movies these days

— does

(It

does.)

a neat job:

no fancy touches, just

good, tight suspense, with a whopper of a climax.

adult
( continued)

p
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Traditional Choice
. . .

Where

through the years

world is a happier girl
day from a little girl’s dream
the day it all comes true. And today,
like brides through the years, she wears
diamond engagement and wedding rings
by custom — Keepsake Diamond Rings by
for this
.

.

in this

is

.

.

.

a

.

choice.

The choice
is

is

traditional,

the most cherished of
perfect diamond.

a

all

Only

for

love’s

Keepsake
symbols—

gem

a

of

this

and magnificent
cut can reflect a diamond’s full brilliance
and beauty. This is the center diamond
in every Keepsake engagement ring— your
treasured symbol of love forever.
flawless clarity, fine color

Genuine registered Keepsake Diamond
Rings are not sold by

all

jewelers

— only

by authorized Keepsake-Starfire Jewelers
(listed in the yellow pages). Choose from

many distinctively beautiful styles, each
permanently registered and guaranteed for
your protection. From $100 to $10,000.

Are You Sure of the Etiquette
of the Engagement and Wedding?
Keepsake’s valuable new booklet, "The Etiquette of the Engagement and Wedding,” gives
expert advice on the announcement, parties and
showers, trousseau, invitations, attire, gifts, the
ceremony and many other details. Another

^ DUNCAN Ring $750. Wedding Ring

WAYTON Ring $450.
175,
Ring $250. Wedding Ring 75.
OARRICK Ring $575. Wedding Ring 500. All Rings available in yellow or white gold. Prices include Federal Tax. Rings
Rings from

left to right.

Wedding Ring

20.

enlarged to show

A. H.

POND

MARTIN

details.

CO., INC.

®Trode-mark

registered.

»

booklet, “Choosing Your Diamond Rings,” gives
interesting and helpful facts about diamond
quality, value and styling. For both booklets,

send

25<t

Diamond

'

—PRODUCERS OF KEEPSAKE AND STARFiRE DIAMOND RINGS

with name and address
Rings, Syracuse 2, N. Y.

to:

Keepsake

—

MOVIES

the daughter-in-law in Bergman’s

continued

Strawberries,”

Man on

Third

the Mountain

Next best thing

Swiss Alps

yarn
of

is

to a trip to the

mountain-climbing

to see a

that’s just like the air in that part

world

the

—

clean,

often full of chills.

and

exhilarating

The shivery

James Mac Arthur (Helen Hayes’ son)
and two old pros, Michael Rennie and
Herbert Lorn, are trying

Plenty of

men have been

—including

Jim’s father.

fore.

trying

up a

get

to

never been climbed be-

that’s

killed
It’s

all

supposed to take place about a century

MARILYN FOSS,

Sophomore^ Ridgewood High School^ Ridgewood^ N. J.

ago,

when

quered,

the Matterhorn

so

the

was

first

Swiss

scene’s

today.

A

con-

even

says:

''Rehearsing for the school play was

fun

— until

rny face broke out.

be-

I

came more upset when the blemishes
remained after trying skin creams
and lotions. Then our druggist suggested Clearasil. By opening night
my skin was as clear as ever!”

quainter than
of

it

Janet

is

an Irish
little

it

is

pretty part

Munro (you met

girl in

“Darby

her as

O’Gill and the

People”).

family

janus;
SWEDISH DIALOGUE, TITLES IN ENGLISH

V'Vv''/

MEDICATION

STARVES
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED,

CLEARASIL

Hic/es

pimples while

works

it

the new-type scientific medication
new squeezebottle lotion, CLEARASIL gives you the effective
medications prescribed by leading Skin Special-

ists,

and

clinical tests

HOW

prove

it

say that the

title

of

movie refers to the director. What
Ingmar Bergman can do with a strip of
film is very nearly magic, and it actually
is

poetry, with a strange and haunting

atmosphere. The magician in the story,
played by

Max von Sydow,

as both a

showman and

back

in

with his

is

advertised

a health-giver,

Sweden of the 1840’s. Along
hungry troupe, he comes into a

2. Stops bacteria. Antiseptic action stops

growth of the bacteria that can cause
and spread pimples
helps prevent
further pknple outbreaks!
.

.

.

pimp/es. Oil-absorbing
action 'starves’ pimples .
dries up,
helps remove excess oils that 'feed’
pimples . . works fast to clear pimples!
3. ‘Sforves’

.

.

.

Out Blackheads, clearasil softens
and loosens blackheads so they float out with
normal washing. And, clearasil is greaseless,
stainless, pleasant to use day and night for

'Floats’

uninterrupted medication.

Proved by Skin

Specialists! In tests on over
300 patients, 9 out of every 10 cases were
cleared up or definitely improved

while using clearasil (either lotion or tube). In Tube, 69^ and
98(1. Long-lasting Lotion squeezebottle, only .$1.25 (no fed. tax).
Money-back guarantee,

'

drug

_

counters.
VCood Housekeeping

J

p

LARGEST-SELLING PIMPLE MEDICATION
BECAUSE IT REALLY WORKS

24

anything

notice

to

adult

The Mouse That Roared

Columbia
EASTMAN COLOR

V'i/V'

It’s

hard to think of a subject more

serious than international politics, but

movie manages to get a
amount of fun out of it. Why

British

this

surprising

would an absolutely microscopic European country

(imaginary,

of

course)

war on tbe United States of
America?
Well, they’re broke, and

declare

they naturally expect to lose the war

and

everybody

knows

Americans

tbe

take wonderful care of countries they’ve
defeated.

Peter Sellers gets

his share of laughs

—

in

love

Seberg.

with

after

more than

all,

One

of

an American

he plays

him

Jean’s pretty enough, but can

she act?

family

A Summer Place

warners, technicolor

As young lovers, Sandra Dee and
Troy Donahue (below, left) have a

V'V'V

tough time unscrambling
lems

mother

Troy’s

have

the prob-

gotten

into.

(Richard Egan)

loves

parents

their

Sandra’s father

all

(Dorothy

McGuire).

decide he’s a cheap fake.

neurotic.

Apparently,

falls

Jean

girl,

Troy’s father

is

a

(Arthur Ken-

And

yet

some very odd

nedy

)

is

an alcoholic. Otherwise, every-

thing’s fine.

More than

ever, Sandra’s

Penetrates pimples. 'Keratolytic’ action

medications can penetrate. Encourages
quick growth of healthy, smooth skin!

all

—

supernatural.

Sandra’s mother (Constance Ford)

they’re right.

softens, dissolves aflected skin tissue so

At

male

especially

who’s

nature

small town, where most of the people

events take place, leaving you puzzled,
1.

human

interested in

really works.

WORKS FAST

CLEARASIL

You might

this

is

especially for pimples. In tubes or

much

too

three different roles.

The Magician

SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL

lively hitchhiker, is a servant girl

scenes

are literally cliff-hangers, because young

mountain

“Wild

magician’s

the

and Bibi Andersson, who was the

wife,

BUENA VISTA, TECHNICOLOK
V'V'V'i/

now

is

but fascinated.

Ingrid Thulin,

who was

our idea of what a teenager should look

And when you

like.

Troy

at

—

manner

earnest

—

he’s

been kept in

The
summer

small parts up to now.

sets

to look at, too:

hotel

a

nice,

probably won-

you’ll

why

(we did)

der

good gander

get a

and blond, with a

tall

are easy

and a

England

A NEW HIGH IN THRILLING AC HON, SUSPENSE

and

EXCITEMENT!

New

smart modern house, both on the

There’s plenty going on

coast.

them: big emotional scenes

in front of

and solemn discussions of sex (which
sound as
it

the writers just discovered

if

yesterday).

adult

Odds Against Tomorrow

VV

u.a.

Can’t help expecting something spe-

from a picture that has three leads
Harry Belafonte, Robert Ryan and

cial

like

—plus

Ed Begley

(opposite, right)

rector like

Robert Wise, who made “I

Want

to

Live!” Unfortunately,

work out

that way.

everyday

planned bank robbery,

The

York.

plot

trimmings, but

is

an

carefully

a

New

in upstate

has some pretentious

hard

it’s

what they prove

doesn’t

you get

All

about

thriller

it

a di-

—

unless

to

figure out

maybe

it’s

that

race prejudice should be avoided of you

want

to

Well,

maybe

carry out a successful crime.

the picture

edited as

if

At

that’s something.

is
it

acted,
really

and these technical

least,

photographed and

meant something,

skills

make

a look.

it

worth
ADULT

Robert Wise; The good editing in
“Odds Against Tomorrow” is no acciRobert

dent,

because

sional

hand was undoubtedly behind

Wise’s

profesit.

continued

Iheir strong
p
> -

Bssm ttp
ttse

young

gave hi:n tne
‘ courage to defy
tradition and chatiengo
ittife

Boor

.

fii

th^ ‘K/LLtR’ mountain.

ClttmuTlQW
kit oitNiT

Actua//y filmed where

it

In

fM.

TECHNICOLORS

happened

awe-inspiring Swiss Alps.

CO -

noovcnO*^

in the
color by

STARRING

ichael RENNIE -lames MacARIHUR- Janet MUNRO
James DONALD
Produced by

WILLIAM

U.

« Herbert

ANDERSON

•

Directed by

LOM

-

Laurence NAISMITH

KEN ANNAKIN

•

Screenplay by

ELEANORE GRIEFIN

COMING SOON TO YOUR FAVORITE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

,

MOVIES

continued

Director
Wise first learned
movie-making in the cutting

which

is

where

all

about
room,

the individual shots

are put together into a finished picture.

He’d

come from Indiana, and was

just

when, as a meshe saw how much
cutting and editing have to do with
a movie’s pace and meaning. Eventually, the producers let him try directing.
Could a boy or a girl who wanted
to be a director, break in the same way
today? When we put this question to
Robert Wise who’s now a graying,
handsome man in his mid-forties, with
in his early twenties

senger boy at

RKO,

—

—

—

a lot of directing hits to his credit, like

Want

Live,” “Executive Suite”
“There just isn’t any opportunity! Not even enough work to keep
the old-time directors employed. TV
film shows?' The veterans do those, too.
“I

— he

to

said:

man in my office
UCLA’s Cinema

“There’s a young

who

a graduate of

is

School.

believe he has talent

I

—but

working for me as a secretary.
And,” Wise goes on, “a school friend
of his is working as a messenger at
Warners, just to get inside a studio.”
Discouraging? Remember it’s an
ex-messenger boy who’s talking.
he’s

—

The Jay hawkers

paramount:
VISTAVISyjN, TECHNICOLOR

Fess Parker (page 25)

is

a pretty

good double for Gregory Peck, except
he doesn’t get cast in as good pictures.
This one, which should have been a

War

pre-Civil

lusty

potboiler

bogged down by too much
Chandler’s about to

Jeff

set

Kansas when Fess barges

as king of

They

gets

Seems
himself up

talk.

in.

more for conversaNicole. Maurey gets in

join up, but

tion than action.

on the general gabfest,

too.

family

The 400 Blows

Z&NITH international;
FRENCH DIALOGUE. TITLES IN ENGLISH

There's the convenience of front hooks, the
chic of a dipped back — the gentle deception
of padded cups. There's the versatility of
shoulder straps that adjust three ways (which
means to any neckline). You get all this and
comfort, too— thanks to spiral boning! Do luxuries like these come priced like mink? Not
if you’re foxy! Just $7.95 buys CARIBBEAN by
p
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BESTFORM

V'/yy The

trouble with most movies

about children

who

that they’re

is

made by

remember what

it was
However, Director Francois Truffaut does remember and shows us a

adults

can’t

like!

world

—the

way one

boy actually sees
unfriendly place.

it

—

twelve-year-old
as a harsh

The blows

and

in the title

aren’t physical ones, but they turn Jean-

Pierre Leaud, a perfectly normal city

runaway. There’s
as a whole
heartbreaker. Bring a hanky, adult

kid, into a bewildered

some humor, but the picture
is

a

The Man

Who

Understood

Women

20th; cinemascope, de luxb color

yy

Natch, there’s no such

one

in the title.

man

Henry Fonda,

as the

as a tem-

:

peramental movie director, certainly
doesn’t understand women
especially
not Leslie Caron, even after he’s made
her a star and married her. It’s generally confusing; even after it’s all over,
we don’t understand Fonda, either.
Trouble is, the picture shifts gears too

—

often, between comedy and drama and
romance.
adult

The Lovers

ELLIS:

beautiful
discovery!

FRENCH

DIALOGUE. TITLES IN ENGLISH

The French are supposed

'\/V'v'

practical

people

—everybody

to be a

says

so,

including the French. That proposition,

though, gets the brush-off in this picture,

which

insists that love is the

only

thing that really matters. As the shal-

low

wife

a provincial newspaper
Jeanne Moreau throws re-

of

publisher,

and security away when
awkward, blunt-spoken
young archaeologist. The story and its
people are handled knowingly, and the
love scenes are quite beautiful. But
they’ll have you on the edge of your
seat as you start wondering nervously
spectability

she meets

how

an

far the actors plan to go.

adult

Goliath and the Barbarians
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

Hercules
Steve

title,

is

back! In spite of the

Reeves

playing

isn’t

giant from the Bible. Steve

is

a

the

Roman

of 470 A.D. or thereabouts, who’s
mighty busy fighting barbarians that
is, when he isn’t off with their princess.
The battles are loud and colorful and
good enough fun even if they don’t
make much sense. There are even a
couple of barbarian orgies, with everybody laughing and eating grapes like

—

—

mad, but they’re pretty tame.

family

New!

Girls T own
m-g*m
'r' This what-is-it has apparently been

somebody’s idea of
know where
they got the idea. Anyway, Paul Anka
fans will want to hear his songs and tee
tailored to please

the typical teenager. Don’t

him

in his acting debut. He’s pleasantly

modest and sincere about it, but a little
more humor would have helped, family

Libel

You might

metro-goldwyn-mayer
call this British

mystery

a pretty fancy plate of hash, with Olivia

de Havilland and Dirk Bogarde doing
the serving. But it’s still a bit of hash,
put together from a lot of old leftovers

A

case of amnesia, two

men who

Pond’s Moisture
new
brings you “night

kind of g reaseless foundation cream!

cream” moisturizing under your make-up

Creates an all-day “moisture reserve.” At last a cream that goes
beyond superficial smoothing
that
.

.

.

actually controls the moisture level of

your skin under your make-up. At the
same time, it normalizes your skin's
protective chemistry all day long,

are

exact doubles (of course, one of them

Prevents under-make-up dryouti

and a whole series of showdowns in one of those elegant English
courtrooms. It will do if you’re an allout whodunit fan.
family

Protects your skin against sun and wind
-the drying effects of make-up itselfl
Your skin stays soft and dewy all day.

is

rich)

Base
all

Leaves a smooth, no-shine

day!

finish.

Pond’s Moisture Base is greaseless.
Your skin never feels sticky, make-up
never cakes or streaks. Transparent, it
can't conflict with any make-up shade.
For a lovelier face, smooth on New
Pond's Moisture Base every morning.

Use

it

for nighttime moisturizing, too.

Pond’s Moisture

Base

NEW GREASELESS UNDER-MAKE-UP MOISTURIZER
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VV'V'V' EXCELLENT
FAIR
V'V' COOD

CASTS

CAREER— Paramount.

Directed by Joseph AnMartin: Sam Lazvsoii, Anthony
Franciosa; Sharon Kensington,
Shirley MacLaiue; Shirley Diake, Carolyn
Jones: Barbara, loan IMackman.
GIRL’S TOiyN—M-G-M. Directed by Charles
Haas: Silver, Mamie Van Doren: Fred, Mel
Tonne: Dick, Ray Anthony: Mother Veronica,
Maj^gie Hayes; Jimmy, Paul Anka; A Singer,
Cathy Crosby; Serafina, Gigi Perreau; Mary
Lee, Elinor Donahue; Vida, Gloria Talbott.
J
HAIV KERS, THE Paramount. Directed
by Melvin Frank: Luke Darcy, Jeff Chandler:
Cayn Bleeker, Fess Parker: Jeanne Dubois,
Nicole Maurey: Lordan, Henrv Silva.
LAST
Columbia. DiMAN,
rected by Daniel Mann: Dr. Sayn Abehnan,
Paul Muni: IVoodrow 'Thrasher, David Wayne:
Anne Thrasher, Betsy Palmer; Dr. Max Vogel,
Luther Adler; Myron Malkin, Jol)y Baker;
Alice Taggart, Joanna Moore; Sarah .dbelman,
Nancy R. Pollock; Josh, Billy Dee Williams.
LIBEL M-G-M. Directed by Anthony Asquith:
Sir Mark Loddon, Frank IVelney, Dirk Bogarde;
Maggie Loddon, Olivia de Havillaiul: Sir IVilfred, Robert Morley; Jeffrey, Paul Massie.

Maury Novak, Dean

—

AY

ANGRY

—

THE MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD

ICOA/ZiA'—
Nunnally Johnson: Ann,
Henry Fonda; Marco Ranieri, Cesare Danova; F readier, Myron McCormick; G.K., Conrad Nagel.
20th.
Directed by
Leslie Caron; Willy,

MOUSE THAT ROARED,

£—

Columbia.
77/
Directed by Jack Arnold: Grand Duchess Gloriana. Prime Minister Count Mount joy Tally Bascombe, Peter Sellers; Helen, Jean Seberg.
,

ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW— V .X.

Di-

Burke, Ed Begley: Helen, (iloria Grahame.
PLACE, .d~Warners. Directed by
Delmer Daves: Ken Jorgenson Richard Egan:
Sylvia Hunter, Dorothy McGuire: Molly Jorgenson, Sandra Dee; Bart Hunter. Arthur Kennedy; Johnny tluntcr, Troy Donahue.

SUMMER

THIRD

MAN ON THE MOUNT AIN—

\*ista. Directed by Ken Annakin: Captain IVinter, Michael Rennie: Rudi, James MacArthur;

Lizbeth,

Janet

For fuller reviews,
months iiidicatetl. For

see
full

M-Ci-M;

CinemaScope. Metrocolor:
Debbie
Reynolds is turned loose as a mature comedienne in a funny movie without a thought in its
heail. Air Force sergeant Glenn Ford has two
problems: a giddy wife and a gaudy car. (A)

November

Photoplay

for the
reviews this month,

see contents page.

LOOK BACK IN ANGER— Warners:
Talky and irritating but beautifully acted and
photographed, this British drama focuses on a
sorry marriage. Richard Burton's the angry man
jealous of wife Mary Ure's upper-crust upbringing; Claire Bloom's the mistress. A) November
(

BIG
Vista;

FISHERMAN,

Panavision,

Technicolor;

THE^Buena
A dazzling

spectacle illuminates the beginnings of Chris-

Howard Keel as St. Peter, John
Saxon and Susan Kohner provide the romance.
(F)
September
tianity, with

BLUE ANGEL, THE— 2l)th;

(Curt Jurgens) from respectability. May's the
very picture of a femme fatale. (A) November
1^.)/

BUT NOT FOR ME— Paramount.

—

PILLOW TALK — U-I;

CinemaScope,
Eastman Color; In a slick, bright, thoroughly
winning comedy, the New York phone company
gets two subscribers
Doris Day. Rock Hudson)
together by putting them on a party line. With
songs, Tony Randall. Thelma Ritter. (A)

V'V''/'V'

(

November

CinemaScope.

De Luxe Color: A tang of strangeness in German backgrounds livens the story of a night-club
singer (May Britt) who lures a schoolteacher

Vista-

Vision: One joke slage-itroducer Clark Gable's
reluctance to admit his age sparks a mild romantic comeily. While Carroll Baker isn't too
well-cast as his eager, youthful new love, Lilli
Palmer has the light charm the film needs. (F)

—

November

FBI STORY, THE— Warners. Technicolor:
Saga of the federal agency provides gunfights
and explosions aplenty as agent James Stewart
faces national enemies in four decades. In between come tender sentiment and family love,
with Vera Miles as Jimmy's wife. F) November
'/y'

p^p^^THAT KIND OF

Under the fashionable frankness
World War II drama beats a soft and
sentimental heart. Tab Hunter's a naive paratrooper who falls in love with Sophia Loren
VistaVision:

then learns about George Sanders. (A) October

CORDURA—

CoV'V'V'V' THEY CAME TO
lumbia; CinemaScope, Eastman Color: Different sort of film that happens to have a western
setting, on the Mexican- American border in

When

1916.

men from

the

IT

STARTED

WITH A

tensions

story's

separate the

Gary Cooper sees Van Heflin as a brute. Tab Hunter a careerist. Ignoring
glamour. Rita Hayworth's great. (F) October

p'jP'

the boys,

YELLOWSTONE KELLY— Warners. TechThree top TV stars are crammed into

nicolor:

good, sturdy Indian-fighting yarn. They are

a

Clint

“Cheyenne’ Walker. Edward “Kookie”

Byrnes, John

V'y'V^s/

WOMAN — Paramount;

of this

(

Munro: Franz Lerner, James

Donald; Saxo, Herbert Lorn.

— FAMILY

PLAYING

rected by Robert Wise: Ingram, Harry Belafonte; Slater, Robert Ryan: Lorry, Shelley Winters;

F

NOW

OF CURRENT PICTURES
thony:

V'/V' 'EUY COOD

—ADULTS

A

“Lawman”

Russell.

KISS—

(F)

November

GREGORY PECK
DEBORAH KERR
WALD'S

r

In

JERRY

production of

BELOVED
INFIDEL'
co-starring

EDDIE ALBERT

QnE(viaScOP£
COLOR

by

DE LUXE
Directed by

HENRY KING
Screenplay by

ALFRED HAYES and SY BARTLETT
STEREOPHONIC SOUND’
beloved
infidel
JMCetoM'M

P

There had been

The
28

bold, bitter-sweet

<ening to
eilah

life,

Graham!

from

It's

like

a dream, too good

But
I

Just

fill

Send

in lost line.

coupons as you
Paste on a postcard

Win A

as

York 17,

and mail

Grand Central

New

can

it

call

me.

should happen, through Photoplay,

tell

you now

just

what

I'd

say:

many

like.

to:
I

am:
(age)

Five-Minute Phone Call

P.O. Box 1872,

New

in

if

to be.

would ever

To think

.

Station

My name

is;

My phone

number:

York
I

live

at:

SEE YOUR 4 FAVORITE PINUPS

^

ELVIS: “Let

me

say

Merry Christmas- personally.”

pR£SLEY

EDD;

“I’ll

be waiting to ring you up.”

Or

m[

--mo-

ROCK:

*i’d

stop everything to

call

you.

by

GEORGE CHRISTY

JAMES DARREN:

can you

outgrow

someone
you’ve loved?

Jim Darren was on the brink
marriage. He looked happy

fiancee

in love, but

New York

A

reserved.

He was

Evy Norlund. Evy had

of a second

dressed in a dark green wool jacket,

pink shirt and hound’s-tooth check trousers

and he was talking on the telephone

in his

spacious suite at the Savoy-Hilton with his

face

wonderful
as

just arrived in

that afternoon.

he

soft

glow radiated from his

replaced

the

receiver

into

its

They say all women become beautiful when they are loved. The same must be
true of men, for although Jim is a handsome
cradle.

enough guy, with his dark good looks, he
looked even handsomer

—

possible

—

such a thing

if

admitted.

“We

to eat

—

to choose from.

can’t

New

York,” he

make up our minds

there are so

many

You know, we

love

honeymoon exploring this big city,
then fly to Europe to meet Evy’s mom and
dad in Denmark, and, if we have time, we’ll
go to Italy to look up some of my relatives.
of our

after he talked to Evy.

“We’re both crazy about
where

is

much we want to get married here this
winter. We’d like to spend the first few days
so

restaurants

New York

“Marriage,” he {Continued on page 83)

When Friday the 13th comes up this
month— it’ll be the third one this year!

—

all

filled

Hollywood

will be quiet. It’s a

with superstitions.

Tommy

day

Sands

intends to beat the hex by staying in bed
all

day. Joan Crawford and Lana Turner

will venture

{Continued on page 93)

drawings by wally batterton

EDD BYRNES:
I’m in voodoosviiie
if

I

walk

under a ladder.

^

r

f

\

it

Y

ou pick up a magazine and see your

smUing up

face

back

smiling

help

at you,

And

picture.

you can do

“Why ? Why

these things?

Why

I’m

hurt.

ask yourself and

is

your mother,

Why?

Ugly words.

blame and

that accuse and

all

can’t

you see the

until

words alongside the

Words

and you

—

are they saying

don’t they stop?”

going

to

tell

you

why,

Sandra, they’re saying these things.

wanted
about

to call

all

instead.

of this, but

You ought

ought to

38

you and

tell

tell
I

you how

I

I felt

decided to write

to tell them,

someone

(Continued on page 90)

f

I

:'***^**T

EDDIE:
“I think I’m nice,
I

think Elizabeth is nice,

and

I

think people

mistakes can

.

I

still

who make
be nice.”

.they said

had a

child secretly.

.

they said our marriage
wouldn’t last!”

Sometimes, the stares that met Eddie, Liz and her children in Europe were curious. Other times, they were accusing.

by

W
talk to

'hile a great deal

very

has been written about the Fish-

of what has been printed has

from them and we were happy to

sit

come

down and

them about what has become the most discussed

sailing.

We

had the

different chapters of the

Hedda Hopper
any more.”

Fishers, although married several months, were

honeymooning when we had lunch with them.

Miss Taylor

Mr. Fisher

said,

said,

“They said

“Of course

it

it

wouldn’t last.”

hasn’t been

all

smooth

voodoo

us, like receiving

Wallis Simpson.

The

typical

newlyweds, like getting 7,000

marriage since the Duke of Windsor married Mrs.

still

42

little

ART BUCHWALD

dolls

problems of any young
letters

a week threatening

and communications from

Ku Klux

Klan.

Worse than

that,

said she wasn’t going to write about us

Miss Taylor added, “I wonder why sane people don’t
write letters any

more? We’ve heard from everybody

but Governor Long.”

“How do you

explain

all

the {Continued on page 93)

had

to

mf
(MckAlW/
&

(joklr

mIa

cSoilli
^arol Lynley “My first date
I

B

didn’t

but

:

was a junior high prom.

was fourteen and
want

to go,

\HW

GiMjJj

I

even though

I

had

a nice {Continued on page 77)

randonDe Wilde: “I’m
exactly a

my

Denim’
a

\HD\JS0iJ

lot

not

man about town,

one beef with ‘Blue
is that

these kids are

{Continued on page 76)

45

jK‘ ^ f?^B

T

you heard what

hat’s right, Peter,

You

can’t

on your

snow.” ...

I

jump

skis.

ofF the top of the roof

No, not even
one—

our backyard hammock.

would

there

if

was reading a magazine

or rather trying to read
in

said.

I

I

was

article

^while resting

thought this

be' the quietest place in the house. It

wasn’t.

When

you’re a mother, there

is

no

such place. The article was about the perfect

mother.

There

was

of her. This particular

even

a

picture

woman had

six chil-

dren in six years. {Continued on page 85)

Just

what

is

a mother?

To

I

always

a 16-year-old, she

let

Lee have a

say.

may be “immature.”

1

teVm

f|o

to

PA^IAMA PARTY
famous quartet

r

{that's the leader)

crashed

in,

shouting,

But we brought our pajamas!” Guess what happened.

f'
i

T

he minute

picked up the small yellow

envelope with the bright orange writing,
1

it

I

knew something was funny.

was only October, and every

ever

letter I’d

gotten from Concetta Franconera

moved

Because

—since

r

she

i!

out of the house around the corner on
1

Brookdale Avenue in Newark, and became

—had been a Christmas
Connie never writes—she uses the phone.
Connie Francis

I

1

did

V

\>

s,.

^

/iA

card.

you can imagine the double take

wm

So

when

got this fancy invitation to stay overnight at

her

new house

records,

it

in Bloomfield.

Bring

lots of

said, a favorite ghost {Continued)

were pretty enough to wear

to a party.

So we

did.

{Above) Connie gave us the lowdown on EuroShe says they really do kiss your

pean boys.
hand, and
to

mambo

all that.

(Top

right)

When

it

comes

stamina, no one beats Pat and Connie.

{Above) Make-' em-y our self nightcaps (see page
8) are fust peachy for hiding curlers

—or

faces!

The mambos made us so hungry, there
wasn't a scrap left even if we'd let Dion in!
(Left)

—

51

story,
girls

enough eye make-up

for seven

— and

forget

surprise

came

to experiment with

about pajamas.
I

was

My

early.

first

when Connie opened
(no butler!)

We

had

free beauty treatments

from our prima donna. While

Pidge got feathery brows and Jo Ann a new hairstyle, the rest
of us waited our turn making mystery calls to old boyfriends.

a

shirt.

the door herself

and

in plain old slacks

Right away she introduced

her best friend and secretary, Joyce

Becker (everybody
and, boy,

is

calls

her Pidgeon

Then the whole family made
fuss over me.

I

she pretty.
a big

Mr. Franconera brought

out a neat flashbulb camera and an-

nounced he was going
rapher, so we’d

all

to play photog-

have some candids

for our scrapbooks.

But Connie told

him he could only hang around
he wanted to wear

p-j’s,

too,

gave her a big wink and quickly
vited Mrs. F. to the movies.

Inner Sanctum Hour

(/.

to

r.

)

;

Esther Salzberg, Pidgeon,

Connie, Pat Karafky, Jo

if

so he
in-

I’m pretty

Ann Monica, Marlene

Cicone.

good with cameras, so
(

took over

I

what do you think of the

When

everyone had checked in

know

didn’t

the

into

pajamas

girls

So we

I

OlFTS

(I

SAFARI SET, $11.00

filled

We

ever saw.

with the
couldn’t

it’s

funny

shy about undressing.

feel

sneaked

all

PARTY

room and produced

wait to get into them, but

how

PA«IA]liA

)

a soul), Connie led us

living

seven big satiny boxes,
cutest

results ?

to

off

change

in

separate rooms.

By

the time

1

came

do was blaring down
three

mad

and

SIESTA

PAJAMA, $6.00

couples were in the midst

of a

mambo

the

nuttiest

a

out, Perez Prain the den,

marathon,

ail

night-caps

dolled

this

up

side

in

of

fruitcake.

“Torero, torero, ole!” Connie sang
out, with a

matador

stomp and a

{Continued

flutter of

on

pa^e

her
87)

PONCHO PAJAMA,
$6.00

LA VIE EN ROSE, $6.00

EARLY AMERICANA
SLEEPCOAT, $6.00

For

Where To Buy These Schrank Paiamas, See Page

76

the things

I really
wanted
to tell

my
V/ ou’ve
*"
I

son

...

been married thirty-five minutes

now, Son, and your bride

shake your hand,

—and

looking

think,

I

feeling

—

is

beautiful.

Try

As

to keep her

that way. That’s one

of the

most important jobs a husband has.

But

can’t say

I

things
ago,

I

it.

wanted to

when

I

tell

can’t say

you

less

for Patty Beasley to
I,

by
told

—

altar,

come down

feeling like a fool,

with a virus bug

as

than an hour

the clock read 2:30. At that

ment, you were standing at the

And

any of the

mo-

waiting

the aisle.

was home

in

bed

(Continued on page 74)

ALAN LADD
to

SARA HAMILTON

55

by

SAL MINEO
ETHEL BARRON

as told to

Except for a light drizale, it-loofced as

would be

a routine one.

I sat

the flight

if

back against the seat in

t^e limousine, listening to the other passenge

taU|
*

'

I

•

1

ah9ui wh^re they were going and what they’d dbne in
;

1

'

'
'
^

1

:

Pittsburgh.

I

had

flownj

down

some

there to promote

•

1

of

my records, but now

York and my
son, too

—

family.

was anxious

I

And I was

to get

back to

New

anxious for another rea^

don’t really like getting

my

feet very far off

the ground.

the air age,

It’s

didn’t

it;

knew was

—when

can’t help thinking

What

if I’d

been on that plane ?

business a

plane

.

.

.

breaking into

56

all it

it

bu[t

was

“TWENTY PEOPLE KILLED

read,

You

kept telling myself,

my ^tdniac^
of bntte^7

ftoll

Yesterday I’d picked up the papers and

again.

flies

my

know

I

little earlier

you’re taking a
I

and then been on

thoughts, and

trip—

could have woi:jnd

The limousine turned

my

IN AIR CRASH.”

i^p

thajt fatal

into the airport,

I {Continued

on page 69 )

Ingrid

Dolores Del Rial

Bergman

Carole Lombard

Elizabeth Taylor

Continued

“Who

One afternoon

recently, in

and producers

directors

down

remain beautiful

in seven different

:

“What

.

figure, clothes, the

of them, through the years, have

known and helped

common.

in

some

most beautiful women

.

the beauty that improves with

of the over-bosomed, deliberate appeal

of the

“.

Many

their score.

—

stars

Those

ROSS HUHTER,

voted for them (see

And

at

list

“Lust for Life,” “Some
ning,” “Gigi”

GRETA GARBO:
more

received

than any other

admirers

a

way

were

complexity,

beauty, in

its

need

be

not

.

.

awkward

.

.

all

.

.

one

.

the perfect paradox,

and

.

who
.

.

talked like

her direct gaze

utter simplicity

.

.

her

.

un-made-up

—too wide
—

square face

producer:

balance

perfect

an

pressing

of chic, her
in

.

.

lisped

.

.

ex-

beauty

inner
.

for

yet

her sense

humor

one so beautiful

so rare
.

.

her

.

way she almost

speech, the

criticisms of large feet or

.

.

most per-

world’s

and simplicity

her unforgettable voice; her lingering mystery;

awkwardness.

mobile features, yet

unadorned,

What makes Garbo

a face that overrode

racial beauty ... a true

a mortal

the all-time great beauty?
“.

her

the angel

“From Here to Eternity,” “Peyton
Place,” “The Best of Everything”

most

of

CAROLE LOMBARD:
“.

perhaps proving in
that

perfect.

also

JERRY WALD,

her

color

director:

Came Run-

producer:
“The Great Caruso,” “Meet Me in
Las Vegas,” “Ask Any Girl”

votes

star, yet

the

fect face.s.”

JOE PASTERNAK,

Gar

her

the

of

director:
“Johnny Belinda,” “Three Coins in
a Fountain,” “The Best of Every-

them

of

un-Latin serenity

JEAN NEGULESCO,

apart.

RIO:

sound

with a languid, cool, calm

director:

VINCENTE MINNELLI,

here are

the qualities that set

critical,

her patience

.

the

.

eyes,

“The King and I,” “But Not For
Me,” “Can Can”

the words

in

these judges,

bo

.

Latin beauty, melting dark

director:

WALTER LANG,

men who

a beauty by the

and

producer:.

“Imitation of Life,” “Pillow Talk,”
“Portrait in Black”

preceding

pages. All were considered

of

.

clothes ... a quality of race

“American in Paris,” “Gigi,” “Bells
Are Ringing”

—but the eight most
the

Who Chose

ARTHUR FREED,

popular are the stars that

on

.

voice,

like

Lana

son, Rita Hayworth,

right).

the refine-

.

every small detail concerning her appearance.”

in

we

Irene Dunne, Gloria Swan-

appear

.

in

finished,

appeared

Turner

.

the

lids,

DOLORES DEL

they

up

tallied

stars

made-up upper

aura of glamour

the world.

After

the indestructible

.

ment, even elegance, about her sensuality with none

All

worked with and

build into stardom

.

lids that set off the carefully

makes a beauty?”

The men had one important thing

.

proper make-up; the drawn brows, the naked under-

and another

you have asked Photoplay so often

“.

beauty that comes of care and thought and a desire to

Hollywood, seven famous

sat

places and tried to answer this question
that

MARLENE DIETRICH:

are the all-time great Hollywood beauties?”

.

and even the

small scar on her cheek only enhanced a face of
soft loveliness.”

her erectness, her boyish figure, her

gait so fascinating to

watch

.

.

.

her mouth

HEDY LAMARR: “.

.

.

the exotic type of brunette

too wide, but which added to the whole; her fore-

beauty; eyes that reveal a questioning spirit; dark

head too big; one eyebrow higher than the other,

hair like ‘dark clouds’ around her face, an aloof-

the nose not straight, but yet

room,

all

other

women

looked

when she came
alike.

.

.”

into a

ness that

makes one want

to

know more

of her

.

.

.

her impertinent nose, rather {Continued on page 84)

ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING WOMEN IN THE WORLD: LONDON

j

—

ENID BOULTING, glamorous, chic and on-the-go every minute. The
mother of 3 lively boys, she is also a talented dress designer, a serious
painter and a noted hostess for her famous film-producer husband.
.“I
.

.

often have frantic days but

Cream

“My

to deep-cleanse

— to

i

y y

my face

never shows

skin stays beautifully soft and

ENID BOULTING
as

She’s busy...

it

it.”

She uses Pond’s Cold

moisturize and ease awa^ tension lines

smooth

all

.

day long.”

says: “Pond’s beautifies

cleanses!” Yes, this fabulous cream deep-

moisturizes as

And

it

cleanses and freshens every tiny

cream goes on moisturizing
“Plumps up” the skin
cells so tired lines can smooth out. Your skin will
stay soft and smooth. See it come alive and glorv
with an exciting new beauty like Enid Boulting’s.
Use Pond’s Cold Cream to beauty-cleanse at night,
to moisturize under make-up all day.
pore.

this richer

long after you tissue

yet she’s beautiful

it off.

—

she uses Pond’s
ISOWl POND'S

COLD CREAM IN STUNNINC NEfP DESIGNER JAR!

.

.

them whispering during assembly

O

ne day after school,
of

my

boys from
fingers at

girlfriend’s.

class, I noticed

me and seemed

scary feeling
if

I

—

like

I

the boys whispered,

was walking over

As

one

passed a couple of

they were pointing their
to

had
it

I

to

be whispering.
in

I

had a

assembly. Usually,

was only for

they’d holler out, “Hi, where’ve

a second.

Then

you been keeping

yourself?” or “Hey, how’re things?” But on this
day, none of the fellows {Continued on page

by

KEELY SMITH

72)

MILLIE PERKINS engaged to DEAN STOCKWELL:

M
until

illie

Perkins

enough name. Millie Perkins
was an ordinary enough

girl

—against
—she won

January of 1958, when

odds of 10,233 to 1
of

an ordinary

is

the role

Anne Frank. She’d

sisted

she at least

wanted

to

care

she

if

only tried for

when 20th Century-Fox

the part

be an

won, and

won

in

try.

actress,

in-

She hadn’t

and she

didn’t

or not. But she had

February she’d gone

to

Hollywood.

With

only

one

stepped off the train.

A

rumpled blouse and

skirt,

knee-socks,

she’d

she’d

suitcase,

thin girl, in a

peered

and near-sightedly around

with dark
nervously
her.

There

were so many people hurrying around
the station; so

they

all

seemed

many
to

strangers

know exactly where

they were going. She wondered
ever

know

What am
self.

I

just

if

she’d

where she was going.

doing here? she asked her-

She didn’t know what

— what

—and

it all

meant

would mean. And, of course,

it

she had no idea that here was where
she would find herself as a person,
that

here

by

{Continued on pa^e 80)

JANE ARDMORE

Four to glow with
by
Match your mood with your polish! When tonight’s the night
and the world is a glittering promise, light up your nails with
Gold Sequins— shown top left over Slightly Scarlet. The gold
sparkles are equally spectacular on their own. Or be vibrantly
feminine with Tahiti Orchid, top right. Flaunt the new Flaming
Pearl, lower left, and light up the night with molten excitement.
Or smooth on mysterious Capri Blue Pearl, lower right, and
wear an air of cool sophistication. Try a different Cutex Pearl
Polish every night
and thrill to a new look every time!
.

. .

Cutex Pearl Polishes come in 16 luminous shades, including dramatic
to wear with the fashionable new gray tones.

new Charcoal Peart

maybe
Thanksgiving?

Tt was a gray morning

March;

last

and the clouds hung low,

tlie

the

California

skies threatened

rain

kind of day both he and Andra liked.

Ty

Hardin kissed his lovely wife, Andra Martin, before leaving for the Warners
Studio for the day’s shooting.

Looking down

He

“Know something?”

into her great

“I have

“Me

too.”

“But you know something else?”

she asked, following

some news

Andra looked

him

to the

door

to get the paper.

for you,” he told her. “I’m going to be a father.”

startled.

She had been seeing her doctor for the past few

weeks, but had not mentioned
to

gray eyes, he smiled and said,

started for the door, then turned.

“What darling?”

she asked. “I’ll miss you.”

it

to

Ty. She wasn’t sure, and she didn’t want

disappoint him. They’d wanted to have a family ever since they’d married

last

August. But there had been no signs of their being blessed with their

first

child, until a

ings.

Not wanting

had said nothing

When
mark

few weeks ago when she began

the

left

first

to

to

morn-

complain, she
Ty.

shock of Ty’s

re-

her free to say anything,

“How

she whispered,

to feel strange in the

_
nOP© M© S 3
y

lilfl

can you be

so sure of it?”

“My

mind’s

made

up,”

he

laughed. “I just feel like being a
father without

more than

the neces-

sary delay.” {Continued on page 87 )
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Putting away their important-looking
papers, the businessmen sat forward expectantly.
Zev stepped down to pick up
the cards and then peered out the window

SAL MINED
Continued from page 56

had my bags ready, before we stopped. It
was raining a little harder now, I noticed,
as I ran toward the terminal. Ease up, I
thought to myself, looking up at the sky
and the winking red lights of a circling
plane. But I didn’t mean the heavy
weather I meant that the tension in my
chest just had to level off and let me alone.
I got my luggage weighed and was right
on the nose. This made me feel pretty
good. I’d been afraid it would be way over.
Then I heard them announcing that my
flight was about to depart. Glancing at my
watch, I picked up my bags and started
toward the gate. “Better hurry, fella,” the
man who checked my ticket told me.

—

The plane was

my way down

filled, I

noticed, as I
The seats

made

were
most part, with businessmen,
but there was one young woman with a
little boy and a baby. The little boy kept

filled,

the

aisle.

for the

“When are we going up, when are
going to see Daddy?” and his mother
kept saying, “Soon.”
The seat in front of them was empty. I
adjusted the height of it and sat down.
Almost as soon as I was seated, the no

asking,

—

we

smoking and fasten your safety belts signs
flashed on, and the plane began moving
down the runway. My seat belt was already
secured. I ground out my cigarette and
looked out the window. The rain was
really coming down. It could make us late,
I

thought.
Then the

plane was in the air. The
stewardess announced: “We are now flying at six thousand feet.” I swallowed
and my ears popped. Now I could hear the
motors, but, above that, I could hear the
voice of the little boy behind me. Turning around, I tried to catch his eyes the
biggest pair of blue eyes I’d ever seen.
“Hi,” the little boy said, smiling, “I’m
Zev. 'This is my baby brudder.” He pointed
a stubby finger at the sleeping infant. “And

—

my

Now

this is
mudder.”
he
at the pretty, blond-haired

was pointing
woman.

She smiled. “It’s his first flight,” she
“and he’s pretty excited. Hope he
doesn’t bother you too much.”
“No chance,” I told her. “Kids and I
said,

get along fine.”
Most of the way to New York, Zev and
I
played a three-year-old’s version of
casino. I was glad I could keep him
amused, because the weather was getting

worse and worse, and his mother was airsick. Rain poured down in almost impenetrable sheets and we were fighting a
losing battle with headwinds that kept
growing stronger and tossed the plane
around as if it were a toy. And then there
was a sudden clap of thunder. A jagged
streak of lightning zig-zagged across the
sky.
The fasten your safty belts sign flashed
on again and again, and the stewardess,
trying to serve coffee, spilled most of it.
Then Zev’s baby brother began to wail. I
knew just about how he felt. This flight
was no joy-ride. As a matter of fact, I

wished now

I

had missed

it

and had taken

the next flight.
Just before we got to

New York, the
stewardess made another announcement.
“We are flying at eight thousand feet now,”
she told us. Almost immediately, the winds
began to subside and the sun came out.
We were above the storm. “In fifteen minutes,” she added, “we will be coming into
LaGuardia Airport.”

“We’re almost there,” I told Zev. “You’ll
see your daddy soon and can tell him all
about your roller-coaster ride.”
Zev giggled, clapping his hands and spilling his cards.

that’s when it happened. We were
heading in for the airport, losing altitude, circling when we saw the plane
coming toward us. Evidently its pilot
meant to land at LaGuardia, too, but
it seemed to me he was awfully close to

A

nd

—

seen a plane come that
close before. And it kept on coming closer.
Stiffening, I leaned toward the window
to get a better view. The seat belt held me
back, but I could see enough
too much.
The pilot of the other plane hadn’t seen
us.

Never had

I

.

.

.

us. He was
pilot hadn’t

heading right for us. And our
seen him. It would only be a
matter of seconds
before we hit. My
throat tightened as Zev’s mother screamed.
.

.

.

She was the first. The others, as if the
sound were ripped from them, were next,
until the whole plane was filled with the
sound of those screams, filled with the
horror of death
and so many things
left undone
My mouth hung open, but no sound
came out. My throat felt as if it were
clutched in a vise. Zev clung to me. He
began sobbing, and I shut my eyes tightly,
trying to hold him close, to wordlessly
.

.

.

.

.

comfort him.
His little body was crushed against my
rosary beads; so, mentally, I fingered them;
silently, I prayed for the strength to face
whatever came. It was because Mom had
taught us to believe and to pray from the
time we were little that I could almost
accept the fact that I was going to die.
But for Him to take little Zev and the
frightened infant behind me? I could not
believe He would do this. My mother had
taught us to believe, to accept and to
trust, and this trust stayed with me even
now. Somehow, God would save us all, I
told myself, not questioning how, just
knowing deep inside that He would.
Pressing little Zev more closely to me,
I began to pray without words. And at
that moment, in the middle of my prayer,
it happened.
Suddenly, we were at what seemed to
be a ninety-degree angle, pointing up toward the heavens. We were climbing with
such swiftness it was terrifying. The
screams around me grew more frantic.
Zev’s sobbing grew louder. Opening my
eyes, I could see his tear-streaked face,
the whiteness of fear etched deeply into
that face.

But then I saw something else. Our
had leveled out after its terrific
climb. The other plane was nowhere to be
plane

seen. Amazingly, at the last possible moment, our pilot had sighted the cargo plane
and had struck out for the top of the sky,
to get us out of danger. He had saved us.
He? Not he alone. How many of us had
prayed during those few seconds when a
crash seemed inevitable? I don’t know. I
only know the pilot could not have done
it alone.
Now, we were losing altitude again. I
relaxed my grip on Zev, and he, feeling
the tension lessen all around him, stopped
crying and began to smile. “It’s all right

now, isn’t it?” he asked.
I nodded and tried to smile, too. “Yes,
Zev,” I said. “We made it, thanks to God.”
And I meant it. We could never have
survived

As we

God

hadn’t intervened.
circled the airport, I thought

if

about what had happened, wondering

many
landed

others had realized that

now and saw our

would be a miracle.

how
when we

folks at the gate,

We had

witnessed
could
be no doubt that God had reached down
and lifted us out of danger. But our lives
are full of miracles less dramatic ones
perhaps, and I wondered how many people
it

all

this miracle together. Certainly there

—

this world actually recognized them.
There are times in our lives when there
seems to be no hope, no light. There had
been such times in mine. And then, when
I
prayed, there had been a miracle, I
remembered the time I thought I’d never

in

see again, when I saw the future only as
a place of darkness.

T

he doctors had put me through all sorts
of examinations blinking lights, drops

—

that dilated the pupils of my eyes,
everything. And then they told me what I
feared most to hear. They told me it looked
as if I were going blind.
Never to be able to see my family again
Never to be able to see a beautiful
fall day, to see a child laughing and happy,
or to be able to read a script or the words
and music to a new song. And the people
.

.

.

would they want to be entertained by
someone who couldn’t see them, who
stared sightlessly out at them?

“Mom!

can’t stand it!” I told her then.
I going to do?”
And, forcing back her own tears, she
said to me, “Sal, you’ve known the answer to that since you were a child. Talk
to God.”
I went off by myself to the quiet church,
where I lit a candle to Saint Anthony, and
then knelt. I didn’t ask to be cured. I
simply, humbly, asked for the strength to
I

“Mom— what am

bear whatever came. Light, or darkness.
Finally when it was decided that I would
have to be operated on, that perhaps this
would help, I simply nodded and told the
doctors to go ahead. I put the whole outcome in God’s hands. And then miraculously, there was nothing more to fear.
The doctors told me the operation was a
success. I would see and go on seeing all
that is beautiful, all that is wonderful.
When I was better, I went back to the
church I’d gone to when I first found out
about my eyes, and knelt again, before
God, and I thanked Him for everything
.

.

.

had no doubt that He heard and He
watched over us all. He watched over
I

Sarina. Sarina’s

my

sister.

I

came home

one day and Mother told me she was sick.
We thought at first that Sarina had a cold,
an unusually heavy cold that was hanging on too long. When we found out what
really was wrong with her, we could only
stand there and stare helplessly at each
other. “Bulbar Poliomyelitis,” the doctors
said. “If she recovers, it will be nothing
short of a miracle.” But my mother believed in miracles, and by this time I
believed almost as much as she did.
Mother turned to us and said softly,
“It will be all right. It will be all right.
God will take care of her.” And then she
went with Sarina to the hospital.
We tried, but it was hard to seem cheerful as we sat in Sarina’s hospital room. All
we could hear was the sound of my sister’s
labored breathing under the oxygen tent.
But Mother insisted that we believe and
tell Sarina we believed
everything would
be all right. Everything would be just as

—

it

had been.

.” the doctors
she passes the crisis
kept saying. They looked at her and shook
their heads and turned helplessly away.
But we prayed and tried to believe she
would be all right again. And so it came
to be. Sarina passed the crisis. Sarina
walks and runs today as if nothing ever
happened.
Sarina recovered, and my sight was re-

“If

.

.

stored.
I

.

.

.

Now my

can only think

had been spared. Why?
was because I prayed
prayers would be an-

life
it

and believed my
swered. You can’t expect God to perform
His miracles all alone without your help.
You’ve got to believe He’s with you and
hears you. You’ve got to believe. The End

—

SEE SAL IN Columbia’s “the gene krupa
STORY.” HE ALSO RECORDS FOR EPIC RECORDS.
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Don’t just wish upon a star— vote for one.

PICTURES
Alias Jesse James

The
Mouse That Roared, The
Mummy, The
Mysterians, The
Naked Maja, The
Never So Few
Miracle,

Anatomy of a Murder
Angry Hills, The
Anna Lurasta
Ask Any Girl
Bell, Book and Candle
Beloved Infidel

Never Steal Anything Small
Night of the Quarter Moon
Night to Remember, A
North by Northwest

Ben-Hur

The

Best of Everything,

Big Fisherman, The
Black Orchid, The
Blue Angel, The
Blue Denim
Buccaneer, The
But Not for Me
Career

Nun’s Story, The
Odds Against Tomorrow

On the Beach
Operation Petticoat
Perfect Furlough, The
Pillow Talk
Porgy and Bess

Compulsion
Count Your Blessings
Darby O'Gill and the Little People
Devil's

Pork Chop Hill
Private's Affa’r.

D isciple. The

Doctor’s Dilemma,

Dog

of

FBI

Story,

The

Flanders
Don’t Give Up the Ship

The
The
Time

Five Pennies,

For the

First

Gidget
Girls’

Town

Green Mansions
Hanging Tree, The

Happy Anniversary

Solomon and Sheba
Some Like It Hot

Hercules

Sound and

Hole in the Head, A
Holiday for Lovers
Horse Soldiers, The
Horse’s Mouth, The

My Arms
Summer Place, A

tbe Fury,

Hound

of the Baskervilles,
of the Seven Hawks,
Imitation of Life
It Happened to Jane
It Started with a Kiss

House

Take a Giant Step
Tempest
That Kind of Woman
These Thousand Hills
They Came to Cordura
Third Man on the Mountain
This Earth Is Mine

The
The

Journey, The

Arabian Nights
Trap, The
Up Periscope!

Journey

Warlock

1.001

John Paul Jones
to the Center of the Earth
Last Angry Man, The
Last Blitzkrieg, The
Last Train from Gun Hill
Libel
Li’l

Watusi

Who Was

That Lady?
Wild and the Innocent, The

Woman

Lonelyhearts
in

Obsessed

Wonderful Country, The
World. Flesh and the Devil. The
Wreck of the Mary Deare, The

Abner

Look Bark

Anger

Man Who Understood Women, The

Yellowstone Kelly
Young Land, The

Mating Game, The
Middle of the Night

Young Philadelphians, The

lyijaybe you’ve never thought about

it

like that, hut you’re

a star-maker. Yes, that’s right, you.
to a

Every time you go

movie, every time you pick up a copy of Photoplay,

you’re being a fan.

And

couldn’t he any stars.

a star-maker

Winners.
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The

Stranger in

Hound-Dog Man, The

Gold Medal

A

Rabbit Trap. The
Rally "Round the Flag, Boys!
Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker, The
Rio Bravo
Sapphire
Say One for Me
Scapegoat, The
Shaggy Dog, The
Shake Hands with the Devil
Sheriff of Fractured Jaw, The
Sleeping Beauty, The

Diary of Anne Frank, The

is

the

That’s

if

there weren’t any fans, there

Your

biggest day of the year as

day you vote for your Gold Medal

when

all

the

stars

wish

upon you!

You've got

till

December 31, 1959

put your favorites in

to

orbit.

NEWCOMERS

STARS
Hayward, Susan
Hayworth, Rita

Allyson. June
Astaire,

Fred

Baker, Carroll
Bel Geddes, Barbara

Heflin.

Heston, Charlton
Holden, William
Hope, Bob
Hudson, Rock
Hunter, Tab
Hyer, Martha
Jones, Carolyn

Bogarde, Dirk
Boone, Pat
Borgnine, Ernest
Boyd, Stephen
Brazzi, Rossano
Britt,

May

Jones, Shirley

Brynner, Yul
Burton, Richard
Byrnes, Edward
Cagney, James

Jourdan, Louis
Jurgens, Curt
Kaye, Dannv
Keel, Howard
Kerr, Deborah
Kitt, Eartha
Ladd, Alan
Ladd, David
Lancaster. Burt
Lange, Hope
Lanza, Mario
Leigh, Janet
Lemmon, Jack

Carere, Christine

Caron, Leslie
Chandler, Jeff
Chevalier, Maurice
Coe, Barry

Cooper, Gary
Crawford, Joan
Crosby, Bing
Crosby, Gary
Curtis,

Tony

Dandridge, Dorothy
Darren, James

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

Parrish, Leslie
Perkins, Millie
Piazza, Ben
Reeves, Steve
Robards, Jason, Jr.

Robbins, Cindy
Rojo. Gustavo

Ron

Shigeta. James

|

Randall,

Tony

Fabian

Shipman, Nina

Funicello, Annette

Stevens, Dotlie
Stevens, Stella

Hamilton. George

Robertson.

Harareet. Haya

Cliff

Towers, Constance
von Koczian, Johanna
Wayne, Pat
Welch. Joseph N.

Hod ges, Eddie

Rooney, Mickey
Rush, Barbara
Russell, John
Ryan, Robert
Saint, Eva Marie
Saxon, John

Kohner, Susan

I

Merrill, Dina
Miller, Dennis
Munro, Janet

|

Weld, Tuesday

Scala, Gia

Frank

Day, Doris
Dee, Sandra
de Havilland, Olivia

MacArthur, James
MacLaine, Shirley
MacMurray, Fred
Malone, Dorothy
Mansfield, Jayne
March, Fredric

Smith, Roger
Stack, Robert
Stevens, Inger

Gardner, Ava
Garner, James
Gavin, John
Gaynor, Mitzi
Grant, Cary
Grant, Kathryn
Guinness, Alec

Julie

O'Brien, Joan
Palmer, Peter

Yvonne

Remick. Lee
Reynolds, Debbie

Sinatra,

Gable, Clark

Craig,

Ely.

London, Julie

McGuire, Dorothy

Newmar,

Beymer, Richard
Blackman, Joan
Callan, Michael
Corbett, Glenn

Quinn, Anthony

Seberg, Jean
Sellers, Peter
Simmons, Jean

Martin, Dean

Nash, Johnny
Nelson, Rick

Balin. Ina

Donahue, Elinor
Donahue, Troy

Lewis, Jerry
Lollohrigida, Gina

Miles, Vera

I

Philips, Lee
Poitier, Sidney

Loren, Sophia
Lynley, Carol

DeWilde, Brandon
Dillman, Bradford
Douglas, Kirk
Egan, Richard
Ferrer, Mel
Eonda, Henry
Ford, Glenn
Franciosa, Anthony

1

Palance, Jack
Palmer, Betsy
Parker, Eleanor
Parker, Fess
Parker, Suzy
Peck, Gregory
Perkins, Anthony

Davis, Bette
Davis, Sammy, Jr.

1

1

Van

Anderson. Donna
Anka, Paul
Baker, Diane
Baker, Joby

|

Kim

Novak,

Olivier, Laurence

Hepburn, Audrey

Belafonte, Harry
Bloom, Claire

Niven, David

Stewart, James
Stockwell, Dean
Taylor, Robert

'S''

Turner, Lana
Ure, Mary
Varsi, Diane
Wagner, Robert
Walker, Clint

Mineo, Sal
Mitchum, Robert
Monroe, Marilyn
Moore, Roger
Moore, Terry
More, Kenneth
Muni, Paul
Murphy, Audie
Murray, Don

Wayne, David
Wayne, John
Webb, Clifton

Newman, Paul

Young, Gig

Welles, Orson
Whitman, Stuart

Widmark, Richard
Winters, Shelley

Woodward, Joanne
Wyiiter, Dana

Tony Curtis and Debbie won
your

ballot for the

last year.

Now,

here’s

39th year of Gold Medal voting.

GOLD MEDAL BALLOT
My
Paste on a postcard

Gold Medal
P.

and mail

BEST MALE STAR
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Grand Central

New

to:

choice for the Gold Medal Winners of 1959:

York 17,

Station

New

BEST

MOTION

York

BEST MALE
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Their whispers were low and
what they were saying wasn’t
nice. And not one of them said “Hi” to
me. They were all looking at me in a
different way, I felt, from the way they
usually did. They seemed cold and calculating and, suddenly, I wanted to run. I
was afraid.
I
couldn’t help wondering
what was the matter. What had I done?
Then I did run. I ran all the way over
to my girlfriend’s house.
When I got
there, I stopped and caught my breath,
and then I started caUing her name. But
she yelled back from the kitchen, “I
I can’t come out now!
I’m busy helping
if

.

.

.

my mom.”
waited on the porch for a long time,
but she didn’t even come to the window.
I

Another girlfriend didn’t live too far from
there, so I went over to see her. She was
sitting on some worn, splintery porch steps,
reading a mystery book from the library.
She acted as if she didn’t want to interrupt her reading, even for a minute, to
talk to me.
Sitting down next to her, I said, “I’ll
just stay a short while. What’re you reading?” When she told me the title of the
book, I thought her tone was uppity, and
I couldn’t figure out why.
“Bessie,” I finally blurted out, my voice tight and
I done something wrong?
everybody treating me like 1 had
mumps or something? What
what’s the
matter? I haven’t done anything wrong,
have I?”
“You should know,” she said emphatically, curtly, slapping the book closed and
turning away from me.
“What do you mean?”

anxious, “have

Why

is

.

.

.

“Well,” she said in a breathy tone of
“everybody knows. You can’t hide
something like that. It’s all over school
and the neighborhood.”
voice,

What was?

I

begged her

to tell

me what

she was talking about but she just sat
back and stared at me for a minute. Then
she leaned over and told me the terrible

rumor about me that had started
morning in assembly.
When she finished, it was so awful
1

that

that
couldn’t even bring myself to speak
a minute. All I could do was cry.

for

Then between tears, I sobbed, “How can
anybody believe something terrible like
that?
How can anyone think it’s the
truth,
I

when they know

home. She came
and musty-smelling living
room where Piggy told her I was sitting
and crying so hard.
“Child,” she said, “you look like you’ve
had a fit.”
Between sobs, I told her what my girlfriend had said. I told her how everybody
was ignoring me, and the boys were pointing fingers at me and whispering.
the

in

Continued from page 63
spoke up.
strange, as

the kind of person

am?”

She didn’t answer. She just opened up
her library book and pretended to read.

A

the

way home,

I

cried.

My mom,

who’s part English and part Cherokee
Indian,

store.

was working

late in the

dime

She’d worked there ever since she

and my dad were divorced, when I was ten
years old. She worked to support all of us:
my three brothers Dumps (Howard), Piggy (Norman), Buster and myself. My pop

—

was

a lazy

my mom

man, we
told

knew

it,

and

finally

us she’d do

it

all

alone.

all

She never once complained and we grew
up in such a warm atmosphere with Mom,

^

that we never really honestly felt lost or
lonely without a dad.
Two of my brothers were home, and they
wanted to know what was the matter
with me. “Why’re you crying. Sis?” Piggy
demanded, his dark eyes looking concernedly into mine.
I started to cry even harder because I
couldn’t bring myself to tell him the terrible thing the school kids were saying

about me. I was ashamed to
because he was a boy.

tell

Piggy

dark

As her eyes stared into mine, her face
blanched, but all she said was, “Who’d
ever have started such an evil thing?”
I shrugged my shoulders. “I don’t know,”
I

said.

“Well,” she announced, “I’ll get to the
it, don’t you worry.”
When
called me that next morning,
1 couldn’t face school. “I can’t go,” I told
hei', “not after yesterday.” She let me stay
home. My heart felt as if a steamroller

bottom of

Mom

had crushed it.
I moped around the house

day, and

all

Mom

that evening, when
came back from
clerking at the Norfolk five-and-dime, she
sat me down on the swing on the back

porch and put her arm around me.
“Just because someone’s made up a lie
about you, doesn’t mean you have to
believe it,” she said. “I can’t seem to find
out where it started. And I don’t think
should waste any more time trying to
find out.
I think
we should be bigger
than the fools who think such a thing. I’m
not telling any of your brothers about
this, because you know how hoppin’ mad
they’d get. They’d turn the town upside
down. Dorothy, I want you to be braver
than they are and to go out and look them
in their faces. If they have the nerve to
say anything, I want you to answer them
back. Not angrily, but like a lady.”

we

Mom,

“I can’t.

I

just can’t,”

I

cried.

“You must!” my mom told me firmly.
“And I’m going to be praying for you
because I love you. No daughter of mine is
going to let some stupid rumor ruin her
life.”
I

my

shook

head. “No,”

I

said.

move away from here, to a
nobody’ll know us, and I can
to

want
where

“I

place

start life all

over again.”

She nodded her head and looked

into

my

“Darling,” she said,
eyes calmly.
“we’re not going to run away from lies.
If we ran away, everybody would think
it’s true, don’t you see?”
“But Mom, you don’t understand,” I
said, and then I told her about Gus. He was
the captain of the football team, and he
was tall and dark-eyed, with black wavy
hair. He sat across from me in chemistry
class, and he’d just begun to carry my
books to the next class. “You see, he’s
started to notice me. I just know he was
going to ask me to have a Coke with him

and now

soon,
ll

my mom came

Finally,

KEELY SMITH

.

.

.

and now

—”

I

couldn’t

say anything more, I was crying too hard.
“You think Gus will believe that rumor?”

Mom

asked.
“Well, why

won’t he? Everyone else
does and Mom I like him!”
“Well,” my mom announced, patting my
shoulders, “you’re going to begin with him.
You’re going to go up to him tomorrow
morning, and you’re going to say, T just
heard about a big and ugly lie somebody’s
spreading about me, and I want all my
friends to know I’m going to stand up
and shame the person who started it, by not
”
being afraid to face everybody.’
“Mom,” I said, “I can’t tell him anything

—

—

like that.”
tell him
him something, so
know you’re not afraid to face up to

“All right then,” she said, “you

what you want, but
he’ll

an ugly

tell

lie.”

Irish blood, from my
gave me a speck of courage the next morning. Or maybe it was my
mother’s faith in me about the whole thing.

Maybe

it

was the

father’s side, that

I knew Mom wouldn’t call up the principal
again to say I was sick, so I dressed for
school and ate my breakfast of toast and

cereal.

walked

I

Dumps and

with

school

to

was glad Mom
them ansdhing. But I had a

Piggy and Buster, and

I

hadn’t told
sensation in the pit of my stomach
that if I goofed today in the way I
handled everything, I could never go
back to school again. I kept thinking of

clammy

my mom’s

words over and over again:
had nothing to be ashamed of.
As I walked into my homeroom and
the kids turned and whispered to each
other, I held my head up high. I’ll show
them who’s afraid of lies, I told myself.
I

my

wouldn’t dare

let
fright show. I
to
girlfriend the one who
wouldn’t talk to me the day before. “Did
you ever stop to think of coming to me
I

my

went up

—

and asking if the rumor was true?” I said.
“If you were really my friend, that’s what
you’d do.”
She looked stunned.
“I’m not going to let lies get the best
of me,” I told her. “And I’m not going
to lower myself to bother asking who
ever started such a terrible rumor. It’ll
catch up with them someday, you wait

and see.”
She panicked, and

moment

if

maybe

wondered

I

she’d

who’d started the rumor.

been

But

for a
the one
I wasn’t

going to start speculating about that
because, if I ever found out. I’d probably
be heartbroken.
So I held my head up high, and believe
me, it took all the courage I had.
I finally saw Gus later that afternoon
and, taking a deep breath, I marched myself
right up to him. “Gus,” I said, “I’ve heard
an awful rumor that’s going around about
me, and I just want all my friends to know
1
it’s not true.
I’m not like that!” And
then, as I looked at him, I saw that he was
smiling at me. I couldn’t believe it!
“I knew it wasn’t true,” he said, and then
he asked me for a Coke.
My heart jumped a beat, and I was
positive I was dreaming. At the drugstore
after school, Gus asked me if I were going
to the football game Saturday.
“Sure,” I told him, “I never miss a game.
I go with my brothers.”
“Would it be all right if I walked you
home?” he asked, and I flipped.
After we finished our Cokes, I ran aU the
way home, my heart pounding with joy.
There weren’t any whispers from the gangs
of guys at the street corners now. Gus was
the captain of the football team, and if
he believed me and wanted to be seen
with me, then I was strictly okay. I wanted
to hug my mom, to tell her she was onehundred per cent right, and that the only
way to face a lie was to stand up and fight
for the truth and not run away!

—

—

—

I’m Keely Smith when Mom marJesse Smith, my stepfather, I
took both dads’ names for my stage
name I realize how much that episode

N ow

ried

—

means
gave

to

me

me

in

my

life.

Why? Because

it

strength and courage to believe

in myself.

My

romance with Gus turned out to be
puppy love crush, and anyway, Gus
moved away to Louisiana where his folks
were going to open up a restaurant. But

a

in 1949, when I turned sixteen, my brother
Piggy heard that Louis Prima, my favorite
singer and music maker, was playing at
the Surf Club in Virginia Beach which
is close to Norfolk. Piggy heard Louis was
looking for a girl vocalist and he arranged
for me to have an audition with him that
next Sunday afternoon. I’ll never forget
the date: August 6th. Piggy borrowed a
beat-up car to drive me over to the Club.
I stood up there, ready for my audition.

—

I

and I sang “Embraceable You” and “Sleepy
Time Gal.” Louis came right out and said
he liked my voice, and he commented about
my poise. I don’t think I would have had
that poise if I hadn’t had to face up to

now- total relief

that awful rumor. It taught me to stand
up straight under pressure; to face myself

and not be

'f

from

afraid.

Louis signed

me

STOP CRAMPS

as the girl singer in

and Piggy and I went home to
Mom and my step -dad, Jesse,
gave me a small party. We were still
poor and we couldn’t afford much, but,
his band,
celebrate.

OVERCOME

• 'X'

periodic

CALM 11
JUMPY NERVES

to tell the truth, the party fixings didn’t

What mattered was that we were
happy, and that my family glowed over
my good news.
By 1953, I had fallen in love with Louis
or The Chief, as we called him. I had great
respect and admiration for his dedication
to his work; for the way he perfected all
his numbers. Louis was tireless in his
efforts to help all of us who were with
him. He taught me how to pick out show
costumes and decided upon the design
matter.

***••••••**

was

right for

me—the

'w

distress

all

that

A

DEPRESSION

ELIMINATE

ACHES & PAINS

BFEMICIN"^

COMBAT
PUFFINESS

TABLETS

Hospital-tested, prescription-type formula
provides total treatment in a single tablet!

cocktail -length

with the tailored top and full skirt.
Once, when he saw another vocalist wearing a long page-boy hairdo just like mine,
he picked up a scissors and a comb and he
cut my hair so it would have “a look all
its own”
and I’ve been wearing it that
way ever since. Naturally, Louis has
helped me develop my style of singing.
We married, and we’ve been blessed with
two beautiful daughters, Luanne Frances
and Toni Elizabeth, and we’ve been lucky
not only in love, but also in our careers
(although I’d give up my career tomorrow
Our
if it interfered with my marriage).
love has grown deeper, and our careers
have developed to a point I never believed
possible. Each night, when I’m singing with
Louis on the stage, I have to pinch myself
to remind myself it’s all true; that the fans
are all out there clapping for more; and

***

itress

WORKED EVEN WHEN OTHERS

of medical science, a new,
prescription-type tablet provides total relief from periodic complaints.
When cramps and pains strike, Femicin’s exclusive ingredients act
instantly to end your suffering and give you back a sense of well-being.
If taken before pain starts — at those first signs of heaviness and
distress — further discomforts may never develop. No simple aspirin
compound can give you this complete relief. Get Femicin at your
drugstore today It must give you greater relief than you have ever
experienced or your purchase price will be refunded.
For samples and informative booklet, “What You Should Know About Yourself as a
Woman!”, send 104 for postage and handling. Box 225 Dept. T52, Church St. Sta., New

—

that their love and their loyalty have made
us into the popular performers we are today.
Louis and I believe love is the secret
of any success we’ve achieved.
We’re
both “love people.” We both love good
movies and the love ballads of Ella Fitzgerald, Lena Horne and Frank Sinatra.
still date, believe it or not.
Some nights,
between club dates, Louis will look at me
and say, “Honey, how’s about a date?
Huh?” and we get into the car and put
the top down and drive to a roadside stand
for hot dogs with mustard and chocolate

We

Sometimes we keep to ourselves
reading or learning a new song between
acts because we believe married people
should respect one another’s privacy, too.
I love to read anything that has to do with
love poems, books or news stories. Let’s
face it without love, the flowers just
aren’t as pretty and the sun isn’t as cozy
or warm.
But being in the limelight, of course,
subjects Louis and me to a lot of rumors.
Some weeks, a day won’t pass without my
hearing a rumor or some nasty gossip
about our breaking up; that our marriage
is on the rocks, or that we’ve called it
pie.
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quits

and are separating.

And do you know what

I

do?

I

think

that gave me
the strength to face my classmates, and I
know, so long as I know what is true and
face up to it, that is what matters.
For after all, aren’t all lies slippery?
Once you stand up to them, don’t they
slip away? People will always talk. You
can never worry about all the things
they’re going to say. Rumors can hurt people lots of times, but I won’t let them hurt
me or my family.

back

to

Mom’s wise words
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and my thoughts. And as I looked out the
window, I saw that it was a beautiful day
for a wedding. The sun was tracing patterns
of light and shadow on the lawn where you
played as a boy.
I’m sure you know it’s the marriage that’s
really important not the wedding. But
I wonder if you know it takes hard work
to make a good marriage. Sue and I have
had a good marriage. That’s what I want
for you, too. We’ve had seventeen years of
marriage Susie and I and we hope we’ll
have seventy more. But you know not
every couple can say that. Son. How did
we do it? I’d like to be able to tell you, so
that you’ll be as happy as we were and

—

—

—

—

are.

Happy?

couldn’t help smiling today,
to my wedding day.
a contrast between our wedding and
yours! It was in 1942 when Sue and I were
married.
World War II was on at that time (which

when
What

I

I

thought back

why we

hurried our marriage) and I was
those to go. I never did get across,
but was assigned to a camp at Walla Walla,
Washington. And it was then that Sue and
I began our “no separation” arrangement
which has gone on throughout the years,
is

among

and always

will.

and travel accommodations were hard to
get. So Sue and I shared one upper berth
on the train to Walla Walla. I don’t recomit

A

kids loved it. We still do.
man has
to have a place to relax and have peace.

You

Everything about your

first

home

is

im-

portant. It’s kind of the first thing you
build together. But I’ll never forget the
time during the building when the carpen-

walked out on us. You see, the night
I
had decided the pine ceiling
beams were too smooth for an early
American effect. What a night Sue and I
had boring fake worm holes and antiquing it up! Well, the next morning the carpenter took one look and stomped out,
sticking the door with a hatchet on the
way. Sue and I finished it together.
Now about a woman’s tears. Son. They’re
hard to resist but when you’re right about
ter

before

a thing, don’t give in to them.
You know that big coffee table in our
combination living room-bedroom at the
ranch? Sue and I both loved that table,
but we loved it for different reasons.
“What a great dining room table!” she said.
I stared at her. “Sue,” I told her quietly,
“you know very well that table is going to
be a coffee table.”

“What?” Her chin began

to tremble a
“You’re not going to saw off those
lovely long legs, are you?”
I picked up a cigarette. I remember I
took a long time about lighting it.
“Are you?” Sue repeated, her eyes beginning to fill with tears.
“I am.”
“You are not!” she said, and then she
threw herself down on the sofa and began
to cry in earnest.
For a moment I stood there looking at
her, wanting to go to her. I wanted to
tell her, “Sure, we’U keep that table in the
dining room. We’ll do anything you want,
darling. Just stop crying.” But I didn’t.
Instead, I hauled out the tool-box and got
little.

What a honeymoon we had! Of course,
we didn’t have much money in those days

mend

So we began looking around. Instead of a
house in town, we found an old three-car
garage with a shed attached far out on
beautiful ranch land in Hidden Valley, and
with the aid of a carpenter, we re-made
it into the ranch house that has now become our second home. We’ve hardly had
to alter the main house in all these years.

for comfort.

Every time Sue turned over,

nearly
hung onto the
I

landed in the aisle. After I’d
berth for dear life for the umpteenth time.
Sue said, “We’ll just have to invent some
signals, honey.”
All around us were people snoring and
coughing. I felt as if I hadn’t slept in a
week. “Like what?” I asked Sue.
She sat up and thought about it a minute.
“Well,” she said, “every time I want to
turn over. I’ll wake you up. When I say
‘right turn,’ we both turn right; ‘left’
we turn left together.”
“All right,” I mumbled. “Now
I’m in the Army.” But it worked!

I

know

a newspaper and began sawing away at
those table legs.
After a while, I noticed that there was no
sobbing above the sawing sounds. But I
didn’t look up not right away. I didn’t
look up until I had the fourth leg sawed
to the proper height or rather, shortness.
Then I stepped back to survey my handi-

—

—

hen, at last, I was discharged. The war
was over, and we returned to Sue’s
home. I wasn’t making a big salary at
Paramount at the time, but I still wanted
to be the one to provide my wife a home.

T

work.
I

It looks wonderful, I was thinking. Then
heard someone saying, “It looks wonder-

ful!”

When

I

an echo

Sue was

smiling.

S

he

still smiles when she looks at that
table, and she still thinks it looks wonderful. Of course. Son, there’s a lesson

in this. It’s not easy to learn to understand
about a woman’s tears. But sometimes it
pays to overlook them.
Later we built the house in town that
became home, gathering place, and the
center and core of our family life. And it
was a big family. It still is. Our house
was always the gathering place for you
and your friends. It still is. Like your sister, Carole Lee, her husband Johnny and
their baby Jody. And Alana and her
steady date, Chris Seitz, and David and a

friend,

usually

MIKKOK
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sale at all

newsstands

Jr.

—

for his movie,

knew we

And

—

“A Dog

of Flanders.” Susie

needed her here, and so a
close family friend, Jean Martin, made the
location trip with David and everything
turned out fine. But how many women
would have made the gesture especially
all

—

after seventeen years? And then there was
the time we went to the island of Hydra,
off the coast of Greece, together for the
picture, “Boy on a Dolphin.” Although her
heart was also at home with you children,
she stuck it out with me to the end.

—

The going is not always smooth but
who’d want it to be? Your mother and I
have shared dingy hotel rooms, lived in
rustic cabins and motels on locations, where
she’d cook my dinner on a hot-plate and
look after my needs and no place was too
far or too rugged for her to go.
Why am I telling you this? Because the
girl you’re marrying is a wonderful and
efficient girl, and she’ll be happier
so will
you if you let her go along with you as
partner in your plans. Build together, as
Sue and I did. And are still building. Don’t,
please, deny her this right. I think it’s
right that you provide the home as I did,
that you take your place as the head of the
family. But try to remain real partners in
your marriage, as well as sweethearts.
And, as far as possible, follow our policy
of never buying nor planning beyond your
means. As you can afford it expand.
Splurging beyond your depth never pays.
I know. You see, I learned the value of a
dollar the hard way. I was on my own when
I was much younger than you are and
sometimes the going was rough. Now I’m
glad of that. It taught me quite a few

—

—

—

lessons in

December TV RADIO MIRROR on

Bob Cummings

though you, Son, and Patty will be taking
a place of your own, we know you’ll be
coming home, too, for visits.
We’re a family a happy family and I
hope we always will be. But remember, it’s
the wife who sets the mood; if she’s not
happy, no one is. Why am I happy? Because
Sue is. And why is she happy? I think because I tried never to forget that she was
an individual, as well as my wife. Before
our marriage. Sue was my agent, and she
carried right on as co-worker and coplanner with me in my career afterward.
Together, we read scripts and decide on
stories. But she never let that interfere for
one moment with her home, and, perhaps
because I made her realize how important
she was to me, she always made me feel
important, too. Like the time last summer
when David had to go to Antwerp, Belgium,

—

'/{AIUO

“PltM

turned around, I said casually,
in here?” And I saw that

“Is there

life.

And

while I’m in the mood, here’s another bit of advice. This may sound funny,
but dare to be impulsive at times. It can
add spice to any man’s life and, I think,
to any woman’s. Marriage can so easily become a humdrum routine, and that’s when
romance goes out the window. Do you remember that evening, several years ago.
when we were all sitting out on the patio
porch of our Hidden Valley house and
suddenly I got the urge to be up and off?

—

“Let’s go some place,” I suggested. It was
ten o’clock at night.
“Where?” you kids and your mother
asked.
“I don’t know. How about Lake Tahoe?”
And we all piled into our cars and went,
ending up in San Francisco. It’s always
been like that in our marriage. “Let’s go!”
I’ve said to Sue, and found myself on the
Queen Mary bound for Europe, or in the
car headed for any place our fancy took us.
But always together. That’s the important
thing to remember, Laddie.

M

shave lady?
don't do

it!

aybe Sue will kill me for telling this
but I wouldn’t trade that wonderful
first crazy year or two for all the

money

in the world.

Did we spat? Oh brother, did we! At
least once a week Sue would flounce out
of the house on her way to leaving me forever. Of course, she’d always kind of wait
around the corner until I’d go after her.
And I always did, until one evening I took
my stand. “The next time you go out that
door,” I told her, “I won’t come after you.”
I looked her straight in the eye and she

knew

I meant it.
She never left the house

in a huff again.
This is just a little tip. Son, in case Patty
takes to flouncing. Anyway, it worked for

me.

Was

I

jealous?

I

viewed the whole world

Up in the attic of our
Sue’s house it was I came
across some still pictures of your mother
from one of her early movies, “Soft
Pillows.” And I hit the ceiling. There was
my Sue, my wife, done up in nothing but
a scanty costume. And she wasn’t only a
fine actress in those days, but a real beauty,
Laddie.
with a green eye.

first

—

home— in

Anyway I tore them up in a rage but,
you know, looking back as I am now, I
suddenly remember that no matter how
many I destroyed, there were always one
or two that just happened to turn up. And
I got mad all over again. Now who do you
suppose was responsible for those extra
pictures?
Well, anyway, a woman likes a bit of
jealousy as long as it doesn’t get out of
band. Son. And a bit of flattery. And a great
deal of love. So keep and cherish this
wonderful girl who’s become your bride
and a part of you forever.

You won’t know how much
you come face

may

lose her

—

Cream

ay

.
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Son. Learn right from the
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for

here now, looking up at you in
your dark suit and Patty all in white, I
want to say all these things I thought about
this afternoon to you. Maybe you know
that. But whether you do or not, I want
you to know I’ll always be standing by
with love in my heart and a prayer on my
lips. A prayer that everything will turn
out as wonderfully for you as it has with
me and Susie. But I can’t say that it
sounds too much like a father, doesn’t it?
So all I’ll say, as you and Patty leave on
your honeymoon trip that is the beginning
of your voyage together, is: “Easy does
it, Son.”
The End
SEE

.

with the fact you
forever. As I did with Sue.

beginning true values.
them.

As

av

you’ll never

to face

often
it.

—

BACKACHE

happened when David was born. Sue had
a bad time. Laddie. In fact, the doctor had
little hope of saving her.
If I never did before, I knew then what
she meant to me. I guess something like
this happens to a man in order to teach him
values. To bring him up short. To teach
him that the most important things in life

So watch
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BRANDON DE WILDE
Continued from page 45

more naive than most

of the fifteen- and
sixteen-year-old kids I’ve known. Most
teenagers know a lot about sex, it’s what
they talk about all the time; and most of

them have had some pretty sound advice
from their mothers and dads and have
read some books, plus what they pick up
from each other. But this doesn’t mean
that what happened in ‘Blue Denim’ can’t
happen. I’ve known kids
One fellow
came running into the school hangout last
year shouting, ‘I’m a father!’ It was terrible, it was as if he were bragging; only
it probably wasn’t bragging at all but just
an awful sense of guilt.
“It’s only natural that teenagers think
about sex that’s for sure.
Our bodies
are ready and our minds and emotions are
trying to catch up. I guess girls feel they
should resist a kiss so as not to seem
‘easy’! If a boy doesn’t try, though, a girl
.

.

.

—

thinks

she’s

repulsive!

parents taught me ‘the facts’ when
I was eleven or twelve and we’ve always
talked about everything. I want them to
know the girls I date. Usually, after I’ve
dated a girl a few times, I either invite her,
along with several other fellows and girls,
to our apartment in Manhattan or I ask
her to spend a weekend with my parents
and me at our place on Long Island. My
mother has always written the girl’s

“My

mother

marriage with a lot more intelligence. A
fellow should really be twenty-five or so,
when he marries. I’ve seen some early marriages and statistics prove they just don’t
last. That’s probably because the attraction
is purely physical and, after marriage, two
very young people often find they have a
lot of problems that don’t concern each
other who they are, for example.
I like shy girls. So do other boys I know.
We like shy girls and love a real wholehearted blush. Some people mistake shyness for coldness, but they’re not the same
thing at all. A shy girl answers you, a cold
one has no answers.

—

have four

and a lot
and yak
about girls. I don’t know whether girls yak
about boys, but I sure know what guys
“I

real close friends
just sit around

we

of the time,

talk about.

“Baldwin, Long Island, is where we lived
I was a kid and where we’ve always
spent our weekends.
When my parents
had a chance to meet the girl, I always
asked them what they thought. Of course,
if I’m really stuck badly on a girl, my dad
sees it and keeps his opinions to himself.
After we break up, then he’U say, ‘I could
have told you.’
But he’s always given
me good advice about girls. Guess he got
around himself when he was young.
“You know, last year I was primarily
.

.

couple of weeks ago, for
she was nice and easy
to talk to and Greg thought she had a
crush on me. Pete said she had a crush
on my name ’cause she’s seen it on a
a girl a
Bill said

marquee.

hope

I

not.

for just me.
“We discuss each

want

I

new

to

be liked

we meet

girl

we’re all seventeen and we all have about
the same opinions. We don’t like girls who
drink or smoke. In fact, I think there
should be a law prohibiting liquor to anyone under twenty-one. I don’t like to see
men drink, and I hate to see a girl or a

woman

drink.

Christmas

I

and

have a glass

of

Thanksgiving,

wine on

but

that’s

—

most wonderful people I’ve ever known.
But we don’t believe in going steady. I
don’t think anyone under seventeen should
ever go steady and certainly no one under
twenty-one. The whole purpose of dating

—

smoke

(I

my
it’s

ot

me

guys

Jt

—
Know aon i smoKe.

when

I’m nervous. But
parents don’t approve; they don’t think
healthy and they feel it doesn’t look
a

little

well.)

“And

don’t think there’s any question
If a girl uses a lot of make-up
and talks pretty sophisticated or swears
you figure either that she’s putting on a
big front for someone (not me, certainly)
or she’s fast or both. And the guys I know
aren’t interested in dating fast girls. They
just aren’t. Me, I’m crazy about pony tails,

about

I

it:

—

—

blond pony

tails.

“None

of us has ever done
because we can’t drive in
night; we’re not old enough.

any parking

New York

anything wrong

at

don’t see
with parking out in front
I

enough to say good
night properly; but heavy necking can
only lead to complications we’re not ready
to handle.
of a girl’s house long

ncidentally, getting back to ‘Blue Denim,’ I think Arthur Bartley’s parents
were pretty stupid. Most parents aren’t
stupid like that. Of course, kids like to sit

I

around and yak about how old-fashioned
their parents are and how they don’t understand them; but if you get them into a
good,

serious

discussion,

they’ll

usually

end up admitting that their parents’ attitudes are sound enough.
“For example, my parents don’t believe
in my staying out too late. So I stayed out
real late one night and they cut out all
my dating for two weeks. This was pretty
rough because there was a party coming
up I wanted to go to. It was at the very
end of the discipline period, so I figured

maybe

WHERE TO BUY
PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

could get

I

away with

it.

I

pre-

had to go down to the drug store,
and out I went the back way. Of course,
my parents aren’t dumb and they found
out about the party. They were really
boiled about it because I was leaving the
next day for California to do a TV show,
but they simply handed me some more
discipline two more weeks without dates.
tended

I

—

—

.

interested in how a girl looked.
I’d just
started dating; I was kind of shy (I don’t
know exactly how I got over it, but I’m
not shy now), and I didn’t know what was
expected of me or what the consequences
would be. I was scared of even leaning over and kissing a girl goodnight for
fear she’d whale me. Now I can sort of
teU if she’d like it. I never ask a girl if
I can kiss her goodnight and I don’t usuIf
ally try on the first or second date.
I try on the third date and she says no.
I’ll admit I might be a little miffed but,
primarily. I’d change my approach.
“When you get to be seventeen, you
start looking for something deeper than
looks at least that’s how it is with me.
I’m looking for personality, for a girl’s
likes and dislikes; I want to be able to
talk to a girl, sit down and discuss problems and situations; the problems of young
people and adults and, of course, show
business.
“There’s a time for everything, and at
each stage, you need a certain maturity in
order to top a situation. In steady dating,
too, there’s bound to be an element of
suspicion and distrust, like ‘Now why did
you look at that boy? I saw you turn
around.’
“That’s probably why Carol Lynley and
I hit it off so great.
She’s beautiful, and
she’s thoughtful and she’s interested in
everything. Also, we’re both not too keen
about dancing. I think she’s one of the

iiiai. iviosi,

“We met

example.

first, too.

when

^

—

A
IS Lu
lo iiilow ouier people, ii you k.iiow
and understand people, you can approach

And

time, I
point, of course;
this

obeyed. They’ve got a

feel better and work
have some sleep.
“My parents and I are very close, but
we argue constantly. Did I say argue? It’s
one battle royal about everything! No
matter what side they’re on. I’m on the
other side. Take smoking, for example,
which I know isn’t healthy. I wouldn’t ad-

better

when

I

I

mit that to them for anything in the world—
not until I’m forty! I’ll never admit they’re
right, but I know they are. I guess it’s just
that we want to feel grownup and independent.
“I get
an allowance of twelve-fifty
a week, which Dad considers average
for someone who’s seventeen. When I get
acquainted with a new girl, I usually level
C'moii, let’s go to a Connie Francis Pajama
Party. But first, to buy the Schrank pajamas
.shown on pages 50-53, write manufacturer or
nearest store listed below. All five of the following styles are available at these stores:

Poncho Pajama in Sanforized flannelette
La Vie En Rose Pajama in Sanforized flannel
ette
Siesta Pajama in Sanforized Challaire
Safari Set in no-iron cotton
Americana Sleepcoat in flannelette

—

At these stores:

E.\LTIMORE.

.M.\RVL.\ND

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
NEW AORK, NEW YORK
PITTSBURGH, PEN NS YLV AN
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA
I

WASHINGTON.

D.

.

.

Hochschild, Kohll
Jordan, Marsh
Stern Brothers
Gimhel Brothers

.

.

The Emporium
Hecht’s

C

Or, for the store nearest yon, write to:

M.

C. Schrank Company
437 Fifth Avenue

New York

16.

with her. ‘Now look, Charlie,’ I tell her,
‘don’t expect too much of me. I have this
allowance; for a real big date, I have to
save up a while.’ On daytime dates, and in
New York there are a lot of these, we go
strictly Dutch.
“I don’t think fellows should date before sixteen. They haven’t the money, for
one thing, and they haven’t the poise. I
was crazy about girls, but scared to death
I might have to take one out, until I finally
took one out skating! I was fourteen, and
I didn’t know whether to put her skates
on for her or not, whether to ask her out
for a hot chocolate. I didn’t know what
to talk about and I was scared I’d fall
down flat on the ice. She was shy, but
finally she told me how she’d broken a
toe skating, and suddenly she was a person like Gregg or Pete or Bill! If you
ask me, that is the most important thing I
ever learned about dating.”

—

—ARLENE JOHNSON

N. Y.

BRANDON CAN BE SEEN IN 20TH’S “bLUE DENIM.”

situation

—

Continued from page 45
blue princess dress, and he was a perfectly nice boy whose family were our
friends. I had a miserable time. I didn’t
talk much and he didn’t talk much and we
didn’t hear a word each other said. The
fact is, I wasn’t ready to date; I was glad

when the evening
go home.
“It wasn’t that I

was over and

I

could

was

—

—

—

way. The more dramatic the part is, the
happier I am. I remember when I was only
eleven-and-a-half, a producer asked my
mother if I could read the script of ‘Blue
Denim.’
“Mother hesitated for a while and then
she said to me, ‘It’s a good part but it’s
an awfully shocking play.’ She told me it
was about a girl who started to have a
baby and stopped it.
“This was new to me. ‘How?’ I asked.
“And Mother said, ‘With an operation.’
I read the play immediately. I’ve always
loved to read, but I sure didn’t understand it all. But when I was fourteen, and
the producer again asked Mother if I could

—

read the part for him,

I

was

enough

old

guess my
sympathy showed. Anyway, I got the part.
“All the time ‘Blue Denim’ ran and it
ran fairly long, it was very real to me.
More real, maybe, than my own life, which
went on much as it always had. Mother
and my brother Danny and I would have
to feel sorry for the girl,

and

I

—

a late bite after the theater, and I’d sleep
late the next morning. Sundays, whenever
it was possible, I’d dash off to Winthrop,
Mass., to see my grandparents.
grandmother she’s Mrs. Lillian Felch and I
are amazingly alike half New England
yankee, and high strung. Danny and I
lived with her one year and spend every
summer there. Winthrop is like a second

My

—

—

—

home.
understood
through in
that play. It’s funny, to understand
love you can take the kinds of love you
know yourself for anyone, a friend, a
parent and this can help you build a
bridge toward understanding things you’ve
never known and hope you never will.
This is what happened to me in ‘Blue
Denim.’
“Maybe ‘Blue Denim’ is one of the
reasons I’ve only just begun to date and
why I don’t think about romance. Young
dating certainly has its hazards, and I
guess the main ones are that, too often,
kids are miserable because they have no
social poise, no conversation and feel awkward; they think they’ll always feel that
way. Then, if they do get along with each
other and think they’re in love, they sort
of clutch at each other and go too far.

A

fter a while, I felt I really
what the girl was going

—

—

—

don’t

—I’m

example, in parking and it’s never
come up If it did, I’d say, very soon, ‘Let’s
go home,’ but I’ve never had to say it. A
girl establishes, by her conversation and
conduct, what she is and how she wants
to be treated, I think. The girl with too

OPPORTUNITIES
FO*

EVERYBODY
OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
YOUR

the too-tight dress, the

too-sophisticated manner of talking, is inviting trouble. So is the girl who drinks.
I’m no Carrie Nation and I’m not waging
any campaign against drinking. Let everyone live his own way. But to my way of
thinking, alcohol dulls the senses, it isn’t

and it’s something you could
become dependent upon. So I’m very

healthy

easily
anti-alcohol.

And

I’m anti-cigarette, also.
Frankly, this is a matter of health with
me. I’ve smoked an occasional cigarette,
but that’s all. If I ever dated a boy who
drank, I’d never date him again. It’s foolish
to take chances on running into an unpleasant situation.
“The object of dating is to have fun and
good companionship. I want the boys I date
to be my friends, and I think it wouldn’t
be a good idea to go out with anyone unless you knew him fairly well
and he
knew you. As for going steady, I think
that’s fine for the older teens, but not for
the earlier teens. People who are planning
to get married should certainly see each
other as much as possible, but settling for
just one person and learning to get along
with that person that takes some maturity.
“So does marriage. I’ve been looking

—

—

forward to

it

all

my

life.

But marriage

certainly isn’t for the very young. Young
people are still growing and changing.
They change so much that, in a few years,
they may not be the same people!

PW—
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$500 FOR
Child's Picture (All Ages), Hundreds used,
betid small picture for approval. Returned with report. Print
Dio‘^.u‘’n^®"*L'’^'"A®‘^?™®5-Spotlite, 1611 North La Brea,

for

much make-up,

was afraid of the boy;
just that I didn’t know what to
talk about. I just felt funny and sort of
uncomfortable and I wanted to go home.
“I never did do things as early as some
of the other girls did. Some girls in school
were just keen to run around with boys.
But not me. Maybe that’s because I’ve
never really understood boys, and maybe
that’s because I wasn’t used to having a
man around the house. I never really knew
my father. Mother and he separated when
I was only two, and I saw him once in a
while until I was eight when they got a
divorce. There were two more stepfathers
after that, for a while. I don’t know how
people can think they’re in love and then
not be. And how can they be in love and
not get along? I don’t know, but I feel if
I keep on taking things slow and easy,
maybe I never will have to know.
“Of course, with a part, I never feel that
it

know how to handle the
sure I wouldn’t. I think
maybe yes, I think ‘Blue Denim’ scared
me a little, and I don’t believe that’s wrong.
Kids should be scared of getting out over
their heads.
“So far, I’ve been lucky. I don’t believe,
Then they

CAROL LYNLEY

P12, Hollywoo d, Californi a.

SALEI SEAMLESS, 100% Dupont Nylons guaranteed first
quality— neutral beige, 400 needle, 15 denier. Regularly $2.50
pair— 3 pairs $2.79. Hosiery Bargains, Box 219-AJ, Dorchester
24 , Mass.

—
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MONTHLY POSSIBLE, Sewing Babywearl No house
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Ind.
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$200

1

,
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?25

FOR YOUR

Studio,

N. Fairfax, Los Angeles 36, Calif.
photo. Send photo for report, offer. Returned.
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mailing
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California.

postcards.

Write;

California.
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sofa pillow covers spareWrite; S-P Inc., Trilby 2, Florida
NEEDEDI Good Earnings. No Selling.
Everything Furnished. Elvee, 566-B Beacon, Manchester, N.H.
READY cut aprons at home, spare time. Easy,
pro fitable H anky Aprons, C al dwell 3, Ark.
EARN SPARETIME CASH Mailing Advertising Literature.
G[enway, Bo x 6568, Cleve lan d 1, Ohio
PRECUT BABYWEAR. Machine unnecessary. Clara,
Box 44637-A, Los Angeles 4 4, California.
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No

selling.
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.
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SEW

MAKE MONEY CLIPPING

Newspapers. Write Newscraft,
5, Ohio.
,
S50.00 WEEKLY sewing spare time. No canvassing.
Redykut's, Loganville, Wisconsin.
$25.00 WEEKLY, MAKING Rowers at home. Easy. Boycan,

PW-983-E. Main Columbus

EARN

Sharon 32, Penna.

BUSINESS & MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
EARN SPARE TIME money giving away nationally advertised
merchandise to make customers. We pay the bill. Write for

demonstration outfit full size Sayman Home Service Products
on approval for thirty days free trial. Sayman Products,
01W Lo cus t, St. Louis , Missouri.
$3.00 HOURLY POSSIBLE assembling pump lamps Spare
Time. Simple, Easy. No canvassing. Write; Ougor, Caldwell
21

1

,

Arkan sas.

EARN EXTRA CASH
dons. Box

Prepare Advertising Postcards. Lang-

I

41107PW. Los Angeles

41, California.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare tirne

with
No classes. Diploma.
Information booklet free. American School, Dept. X974,
Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.
FINISH HIGH SCHOOL at home, spare time. No classes.
Diploma awarded. Write for Free catalog. Wayne School,
Catalog HCH-65, 2527 She ffield, Chicago 1 4.
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA at home. Licensed teachers.
Approved materials. Southern States Academy, Station E-1,
Atlanta, Georgia.

62-year-olcl school. Texts furnished.

keep reading and hearing about kids’
I problems with necking. I know very
little about that. I just haven’t gone in
for it. And again I’ve been lucky. That’s
something I haven’t had to struggle with.
There are goodnight kisses and goodnight
kisses! I’ve said no, and the boy has asked
for other dates he didn’t get angry.
There’s no reason at all for a goodnight
kiss unless you have a feeling for the boy,
and if you have a feeling, you must also
exercise taste. A goodnight kiss can be
that or it can be the prelude, I should
think, to a lot more. I think boys respect
girls who handle themselves like ladies.
They may want to neck, but they respect
a girl’s attitude. Of course, she has to be
tactful— boys are often just as sensitive
and shy about these things as girls are.
“As a rule I’m frank, to the point of being blunt, and I have had to be tactful,
especially about a boy’s driving. In New
York, most of my dates have been in the
daytime. I like that, wandering about,
just walking. But out here in California,
everyone drives and I have to admit their
driving scares me. I have to sit in the
death seat (that’s what we call the seat
next to the driver), and I sit there and
die a thousand times. Probably because
I’m driving now myself. I’m even more
aware of the danger. I’m scared of cars, not
for the parking problem, but the driving
problem!

—

think

up

the girl to try to
control that problem. Actually, I guess it’s
really up to the girl to control any problem on a date. The way she acts is what
makes the boy decide what kind of a good
time he’ll try to have. ... At least that’s
what I’ve found.”
ARLENE JOHNSON
“I

it’s

to

—
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—
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KAY KENDALL
Continued from page 47
to

the

bed.

He

then leaned over and
Kendall Harrison’s wrist with

touched Kay
experienced fingers. Very carefully, he
raised one eyelid and looked into the sfehtless eye below. Then he said gently, “I’m
sorry.
She’s unconscious now.”
Rex Harrison stared at him. “Will she
come out of it?”
Slowly, the doctor shook his head. “I
don’t know. I don’t think so. I’m sorry.”

The tall man seemed to sway for a
moment. “It’s too soon,” he muttered. “Oh,
God,

too soon

it’s

.”
.

.

The doctor touched the nurse’s arm and
to the door. After a moment he
followed her out into the hall. The nurse
stood near the half-opened door, looking
through it to where Rex Harrison stood
motionless, head down, beside the bed.
“Poor chap,” the nurse said compassionately. “What a terrible shock.”
“Not a shock,” the doctor said evenly.
“He’s known for three years.”
“Three years?” the nurse repeated. Her
light English voice rose with surprise.
“But they’ve only been married two.”
The doctor nodded. His gaze moved
away from the door, past the nurse, down
the corridors of the London Clinic. “You
are watching,” he said, “the end of some.”
thing very rare

motioned

.

rare,

something

very

those were the words people
used about Kay and Rex Harrison, right
from the beginning. They used them knowing only half the story, and yet, they were
right.
For if their love had been less
rare, less precious, it could not have been
.

.

a

girl

“London Town,” had been

a real catasyet
There was no getting away from it. From
the moment they met, on the set of “The
Constant Husband,” there was something

And

trophe.

.

.

.

between Rex Harrison and Kay
Kendall. Within hours of their meeting,
sparks were flying.
electric

“Good heavens,” Rex complained, “that
It’s like trying
is as tall as I am!
love to the Tower of London!”
“So you want to know what I think of
Rex Harrison?” Kay inquired sweetly of
a reporter. “I think he’s a terrible snob,
pompous, overbearing, terribly conceited
and finished
paused,
considered,
she
honestly, “and a most marvelous actor.”

creature

make

to

—

should have ended with that, but it
They scorched each other with
couldn’t
sarcasm. People on the set took to listening in on their verbal duels and laughing.
The barbs got sharper and the
laughter got louder until one day, Kay
Laughter became
and Rex laughed, too.
It was as if, finally, a
their trademark.
curtain had fallen on everything dreary,
everything sordid in their lives as if, together, they could see only the colorful,
It

—

—

—

the bright, the hilarious.

.

Something very
precious

could be good-looking and
funny simultaneously. Her show business friends called her “scatty Katie” and
she lived, she was fond of saying, “like
a champagne bottle.” Love and marriage?
She’d be a worse failure at them than
she’d been in her first big movie. That one,
ple

.

hey had been enemies before they
were friends, and friends before they
were lovers. And suddenly, they wanted
nothing in the world except to be man
and wife.
“I’ll get a divorce,” Rex promised. “But

T

will take time.”

it

wait.”

at all.

“I’ll

To begin with, they had no right to fall
in love.
Rex Harrison was married and
True, his
a father when he met Kay.
marriage had been on the rocks for years.
He and Lili Palmer, the diminutive Viennese actress, were separated and each had
been dating others but, still, he was a

“You won’t be the

married man. And as for Kay, marriage
had no place at all in her life. Her parents
had been divorced when she was a child.
She had never known a home or a girl(3)
friend or a school not for more than a
week at (4)
a time and ever since she’d been
able to get away with lying about her
age, she’d knocked about England in thirdrate variety
shows, trying to convince peo(1)

—

—

first

Not even the second.”
“I’ll be the last,” she

Mrs. Harrison.

said.

“That’s

that counts.”
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did

set

about getting his divorce.

(1)

It

Weeks stretched into
months became two years.

take

time.

months and the
They didn’t like it, but they didn’t worry.
“Rex has taught me not to worry about
anything,” Kay told a reporter.
“But I

knew

He

fell in love with
take anything too
.”
seriously. It’s the only way
So she really didn’t take it too seriously
when she caught a cold one night, waiting for Rex outside the New York theater,
where he was starring in “My Fair Lady.”
“It’s nothing.” she protested. “I don’t have

me

that already.

because

can’t

I

.

.

to see a doctor.”
“Oh, yes, you do.” Rex told her. “We’re
going to a veddy, veddy important party
next week, and if you think I intend to be

with a runny-nosed, bleary-eyed,
coughing, virus-ridden
.”
“All right,” she laughed. “All right
So she went to the doctor. That night
over dinner, she told Rex about her day,
shopping with her good friend, Eva Gabor,
a luncheon interview. “ And the reporter
asked about us again, Rex. I suppose if
I were sensible. I’d look blank and say,
‘Who?’ At least till the divorce is official.
seen

sniffling,

.

.

.

.

—

.”
I can’t seem to manage that.
“What did you say?”
“Well, I drew myself up did you know
I’m five-foot-ten when I draw myself up?

But

.

.

—

— and

‘Frankly, I’ve been seeing
nearly three years now, and I
have yet to get through an interview
without being asked about him. It’s getting
”
so I can’t stand the sight of a columnist!’
“Excellent.
“Excellent,” Rex approved.
And what else did you do today?”
“Oh, I saw the doctor.” Kay paused, her
hand still holding a fork halfway to her
“You know, he gave me an awfully
lips.
thorough examination for just a little cold.
said,

I

Rex

for

All

sorts

of

things,

like

punching

me

looking for swollen
the stomach,
.”
glands
“Well, there are all these new viruses
going around.”
“I suppose,” Kay said, relieved. “Anyway, he wants me to come back. He’s going
to stick a needle into me, I gathered.”
“Tell him to make it a strong one,” Rex
“Boniest woman I ever met, that’s
said.
.”
you.
There was nothing they could not dissolve in laughter, they thought: the sting
of an injection, the long wait till they
could be married, anything at all.
Until the day, weeks later, when Rex
called his answering service and found a
in

.

.

.

message from Kay’s doctor.
“He asked you to call for an appointment at your earliest convenience. And
.”
Mr. Harrison
“Yes?”
“He said to tell you not to mention it to
Miss Kendall.”
.

movie, TV or recording stars):

ACTOR

—

Rex

.

She was twenty-nine years old when
she said that, young and beautiful. She
had never been ill, never known fear, even
when the bombs fell and the sound of
gunfire echoed only yards from the improvised stage on which she had entertained English troops during World War
It seemed to both Rex and Kay that
II.
they had forever before them, that their
laughter would follow them through the
dozens and dozens of years to come, that
their love would conquer everything.

(2)

/

all

They knew nothing of the hidden enemy—
stronger than their laughter, older than
their love waiting for them.

.

was the beginning of the end. It was
the cold, hard, cruel fact that would
not dissolve in laughter or in tears. It
was the beginning of fear, the end of joy.
It was the knowledge that Rex Harrison
took with him that day when he left the
doctor’s office, carried with him all that
night as he walked through the suddenly
meaningless actions of his role on the stage,
as he stood dumbly, listening to the laughter of an audience, believing he himself
would never laugh again. It was the agony
he wrestled with after the show, when
he walked alone through the streets of
New York, or sat slumped over an untasted cup of coffee in an all-night diner.
“Forever after” had become a few short
t

(

2)

(

I

2)

(3)

(4)
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—

years.

Kay Kendall had

leukemia.

The night stretched

on.

The

streets of

New York were

silent, but voices echoed
around Rex Harrison’s head. The doctor’s

voice, gentle, pitying:

“We know almost nothing about leukemia, except that it is usually fatal. A
disease of the bone marrow ... a form
I’ve taken samples of Miss
of cancer
There is no
Kendall’s bone marrow.
.

doubt
His

.

.

.

.

.”

best years are already behind me.”
“Thirty-one,” he repeated, looking at
her.
“Thirty-one years old.”

I

n June of that year, the divorce came
through at last. They were married
on the twenty-first of that month, in the

Universalist Church at CenPark West and 76th Street in New
York. Kay wore a simple shirtwaist dress.
Her groom blinked down at her through
horn-rimmed glasses. It was very quiet
and very simple.
“Until death do you part,” the minister

All Faiths
tral

own voice,
me what to do.

hoarse with fear. “Tell
I’ll do anything.”
“There is nothing to do.”
“Medication?”
“There is no medication.”

I

my

“Treatment?”
“There is no treatment.”
“There must be. There must be. Doctor,
have money. I can afford the best sani-

tarium, anywhere in the world. Tell me
where to go. Give me hope.”
With infinite sadness: “There is no hope.”
There is no hope.
“There has to be,” he cried out. But the
silent streets gave him no answer.
On a
stoop in front of a tenement house, Rex
Harrison sank to his knees and wept.
The doctor had offered him a choice
a simple choice.
“You can tell her the
truth,” he had said.
“You can tell her
and make what’s left of her life a hell. You
can drag her from one doctor to another,
looking for cures, fighting a heartbreaking,

Or you can keep it from her
You can simply make her happy.
futile fight.

“It’s a kind of disease in its way. It comes
without pain, without fever. It does its
work in silence while the victim goes his
way, knowing nothing. Occasionally, there’s
a feeling of tiredness, sometimes anemia;
a tendency to bruise easily and unexplained bleeding, but nothing that can’t be
fixed up temporarily.
There will be no

certain illness, no certain pain.”
“Only death,” said Rex bitterly. “But
?”

—
how long—
And

said.

Until death do us part

.

.

.

They sailed for London when Rex’s contract was finally up. Kay was famous by
First for “Genevieve,” then “Les
an international triumph for her.
Producers, who once had told her, “You’re
too tail, you’re not pretty, you can’t act
and you photograph badly,” now begged for
her. Watching the offers pour in, Rex was
afraid. They had always planned that Kay
would work after their marriage; their
careers were tremendously important to
them both. If a good offer for a Holly-

then:

Girls,”

wood movie came through, she would
surely want to take it. though Rex would
have to stay in England for the British
production of “My Fair Lady.” After all,
why not? They had forever, didn’t they?
So he listened with a sinking heart, when
Kay told him she was being sought for
a new movie, “The Girl Friend.”
“It’s a very attractive offer.”
“What are you going to tell them?” he
asked.
“Why, yes, of course if they meet my
terms.”
“And what are your terms?” he asked
lightly. “A chauffeured Cadillac, like in
‘Les Girls’? A percentage?”
She laughed. “Nothing so simple. Just

—

— they’ll

have

make

again, the doctor had shaken his
head. “Some live two years, or four, or
six or even as long as twelve. Some die
in that many months. Nothing is certain.”
Only death.
When he rose at last to go home, Rex
Harrison had accepted his new double life.
life of careful lies and hidden despair,
where all laughter would have a secret core
of tears.
life based on two principals
alone:

here in England.”
Then she looked at him, and the laughter
stopped. “Why, Rex. You didn’t think I’d
go away and leave you, did you? I’ll never
leave you,” she said.
The following January, they were both

Kay would be happy.
Kay would not know.
And the new life began. On
face, it ran much as the old one

Tired?”
“Of course not,” she said.

—

A

A

the surhad, and
even that was agony to Rex Harrison. For
it meant that he left her alone, night after
night, to play Professor Higgins in “My
Fair Lady.” Sometimes, he could barely
apply his stage make-up, his hand shook
so.

Before it had been a joke; they were
apart so many hours they couldn’t possibly
get tired of each other. Now, it was no
joke. It was a tragic farce which had to
be played; there was no way for Rex to
drop his huge success, walk out on his
contract and his stardom, without telling
Kay the truth. But Kay would not know.
Kay would be happy.
The long-delayed divorce wasn’t funny
any longer. Rex phoned his lawyer: “Can’t
you hurry it up?”
“There are complications. These things

take time.”
“I haven’t

got time!” he cried.
Kay, watching him, was puzzled. “Darling, we’ve waited so long; we can wait
a

little

“No

longer.”
I don’t want to wait.

—

You might—

“Might what?”
He blinked. “Might leave me for another man.”
“Who me? Old scatty Katie? Where
would I find one tall enough? Or old
enough? I’m thirty-one now, you know
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“What do you

do?” he asked.

“Oh, anything. Nothing. It really doesn’t
matter.”
“Kay, you’re not feeling ill, are you?

your best hand lotion
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“Only con-

tent.”

He smiled at her. But he had already
made up his mind that they would go to
Switzerland. That was the healthiest country in the world, people said.
People
with tuberculosis went there to be cured,
people with practically anything. Of course,
according to the doctor, climate wouldn’t
affect Kay’s bone marrow; wouldn’t alter
by one moment the spread of her cancer.
But it couldn’t hurt, could it, to go to a
place where miraculous cures happen
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So they went to Switzerland. And in
their hotel room one night, she woke up
“I have a pain, Rex.
crying.
I have a

Dept. 143, GPOBox644,N.Y.l,N.Y.

.”
pain
“Don’t move,” he said. She lay still and
even through the blur of pain, she knew
she had never seen a man move so quickly,
act so fast.
Within minutes, it seemed,
she was out of the hotel and into a hospital
in St. Moritz, with a troop of doctors
standing beside her bed. There was the
.

.

and then,

sting of a needle,

When

she

woke

at last, sleep.

up, the pain

was gone,

a scare for nothing.”

home
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and Rex was there. If his voice trembled
a little, she was too weak to notice.
“Hello,” he said.
“You gave us quite
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“But

—

—” Kay started to protest.

“Now,

darling,

know

don’t
nothing.
I

the technical

terms. It was
You’re all right.”
“All right,” she agreed sleepily. Her eyes
closed.
“Doesn’t matter, anyhow.
I’m
.”
fine ... as long as
you’re here.
The newspapers were told that it was a
“possible case of peritonitis.”
In a few
days, Kay left the hospital.
.

.

.

.

.

hen a new year, 1958, began. The days
went by. Rex watched his wife living
through them, one by one, unafraid,
unknowing. Each day she survived seemed

T

a miracle, a blessing.

And yet— each was one day less to live.
He began to watch her even more closely.
“Kay, what’s that mark on your elbow?”
“Oh that? I banged it yesterday.”
He peered at the black -and-blue spot.
tendency to bruise, he remembered.

A

The months crept by.
Another movie offer, too good to pass up,
came to Kay. “Once More With Feeling,”
to be made with Yul Brynner in Paris.
darling?” she asked.
“Do you want to? Would you rather go
or anything?”
off on a trip with me
She shook her head. “Guess I’d rather
work than anything.”
“Shall

I

take

it,

—

They went

to Paris,

and

Rex who waited while

this

time

was

it

mo-

the precious

ments went by, and they were apart.
When she had been working more than
a month, Kay began to cough. “Dry throat,”
she apologized to Rex. “I’ve strained it in
the shouting scenes, I suppose.”
He went to the
“I suppose,” he said.
sound stage with her that day and watched.
Did she seem tired? Were her movements
slower than usual? Did she sit down between takes more often?
“It’s a funny thing,” she complained on
the way home, that night. “My gums seem
to be bleeding a lot.”
His fingers tightened hard on the steering wheel. Let me know, the doctor had

any unusual bleeding.
the car with effort. “I was just
thinking— this throat of yours isn’t getting
better. Maybe we should see a doctor.”
said,

if

there’s

.

.

.

He drove

finally

find

love

.

.

.

Later that day, as she ran across the
studio lot to have her first stills taken,
she felt even more bewildered. “Bring
six changes,” the voice on the telephone
had said, and Millie’d laughed nervously
to herself. Since she’d just arrived on the
Coast that morning, she didn’t have six
changes. So she was going, dressed just
as she’d been on the train that morning
in her white blouse, her favorite ribbed
wool socks, and a loose-fitting green cor-

duroy

jacket.

clear gray day with a gentle wind
a hint of rain, that made her think
wistfully of home in Fairlawn, New
Jersey. On a day like this, she would lean
out of her bedroom window and see the
t

was a

I and

birch and maple trees, the Chinese fruit
trees, and watch the breeze ruffling the
branches. There was always so much going on at home, she thought nostalgically,
and she was always a part of it. She remembered how her sisters Janet, Chriswere altine, Anne Marie, and Cathy
ways cooking and sewing, how someone
was always at the phone or the piano.
She remembered, with affection, all the
excitement when Papa, who was a first
mate with the Bull Lines, came home from

—

^

80

—

.

.

A

London.
“But I don’t

feel as if I have pneumonia,”
protested.
“And there are only six
.”
days left of shooting.
“You’ll finish them later.”
“Of course I will.” She smiled brightly at
him, at the worried men from the studio.
“I’ll be back in no time to finish up.
You
can even start looking for another script.

Kay

.

.

Nothing but death’ll keep
another movie.”

me from making

May 31, she checked into one of the
world’s most expensive private hospitals, the London Clinic.
newspaper
reported that she was “very seriously ill,
and under drugs.” Reporters called Rex.

O

n

A

“It started as tonsillitis,”
it’s

pneumonia.

But

she’s

he said. “Now
on the mend al-

ready.”

On June

first,

another

newsman

called

the hospital. “Any news on Kay Kendall?”
bright voice assured him that Miss
Kendall was smiling and cheerful.
“Good,” the reporter said. “Who are her
doctors?”
Several had been called in, the voice informed him. She gave the names. Among
them was Dr. R. Bodley Scott. The newsman hung up, studied his notes, and then
stared off into space. “Scott?” he muttered.
“Isn’t he a blood specialist?”
The afternoon papers carried the report
that Kay Kendall was in graver condition
than anyone suspected. On June fourth,
Rex Harrison, haggard and worn, saw the
papers for the first time in days. “It isn’t
“Tell them to print that.
true,” he said.
She has no ‘serious blood condition.’ I’m
taking her out of the Clinic and home, today.”
He was no longer lying only for Kay. Nor
for the anxious, inquiring world. He was

A

now, for himself.
For the truth was this, and he knew it:
He was taking her home to die.
They were together that summer as few

lying,

of them rushing to welcome him.
But the sky was higher here, there was
no scent of fruit, and she was running between great square cream-colored concrete barns she’d been told were Sound
stages. Hollywood! And she was alone for

Continued from page 64
she’d

.

sea— all

MILLIE PERKINS
was where

It’s only three years, he thought. It’s only
three years. It couldn’t happen so soon
week later, she had pneumonia. Rex
made arrangements for the trip back to

the

first

time in her

You

life.

Been

to wardrobe already?
look pretty good in those Anne Frank

“Hi, Millie!

clothes!” It was George Stevens Jr., the
associate producer, a nice-looking fellow
with a friendly smile, who’d hailed her
and was now falling into step beside her.

“These
at him.
mine.
clothes,
they’re
Anne’s
They’re the kind I always wore in New
York.”
He looked at her in surprise. “But you
were a top model, Millie!”
“That doesn’t mean I wore fancy clothes.
The photographers were only interested in
my face.” It was only an accident she’d
been a model anyway, she remembered.
A friend of Christine’s had taken some
pictures of her one night, and sent them
And from then
to a modeling agency.
on, she’d been one of New York’s busiest
models. “I didn’t like modeling too much,”
she went on, beginning to feel very much
at home with George. “It was too hectic.
she tried to explain—
I need some quiet”
“I like to know who I am.”
“And you’ve come to Hollywood!”
The exclamation hung in the air.
“I must stop in make-up,” she said softly,
running away from George Stevens Jr.,
who belonged here and wasn’t a bit afraid.

She smiled impishly

aren’t

—

people have ever been.

All job offers

were

turned down. They existed only for each
other and their love. Friends, unknowing,
wondered. “Aren’t you bored?” they asked
Kay. “Don’t you want to get out a bit
more? Go back to work?”
She stood in her living room, thinner and
paler than ever, but with eyes that shone.
“A year ago,” she said, “a writer asked me
what I wanted to do, and I said to him: ‘I
don’t want to do anything but be with Rex.
I’ve had too many years of rushing around
from hotel to hotel and town to town and
waking up alone in the morning. I’ve had
too many hundreds of years of being by
myself.’ ” She laughed. “This has been the
happiest

summer

of

my

life.

I

think

I’ll

spend my next hundred years this way.”
Early in September she began to bleed
again. They brought her back to the Clinic
on a stretcher, and the apparatus for blood
transfusion was set up by her bed. Lifegiving blood, that could not possibly give
her life. She never left the hospital.
On September sixth, she was dead. They

buried her in Hampstead Churchyard in
the Actors’ Corner, and over her grave,
they told at last the story of her last years
of life, of the burden her husband had
carried alone, of the love they had shared.

The crowds watched Rex Harrison walk
away slowly, and they pitied him. “He
fought for her to

live,”

they

“and he

said,

lost.”

But they were wrong. Rex Harrison had
not spent three years fighting a hopeless
battle against an inevitable death. He had
struggled to fulfill the vows he had made
on that dark night, when he and pain
walked together through the streets of New

York.

“She will not know,” he had sworn.
And she had not known.
“She will be happy,” he promised.

And the years of slow death had been
the happiest of her short life.
Together, they had known a rare love, a
precious love. They had nurtured it and
kept

A

it

alive.

love like that never dies.

He had won.

The End

She edged into the room so quietly, no
one heard her
“Hello, Mr. Nye,” she blurted out, climbing quickly into the high leather chair
as if she were about to have a tooth pulled.
Ben Nye, the make-up man, studied her for
a moment. Dark hair pulled back and
tucked out of the way, enormous graygreen eyes, thick black lashes, and a
small, pink mouth.
She eyed herself uncertainly in the mir-

he tries to make me look glamorous.
just look silly, she thought in dismay.
But she was relieved at the appearance
of director George Stevens in the mirror
big man with a quiet voice;
beside her.
he made her feel at ease. “She looks just
ror. If
I’ll

A

fine, Ben,” Mr. Stevens said. “We picked
Millie, in the first place, because she looks
like a fourteen-year-old eirl.” Then, turning to her, he said, “Leave your hair
down for the cocktail party, Millie. When

we

start

rehearsing,

we

can try

it

both

ways.”

She didn’t know
She stood there
He had invited all
And what on earth
could she ever say to them?
The press began asking questions. She

The

cocktail party!
she’d get through
next to Mr. Stevens.
the press to meet her.

how

it.

“No, I’m
first question easy.
not at all sure I want to stay in Hollywood.
In fact, I’m not at all sure I want to be an
Everyone laughed. This disactress.”
turbed her. She wondered whether she
should have said it.
March: I’ll never be able to act, Millie

found the

thought despairingly. She virtually lived on
the set these days.
“You have expressive hands, Millie,
wonderful hands,” Joseph Schildkraut
told her one morning. The great Schildkraut! she thought. And for the next few
days she was so self-conscious of her
hands, that she didn’t use them at all but
held both arms awkwardly straight at her
sides.

Ed Wynn helped. He’d take her and
Diane Baker and Dick Beymer aside and
tell them stories, funny stories, while Nina
Foch talked of such mysterious new things
as calisthenics, relaxation, and control.
“Control, technique,” she would say in her
beautiful voice, “is what frees the little
angel in each actor to express freely.”
But Millie would only feel all the more

and bewildered and answer;

lost

“But

I’m not an actress.”

of rehearsal, she’d cry, exasperated, “I
can’t even get across the room without
bumping into a chair. I’m just a catas-

trophe.”

“You’re not fat enough to be a catasStevens would answer genially.

trophe,”

the feeling persisted. She felt
when she started
the scene with Dick Beymer— the one in
which she was to ask him if he’d ever
been kissed. But she was surprised. The
scene wasn’t so hard. She could understand the part
after all she was a teenager herself and she’d dreamed about
romance just as every girl did. She relaxed a little more, too, when she found
Dick Beymer was almost as scared as she
was.
The day George Stevens took the crew in
to watch the rushes, she’d been in agony,
wishing that she could do each scene over
again! She’d sat unhappily through the
discussion of the scenes.
Then she’d
walked away from the projection room
fast, eager to get home and get away from
still

like a scared little girl

.

it

Georgia and about Christine’s marriage
and about how delighted Anne Marie was

about expecting a baby.

Cathy wondered how

.

all.

“Hi, Garbo,” George Jr. called out, slowing down his car and opening the door.
“Come on. I’ll take you home.”
She slid into the front seat, fighting back
tears.

“You’re coming along, you know,” he
“Really beginning to un-

said sincerely.
fold.”

She looked at him gratefully. He’d been
such a good friend to her. He makes me
forget all my problems, she thought.

A

mind.
the old problem again, she said to
herself. She knew that she wasn’t a good
actress yet. Director Stevens had been
patient.
He was saving the big scenes,
she knew that, waiting for her to grow to
them. But would she be able to? There
was one scene she’d dreaded most of all
It’s

—

one with Ed Wynn where, because of
her hate and resentment toward him, she
had to fight and to cry. Hardest of all, it
was to cry. She had tried it so often, but
the tears wouldn’t come. Should she try
it again?
she got up and got the script from her
bedroom. A letter from her father fell
out from between the pages. Slowly, she
picked it up and sat down again, re-reading the words for the dozenth time.
“Millie, if you can’t eat a great deal, at
least sleep,” Papa’d written worriedly.

He’d write that
be a movie

felt to

new
new
new

—

proud of

her.

Suddenly the doorbell rang, interrupting
her thoughts.

“Who in the world knows where I live?”
she said half-aloud. Then, seeing her face
in the mirror, she realized she still had the
curlers in her hair and the cream on her
face. She couldn’t answer the door looking like this. But the bell rang again. She
had no time to fix up.
“Millie, we want your autograph,” they
chorused a dozen teenagers, bubbling
with good spirits.
“How about a picture, Millie?” one
ponytailed, blonde girl asked her, holding
up a camera.
“Looking like this?” she gasped, pointing
to the curlers. They laughed, too, at this.
She wrote her name in each book, and
with choruses of goodbyes, they left her.
Closing the door, she leaned against it.
They’d asked her for her autograph. They
thought she was somebody. They believed
in her. She couldn’t let them, down now.
Settling down in the chair again, with
the script- book in front of her, she thought.
They’ll never know how much they’ve
helped me. Then, through eyes misted
with tears, she started to read again, the
beginning words of the scene.
And the next day, she played the scene
almost easily. George Stevens told her
she was fine, so did Joseph Schildkraut,

—

and Nina Foch said, “Why don’t you come
to my apartment for dinner? I feel
like spending the evening with a few

home

people

I especially like.”
Millie started to shake her head. The
only times she really wanted to go out,
was when nobody asked her, and she was
all by herself at home. But then she caught
a look of disappointment in Nina’s face,

and she
I’m so lonesome and homesick,
Millie thought achingly. It was a
Wednesday evening in early April, and
she’d curled up in a big chair with “The Sea
Around Us.” Her hair was in curlers and
she still had cream on her face and her
dinner was cooking in the kitchen. But
she couldn’t put Anne Frank out of her
pril:

it

star. And he’d tell her that Jimmie was
going around pretending that he wasn’t
a bit impressed that his sister Millie was
acting in a movie even though he was

secretly so

“Every girl is an actress,” Director
Stevens would tell her. “She’s just got
to loosen up and perform.”
So she’d try. But after long, hard hours

But

were the first letters she’d ever
received just for herself from Papa. Always before, he’d written to Mama, with
a line or so to each child. But now he was
writing to her as if she were all grown-up.
He’d tell her how the stevedores were
so interested in her career, bringing him
the news items they’d find in the papers,
and that he’d seen her picture in a magazine in the Honduras. And always news of
the family that she was so hungry for.
News about Janet and the four children in
These

It
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spur-of-the-moment

still

Millie felt a little

awkward, a little shy. She ate, and a moment later she couldn’t have told herself
what she’d eaten. Then, after dinner, a boy
she’d noticed across the room, came over
to her and smiled. “Hello,” he said, “I’m

Dean Stockwell.”
“I’m Millie Perkins.”
“I know.” His voice was very soft, very
low.
Why, I think he’s shy, she thought, looking at him and wondering why. Because,
certainly, he was very handsome. She had
recognized him he was a “little person,”
as she called someone without pretentions,
someone simple and open and direct and
almost as quiet as she herself was. I like
him, she decided, I really do.
But then the party was over and the
night was over and she was back at work
on the set, working as hard as she knew
how to get Anne just right to be Anne.
She almost forgot about the quiet, dark
boy she’d met the night before.
But he hadn’t forgotten her. She was
washing her hair under the faucet, when
she thought she heard the phone ring.
Why does the phone always ring at times

—

—

—
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—
she wondered, as she lifted her
head to listen. It was the phone, all right.
Wrapping a towel around her hair
with the shampoo still in it she walked
over and picked up the receiver. “Hello?”
she said.
liki.

Llua.'

—

“Hello!

Isn’t

it

a lovely day?

you mightn’t be home at
didn’t answer right off.

I

thought

when you
This is Dean

first,

Stockwell.”
“Oh.” She didn’t know what to say, and
so neither one of them said anything for

some moments.
Then: “Would you

like to go for a
drive?”
“A drive? Why why, I think I’d like
that,” she said. “But you’d better not
come for an hour or so. I can’t be ready
till then.” And she added quickly, “I’ve

—

washed

my

you see,” so that
he wouldn’t think she was one of those
girls who primped and everything.
just

And

hair,

so they drove off into the Holly-

wood hills, looking for signs of spring. It
was a lovely afternoon. It was the first
time Millie had really been happy in
Hollywood, and after she was home alone
again, she wondered why she’d been so
happy.
Maybe it’s because he’s so quiet, so
nice. Or maybe it’s because music seems
to be one of the biggest things in his life;
music and books and nature. Then, looking at herself in the mirror, she smiled.
it’s because he’s like me, she admitted, and she smiled even more.

Maybe

M

“I’ll always be a nobody,” Millie
thought in anguish. Standing in a
dark spot just off the sound stage, she
patted cologne on her hot forehead, rubbed
hand cream on her perspiring palms.

ay:

“Millie!
Millie Perkins!”
They were
calling her.
It
was time to shoot the
scene again. She hurried toward the tiny
lighted set in the middle of the vast dark
sound stage. She caught herself tripping
over one of the big cables coiled on the

She was always stumbling over
something. But today more than ever.
Today she had to do the scene with Ed
Wynn that she’d been dreading for so
long. They’d run through it a dozen times
already.
She’d been dull, flat, wooden
each time.
“Ho ho, Millie. You know why they
called Anne frank?” Ed Wynn chuckled,
helping her through the light-stands that

”

and said

seriously.

unhappiness,
time for it.”

little

“Never waste time on
There is no
Millie.

Dancing in her excitement, she ran to
George Jr. and joined him for the coffee
break. “You see, Millie, you’re actually
enjoying it now,” he said teasingly.
He was right, Millie realized. She loved
acting!

That wasn’t
life.

all

she loved.

She loved

She loved Hollywood. And she loved

being with Dean. They’d dated constantly
ever since they’d met. In fact, Millie told
herself one day, I guess I’m going steady.
Neither she nor Dean had dated anyone
else since Nina’s party.
I’m so glad I
went, she thought.
Then she stopped still in the middle of
the street. What if I hadn’t gone? But
she wouldn’t even face that horrible
thought. She was on her way to pick up
some bread for sandwiches. Dean was taking her to Malibu pier to fish.
On the other side of them was a young
couple just about their age. They were
surrounded by their children five stairsteps one of them in a lunch basket.
Millie looked at the couple and their
children, and then at Dean. “I think it’s
wonderful,” she whispered. “They seem
so happy but
“But you wouldn’t be happy that way?”
“Oh, I would! But not so soon, not now,”
she said softly.
And, as softly, he answered, “I know.”
He took her hand, giving it a gentle
squeeze.
She looked at him again. He does know,
she thought, and somehow his knowing
made her happier than she’d ever thought
she could be.

—

—

—

—

une: “I’m not really shy at all,” Millie
thought. She and Dick Beymer had
just finished rehearsing the last scene.
Often before, they’d heard the green police
wagon come shrieking through the streets.

J

floor.

edged the

be sure

set.

“Don’t start joking,” she implored him.
“That's all I need. I’ll die!”
“A little joke is good. Did you ever
.”
hear the one about
He cocked his head so comically, she
laughed before he’d even reached the
punch-line. Then he told another and she
forgot her stomach pangs.
"Ready?” George Stevens asked. He settled down in his chair, the tins of his
.

to get the

.

fingers together. Millie and Ed Wynn were
still laughing as they took their places in
the small space.
In that instant, Ed Wynn’s face changed.
He started arguing with her. She heard,
she argued back, answering him, forgetting herself, forgetting the problems of
acting. She was fighting against a difficult, critical adult, for the right to be happy. Tears rushed suddenly over her little
face. She cried; she sobbed.
Then the scene was over. She saw the

pleased look on Director Stevens’ face.
She saw George Jr. was winking and nodding. Good heavens acting was just like
life.
How simple! You just had to react

next issue

p
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someone!

She ran to Ed Wynn and kissed him.
“You are the loveliest man I’ve ever met
in my whole life,” she cried.
“You see, you stopped being unhappy,
you stopped worrying. You were unhappy for nothing.” He lowered his voice

.

.

known

they’d

that this time

it

wouldn’t

Without a word, they’d held each
other very close, promising to wait for-

pass.

ever.

.

.

.

Everyone on the
looked around her

set was crying. Millie
in surprise she’d for-

—

gotten herself. She’d done all these emotional scenes in front of all these people.
She remembered how, in high school,
she’d wanted so badly to try out for the
school play but try out in front of all
those kids?
Later, over coffee, she told Dean about it.
“I guess my biggest problem has been that
I love life
and that I was barricading
myself against it because I was so scared
and frightened. And now, from acting,
I’ve discovered I’m not scared any more.”
He leaned over and grinned at her.
“Going to be an actress, Millie?”
Going to be an actress? Yes, she was.
She was going to learn as much as they
could teach her. That’s why she’d let
Dean take her to Robert Blake’s workshop. But now she felt like running away
again. Standing there, watching the director bring out all the talented young
people in that long room, she felt she didn’t
belong. And, after all. Dean had been an
actor since he was a child, and he’d just
come from a stage production of “Compulsion.” He and nearly everyone else
in that room— were professionals with
years of training behind them.
Then, Sandra Knight, Millie’s new roommate, and she started working on a skit
together. As soon as they started, Millie
was all right again. She forgot her fears
and started to live the part as she’d been
doing on Anne Frank. I do belong, she

—

—

—

thought gladly. Tm an actress too.
She looked over at Dean. He was smiling. He looked so proud of her. And she
sat down quickly. Why, I’m in love, she
thought, realizing for the first time why
she was so happy.
After class, she and Dean went for
coffee with all the other kids, but she
scarcely heard them.
She noticed that
Dean seemed far away, too, and when she
walked out of the coffee shop with him,
she discovered why.
“Millie,” he said, turning and looking
into her eyes, “has it happened to you,
too?”
She didn’t have to ask what he meant.
“Yes,” she whispered.
“Forever?” he asked.
“Forever,” she told him. And she knew

from that moment on, that it would be,
even though he didn’t give her the plain
platinum ring with two leaves encircling
a single diamond until two months later
in August, when she came home from a
month of publicizing “Anne Frank” in
Europe, even though they didn’t announce their engagement until September.
“We’ll be married in June if you like,”

—

—

said, looking down at her. “I know
girls are supposed to like that month best

Dean

PHOTOPLAY

of all.”
Millie smiled.

“Any month would be

the

June will be just fine.”
Then, suddenly, she was crying.
Dean bent down, trying to comfort her.
“Millie what did I do? What did I say?”
Shaking her head, she whispered, “Nothbest month, but

—

on sale

—

to

coming closer and closer, then passing.
They were safe again. This time, she
and Dick had stood close together, hearing
it shriek closer and closer. And somehow

.

ing, nothing. It’s just that I’m so

scares

me

happy,

it

.”
.

.

For a moment she stood there looking up
him. And just as suddenly as she
started to cry, she began to smile. There
was nothing to be scared about. Everything was going to be wonderful. She just
knew it!
The End
at

Dec. 3

Millie’s in 20th’s “the diary or anne
FRANK.” dean’s IN 20th’s “SONS AND LOVERS.”

There was such a

JAMES DARREN
Continued from page 35

maybe recalling his despondent mood
over the break-up of his first marriage to
his childhood sweetheart, Gloria Terlitsky,
It’s a lot of other things
“isn’t only love.
said,

besides.
I have discussed all this to
sure we’re doing the right thing by

“Evy and

make

marrying now. We don’t want to outgrow
our love. Evy doesn’t want a second marriage.
She wants ours to last. So do I.
But I feel what we have can last. Maybe I
ought to start from the beginning. I’ve
never told anyone this story. All sorts of
things have been written about us but
this is the way it all really happened.
“About a year ago we were both taking
drama classes on the Columbia lot, and
all we had was a nodding acquaintance.
We used to do exercises in class, like trying
to be a tree or a duck or a snail.
“But one day the teacher wanted each
of us to get up in front of the class and
Evy was one of the
tell our life story.
first to be called on, and she walked up to
the front of the classroom and tried to
tell us her story, but she was flustered. She
couldn’t finish it. I could tell she was shy
about talking about herself, and I had a lot
Evy didn’t speak
of sympathy for her.
the language easily then, and some of the
kids in class were impatient and started
fussing around in their seats. This made
me feel worse. I looked up at her and
smiled. At the end of the class, I went up
and, just to take her mind off things, I
asked her if she liked sports cars.
“She didn’t speak, but she nodded yes.
It was as if the cat had her tongue.
Her
eyes were bright and warm, but there was
a sadness about them, and I remember
thinking how beautiful they were.
“I took her out to the parking lot and
showed her my black Porsche. She liked
it.
I asked her if she would have lunch
with me, and she smiled and said okay.
“We drove to a roadside place called Les,

The Corn Beef King’s. I couldn’t eat anything they had on the menu because I’m on
this health-food kick, but Evy had a
sandwich and some milk, while I swallowed
vitamins and protein pills. She started to
laugh when she saw me taking my pills.
‘What kind of nourishment is that?’ she
I was happy I had gotten her
out of her mood. Every time I took a pill,
she laughed. So I overdid the pill bit,
I guess, because I loved her laugh.
It was
so low and easy. And I remember wishing I could hear her laughter all day long.
asked, and
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happy sound to it.
Jim confessed. “I had
almost half a year and

soft,

“I wasn’t lonely,”

been separated for
had become used to living alone in a rented
room. But I was alone, and it was nice
to find good company. I’d hoped to save
my marriage, and every morning I’d go to
visit my son, Jimmy, to talk with him and

make him

feel secure

with

my

love.

“But I have to admit Evy’s light laugh
charmed me, and I wondered, ‘What’s she
really like? Is she as feminine and as
sweet as she seems?’
“After lunch, I drove her to her English
class with Mrs. Burrows, and before I left
her I managed to say, ‘Gee, Evy, since you
like sports cars a lot, maybe you’d like
to go for a ride some afternoon?’ And she
nodded her head and whispered, ‘Okay!’
“I walked her to the classroom door and
we said goodbye, but I kept wishing I could
say something more. I just didn’t want to
leave her, to be alone again. But I couldn’t
think of anything so I started to walk
away. I was late for my singing class.

Enjoy clear skin
again with

ACNECARE*

must have walked ten or fifteen feet,
when, all of a sudden I got up my gumption and I rushed back and said, ‘Hey, Evy,
how’d you like to take a ride after class?’
“She wouldn’t be finished until fourthirty, she said, and wasn’t that too long
I

for me to wait?
“I didn’t mind waiting, I told her.
we agreed to meet for the ride.

“Maybe

Medicated

So
• Hides blemishes, covers

had a premonition of something wonderful happening
that I sang very well that day, and my
it

was because

I

evenly
• Fights infection with potent
antibiotic action

vocal coach raved. Still, I couldn’t really
concentrate on my music.
“At four-thirty I was at her classroom
door, waiting, but the teacher had kept
her overtime. Finally, at five o’clock, Mrs.
Burrows dismissed her, and Evy came out.
We walked over to the parking lot.”

They drove

over Hollywood and

all

Foam
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relief of acne symptoms
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exclusive million-bubble
action.

its

outskirts. Evy asked him to stop by a dime
store which was open late so that she could
buy a scarf to protect her hair from

Available at
your drugstore

the wind.

funny, but I can’t remember where
drove. I was so fascinated with her
face and the way her warm brown eyes
lit up when she smiled and that easy,
friendly laugh of hers which is so soft it
sounds like a murmur.
“We talked a lot about ourselves. Evy
told me her dad was an architect in Copenhagen, and that her full name was Evy
Norlund Larsen, which the studio asked
her to shorten. And I told her I was Jimmy
Ercolani from an Italian neighborhood in
Philadelphia. She said she came from a
family of six children, and I said I had only
a younger brother, Johnny.
“Evy told me how much she missed
cooking.
The girls weren’t permitted to
cook at the Studio Club, where she stayed,
and one thing she was dying to fix was
fried chicken, her favorite.
“We talked about things we liked and
didn’t like.
We both were sent by pop
music, especially Frank Sinatra’s and
“It’s

Ideal for

we

^Trademark

Just send your
favorite snapshot or
portrait (returned

unharmed) and

money

“I don’t think either

of us realized so

time was passing

like a

magnet.

—because

something had happened between us.
There
was something about the way our eyes
looked at each other. I know mine were
Evy, and

them off
hard time keeping them

“In all honesty,
looking for love.

I’d

I

I had a
on the road.

couldn’t take

I

don’t think

I

was out

been very depressed
about my marriage being on the rocks, and
this was the first time my spirits had picked
up.

After driving for miles

all

over the

hills

to
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Johnny Mathis’, and we both approved of
medium-rare steaks and cheesecake for
dessert. We found out we were crazy about
swimming and tennis and reading poetry,
particularly the poems of Kahlil Gibran.
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ALL-TIME BEAUTIES
Continued fro7n page 60

of Hollywood, Jim asked Evy if she’d like
to go to the beach and listen to the ocean.
So he drove to Cabrillo, where the two of
them sat on a rocky ledge and took off
their shoes and let their feet dangle in the

water.

INGRID BERGMAN:

“

.

.

a peasant-like

.

charm of simpleness, a healthy, wholesome strength. A fresh-faced beauty that
will
tion,

devoid of sophisticalacking style and sense of fashion,

never fade

.

yet earthily vital

.

.

.

and sensitive mouth
screen

.

she

.

.

is

.

the most beautiful
any woman on the
eternal woman, the
.

of

strong, the weak, the mother all in one
a beauty because of determination
undefeatable character.”

DEBORAH KERR:

.

.

.

dignity of car-

.

humor and depth of soul
charm with maturity, wisdom

riage, great

lady-like

.

and

.

.

and not overly sophisticated
and grace of a real woman that
.

.

.

.

the air

more

is

’mportant than her delicate, balanced features and makes one more aware of her
qualities tha i her good figure.”

ELIZABETH TAYLOR:

she combines
a rare quality of naivete and siren
her
coloring, her violet eyes
her figure
that typifies everything that is woman
her independent star-like approach to life,
her lavish, lush beauty of face; her reasoning, tantalizingly unpredictable; a beauty,
though, which she may be too lazy to preserve through the years.”
“.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SUMMING

.

.

UP: Surprisingly, to have
woman does not seem to

great beauty a

need perfection, a voluptuous figure or
even a beautiful face. She needs most a
willingness to work at and accent the
qualities she possesses. Over the years the
qualities of serenity, simplicity and style
seem to wear best, lasting the longest and
stimulating the one quality that every
great beauty seemed to have an aura of
mystery, of surprise.
The End

—

was
was

twilight,” Jim continued, “and
a purplish glow over the sea;
it made me feel so good to be alive.
I just
couldn’t help telling Evy that she was
somebody special, and she said I was very
nice to give her comfort and encouragement after class.
“It

there

incongruous to her other features, yet
making for a beauty; a face more lovely in
repose than smiling, so lovely one ignored
any possible defect of figure.”

“She confessed she had been very loneShe
for her folks in Copenhagen.
loved Hollywood, but it was so far away
from home.
“We seemed to need each other that
day, and maybe that’s how love begins.
Out of need. Not out of attraction. For
a while we didn’t say anything, and we

some

both

comfortable being

felt

“When

I realized we should
drove Evy back to the

got chilly,

it

go home. So
Studio Club

—

I

Kim Novak stayed there
she first came out west from Chicago.
We sat outside the Studio Club in my car
and talked about tomorrow. I just hated to
when

I

we

Finally, after

leave.

drove

good night,

said

off.

“When

got

I

home

to

my

furnished room,

realized it was eleven o’clock and we
hadn’t eaten. I’d forgotten about asking
Evy to dinner. It may sound crazy, but I
I

wasn’t hungry.
I
wondered if she was
hungry. I’d apologize to her tomorrow,
”
I decided
The next day Jim told Evy he’d forgotten completely about dinner, but Evy told
him she didn’t miss it at all and that for
some reason she wasn’t hungry, either.
That noontime they lunched again at Les,
The Corn Beef King’s, and Evy ordered
a corn beef sandwich and milk. Jim finally broke down and ordered a bacon sand-

around her and tell her we were
on the same wave length. She’d laugh that
soft, low laugh of hers and I’d get goosebumps all over me.
“One Saturday afternoon, when we were
walking through town, I remember I had
a strong feeling of falling deeply in love
with Evy. I’m sure I had fallen in love
with her long before, but suddenly, as we
passed a blind person on the street, she
looked at me with such sadness. I dropped
a quarter in the blind man’s cup. But Evy,
after a couple minutes, rushed back and

gave him a dollar. She just knew he
needed help, she said.
“The way she was concerned about the
blind man made my heart jump, out of love
for her, because she’s got so much love for
the world.

I

knew

sometime thing

then,
for Evy.

my
It

love wasn’t a

was deep, bot-

tomless.”

“How do two people who are in love decide they are ready for marriage?” I asked
Jim.

that evening, so

morning and

my

goof,

I

could

make up

for

and she suggested we eat at the
Studio Club; the girls were all allowed to
have a guest at dinner. So I said okay. The
food turned out to be disappointing

Evy

— girl

ate it all, as though she
In Europe they have a greater
appreciation of food than we do. We’ve
never suffered here the way they did during the war. I’ve noticed since that Evy
always cleans her plate because, when
she was young, food was scarce in Denmark and she’s never taken it for granted,
not even while she’s been living here.”

Joan Crawford

my arms

me

it.

The next night Jim asked Evy to dine
with him at the Aware Inn a healthfood place where lots of the young stars
like Johnny Saxon, Vicki Thai, Tab Hunter, Gardner McKay go. They ordered beef

—

—

Jean Harlow

—

wich on toast and a salad.
“I asked Evy if she’d have dinner with

enjoyed

UP:

things people talk about when they’re in
love.
Now that I think back on it, I
guess lovers sometimes just don’t make
sense.
We decided the tiny scars we
had on our thumbs, from kitchen knives,
meant we were destined to be together.
We compared our palms. We decided we
were both telepathic that was a joke,
of course. Sometimes we’d be riding along
in the Porsche and the two of us would
start singing the same song.
I’d pull up
the car to the side of the road and put

kind of happened,” Jim answered.
didn’t go together with marriage in
mind. But, after a while, when we couldn’t
stop seeing each other, I knew we would
have to talk about marriage.
“When Evy had her appendectomy at the
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, I nearly went
wild.
I didn’t want her suffering alone,
without her parents. I was there before the
hospital opened its doors at nine in the

portions.

RUNNERS

We

silent.

watched the waves tossing and the dark
night coming on over the sea.

become very important to me. She smiled
“Those next few weeks passed like
minutes. It’s kookie, isn’t it, what nutty

Stroganoff, which
favorite dishes.

is

now one

of

their

“Afterwards we drove around again
and we listened to the car radio, and,
just by accident I guess, we kept hearing
the song ‘Imagination,’ over and over
again.

“We
I

sang

decided
it

words are

all

would be our song. And
long to Evy.
The

it

night

pretty.

It

Imagination

starts off

.

.

.

funny.
It makes a cloudy day sunny,
Makes a bee think of honey,
Just as I think of you
“Later we drove to the Cabrillo beach
and sat on our rocky ledge again, and we
took off our shoes and splashed our feet
in the water. I couldn’t hold myself back
There was something about
that night.
the stars in the sky and the sea breezes
is

.

blowing and Evy by
feel like a king.

So

her and kissed her.

my
I

side that

put
I

.

my

told

.

made me

arms around
her she had

“It just

“We

I left each night at midnight.
talked about marriage then. A lot. Evy
told me she doesn’t want marriage to hurt

We
my

She knew how broken up
first marriage.
But life
doesn’t stand still. It moves on.
I

career.

was over

my

“I understand my former wife Gloria’s
found herself a new love, which makes me
happy because I want Gloria to have a full,
rich life. But when Gloria and I married,
we were kids. We were too young for
the responsibilities of marriage. We were

children playing house.
“I like to think I’ve grown up since
then. Heartbreak, painful as it is, makes
And I don’t
a person stop and think.
want Evy and me to outgrow our love. This
is why we’ve gone together for a year, to
I’ve
see how we feel about each other.
kept our dating a secret because I didn’t
think it w'as fair to Evy to make an announcement about it until we were sure
of ourselves. After all. I’m divorced and
she isn’t, and I want to protect her from
So that’s why I
any gossipy rumors.
waited until we were sure of each other
and our love before I told our story to
you.

“Remember when
only based on love?

I

said marriage isn’t

I’ve learned,

through

my own

tragic failure, that marriage should
be based on a lot of other things: respect

and understanding and kindness. Evy and
on all these things, so
I see eye-to-eye
I know we’re doing the right thing by
taking the next step
“Don’t you agree,
our story?”

— marriage.
now

that

you know
The End

JIMMY DARREN IN COLUMBIA’S “THE GENE
KRUPA story” and “ALL THE YOUNG MEN.” AND
LISTEN TO JIMMY SING ON THE COLPIX LABEL.
SEE

me

home from work.
reading for a mo-

seemed too quiet.
Susanna. Without
“Drink your milk.

thinking, I said,
That’s a girl,” I coaxed, without missing a
word in the text. Then it dawned on me
that Susanna had gone off with Lee to get
the meat for the barbecue we planned that
evening.
Telling children to drink their milk can
become an involuntary habit for a mother,
I guess. Just recently, during a luncheon
interview, right in the middle of cutting
into my pork chop, I said to the writer,
“Drink your milk! It’s good for you.”
“Huh?” the interviewer asked.
Apologetically, I rushed on to explain
that after sixteen years of eating three
meals a day with children, this is an
occupational habit.
I noticed that the mother in the article
didn’t have any such habits. I stopped
reading, when she said she was proud she
.

reprimand any of her

to

In

fact,

had never even

.

.

six

she explained that she
once had to raise her

voice to them.

got a sinking feeling. I knew
I did raise my voice
often. I had the urge, right then and
there, to write an article in defense of us
other mothers and all we have to take.
It’s not that I’m not in favor of children.
I am. I have four of them: Phillip, age 16,
Peter, 13, Paul, 12, and Susanna, 3.
They’ve already learned to live with
me being younger and more adaptable.
I’m just learning to live with them.
I used to think, all you had to do to
understand children, was put yourself in
their position having once been a child

S

uddenly
it

was

I

true;

—

—

yourself. Sixteen years later, I now know:
This doesn’t work. Somehow, it seems,

children have changed. Or maybe mothers
have.
I was sixteen
almost the same age as
Phillip when I met Lee, and the day I
met him, I made up my mind I was going
to marry him. We were both in Hollywood
as contestants in the “Gateway to Hollywood” competition.
had created two

—

tell

fourteen-year-old

back

sister

home!”

said, and, with all this, she also managed
to “slip into” a pretty dress every evening

children.

my

of

She did her own housework, made all her
own clothes and the children’s clothes,
belonged to half-a-dozen community activities and did her own baking and all
the canning. She was well-groomed and
pretty enough to get a job modeling, it

never had

down and

smile

Continued from page 49

when her husband got
I slowed down my
ment because things
Then I remembered

came to showing
me on the head,
me, “You remind me

tentive, the nearest Lee
affection, was to pat

GALE STORM

—

RKO

names, Terry Belmont and Gale Storm,
and the contest was to select a boy and
a girl to fit the names. The winners would
be given a movie contract.
I had come all the way from Houston,
Texas, and can remember standing in the
middle of one of the huge sound-stages,
sort of looking around at all the hundreds
of hopefuls, when I noticed a tall, darkhaired, good-looking boy chatting with a
group of pretty and rather sophisticated
girls.
At least, that’s what they seemed
to me at sixteen. I heard him say he was
from South Bend, Indiana. I tried to catch
his attention, but he wasn’t interested. Not
only was I sure that day I was going to
marry him, but I was sure he was going

win the contest.
As the weeks went by, I got to mpet
him and act with him. I didn’t know
which was making me work harder: the
chance to become Gale Storm, the movie
star, or Mis. Lee Bonnell — that was his
to

name. In the beginning, becoming a star
looked easier, for even though I was at-

Well, both Lee and
got our contracts and

I

won our

fell

home to tell my mother
but when she heard that

contests,

in love.

I

raced

the good news,
I wanted to get

married, she" put her foot down. “Being
a movie star is wonderful,” she said, “but,
being married before you finish high
school, won’t do.”

Lee took the delay good-naturedly (he
all of eighteen) and said, “We can get

was

know each other much better.” We did.
knew Lee was the right one for me
and, when I was seventeen, we were marBefore the ceremony, we shopped
ried.

to

I

and
Hollywood Beverly Christian
Church, where we still go as a family

for the right church to be married in

chose

the

today.
I

was

so scared.

I

remember standing

back of the church, waiting for the
wedding march, and suddenly, when the
organ began, I started to cry. My bridesmaid gave me some tissues, but I couldn’t
The organist played the wedding
stop.
march through again, as everyone tried
to stop my tears with cold compresses,
and before I knew what happened, someone pushed me and I started down the
with tissues under my bouquet.
aisle
at the

Wrisley Spray Colognes
Introducing the light touch: a new
in fragrance, delightful for
giving. Three light-hearted new
aerosol colognes, a wardrobe of

fashion

—

All the way down the aisle, I sobbed.
I couldn’t stop. The minister was so panicked, that he rushed through the ceremony at record speed. Lee kept leaning
over and saying, “It’s nervousness. You’ll
feel better.” But three days later, when
I was still crying, Lee began to wonder.
I tried to explain I was just happy.
I can’t say I was more mature and better

prepared for motherhood.

Before

—

I

to do?”
Looking back, I realize
know what a mother was!

each
Plus tax

I

Prices slightly higher in Canada.

MATERNITY CATALOG

—

know what

—

$100

was
was

married, I wanted four children I
the youngest of five children and I liked
a large family but when I found out I
was pregnant, all I could think was, “I’m
too young to have a baby. How will I

—
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fragrance
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FREE
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Baby Names.
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Mo.

didn’t even
Now I do.
I

mother is an automatic dishwasher, a
chauffeur and nursemaid, a soft shoulder to lean on and a comfortable lap
to climb into. She’s a broken record that
chants Drink your milk. Pick up your
clothes, and Go to bed. She’s always in
a hurry, out of money, under pressure
and otT a diet! She’s a den mother, a room
mother, a Sunday sermon come to life.
She preaches what she believes, and practices what she preaches
except about her
age. She’s a shopper, a pants-presser, a
cookie-maker. In other words, she’s a
handy little gadget. At least, that’s the

A

'"SKI i"'"®

—

way

it

But

plain exasperating.
I have been a den mother, a Sundayschool teacher, a hot- dog salesman at
Little League games, and a ballplayer

when

drug store

seems to her.
to a sixteen-year-old son, she’s just

there’s

never said

I

If

You Were

A

no one else around. And I’ve
know anything about basket-

When my boys started playing, I
thought I should take an interest, so I
went out in the backyard to watch them.
I was at a loss to know what they were
doing, but I was enthusiastic just the
same. I felt somehow I should be.
ball.

“Let’s go, gang,” I coached. “Come on.”
And as each of the boys bounced the ball
past me. I’d either whack him enthusiastically on the back, or verbally kindle his
morale. This went on for about half a

strenuous hour,

till

they took a break.

Phillip came over to me and took
me off to a secluded spot. Putting his
hand fatherly-like around
shoulder,
he shook his head a little, then said, “I
don’t know how to begin, Mom, but gee.

Then

my
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—
you’ve got to grow up. You can’t go on
acting like a kid
you seem so immature!” My athletic contribution is now
limited to knitting white sports socks.
Lee and I have learned to give the
boys their independence. Mother’s place
is in the home. The boys have an outdoor
recreation room out in the back, where
their friends can come and go. Music is
piped in and the place really belongs to
the kids. One night we were looking at
TV, but the din out of that back house
drowned out even the station breaks. I
just covered my ears and hoped for the
best. But Lee, I could tell, was wondering
what the ruckus was all about. I watched
him get up, put on a sweater and mumble
something about, “I’ll be right back.” He
was in in a few minutes with kind of a
.

.

.

—

sheepish smile. “I forgot,” he said, “it’s
their house.”
And so here begins and ends all discussions about growing up with one’s
children. You can’t; that’s the final answer.
For they’re already convinced
they’ve grown up past you!
,

iving with people who are children is
an art. It also takes talent along with
a working knowledge of Dr. Spock,
Dr. Freud, Dr. Gisell and yourself.

L

I’m always astonished when, after Lee
has explained a detailed and complex insurance transaction, one of the boys will
answer, “Boy, I see why you did that.
Dad.” I don’t expect them to think at
least about our adult problems. But we’ve
learned they do, and so several times a
year, Lee and I and the children sit down
and try to see just exactly in what direction we’re all headed individually and
collectively as a family.
If the kids are doing some things which
seem to be taking them off in the wrong
direction or a less desirable one we try
to change. We do this around the dinner
table. Our minister. Dr. Cleveland Kleihauer, told Lee and me that the time a
child or anyone else, for that matter is
most responsive, is at the dinner hour
around the dinner table. This is one of
the few times during the day when the
whole family is together and parents make
the deepest impression on their children.
We’ve been doing this since the kids were
young. Sometimes a few grievances get
aired, too. This started accidentally with
Peter and Paul, when they were much
younger.
“Pass the potatoes to Paul,” I told Peter
one evening, while I tossed the greens and

—
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tomato salad.
“I can’t,” Peter answered.

“Why not?” I asked, unaware of a pressing family cold war.
“
’Cause I’m not looking at him today,”
Peter answered.
“He took my baseball bat,” Paul sud“He won’t give it
denly interrupted.
.”
.

.

.

Address

.”

charitable penalties.

City

State
(Canadian

price

30c)

Talking about penalties, mixed in with
a sound religious education, family exercise,

It’s

funny, but the better

course, you’d

better be right.

remember one time, when the boys
were small, Lee came home from work
I

and, as he opened the door to our newlypainted house, he let out a “Who did
that?” There, all over the wall in crayon,
were scribbles and houses and weird little people.
“Well,” he said, turning around to the
boys, “who did it? If
and I have told
you once, we’ve told you a hundred times,
use your crayon paper for drawing.”
Both Peter and Paul stood there, digging their toes deeper into the carpet,
but neither of them would confess. Phillip

Mom

managed to mumble, “I wouldn’t
When nobody came forward, Lee
.

.”
.

threatened to punish all three. He did. All
three were spanked. Later, I discovered
that a neighbor’s child had done it. What
could we do? We told the boys, and Lee
bent over and let the fellows give him
one whack each.
“For once,” I told the boys, “remember,
I was neutral.”

—the

could have gone on remembering

I

article

had started

me thinking—but

I

heard the car drive in and the rustle
of grocery bags and the kitchen door slam,
and then the soft pat -pat of sneakered
feet.

“Hiii,

Mommy!”

a

soft

feminine voice,

coming from low near the ground, said.
It was Susanna.
“May I come up?” she
asked, already holding onto the
trying to roll herself into it.

hammock,

I lifted her up and squeezed her around
her middle, knowing that she would giggle
as she always did. This was our private

Only we knew that Susanna was
“Don’t tell Paul I’m ticklish,”
she would caution me.
“What’d you do?” It was my turn to
ask a question, and she had her answer,
all prepared, knowing that this, too, was
joke.

ticklish.

part of our secret.
.”
“We bought milk and got Peter
she began, and then she stopped. A leaf
had fallen into my hair. Reaching up, she
picked it out carefully so as not to pull
any hairs. Satisfied, she patted the stray
hairs down and snuggled up to me. “Let’s
sing ‘Jesus Loves Me,’ ” she suggested.
And we did, softly, as we swung peacefully in the hammock, safe and happy.
W^en we finished, she looked up at me
with her candid eyes. “Mommy,” she
asked, “know what?” and she waited until
I said, “No, what?”
“Mommy,” she said, “I love you.” And
then, “Can I grow up to be a Mommy,
too?”
It was the nicest compliment I’d ever
received. And before I knew it, I had
forgotten all about that magazine article.
.

—

.

—

The End

—

.

little discipline.

you discipline your children, it seems, the
more they are certain you love them. Of

—

told ” And then it seemed ten, instead of two, little boys’ voices were raised
accusingly across the mashed potatoes, increasing in pitch, oblivious to table manners.
“Hey, hey, wait a minute,” Lee finally
came in stronger. “Let’s have some quiet
and some mashed potatoes.”
Then Lee hit upon his plan. “Paul,” he
said, “you pretend that you are Peter and
Peter, you are Paul. Now, instead of arguing for yourself, you must argue each
other’s case.”
“Well,” Peter began, “I took I mean,
Paul has this baseball bat that he isn’t

“He

We’ve found this reversal of arguing
works. It’s even responsible for some

please Print
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PAJAMA PARTY

i.

Continued from page 53
f

I glad I had the camera.
operations shifted to the
kitchen, and what a mess we made of all
those carefully prepared platters that is,
everyone but me. I’m on a diet. As I
watched Connie pile away three chicken
legs in a row, I wondered how she ever
keeps her cute shape with an appetite like

and was

I ruffles,

Pretty

soon,

—

that.

Later came the Inner Sanctum Hour,
all stretched out in a row on the
living-room floor to listen to scary stories.

and we

Only two lamps glowed on the floor at
either side of the couch (the tables for
them to stand on hadn’t been delivered
yet), so it was just the right atmosphere,
as Pidgeon began reading “The Tale of the
Four Greedy Brothers,” who land up getting buried alive in the brick wall of their

own wine

cellar.

Just

when

the last brick

was about to be laid, the most hideous
moaning broke out from somewhere outside in the night, and I dropped that heavy
camera right smack on Pidgeon’s head.
She let out a shriek, and that started it.
We all got the screaming meemies and
scrambled under our blankets as we heard
the front door burst open. Heavy feet
stomped toward us, and a masculine voice
shouted, “No one there but you chickens?”
Out popped a familiar head. “No one
here but us Belmonts!” Dion mocked.
“Boys!” was all the answer he got, and
then it was war. I mean, literally. Pillows
flew back and forth and made an absolute
hash of the whole room, but I managed to
salvage the camera before the last Charge
of the Pajama Brigade drove the Belmonts
clear out on the stoop.

ly, when we’d calmed down a bit, it turned
out none of us was exactly one hundred
per cent happy over the victory!
After we got our second wind, we all
trooped up to Connie’s room to fiddle
around with make-up and curlers and to
talk about you-know-who. In the middle
of her bed lay the family mongrel, Mambo,
peacefully wheezing.
“Get your cotton -pick in’ paws off that
purple taffeta this minute!” Connie ordered. Mambo looked so sheepish, I came
out with a kind of hysterical trill of a
giggle, and all of a sudden every girl in
the room was looking at me.
“Bella!” said Connie. “That’s the first
real comment you’ve made all night!”
Well, it was almost true, because I guess
maybe it takes me a little longer than
most people to really let myself go. But
by then I felt as though all seven of us
(not just Connie and I) had known each
other since kindergarten, and I began to

sort

feel

of

nostalgic. As
beautiful,

making ourselves
on the spot

my

Mambo

•
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we

got busy
flopped down
had vacated, hoisting
I

on the headboard, and Connie
my toes with some gold nail-

feet up
made for
polish.

“Remember back in school,” I suddenly
“Remember how you and I both
liked a certain someone, and we wouldn’t
laughed.

talk to each other for a

whole week?”

Bratson!” Connie whooped,
spilling gold all over my feet. It was seeping down my leg and onto the purple
bedspread, but we were both holding our
stomachs with laughter, not caring, and
before we knew it, we’d blurted out exactly the same words, in perfect unison;
“Wasn’t he a creep?”
After that, the party disintegrated into

“Dunnie

what

else?

—man

talk!

something wonderfully basic
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When

the door was safely locked behind them, we dragged back to the parlor
with a bad case of battle fatigue, to discuss the retreat of the Belmonts. Natural-

CONNIE’s NEWEST ALBUM, “my thanks to you,” on m-g-m records.
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TY HARDIN
Continued from page 67
laughed and said, “Off to work
with you!” But when he left, she hastily
telephoned for an appointment with the
doctor.
“Do you think you can make a

She

just

now?” she asked.
replied that he’d suggested that she
return about this time, but Andra, not one
to be too much concerned about herself,
hadn’t remembered the exact date of the
definite diagnosis

He

appointment.

When Ty

returned that evening, she
greeted him at the door of their apartment.
There was a radiance about her that is
given only to mothers-to-be. Ty thought
she looked unusually beautiful.
“Hello, daddy,” she said.
Ty looked perplexed, wrinkling his forehead. She had never called him that before.
Then he recalled his remark of the
morning.
“Aw, stop kidding,” and he gave her a
bear hug.
Andra looked up at him. Their eyes met

and

held.

“You

are going to be a father,” Andra
said gently, then gayly added, “You’re always right!”
They celebrated that evening with a
gala little dinner in the dining room of
their apartment. There were pink candles
and soft music from the record player in
the living room, and Andra served Ty his
favorite meal steak.
After dinner, he
helped her with the dishes, and they spent

—

the remainder of the evening discussing
the baby and planning for the future. They
were in love and they were going to have
a baby and they were the happiest people
in the world.
That night they stayed up
till after three, talking and laughing and
sitting close to each other. But then Andra
said suddenly, “I’m hungry, darling.”
“What?” He laughed. “After all that
steak? Your cravings are starting already.”
“Do we have any strawberries?” she

asked softly.
“Frozen ones,” he
defrost

said.

“Want me

to

them?”

She nodded. “If you run them under
hot water they don’t take so long.”
“Okay. One dish of hot strawberries
coming up,” he said, going off into the
kitchen.
When he came back in a few
minutes and handed her the dish of strawberries, he was grinning.
“What is it?” she asked, spooning strawberries into her mouth.
“I’ve got a name for the baby,” he told

her

softly.

“If it’s a

boy.

him John Richard Hardin.

I’d like

How

to call

do you

like it?”

She considered it a long time; then she
nodded. “I rather like it, Ty. It has a
good sound.”
“John is for your father and Richard’s
for Rick Sanders, of course. After all, we
ought to ask him to be the godfather if he
can tear himself away from contracting
long enough!”
“Oh, he’ll manage to,” she smiled. But
then she grew serious again. “Where will
we put the baby when he comes, darling?
I think the apartment’s too small really.
Do you think we can afford a house now?”

—
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THE 1960 EDITION OF

TV's Top Stars

Suddenly, she laughed. “We may have to,”
she said. “What if it’s twins?”
“Twins!” he yelped, jumping up from the
couch. But then he sat down and began
to smile about it. “Say, wouldn’t that be
great!
What does the doctor say?”
“It’s too soon to tell yet.”
Ty squeezed her hand. “Well, if it can’t
be twins, then I hope it’s a girl. 'Then when
we have a boy, he’ll have a big sister to
look after him.
Having an older sister
would make a boy more understanding
about women, I think. Then, too, an older
sister would give a boy an added feeling
of security, don’t you agree?”
“Sure,” Andra said, but she knew he
wasn’t thinking about that really. “I never
really knew my father,” she remembered
his saying, and she saw again the lost, hurt
look on his face.
Now he said, “Our children are going to
have a home a real home.”
“Yes,” she told him.
“It’s not going to be like it was when I

—

was growing up.”

For some moments he

didn’t say anything, and then he turned
back to her and took her hands in his. He

had come from a broken home.
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been living in a small but tidy place in
Houston, Texas the three of them Ty and
his brother and their mom. Like all the
other kids, they’d gone to school mornings
and come home to hot chocolate and
cookies in the afternoons. And like other
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had their fights and their
making-ups, and some days, when they
were good. Mom took them to the movies
to watch the cowboys beat the daylights
out of the Indians. The cowboys won every
single time. How come? they’d ask her on
the way home. They were like other kids
with only one difference. They didn’t
have a father. His mother had told them,
one day, that she had gotten what was
called a “divorce,” and so Ty and his
brother learned to play catch from the
other boys, and had to leam about a lot
of other things by themselves, too.
But
that didn’t really matter. Not much, anyway.
What mattered was the day his mother
told him she couldn’t keep him with her
any more.
He simply stood there in the dimly
lighted room, staring past her out the win-
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I
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.

dow

at the rain slanting

talk about

against the

it.”

she dried.

The warm,

soapy water was soothing, somehow. The
warmth of it, and the automatic dipping up
and down of his hands, released his mind
and let his thoughts race away, far from
that moment, far from the sound of his
mother’s voice. She was saying, “No, I
don’t want you to go out and work, Ty.
You’re big for your age, but your mind’s
got to grow, too. No, I’ve got it all fixed
so that you can go off to military school.”
She mentioned the name of it, and this
brought him sharply back to face what
so far away!” he objected.
see you?”
“There’ll be vacations and such,” she re-

“But

CITY

down

and wondered if it was raining
everywhere in the world at that moment.
It seemed as if it ought to be.
“Did you hear me, Ty?” his mother asked
softly.
“I just can’t make ends meet any
more, even if I did get a raise in that secretarial job. I can’t do it.”
He swallowed before he dared to speak.
Even so, his voice came out funny. “But
what are we going to do?” he asked. “I
mean, should I go to work, or what?”
Putting her apron on, she said, “Come
on, help me with the dishes. Son, and we’ll
town,

she’d said.

STREET

I

I

.

He washed and

If your newsdealer can't supply
you, send 50^ with this coupon.

—

brothers, they’d

.

Here in one big picture-filled book are
the complete up-to-date life stories
of 95 great television stars. With this

had never forgotten the day his mom
had told him she couldn’t keep his
brother and him any longer. They’d

e

STATE

that’s

“When’ll

I

minded him, but she would not meet

his
will stay with
your grandmother in Austin, and I’ll just
take a room somewhere, I guess.”
He stared at her and then past her.
“You’ll be able to see him then, I guess,”
he said slowly. “Austin’s not so far away
that
“But you’ll be home vacations like I told
you,” she said quickly.

“And your brother

eyes.

—

He

rinsed the last dish under the tap
to set it in the rack. But he
didn’t make it. The dish slipped from his
fingers and fell to the floor. He couldn’t
count the number of pieces it had broken
into, nor did he care about it. Automatically, he leaned down and began picking
up the pieces, but he felt better somehow.
He was almost glad in a way that the plate
had broken.
Soon after that, he’d gone away to military school.
But he hadn’t stayed very
long.
couple of times he wrote his mother letters. In each of them he said, “I’m
coming home.” But he always got the same
answer, “You’ve got to stay!”
He didn’t though. He left school and
found jobs washing dishes and slinging
hash and even in one place grinding lenses
for an optical Arm. And all that time he
didn’t let his mother know where he was.
Then one day, as suddenly as he’d dropped
out of sight, he turned up again. In Houston, in his mother’s office. And she cried
and he cried, and then, when she’d kissed
him and dried her tears, she said, “Come
on we’re going to find an apartment.”
“Can I stay now?” he’d asked.
“Sure, Son,” she’d answered, “you can
stay home now.
I guess it’s what you

and started

A

—

want to do.”
want our kids

really
“I

home

to

know

they have a

the time,” he said quietly now.

all

ow

different her own home-life had
been, Andra thought.
She’d been
raised on a farm in Rockford, Illinois.
She’d gathered eggs and milked cows and

H

wakened every morning to find new baby
chicks, or a new calf, or some other miracle
that had happened during the night. Her
folks

had been plain people

— immigrants

from

Sweden

always been

—but

there’d

plenty of love to go around and there’d
never been the slightest doubt in her mind
that the farm was home for always and al-

ways

.

.

.

Now

she leaned closer to him, taking his
face in her hands. “You’ll be such a good
daddy,” she told him. “I just know you
will, darling.”

Looking at her soberly, he said nothing
for so long that she didn’t think he was
going to answer. She yawned a little and
rubbed her eyes. Then he smiled and said,
“And you’ll be a wonderful mommy. Now
where’s that phone book? First thing tomorrow I’m going to call every real-estate
agent in the book and tell them what we

—

Then he stopped talking and
“What do we want?” he asked.
But Andra had curled up on the couch.
She was sound asleep. Gently, he covered
her up with an afghan, and then he went
into the bedroom and crawled into bed.
Now he could get some sleep, too.
The next day, true to his word, Ty called
every real-estate agent in the hook. But
they didn’t find the house they wanted for
want.”

blinked.

quite a while. Dream houses, they discovered, don’t grow on trees not on palm
Every spare minute they
trees, anyway.
had they were either talking about the
baby, or talking about the house.
Mostly, they talked about it nights when
Andra couldn’t sleep, or couldn’t decide
exactly what it was she wanted to eat.
“It’ll have a big back yard,” Ty would say,
“big enough for the boy’s Scout troop to
have a barbecue if he wants to belong tp
the Scouts, that is.”

—

—

“And

Hollywood

“It’ll

“It’s

if it’s a boy?” Andra chimed in.
have a stereo sound system so that
we can be anywhere in the house or the
yard and hear him when he cries.”

—

—

“He won’t cry,” she said. “He’ll be a
happy baby. And we’ll paint the house
Swedish red, with white trim.”
Ty got out some paper and a pencil and
began filling in the details of the exterior
of the house. He marked red on the sides
and white for the trim. Then he began
drawing in bushes and flowers and little
trees. “This is how we’ll plant things,” he
“The greenery will tie the house to
said.
the ground, so to speak.”
“Fine.” Andra yawned a little. “I wonder
there’s any English toffee left,” she
if
asked.
Absently, Ty rummaged through the
box “No. You ate the last piece an hour
ago,” he told her. “Now, the den’ll be all in
ox-blood leather. We’ll have deep chairs in
And
there for reading and television.
Maybe I’ll
here’ll be lots of bookcases.
build them. Oh, I forgot to tell you we’ll
have a complete workshop for me, too. And
I’ll build a picnic table and ping-pong table
for the back yard.”
“Fine.” She yawned again. Her eyes felt
so heavy, but she forced them to stay open.
“And the living room,” she said, “will be
all done in ivory, with a huge, blue couch
1

—

it.
Then we’ll have touches of crimson
and ivory in the drapes and side chairs. I
saw some in the paper today.” Then she
frowned.
“Ooo,” she said, holding her

in

tummy.
“What’s the matter?” Ty asked anxiously.

—

She shook her head. “I don’t know that
ice cream you went out and got me a couple of hours ago maybe. Honey, would vou
mind getting me a glass of Pepto-Bismol?”
Pu.shing his feet into his slippers, he said,
“Well, a quart of ice cream’s a lot for anybody even if they may be eating for
three,” and he walked sleepily toward the
bathroom, rubbing his eyes.
Snuggling down into bed, Andra thought

—

about it. What if it really was going to be
Iwins? The doctor had said it might be.
Twins
On that thought, she turned
over and fell asleep.
.

.

.

he next thing she knew Ty was standing over her, yelling and holding his
stomach. His face matched the red in
his striped pajamas. “What’s the matter?”
she asked, trying to keep her eyes from

T

closing again.

Pointing to the empty glass, he said, “I
drank it!”
She wanted to laugh, but she was too
sleepy. He’d probably stood there, looking

down

at her while she slept, holding the
glass of Pepto-Bismol, and not knowing
what to do with it. Finally, he’d drunk it
himself!

Then he got

bed and turned out the
light,
In about fifty seconds he was snoring. But for some reason, Andra was now
wide-awake. What is the funny thing called
pregnancy? she asked herself, staring off
into

into the darkness.

As she lay there, smiling into the darkened room, she started playing the game
she’d been playing ever since she knew
there would be a baby.
She called the
game “think-a-name” but she hadn’t been
able to think of a name, yet, for a little
girl. She has to have a name, she told herself
that is, if she’s a she and it was at
that moment that she thought of it: Trina
Diana.
It has such a fragile, feminine

—

—

sound, she told herself. It’s exactly right.
And she woke up Ty to tell him.
But all he said was, “Mmph!” and turned
over again.
Shortly after, they found the name for
the girl if it was a girl they found the
house the dream-house. It was a plain,
comfortable house on Toluca Lake in the

—

—

—

hills, not far from the studio.
ours!” Ty said, beaming at the realestate agent. ^Tt was just sitting here all
the lime we were looking for it, waiting
for us to find it!” Andra agreed, jumping

up and down.
“Take it easy now,” Ty cautioned, putting his arm around her and pulling her to
him.

But she was too excited to hear him. “All
our early-American furniture will fit in
perfectly,” she said. “The dishes, the drapes

— everything!”

—

“Oh have you already got all your furnishings?” the real-estate agent asked.
Andra and Ty exchanged glances. “Well,
“But it’s all on
not exactly,” Ty said.
paper!”
"The agent looked puzzled.
He plainly
didn’t understand. But to Andra and Ty it
was simple. All they had to do was take a
day or two and arrange for the furniture
to be sent out to the house. They already
knew exactly down to the last teaspoon

—

what they wanted.
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“Or he
She frowned.
“What’s the matter?” he asked. “Kicking
He placed his hand gently on
her stomach.
“No. It’s just a little pain in my back,”
she told him.
“Let me rub it for you. After all, who’s

up again?”

the best osteopath you

For a while they
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know?”

on the blue
couch, not saying anything much, just sort
of dreaming.
Then Ty said, “What does
the doctor think now?
Are we going to
have twins or just an awfully big baby?”
Andra smiled and shook her head. “He
still doesn’t know,” she told him.
“Well, just you let old Doc Hardin give
you his diagnosis. If there’s only one heartbeat, it’s one; if there’s two heartbeats it’s
twins
Andra giggled. “If it’s three heartbeats
“Whoa hold on there,” he laughed.
sat there

—

—

—

—

“Now

let Doc Hardin have a listen.”
Pretending his ear was a stethoscope, he
placed it on her tummy. “All I hear is
gurgling,” he said after a while. “Do you
suppose it can talk already?”
She giggled again, but he went on listening. Then, when he straightened up, he
shook his head. “What a shame it’s only
one,” he told her.
“Are you sure?”
“I’m afraid so,” he said.
Then: “Oof!” she yelled.
“Aha! Kicking up a fuss again, is he?”
He put his hand on her stomach and they
both felt the strength of the child they had
not yet seen. “He’s a big one, all right,”
Ty said. “I sure like to feel him kick,
honey. Say do you think I’ll have the
barbecue finished Isefore he arrives?”
She laughed. “He’s not due yet, honey.
I’m sure you’ll finish it in time.” Then,
leaning against his shoulder, she whispered,
“Oh, darling, I can’t wait!”
Kissing her cheek and drawing her close,
he said, “Neither can I. But wouldn’t it be
great if he came on Thanksgiving Day?”
“Any day,” she said, “will be 'Thanksgiving Day. Any day at all.” And they
smiled at each' other mistily.
The End

"
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For 26 years psoriasis sufferers
have learned that Siroil tends
to remove unsightly external
crusts and scales. If lesions
recur, light applications of Siroil

them,

I

thought, as

I

walked down the

street to mail this letter
the same street
where you used to play. I couldn’t help
looking up at the apartment building you
lived in when you were a child your father and his new family live there now.
.
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That is, Mr. Zuck the man who fathered
you, the man to whom you were born
lives there now.
I kept tripping on cracks in the sidewalk, as I walked along the street, craning my neck to look back at the building, preoccupied; remembering so many
things about you, Sandra, and about your
mother before you were born before
she’d even met John Zuck. I kept on walking and walking and thinking and trying to
understand why those things, that I knew
must hurt you so much, had been said at
all. It was cold and windy and I shoved
my hands deep into my pockets and pulled
up my coat collar, trying to get warm.
An hour later, I was still walking, still
unable to understand the why of it all. I
passed a woman wearing a fur coat and I
smiled. It was a grey persian lamb like
your mother used to wear when she was
in her teens. Funny I should remember
that coat it was so long ago. Maybe it’s
because she was the only one in our crowd
who had a fur coat, even though most of
our families could have afforded it much
better than her parents could. Only your
mother’s parents always did things like
that for her and her sister, Olga. They al-

—
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Name

W

e used to see each other at church

your mother and I. There was
whole group of us who grew up
around the same neighborhood. We all met
at the church dances and had a lot of fun.
socials,

a

Your mother, Mary Cimboliak, was a typionly she was prettier than
most, and there was something else that
was different, too. People sensed it the
minute she walked into the room. She had
a sort of strength; I suppose that was because she was so religious. From the time
she was only a little girl, she’d sung in the
choir and sold tickets to church bazaars

90

—

didn’t call

it going steady in those days,
but that’s what they were doing. Two years
later, they were married, and in the natural course of things, a little girl was born
to them. That was you, Sandra. I remember how we used to make a fuss, when
your mother took you for a walk, pushing
your baby carriage and having to stop
every few feet, while the neighbors took
turns peeking at you and telling Mary that
you looked just like a little doll. And your
mother would smile so proudly and say,

—

“She’s better she’s real!”
From the time you were

think

your grandmother, whom you call “Babki”
(a Russian term of affection for grandmother) would watch over you and never
be more than a few feet away from you
as you slept.
Then, when your father went into the
service, your mother took a second nighttime job, working an additional three evenings a week for a doctor. But even when
Mary worked six nights a week, she never
left you until you were asleep, and always
Babki or Mary’s sister, your Aunt Olga,
watched over you.
Even though your father was away during the week, your hours were so filled
with love and care, that you didn’t seem
,

the difference. He was stationed
Maryland and was able to come home
every weekend, which was convenient but
also very expensive on a serviceman’s
pay; so your mother had to get still an-

know

to
in

other job to help cover this expense, plus
the other necessities. There were no free
evenings left in her work schedule, except
for Sunday, so she had to get a daytime
job. Rev. Hubiak helped get her a position
with a war relief agency. I remember this

of Sin

,

.

.
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get that job at the millinery shop. Mary
would only take a night-time job, because
it meant she didn’t have to leave you during the day. I used to see her bringing
you to her mother’s house, just after dark,
and then, minutes later, rushing out again
and off down the street to her job. Always

Her Stolen Moment
The

—

little

—

you were only two your maternal grandmother began taking care of you three
evenings a week, when your mother had to

Secret interviews reveal

AddressCity

their daughdon’t know what

your grandparents had to go without to
buy that coat, but I do know how beautiful
your mother looked in it.

cal teenager

ENLARGEMENT

I

and gone to her priest when she was afraid
or unhappy or troubled. Father Krehel,
from the Russian Orthodox Church, always showed her the way.
At one of those church socials, a nicelooking boy, by the name of John Zuck,
came over and asked Mary to dance. They
danced almost evei-y dance together that
evening, and it was from that night on
that they started seeing each other. They

was a fun-time for you because Mary took
you with her to the office. You were everybody’s pet, so well behaved and adorable,
playing secretary, helping to answer the
phones only your babyish voice gave
away the fact that you weren’t a regular

—

member

A

was almost as though he had never
your life was happy and full
because of the love and care given you by
your mother, your grandparents and your
Aunt Olga. Mary continued working for
Mr, Douvan because, although you probsoon

it

been.

ably didn’t

of the office staff!

and your
father came home for good. You were
only four, then, Sandra, and I don’t know
if you were fully aware of a difference in
the relationship between your mother and
father, but I do know that none of us had
any idea what was going on; I don’t think
anybody knew. Mary tried to keep the
problem within the four walls of your
apartment during this period; I guess both
she and John Zuck were trying to work
year and a half passed,

things out, trying sincerely to hold their
marriage together. I can imagine what
your mother was going through. Their
marriage lasted another year or so, probably because of her firm belief that divorce
terribly wrong, because of her deep
religious upbringing in a family and a

was

parish where divorce was unheard

of.
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Still,

know

it

then, the ten-dollar

WHERE THOUSANDS

payments had stopped, too, and your mother had to work to support you and herself.
I guess it was only natural that after a
while, when your father didn’t come any
more, you began to forget him. He didn’t
come. He didn’t call. There were no cards
on Christmas or on your birthday. No one
talked about him and soon, I suppose, you
didn’t think about him any more. Gradually, you forgot that life had ever been
any different than it was, living with your
mother at your grandparents’ home.

A

year passed. Your mother had been

working for Eugene Douvan

all

this

time, loving her work, for it was more
than just a job it was an opportunity
for meeting exciting people and becoming

—

wrapped up in the interesting world of
But there was something more,
too. She liked and admired Mr. Douvan,
and they began seeing each other. For a
whole year, they’d go out on a sevensome. Mr. Douvan, your mother, you,
your grandparents, your Aunt Olga and
her steady beau. The following year, it
tapered off to a fivesome, with you and
your mom and Mr. Douvan and your aunt
and her boyfriend. Slowly the friendship
deepened, until one day, after Mary had
known Eugene Douvan for three years,
she realized she was in love, deeply in
love, with him and would love him always. More than that, she knew he loved
you, too, Sandra, and that you loved him.
He loved you so much that he proposed
to your mother in your presence and then
even insisted you go along on their honey-
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business.

hen she met Eugene Douvan through
the pastor at church. She needed a new
daytime job with certain hours, so that
she would be able to take you to school in
the mornings and be there to meet you

T

when school was over early in the afternoon. Jobs like that weren’t exactly easy
to find but, when she discussed it with the
priest, he told her he’d heard Mr. Douvan
was opening a branch of his construction
business in Bayonne, and was looking for
help. He arranged an introduction for her.
Actually, although they’d never met,
Mary had seen Mr. Douvan once the year
before, when he’d come to Bayonne to
attend a funeral and Mary had sung in
the church choir at the services. But they
hadn’t been introduced until the following year, when Father Krehel brought
them together at a church benefit affair.
Mr. Douvan offered her a job, even after
your mother explained that she couldn’t
be to work before nine-twenty, because
she had to take her child to school, and
that she could only work until early in
the afternoon, because then it was time to
pick her daughter up. He must have been
impressed by her: so young and pretty,
working so hard to help out, so devoted to
her child. He agreed to the hours, and
Mary went to work for him. By this time,
her marriage to your father had reached
the point of no return. You were a little
more than five-years-old, when you and
your mother moved in with Babki and
Didi, your grandparents.
First came the
separation and then, the following year, in
1948,

your mother

know whether

filed for divorce. I don’t

read about it in the paper
or heard it from someone, but I remember the day your mother was given custody of you, with your father to have
visiting rights on Saturdays. He was also
to pay ten dollars a week for your upkeep and expenses.
I was at your grandparents’ house that
I

Saturday when your father came to
take you out. You were all dressed up and
I remember you couldn’t understand exfirst

what the occasion was or why you
had to go out and leave us. But, anyway,
you sat in the big arm chair waiting for
him, until he came and took you away. I
was still there when he brought you back;
you’d been to see his family. But those
actly

visits didn’t

go on for very long;

I

remem-

ber hearing that he stopped coming after
the third or fourth Saturday. At first, you
probably waited for him; all dressed up,
standing by the window that looked out
onto the street, so that you would know
when he was coming. But finally when

he

didn’t
didn’t wait

—

—

come and didn’t come you
any more. He was gone, and

moon to Atlantic City.
I remember that he and Mary used to
make life like a game for you. Every Friday and Sunday were your special days,
every Saturday was Mary’s. On your special days, you got to choose what you
wanted to do.
I’ll never forget that Friday when I was
shopping in Manhattan and saw you and
your mother and Mr. Douvan strolling
down Broadway hand in hand. Your smile
was as wide as could be and I felt good
inside, seeing the three of you so radiant.
We stopped to chat. Your mother told me
you had chosen to go to the movies that
day, not just one movie, but as many as
you could manage to fit in. You had already been to two shows when I bumped
into you, and I could tell you were in a
hurry to get to the next one. After we
said goodbye, I stood and watched as the
three of you went down the street, you
in the middle, Sandra, not walking, but
skipping it was all your tall, handsome
Daddy could do to keep up with you.
The years passed, but your mom and I
always kept in touch by phone or by
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each other occasionally. Always
was the same good news I heard always about how happy and full your lives
visiting

—

it

together were. Things like the time when
you were thirteen and sick in bed and
couldn’t go to a school prom. It wasn’t
really a prom, just a dance, but you’d read
the word prom, in a magazine, and had
called it that. Only, of all times, you had
and with the measles no less!
to get sick
I heard that your daddy came into your
room that night, and he and your mother
stood by your bed and looked at their

—

poor baby all covered with spots, and with
eyes red and swollen from crying, because you were going to miss the dance.
And they comforted you and then Eugene
was able to bring a smile back on your
face, when he promised you that, as soon
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a

you were well, the three of you would
have a special prom all of your own.
And you did. It was your first “prom”
and you were wearing your first real formal, a billowy white dress with roses on
the bodice. And your daddy had sent you
a corsage of matching roses which you
wore on your wrist. You and your parents
went to the Waldorf Astoria and Eugene
took turns dancing with his two special
best girls, whirling your mother and then
you around the huge ballroom, so glittering and colorful. It was the most exciting
night of your life or, at least, that’s the
way it looked to me, when I saw the nicture in the silver frame that your mother
has the one with you standing at the
edge of the dance floor, beaming up at
your elegantly-attired daddy.
as
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Eugene Douvan.
Then came the day when Jo Mielziner,
the famous theatrical set-designer and
producer, spotted you in a coffee shop. He
found out who you were, called you and
asked you to try out for a part in “Happy
Hunting,” a musical he was putting on,
starring Ethel Merman. You said you’d
come to his office for the audition, but, at
the last minute, you got cold feet and

Wrifte

today

LAKE LABORATORIES,

Dept. 6204
7, Mich.

Box 392S. St rathmoor station. Detroit 2

gone.
I know how hard it was for you and
your mother, how unbearable it was, at
first, being without him. But then, somehow, somewhere, you got the strength to
go on, perhaps because even in death he
had left so much of himself behind
wealth of memories, of love, and the
knowledge that he wanted you always to
try hard, to give the very best you had
inside you. And because he taught you
to hold your head high and have the cour-

told

age to try

was

— you

did.

just a short time after your
father died, that you were asked to come
to Hollywood. At first this seemed impossible for you, but you went. You and your
It

mother got on the plane and flew three
thousand miles away to begin a whole
new life a life without your daddy. I
know what gave you the strength to make
that trip. You carried it with you when
you got on the plane, just as your daddy
had held it before his operation.
It was a crucifix and an icon that Peter
Nicoliev your daddy’s best friend had
given to your daddy in the hospital. It had
given your daddy comfort and peace as he

—

—

—

operation

the

faced

lay

that

ahead.

It

gave you comfort when you boarded the
plane for the unknown life ahead. And,
somehow, it always will no matter what
you have to face.
I thought about all these things, Sandra,

—

as I walked along the streets, after mailing this letter to you. And I told myself
that if John Zuck is a stranger to you and
you to him, you cannot blame yourself.

Wo one

to blame. If, whenever you think
da'idy, you think of Eugene
Douvan, don’t feel it’s wrong. After all,
he gave you his love; he was always there
when you needed him, right up to the
day he died. No, Sandra, it’s not wrong
to go on thinking of him as your daddy
because, you see, the words daddy and
is

word

of the
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considered you glamorous enough to play
opposite Mr. Lamas; to you that was
triumph enough. But then, that evening.
Mr. Mielziner called your mother and

PHOTOGRAPHERS' CREDITS

be a
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—your daddy was dead. For the seven
wonderful years that you had known him,
he had always been there when you
needed him. Then, all at once, he was

just stood up in front of the
started singing. You didn’t have
any material with you, but that didn’t
bother you. You just opened your mouth
and sang the first tune that popped into
your head. Then you sang three more and,
since you didn’t remember the words, you
made up the lyrics as you went along.
When it was over, Mr. Mielziner told
you how much he liked you and then, almost as an afterthought, he asked your
age. When you told him you were thirteen, he just clapped his hand to his forehead, closed his eyes and then opened
them, grinned and calmly explained that
he had thought you were much older. Then
he told you the part you were trying out
for was the romantic lead opposite Fernando Lamas! You and your parents talked
about it that night and, before you were
done, thev were hvsterical with laughter
because the thing that made you the happiest was the thought that someone had

by many
grateful users for 24
years. With DERMOIL It
Is

not to go.

tion, you
room and

daddy

suits reported

You

your father
that since it was a musical and you
couldn’t sing, there was no use going. And
Eugene Douvan looked at you sternly and
said, “You go, Sandra. You have been
given a great honor bv even bemg a=ked
to try out.” Then he told you that there
were hundreds of girls who were just
dying for a chance to be seen and heard,
but the opportunity had been handed to
you. He told you that even if you went
just to say thank you to the producers for
having asked you, he would be very proud
of you. But he insisted that you go.
You went. A few days later, I heard all
about how, when it was your turn to audidecided

scaly skin disease.

TRY
DERMOIL. Amazing re*

ington, D. C. hospital for heart surgery,
and never came home again. You and
your mother hadn’t realized there would
be any danger of this happening, because
you’d both felt that Eugene Douvan was
indestructible. But, suddenly, he was dead

—

besides doing things for you, your
daddy knew there was a time and
place for discipline, for being strict,
and you loved him so much that he had
only to look at you when you did something wrong and you never did it again.
When someone spotted you and you became a successful child model, no one
was prouder or encouraged you more than

B

cents.

CITY

—

never knew that you went out to Hollywood and became a star, because when
you were fourteen, he entered a Wash-

to tell

them

that your youth

Sandra. His
that

is

My

how

memory
it

is

indestructible,

should be

.

.

and

.

love to you and your mother.

—ANNA ROSENKO

was

his loss. But that he knew some day you’d
fine actress a star because you had
a natural ability. And your mother told
me that the glow of pride on your daddy’s

—

father have more than one meaning. They
don’t only mean the man who fathers a
child, who actually gives a child life; they
also mean the man who loves a child as
his own, who cares for a child as a father
might, who gives perhaps not the gift of
life but the everlasting gift of love. Your
daddy, Eugene Douvan, was such a man,

—

face that night could have made a darkened room light up.
Eugene Douvan never lived to see the
predict'on of vour stardom come tr”p He
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FRIDAY THE 13TH
Continued from page 37
but not without a new pair of shoes
Joan and a bouquet of red roses for
Lana. Joanne Woodward says a flat “No!”
to going any place that has the number 11
in its address and Liz Taylor won’t go
anywhere at all on Friday the 13th if she
has to wear a green dress. Carol Lynley
shuns the color black but, since she was
born on Friday the 13th (so was Judi
out,
for

thinks that’s her lucky
Lucille Ball can’t say why, but

Meredith),

number.

she

her lucky number’s

9.

Earl Holliman and Rory Calhoun say
they just don’t believe in superstitions,
but Sandra Dee’s answer to that is, “Why
take chances?” She goes along with the
feeling that any Friday’s bad enough (it’s
been a bad-luck day since even before the
silents) but that Friday the 13th is the
end. The thing that shakes Sandra up most,

having anyone open an umbrella indoors.
Clint Eastwood
and Richard
Boone turn pale at the thought of airplanes.
Roger Smith is still looking for the black
cat that caused his recent accident and his
pal, Edd Byrnes, wouldn’t walk under a
ladder for a solid-gold comb. Dennis
O’Keefe is leery of three things (did you
know bad things come in threes?): walking under ladders, black cats, and spitting
in the wind. When Jane Wyatt first met
her husband, he tied her shoelace in a bow,
then knotted the bow. She keeps bad luck
away from her door by always tying her
sons’ shoes that way. Ava Gardner gets
the same results by parking her chewing
gum on the boom of the camera before a
is

He-men

movie love scene. Orson Welles believes
he’s asking for trouble if he speaks to anyone just before a performance and Jimmy
Stewart’s sure a movie will turn out bad
if
he doesn’t wear a pair of battered
brogans at least once in it. Carol Channing
says phony diamonds are lucky, but Paulette (Joddard won’t take a chance on anything but the real ones. Nothing could persuade Connie Stevens that breaking a
mirror won’t bring seven years bad luck
and you’d have an equally difficult time
telling Troy Donahue that he wouldn’t be
jinxing himself by locking his doors at
night. On Friday the 13th, he not only
doesn’t lock ’em, he leaves them ajar.
If you’re in the studio audience at Dinah

behind
the

Shore’s dress rehearsal, please don’t applaud. That’s a worse jinx, Dinah believes,
than not walking on the same side of a
hydrant or lamp post as she does. Anyone who’s with Dinah and happens to stray
to the other side, has to say “Bread and
Butter” and three times. Craig Stevens
is still wearing the same shirt he wore
in the “Peter Gunn” pilot film. He’s had it
sewn a half-dozen times but he’s afraid
to throw it away. Incidentally, Craig also
wears the same pair of shoes in every
fight scene as he wore in his first battle as
Peter Gunn. He’s sure that that’s how
come he wins every fight. You can spot
Bob Fuller on Friday the 13th by his cowboy clothes he thinks they’re lucky. John
Smith’s luck, though, is something you
can’t see it’s his name. Changing his name

scenes
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Continued from page 42
adverse publicity about your marriage?”
Miss Taylor replied, “I think it can be
explained in part by the fact that in the
public’s mind Debbie’s role is that of the
typical sweet wonderful girl next door with
pigtails and diaper pins.”
Mr. Fisher said, “They think of Elizabeth as the femme fatale who broke into
the home and stole the husband away.
“I guess I represent to them the husband
who has a roving eye
“But while we’ve been cast in these roles
it’s not the truth at all. Debbie and I were
unhappy from the start. We were cast as
America’s sweethearts in the minds of a
great many people and nobody wanted to
believe otherwise. We were going to break
up a couple of times and I only stayed the
last time because Debbie was going to have
a baby.
“The legend that we were the ideal
couple was to blame more than anything
.

.

.

what happened when Elizabeth
announced that we were going to

else

for

and

I

get married.”

never been America’s sweetheart,”
Miss Taylor said, “so I never had Eddie’s
problem.”
Mr. Fisher said, “I think I’m nice, I
think Elizabeth’s Jiice, and I think people
who make mistakes can still be nice. That’s
why I think the roles the public has cast
us in are wrong.
“The thing I wanted most in the world
“I’ve

was Elizabeth. The thing I didn’t want was
for anyone to be hurt or hurt her. But because I fell in love with her I’ve had to pay
a few penalties, such as the press reaction,
the public reaction, and my former sponsor’s reaction. But it’s worth it, and if I had

to

do

think
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over again

it all

I’d

do

it

more

—

I

would

— though

*1
I

discreetly.

*2

“There are very few men who wouldn’t
trade places with me. That’s the trouble.
It makes all women so mad.”
Miss Taylor said the papers have reported that she was pregnant. “It’s not
true. When I denied it, they said I had a
miscarriage. And when that was denied,
there was a rumor that I had a child
secretly in a clinic in Yorkshire.”
Mr. Fisher said, “The hardest part of
this thing is to show we’re sincere and
what we did was honest and sincere and
not what everybody tried to make it. I’m
just a guy whose marriage was at an end.
“I knew it, Debbie knew it, our friends
knew it. The public didn’t know it. Debbie’s studio

wouldn’t admit

it.

So

I

was hap-

pily married, as far as the public was concerned, long after I was unhappily married.
“The breaking up of a marriage is not
an uncommon thing. It’s just the personalities involved in this one that makes it
uncommon or at least news. But the only
point we haven’t been able to get over is
that I fell in love with Elizabeth and she
fell in love with me after
marriage
was on the rocks. That doesn’t make her
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Magic

Relieved like

from tortures of vaginal itch»
rectal itch, chafing, rash and eczema with a new
amazing scientific formula called LANACANE. This
fast-accing, stainless medicated creme kills harmful
bacteria germs while it soothes raw, irritated and
inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching and so speeds
healing. Don't suffer ! Get LANACANE at druggists
Here's blessed

relief

my

a homebreaker.
“One of the things that has hurt the
most is that Elizabeth has been accused of
being unfaithful to Mike Todd. They say
she didn’t have the right to fall in love
again or so soon after his death. Who puts
a time period on when a young woman
falls in love or whether she has a right to
or not? Who is to say? Apparently everybody thinks they should be the ones.”
“Perhaps if Debbie gets married again
the public will forgive you.”
“You said it,” Mr. Fisher said, “I didn’t.”

The End
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What would you do

Checking
Kerr’s

owned up

Dehorah
what Tve

to

Asked

along.

all

Fabian kissed you?

Rumorg;

the

finally

suspected

if

she were

if

going to marry Peter Viertel, she an-

Dodie Stevens had her hand smooched. Trying

to

make Fabian a

little

jealous?

swered promptly, “Yes, of course, as
soon as

1

am

brigida

legally free.”

.

.

.

Don’t

rumors about Gina Lolo-

believe those

husband.

splitting with her

I

checked them out and they’re just not

Ditto those

so.

romance whispers about Joan Crawford and Billy Rose.
They’re just good friends.
But if you’re looking for a
rumor to believe, here’s one: More and more, it looks as
.

though

.

.

—

Lana Turner will give marriage another try with
And I’m still betting John Saxon and
are married. She flew to New York to meet

Fred May.
Vicki Thai

.

.

.

A

Kiss

into
“I

From The Tiger: When Debbie Reynolds

Fabian’s

know I’m

late,” she told

rehearsing.”

Fabe and
Texas

was

part-y at the Interlude, she

me and

The party was

his

all

dashed

out of breath.

Dick Clark, “but I’ve been

a going-away event for both

Bob Marcncci. Bob was oft to
Frankie Avalon while he finished “The

manager.

to be with

Alamo” and Fabe was soon

to depart for a tour of Australia.

his family.

But despite the separation, the boys wore a wide grin of hap-

The

contract, so

That same day. Twentieth had given Fabe a six-year

piness.

Sass Box; Middle-aged John Ireland selected the
house Tuesday Weld bought in Hollywood. Tuesday

—

promptly turned

it into two apartments
she lives upstairs
and her mother down. Tuesday used neighbor Will Hutch-

own was being

ins’ telephone while her

wasn’t impressed. Truth

is,

installed.

casting

Greg

.

.

own

.

in the difficult role of that sensitive genius, F.

Scott Fitzgerald, in the movie “Beloved Infidel.”

hope Greg repays them with
ii«ual

totem-pole style of acting.

Burns
<ret

a fine

outburst to son

married and

settle

performance

...

Ronnie: “Stay

down.”

I

oh, yes,

I

almost forgot: Fabe kissed

moment we were

me goodbye and

for a

close to a tear or two.

“Sugarfoot”

he hopes she keeps on her

With directors William Wyler and
Stanley Kramer, two of the finest, flatly stating they’d
never work with Gregory Peck again, I think producer
Jerry Wald and director Henry King deserve praise for
side of the fence.

I guess his first movie, “Hound Dog Man,” with
Dodie Stevens and Carol Lynley, pleased the bosses. And

And

—minus

I

his

approve George
out of Las Vegas,

Baby Talk: Jimmie Rodgers and
been so happy.

They expect

his wife

their first

baby

and Jimmie has been given a new TV deal.
housekeeping couple walked out on Janet
.

have never

in the Spring
.

.

When

their

Leigh and
bit
fazed.
Janet, who
the
least
Tony Curtis, they weren’t
order
and Tony
rooms
in
is Miss Neat and Tidy, kept the
took to the kitchen, whipping up daughter Kelly’s birthday

cake with pink frosting and everything.

broke

my

electric

“Of

course,

Tony

mixer,” Janet sighed. Little Kelly’s recent

operation was an occasion neither Janet nor
in a hurry, but Kelly is well

Tony

will forget

and bappy again. [Continued]

Wins: Ingrid
Bergman won custody of

Ingrid

her three children.

What a

Their

Shindig!

Roberto Rossel-

father,

was granted the privilege of having them one
month a year. But the
rumbles of more suits and
lini,

counter-suits
these two still
seethe like the

between

and

boil

Stromboli

volcano, always ready to

pop.

.

.

.

Sophia Loren

tempted fate a step too
far

her

by invading Italy for
movie “Bay of Na-

Clark Gable.

Terry Moore and her husband

Gardner

and husband Carlo Ponti, whose

wish George a happy birthday.

of

ples,” with

Now

Sophia

McKay took most

first,

hut

Dennis got Tuesday’s

kiss.

arrived

Efretn

Joan Collins’ dances.

Mexican divorce and
proxy marriage don’t hold water with the Italian courts,
Reports of Liz
have been slapped with a bigamy charge.
.

Taylor’s performance

in her

.

.

London-made movie, “Sudden-

And Liz
still has them. Liz and Eddie’s first trip to Hollywood as man
and wife was well-timed the hoopla over Khrushchev’s
The Bill Holdvisit kept them out of too many headlines.
ens and the Van Johnsons, who have settled in Swizterland,
ly

Last

Summer,” should

thrill

her

many

loyal fans.

—

.

live

.

.

on opposite sides of a mountain. Over here, only a

free-

Party of the Month: To begin

was an honest-toSeems an airline lost
host Butler Astor Myles’ clothes on a
with, there

goodness red carpet rolled out for
$5,000 worth of

recent flight, and the red carpet
It

was

a birthday party for

us.

what he asked

is

Kimhall,

a

New York
Spotted

for the affair.

dress

and

debutante who’d flown out especially

Tuesday Weld,

coat, as she arrived with

She does everything

Carpenter came with Dorothy Provine,

.

well.

but

Dennis Hopper,
all

June

brought

The Personal Angle: Marlon Brando hung
York

after he’d finished

Franee Nuyen’s

over

Anna

seen

Spencer Tracy look happier than at
and Stewart Granger gave for

he’s taking

no chances.

Simmons

old daughter Tracy.

shirt

.

.

.

.

.

the party

Jean

their three-year-

Remember when Claire

she would never marry one of those “sweat-

actors.” Well,

she

wed Method-actor

say

who’s quite shy.

III,

to

John

new
Carleton

Jimmy Boyd

Blair, and Liza Minnelli came with her

Vikki Dugan, who’s made such

father.

word

a

there with her

a splash at parties

with her low-backed dresses, had everyone waiting for a
look. But

when

I left

at three a.m., she still

had her

stole on.

I’ve never

.

He’s her godfather and namesake, and

he out-beamed the parents.

Bloom vowed

New

just to look

parents, uncles and aunts. Guess that,

after

Kashfi,

around

“The Fugitive Kind.”

Cramer

husband, Stuart

didn’t

Terry Moore was

evening.

When

she ran right over and kissed him,

noticed that Tuesday

I

Ireland

matching gold

in a

Fahrizzio Mioni.

she saw

.

Allison

actual date for the party, spent most of his time with

Before Mel Ferrer and Audrey
way separated them.
Hepburn left Switzerland, Audrey did all the cooking for
the family, including Mel’s three children and constant
visitors. Reports are the food was sensational. That Audrey
.

payment.

in

George Hamilton, who had no

Rod

Steiger.

Story: Jack Lemmon, with young son Chris,
Farr on the set of her Audie Murphy movie,

The Real

visited Felicia
‘‘Hell

Bent for Paradise,” and the two seemed cozy as bugs

Rick Nelson
it.
“The Wackiest Ship in the
Army,” with Jack at the piano and Rick twanging his guitar.
A gasser!!!! Chatted with Cary Grant on the telephone.
Says Cary. “If ‘Operation Petticoat’ isn’t a good picture, then
1 give up.” I have news for the handsome Cary. His movie
with Tony Curtis is a riot on wheels. The laugh of the year.
Big John Wayne decided against son Pat playing a role
in “The Alamo.” So, it’s hack to college for the younger
Wayne.
Paul Anka decided against another Hollywood
But wedding bells?

in rugs.

and

.

.

Lemmon

I

warbled a duet

doubt

.

.

.

in

.

.

movie

.

.

at this

time

in

order to

make an extended personal

appearance tour. Paul figures he makes more fans that way.

From glamour girl to fine
many turnings for Rita
“They Came to Cordura,” Rita

And more dough,

I

actress has been

a long lane of

Hayworth. But

might add.

in the film,

.

.

.

socked over a performance that rocked the town edgeways.
And rumors flew around that, in “The Story on Page One,”
Jean
ette

Simmons and Stewart Granger could hardly
Fabray about

that party

tell

Nan-

—they were laughing so hard.

Rita topped herself. After the snubbing
Rita

at

Columbia

Studios,

I’m

Kim Novak

delighted.

P

handed

{Continued)
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continued

Bing had a

feel-

ing something spe-

Nominate: Diane Baker as one of the nicest girls in
who first attracted notice as Millie
Perkin’s sister in “The Diary of Anne Frank” and whom
producer Jerry Wald and director Jean Negulesco recalled
I

cial was happening.

town, the young lady

for

—

their performances

Donahue

nominate Troy

I

Bob Evans,

added scenes, along with handsome

Best of Everything”^

rave.

blond, in his early twenties and a fine athlete, Troy

Hollywood from

Summer

Place,”

New York
with

work

to

“The

were that good.

new teenage

as a

in

A

...

concerned.

1

from a

little

Kay Kendall to know

“A

Bacall, whose husband died of cancer, has joined

Fm
be-

girl.

Hearing of tbe actor’s
death, the child fled in
tears

to

mother

“Mamma,

San-

ta Claus is dead.”

She

crying,

Are Boh and Diane’s scenes together too good for just acting?

her

remembered “The Miracle

on 34th Street.”

Last-Minute Flashes: “It’s a giV/!” The doctor smiled at
Bing Crosby, anxiously pacing the hospital father’s room.
“It’s a
Bing demanded. And not until daddy Crosby
was reassured by his radiant wife Kathy, could he believe
his good fortune. After five sons, his dream of a little Mary
Frances had finally come true. “I was more nervous this
time than ever before,” Bing told me later. “I kinda had a
feeling something special was happening.” Friends hope the
and

his

little half-sister

boys closer together.

.

.

may help in
And it’s
.

Mickey Rooneys. Mickey, who has

bringing Bing
a girl for the

three sons by former

Ann, born to his fifth wife, the
former Barbara Thomas.
The sadness of Hollywood
was heightened by the sudden death of actor Wayne Morris
at the age of 45. A flying Naval ace in World War II,
Wayne, the fifth member of the movie colony to die within a
few days, was visiting aboard the aircraft carrier Bonhomme
wives,

is

jubilant over Kelly

.

.

.

when death came.
Handsome Van Williams of “Bourbon Street Beat” quietly wed Vicki Richards.
Shirley
MacLaine may have to have her tonsils removed after she
Dorothy Provine collapsed
finishes up on “Can Can.”
.

.

.

.

'

.

P

.

.

from exhaustion but I think those few days in the hospital
taught Dorothy her lesson. She’ll take it easier from now on.
David Niven and his wife Hjordis are happily reunited
and that’s the best news of the month.
.

.

—

96

.

.

.

death was approaching.

And

Kay Kendall MemoFund for Leukemia Research. Irene’s dad, Louis B.
Mayer, also died of leukemia.
The town admired the
courage of Jan Sterling, who carried on with her play,
“The Gazebo,” after the sudden death of her husband, Paul
Douglas because he would have wanted it that way.
Garbo wept when told of the sudden death of her former
designer at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Gilbert Adrian. Dressed
in his clothes, Garbo and also Joan Crawford became the
producer Irene Selznick in starting a

rial

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

John Kerr has
most copied actresses on the screen.
Disney and is
Elfego
Baca”
for
of
“The
Lives
finished
.

.

.

shopping around for a Broadway play. What a pity HollyJeff Hunter and his
wood overlooks this fine actor.
.

.

.

wife are sad over the loss of their expected baby.

Michael Rennies

presence of their

of

with praise for never permitting his

all filled

Lauren

received his finest tribute

stm

late wife

Edmund Gwenn

lieve

condolence,

is

letters

to

here

is

as far as

stay

receiving

.

bachelor and a

charmer, Troy
to

.

Tall,

came

in his first movie,

Sandlra Dee.

.

Harrison

Cal York's Jottings :

.

.

.The

on a divorce after five years
Bardot baby rumors have
Brigitte
The
of separation.
producers
say yes, her husband
movie
Her
the town puzzled.
.

.

finally settled

.

screams no, and Brigitte just pouts.

Deborah Kerr made

And

says nothing.

.

.

.

sure her Australian movie would be

postponed long enough for
her to visit London and see
her two adored daughters.
.

.

.

Looks

O’Brien’s

like

with her husband,

Fitzgerald,

Erin

reconciliation

is

Jimmy

taking.

.

.

.

you’ve been wondering

If

what happened

to

Natalie

Trundy, who left Hollywood to go back to being
a debutante in

New

York,

she married Charles
Hirshon, a real-estate heir.
Peter Finch, who
made such a hit in “The
.

.

.

Nun’s Story,” expects his

own heir next spring.
Glenn Ford’s trying

.

solve

his

problems

zen-Buddhism.

.

.

to

with

Jan carried on.

She knew

Paul would have wanted

it.

Jergens beautifies hands as nothing else can

Jergens

is

the true

beauty lotion!
More than

a

more than

a clinging

mere cosmetic,

medication. Jergens Lotion
protects

and

beautifies

as nothing else can.

Why Jergens

is

best

Quickly smooths, softens

Absorbs instantly
Leaves no sticky feeling
Helps replace natural
moisture lost to weather
and harsh detergents
Costs only 15^ to $1.

New

tests!

New

proof! Jergens

stops detergent hands!

Nancy

both hands in detergents several times a day for 3 days. Her

Sinclair soaked

left

hand, treated

with a leading medicated lotion, became red, rough. Her right hand, with Jergens
care, stayed soft

and

her hands. In 972

pretty.

tests,

Look

at the difference in the

women proved

unretouched photo of

Jergens Lotion stops detergent hands.

todays loveliest look.. .beauty only

baby-mildness gives your
This

little

sWn

pampered-smooth complexion shows

one’s soft,

what daily care with mild Ivory can do for yours. Your skin
never outgrows Ivory. The milder your beauty soap, you know,
the lovelier your skin

baby’s skin. Mild in
scent. Ivory

More

.

its

is 99‘*‘‘/ioo%

doctors

.

.

and Ivory

is

gentle

enough

pure white color, mild in
pure®.

recommend Ivory

complexion than any other soap.

.

.

it

its

for a

pure clean

floats.

for babies’ skin

and your
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